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moral support to the murderers but also to cover their line of
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retreat and to render them such help as might be necessary
should they find themsdves in difficulties, such members of
the Village Defence Force, though they were not actually at the
scene of murder when the murder was committed, were neVer
theless accomplices. An accessory after the fact is littlebetter
than an accomplice. vVhether a person is or is not an accomplice
depends upon the fncts in each particular case considered in
connection with the nature of the crime. The Union of Bm"rna v.
G.1W. Mehta (1955) B.L.R. (H.C.)320; Ramaswami Goundan v.
Emperor, I.L.R. 27l\rlad. 271; Kailash Missir v. Emperol', A.I.R.
(1931) Pat. 105 ; Ghudo v. Emperor, A.I.R. (1945) Nag. 143;
Narai1l Chandra Biswas and others v. Emperor. A.I.R. (1936)
Cal. 101 ; Kyaw Hia AUllg and one v. The Union of BU1"11Ia
(1949) B.L.R. (H.C.) 58z; Emperor v. Kallu. A.I.R. (1937)
Oudh 259 at 261 ; .iWaung Aye 111alll1g v. The Union of Burma
(1956) B.L.R. (H.C.) Z73, referred to. Regardless of whether
or not the accomplices had the opportunity ofcolluding with the
approver or with each other or 'whether they were under open
arrest their t~stimony cannot be used to corroborate the evidence
of the approver. Ali jv[eah v. The Union of Burma. (1954)
B.L.R. (S.C.) 65. followed. Kyat/) Hia AUl1g v. The Union of
Burma, (1949) B.L.R. (H.C.) 58z; R. v. Baskerville. (1916)
2 K.B. 658 ; R. v. Noakes. (1831) 5 C.P. 3z6 ; Aung Pe v.
King-Emperor ,(1937) R.L.R. 110. referred to. Maung Aye 1l1atmg
v. The Union ofBurma. (1956) B.L.R.(H.C.) Z73. referred to and
explained. Nazoal Kishore Rai and others v. Emperor. A.I.R.
(1943) Pat. 146 ; Aung Bla and othersv. King-Emperor. LL.R.
9 Ran. 404, discussed. The Aing v. Nga Myo. (1938) R.L.R.
190, discussed (Held overruled pro tanto by Ali Meah's case).

KALA LAY (alias) TIN Nyo 'V. THE UNION OF BURMA 14+
U THA No

ADJOURNMENT-REFUSAL TO GRAl\i~ ADJOURN1o.tENT AND DISPOSA1... OF
SUIT ON EVIDENCE ON RECORD-\VHEN JUSTIFIED-O. 17, R·3.
CIVI1...PROCEDURSCODE 89'

ADMISSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE-Mistahe regarding-No ground for
revision. A mhtake made by a trial Court regarding the
admissibiiity of evidence in the course of triaj cannOl; be macie
the ground for revhion.

BArEE NUR AHMED AND ANOTHER V. DAW ZOMILLA KHATUN 7'

AoMISSION- admission of crime by accused- conviction on such
admission- failure to examine accused about such admis::icn
under s. 342. Cr.P.C.- accused must have been preiudiced by
such admission 465

AoULTERY- INGREDIENTS OF- PENAL CODE, s. 497 STRICT PROOF OF
MARRIAGE NECESSARY 195-

AoVOCATR<:;' AnM.~R~lON RTJLFS, !951-Rl/1.1! 4-ThAfnr:t nf tt£ll hR£-ng
ill Govemment service-No bar to application for admission as
Advocate under-Does not negative declaration of intention to
practise. The fact that an applicant for admission as an Advocate
of the High Court is still in Government service, is no bar to his
application for such admission and this fact has never been held
to have negatived his declaration that he intended to practise in
the High Court or in the Courts subordinate thereto. if admitted
asanAdvocate.

IN THE MATfER OF U NYI NYI. REGISTRAR OF CO~OPERATIVE

SOCIETIES. BURMA ... 132.
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..L4..PPELLATE COURT-DuTY OF-To GIVE EFFECT TO THE CHANGES IN
THE LAW OF PROCEDURE- CRIMINAL LAW(TEI\1PORARY PROVISIONS)
ACT, 1958-EFFECT OF CESSAnON OF z8

.APPROVER-EvIDENCE OF ApPROVER-C.·\NNOT BE LESS CORROBORATED
BY THE EVIDENCE OF ACCOMPLICE 144

.ARBITRAToRS-Legal J.V1iscOllduct of-When committed. Where despite
the provision in the agreement to submit the dispute to arbi
tration. to the effect that the arbitrators were to give reasonable
notice to the parties to attend the meeting of the arbitrators
either personally or by fully instructed representative and that
anI)' in case where the party failed to appear after reasonable
notice had b~~ 1 given, could arbitrators proceed ex parte as
cff~ctuaUyas if the party who had b.::en dulynotified were present,
th~arbitratorsheard one party and her witnesses without giving
ano??ortunity to the other side of being present at such hearing,
Held: that the arbitrators had contravened the principles of
natural justice and had committed legal misconduct. fV.
Ramsden and Company Limited v. :Jacobs, 1 (1922) K.B. 640;
Venkata Subbaya and anotherv. Vellkataramallayya and others,
A.I.R.(I930) lYIad. 646 j Payyavula Vengamma v. Payyavula
Kesrtll1la a ld others, A. LR. (1953) (S.C. )21 ; Louis Dreyfus & Co.
v.Purmottum DasNaraill Das. I.L.R. 47 Cal. 29 atpp 36-37;
Yinayak Vishnu SoJzasrabudhe v. B.G. Gadre and others, A.I.R.
(1959) Born. 39; Kanshi Ram v. Rarnam Das and ot!zJrs A,LR.
(1940) Lah. 73, referred to.

AISHABHI HA,.lI;II TAHIR MOHAMED rvIOHAMED YACOOB
YUNUSJAMAL 452

." ARREARS OF RENT "-l\IlEANING OF-URBAN RENT CONTROL ACT
S. II (I) (a)-ASSIGNMENT OF RENT PAYABLE AND DUEBy TENANT
- NOT ARREARS OF RENT LAWFULLY DUE TO NEW OWNER-so II (I)
(a), URBAN RENT CONTROL ACT II2

_BAIL-GRANT OF BAIL-SS. 496 AND 497, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
CODE-GRANT OF BAIL IS THE RULE AND REFUSAL IS AN EXCEPTION 192

.BUILDING-BUILDING ON LAND NOT COVERED BY DECREE-ORDER
OF DEMOLITION OF BUILDING-CANNOT BE MADE BY EXECUTING
COURT 83

.BURMA LAWS ACT-S. 13 (I)-EFFECT OF ON GIFTS BY 1'vIAHOr.1EDAJ.'l'S-
ThANS:FEROFPROPERTYACT,S.129 51

·-CAUSE OF A~ION meaning of-every fact which would be necessary
for the plaintiff to prove if traversed in order to support his
right to the judgment of the Court 360

,CHEATING-INGREDIENTS OF s. 415, PENAL CODE-NECESSITY OF
DECEPTION WHICH MUST PRECEDE AND INDUCE A CERTAIN PERSON
OF CERTAIN CLASS OF PERSON 235

.CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE-REscISSION OF A DECREE FOR EJECTMENT
ON PAY:-'1ENT OF ARREARS OF RENT-UNKNO\VN TO THE CIVIL
PROCEDURE CODE 102,

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, ss. 2 (2) AND 47-Decree-Traversing beyond
terms of-What investigation will tantamount to-When ordeneject
ing objection in executiorl proceedings not-Qllestion relating to exe
cution appealable as. In execution of a simple money decree the
respondents attached certain immoveable properties belonging
to the appellants, who objected to the attachment on the ground
.thatthe properties were subject to an equitablemortgagcin!avour
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of the respondents and that the promissory note on which the
respondents obtained the SiIT.p'le money decree wns the one
eXPclltp;d hv them when th~ monie~ were loaned bv the re~Oon~

dents and the title deeds of the properties were handed over
to them. There was nothing either in the plaint or written
statement to suggest that the suit promissory note was part of the
transaction by means of which an equitable mortgage was created
over c~rtain properties owned by the appellui1ts and the simple
money decree was passed as a result of confession by the
appellanb. Th~ ob ~ction raised by the appellants in the executen
proceedings was rejected bythe executing Court. In appeal itis
contended on behalf of the appellants that the order rejecting
the obhction is one «relating to the execution. discharge or
satisfaction of the decree." Held: That the suit being
a simple suit on a promissorr note it would be tantamount
to trav~rsing b~yond the terms of the decree to investigate
in the cxec:'ltion proceedings whether the promissory note
was part of a mortgage transaction and that the question
as to th~ exist:::ncc or otherwise of the alleged mortgage is not a
qu~stion ..vhieh can arise between the parties in the present suit.
Held further: That the order rejecting the objection of the
appellants cannot come within the definition of .. decree" in s.
2 (2) read with s. 47 of the Civil Procedure Code and is therefore
not appealable. \Vhere the transaction leading up to the decree
is set out in the pleadings, the question as to whether or not the
provisions of Order 34. rule 3 (6) of the Civil Procedure Code
could be invoked will be a « question relating to the execution"
of the decree and thus appealables as a " decree" .

MAUNG THWJN AND ONE V. U TAlK HOCK AND ONE

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, s. 19-5uit fOT wrongful conversion-Choice
of forum-Jurisdiction not altered by defendant's repudiation of
liability- Letters Patent-Clause 10-Jur£sdiction-Inherent want
of-Not procedural irregularity-Not curable by waiver-Leave
Condition precedent to insti!ution ofmit-Nullity of trial. cc Cause
of action'''-Meaning of-What must be looked to for ascertaining
Under s. 19 of the Civil Procedure Code. the application of which
being not excluded impliedly or expressly to the High Court as
contemplatedin s.12oof the Civil Procedure Code the plaintiff
has full option of instituting a suit for wrongful conversion, i.e.,
injury or wrong doneto his moveableproperties at Rangoon where
the loss or destruction was said to have taken place by negligence
on the part of the defendant either in Rangoon or at the [haec
where the defendant resides. Where in a suit for damages for
breach of contractthe making of which was complete in Rangoon
where the pledge took place and where the redemption must by
necessary implication also take place, the mere repudiation of the
plaintiff's claim by the defendant-appellant from Bombay does.
not alter the question ofjurisdiction of the plaintiff's suit. Ratan
Lalji Chand v. Dalt'Chand and others, A. I.R. (1954) Hydrabad 39 ;
Dadabhai Dajibhai v. Diogo Saldarma, LL.R. IS Born. 43 ;
Teckchand v. Mahadeo. (1922) A.I.R. Nag. 127. referred to.
Inherent want of jurisdiction under clause 10 of the Letters
Patent (which corresponds to s. IS of the Union Judiciary Act)
cannot, by waiver. confer jurisdiction and such an irregularity
cannot be an irregularity which merely affects the procedure.
Leave necessar}' under the relevant clause of the Letters Patent
constituting the High Court for the institution of the suit is a
conditionpreeedenttothe institution of asuit ontheOriginalSide
of the Hiph Court in cases where the cause of action has partly

337
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arisen ·within the local limits of the ordinary original civil
jurisdi:::tion of the High Court, and failure to obtniI, such leave
b~fore the suit is instituted does not confer jurisdiction to the
Hlgh Court. The trial is a nullity from themceptlOn lJevidatt
Ramniranjandas v. Shriram Namyandas and others, (1932) I.L.R.
56 Bom. 324 ; l\.1Ianindra Chandra Nandy v. Lal Mohan Ray,
(1929) LL.R. 56 Cal. 940 referred to Bank of Chettinad v. S.P.
K.V.R Firm and another, A.I.R. (1935) Ran. 517, afplovcd.
lYlohamed Siddiq v. 1110hamed Ahmed and another, LL.R. 6 Ran.
680, overruled. A.J. King v. Secretary oj State/a,' India, (1908)
35 Cal. 394 ;l1'Ioorev.Gamgee, (1890) 25 Q.E.D. 244, dissented
from. In ascertaining the meaning of the expression" cause of
action" regard must be had to the substance rather than the form
of the claim made outin the plaint, although it has been compen
diously defined to mean every fact which would be necessary for
the plaintiHto prove iftraversed in orderto supporthisrighttothe
judgment ofthe Court.. Cooke v. Gill, (1873) 8 C.P. 107 ; Readv.
Brown, (1889) 22 Q.B.D. 128; ilia Pwa Shin v. U Po St'n and
anotha, (1937) I.e. 946; Chand Kour and another v. Partab
Singh (1889) LL.R. 16 Cal. 98; Duncan Brothers v. Jeetmull
Gre~dhareeLal, (1892) I.L.R. 19 Cal. 372, referred to

SHANTILAL SURAJWAL IvlEHTA v. MARIAM BIBI AND SIX OTHERS 3::9'

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, S. 47-\VHEN NOT A BAR TO A SUIT UNDER s. 55
OF THE SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT 83

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, s. 80-notice under-where notice was not
given to one Respondent who was a necessary party-it is proper
that the suit be rejected in limine for want of notice ..• 256-

CIVI1. PROCEDURE CODE, O. 7. R. II-Rejection oj plaintJor want oj
notice under s. 80 oj the Code-When proper as against deJendants
not requiring sllchnotice. The appellant sued the three respondents
for possession of the suit premises and for a declaration that the
order of the 3rd respondent, Controller of Rents permitting the
1st respondent to let the suit premises to the 2nd respondent was
void. The plaint was rejected under Order VII, Rule I I of the
Civil Procedure Code on the ground that no notice as required
under s. 80 ofthe Civil Procedure Code having been served on the
3rd respondent, the Controller of Rents and that without first
cancell ingthe order ofthe 3rd respondent, the Controller ofRents
permitting the 1st respondent to let the suit premises to the 2nd
respondent the suit as against the 1st and 2nd respondents could
not be p!Jlceeded with, although it was contended on behalfof the
plaintiff that although the suit against the Controller of Rents.
might not be maintainable in law the suit should be proceeded
against the remaining defendants afterstriking out the Controller
of Rents from the array of defendants. Held: That as the
appellant-plaintiHhas asked for a declaration thatthe order of the
Controller of Rents was void as a condition precedent to the
ejectment ofthe 2nd defendant-respor.dent from the sui t premises
the 3rd respondent Controller ofRents was a necessary party and
he could not therefore be struck out from the suit and that a5 the
suit as framed could not be proceeded against the othert,.,.o defen
dants afterstrikingoutthe 3rd defendant, the Controller of Rents,
it was rightly rejected in limine for want of notice under s. So ofthe
Civil Procedure Code. Boyini Kanganna v. Pedini Rami/if/gam
SUblldhi, A.I.R. (1948)Pat. 117 j Bhagchani Dagadllsa v. Secretary
of Slale, A.I.R. (1927) P.C. Ij6 ; Venkala Rallgiah Appa Rao
Bahadur and another v. Secretary oj State alld others, A.I.R~

(1931) Mad. 175; U Ratana v. The 111unicipal Corporatioll of
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Rangoon and Dr. Than Aung, C.I.A. No. 44 of 1956 of High
Court, Rangoon j The Secretary of State for India in Council v.
R~jlucki Debi, I.L.R. 25 Cal. 239 ; Baldeo PJ"asad and others v.
Sukhi Singh and otlzers,A.I.R. (1938) Pat. 239 ; Naoy Mohammad
v. Abdul Fateh and others, A.I.R. (1941) Pat. 461, referred to.

AYANULLA (alias) HANULLA v. U PAR SEIN AND TWO OTHERS

'CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, O. 34. r. 3 (6)-the question whether or not
the provisions of O. 34, r. 3 (6) of the Civil Prodceure Code
could be invoked will be a <. question relating to the execution"
ofthe decree and then appealable as a c. decree"

-CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, O. 9, R. 9-Application to set aside order
dismissing application to restore suit-Limitation Act, Art. r63.
An appli:::ation to set aside an order of dismissal for default of an
a??lication to restore suit to file is one under Rule 9, Order 9 of
the Cod¢ of Civil Procedure and is governed by Article 163 of
the Limitation Act. S. A. J.VIenon v. Revd. FatherJ. F. Lafon,
3 Roan. 534, followed. Bipin Behari Shaha v. Abdul Barik, I.L.R.
44 Cal. 950, referred to.

DAWlV!YINTMvINTV.P. R. VELLASWAMY

337

'°5
.-CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, O. 9, R. 13-SeUing aside ex-parte decree

Court to be satisfied for nOll-appearallce-Discretioll to be exercised
judicially-Rangoon City Civil Court Act. s. 2s-Discretioll of
High COllrt in revision-Purpose of· Where the Fourth 1udge of
the City Civil Court, Rangoon, allowed the application of the
uspondent for setting aside the ex-parte decree passed against
him, which did not set out su../ficient cause showing ,,,hy there
had been no appearance byor on his behalfin the suitforejectment
by the applicant against him. Held: That under Order 9. Rule
13 of the Civil Procedure Code the respondent must satisfy the
Court that he was prevented by sufficient cause from appearing
when th.~ suit was called on for hearing and that although it is
within the discretion of the Court to allow the application, the
C)urt did not exercise its jurisdiction judicially, as it failed to
follow the law laid down by a Full Bench of the High Court in
U Aung Gyi v. The Government of Burma (1940 R.L.R. 512).
Whereitis contended that the High Court should notinterferein
revision, as the applicant suffered no irreparable injury. Held:
That the High Court has a discretion under s. 25 ofthe Rangoon
City CivilCourt Actto act, if the case isone in whichit should act,
it ought to act, that is, it shl'mld always exercise its discretic:n for
the purpose ofdoing materialjustice.

MARIAMBIBlv.AHLABAQsH 390

(:CIVIl. PROCEDURE CODE, O. 17, R. 3-Refusal to grant adjournment
and disposal of suit on e1Jidence on record under-Whenjustijied
Party not offering to give evidence-Not incumbent on Court to
invite him to give evidence. Where after several adjournments
granted at the request of the parties and their pleaders the Court
finally refused to grant any further adjournment and proceeded to
dispose ofthe sui ton the evidence on record, the plaintiffnot offer~
ing to give evidence when the adjournment was refused. Held:
That the trial 1udge had rightly dealt with the suit under Order
XVII, Rule 3 of the Civil Procedure Code and that it was not
incumbent On the trial luge to have invited the plaintiff to step

,into the witness-box for the purpose of giving evidence.

V. (JOVINDAN V. TOWN COMMITTEE OF KAMAYUT 89
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CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, O. 2z-Addition oj h!:irs of deceased party
Not imperative-Proceeding not irregular due to omission to add
all h!drs. The provisions in Order 22, Civil Procedure Code
da not render it imperative for all the heirs of a deceased pa,ty
to be added as legal representatives to enable the suit to proceed.
If a person had been added as legal repr~sentativeand no ob
jection has b~en taken that person does not represent the estate,
the proceedings of the Court cannot be considered irregular
simply on the ground that all the heirs ofthe deceased person have
not been added. l1JIaung Po j1:[ya v. lVIa Gymz Bon, 4 U.B.R.
150, referred to.

HAFl AND FOUR OTHERS v. THE STATE COll-IMERCIAL BANK
AND ANOTHER 459

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, O. 33. R. 3-Applicationfor permissioll to sue in
forma pauperis-Amendment of partition-O. 33, R. 2 (2)
Presentation by pleader-When presentation by plaintiff. Where
the p3.rticulars which are necessary to be stat~d in an application
for leav~ to sue as a paJ.per, a3 provided for in Order XXXIII,
Rule z of the Civil Procedure Cod~ are embodied in the plaint
and wh~re subsequently a separate a:>plication for leave to sue as
a pauper was filed by the ola·intiff's pleader in the imm~diate

prc:s~nc~of the plaintiff. Held: That Order XXXIII, Rule 3 of
the CivilProcedure Cadeis wide enough to allo\vthe amendem.ent
ofth~ c:>m?osite plaint and p~tition for leave to su~ as a paup<::f by
m~ans of a subs~quent s~parate application for permission to sue
infonwl pa!lp2ris and that the pr~3,~ntationof th~ application by
the ?laintiff's pleader in the im:ndiate prcsenc~ of the plai::.tiff
was preB:ltation by the plaintiff per:w.1ally. J.1/Iarmg Shwe Tha
alld others v. Ma UKra Zan, 10 Ran. 475 ; il1a Yan and others v.
.J.11aShwe Thill, II Ran. 414 j Ma Than v. U SallJlg, (1956) B.L.R.
-;r66, follwed.

J. K. SUTRA V. A. C. LaDa 8

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE. O. 33, R. 5 (a)-' , Prop1rty "in-Includesdehts.
Tn~ expres.,ioll ({ property" occurring in cla.use (a) of Rule 5 of
O ..d::r·XX:KVIII ofth~ Civil Procedur~COde means any kind of
pro?.;:rty w,1ich is liable to attachment a.nd sale in ex::cution of a
decree under s. 60 of the Civil Procedure Code and debts are
a:n:>ng the prop<:rties mentioned in that s,ection.

U €lHN SHWE (alias) l\!IAUNG SAN v. DAW MYA YEE '22

"CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACT, s. 68-0rders of R,?gistrar-Subject to
revision by President. Forthe purpose of s. 68 of the Co-operative
Societies Act the Registrar is an Officer Subordi:late to the
President of the Union of Burma and that, therefore, the orders of
the R::g: istrar are subjectto revision by the President.

LOH YEAN V. THE REGISTRAR, BURl\lIA COM OPERATIVE
SOCIETIES, BURMA ... 461

.:cOM~IERCIAL CONTRACTS not illegal or opposed to public polic), by
biting male in places where criminal activities exist-A1wlogy of
a!i?1t occ:J.p;zti:m not a.)plic:z.ble to occupatio1l by insl«gents
CO.'ltract Act, S. 237-Estopp:!d by subs<!que1lt conduct-Agent's
authority-Presumptions as to-All,!gatioll of fraud a zd collusion
Who,'t camlOt be ca,"zsidered-Contract Act, s. 23S-Fraud by
agent-When third party not affected-Liability of masJer or

7
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principal for acts of servaltl or agent. On the 1St and 13th March
1949 the appellants entered into contracts with the Istrespon
dent,the State Agricultural Marketing Board for the supply of
550 tons of rice and rice products ,. ex-hopper" to the Board's
agent, the 2nd respondent at Prome. By 22nd March 1949 \vhen
the Board ordered the stoppage of further performance of the
contracts all 550 tons of rice consisting of 26,000 bags of rice
had been milled and delivered to the 2nd respondent. Of these
some 8>435 bags were hurriedly despatched to Rangoon owing
to the insurrection in Prome and the remaining 17,565 bags of
l'iee which were stored in the millgodown of the appellants were
looted by the insurgents when Prome town was completely
occupied by the insurger.ts on the 25th March 1949- Payment
for certain quantities of rice milled and delivered under the
contracts having been received the appellants sued the respon
dent for the r<leovery of the balance K 55,371.10. The claim
was resisted by the Board, one of whose grounds was that the
town of Prome in which the Board's agent operated for and on
its behalf, at the relevant time. being infested with insurgents
and/or ot\erwise in occupatio:1 of the insurgents the aforesaid
COntracts were illegal, without the scope of the agent's authority
and that they were not binding on the Board. Held: That
simply because there were some criminal activities in certain
parts of Burma, all commercial contracts entered into in that
part should not be deemed to be illegal or opposed to public
policy and that the analogy of al ien occupation of a country
rendering contracts entered into between subjects of that country
andforwith the enemy subjects which would directlyorindirectly
help enemy's sinews of war is not at all apposite. Held also:
That the expression ., public policy" does not admit of any
precise definition and is not easily explained, that as the multi
coloured insurgents who infested Prome at the relevant time
were never at any time considered as alien enem}' or belligerents
at war with the Union of Bunna, but that they were ordinary
criminalswho hadcontravenedthe Penal Law oftheland, voidness
of contracts entered into by one subject of a country with an
enemysubjectatwarongrounds ofbeingopposed to public policy
has noapplicationwhatsoeverto the suit contracts. BytheBoard's
subsequent conduct in accepting milling returns and delivery
reports in respectofthe contractrice despatched to it byits agents
at Prome, it was held that under s. 237 of the Contract Act the
Board was e3topped from denying its liability or obligation
incurred by its duly appointed agents even if the latter had acted
beyond their authority. Held fuyth!!y : That it is settledJaw
that if a person (principal) authorises another to act as his agent
for certain purposes it must be presumed that the apparent
authority the agent exercises is the real authority. Where no
particulars as required under Order VI, Rule 4 of the Civil
Procedure Code have been furnished, the allegation of fraud and
collusion should not have been considered and even if fraud had
been committed by the agent while acting within apparent scope
of his authority, under s. 238 of the Contract Act the effect of
fraud does not affect a third party at all, the general principle
being that the master or principal (Respondent superior) is
answerable for every such wrong of the servant or agent com
mitted or done in the course of the servicefor the master's benefit,
though no express command or privity of the master is proved.
Laughter, v.Pointer,( 1826) 5 B. & C. 547 at 554, referred to.

DHUNJEE SHAMJEE & Co. v. THE STATE AGRICULTURAL
MARKETING BOARD AND ANOTHER 270'
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CONFESSION-TAl<:EN UNDER S. I (I), CRIMINAL LAW (TEMPORARY
PR:JVISIONS) ACT, 1958-VlHETHER ADMISSIBLE AFTER Ci":S';;..>.T;:ON
oFAcT 28

CONTRACT ACT-i>. 6S-DoES NUT At'PLY TO SUIT FOR DAMAGiS FOR
BREACH OF CONTRACT 197

CONTRACT ACT, s. 230 and s. 233-Liability of agent of pl"incipal
re;ii~nt al;road-reli'Jj on ground not disclosed in plm"nt-Grant
of-Wrrmg. Th~ a?p~llants actir.g as brokers indented for 3
tOns of dried prunes from a merchant in Cyprus for the
resoondents and under the contract entered into between
the' appellants and the respondents the former were not
to b~ held responsible for any claims in respect of goods that
have become unsaleable or partly unsaleable as the result of
deterioration, tough handling or in any other respect, and
COntract was co:n?leted and all obligation fully discharged by
the appellants when the goods had been indented. \Vhen the
the goods arrived the respondents found them to be dried plums
instead of prunes. In the suit brought by the respondents
against thz appellants for recovery of K II,75S'S5 as damages
for breach of contract the trial Court came to the conclusion
that the despatch of dried plums instead of dried prunes was due
to a mistake and holding the appellants perso:lally liable under
the contract by having regard to ss. 230 and 233 of the Contract
Act awarded the respondents K 2,000 as compensation by ·way
of restitution On the basis of s. 65 of the Contract Act. Held.
That s. 230 of the Contract Act provides that only when there
is no term excluding the personal liability of the agents for
that of his principal abroad. can the agent be made personally
ans\vereable for any terms under the contract and be bound
by them and that the terms of the contract excluded appellant's
liability. Held also: That as the suit was one for damages for
breach of contract and not for restitution and!or for compensation
on ground of voidness of contract as envisaged in s. 65 of the
Contract Act, the award of compensation by way of restitution
on the basis of s. 65 of the Contract Act, i.e., for payment of
compensation on the ground of voidness of agreement between
the parties was wrong, because, where a plaintiff has asked for a
particular kind of relief on soecified grounds, he cannot be
given relief sought for on a different ground which is not at
all disclosed in his plaint, without amendment of the plaint.
RatalilalHiralal v. C.R. Gupta, A.LR. (1951) Nag. 431 ; Judu
Bala Do1gya v. iVloni11lalaDzviandothers, A.LR.(1955) Patna_ 505;
Chattcrput Singh v. Maharaj Bahadur, 32 Cal. 198 ; A.R.P.R.l11I.
Meyyappa Chettyar v. L. V. VenhalacJE/lam Chettyar, A.LR.
(1935) Ran. 34 ; Hirjcc Del'a & Co. v. Maung NyU1Z Shein,
LL.R. (1924) 2 Ran, 414, r~ferred to. A.S.P.S.lCR. Karu
ppan Chettyar and one v. A. Chokkalingam ChettyaJ', B.L.R.
('949) (S.C.)46, followed.

MARTIN TRADING Co. v. U YIN KYI & Co. 197

CONTRACT ACT, s. 237-Estoppel by subsequent conduct 270

CONTRACT ACT, s. 238-Fraud by Agent-when third part\- not
afIacted-tiability of I\1aster for Principal Or principal fo~ acts
ofservantor:l.~ent 2,70-

COURT FEES ACT, SCH. II, ART. 17, Cl. 6-COUTt fees in suit for
ejectnmlt of a licensee governed by. A suit by the owner of a
house to eject his licensee is governed as regards Court Fees by.
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Article 17. Clause vi of Schedule II of the Court Fees Act.
P.J. Narayan v. 11I[a Daw and 01Ze, U.B.R. Civil. Vol. II, (1902
03), p I. (Court F<:e) followed. Mohamed Ebrahim 8aMb
Khateeb v. Bhymeah A. Ismailji, L.B.R. Vol. I, (1900-02),
p': 303. explained

TOE-WAL AHi\1ED (alias) SALIN AND ONE V. MAUNG TIN 97

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, s. 34z-0missioll to question accused
abollt admission of crime-Conviction based on such admission
Accused prejudiced by. Relying On the admissions alleged to
have been made by the appellant SOon after the crime to two
witnesses for the prosecution, namely, Kupparong and Poontaza
that he had shot his wife the trial Judge came to the c~nclusion

that the shooting of his wife bythe aoellant was deliberate, and not
accij~.ltd,a'ld co..1Victed the appellant for the offence of murder
puni5hublc under s. 302 of the Penal Code. 1'1 his examination
in the ordinary way as provided for in sub-so 2 of S. 342 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure, as amended, no question was put
to th(~ 39pellant regat"ding his alleged admissions to Kupparong
and Poontaza and his contradictory statmer.ts made to another
prosecution witness, Bo Maung San on the following day.
Held .. That the most crucial question in this case;:?'cing whethet"
the shooting of the deceased by the appellar.t was deliberate
or accidental, the conduct and utterances of the appellant
soon after the event took place are of extreme importance.
If the accused's attention was not drawn to these facts in an
examination under s. 342 of the Criminal Procedure Code, and
he was th~reforegiven no opportunityofspecifically meeting that
part of the case against him, itis most probable that he would not
realize the gravity of the utterances attributed tJ him. The
.appellant must have been prejudiced by the omission on the part
'Of the trial Judge to question him specifically about his alleged
admission to Kupparong and Poontaza and his alleged
contradictory statements to Bo Maung San. Nga Thet U v.
King-Emperor, (1903-04) 2 L.B.R. 115; King-Empe,-ol' V.
Kyan Baw, (1903-04) 2 L.B.R. 239; King-Empaor v.
Nga Po l11ya and atlOther, (1917-20) 3 U.B.R. 18;
Nga Hia U v. King-Emperor, 3 Ran. 139; King
Emperor v. NgaPo Byu andone, 4 Ran. 36 I j K.lVl. Subbaya Naidu
v. King-Emperor, 7 Ran. 470 ; U Ba Thein and one v. King
Emperor, 8 Ran.372 ;DebRamv. TheState,(I952)Cr.L.J.2~0;
yagov. TheState,A.I.R.(1953), Rajasthan I 17 ; Tara Sil1gh v. The
State,A.I.R.(1951), (S.C.) t'

MYA THAUNG (alias) YAN KHEE HTl\N t/. THE UNION OF
BURMA 465

CRIMINAL LAW (Tw\.fPORARY PROVISIONS) ACT, 1958, s. 1 (2)
Meaning ofphrase in-so 2-Confession taken under-Admissibility
after cessation of Act-Changes in law of procedure introduced
after order-Duty of appellate Court-Recent possession of stolen
property-Offence committed. The meaning of the pharse " when
it so ceases by virtue of any such notification the provisions of
s. 5 of the Burma General Clauses Act shall have effect"
in sub-so (2) of S. 1 of Criminal Law (Temporary Provisions)
Act of 1958 is that s. 5 of the Burma General Clauses Act shall
app ly notwithstanding the factthatthe Criminal Law (Temporary
Provisions) Act of 1958 was not repealed but only ceased to be
operative because ofthePresident'snotification. S. 5 ofthe Eurma
General Cla"J 3es Act willnot h::LVe the effect of rendering admissible
in evidenc~a confession recorded in the manncr provided for in s.
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that Act hus ceased to be operative, as s. 26 oEthe Evidence Act
w:tic~ h3S ,-3W been revived, enacts that no confession made by
any pernn while he is in the custody of a police officer shall be
prov,;::l ,13 against such person, unless it has been made in the
imm:diut~ presence of a rVIagistrate. The King v. Thorpe and
thr~2 O!lprS, (19+7) B.L.R. 279, followed; An appellate Court
is bound tel giv<;: effect to the chs.nges in the law of procedure
int:o.:duced aft..~r the passing of the ord;;:r appealed from. Where
app.::lla'1t Yhung Chit was found in possession of stolen property
O'lC day aft~r r03b~ry an.d CQ~ld give no satisfactory explanation
of his ooss,;:ssion. Held: That the offl.mce committed by him is
one pU.1ishable under s. 411 of the Penal Code for dishonestly
r~c~ivingor r~t;tining stolen property knowing or havjng reason
to bdjeve the same to be stolen property. Maung Tun (Htun) v.
The l{ing, (1946) B.L.R. 293, approved.

MAUNG CHIT AND ONE THE UNION OF Bum.IA

THE UNION OF BURMA 'l.1. 1\1:AUNG CHIT AND ONE

CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS-REPORT TO POLlCE-AMOUNTS TO CAUSING
OF CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS TO BE INSTITUTED-S. 211 OF THE
PENAL CODE

CRIMIN.....L PROCEDURE CODE-So 4 (I) (O)-SAXCTlON FOR PRO
SECUTION-NlEANING OF

XXXI

PAGE

107

197

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, s. 344-Stay oj criminal proceediugs
Inherent iurisdlcation oj trial l11agistrate-" Reasonable cause"
Possibility oj conflicting decisions-Not relevant matter-Policy
ojcriminallaw-When criminalproceedings should be stayed. The
trial I\1agistrate has inherent j.lrisdiction to stay criminal
proceedings before him but these discretionary powers are to be
exercised sparingly and only if there is sufficient and reasoDable
cause. Tne expreso;ion "reasonable cause" will depend upon
the circumstanc.:ls of each case. \Vhere the civil suit is not
between the same parties and the subject matters are not the
sam:: thJ fi 13ing in the civil suit will not finally dispose of the
criminal case. Tne fact that there is a possibility of conflicting
decisions is not quite a relevant factor to be taken into considera
tion in deciding whether the criminal prodeedings should be
stayed. Tne policy of criminal law is to bring an accused to
justice as speedily as possible so that if found guilty he may be
punished and if innocent he may be let off as early as possible.
NI. S. SI.;'!riff and another v. State oj J.1'Iadras alld others A.I.R.
(1954) ; (S.C.) 397 ; Chikkanarasaiah and others V. Venkatappa,
A.I.R. (1957) Mysore 70, referred to. Stay of criminal
proceedings should be allowed only on special and justifiable
grounds.

TAW EUE TAlK V. THE UUNION OF BURMA is

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, s. 476-To DE READ TOGETHER \YITH
S. 19S-VVHEN COURT CAN TAKE COGNIZANCE OF OFFENCE U",DER
s. 21 I OF THE PENAL CODE 107

CRIl\1INALPnOECDURE CODE, s. 476-B-Kt"nd oj order net to be passed
under. \Vhere in an appeal under s. 476-B of the Criminal
Procedure Code from the order of the S..lbdh-isional Judge
refusing to lay a complaint. of an off~nce p<t:lishabk under s. 195
of the Penal Code, the District Court r::m2nded the case to the
trial Co;.!rt with a direction to file a complant. Held: That the
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order of the District Court is wrong. Sharada Bai and another
v. K. Lakshminarayana Rao, A.I.R. (I 955) Mysore 59, referred to.

U BA SINT V. U BA THA 377

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, 55.496, 497-Bail-Grant of-Principle.
The principle to be deduced from 55. 496 and 497 of the Criminal
Procedure Code is that the grant of bail is the rule and refusal
is an exception and as an accused person is presumed under
the law tel b~ innocent until his guilt is proved, he should be
released on bail during the pendency of the case against him
unless he is likely to influence or i.,timidate the witnesses for
the p~onc'Jtionor is lik~ly to abscor.d if bail is granted to ,him,
Emperor v. H. L. Hutchinson, (1931) A.I.R. All. 356, referred to.

HUSSAIN Bux KHAN U. THE UNION OF BUR?lIA 192

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, s. 528 (2)-T1'ansfer of case-Notice to
be given to til!.? opposite party. Although s. S28 (2) of the
Criminal Procedure Code does not provide for the giving of
a notice to the opposite party, still on general principles and in
th~ i:1t x::st of ju,ti::::c notice should be given to the party affected,
so as to g've him an opportunity of showing cause agair.st an
order oftransft:r. Kamatc1zi Ammal and othersv. Emperor, A.l.R.
(1929) Mad. SII ; Teacotta Shehdar v. Amee1' J.11ajee, Haft;\;
Paikaalld others, I.L.R. 8 Cal. 349, referred to (See also lvra Hnit
v. Maung Pe To, (1904-06), IU.B.R. Cr!. Pro. IS-(Ed.)

MAUNG KAUI{ AND THREE OTHERS V. THE UNION OF BURMA 110

CULPABLE HOMICIDE NOT AMOUNTING TO MURDER-PENAL CODE,
$. 300, EXCEPTION 4-WHAT MUST BE PROVED TO BRING WITHIN
ITS AMBIT 21

DECREE FOR E]ECT!'<!ENT-Rescission oJ-Oll payment of an'ears of
rent-No provision Jor-Ill Urban Rent Control Act after expi1'y
oj Act-Un/mown to Civil Procedure Code. No decree for
ejectm~nt can be rescinded in a manner laid down in s. 14 (I)
of the Urban Rent Control Act of 1948 after the Act has expirEd
and the rescission of a decree for ejectment on payment by the
tenant to the landlord of the arrears of rent, etc., is a thir.g
unkaown to the Civil Procedure Code.

DA\.... THAI v. DAW KHIN 1\'1AY 102

DECREE-VARIANCE OF DECREE OF TRIAL COURl BY HIGH COURT
ENTITLED TO LEA\'E OF ApPEAL TO SUPREME COURT liNDER s'~5 (b)
OF THE UNION JUDICIARY ACT 179

----VARIANCE OF DECREE OF TRIAL COURT BY HIGH COURT-
NOT AS A RESULT OF ADJUDICATION BUT AS A RESULT OF VOLUN
TARY RELINQUISHi\IENT-TO ALL INTE.l\fTS AND PURPOSES A
DEC'REE OF AFFIRMANCE. . 179

EJECTiviENT SUIT FOR EJECTING LICENSEE-GOVERNED BY COURT
FEES ACT, SCHEDULE II, ARTICLE 17, CLAUSE 6 97

« EMPl.oTIR "-meaning of-Lc:1.vC arod Holidays Act---whethcr
Presid.::nt and Man3.ging Vice-Pr~<>id~l;,t can be comidered
as " em?loycrs " 484

EVIDENCE OF ACCOMPLlCE- USE OF-No prohibition to -Against
accused who has retracted c011f(;ssioll. There is no rule or law
w:1i;;h forbids the use of the evidence of an accomplice as against
an ac::used who has retracted his confession, though the weight
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to b~ J.ttached to s:l.::h e.vidence must depend on the circumstances
of C.l:;~ ca,~. b.tt w:l~re th2: ac=omplice is an unreliable person
hi, evi:lenc~ can hardly be taken a" satisfactory corroboration
of th~ r~tmcted. confession. The Union of Burma v. All Ria
(alia.:;) Nfaung Hla and two others, (1958) B.L.R. (H.C.) 29 ; Ali
Meah v. The Union vfBurma (1954) B.L.R. (S.C.) 65, referred to.
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MAUNe KVIN MAUNG AND ONE v. T;im UNION OF BURMA .•• 39

EVIDENCE-A.DMlSSIBILITY of-).1rSTAKE REGARDING ADi....IISSIBILITY
OF E....·WENCE DURlNG TRIAL-NOT GROUND FOR REVISION 7

E\'IDEXCE AST, s. 27-" Person in Authority "-Broad meaning to be
giV31l to·-Test--Stolen Property-Recent possession-Highest
prctll'nption wh.ich might be drawn. A too restrictive a meudng
should not be placed on the words" person in authority"
occurri~gins. 27 of the Evidence Act. A broad meaning should
be giv~n to the term a.'1d th<: t~st would seem to Le whe.ther the
person or individual concerned had any COncern or interest in
th ~ ffiltter und~r inquiry and whether he had authority to
int~rfereand ifso he would c~rtainlycome within the definition of
" a p~rsonin a.lthority". From the mere fact that the appellant
Ah Tu WilS fou'ld i ~ P05s~3sion of a rifle stolen from the victim
in the course of robb~ry with murder shortly after the victim's
de3.th it does not neC~ssa-ily follow that theappcalkr.t was thr.' one
who m'.lrd~red the d~c-eased and the highest presumption which
might b~ drawn against the appellar,t was his presence r,t the
scene of robbery of that rifh. Matwg Shwe v. The Union of
Burnn,(I9Sz) B.L.R.(H.C.) 350, apprcvd. Smm:atKI:c;/v.
State of R-:zjastlzan, (1956) A.I.R. (S.C.) 54, follo\ved.

IVLmNG TIi'r SHWL': AND ONE v. THE UNION OF BURMA 125

EX-PARTE DECREE-SETTING ASIDE OF -:).9, r. 13 C.P.C.-COURT To
EXERCISE DISCRETION JUDICIALLV 390

EXECUTION OF DECREE-Land on 'which building not covered by decree
stallds-Killd of possession that can be given-Order for demolition
of building connot be mcde-Spec({ic Relief Act, s. 55-Suit for
mandatory injunction for demolition of s.uch building under
Nlaintainable. In exec.lting the decree in an adminiitrution
suit for partition and possession of their share of land, on which
stood appdlant's buildiag not covered by decree, the
re3pond~ntscO'.lld get o'11y symb0lical and not a<:tu:."! 1pO£.'5es~ion
of the land covered by the said building and the executing Court
could not order d'lmolition of that porticn of building standing
On the respondent's la.nd. BiJ' Bihram Kishore j1;Iauikya Baha v.
Raj Kwnay Pal and another, A.I.R. (1934) Cal. 751, referred to.
As the respondents were not in a position to ask for a mandatory
injunction in the former suit, their subsequent suit under s. 55 of
the Specific Relief Act for a mandatory inrunction directing the
appellant to dismantle and remove his building from theirportion
of the land is maint3.inablo.~and not barred under s. 47 of the Ciyil
Procedure Code. HariK,oislmaJoshiv Shanher V£tlwl, 19 Bon,.
420 j Lahshmi Narain Banerjee v. Tara Prosamw Banerjee, 31
Cal. 944 ; V£shnu Ja.!!annath Joshi v. Vasudeo Raghuuath Oka,
43. Bon. 164 j A,jdul Hossain Y. Ram Chal'Qll Lm:', 38 CaL 6Sj,
referred to.

U SINT V. DAW HPAN MVA AND ONE
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE REGULATION ACT, S. 9 (2)-" Take" in- Imports
knowledge. Where the respondent who was about to enplane
for Japan was found carrying in his suit ca!':c closed envelopes
containing some articles of jc\vellery wOlth morc than K 5,CCO
entrusted to him for conveyance to Japan by a Jap..ncEc friend
ofh i::, the respondent notknowingwhatthese envelopes contained.
Held: Thattht: word" take" in s. 9 (2) of the Foreign Exchange
R~gulation Act clearly impOIts knowledge or in other words
there must be evidence that the accused had the knowledge
of what he was attempting to take out of Burma and that in th<:, ,,..
absence of any evidence that the respondent knew thutthe clos(;fi
envelopes given to him by the Japanese contained the said articles
of jewellery the resopndent could not be convicted ul~der s. 9 (2)
read with s. 24."0. ofthe Foreign Exchaege Regulation Act.

THE UNION OF BURMAV. G ..\NESH NARAYAN 223

FOREIGN EXCHANGE REGULATIOK ACT-Ccn,11lissiC1j of offo.ce ullda
Outside Burma -So I (I)-Jurisdiction of B1I1'1IU:;se Cow·ts
S. 27 (z)-No exception to Directvr oj guilty COmpQ1iY J'esidwt
olltside Burma-TVhen not liable for offence committed by his
Comprwy-Corporeal presence of ofJel1da in cozmtr:y v:here cffence
committed-Not neceSSQ1·Y-S. 24 (2) to be read as suPP[WUi1It to
S. I (I)-Absconding of aCCllsed-T.f':1Jatfact would not be suffi dent
to come to afindillg of-Proof of abscondence-Condition precedent
-Which Court has to be satisfied as regards. According to sub
S. (1) to S. 1 of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Actif a foreign
subject commits outside the Union of Burma acts which ,...ould
be an offence under the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, the
Courts in Burma would have no jurisdiction over him. Macleod
v. Attorney-General for New South TVales, (1891) A.C. 455,
referred to.

"All crime is local. The jurisdiction oYer the crime
belongs to the country where the crime is committed, ar:d.
except over her Own subjects. Her Majesty and the Imperial
Legis:1ature have no power whatsoever." Per Lord Halsbury,
L.C. in MacLeod's case above.

Sub-so (2) of s. 24 of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act
makes no exception in favour of a Director of a ccmpany who is
corporeally outside the Union of Burma. He is deemed to be
equally guilty with his ccmp3ey unlcu he can prove th:'.t the
offence committed by his company was without his knowledge
or that he had exercised all due diligence to prevcr,t its ccm
mission. As the offence committed by the comfa'....y in contra
vention of the provisions of s. 13 (2) of the Foreign Exchatlge
Regulation Act is in Burma. b}' a legal fiction every Dirctor,
Manager and Secretary of that company must be deemed to have
committed an offence within Burma although he may be cor
poreallyoutside this counrty. (NOTE.-In Criminal Misc. Appl i~
cation No. 167 of 1960 arising out of this casdhe Supreme Court
held that the company not having been made an accused, the
finding of guilt against it was unwarranted and that when the
rvlanagerhimselfhad been found Not Guilty the company which
he manages or its officers could not be deemed to be guilty.
Ed.) It is not necessary for a p~rson to be corporeally pr€scr,t
wit':lin a country to commit a criminal offence.

". . . the ex~rciseofcriminaljurisdiction depends on the
locality and not on the nationality ofthe alleged off;;:r.dn . "
lVlob(J.ri'~ Ali Ahmed v. The State of Bombay, A.LR. (1957)
(S.C.)857, referred to.
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«'Vhere the crime is committed in th<.> tenitoridjuri~cic

tion of one State as the direct result of the act of aperscn at the
time corporeally preser,t in another State, international Jsw by
reason of the principle of constructive presence ofthe offcndtr
at the place where his act took effect, does not forbid the
prosecution of the;offender by the former State, should he come

,vitnin it3 territorial jurisdiction." Rat2fJ lal ':: Lr.\v of Crimts,
Ninet::enth Edition, pugt 20.
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Sub-so (2) of 5.27 of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act must
be read as a supplement and not in any way opposed to the
provisions of sub-so (I) afs. 1 of the Act in!':o far as it ccncerns
a foreign national resident outside BUlma at the time of the
commi:;sion of the offmce by the company of which he is a
Director and for which h~ is vicarioudy liable. Therefore,
though th~ aPiJliCaI.t~ P. C. Ray and S. C. Ray mif,ht have been
residing out:;idc Burma at the time of the commission of the
offence by their eompnny, they can be deemed to be equally
g .d·tywithth,~ compdny ud ;s~, they c,m proVelac k ,)fknowlcc'ge of
the ofle-nce or due deligence to prevent the commission of the
offenc~ by the company. The testimony of a witness upon
which the trial Judge came to the conclm ion that the applicants
P.C. Ray and S. C. Ray w~re ab3c:;ndcr~,th&tth~ said applicants
who were residing outside the Union of Bmma, could not be
found atthe office of the company in 49th Street, Rangoon, when
he tried to find them is a far cry from saying that they were
absconding from Burma. It is settled law that in order to give
jurisdiction to a Court to examine \".itmsse:> in the absence of
the accused, it must be proved to the satiiOfaction of the Court
that the accused has absconded and that there is nO immediate
prospect of arresting him. In other words, the proof of
abscondence is a condition preceder.t to the ri~ht to examine
witnesses in th~,accused'sabsence. Marobodh v. Emperof·, A.I.R.
Nag. 274. referred to. The Court that has to be satisfied
regarding 'the accused's abscondence is the Court that proposes
to record evidenceinthe accused's absence.

P.C.R"'YANDONEV. THE UN'ION OF BURMA (U AUNGSn.rr) 34~

GENERAL Ct.~USES ACT. s. S-ApPLIC.-\.i'l"TION OF-IN RESPECT OF
CRIMINAL LAW (TEMPORARY PROVISIONS) ACT. 1958 28"

GOVERNMEl'.'T SERVICE-ApPLICATION OF PERSON IN GOVERNMEI"',T
SERVICE TO BE ADMITTED AS AN ADVOCATE-NO BAR 132

GUARDIAN AcND \VARDS ACT-s. 2s-the paramount consideration
which should be given is the welfare of the minor-meaning of
.. welfare" 288"

HIGH TREASON-JOINING INSURRECTION AGAINST GOVERNMENT-
S. 121, PENAL CODE 136

HYPOTHECATION-DEED OF-TvIORTGAGE-NOT A PLEDGE WlTiIiX
ARTICLE 6 (2) OF THE STA",\'IP ACT-IF
UNATTESTED. NO STAMP DUTY PAYABLE OX scen
DEED 172

------- DEED OF-!V!ORTGAGE OF IvloVEABLE PROPERTY
-ARTICLE 40 (b) of SCHEDULE 1 READ WITH S. 2 (1;) OF TRE
STAMP ACT 172-

JAPANESE CURRE~CY (EvALu.nIO~) ACT. 19+7, s. +-ACCEPTANCE
OF PAYMENT OF MORTGAGE DEPT!:s' J....PAXESE CCRR.ENCY 394-
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JOINDER OF ACCUSED-Accused putting blame on each other-Wizen
lawful.-(Accomplice). \Vhere in appeal arising out of the trial
for the offence of murder it is contended that the tfial was bad
for misjoinder of accused persons as the appelIantHmat Gyi and
his co-accused Tin MaunJ:{, who was acquitted, were throwing the
blame on each other. Held: That the prosecution case against
the appellant and his co-accused Tin Maung being that they
had acted in Concert and collusion it is not mutually exclusive
and the joinder in the same trial ofth~ appellant Hmat Gyi and
the acquitted Tin Ma'..1ng, was justified in lhw. Po Lan v.
The KIng, (1947) R.L.R. 379, discussed; Azim-ud-din v. King
Emperor, 7 L.B.R. 68 ; Kyaw Dwe and one v. King-Emperor,
1 B.L.J. 69; Emperor v. Datto Hamll'lnt Shah:J.purka1', LL.R. 30
Born, 49 ; Babulal Ch:J.ukhani v. King-Emperor, A.I.R. (1938)
P.C. Journal; Baliram Tikaram Marathe and others v. Emperor,
A.!.R. (19.}S) Nag. I, referred to. A person who helped the
murderer to dispose of the dead body of the murdered person
was a little better than an accomplice of the murderer.
Kyarv Hla Arwg and one v. Th~ Union of Burma, (1949) B.L.R.
582 ;Jimmg Aye l11allng v. The Union of Burma, (1956) B.L.R.
273, referred to.

MAUNG HMAT GYI v. THE UNION OF BURMA ... 473

LAWYER-negligence or misconduct of lawyer-no reason for
granting e.'{tznsion oftime under s. 5, Limitation Act 264

LE,\SE OF IMMOVERABLE PROPERTY BY PERSON IN\VnONGFUL POSSESSION
Confers no valid title. Execution of dtcree for possession of im
mfJveable property obtailled agaimt person in wrongful posseSSlOn
ofsome-Connot be resisted by tenant of judgment-debtor. A person
in wrongful pos3cssion of imm:>veable property cannot give a
validtitleto another by creating a lease in his favour and where
a decree for possession of immoveable property was obtained
against that perSOn on the ground that he had been in wrongful
possession of same his tenant cannot resist the execution of that
decree. The non-joinder of a sub-tenant in a suit willnot enable
him to resist delivery of possession to the owner in execution of
his d~cree for ejectment against his lessee. :Jafferji Ibrahim.ji v.
Miyadin Nlangal, A.I.R. (1922) Born. 273, referred to. A sub
"tenant cannot claim to be in possession of property on his o\.\"n
account within the meaning of Order 21, Rule 99 of the Civil
Procedure Code and if his immediate landlord is the tenant and
judgment-debtor, he cannot be in possession on account of
some person other than the judgment-debtor. Jairma Jadr:wji
.and othersv. NowrojiJal1l>!ledji Plumbtr, A.LR. (1922) Bom.449,
referred to. A sub-tenant need not be made a party in an
ejectmentsuitand the decree against the original tenant is binding
on him. Retmkissendas and another v. Billjraj Clzowdhw'Y and
another, 50, Cal. 419; l11essrs. Importers and 11'1anl{facturers Ltd.
v. Pheroze Framroze Tarap[)rewala and otlt!!rs, A.I.R. (1953)
(S.C.) (India) 73 ; IVia Kyin Tin v. Banu Nanigram Famandass
Firm and one, (1955) B.L.R. I la, referred to.

DAW AYE KHrN V. DAw SEIN AND FOURTEEN OTHEas

L EAVE A.~D HOLID,\YS ACT, s. 2-"Employer"-Presiderllt and
l1fmzaging Vict-Pre;id~nt of Co-operative Society-Liability
to prosecution-so 15 (1). A Co-op~rative Society, by reason
of its registration, becomes a bod:? corporate under s. 3 I of the
CO-operative Societies Act and its President and JVlanaging
'Vice-President would therefore co:ne within the ddinition of
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., em,?loyer " in s. 2 ofthe L~ave a:l:l HoI idays Act, 195 I. \:Vhere
the C:)-:l?~rativeSociety is an association of individuals and not a
corn?auy a prosecution would lie against its President and
l\th~againg Vice-President under s. IS (1) of the Leave and
Holidays Act.

D Pu fu""l"D ONE V. THE UNION OF BURMA 484

LEGAL IVIIscoNDucr-Arbitrators-Failure to give an opportunity
to a party to be present-amounts to commission of legal
misconduct 452

LEGAL PRACTITIOI\'"ERS ACT, s. 13 (b)-Failure of Pleader to he present
in Court-not proof of gross negligence under the Act 487

LETTERS PATENT-Clause Io-Union Judiciary Act, s. Is-leave
under-for filing a suit in the High Court-failure to obtain
leave trial a nullity 359

LIABILITIES (WAR-TIME ADJUSTMENT) ACT, s. 3-Leave ttnder
Sep~rate application jor-Not necessary, s. s-Holding oj inquiry
before forming opinion-Not imperative. The Liabilities (ViTar_
time Adjustment) Act nowhere says that a separate application
mu.:;t be filed in the execution proceedings for leave of the Court
tlnder s. 3 of th<: said Act to execute any decree or order. It
would suffic~ if a:1 application for leave is made in Court orally if
not by a written application. \Vhen an application for leave to
execute the decree is made, it is not imperative that the Court
should hold an inquiry as to whether the judgment-debtor would
Or wO"..lld not be able to satisfy the decree immediately, because s.
5 of the Act does not require thut such an inquiry be held before
leaveisgranted or refused by the Court.

lYIA TIN AND ONE V. P.P. ANANTHANARAYANA AIYAR 319

LIMITATiON AGT, s. s-Extension of time under-Gross at/d culpable
lI~glig~nce or misconduct Oil the part of lawyer-No ground for
R!:mgdy of litigant. Gross and culpable negligence or misconduct
On the part of th~ a?pellant's lawyer is no reason for granting
extension of time under s. 5 of the Limitation Act. Obiter.
'Where th~ litigant has suffered either thwugh misconduct or
through gross and calpable negligence on the Palt of his lawyer
he must suff~r, his only rem~dy being against his legal adviser.
SUl"endra ll10han Rai Choudhul"Y v. 1110hendra Nath Banerjee
and otl:1,1's, A.I.R. (1932) Cal. 589 ; Highton v. Trehenle, (1878) 48
L.J. Ex. 167 ; R.N!. AL._Firm v. Ko Shan and another, (1939)
R.L.R.639 ; Gopal Patwa and another v. Diganba1' Singh, A.I.R.
(1927) Pat.232,referredto.

DA\V OHN SEIN v. D ..nv HN'IN ZI (alias) HAFIZ BEE BEE 264

LIMITATION ACT, S. 5-" S!~ffi dent cause "-Lapses of memory
whether. Where delay in filing the nppeal was attributed to
lapses of memory On the part of the Advocate as a result of injury
rec~ivcd by him about a year pr"viously lind to other m-:nt~l
worries of the said AdVocate. Held: T!w.t th'~se facts do not
constitute sufficient cause as to warrant condonation of tht:
delay u:tdcr s. 5 of th~ Limit'ltion Act and thut illw::::>:> is not
always a sufficient ground for the extension of th~ I imitation
period. j1;1a Hmwe Yai and aJlOth':!l' v. Daz:: J"Fj}/ Tha, A.I.R.
(1941) Ran. 194; ilia Th~ill Khl~!l '". Jia U Byu, LL.R.
6 Ran. 571 ; Ka)'ambu Pillai alld allother '". Court of TVards
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by Collector, Trichinopoly District and others, A.I.R. (1942)
Mad. 170 ; S.J.VI.Ally v. 111aung Sall Ny!ill. I.L.R. 14 Ran. 155.
refer~d to; Sahib Dayal aud another v. :Jag31l1lath Prasad,
1. L.R. 46 All. 636, distinguished.

Gh\V KYIN LV:\N AND ONE tJ. GWAN PAlK 38.:;

LIMITATION AC1, S. 14-Wh~71 call1lot be imJoked. After the suit for
ejectment by the respond.~nt was decreed against her, the appli
cant sougnt u:lsucC{>SSfully t~ ha\'e the judgment reviewed on
ground offraud. Agl.instthe order dismlssi.lgthe application for
review th~ ap:>licant applied for revision but without success.
More than tht"ee )'~3r3 after the 3.:lplication for review W::IS filed
the apillicant fil.~ a suit to set :I.side toe decI'ee for ejectment on
ground of fraud and th~ suit was dismissed as b~ingtime-barred.

It is cOnt~;lded in this a';)~lication for revision that under s. 14
of the Limitnti.:m Act th-:' time spent in prosecuting the review
and r~\'i.;i:l:1 applicat:or.s should be allowed to be deducted in
computing the p~riod ofIimitltiol". for filing the suit. Held: That
the original suitIor ejectm~nt havi ne been disposed of on merits
and that as the applicant lacked bonafide in pursuing her remedy
by means of the other aoplications she cannot invoke the provi
sions of s. I4 of th:: -Limitation Act, S.R.1VI.i~1.A. Firm v.
iklallug Po Saung and others, iRan. 466, f,)llowcd ; Abbas Ali
Khan v. Yllsaj Ali Khan, A.LR. (1927) Lah. 186; Koppolu
Vankataswami v. attal'kar Sara Bai and others, A.I.R. (1943)
IvIad.633, referred to.

PONNAMAL V. DAW HLA MIN 2.16-

LIMITATION ACT-ARTICLE 163-.'\PPLICATLON TO SET ASIDE OnDER
DISlUSSIN"G APPLICATION TO RESTORE SUIT-CIVIL PROCEDURE
CODE,O.9,R.9 IOE:

M.-\GISTRATE-TRIAL IVIAGJ5TRATE-POWER OF-To STAY CRIMINAL

PROCEEDfN'GS--CRIi\tINAL PROCEDURE CODe s. 344 ... 78-

MOHAl\1EDAN GIFTS IN R-\NCOO~·-La<u cwplicable-Tramfel- of
Prop~rtyAct s. r 29-Does not law down QJly'substantjve lVlohamedan
law relating to gifts-Only a rule saving s!ctiott-111ealling
Cannot be regarded as rctailli"g aft)' rule of il1:ohamedan Law
independent of-so 13, Burma Laws Act-Personal Laws enforced
by virtue of Rule of interpI'elation-Incarporation of Law by
implicati01l- Wrong assumption-Non·survival 011 repeal-Burma
Laws Act. s 13 (I)-Gifts 110t provided in-When rule oj justi'.e,
equity alld good COJlSci'!nce comes ill to play-Eqw'ty not to overrfde
statute law-Nloh!llledan LQ1.Q regarding gifts-Not substantive
law of country-Burma Laws Act, s. 13 (2)-ElJect of omissio1l.
The law a?.?1icable when the validity or otherwise of a gift of
immoveable property bet";veen Mohamedans is in issue in a case
before Courts at R:mgoon is. the law laid down in s. 123 of the
Transfer of Propert~'Act, s. 129 of tile Transf~rof Propert)' Act
does not lay down any sub:itantive tvIoh:lmedan Law relating to
gifts; but it onlysaves such rule of Mohamedan Law as had been
in force at th-e time when the Tr.msfer of Pcoperty Act came into
force. The relevant provision in s. 129 of the Transfer
of Property Act means that if there are any rules of Mohamedan
Law admini:itered by the Courts in Burma 3S law, such law
shall not be affi:Cted by an)'thingcofltamed in Chapter VIr of the
Transfer of Property Act. il1a Asha and othsrs v. B.K. Haldar,
I.L.R. 14 Ran. 439, referred to s. IZ9 ofth~Transfer of Property
Act is a saving section which saves o:lly such 1\'lohamcdan Law
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::as has been made available by specific statutory enactments,
and it does not purport to endure or sustain by itself ar,y rules of
.I\tlohamedan Law depending upon their own inherent force or
by virtue aftheir long u3age or custom. U Pyi71IlJ!G and othas v.
Marmg Law and another, 7 Raa. 677. referred to. If p~rsonal

laws of persons referred to in s. 13 of the Burma Laws Act are
enforced by the Courts in Burma in matters of inheritance,
succession, etc., they arc enforced not by virtue of such personal
Jaws having inherent force aftheir own, but as laws directed to be
.applied byvirtueofs. 13 ofthe Burma Laws Act, A.R.L.P. Firm
v. U Po Kyaing and Qnothn, (1939), R.L.R. 311, referred to.
S. 129 ofthe Transfer of Property Act, independent of s. 13 of the
Burma Laws Act, cannot be regarded as having retained any
rule of Mohamedan Law relating to gifts occurring in Clause 17 of
·the Letters Patent. It is a clear rule of interpretation that u:lthing
is to be added to or to be taken from a statute, unless there are
adequate grounds to justify the inference that the Legi.,:;1ature
intended som,~thingwhich it omitted to express. A distinctar..d
unequivocal expres~ionsare necessary in a statute for the purpose
-of either adding to or taking away the jurisdiction of a Superior
Court. Thompson v. Goold, (1910) A.C. 409 at 420, referred to.
The assum?tion that the provisions of sub-so (2) of s. 13 of the
Burma L.",W3 Act have been alrea::ly incorporat~d by impiication
in Clause 17 of the Letters Patent by th~ use of the ex?ression
-« such law shall be the law which could have b~en a;::p:i~d by the
Chief Court of Lower Burma" is entirely inccrr'.Lt. There
is no survival of a provision of law incorporat'~d by itnp:ication,
when a later specific enactment without reference to the earl ier
enactment in which the provisions of repealed enactment is said
"to have been incorporated by implicat"ion, is repeaL:.d. Gifts
have not been provided in sub-so (1) of s. 13 of the Burma Laws
Act. The rule ofjustice, equity and good conscience as contem
plated in sub-so (3) ofs. 13 of the Burma Laws Act can come into
operation so far as Mohamedan gitts are concerned (i) only inthe
'3.bsence of Mohamedan Laws directed to be observed and (ii)
only in cases" not provided for by another enactment for the
-time being in force." The Mohamedan Law concerning gift
has not b::en made applicable or has been directed to apply as
part ofthe sub3tu<ltivelaw ofthis country. S. 123 of the Transfer
'of Property Actis the only law pertaining to gifts and it cannot be
said that there has been no provision made by any statute law
for the time being in force effecting gifts. No rule of equity
"can be invoked to override and abrogate the statute law.
ll;lallllg G~iv. Nlaullg Sa/mg and others, A,I.R. (1937) Ran. 240.
overruled. There is no room for the operation of s. 129 of the
Transfer of Property Act even if it purports to survive the
iVlohamedan L1.w c:lficerning gifts by applying the same as being
in accordance wJth justice, equity and good conscience, with
reference to s. 13 (3) of the Burma Laws Act. \"'\Then sub-so (2)
of s. 13 of the Burma Laws Act has been omitted the Courts in
Rangoon will no longer deal with civil cases instituted therein
accordiilg to the law f0r th-,;: time being administered by the High
Court of Judicature at Fort \VilIiam in Bengal in the exercise of
its ordinary original civiljurisdiction. The deletion of this sub-so
would have the effect or rendering the law relating to :\loham<:dan
gifts unifonn throughout Burma.

l\10HAl\"tED FAROOQ (a) MAUNG MAUNG A:-:D O."E V. SAHIB SI
JAN AND ONE

.MOHAMEDAN LAW-Custody of lvlinol'-klattersfor guidance-So 251
-l11an'iage of l110lzamedan girl 't.l.Jlzohas attained plIbeJ·ty-Whett
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void-Guardian and Wards Act; s. 2s-Paramount consideration
under-" 'Welfare" ;11-Wishes ofminor who has attainedpubaty
Dm? regard to be given-Atlarriage may be welfare. Under the
IVloham3.dan Law though the Ltther as the natural guardian is
entitled to the c~lstody of his mmor daughter in preference to
others, yet the Court in cJ:13idering the suitability or otherwise
of a1'[>o inting or declaring him as a guardian must be guided by
what is consistent with th~ law to which the minor is subject,
and also to factors which appear to be for the welfare of the
minor. Under the l\'I?hamedan Law a marriage of a Mohamcdan
girl who has attain~dpuberty would be void ifit is brought about
without her Consent vide s. 251 of l'vlulla's principles of
Mohamedan Law, 14th Edition. Under s. 25 of the Guardian
a~d Wards Act, th~ paraununt cOtlsideration which should be
given is, the intercc:st and weI fare ofthe minor. U jl1allng 1I1allug
v . .!'VIa Aye Bu, (I95Z) B.L.R. 406 ; Tan Swee Kyu v. Chan
Chain Lyau, (I 9..j.,) B.L.R. 107; !.11aung Aung !Chin v. ]VIa Sm:1J [-Ila,
(I953) RL. R. 3 I I, referred to. The word "welfare" must
bc ta;'::1 in iti widest 3::0S-::, i:1cluding moral, m~nt!ll, religious or
even physical well-being that strengthen the ties of affection
between th.e minor and the person concerned. G. Pooniah
Asari v. Sllppiah Asari, A.I.R. (1924) Mad. 873 ; Saraszoati
Ammal v. Dhonalwti Amm!1.I, 48 Mad. 299-A.I.R. (1924) Mad.
873, referred to .. \Vith regard to a minor girl who has attained
the age of puberty due regard must be given to her wishes when
directing her custody unders. 25 of the Guardian and \Vards Act.
Venkatarama Ayyangar v. Thulasi Ammal, A.I.R. (I950) lVIad.
320, discussed. The welfare criteria as envisaged in s. 25 of
the Guardian and \Vards Act is a pretty wide one, and marriage
may, under certain circumstances be included within thatcriteria.

MARIAM BI BI V. MR. BASRA
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MOH.o\i\lEDAN LAw-Custody of male infant child under alld
above 7 years of age-Whell lWohamedan mother loses l'1'ght to
custody of minor. Although under the lVlohamedan Law,
the mother is entitled to the custody of an infant child '\",ho is a
male child until he has completed the age of 7 years, yet the
moment such a child exceeds the age of seven, the father auto
matically has the right to the custody of such a child. Undcr the
Mohamedan La\'f a iVIohamedan woman found to be much
married and leading a somewhatimmorallifeloses herright of the
custody of her minor son.

MARIAM BI (alias) RAr.IZAN BI v. MOHAI'>ffiD ALI

l\'IONEY LENDERS ACT, S. IS-ABROGATES S. 20 OF THE NEGOTIABLE
INSTRUME~TSACT

MURDER-intention to commit murder-has to be carefully weighed
on legal evidence adduc:ed-Unsafe to convict merely bccause
deceased died as a result of injuries caused by the accused person

MURDER-DEATH OF DECEASED SIX !vIONTHSAFfER RECEIPT OF SPINAL
INJURY INFLICTED BY ACCUSED BY AE,\NS OF DAH-vVHE:THER
AMOUNTS TO MURDER-ACCUSED ENTITLED TO BENEFIT OF
DOUBT

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS ACT, s. 20-Abrogatioll of.
Where in the appeal ari~ing out of a suit on
promissory note the executIOn of which was denied
by the defendant who further alleged that the blank
promissory note executed by him was in favour of a third party,
it is cont~nded that the holder of a blank promissory note has

327
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authority under s. 20 of the Negotiabie Instruments Act to fill in
the bla'1k by entering his own name as holder. Held: That the
contention cannot be allowed to prevail as s. 20 of the Negotiable
Instnl!T!pnt« Art It!.'.!st be dec!!!cd to have been abrog:,.t~dby s. 15
of the IVloney Lenders Act.

}AIKARAN SINGH V. MOHAMED WALIJAN AND ONE 12

NON-JOINDER OF PARTIES NON-JOINDER OF SUB-TENANT-O\VKER CAN
STILL EJECT HIM IN EXECUTING DECREE FOR EJECTMENT AGAIKST
LESSEE 15

OCCUPANT Gm'ERNME::-<Y-POZOer to appoint officers-Acceptance of
payrmmt of mortgage debt iI/Japanese currency-Validity of
Japanese CUFY.:!llC)I (Evaluation) Act, 1947, s. 4. 'Where during
the Ja?anC3C occupation of Burma the Japanese Civil Admi~
istrator (A!"my) appointed a person named U Khin Maung Hla
<IS C'.ntodian of Enemy Prop~rtyin charge of enemy propc!"ties in
th~ Bas3ein District including the estate belongic.g to the appel
lant, which was declared to be enemy property, and the said
U K1:l.in Mau:lg Hla in his capacity as the Custodian had on
behalf of th';: appellant accepted payment in Japanese currency
in discharge of a mortgage executed in favour of the appellant
bt.for~ tfi~ war and had cx~cuted a deed of release. Held: That
U Khin IVlu'.mg Hla's appointment as the Custodian of Enemy
Property was valid in law and that although payment in Japanes~

currency was not payment in lawful currency, such payment
having been accepted for the :=nortgage would, by reason of s. 63
of the Contr:J.ct Act, as also by reason of s. 4 of the Japanese
Currency (Evaluation) Act, 1947 have the effect of releasing the
defendant-respondents mortgagors from their liability. The
deed of release was therefore a val id discharge of the mortgage
debt due to tho:: appellant. The King v. lVIaung Hmin and three
others, (1946) R.L.R. I ; Ko 1\1allng Tin v. U Gon klan, (1947),
R.L.R. 149, referred to. Ariff IVloosajee Dooply aud oue v.
Dr. T. Chan Taik, (1950) B.L.R. (S.C.) 227, followed.

1\'1ESSRS. DAWSONS BANK LTD. V. Ko SIN SEIN AND NINE
OTHERS 394,~

ORAL PARTITION OF FAMILY PROPERTY-Per17lissiblc-Tramjo· of
Property Act, s. 54-Sale of immoveable propcrty...-Inadmissible
Sal;! deed-Possession can COllst£tlltc de/£vc7y to sattsfy para. (3) of.
Where no writing is expressly required by law, a partition of
family property between heirs can be effected orally withcut
writing. Gyallllessa aud others v. lVIcbarakalluessa and others,
I.L.R. (1898) 25 Cal. 210 ; P.K.A.C. T. Chac1wlingam Chetty v.
Yaung Ni and two others, 6 L.B.R. 170 ; l11aung Po Kin and two
others v. Maung Shwe Bya, I.L.R. I Ran. 405, referred to.
Nalam Ramayya aud others v. Nolam Achan:ma, A.I.R. (1944)
Mad. 550, distinguished. "When the ver.dees arc already in
possession of the suit property, namdy, a piece of land, at the
time of the sale, such acts on the part of the vendor as making
c~rtain declaration or entering into certain writir.g, t;ven if such
writing is inadmissible in evidence, yet they can constitute deli
very of the property to satisfy s. 54, para. (3) of the Transfer of
Property Act. l11aung Mya Maung v. l11a Khille and othe/'s,
(1937) 166 I.C. 267 ; Daya Ram v. Sita Ram and others, A.I.R.
(1925) All. 206 ; Kulachandra Ghosh v. JogludracJumdra Ghosh,
I.L.R.60 Cal. 384,referredto. S. 54 ofthe TramferofProperty
Act clearly recognises sale of tangible irrunoveable property less
than the value of one hundred kyats by effective delivew of
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PO';;.i~.i3jon ; and eVen if there is an unregi!>tered d€.c.d of sale,
such sale would not be rendered nugatory for want of proof
t:1.~r.::of, wh~re title th~reto has been made effective by delivcty
of possessicJn to the buyer.

MA NGWE KHIN v. MA YI 8EIN AND ONE

'tPARTNERSHIP ACT. A firm has no separate entity-Liabilities of
partners to third porty. s. 43-Dissolution offirm, s. 3:<.-RetiT£17:£1,t
of partner-Liability oj retiring parir,c1-LiSlht.lg(, cJ s. 32 (3)
Liability of paTine,' and retiring paTir,a. Successor finll. Right
of suit in contract made in favour of predecessor finn. Under
the Partnzrship Act, a firm whether CC.n,stitLted mall)' or u:cit:.r
a written deed does not have a sepa:ate entity. The Iiabilltic.s
of the partners to a third party remaim.d thlOUghout the part
ne:ship until the partnu"hip affai.s are wound up either by
an order of the: Court, or voluntarily, znd after dissolvir.g all the
1ia:,ilitics of the pa~tner:>hip. Even if it is a pmtnership at. will,
s. 43 is quite explicit that the fhm Can only b(. dissolv£.d by a
pa:tner after giving r,ctice in ·writing to the etha partner of his
intention to dissolve the firm. Even if a pmtner desin:.s to
retire, s. 32 ofthe Partnership Actlays om\I, thlit..he can co so (a)
with the consent of all other purtpus ; (b) in accordance with

·,the express agreement by the partu:rs, or (c) ,..here the part
nership is at wiIJ, by giving n<.ti.e in wIitlng to all the otha
partners of his iiltention to r"tire. As rt:gards the retiring patt
ncr, I iability to a third party for the acts d the film done before
his retirement can be di"chug.. d by an agrcemut made by him
with such third party and the partners of the reccnstituted fum.
But such an agreement can aL 0 be impli. d by a course of dealing

· between the thi ·d and the r ~const tuted firm after the third party
has ki!owledg.e of the retiremer,t of one cf the partners. Under
sub-so (~) of S. 32. notwithstandi •. g the reti:cment of a partner

··from a firm the retiring partner and the partners who contmue
to be in the partnership arel iabk to a thi. d p .. l ty lor :=my aet dcr,e
by any of them which would have been an act of the firm. if
done before the retir{'ment up to the time when the r"tirirg

· pa:tner has given noti;:-e of retirement. An cral partnership
called Zeya .l\JIotor 'Vorks was formed with five pmtnels and the
2nd respondent entered into an agreement with the said film for

· the sale to it of a piece of land. About a year latu cne d the
partners withdrew frem the pattnership ar.d thf. film ",:=,s
reconstituted after taking in ancther penon in pl~{"e of the
partner who had withdrawn from the partnership and it sta-Ited
to function after due registration, under a totdly different n~me,
"Zeya Industrial Company." The piece of bnd contractEd
to be sold to Zeya Motor Works was sold by the 2nd resporder.t
and his wife, the 3rd respondent, to the appellllr.ts. The
1st respondent obtained a decree for specific perfclIuance cf the
contract for the sale of the land enter<;.d into between the 2nd
respondent and Zeya l\'lotor 'Vorks, the trial Court holding
that because the rights and liabilities of Zeya Motor Works

.. continued to vest with the Zeya Industrial Company, the right
to sue on the agreement of sale made in favour of Zeya lVIotor
'Vorks was enforceable by Zeya Industrid Ccmpmy and thnt
the firm of Z~ya wIotor '''orks was not dissolved at 2ry time
and that withdrawal of one partner out of five partners did net
have the effect of di3s01ving the whole partners]ip, and that the
identity of the firm was not dcstroyed by the mere fact that onc
of the partners was replaced. Held: That in law Zeya Mater
\Vorks still cxLts in so far as the enforc~mentof the suit contract.

PAGE
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is concerned J and that the present newly constituted firm with
new partners, i.e., Zeya Industrial Company has no locus standi
to institute the suit for specific performance as against the 2nd
and3rclrespondents. Held also: That the agreement to sell
made in favour of the living partners of Zeya Motor\Vorks
being obviously a promise made to two -or morc living persol':'s
jointly and there being no contrary intention appearing from the
contract, the right to enforce specific performance of the
suit contract which accrued to such partners jointly rests on
.them, and that they themselves, or anyone representing them,
have or has the right to file the suit. Karislli Ra11layya v'.
SaHa Subbayya. (1912) M\V.N. 415-13 I.e. 315, Dular Chand
v. Balram Das. 1877 (I) All. 453; Vyankayesh v. Valmahomed,
A.l.R. ,1928 Born. 191 ; referred to.

U THAN NYUNT AND TWO v. ZEYA INDUSTRIAL COMPANY
AND TWO 421

!.PAUPER ApPLICATION-ApPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO SUE AS PAUPER-
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE,O.33,R.2. 8

:PAWN OR PLEDGE OF l'vIOVEABLE PROPERTy-DIFFERENT FROM
HYPOTHECATION ORA MORTGAGE OF MOVEABLE PROPERTY 172

PENAL CODE, s. loa-Right ofprivate deJence oj body-When it extends
to causing deat.h. \\There the deceased attacked the appellant
a one-legged perSOn, first with a bamboo and later with a dah
and the appellant struck back with the dagger concealed in his
crutch killing the deceased. Held: That the appellant was
entitled to defend himself effectively against such an attack
even to the extent of causing the death of the deceased and ,vas
thus justified under s. 100 of the Penal Code in exercising his
right of private defence.

MAUNG MYA SAW v. THE UNION OF BUR:llIA 46

PENAL CODE, s. IZI-Joining insurrection against Government. Vilhere
the appellant holding the rank of a Colonel in the revolutionary
army performed the functions of a Director of Propaganda and
Information by feeding the revolutionary foices with such pro
paganda as Wa!! necessary to boost their morale in the fight against
the forces of the Union Government, although he had no combat
duties to perform. Held: That he has joined the insurrection
against th.e Government of the Union of Burma and is therefore
guilty of the offence of High Treason as defined in s. 121 of the
Penal Code punishable under s. 122 (I) of the Code. Auug Hla
alld others v. King-Emperor, 9 Ran. 404 ; Ba l1iaUllg v. The
Union of Burma, (1950) B.L.R. (H.C.) 131, followed. R. v.
Gordon, (1781) 21 State Trials 486 at 644-645, referred to.

KOSOEMAUNG (a) Ko CHIT THE UNION OF BURr,>,!:\.

KAUNG (a) Ko AUNG TuN v. Ko SOE MAUNG (a) Ko CHIT 136

THE UNION OF BURMA KAUNG (a) Ko AUNG Tex

PENAL CODE, s. 21 I-Institution of criminal proceedillgs-Causing
Criminal Procedure Code, s. 476-To be read w·th s. 195
Procedure to be followed-llfandatory provisi01lS-Failure to
observe-Effect of. \Vhere in consequence of the applicant's'
report to the police certain persons were prosecuted, the appli
cant had caused criminal proceedings to be instituted within the
meaning of s. 21I, Penal Code. And where in the course of the
hearing of the case before the Special Judge, the applicant

8
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denied the correctness of his report to the police. tbe offence
alleged to have been committed by the applicant as. a result of
such denial was committed in or in relation to the proceedings
in the Court of the Special Judge and the Special Judge must
therefore follow the procedure prescribed in s. 476. Criminal
Procedure Code by forwarding his complaint in writing to a
Magistrate of the first class having jurisdiction snd not to the
Police Station. Furthermore, s. 195 of the Criminal Procedure
Code which has to be read with s. 476, prohibits a Court from
taking cognizance of the offence punishable under s. 21 I, Penal
Code unless and until a complaint in writing has been made
by 8 partieularperson in authority and as the Special Judgedid not
comply with the mandatory provisions of s. 476, Criminal
Procedure Code. the Headquarters Magistrate before whom the
police sent up the case against the applicant had no jurisdiction
to take cognizance of the offence against the applicant.

U SHWE PAINC 'l.'. THE USION OF BURMA [07

PEN.O\L CODE, s. 300-Exception 4-Culpable homicide not amounting
to murder-What must be proved to br£ng cau w£thin ambit of.
In order to bring a case within the ambit ofException 4 to s. 300

of the Penal Code it must be proved-
(I) that there was sudden fight between the parties,
(2) that there was no premeditation, and
(3) that the parties did not take undue advantage of each

other.

'Where the appellant nursing a grudge against the deceased and
armed with a dagger went and picked up a quarrel with the
deceased and in the course of the ensuing fight he stabbed and
killed the deceased. Held; Thnt there was premeditation on
the part of the appellant to start the fight with the deceased and
that the offence was one of murder and did not faU within the
purview of Exception 4 to s. 300 of Penal Code. Empress v.
Rohimuddin, LL.R. 5 Cal. 31, referred to.

iVIAUNc BA 8EIN v. THE UNION OF BUR,.'\IA 21

PENAL CODE, S. 30Z (z)-Murder-Absence of m.edical ~vidence
Conclusion for murder notjustijiablefrom injury on leg-Ss. 299,300
-Intentio1J Jor purpose of-Determination of-Legal evidence
Want of-Unsafe conviction. The appellant was convicted of
murder, punishable under s. 302 (2). Penal Code, for causing
the death ofthe deceased by shooting with a rifle causing him an
injury in the middle side of the right leg. The deceased died
about 10 days after admission into the hospital, but no p\)st
mortem e.'"<amination was held with the result that no medical
evidence was available. Held: That is it hardly justifiable
in the absence of any such data to arrive at a conclusion, from
the mere fact that a gun shot injury was found On the leg of the
deceased, that the appellant had committed the offence ofmurder
within the purview of s. 300 of the Penal Code. Held also:
That the material question of intention of the offender for the
purpose of s. 299 or 300 of the Penal Code has to be determined
and weighed very carefully on the basis oflegal evidence adduced
il\ that regard and that when such evidence is unavailable, it
wdl be entirely unsafe to convict an accused person either for
culpable homicide s. 299 or for murder s. 300, merely because the
deceased met with his death as a result of injury or injuries
caused by the accused person.

PHYU THEE AUNG tI. THE UNION OF BUR.\IA 356
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PENAL CODE, S. 302, (-)-Benefit oj doubt regarding intention-When
given. Where appellant Maung Ngwe Tha was convicted for
the offence of murder for causing the death of the deceased who
died six months after the receipt of the injury as a result of
spinal injury inflicted by the appellant by means of a dah and the
medical opinions regarding t.he nature of the injury were diver
gent. Held: That the appellant is entitled to the benefit of the
doubt that is to be given as regards the nature of the intention
with which he struck the deceased and that the intention of the
appellant in this case falls short of the intention to cause an
injury which would be sufficient in the ordinary course of nature
to cause death.

xlv
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MAUNGNGWETHA
THE UNION OF BURMA

v. THE UNION OF BURMA
MAUNG NGWE THA 2°5

PENAL CODE, s. 4IS-Cheating-Ingredients necessary to constitute.
An act or omission to come within the purview of the offence of
cheating in s. 415 of the Penal Code, there must be deception
which must precede and induce a certain perSOn or certain class of
persons, not necessarily definite, the delivery or retention of
property.

U SEIN v. THE UNION OF BURMA ... 23$

PENAL CODE, s. 497-Adultery-Ingredient of offence of-ll1m'riage
Strict proof necessary-No presumption of valid marriage to be
drawn from long coverture. Where in a prosecution by the
respondent, a Muslim, for the offence of adultery alleged to have
been committed by the applicant with his wife, daughter of
Burmese-Buddhist parents, with whom the respondent claims
to have lived as husband and wife for 14 years, there is no
evidence that the wife is a Muslim. Held: That when marriage
is an ingredient of an offence, as in adultery, the fact of the
marriage must be strictly proved in a regular way and that in
the absence of any evidence that the woman was a Musl im, nO
presumption that a valid marriage existed between them can be
drawn from the fact of their long coverture as man and wife.

KASSIM ALI V. THE UNION OF BURMA (AsHOP ALI) 195

«PERSON IN AUTHORITy"-MEANING OF-EVIDENCE ACT, s. 24-
BROAD MEtU~ING SHOULD BE GIVEN 125

PRINCIPAL AND AGfu'IT-P£RSONAL LIABILITY OF AGENT-CONTRACT
ACT, s.~230-0NLY WHEN THERE IS NO TERM EXCLUDING THE
PERSONAL LIABILITY OF THE AGENT FOR THAT OF HIS PRINCIPAL
ABROAD CAN THE AGENT BE MADE PERSONALLY ANSWERABLE
FOR ANY TERMS UNDER THE CONTRACT 197

PRIVATE DEFENCE-RIGHT OF-WHEN IT EXTENDS TO CAUSING
DEATH~S. 100, PENAL COD' 46

PROFESSIONAl. l\1ISCOz-.-nUCT-Where the allegation against the pleader
appearing for the complainant that in consideration of the offer
of a bribe of K 200 by the accused, he had deliberately absented
himself from the Court thereby procuring the discharge of the
accused has not been proved and the pleader has tried to explain
why he was not in Court \vhen the case was called resulting in the
discharge of the accused. He.ld: That although the failure
of the pleader to appear may be due to mere thoughtlessness in
not having someone to represent him at the Court durj'1g his
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absence, it was not due to gross negHg~ce on his part as to
warrant taking action against him und~r s. 13, clause (b) of the
Legal Practitioners Act. Munir~ddiv. K. V~kata Rao, 17 I.e.
544; Emperor v. Ranjan; Kanta Bos~ Q1ld others. 49 Cal. 732 ;
In the matter of a pleader, (1924), I.L.R. Ran. 265.

IN THlLMATTER OF A PLEADER 487

PROMISSORY NOTE-BL......'JK PROMISSORY NOTE-WHETHER HOWER
HAS POWER TO .FILL IN BL....NKS-S. 20, NEGOTIABLE INSlRU;\-lENTS
ACT-ABROGATED BY s. 15. MONEY LE."lDERS ACT ... lZ

PROPERTY-ME..\NING OF-CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, O. 38, R. 5 (a) 122-

RANGOO~ CITY CIVIL COURT ACT, S. 25-DISCllliTION OF HIGH
Comn TO INTERFERE 390

RECEIVER-Object alld purpose of appoi,ttment of-Possessioll 0/
Suitforejectm~lltby a partyfrom house in poueuion of Receiver
Not maintainable. As a matter of general principle the object
and purpose of the appointment of a Receiver is to ensure the
preservation of the subject-matter of the. litigation pending a
judicial determination of the rights of the parties to the suit.
The Receiver is an officer or representative of the Court and
subject to its orders and his possession is the possession of all
the parties to the proceedings according to their titles. Admin
istrator-General of Bengal v. Frem Lal Mullick alld others,
22 LA. 203; Orr v. llfutllia Cltetti, LL.R. 17 Mad. 501 ;
N. Namberumal Chetty v•. P.. Ramayya Naidu, A.LR. (1942)
Mad. 60z; Gopaldas Kltettry v. PlLulchand PUTsottamdas, 50
C.W.N. 229 ; Nilkantha Narayan Si"gh v. M. S. Zoha, Official
Receiverofthe Calcutta High Court l I.L.R. 22 Pat.zs6; referred to.
The suit by the appellants for ejectment of the first respondent
Ko Maung Sein from a room in the house of which the second
respondent the Bailiff of the District Court of Bnssein has been
appointed Receiver is clearly not maintainable in law. Sm.
A,mapurna Dasi wlo Upendra Nath BaSil and others v. Sarat
Chandra Bhaltacharjee and others, A.I.R. (194Z), Cal. 394.
distinguished.

P.L.K. KASI CHETTYAR (alias) U K ....sI AND ANOTHER V.

Ko MAUNG SEIN AND ANOTHER S0l

REGiSTRATION ACT, s. 4g-T.RANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, S. 54
UNREGISTERED SALE DEED OF TANGIBLE !M.l\toVEABLE PROPERTY
OF A VALUE LESS THAN K 100 NOT ADMISSIBLE IN EVIDE."{CETO
SUPPORT A CLMM OF LEGAL TITLE TO SUCH PROPERTY 232

REGISTRATION ACT, s. 49-P;oviso-Unregistered document-Admis
sibility of-Collateral tramaction-Wlun claim is not based 0".
Where in a suit for the recovery of money, the claim is based not
only on the fact of partition but also on the terms of partition,
the claim cannot be said to be based on a collateral transaction
as to render the deed of partition. which is not registered, admis
sible in evidence under the proviso to s. 49 of the Registration
Act. Ayitham China S~,yarao v. ll/raddala Suryacha'ldra Rao,
A.LR. (1937) Mad. 638 ; NIt. Buar Kuar and another v. Ramhit
Singh and others A.LR. (1941) Pat. 167; KaTam Chand v. Uma
Dalt-Ham Raj and otheTs, A.LR. (1932) Lab. 554 ; Sukhlal and
<JtheTSv. BiJesar,A.I.R.(1929) Nag. [15 ; K. Pamhapagesa AYYOT
andanothtTv. K. Kalyanasundram Ayyar a'Jd otheTs, A LR. (1957)
Mad. 473, rcfened to.

MEsSRS. LmHMIcHAND HIRALAL tJ. MESSRS. LIHl{MlCH.s.ND
SRINIVAS 210



REVIEW A!\'D REvISION ApPLICATIONS-TIME SPEN'T IN PURSUING THE
SAME-WHETHER CAN BE DEDUCTED IN COMPUTING THE PERIOD
FOR LIMITATION-QUESTION OF bona fides-LIMITATION ACT
s. 14

'xlvii
PA.C.

z6r

REVISION-CIVIL CASES-MISTAKE REGARDING ADMISSIBILITY OF
EVIDENCE-No GROUND FOR REvISION 7

SALE OF GOODS ACT, S. 42-\VHEN ACCEPTANCE BECOMES COMPLETE
FOR PURPOSE OF LIABILITY 40$

SPECIAL JUDGES (SlAB & BSIA)-Trial of offences-Jwoisdiction of
Sanction-Rule of-Yurisdiction conferred by. Although offences
under s. 7 (2) of the Suppression of Corruption Act, 1948 had
been deleted from Schedule I annexed to SlAB & BSIA Act,
1958, Special Judges appointed under s. 21 of the Act are by
virtue of the provisions of sub-so 3 (m) competent to try all
offences which can be tried by a Sessions Judge. Offences
punishable under s. 4 (2) of the Suppression of Corruption Act,
1948 being punishable with imprisonment for a period of 7 years
they are triable by a Court of Sessions, vide Schedule II of the
Criminal Procedure Code. Therefore, they are triable by
Special Judges appointed unders. 21 (I) of the SlAB & BSI Act.
The rule of sanction only requires that the sanctioning authority
should remove the brake placed on the normal course of the law
after the consideration of all relevant facts and it does not expect
the sanctioning authority to determine with certainty as to which
label will appropriately cover the offence committed by the
offender. Therefore when a sanction is given. it confers juris
diction on a competent Court to try the offender for an offence
meaning thereby the alleged illegal act or omission as defined in
S.4 (I) (0) of the Criminal Procedure Code and not merely try
him under that particular label which is given to it by the
sanctioning authority. Consequently, a valid sanction is
necessary only for taking cognizance of a case and once a proper
cognizance is taken, the Court can exercise and should exercise
all the rights given to it under the Criminal Procedure Code.
Henc.e, it is the duty of the Court to try the offender under that
section which in its opinion most appropriately covers illegal
act or omission of the offender. Jacobs v. Union of India,
A.I.R. (1958) All. 481. referred to. Where the "facts remain the
same the Court can proceed with the altered and added charge
on the }oasis of the sanction already obtained and that the real
test is whether the new or altered charge is based on the same facts
which have been considered by the sanctioning authority or
whether some new facts have come to light in evidence which
requires its consideration. Major J. Phillips v. The State. A.LR.
(1957) Cal. 25. referred to.

THE UNION OF BuRt."\1.A V. U SEIN HLAING 220

SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT, S. 55-SUIT FOR MANDATORY INJUNCTION-
WHEN NOT DARRED BY s. 47, CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE 83

SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT, s. 56-No bar to suit agai1lSt department of
Gover1l1nentfor tortious act. \Vhere the suit by appellant for a
declaration that he was in law a tenant of the 1st respondent,
the State Pawnshop Board and for a perpetual injunction
restraining the Board from interfering with his right to occupation
and enjoyment of the premises in suit was dismissed, One of the
grounds for dismissal being ,that the suit against the BoaM was
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barred by the provisions of s. 56 of the Specific Rei ief Act.
Held: That it is within the rights of a resident of the Union of
Burma to file a suit against a department of the Government
restraining it from doing a tortious act against him and that the
suit is not barred by s. 56 of the Specific Rdief Act. The
Gaekwar Sarker oj Baroda and another v. Gandhi Kachrabhai
Kasturchand, LL.R. 27 Born. 344 (P.C.), followed. Alleroft v.
Lord Bishop oj London, (r89r) A.C. 666, referred to. Patel
Panachand Girdhar and others v. The Ahmedabad Municipality,
I.L.R. 22Bom. 230, discussed. j1;Iohamed Ebrahim v. J.11wzicipal
Corporation oj Rangoon (Civil Regular Suits Nos. 74 and 75)
x952, High Court, Rangoon; Tan Kong Bu and two others v.
Buildings Engineer, Rangoon Municipal Corporation, (X958)
B.L.R. (H.C.) 20, referred to.

K. ?\'IOHIDEfu'.; v. THE STATE PAWNSHOP M.~""'AGEMENT

BOARD A..?\{D ONE ••• 299

STAMP ACT, ART. 40 (b)-Seh. x-So 2 (17)-« Hypotheeation"
Mortgage oj moveable without possession-Stamp duty-j1;Ioveable
Property-Pawn orpledge of-Hypothecation or mortgage 01
Distinction between. Where by means of a document, described
by the parties thereto as "Instrument of hypothecation," the
party described in the document as "mortgagor" agreed to offer
his stock-in trade in his shop and in two separate godowns as
security for payment of debt due to company, which was the
other party, with right to the company to seize, take possession
of and sell the s&id property in default of payment of debt or any
part thereof or in the performance of the terms of the contFact.
Held: That the document is, to all intents and purposes, a deed
of hypothecation of moveable property under which possession
of property was agreed to be given under certain circumstances
and is a mortgage of moveable property without possession as
contemplated in Article 40 (b) of Schedule r read with s. 2 (17)
of the Stamp Act. H6ld also: That although the docwnent
obviously comes within the purview of a mortgage as prescribed
in Article 40 (b) of the Stamp Act, and not a pledge within
Article 6 (2) of the Act and being unattested, nO stamp duty is
payable on such a deed, as duty chargeable under the Stamp Act
has been remitted by the President, vide Government of Bunna
in the Department of Lands and Revenue (Income-Tax and
Stamps Branch) Notification NO.3, dated the 19th February
1940 under the heading" Other Documents." There is a clear
distinction, so far as moveable property is concerned, between a
pawn or pledge, and hypothecation or a mortgage. A pawn or
pledge ofmoveable propertyis a bailment ofmoveableproperty by
way ofsecurity. Possessionisgiven and thetransaction involves a
transfer of special property in the subject of the security. In
other words, in a pawn or pledge, the general property in the
thing pledged remains with the pledgor, while special property
in the goods passes to the pledgee who is in possession of the
property which he is entitled to detain to seCure repayment.
In the mortgage of moveable property there can be a mortgage
even without delivery of possession of the property which is the
subject of security. Hypothecation is another form of mortgage
ofmoveable property where possession is notgiven to the creditor
as security. In the pawn or pledge possession of the pledged
articles is given to the pledgee.

FINA,.""CIAL COMr.'lISSIONER (COMMERCE), BURMA v. GRAHArvrS
TRADING Co. ,BURMA, LTD. 172
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STAY OF CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS-CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, s. 344
INHERENT JURISDICTION OF TRIAL MAGISTRATE-" REASONABLE
CAUSE "-MEANING OF 78

STOLEN PROPERTy-POSSESSING STOLEN RIFLE-HIGHEST PRE~

SUMPTION THAT CANBE DRAWN 125

SUB~TENANT-CANNOT CLAIM TO BE IN POSSESSION OF PROPERTY
ON HIS OWN ACCOUNT WITHIN THE MEANING OF O. ZI,

R. 99, CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE I

NEED NOT BE MADE A PARTY IN AN EJECTMENT SUIT AND
THE DECREE AGAINST THE ORIGINAL TENANT IS DlNDING ON HIM I

4. SUFFICIENT CAUSE "-5. 5-LIMITATION ACT-ILLNESS OF ADVOCATE
-NOT A!.WAYS A SUFFICIENT GROUND FOR THE EXTENSION OF
THE LIMITATION PERIOD 385

SUIT---RESTORATION OF SUIT---,AN ApPLICATION TO SET ASIDE AN
ORDER OF DISMISSAL FOR DEFAULT OF AN ApPLICATION TO RESTORE
SUIT, IS UNDER O. 9.R. 9. CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE 105

SUPPRESSION OF CORRUPTION ACT, 1945-0FFENCES PUNISHABLE
UNDER s.4 (Z)-TRIABLE BY A COURT OF SESSIONS-THEREFORE
TRIABLE BY SEPCIAL JUDGES APPOINTED UNDER S. 21 (I) OF THE
SlAB AND BSI ACT 220

SURRENDER OF LEASE-IMPLIED SURRENDER-TRANSFER OF PROPERTY
ACT, S. II (f)-WHETHER DEPORTATION AMOUNTS TO IMPLIED
SUR'JENDER 15

•
'TAKE"---.:.MEANING OF........S. 9 (z), FOREIGN REGULATION ACT-

IMPORTS KNOWLEDGE 228

"TEMPORARY ACT-Cessation oj-During trial-Conviction under.
Conviction for an offence punishable under a temporary Act
which has ceased to exist during the pendency of the trial is bad
in law. Bansgopal v. Emperor, A.I.R. (1933) All. 669; Koy v.
Gooduin. 6 Bing. 576, referred to.

A.H.EsSATERMOHAI'I-lEDv.TmUNION OF BURMA 254

TRANSFER OF CRIMINAL CASE-NOTICE SHOULD BE GIVEN TO THE FARTY
AFFECTED-S. 528 (2), CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE 110

TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, s. 54.-Rrgistration Act, s. 49
Unregistered sale deed oj immoveable property valued at K 75
Inadmis,~iblein evidence. Under s. 54 of the Transfer of Property
Act read with s. 49 of the Registration Act an unregistered sale
deed of tangible immoveable property of a value of less than
K 100 is not admissible in evidence to support a claim of legal
title to such property.

U KYAW NYUNTV.DAWCHITAND ONE 23 2

"TRANSFERiOF PROPERTY ACT, s. 54-Clearly recognises sale of tangible
immoveable property less than the value of one hundred kyats
by effective delivery ofpossession 3 I 3

'"TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, S. III (f)-Implied s!l1'i'ender oj lease
Whether deportat£oll operates as-Injerence of. 'Vhere the
husband of the respondent, who was the sub-tenant of the
appellant, was deported and the respondent continued to live
in the premises in suit and was able and willing to pay the rent
for and on behalf of her exiled husband. Held: That there
was no implied surrender of the lease on the part of the deportee'
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and that the tenancy was not terminated by operation of law.
An implied surrender or a surrender by ·operation of law is a
matter which must be inferred from all the circumstances
obtaining in a case. Gardhu Up~ndra Si'lgh v. Ganjhu Meghallth
Singh, A.I.R. (1939) Pat. 598; Naba Kumari Debi v. Behan·
Lal Sen, 34 Cal. 902 P.C.; Tarabai Jif)Q1zlal Parekh v. Lala
Padamchalld, A.I.R. (1950) Bern. 89; Obboya Charan BhGola v.
Koilasll Ch1l11der Dey, 14 Cal. 75t ; Pre", Suhh Das and others v.
Bhupia and another, 2 All. 517 (FB), referred tv.

LB·t NCA1.iK SlN V. Nc FOKE SEE IS.

TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, S. I I4-DO~S71ot apply to mOJltlzl" tEnancy
-Ineleva'1t U,>/Ie1t Lease determined under s. III (h) Tead witlJ
s. lo6-Urban Rent Control Act, s. 14 (1)-" Arrears of rent''''
in-MeQl1S rent lmcfully dlle-Time·fJarred rent is "ot rent lawfully
due-To be '"ead 'icith s. II (I) (a)-Rescissioll of decree-Opposed
on g,·olmd offailure oj tenant to pe,jorm obligation-Duty of Court.
S. 114 of the Transfer of Property Act has no application to a
tenancy from month to month so that it is irrelevant in the case
of a lease which is determined under s. I I I (h) read with
s. 106. R. G. Pandit v. Narsincdas, LL.R. (1950) Nag. 870,
referred to. \Vhen s. 17 (I) of the Urban Rent Control Act
speaks of the rescission of the decree for ejectment on payment·
of arrears of rent, it contemplates payment of such arrears of"
rent as are lawfully due to be paid by the defendant as s. 14 (I)
must be read in conjunction with the provisions of s. II (1) (a}
of the Urban Rent Control Act. No rent which has been barred
by limitation can be considered as rent lawfully due. When in
an application for the rescission of n decree for ejectment passed.
for non-payment of arrer rs of rent, the landlord says that the
decree should not be rescinded because the tenant had broken
and not performed an obligation of the tenancy, it is incumbent
upon the Court to take this matter into consideration. Tat
elmall & Co. v. Chan S~l1g Cheong, (1949) B.L.R. (S.C.) 86 ;.
Dow Hla ..iW"ay v. U Po Yi,l, (1951) B.L.R. (S.C.) 63, followed~
.il1aurlg Chit Pe v. U Kyat/) Sl:eiu o.lld o.llotlzer, (1955) B.L.R.
(H.C,) 199. referred to.

HA]EE AnnUL SHAl<oon KHAN (,I. THE OFFICIAL LlQUlDATOR,
THE BURMA PunLIsHERS LTD. (In liquidation) ... 294'

TRANSFER·OF PROPERTY ACT, S. I 29-EFFECT OF-QN GIFTS-CANNOT
BE REGARDED t\S RETAlNl~G ANY nULE OF MOHAMEDAN L.c.:w
INDEPEr-.'DEr-.7 OF s. 13, B1.iRl\1A LAWS ACT 51

UNION JUDICIARY ACT, s. s-Leave to o.ppeal-When gro.nted
Decree of a.(Jirmal1ce-Despite tJoriati011 in duree of lower Court
made by High Court. 'Where the decree and judgment of the
High Court was one of affirmance of the trial Court's judgment
and decree, then leave to appeal to the Supreme Court can be
granted under s. 5 of the Union Judiciary Act only when sub
stantialquestion oflaw is involved. Where the decree and judg
ment of the High Court was one of variance of the trial Court's
judgment and c:lecree, t!>e applicant is entitled to le~ve.und;er s. 5
(b) of the Union Judiciary Act. \¥here the vanatlOn In the
decree of the Lower Court is made by the High Court, not as a
result ofadjudication, but as a resuJtofvolunt:1ry relinquishment
by the respondent. Held: That the decree of the High Court
is, to 311 intents and purposes, a decree of affirmance and that
unless i t is shown that a substantial question of law is involved,
a cel"tjficet~ to appea I to the Supreme Court cannot be gl"anted ..
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Annapuranbai and another 'v. Ruprao, SI LA. 319; Mahant'
Brahma Nand v. Shree Sanatan Dharam Sabha, A.I.R. (1944)
Lab. 329 ; Prandhan"Das v. Panta)/et Saheb Promode Chandra
Deb and others, A.I.R. (1946) Pat. 19; Mool .chanda and
others v. Smt. Brijmatzi Devi and others, A.I.R. (193S) All. 680 ;
Uma Churn Sett and another v. Kanai Lal Sett and others,
A.I.R. (1921) Cal. 81 ; Karunalaya Valattgupalli Pandian (a)
Kanmlalaya Pandian v. Rev. Fatlier Pignot, A.I.R;(1943) Mad.
67, referred to. Chittam Subba Rao v. Vela Mankanni Chela
mayya, (1953)I.L.R. IVlad. 1, distinguished.

IVluSA KAKA v. HAJEE ABDUL SWAMAD 179

UNION JUDICIARY ACT, s. IS-LETTER PATENT CLAUSE Io-LEAVE TO
FILE SUIT IN THE HIGH COURT 359

UNREGISTERED DOCUMENT-ADMISSIBILITY OF -so 49, REGISTRATIO~
ACT 232"

URBAN RENT CONTROL ACT, I96o-Effect oj-On casesdecidedbefore
enactment. The subsequent enactment of the new Urban
RentControlAct could have no effect on cases which have been
already d~cided before that Act came into force, as the provisions
of the new Urban Rent Control Act only apply to pendir.g suits
and appeals.

U PE IVIAUNG AND ONE v. MAUNG WIN MAUNG AND THREE
OTHERS 381'

URBAN RENT CONTROL ACT-EFFECT OF EXPIRy OF THE ACT IN AN
ApPEAL II2~

----------, s. 11(1) (a)--Al-rears ofretlt-'Assigtlment
of-Not arrears of l'ent lawfully due for the purpose of--Notice
demanding sucft arrears of rent---'Invalid--In suit for ejectment
under-Points to pl"ove---'Provisions contained ill~Procedural and
retrospective-Effect of expiry of. Where the owners of a house
sold the house to the respondent with assignment of the arrears
of rent for three years due and payable to them by the appellant,
who was their tenant and the respondent sued the appellant for
ejectment of the appellant from the said house under s. I I (I) (a)
of the Urban Rent Control Act for non-paYment of the arrears of
rent du:e by the appellant to the previous owners and assigned to
the resp(mdent. Held: That the assignment of the three years'
rent due by the appellant to the previous OWners of the house to
the respondent merely gave the respondent the right to sue the
appellant for the amount due and that the assignment did not give
the respondent the right to treat the amount due by the appellant
to the previous owners as arrears of rent lawfully due for the
purpose of filing a suit under s. I I (I) (a) of the Urban Rent
Control Act. Sheogobind Singh v. Gouri Prasad, 4 Pat. 43 ;
K.S.A.K. Raman Chettiar v. Maung Maung, (1946) R.L.R. 190 ;
Poongavanam Pillai v. Subramanya Pillai and another, A.I.R.
(195 I) Mad. 601, referred to. Heldfurther: That the notice sent
by the respondent to the appellant demanding such arrears of rent
wasinvalidinlaw. In an ejectment suit under s. II (I) (a) of the
Urban Rent Control Act the plantiff has to prove, firstly, that
the tenancy has been determined according to law under the
Transfer of Property Act and, secondly, that the rent lawfully due
has not been paid inspiee of the sending of the requisite notice.
The provisions contained in clause (a) of s. I I (I) of the Urban
Rent Control Act are merely procedural. Tai Chuam @ Co.
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v. Chan Seng Cheong, (1949) B.L.R. (S.C.) 86 ; Kishoredas P.
Mangaldas v. Ahmed Buleman, 94 Born. 567 ; R.K. Mody &
Co. v. Mohamedbhai Abdool Hoosein & Co., 39 Born. 724 ;
The Soortee Bara Bazaar Co. Ltd. v. Hoosein Hamadanee and
Co., 5 Ran. 139 j Hwe Ngwe Chew (n) U Kyu v. The Official
Receiver, High Court, (1959) B.L.R. (H.C.) 12; U Ym' Hoke
v. Ma Ht-way I~hin and the Assistant Controller ofRents,Rangoon,
(1960) B.L.R. (S.C.) (Jan. issue), referred to. Changes in the
law of procedure are retrospective in character. King v. Thorpe
and three others, (1947) RoL.R. 279 at 287. referred to. Although
the bar imposed by s. II (1) (a) of the Urban Rent Control Act,
was present at the time of the trial of the suit and at the time the
appeal arising out of the suit was decided, it ceases to be present
at the time the present appeal is heard due to the expiry of the
Urban Rent Control Act and the bar imposed by s. 11 (I) (a) ofthe
Urban Rent Control Act no longer applies to a suit for ejectment'"
by the respondent against the appellant with the result that the
respondent is entitled to eject the appellant on the determination
of the tenancy according to law.

U OHNMAUNGv.DAWKYIKYI lIZ

URBAN RENT CONTRACT ACT, S. 11 (1) (d)~Rei1lStatemellt-Right of
tenant evicted under. Where the respondents who were tenants of
a two~storeyed building belonging to the appellants occupying
both the ground floor and upper floor, were ejected from the
premises under s. II (I) (d) of the Urban Rent Control Act and
applied for reinstatement on both the ground floor and upper floor
of the new two storeyed building built by the appellants, who
offered to accommodate the respondents On the upper floor of the
new building. Held: That the order of the Township Judge
directing that the respondents he accommodated both on the
upper floor and ground floor of the ne"\' building was correct.

MA HIN HMINE
USEINMAUNGANDONEV. K S B 495o ElN A

URBAN RENT CONTROL ACT, s. II (I) (d)-suit based under-the
condition that in case the building is erected for the purpose of
letting the landlord will re-instate the tenant who has been
displaced from the land in the bond is not necessary... 33z

,
URBAN RENT CONTR01. ACT, s. II (1) (d)-" Vacatioll"-1l1eanillg

of. "Where it is contended that as the respondents failed to
vacate the premises in suit but had to be forcibly ejected there
from the applicants are not bound by the terms of the bond
executed by them under s. 11 (1) (d) of the Urban Rent Control
Acton the ground that the word" vacation" used in clause (d) of
s. II (r) of the Act means voluntary going away from the
premises and not .. vacation" by forcible ejectment. Held:
That the vacation of a premises can either be voluntary going
away from there bythe tenant or by ejectment.

MESSRS. LAKHANY BROTHERS V. SIN TEIK AND ANOTHER

URBAN RENT CONTROL ACT, S. II (1) (f)-Omission to specify nature of
bond-Decree not a nullity on that accollnt. The mere fact that
the appellate Court had omitted to specify the nature of the bond
to be executed by the plaintiff while passing a decree for ejectment
after settihg aside the judgments and decrees of the lower

323
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Courts as required by clause (f) of s. I I (1) of the Urban Rent
Control Act does not make the decree for ejectment a nullity.
S.A. Nathan v. S.R.Samson, 9 I.L.R. Ran. 480 (F.B.), followed.

Ko KYIN MYAING V. DAW MAl SHEIN 308

URBAN RENT CONI'ROL ACT, 1948, s. 14 (I)-No RESCISSION OF A
DECREE FOR EJECTMENT IN THE MANNER LAID DOWN IF AFTER
THE EXPIRY OF THE ACT 102

URBAN RENT CONTROL ACT, $. 14 (r)-\Vhen in an application for
rescission of a decree for ejectment passed for non-payment
of areaIs of rent-The landlord says that the decree should not
be rescinded because the tenant had broken and not performed
an obligation of the tenancy-His incumbent on the Courtto take
this matter into consideration 294

URBAN RENT CONTROL ACT, $. 14 (1)-" arrears of rent "-must be
read.togetherwiths. 1 I (1) (a) Urban Rent Control Act-no rent
barred by limitation can be considered as rent lawfully due 294

URBAN REN'r CONTROL ACT, s. 14-A-Certificate unde1' -Val£d for
subsequent suit, s. II (1) (d)-Suit under-Restricted to ejectment
from lm%d only-Unnecessm'Y condit£on ill bond entered i1lto in.
Where the first suit for ejectment was infructuous for want of
a valid notice to quit, a second suit based on the same certificate
under s. r4-A of the Urban Rent Control Act could be filed
against the same defendant. A suit for ejectment based on
s. II (1) (d) ofthe Urban Rent Control Act can only be filed when
the premises leased out to a tenant consists of land alone. This
clause is irrelevant when the premises let out consists not only
ofland but also ofthe building standing thereon. In asuit based
on s. II (r) (d) of the Urban Rent Control Act the condition that
in case the building is erected for the purpose of letting the
landlord will reinstate the tenant 'who has been displaced from
the land in the bond is not necessary.

!vIAUNG HLA Bu v. MA MA GYI AND ANOTHER •••

'lVRITTEN CONTRACT-Rule of Coustructi01l oj-Intention oj parties
What amounts to acceptance by Q1'tificial body corporate. Sale of
Goods Act, s. 42-Wheu acceptance becomes completeJor pmpose of
liabiWy. Where the written contract for milling and supply of
rice ent:::red into between the appellant. The State Agricultural
Marketing Board and the respondent contains the following
amongst other paragraphs:-

Delivery to he taken by Buyers ex-hopper at milIat .
station.

Payment will be made as sOOn as possible after completion of
milling of every tons provided has been accepted by
Buyers andis stored in the Seller's godown under conditions
affording reasonable protection against weather, leakage from
roofs and damp floors.

The plain meaning that is obtained from a combined COnstruc
tion of the words used in these two paragraphs is that after ex~

hopper delivery liability for payment arises only when the rice
has been accepted by the buyer and stored in the seller's godown.
Liabilityfor payment does not arise merely by delivery ex-hopper
by the seller to the buyer at his mill, but arises only in view,ofthe
.added term in the second paragraph above, after the r'ice so
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delivered is accepted by the buyer and stored in the seller's
godown. Thisis the real intention ofche parties and every word
used in the agreement must, in the circumstances·obtaining in
the case, be interpreted according to its natural and ordinary
meaning. It would be entirely wrong in implying something
which would amount to adding new terms and conditions to the
agreement.

"The rule of construction applicable in general to all
written contract is, that they arc to be construed according to
the real intention of the parties, to be collected from the
language they have used; that effect is to be given. if possible,
to every word used, and that every word is to be interpreted
according to its natural and ordinary meaning. unless such
construction \vould be contrary to the manifest intention of the
parties. or would necessarily lead to some contradiction or
absurdity. "

Per Kelly, C.B. in Coddington v. Baleologo, L.R. (1867)
2 Ex. Ca. 193 at 200. Steel Brothers &1 Co. Ltd. v.
Tokersee 111oolief. I.L.R. 10 Ran. 37:2.; referred to.
Keshaval Brothers &1 Co. v. The State Agricultural
Marketing Board. (1956) B.L.R. (H.C.) 473. distinguished
and explained. The Board being an artificial body corporate
~he acceptance need not be physical acceptance by the Board
Itself, which is impossible, but acceptance by its servants in the
Course of their duties would constitute acceptance within the
meaning of the terms of the said agreement 8. 42 of the Sale of
Goods Act clearly lays down that when the goods have been
delivered to the buyer. if there is no actual intima'tion of accep
tance by the buyer to the seller. and the buyer H does any act in
relation to the goods so supplied, which is inconsistent with the
ownership of the sellcr then, acceptance of such goods becomes
complete acceptance for the purpose ofIiability.

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL MARKETING BOARD V. U Ba CHElN' 40$
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1960]. BURMA LAW REPORTS.

APPELLATE CIVIL.

Bej;rt: U San A1ounc, and U Thaung Sein,Jj.

DAW AYE KHIN (ApPELLANT)

v.

DAW SEIN AND FOURTEEN OTHERS (RESPONDENTS)-

Lease oj immoveable properly by person ill wrongful possem:on-Can/ers 110 valid
tille-ExecutiOIl of decree for possession of immoveable propetl)1 obtained
against perso" itl wrongful possession ojsaUle-Cannot be r&isted by tenm.t

ofjudgment-dehlor.

A person in wrongful possession of immoveable property cannot give a valid
title to another by creating a lease in his favour and where a decree for possession
of immoveable property was obtained against that person on the ground that he
had been in wrongful possession of same his tenant cannot resist the execution
of that decree.

The non-joinder of a sub-tenant in a suit will not enable him to resist delivery
of possession to the owner in execution of his decree for ejectment against his
lessee.

jaffelji Ibrahimji v. lVliyadin ~l1(l1tgal, A.I.R. (1922) Born. 273, referred to.
A sub-tenant.cannot claim to be in possession of property on his own

account within the meaning of Order 21. Rule 99 of the Civil Procedure Code
and if his immediate landlord is the tenant and judgment-debtor, he caMot
be in possession on account of some person other than the judgment-debtor.

:Jairam :Jadowji and others v. No!uroji Yamshedji Plumber, A.I.R. (192Z)
Bo!'Jl 449. referred to.

A sub-tenant need not be made a party in an ejectment suite and the decree
against the original tenant is binding on him.

~ -. Ramkissendas and another v. BinJraj Clunodlmry and another, 50 Cnl. 'P9;
.-Messrs. Importers and lvlamt/actltrers Ltd. v. Pheroze Framroze Taroporeu:ala
Qnd others. A.I.R. (1953) (S. C.) (India) 73; iV/a Kyin Tin v. Bmw Nanigram
Jamlladass Finn Qlld olle. (1955) B.L.R. tIO, referred to.

S. T. Leong for the appellant.

Hla Sein for the respondents Nos. I to 6, IO, 12, 14 and 15.

Ex-parte against the respondents Nos. 7 to 9, II and 13.

U SAN MAUNG, ].-In Civil Regular Suit No. 20 of 1950
of the Original' Side of this Court one Maung Ba Han, a
lunatic, by his next friend U Tun U, sued U Tun Yin and

• Civil Misc. Appeal NO.4 of 1939 against the decree of the Original Side
of this Court in Civil Misc. Case No. 64 of 1958, dated the 11th December 1958.

H.C.
J960

Jan. 22.



2 BURMA LAW REPORTS.

H.C.
1960

DAW AYE
KHJN

v.
DAW SEIN
AND FOUR

TEEN OTHERS.

USA:\"
MAUNG, J.

Daw Hla Shin for the possession of a house site measuring'
'41 acre being holding No. 8S of 1949-So in T.vV. Circle
No. 4SB Cantonment Kwin (Holding No. 8S, 3rd Class
Suburban in Survey Block No. 4SB in the City of Rangoon)
together with a two-storeyed building and out-houses
standing thereon originally belonging to the deceased Daw
Toke. Maung Ba Han's case was that he was the kittima
son of Daw Toke who died in Rangoon on the 27th June
1933, and that the defendant U Tun Yin who was a hus
band of Daw Toke and the defendant Daw Hla Shin whom
U Tun Yin married after Daw Toke's death, were in un
lawful possession of the suit property which they entered
on or about the sth March 1947 without the knowledge
and consent of Maung Ba Han who was the owner of the
property by virtue of a duly registered deed of settlement,
dated the 1st June 1933, by which the deceased Daw Toke
and the defendant 0 Tun Yin jointly made a gift inter
vivos of the suit property and soo acres of paddy lands.
The plaintiff Maung Ba Han mentioned that on the date
of the suit, U Tun Yin and Daw Hla Shin were occupying
the ground floor while the first floor was in the possession
of the persons to whom they had let it out. The plaintiff
also claimed mesne profits for the wrongful use and occu
pation of the property in suit by the defendants from the
Sth March 1947 till the 31st January 19So. The suit was
decreed on the 2Sth January 1952 by the learned Judge
on the Original Side (U Aung Tha Gyaw, J.) who held that
the registered deed of settlement, Exhibit A~ evidenced a
gift inter vivos and that it was not a testamentary disposi
tion of property as contended by the defendants.

U Tun Yin died during the pendency of the suit so that
his children by Daw Hla Shin were added as legal repre
sentatives. Execution proceedings were then taken out
in the name of the decree-holder Maung Ba Han by his
next friend U Tun U, and one of the modes by which the
assistance of the Court was sought, was the issue of a
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,varrant directing the Bailiff of the High Court to evict
the defendants-judgments-debtors and all persons claiming

DAWAYE
through them from the premises in suit, which was des- KHIN

cribed as No. 15, Lloyds Road, Rangoon, and for delivery DAWVSEIN

of the possession of the premises to the decree-holder. AND FOUR-
TEEN OTHERS.

However, the decree-holder Maung Ba Han himself died
USAN

during the pendency of the execution proceedings and MAUNG, J.
Daw Aye Khin, wife of U Tun U and natural sister of the
deceased Maung Ba Han, applied to be put on the record
of the execution proceedings as Maung Ba Han's legal
representative. This was at first consented to by the judg
ment-debtors. However, the judgment-debtor Daw Hla
Shin later took the stand that as U Tun Yin was Maung
Ba Han's step-father she, as U Tun Yin's widow along with
her children, became heirs to the estate of Maung Ba Han,
while Daw Aye Khin, though a natural sister of Maung
Ba Han, was in law a mere " stranger." Regarding this
objection of Daw Hla Shin, the learned Judge on the
Original Side of this Court as well as the Appellate Bench
held that Daw Aye Khin and not the judgment-debtor
Daw Hla Shin and her children, were the legal representa-
tives of the deceased Maung Ba Han and that therefore their
objection to Daw Aye Khin being made a legal representa-
tive should be overruled. They appealed to the Supreme
Court and the matter was finally set at rest in Daw Aye
Khin's favour by the judgment of the Supreme Court in
Civil Miscellaneous Application No. I07 of 1957.

A warrant to the Bailiff of this Court to give posses
sion of the house and its site to Daw Aye Khin as legal
representative of the deceased Maung Ba Han and to
remove any person bound by the decree who may refuse
to vacate the same, was issued on the 16th May 1958
returnable on the 28th May 1958. On the 26th May 1958
Daw Sein and 14 others who are the respondents in the
present appeal, filed an application before the Original
Side of this Court to direct the Bailiff, merely to give
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1960 symbolical possession of the house known as No. IS.

Lloyds Road. Rangoon. to Daw Aye Khin as some were
DAW AYE

KHlN tenants of U Tun Yin during his lifetime and some were
DAWVSEIN tenants of the judgment-debtor Daw Hla Shin after the
T~~~:;~:'-s. death of U Tun Yin. Their application was. however.

U SAN objected to by Daw Aye Khin on the ground that the
MAUNG, J. applicants being claimants through the judgment-debtors

U Tun Yin and Daw Hla Shin. were liable to be evicted
from the house in pursuance of the decree obtained in
Civil Regular Suit No. 20 of 1950. In reply, the applicants
stated that some of them became the tenants of U Tun Yin
while he was receiver of the estate of his deceased wife
Daw Toke during the year 1946 or thereabout.

The learned Judge on the Original Side. however.
mainly relying upon the decision of the late High Court
of Judicature at Rangoon in D. H. Atchia & Co. v. M. E.
Jeewa (I) came to the conclusion that even if the appli
cants were only tenants of the judgment-debtors U Tun
Yin and Daw Hla Shin, they were not liable to be evicted
from the house and its site in suit as only symbolical
possession could be given to the legal representative of
the deceased decree-holder Maung Ba Han. He accordingly
allowed the application. Hence this appeal by Daw Aye
Khin. In our opinion, the learned Judge on the Original
Side had entirely overlooked the fact that the decision in
the case of D. H. Atchia & Co. v. M. E. Jeewa (I) was pro
tanto overruled by a Full Bench of this Court in Babll
Sagarmal Tibrewala v. G. M. Latimollr (2).

That the tenant of a person can be ejected in execution
of a decree for possession against that persons on the
ground that he was in wrongful possession of immoveable
property. is well settled by authority.

In Jafferji Ibrahimji v. Miyadin Mangal (3) it was held
by Macleod, c.J., that although an owner of premises

(x) A.I.R. ('925) Ran. 98. (2) ('948) B.L.R. II3 (F.B.).
(3) A.I.R. ('922) Born. 273.
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suing for possession may find it advantageous to join all
the persons in possession of the suit premises to avoid
difficulties which may otherwise arise when he attempts
to execute his decree, the non-joinder will not enable a
sub-tenant to resist delivery of possession to the owner
in execution of his decree for ejectment against his lessee.
In jairam jadowji and others v. Nowroji jamshedji
Plumber (4) the same learned Chief Justice pointed out
that a sub-tenant cannot claim to be in possession of
property on his own account within the meaning of Order
21, Rule 99 and that if his immediate landlord is the
tenant and judgment-debtor, he cannot be in possession
on account of some person other than the judgment
debtor. In Ramkissendas and another v. Binjraj Chow
dhury and another (5) Page, J., who later became the
Chief Justice of the late High Court of Judicature at
Rangoon, observed that a sub-tenant need not be made
a party in an ejectment suit and that the decree against
the original tenant is binding on him. To the same effect
is the decision of the Supreme Court of India in Messrs.
Importers and Manufacturers Ltd. v. Pheroze Framroze
Taraporewala and others (6) and it was one of the decisions
relied upon by a member of this Bench in Ma Kyin Tin v.
Banu Nanigram jamnadass Firm (Ond one (7) for the view
that a sub-tenant is bound by the decree against the tenant
although he may not have been made a party to the suit
against the tenant.

The principle laid down in the cases cited above apply
with greater force to the tenant of a person against whom
a decree for possession of immoveable property has been
obtained on the ground that he had been
in wrongful possession of the same. However, apart from
authority, it cannot be imagined how a person who is in

(4) A.I.R. ('922) Born. 449· (6) A.I.R. ('953) (S.C') (India) 73.
(5) 50 Cal. 4'9-A.I.R. ('923) Cal. 69" (7) ('955) B.L.R. IIO.
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wrongful possession of immoveable property. can give a
valid title to another by creating a lease in his favour.

On realising that the order of the learned Judge
appealed against cannot possibly stand, the learned Advo
cate for the respondents contended that the case should
be remanded to the Original Side for a decision whether
or not some of the applicants were in possession as tenants·
of U Tun Yin in his capacity as receiver of the estate of
Daw Toke. However, in our opinion. the present res
pondents could not have been serious in this contention
as otherwise it would have found a place in the original
application and not merely in their reply to the written
objection of the present appellant. Furthermore. it is
apparent from paragraph 6 of the plaint of Maung Ba Han
in Civil Regular Suit No. 20 of 1950 that the suit property
was not taken possession of by the receiver because of
the orders of the District Court of Pyapon, dated the
21st February 1934, 31St October 1934. and 25th
September 1935. certified copies of which have been filed
in the proceedings. Finally. this aspect of the matter
could not have been pressed before U Ba Nyunt, J .. as
otherwise the learned Judge would not have failed to have
mentioned it in his order now under appeal.

For these reasons, we would allow the appeal, set aside
the order of the learned Judge on the Original Side, dated
the IIth December 1958. appealed against and direct that
the respondents' application in Civil Miscellaneous Case
No. 64 of 1958 be dismissed with costs. Advocate fees
three gold mohurs.

U THAUNG SEIN, J.-I agree.
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CIVIL REVISION.

Before U San Maung, J.

HAJEE NUR AHMED AND ANOTHER (ApPLICANTS)
v.

DAW ZOMlLLA KHATUN (RESPONDENT).*

Adrnissibilitv of evidence-Mistake regarding-No £round for rer..'isirm.

A mistake made by a trial Court regarding the admissibility of evidence
in the course of trial cannot be made the ground for revision.

Sein Hoke for the applicants.

D. N. Dutt for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-This is an application for revision
against the order of the Subdivisional Judge, Maungdaw,
dated the 6th of November 1958, in his Civil Regular Suit
No. I of 1958 wherein the learned Judge refused to admit in
evidence a document evidencing the lease of the suit land on
the ground that it required registration and therefore not
admissible even for the collateral purpose of contradicting
a witness. In support of the present application for revi
sion it is sought to be urged that the learned Subdivisional
Judge was wrong in the view taken by him regarding
the admissibility of that document for the purpose for
which it was sought to be proved. Assuming that the
learned Advocate for the applicants is right, the present.
application in revision is not maintainable in law. It is
open to the learned Subdivisional Judge to make a mistake
regarding the admissibility of evidence in the course of
the trial of the applicants' suit· pending before him. If
because of that mistake, the suit is ultimately decided
against the party which sought to prove the document, this
can be made a ground of appeal before the appellate Court.

For this reason the application for revision is dismissed
with no order as to costs.

" Civil Revision No.2 of 1959 against the order of the Subdivisional Court
of Maungdaw. in Civil Regular Suit No. I of 1958. •

H.C.
1960

Feb. 25.
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CIVIL REVISION.

Before U Son Malmg) J.

J. K. SUTRA (ApPLICANT)

v.

A. C. LODH (RESPONDENT).'

Civil Procedure Code, O. 33. R. 3-Application for permission to me in form
pauperis-Amendment ofpetition-O. 33. R. 2(2)-PreSelltatioll by pleaJ;r-
When presentatio1Z by plai7ltiff. .

Where the particulars which nrc necessary to be stated in an application for
leave to sue as a pauper, as provided for in Order XXXIII, Rule 2 of the .Civil
Procedure Code are embodied in the plaint and where subsequently a separate
application for leave to sue as a pauper was fit~d by the plaintiff's pleader in
the immediate presence of the plaintiff.

Held: That Order XXXIII, Rule 3 of the Civil Procedure Code is wide
enough to allow the amendment of the composite plaint and petition for leave to
sue as a pauper by means of a subsequent separate application for permission
to sue in forma pauperis and that the presentation of the application by the
plaintiff's pleader in the immediate presence of the plaintiff was presentation
by the plaintiff personally.

l't-taung Shwe Tim and othel$ \'. M'o UKra Zan, 10 Ran. 475 ; Ma You and
oillus v. Ma Shwe Thin. II Ran. 414 ; Ma Than v. U Saung. (1956) B.L.R.
466. fol1owed.

Ba Kyaw for the applicant.

D. N. Dutt for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, ].-On the 20th December 1957 the
respondent A. C. Ledh filed before the Subdivisional Judge,
Akyab, a plaint entitled" Suit for winding up of partner
ship" in the Court of the Additional District Judge,
Akyab. This plaint was presented in person before the
Subdivisional Judge as the Additional District Judge who
was peripatetic between Akyab, Kyaukpyu and Sandoway,

·Civil Revision No. 61of 1958 against the order of the District Court of
Akyab in Ci;i1 Misc. Case NO.4 of 1958, dated the 30th September 1958.
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was away from the station. Paragraphs 12, 13 and 14 of
"the plaint are in the following terms :

"12. That the plaintiff is not possessed of means sufficient
to enable him to pay the Court fees prescribed by law for
this suit, and therefore prays for permission to sue as a pauper.
The immoveable and moveable properties owned and p.ossessed
.by the plaintiff are specified in Schedules A and B respectively
at the foot of the plaint.

13. That the plaintiff has not within two months next
before the presentation of this plaint disposed of any property
fraudUlently or in order to enable him to plead pauperism.

14. That the plaintiff has not entered into any agreement
with any person whereby such person has or will have an
interest in the proceeds of the suit."

As these are the particulars which are necessary
1:0 be stated in an application for leave to sue as a
'pauper, as provided for in Order XXXIII, Rule 2
,of the Civil Procedure Code, it was apparent
that the intention of the person who filed the
plaint, was to obtain leave to file a suit in forma pauperis.
Therefore, when the Additional District Judge, Akyab,
saw the plaint on the 25th January 1958 he pointed out
to A. C. Lodh and his Pleader that an application in the
proper form should be filed. This was actually done on
the 27th January 1958; the presentation of the application
being made by the respondent's Pleader in the immediate
presence of the respondent. The case was subsequently
transferred to the District Judge, Akyab, for disposal by
the order of the Supreme Court.

The present applicant J. K. Sutra who was the defend
ant named in the plaint filed on the 20th December 1957
and the respondent named in the application filed on the
27th January 1958, filed a preliminary objection to the
application on the ground that when the actual applica
tion for leave to sue as a pauper was filed on the 27th
January 1958 the suit was barred by limitation as the
dissolution of partnership was said to have taken place

H.C.
1960

J. K. SUTRA
v.

A. C. LODH.

USAN
rVlAUNG, J.
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on the 28th or 29th of December 1954. A further
objection was subsequently filed that the application which
was filed on the 27th January 1958 being actually pre
sented not by the applicant but by his Pleader, sub-rule (2)
of Rule 2 of Order XXXIII had been contravened.

The learned District Judge, however, by his order,
dated the 30th September 1958, now sought to be revised,
held that it was within the power of the Court to allow
amendment to the plaint or the petition, as the case may
be, and that the presentation of the apf.-Iication, dated
the 27th January 1958, was proper as the applicant him
self was present in Court.

In this application by J. K. Sutra it is contended by
his learned Advocate that as the application for leave to
sue as a pauper was presented only on the 27th January
1958 it was barred by limitation and that the learned
District Judge's view that there was proper presentation
of this application, was also incorrect.

Of the many authorities submitted on behalf of the
applicant J. K. Sutra and the respondent A. C. Lodh, it
is necessary to refer to only three viz., Maung Shwe Tha
and others v. Ma U KIa Zan (I), Ma Yon and others v.
Ma Shwe Thin (2), and Ma Than v. U Saung (3).

In the first case it was pointed out by Page, c.]., that
the time for redrafting Order XXXIII was long overdue
because the dismissal of an application under Rule 7 (3)
on the ground that it was not framed and presented in
the manner prescribed by Rules 2 and 3 operated as a
bar to a fresh application for leave to sue in forma
pauperis. In Ma Yon and others v. Ma Shwe Thin (2) it
was held by a Bench of the late High Court that where
the original application was presented by the pauper and
the Court ordered its amendment in certain particulars,
and then it was present by tbe applicant's pleader, it was

(I) IQ Ran. 475.
(3) (1956) B.L.R. ~66.

(2 ) IJ Ran. ,P4.
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not essential that the amended application should have H.C.
1960

been presented 'by the applicant in person. In Ma Than J I'-S
.:'l... UTRA

V. U Saung (I) it was pointed out by me that although v.

the law as it stood before the present Order XXXlll was A. c. LODH.

enacted, was that unless a petition for pauperism was MTf.u~~~J.
verified it must be rejected, the present Rule 3 of Order
XXXIll would allow the petition to be suitably amended.

What the respondent A. C. Lodh had done on the 20th
December 1957 was to have filed a composite plaint and
'petition for leave to sue as a pauper. The question, there
fore, which arises for consideration is whether by way of
amendment, he can be allowed to file a petition incor
porating all the particulars contained in paragraphs 12
to 14 of his plaint. In my opinion, for the same reason
that I have given in Ma Than v. U Saung (I) the present
Rule 3 of Order XXXIll is wide enough to allow amend
ment in this manner.

Regarding the contention that the application, dated
the 27th January 1958, was not properly presented as it
was actually handed over to the Judge by the applicant's
Pleader, although the applicant himself was present in
Court, I do not consider that there is any merit in this
contention. Apart from the decision in the case of Ma
Yon and others v. Ma Shwe Thin (2), it is obvious that
since the ap.plicant himself was present in Court the pre
sentation of the application, although actually by the hand
of his Pleader, was presentation by himself personally.

For these reasons, the present application for revision
fails and is dismissed with no order as to costs.

(I) (1956) B.L.R. 466.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U Po On, J.

JAIKARAN SINGH (ApPELLANT)
v.

MOHAMED WALIJAN AND ONE (RESPONDENTS).*

Negotiable Act. s. 2o-Abrogatio1l of.

'Where in .the appeal arising out of a suit on a promissory note the execution
of which was denied by the defendant who further alleged that the blank
promissory note executed by him was in favour of a third party, it is contended
that the holder of a blank promissory note has authority under s. 20 of the
Negotiable Instruments Act to fill in the blank by entering his own name as
holder.

Hf'ld: That the contention cannot be allowed to prevail as s. 20 of the
Negotiable Instruments Act must be deemed to have been abrogated by s. IS
of the Money Lenders Act.

M. Ahmed for the appellant.

'Aung Min (2) for the respondents.

U Po ON, J.-This appeal arises out of the suit brought
in the Rangoon City Civil Court, Rangoon, by Jaikaran
Singh against Mohamed Walijan and Kalapnath Singh for
recovery of K I,I76 being the principal and interest due
on the promissory note Exhibit A.

Kalapnath Singh, the 2nd respondent, diU not put in
any appearance to contest the suit.

Mohamed Walijan, the Ist respondent, on the other
hand, denied the execution of the suit promissory note.
He, however, averred that the promissory note jointly
executed by him and Kalapnath Singh was not in favour
of Jaikaran Singh but in favour of the proprietor of Komal
Vilas Hotel and that the promissory note signed by them
was a blank promissory note.

• Civil 1St Appeal No. 47 of 1948 against the decree of the 3rd Judge, City
Civil COUlt, Rangoon, dated the 18th July 1958, in Civil Regular Suit No.
1270 of 1953.
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it is true that the question of onus of proof is of no
great importance, as both sides have entered into evidence.

JAIKAR."'N
But at the initial stage of the trial the burden is on the SINGH

u.
appellant, as the respondent, Mohamed Walijan, denied MOHAMED

h . f h·· N d b h WALIJAN .'Nt>t e executJOn ate SUIt promIssory note. a au t t at ONE.

the appellant could prove that one of the signatures on u Po ON, J.
the promissory note was Mohamed Walijan's. There is
however, no evidence to support him that the suit promis-
sory note was executed by the respondents not in favour
of the proprietor of Kamal Vilas Hotel but in his favour
and that it was not a blank promissory note when it was
signed by the respondents. Moreover, it is clear from the
appellant's own showing that he is not worthy of credit
unless he is corroborated by some other evidence in
material particulars.

There is another point against the appellant. There
were admittedly some writings in pencil on the back of
the suit promissory note. It was suggested by the defence
that those writings were in the language of the proprietor
of Kamal Vilas Hotel and that the appellant erased them
and wrote there something else in ink in order to destroy
the proof connecting the suit promissory note with the
proprietor of the Hotel. The appellant admits that he
erased the pencil writings or over-wrote them. However,
he could not give any cogent reason why he had done so.

It is true that Mohamed Walijan, the respondent, could
not also offer any reliable witness to support his defence.
But he is more worthy of credit than the appellant, as he
put up a consistent defence throughout. As soon as a
notice of demand for repayment of the loan was served
on him by the appellant, he at once replied that he never
took any loan from the appellant, that the promissory
note signed by him and Kalapnath Singh was in favour
of Kamal Vilas Hotel and that that was a blank one. when
they signed it (Exhibit E).
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It is argued by the learned counsel for the appeliant
that as Mohamed Walijan had admitted the signature on
the suit promissory note as his, the statutary presumption
under section lIS (e) of the Negotiable Instruments Act
arises against the respondent. I see no substance in this
submission, as ,he respondent never admitted the execu
tion of the promissory note in favour of the appellant and
as he contended throughout that the suit promissory note
was a " fabricated" one. My view is well fortified by the
authority in Fowdar Ahir v. Dalal Sulaiman (I).

Another point canvassed before me by the counsel for
the appellant is that the holder of a blank promissory
note has authority under section 20 of the Negotiable
Instruments Act to fill in the blank by entering his own
name as holder. But section 15 of the Money Lenders Act
runs as follows:-

"(1) No creditor shall take from a debtor or intending
debtor any note, bond, security or promise to pay,
which does not state the actual amount in words of
the loan, the terms of the loan, the date of the exe
cution of the document, the rate of interest charged
and the time, if any, within which the principal is
stipulated to be repaid in full, or which states any of
such particulars incorrectly: nor shall any creditor
take from any debtor or inteding debtor any instru
ment in which any of the ahove particulars is left
blank to be filled up at a subsequent date.

(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in any law for the
time being in force any such note, Rond, security,
promise, or document shall be void."

It is, therefore, clear that section 20 of the Negotiable
Instruments Act must be deemed to have been abrogated
by section 15 of the Money Lenders Act.

The result is that the appeal fails and is dismissed with
costs.

(I) Special Civil Appeal NO.2 of 1956, High Court, Rangoon.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U San lV/aung and U Thaung Seill, JJ.

LIM NGAUK SIN (ApPELLANT)
v.

NG FOKE SEE (RESPONDENT). *

Tramfer of Property Act, $. IrI(f)-Implied surrender of lease--WlIet"er
depo"tation Operates as -In/crena oj.

'''here the husband of the respondent, who was tbe sub-tenant of the
appellant, was deported and the respondent continued to Jive in the premises
in suit and was able and willing to pay the rent for and on behalf of her exiled
husband.

Held: That there was no implied surrender of the lease on the part of
the deportee and that the tenancy was not term.inated by operation of iaw.

An implied surrender or a surrender by operation of law is a matter which
must be inferred from aU the circumstances obtaining in a casco

GanjIJu Upendra Sil1gh v. Ganjhu :Mcglmath Singh, AI.R. (1939) Pat. 598;
Naba Kumari Debiv. Behari Lai Sen, 34 Cal. 902 P.C., TarabaiJivalllnl Parekh
v. Lala Padamcha11d, A.LR. (1950) Born. 89; Obltoya Charm: Blloola v.
Koilash CllImder Dey, 14 Cal. 751 ; Prem. SuM Das alld others v. BlwfJia and
at/ocher, 2 All. 5I7 (F.B.), referred to.

Ba Shun and Than Maung for the appellant.

Kyaw Htoon for The respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Civil Regular Suit No. 796 of 1955
of the City Civil Court. Rangoon, the plaintiff Ng Foke See
who is the respondent in the present appeal, sued the de
fendant-appelIant Lim Ngauk Sin and one Ah Fon for their
ejectment from the upper storey of a two-storeyed building
known as No. 638, Dalhousie Street, Rangoon, on the
ground tha< they had been in occupation of the premises in
suit as mere licensees and that the permission given to them
had been terminated by him. His case was that he was the
tenant of the two-storyed building and that one Hoke Kyu
(a) Tee Foke Chi was his sub-tenant of the upper storey on a
monthly rent of K 175. The two defendants were residing
in the premises in suit with Hoke Kyu but as Hoke Kyu had

• Special Civil Appeal No. 12. of 1958 against the decree of the' Appellate
Side of this Court, dated the 21St March 1958 in CiVil 1St Appeal No. 38 of
1957.

H.C.
1960

Jan. 12.
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been deported to China in March 1955 by order of the
Goverment of-the Union of Burma, under section 3 of the
Foreigners' Act, the sub-lease granted to him had terminated:
and therefore the defendants had no further right to remain,
in the premises. He also contended that the defend,,!nts.
were creating a nuisance by allowing gambling in the pre
mises in suit during night time, with the attendant noise
caused by stamping of feet.

The 2nd defendant Lim Ngauk Sin's defence was that
Hoke Kyu (a) Tee Foke Chi was her husband and:
that the rent which he had paid to the plaintiff was not only
on account of himself but for the occupation of the premises
in suit by his wife and family. She also contended that
while Hoke Kyu was in detention for a period of about two
years before his deportation she and her cousin, the defend
ant Ah Fon, had been paying the rent to the plaintiff; Ah
Fon contributing K 75 towards the monthly rent of K 175.
She therefore claimed that even after the deportation of her
husband she and Ah Fon had the right to remain in the pre
mises in suit as they were in law the sub-tenants of the
plaintiff. The defendant Ah Fon by a separate written
statement raised the same defence as Lim Ngauk Sin that she
was in law a sub-tenant of the plaintiff. The learned 2nd
Judge of the City Civil Court, while accepti!1g Lim Ngauk
Sin's story that she was the wife Qf Hoke Kyu (a) Tee Foke
Chi, came to the conclusion that on the deportation of Hoke
Kyu from Burma as an undesirable alien, the tenancy ter
minated as provided for in clause (f) of sction"II I of the
Transfer of Property Act, as Hoke Kyu's action in leaving
Burma for good could only mean that he had relinquished
the tenancy in question. He accordingly decreed the
plaintiff's suit with costs. The defendant Lim Ngauk Sin
appealed to this Court but the learned single Judge on the
Appellate Side (U Aung Khine, J.) holding that the deporta
tion of Tee Foke Chi operated as automatic termination of
the lease, dismissed her appeal. Hence the present appeal

RC.
1960

U S.o\N
MAUNG, J.

LIM NGAUK
SIN
V.

Nc FOKE
SEE.
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by Lim Ngauk Sin under section 20 of the Union Judiciary
Act.

• LIM NGAUK
Now, it has been estabhshed beyond controversy that SIN

the .defendant Lim Ngauk Sin is the wife of the deported NG FOKE

Hoke Kyu (a) Tee Foke Chi and that she had an adoptive SEE.

son, aged 19, and a natural born son, aged about 12, resid-, U SAN

ing with her. Hoke Kyu was a sub-tenant of the plaintiff- MAUNG, J

respondent Ng Foke See of the premises in suit for many
years. At first he utilized part of the premises as a lodging
room but this had to be closed down. Thereafter, he was
under detention for about two years and was deported as an
undesirable alien on the ground that he was keeping lodg-
ing rooms. During his detention the defendants Lim Ngauk
Sin and 'Ah Fon were paying rent regularly tlil the plaintiff in
respect of the premises in suit. Rent receipts were issued
in the name of Hoke Kyu. After Hoke Kyu's deportation
however, the plaintiff refused to receive any further rent
from the defendants although the latter were willing to pay
it to him. Part of the premises in suit was used for holding
Mahjong Waings and this was objected to by the plaintiff on
the ground that nuisance had been created. That was the
reason why he sought to eject the defendants alleging that
they had no further right to remain in the premises in suit

, after the deportation of Hoke Kyu, as the tenancy granted
to him had terminated according to law.

The reason given by the learned trial Judge for accepting
the plaintiff's contention is to be found in the following
paragraph of his judgment:-

" A deported person like Hoke Kyu ceases forever to occupy
his residence in Burma. In other words, he left Burma for
good under coercion of the Government. Though it does not
appear that there is anything prohibiting him from communi
cation with people inside Burma or from dealing with such
people, provided that he remains outside the confines of Burma
his leaving of his family in the suit premises without appoint
ing any member of his family as his agent actually would not,
it appears, continue his lease of the suit premises. Otherwise

2
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LIM NGATIK
SIN
V.

NG FORE
SEE.

D SAN
MAUl'/"G, J.

his landlord. the plaintiff, would have nobody in Burma respon
sible as the sub-tenant in his place. Nobody would be
amenable for a decree that may be obtained against him on the
breach of obligation of the tenancy in any Court in Burma.
His wife and children cannot be sued for any breach of obliga
tion of his tenancy. To hold that his tenancy is still subsisting
after his deportation would mean to pin down the hand of the
plaintiff in the tenancy without having any remedy in case of
breach of obligation of the tenancy. His leaving of his wife
and children withour any authority for them to act legally on
his behalf means no better than leaving his chattels in the pre
mises. If he leaves for a definite period for him to come back
again, it is a different matter. Now that he left for good
it can only mean that he relinquished the tenancy which is
implied surrender under section I II (f) of the Transfer of Pro
perty Act. It appears, .therefore,· that the tenancy termina
ted by the deportation of Tee Fake Chi. "

However, the difficulties envisaged by the learned trial
Judge, are by no means insuperable. Even though Hoke
Kyu might be away from Burma, it is still possible for the
plaintiff to terminate the tenancy by a notice under
section 106 of the Transfer of Property Act which can be
tendered or delivered to a member of his family residing in
the premises or if such tender or delivery is not practicable,
by affixing the notice to a conspicuous part of the building.
If the provisions of the Urban Rent Control Act are still
applicable, a suit under section I I (I) (a) of the Act for non
payment of arrears of rent or under section i: I (r) (c) of the
Act for conduct which is a nuisance or annoyance to adjoin
ing or neighbouring occupiers, can yet be instituted.

Besides, in the case now under consideration there is no
question of the defendant Lim Ngauk Sin not being able to
pay the rent due for the premises in suit. She was ever
willing to pay it to the plaintiff and there is evidence to
show that she had the means to pay such rent. Her
adoptive son was working as a carpenter and her husband
left her shares in a hosiery factory yielding her an annual
income of about K 500 or K 600.
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In the above circumstances, can it be said that the lease ~9fc;

granted by the plaintiff to Hoke Kyu had terminated under -
LIM NGAUK

clause (f) of section 111 of the Transfer of Property Act SIN

merely because he had been deported from Burma as an NG vF-OKB

undesirable alien? Although authorities nearly parallel to SEE.

the case now under consideration are lacking, the following U SAN

1
MAUNG, J.

cases serve to illustrate the proposition that an imp ied
surrender or a surrender by operation of law is a matter
which must be inferred from all the circumstances obtain-
ing in a case.

In Ganjhu Upendra Singh v. Ganjhu Meghnath Singh (1)
where a lessee accepted from his lessor a new lease of the
property leased to take effect during the continuance of the
previous lease, it was held that there was an implied surren
der of the former lease which had thus been determined.
In Naba Kumari Debi v. Behari Lal Sen (2) it was held that
where the lessee sub-let the holding and the landlord
accepted the sub-lessee as his tenant there was a surrender
of the original lease by operation of law. In Tarabai
]ivanlal Parekh v. Lala Padamchand (3) where the Govern
ment took possession of the leased property under a requi
sition order under section 75 (a) of the Defence of India
Rules, 1939, it was held that the taking of possession by the
Government was both from the landlord and from the
tenant and did not therefore operate as a surrender by
operation of law so as to terminate the tenancy. In
coming to this conclusion it was pointed out that surrender
consists in the yielding up gf the term by the tenant to the
landlord and that it was a mutual act of surrender and
acceptance between the landlord and the tenant which de
termines the lease.

That mere non-payment of rent by the tenant to the
landlord does not extinguish or constitute an abandonment
of the tenancy is the principle laid down in Obhoya Charan

(,) A.I.RI ('939) Pat. 598. (0) 34 Cal. 900 P.C.-
(3) A.I.R ('950) Born. 89.
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H·6C. Bhoola v. KoiIash Chunder Dey (4) and Prem Sukh Das and
19 0

- others v. Bhupia and another (5).
LIM NG.'\UK ., .

SIN Now, can It be mferred that because Hoke Kyu was de-
NG vFOKE ported from Burma by the Government as an undesirable

SEE. alien there was implied surrender of the tenancy notwith-
U SAN standing the fact that his wife and family were still residing

MO\UNG. J. d hId ·11·in the premises an t at they were ab e an WI mg to pay
the rent. The test, in our opinion, is whether, in the cir
cumstances, it can be said that if Hoke Kyu had been able
to communicate his intention to the plaintiff Ng Foke See
he would have said that the plaintiff could take back his pre
mises as he had no further use for the same. The answer,
in our opinion, is clearly in the negative, for it cannot be
imagined that Hoke Kyu would have wished his wife and
family to be ejected from the premises in suit the moment
he was deported from the country. Rather the contrary,
because, whether Hoke Kyu hoped to be able to come back
to Burma one day to join his family or whether he hoped to
be able to make arrangements to send for his wife and
family to join him in exile, he would, no doubt, have wished
that in the meantime his wife and family should continue
to live comfortably in the premises in suit. If, therefore,
the defendant Lim Ngauk Sin was able and willing to pay
the rent for and on behalf of her exiled husband, we do not
see how it can be said that the tenancy had terminated by
operation of law because of implied surrender on the part of
the tenant Hoke Kyu.

In the result, the appeal succeeds. The judgment and
decree of the trial Court are set aside in so far as the appel
lant Lim Ngauk Sin is concerned and the suit against her
dismissed with costs. Advocate fees in this appeal five gold
mohurs.

U THAUNG SEIN, J.-1 agree.

(5) 2 All. 5'7 (F.B.).
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Before U San Maung and U Thaung Sein, JJ.

MAUNG BA SElN (ApPELLANT)
v.

THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT). *
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Feb. 25~

Penal Code l s. 3°0, Exception 4-Culpable homicide not amounting to 11lurder
What must be proved to bring case within ambit of.

In order to bring a case within the ambit of Exception 4 to s. 300 of the
Penal Code it must be proved-

(r) that there was sudden fight between the parties,
(2) that there was no premeditation, and
(3) that the parties did not take undue advantage of each other.

vVhere the appellant nursing a grudge against the deceased and armed with
a dagger went and picked up a quarrel with the deceased and in the course
of the ensuing fight he stabbed and killed the deceased.

Held: That there was premeditation on the part of the appellant to
start the fight with the deceased and that the offence was one of murder and
did not fall within the purview of Exception 4 to s. 300 of Penal Code.

Empress v. Rohimuddin, LL.R. 5 Cal. 31, referred to.

B. K. Sen for the appellant.

Ba Pe for the respondent.

U THAUNG SEIN, J.-This is an appeal by one Maung Ba
Sein who has been convicted by the learned Second Special
Judge, Minbu of an offence under section 302 of the Penal
Code and sentenced to death. The case against him was
that he had stabbed to death one Maung Net Thee the hus
band of his'own stepdaughter whom he suspected of having
been instrumental in the elopement of one of his daughters.
There are a large number of eye-witnesses to the incident
and though the appellant denies having stabbed the deceased
~ admits having quarrelled with him over the elopement of

.. Criminal Appeal No. 55 of 1960 from the order of the 2nd Special Judge of
ivlinbu, dated the 8th January 1960, in Criminal Regular Trial No. 23 of 1959.

NOTE.-Exception 4 to s. 300, Penal Code, mentioned above was embodied
in the Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1957 (Act No. L'VI of 1957). This
section was subsequently substituted. Vide the Penal Code (Amendment)
Act, 1960. (Act No. x..XVII of 1960)-Ed.
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his daughter and as a result was said to have been jointly
attacked by the deceased and his companions.

MAS~~ BA The scene of the incident was in the compound of
THE UNION Maung \Tin Nyun (PW I) in the village of Kontha and a

OF BURMA. graphic account of the occurrence has been narrated by the
u THAUNG houseowner in the following strain. It appears that at

SEIN, J. about 2 p.m, of the 6th July 1959, while Maung Tin Nyun
(PW I) and his wife Ma Hla (PW 2) and their relatives
including the deceased Maung Net Thee were chatting under
a tamarind tree the appellant appeared in a sullen mood and
went into the house of Daw Sein (PW 7) which was nearby.
It may be noted that Daw Sein is the mother of Ma Hla
(PW 2) and the sister of Daw Chit the wife of the appellant.
Both Daw Chit and the appellant were eindaunggyis at the
time of their marriage and had children by former
marriages. In particular, Ma Saw Nyun (PW 3) the wife of
the deceased Maung Net Thee is the daughter of Daw Chit
by a former marriage and she shared house with her mother
and stepfather. To continue with the sequence of events,
the appellant came out of Daw Sein's house after a short
interval and going up to the deceased Maung Net Thee
remarked in a taunting tone saying-

"C' C' C C '"C:JC g:OUJGCD:>mmro:.nm I:::DC\)
IL i.I

The reason for that sarcastic remark was that on the day
previous a daughter of the appellant named Ma Gyi Ko
had eloped 'with her lover and the appellant was labouring
under the belief that the deceased had acted asC.the match
maker. The deceaseed Maung Net Thee ,retorted saying
"cc" c cc a rO\,'

OQf GOO') "i? OJ OJ ffiJ 9 G8J')C QC tlJ,) ::l:.l :xn Gl':P ~ CD

The appellant then lost his temper and after drawing out a
heavy iron nut ( "':l~ ) improvised as a fifty tical weight from
inside a sling bag flung it at the deceased. The missile
struck the tamarind tree and bounced back and hit the de
ceased on the temple. The deceased retaliated by flinging
a dah which was lying nearby and the appellant in turn
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threw it back at him. At this stage Ma Hla (PW 2) the wife
of Maung Tin Nyun (PW I) intervened saying that they
should desist as they were relatives. But the appellant was
in an uncontrollable rage at the time and turned on Ma Hla
(PW 2) and but for the fact that she turned and fled she
might have been stabbed also. After running a few paces
she turned round and saw the appellant chasing the de
ceased and on reaching a fencing stabbed the latter with a
dagger. The appellant next took to his heels with the
deceased in hot pursuit but after covering a short distance
the latter fell dead on the roadway. A post mortem reveal
ed later that the deceased had received a wound which had
penetrated into the lung and was thus" necessarily fatal".

A report of the incident was lodged with the headman
U Tin Maung (PW 13) but the appellant could not be
arrested immediately as he disappeared from the village.
On the following day however, he gave himself up to the
headman and was sent on to the police station and event
ually sent up for trial charged with the murder of Maung
Net Thee.

The incident having taken place in broad daylight and in
the presence of a large crowd of persons, there are many
·eye-witnesses some of whom are relatives of the deceased
who have come forward to testify in this case. For
instance, in addition to Maung Tin Nyun (PW I) and
his wife Ma Hla (PW 2), there is Ma Saw Nyun (PW 3)
wife of the deceased, Maung Tun Kyi (PW 4) and
Maung Po Hmi (PW 5) brothers of Ma Hla, Daw Sein
(PW 7) and her daughter-in-law Ma Kin Sein (PW 8)
who were at the scene and their accounts tally with
that set out above. Several neighbours viz., Ma Kyi
Tan (PW 6), Daw Sai Nyo (PW ro), Daw Kaing Nu (PW II)
and Mil Kin San (PvV 12) who were at or near the scene have
also deposed to seeing the appellant stab the deceased and
their evidence has been carefully discussed and sifted in the
judgment of the trial Court.

H.C.
. 1960

MAUNGBA
SEIN
v.

THE UNION
OF BURMA.

UTHAUNG
SEIN, J.
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In the face of the above evidence, the appellant appa
rently found himself in difficulty for a plausible defence.
However, he gave evidence on oath and admitted having
visited Maung Tin Nyun's (PW I) house on the day in ques
tion for the purpose of buying some beef and there met Ma
Hla (PW 2) who referred to the elopement of his daughter

. "r::: liil DC' liil a C' 0 C' "T h' h I' dsaymg <T.l1::J':»Df' ::D6l,m~ro,m'l.mcqmO:>J 0 t IS e rep Ie
" C' C' c, C OC' "'l C', CO"

G<T.lOC= aXl1o:>CO(J) o:J::D~O:>J 6lmo:>JGO" cu:>o:>8:l"u:>m'
0. Ci.olL C!. U L • • iii l

and added that the match-maker was the deceased Maung
Net Thee. At that time, the deceased Maung Net Thee was
nearby and he resented the accusation and flung a dah at
him. The appellant goes on and asserts that Maung Tin
Nyun (pW r) joined in and attacked him with a .. Hmein ..
which became embedded in his hip. Maung Tun Kyi
(PW 4) the brother-in-law of Maung Tin Nyun (PW I) then
barred the way and the appellant was thus compelled to
turn and flee. But there was no way of escape and he ran
back and came face to face with the deceased who was
armed with a dah. If we are to believe hin!, he merely
pushed the deceased on to the ground and ran away from
the scene. Fortunately for him, the" Hmein .. fell out as
he took to his heels. However the above story becomes
altogether incredible when it is remembered that no incised
or stab wounds were detected on the appellant at the time
of his arrest. If he had been stabbed with a .. Hmein .. then
indeed serious injuries should have been de.~ected in the
region of the hip and abdomen. Taking the evidence as a
whole, there cannot be the slightest doubt that the appellant
did in fact inflict the fatal stab wound on the deceased
Maung Net Thee. The question then arises as to whether
the appell<Jnt should be convicted of murder or of culpable
homicide not amounting to murder for having caused the
death of Maung Net Thee. It has been argued on his behalf
that the deceased Maung Net Thee died in the cause of a
sudden fight and hence the appellant should be convicted
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not of murder but of culpable homicide not amounting to
murder vide Exception 4 to section 300 of the Penal Code
which reads :

" Culpable homicide is not murder if it is committed without
premeditation in a sudden fight in the heat of passion upon a
sudden quarrel and without the offender's having taking undue
advantage or acted in a cruel or unusual manner.

Explanation.-lt is immaterial in such cases which party
offers the provocation or commits the first assault. "

Now, in order to bring a case within the ambit of this
exception it must be proved (I) that there was a sudden fight
between the parties, (2) that there was no premeditation and
(3) that the parties did not take undue advantage of each
other. In this connection there is the following illumina
ting passage in the Judgment of Ainslie, J., in the ruling of
Empress v. Rohimuddin (I) :

"It seems to me that the 4th exception clearly indicates
that culpable homicide in a fight is murder unless the fight is
unpremeditated, and is such as is therein described, sudden in
the heat of passion and on a sudden quarrel; a fight is not per
se a palliating circumstance, only an unpremeditated fight can
be such. Where persons engage in a fight under circumstances
which warrant the inference that culpable homicide is preme
ditated, they are responsible for the consequences to their full
extent. 11

So also BnJnghten, J., had thus to say in the same ruling:
" Where there is a fight between two contending parties, it
is necessary, in order to apply Exception 4, that the fight
should have been sudden and without premeditation." In
short, in order to apply Exception 4 of section 300 of the
Penal Code, it is essential to establish that the fight was not
only sudden but an unpremeditated one. In the present
case, it is clear from the evidence of Daw Sein (PW 7) that

(1) I.L.R. 5 Cal. 31.
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the appellant came up her house shortly before the stabbing
incident with a dagger stuck in his waist and said-

" (' G (' co Q Q "'l '1 C' rs \"
SOJOJ' OJCOCOOJIO)tlJl 8GSGO)J 8<n "':on OIO)'J)1 ""IO,ao II
T JL 11 Ti> GJ J CJ

Her daughter-in-law Ma Khin Sein (PW 8) who was in the
house saw the dagger in the appellant's waist and heard him
say-

" C Q (' (' C' C C' C' r-~ \"
lSrD:Dg 8dC~OJf qrOJ~.l)(DJo)u)1 urO)')0)JOXDI o)GiGQ)?8'dtJ:::n

So saying, the appellant went down the house and met the
deceased and picked a quarrel with him as stated already.
Obviously, the appellant was smarting from the effects of
his daughter's elopement and bent on some form of revenge
against the deceased Maung Net Thee. The threats to kill
Maung Net Thee may have been mere bravado as he did not
in fact attack him immediately with the dagger when they
met and instead merely taunted him with sarcastic remarks.
But there can be no doubt that he was determined
to pick up a quarrel with the deceased Maung Net
Thee and came down from Daw Sein's (PW 7) house
for the purpose. In other words, there was premedita
tion on the part of the appellant to start the fight
with the deceased. No doubt the fight was a sudden
one and increased in intensity when the deceased flung
a dah at the appellant and led on to the stabbing incident.
However, since there was premeditation on the part of
the appellant, this case cannot fall within the purview of
Exception 4 to section 300 of the Penal Code and he was
thus rightly convicted of an offence under section 302 of the
Penal Code. As the law stands at present, the only
sentence which may be awarded for such an offence is death
and we are thus powerless to interfere either with the con
viction or sentence passed on the appellant. The preroga
tive of mercy lies with the President of the Union of Burma
and we hope that as and when the appellant applies to that
quarter for clemency the fact that the crime was committed
while he was under an emotional strain as a result of his
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daughter's elopem:ent Will not be lost sight of. To all
appearances, the appellant was an affectionate father and
his daughter's elopement was a severe mental shock proba
bly because he regarded it as an affront to his family hon
,ours and he therefore deserves to be treated with sympathy
and consideration.

So far as we are concerned there is no other alternative
but to dismiss the present appeal. Accordingly the con
viction and sentence passed on the appellant Maung Ba Sein
are hereby confirmed and his appeal shall stand dismissed.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-l agree.

M.-\UNGBA
SEIN

V.
THE UNION
OF BUro1A.

UTHAUNG
SEIN, J.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.

Before U San Maung and U Thaung Sein, J.'1.

MAU!'lG CHIT AND ONE} (ApPELLANTS}
THE UNION OF BURMA

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA} (RESPONDENTS).*
MAUNG CHIT AND ONE

Criminal Law (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1958, s. r(z)-Meanillg of phrase
in -8. z-Confessioll taken ulIdd--Admissibility after cessation oj Act
Changes in law of procedure introduced after o1'der-Dufy of appellate
Court-Recent possession of stolen propel'ty-OfJence committed.

The meaning of the phrase "when it so ceases by virtue of any such notifi
cation the provisions of s. 5 of the Burma General Clauses Act shalf
have effect" in sub-so (2) of S. I of Criminal Law (Temporary Provisions)
Act of 1958 is that s. 5 of the Burma General Clauses Act shall apply
notwithstanding the fact that the Criminal Law (Temporary Provisions) Act
of 1958 was not repealed but only ceased to be operative because of the
President's notification.

S. 5 of the Burma General Clauses Act will not have the effect of rendering
admissible in evidence a confession recorded in the manner provided for in
s. 2 of the Criminal Law (Temporary Provisions) Act of 1958 after that Act
has ceased to be operative, as s. 26 of the Evidence Act which has now been
revived. enacts that no confession made by 2-ny person while he IS in the custody
of a police officer shall be proved as against such person, unless it has' been
made in the immediate presence of a Mngistrate.

The King v. Thorpe and three others, (1947) B.L.R. 2791 followed.
An appellate Court is bound to give effect to the changes in the

law of procedure introduced after the passing of the order appealed from.
\Vhere appellant Maung Chit was found in possession of stolen property

one day after robbery and could give no satisfactory explanation ofhis possession.
Held: That the offence committed by him is one punishable under s. 41 I

of the Penal Code for dishonestly receiving or retaining stolen property know
ing or having reason to believe the same to be stolen property.

J.V1aung Tun (Htlln) v. The King, (1946) B.L.R. 293. approved.

Than Aun/l for the appellants.

Ba Thin (Government Advocate) for. the respondent.

* Criminal Appeals Nos. 4 and 5 of 1960 from the order of the Special
Criminal Reference No. 116 of 1959
Judge (Sessions Judge), lVlyaungmya, dated the 17th December 19591 in
Criminal Regular Trial No. 13 of 1959.
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U SAN MAUNG, J.-ln Criminal Regular Trial No. 13
of 1959 of the Sessions judge, Myaungmya, sitting as a

MAUNGCHIT
Special judge, the appellants Maung Chit and Aung AND ONE
Than Shwe and the discharged accused, a phongyi by THE UNION

OF BURMA .

the name of U Wuntha, were sent up for trial by the v.
THE UNION

Hlaingbon Police under section 396A of the Penal Code. OF BURMA

The two appellants were, however, convicted by the MAVNGCHIT
AND ONE.

learned trial judge of the offences punishable under -
sections 392 (I) and 364 of the Penal Code for which M~u~~~J.
they were sentenced to three years' rigorous imprison-
ment and five years' rigorous imprisonment; the senten-
ces to run concurrently. They were also convicted of
the offence of murder in furtherance of common inten-
tion punishable under section 302/34 of the Penal Code
for which they were sentenced to death.

The facts of the case which have been clearly set out
in the judgment of the learned trial Judge, are briefly
1:hese:-

At about rI p.m. on the night of the 10th May
1959 the house of the deceased Maung Aye Maung in
'Popanhla VilJage was attacked by two lusoes each of
'whom was armed with a dah. The deceased woke up his
'wife Ma Mya Shwe (PW I) telling her that someone
outside was calling upon them to open the door of the

·house. At this moment the lusoes pushed open the door
and came ;in. The kerosene tin lamp which had been

·kept alight during the night, was apparently put out by
· them and the mosquito-net under which Ma Mya Shwe
(PW I) and her two daughters Ma Aye Than (PW 2) and

· Ma Ohn Myint (not cited) were sleeping, was cut down.
· The lusoes then flashed electric torches and demanded five
· ticals of gold and K 300 in cash from Ma Mya Shwe
· who told them that she did not have so much property
· in the house. She, however, delivered to one of the

lusoes a pair of nagats worn by Ma Aye Than (PW 2)
· and a pair of ear-rings worn by Ma Ohn Myint, As the
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H.C. nagats had to be removed in a hurry the nut which
1960
- fastened one of them to Ma Aye Than's ear, dropped to

MA~NGCHIT f' d h th 1
AND ONE the floor and was there ore left behm w en e usoes

THE UNION departed taking the deceased Maung Aye Maung with
~B~A .

v. them as a hostage. In the flash of the electnc torches
~':,E B~::;',.N Ma Mya Shwe could see that there were two lusoes but
MAUNG CHIT she could not recognize any of them. On a search being
AN~.~E. made for Maung Aye Maung who never returned, his
M~';~"J. dead body was found in a paddy field about 350 yards

away from his house. He had several dah-cut injuries.
on his body, one of which was necessarily fatal and the
other sufficient to cause death in the ordinary course of
nature. The matter was reported at 8 a.m. the next
morning to Ko Than Maung (PW 9), headman of Kanaso
chaung Village, by one Maung Tun and at Hlaingbon
Police Station at 2-30 p.m. by the deceased's wife Ma
Mya Shwe (PW r). In that report Ma Mya Shwe revealed
that she was unable to recognize any of the lusoes as
they had taken the precaution of disguising themselves
by tying pieces of cloth over their faces.

On the same day at Phyaleik Village, about 6 or 7
miles away from Popanhla Village, headman U Tha San
(PW 7) received information that there was robbery and
murder at Popanhla Village during the night and that
Aung Than Shwe and Maung Chit, the appellants in this
case, who had arrived at Phyaleik, should be arrested as
they might be involved in the case. Accordingly, the head
man accompanied by Maung Than Shwe (PW 5), Ko Kyee
Shein (PW 6) and U Mo Auk (PW 8), went to effect their
arrest. They were found sleeping at the house of one Ko
Shein and when the headman said that they should be
arrested the appellant Aung Than Shwe tried to resist
being arrested. Both the appellants were therefore beaten
up by the headman and his companions and were
subsequently arrested. The headman then asked them
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whether they were involved in the robbery and the appel
lant Maung Chit then produced from his pocket a pair
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fastening it. The two appellants were sent the same even- v.
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tained for the night. The next day they were taken to MAUNG CHIT"
AND ONE.

Hlaingbon Police Station by U Moon Htaw (PW 13), the -
Police Officer who investigated the case. On the way to M~U~~"J.
the Police Station the appellant Maung Chit pointed out
a bush near a creek from which the two dahs exhibited
in the case were found. Both these dahs, Exhibits 2 and
3, were dashes which could have been used in inflicting
the injuries found on the deceased.

On arrival at Hlaingbon Police Station the two
appellants gave confessions, Exhibits Band C, which were
recorded by U Kyaw (PW 3). headman of Hlaingbon, in
the presence of U Maung Lu (PW 4), headman of Yedwin
gone and one U Aung Ban. In these confessions which
were almost identical in substance, the appellants stated
that the murder of the deceased Maung Aye Maung was
committed by them at the instigation of the discharged
accused U Wuntha who bore a grudge against the de
ceased person. At U Wuntha's suggestion the robbery
was a fake, although the real motive was murder.
U Wuntha gave them two dahs which they took with
them to Maung Aye Maung's house at about 10 p.m. on
the day of occurrence of this case. After ordering the
inmates of the house to open the door they entered the
house by pushing the door which was found to be open.
They cut down the mosquito-net under which Maung
Aye Maung's wife and children were sleeping and
demanded five ticals of gold and K.. 300 in cash. They
obtained a pair of ear-rings and a pair of nagats from
the wife of Maung Aye Maung. They tied Maung Aye
Maung with a rope and brought him along but when
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Maung Aye Maung tried to make a bid for freedom they
hacked him with the dahs which they were carrying.
They next concealed the dahs inside a bush near a
creek and came back to Phyaleik where they reported
to U Wuntha that their mission had been completed.

Besides the confessions, there is the fact that at the
identification of properties as well as in Court Ma Mya
Shwe (PW I) and Ma Aye Than (PW 2) identified the
pair of ear-rings, Exhibit 10, as that belonging to Ma Ohn
Myint. They could mention the special identification mark
in that one of the links in the pendant was thinner than
the others. Regarding the nagats, Exhibit II, although
Ma Aye Than (PW 2) had identified it at the identification
of properties before the lugyis, she could no longer defi
nitely say in Court that they were really hers. How
ever, the fact remains that the nut fastening one of them,
which was left behind at Maung Aye Maung's house,
exactly fitted one of the nagats from which the nut was
found to be missing at the time of recovery from the
appellant Maung Chit. Therefore, there is a high degree
of probability that the nagats, Exhibit I I, really belonged
to Ma Aye Than (PW 2).

Now, in so far as the robbery at the house of the
deceased Maung Aye Maung and the subsequent murder
of Maung Aye Maung are concerned, the case against
the two appellants rests almost entirely uRon the con
fessions given by them at Hlaingbon Police Station before
U Kyaw (PW 3) and U Maung Lu (PW 4). These confes
sions have been retracted but the learned trial Judge
considered that they were sufficiently corroborated to
warrant the convictions of the two appellants for the
offences punishable under sections 392 (r), 364, and

0:

302/34 of the Penal Code.
Therefore, the question now for consideration is

whether these confessions are admissible in evidence in
view of the fact that the Criminal Law (Temporary
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Provisions) Act of 1958 has ceased to be operative. The
relevant portion of this Act runs:

" 1. (r) This Act may be called the Crimianl Law (Tempo
rary Provisions) Act, 1958.

(2) It shall remain in force until the President by notifica
tion declares that it shall cease to be operative; and when
it so ceases by virtue of any such notification the provisions
of section 5 of the Burma General Clauses Act shall have
effect.

2. Notwithstanding anything contained in the Evidence
Act or in any other law for the time being in force, any
statement, admission or confession made by a person
accused of any offence to two respectable eIders which has
been reduced into writing by anyone of the said elders
duly signed by both of them and the accused person shall
be admissible as substantive evidence in any subsequent
inquiry or trial in respect of the said' offence even though
~uch statement;~ a6mission or confession is made while the
accused person is in the custody of a Police Officer."

Now, what is the meaning of the phrase "when it
so ceases by virtue of any such notification the provisions
of section 5 of the Burma General Clauses Act shall have
effect" occurring in sub-section (2) above? In our
opinion, it means nothing more or less than that section
5 of the Burma General Clauses Act shall apply notwith
standing the fact that the Criminal Law (Temporary Provi
sions) Act of 1958 was not repealed but only ceased to
be operative because of the President's notification.

The question which therefore arises for consideration
is, will any of the provisions of section 5 of the Burma
General Clauses Act render admissible any confession re
corded in the manner provided for in section 2 of the
Criminal Law (Temporary Provisions) Act of 1958?
Clauses (a), (c), (d), and (e) of section 5 are clearly irrele
vant for the purpose in hand. The only pl'ofision which
needs consideration, is clause (b) of section 5 which reads:

" 5. (b) Where any Act repeals any enactment, then
unless a different intention appears, the repeal s_hall riot

3
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affect the previous operation of any enactment so repealed
or anything duly done or suffered thereunder."

In The King v. Thorpe and three others (I) where a
Full Bench of the late High Court of Judicature had to con
sider whether confessions to a Police Officer under section
14 (0) of the Courts (Emergency Provisions) Act which
suspended the operation of section 25 of the Evidence
Act. and confession to a Magistrate under section 14 (y)
of the Courts (Emergency Provisions) Act which suspended
the operation of section 164 of the Code of Criminal Pro
cedure became inadmissible in a pending trial when the
Courts (Emergency Provisions) Act was repealed, Roberts,
c.J., who had to consider the effect of clause (b) of section
5 of the Burma General Clauses Act in this connection,
observed:

"'"But then it is said that the taking of the confession by
the magistrate was an act 'duly done' within the meaning
of the Burma General Clauses Act, 1898, which says in
section 5 (b):

'Where any Act repeals any enactment, then unless
a different intention appears, the repeal shall not • • •
affect the previous operation of any enactment so
repealed or anything duly done or suffered thereunder.'

The contention is that the magistrate had duly done the
recording of the confession under the rules pursuant to the
Courts Emergency Powers Act, 1943, and that the Repeal Act
left the previous operation of the EmergenGY Powers Act
unaffected. All that means is that if a trial had reached
finality, and supposing for instance that a person had been
convicted on his confession and sent to prison and his appeal
had been dismissed, the subsequent passing of an Act which
made inadmissible a ·confession recorded in that particular
manner would not help him in the least. The reasons for
that is that the whole matter would be res judicata.

The words in section 5 of the General Clauses Act are
the same as those in section 38 of the Interpretation Act,
1889, which applies to England, and in 1905 in R. v. Chandra

(I) (I947) B.L.R. 279.
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Dhama (I) it was held that a statute could be made to operate
so as to keep alive a criminal charge against an accused
person which would have been barred prior to its enactment,
the extension of time being a matter of procedure only.
Thus a statute affecting rights may have a retrospective opera
tion.

But I do not desire to comment in detail on the question
of how far a statute can operate retrospectively, for it seems
to me that the appellate Court is now bound to consider its
finding having regard to such evidence as is admissible at the
date of giving its judgment. Confessions given to a Police
Officer are not now capable of proof, nor are confessions
which were perfectly properly taken during a period of emer
gency but in the taking of which the provisions of section
164 of the Criminal Procedure Code, now restored to the
Statute Book, and the rules made thereunder, were not
observed."

. E Maung, J., however, viewing from a different angle,
arrived at the same conclusion. The learned Judge
<observed: .

"It appears to me then that the law in accordance with
the record of a confession should have been made if the
presumption under section 80 of the Evidence Act is to arise,
is the law made to ensure that the confession is a free and
voluntary one as it stands at the date the appellate Court has
to arrive at a decision in appeal. Section 5 (b) of the General
Clauses Act appears to me to be excluded because a different
intention clearly appears from section 80 of the Evidenec Act
read with section 164 of the Code of Criminal Procedure."

With due respect, we are in entire agreement with the
views expressed by these learned Judges and, in our
opinion, section 5 of the Burma General Clauses Act will
not have the effect of rendering admissible in evidence a
,confession recorded in the manner provided for in section
2 of the Criminal Law (Temporary Provisions) Act of 1958
after that Act has ceased to be operative, as section 26 of
the Evidence Act which has now been revived, enacts that

(1) L.R. (1905) 2 K.B. 335.
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no confession made by any person while he is in the
custody of a Police Officer shall be proved as against such
person, unless it has been made in the immediate presence
of a Magistrate.

As observed by Ba U, j., in the case cited above~n

Appellate Coui-iis -bound to gIve-eIre"ct- tc;tIle cj;~ges in
the-j~w-Of procedure introduced after thepasslrigorthe
~__•__..__ ~ ._.. _ ..~_..~-_.•-..__ •... _..._ ,.·_.~,_o.....

order appealed from. Therefore, although the 0 Criminal
Law IT~ESJ.cai.Y P;ovisiorisr~(i~[I25-Lo~y_ceaserto
be o~ative aft.er the judg[flellt was passed in the trial_.,-_.- -~~ _. .'-. - ...~ .._-- -.'-...,.~-~
Court against the present appellants, we are bound to give'-::;-_.!d .__ o •• '. • ••• 0_ __ 0- - ..""_. . ..•.0.0.. .-
effect to the changes in the law resulting from Ministry
~ ]udicEliAffairs' Notification No.'s32;"CIatecCthe· 31st
Decem~~i:!2:5-2;~by which the p;e?i~ent~~c:j~r~~-ihat the
Act should cease to be operative.-----_._-----_.._--. . ._~.---- .

For the reasons given above, the two confessions,
.-;-;-=---~....~_. __._.. - ---- ----...._-_._- .. --- ~._--- - . ---._---_.-----

Exhibits Band C,. are inadmissible in evidence and they
must, therefore,be left outof~o~~iderai:ionTn-this~ase.
Rega;ding""i:he'ad~issioris said to!1avebeen' made-by the
appellants to headman U Tha San (PW 7) of Phyaleik
Village at the time of their arrest, they must also be left
out of consideration in view of section 24 of the Evidence
Act which provides that no confession made by an accused
person is relevant if it appears to the Court to have been
caused by threat. The appellants in this case have been
so badly beaten up that they must have been in terror
of the headman and his followers at the time the arrests
were made.

'0

.,~1,Therefore, as against the appellant Aung Than Shwe,
there is no evidence whatsoever on record to warrant his
conviction for any of the offences under sections 392 (r),
364 or 302/34 of the Penal Code or any lesser offence.
He must accordingly be acquitted.

As against the appellant Maung Chit, however, there
is the fact that the stolen properties, Exhibits IO and II,

have be~n seized from his possession one day after the
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"When '" person is found in possession of property proved
to have been stolen. there may of course be evidence from
which the inference can be drawn that he knew it to have
been stolen. Such evidence may relate to statements made
to him or statement made by him or to his conduct in rela
tion to the property by way of concealment or otherwise.
Apart from that a Court may make the presumption-which
can always be rebutted by showing that its validity is doubtful
-that property found in a person's possession recently after
the commission of the theft was known by him to have been
stolen. Unless there is some evidence of guilty knowledge or
of recent possession no presumption against the possessor can
be made. Wherelhe possession is re,em,.!h!,_nect,!"s.gLthe--'- - -~ -.,-~..~---
presumption ~bemade must :ll:~~~~~¥lJy_y_arY.i~_~scQ@.?Ece

,vith the circumstances. In the absence of clear evidence- ._~..- - _._----------_._~..~-_ .. ~. . - - ---_.._~-----

~which participation in.th."."c~ll.aUheft_()j:'.da':'ei!Y..san
be inferred, the son.:Ykti<:m.~hQJlldJ)~..for recei"il1g.only; and
WiieTe the proceeds of the dacoity are found in possession
shortly afterwards, even the fact of concealment-though it
may help to prove that he knew the property was stolen-is
not by itself proof that he knew of such dacoity."

robbery had taken place. In this connection. the observa- ;;6:"
tions of Roberts, c.J., in Maung Tun v. The King (r) are M -C
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ll1e confession, Exhibit B, and the alleged admission to
the headman having been left out of consideration. the
only admissible evidence on record as against the appellant
Maung Chit;, is that he was found in possession of stolen
property one day after robbery had taken place at the
house of Maung Aye Maung and that he could give
satisfactory explanation of his possession.

The offence committed by him is, therefore, one
punishable under section 4r r of the Penal Code for dis
honestly receiving or retaining stolen property knowing
or having reason to believe the same to be stolen property.

For these reasons, we would set aside the convictions
and sentences on the appellant Aung Than Shwe under

(I) (1946) B.L.R. 293.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.

Before U San Mmmg and U Tllaung Sein, J.7·

MAUNG KYlN MAUNG AND ONE (ApPELLANTS)

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT). *

Evidenc.e oj accomplice-Use of-No prohibition to-Agai71st accused who has
retracted confession.

There is no rule or law which forbids the use of the- evidence of an accomplice
as against an accused who has retracted his confession, though the weight to be
attached to such evidence must depend on the circumstances of each case
but where the accomplice is an unreliable person his evidence can hardly be
taken as satisfactory corroboration of the retracted confession.

The Union of Burma v. All HIa (alias) Maung HIa and t11'O others, (1958)
B.L.R. (H.C.) 29 ; Ali Meak v. The Union of Burma, (1954) B.L.R. (S.C.)
65, referred to.

Aye Maung for the appellants.

Ba Kyaw (Government Advocate) for the respondent.

U THAUNG SEIN, J.-The two appellants Maung Kyin
Maung and Maung Tun Kyi who are alleged to have jointly
murdered one U Po Lwin have each been convicted by the
learned Special Judge (Sessions Judge) Henzada of an
offence under section 302 read with section 34 of the
Penal Code and sentenced to death. The case against them
rests mainly on the retracted confession of the appellant
Maung Kyin Maung and the evidence of an accomplice
named Maung Thaung.

Briefly put, the facts leading up to the convictions are
as follows. The two appellants Maung Kyin Maung and

* Cri.!ninal Appeals Nos. 564-/565 of 1959 from the order of the 1st Special
Judge (Seso;,ions Judge) of Henzada, dated the 18th November 1959 in Criminal
Regular Trial No. 44 of 1958.
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Maung Tun Kyi were the stoker and engine driver
while the deceased U Po Lwin was a durwan of a
rice mill owned by one U Po Thaung and situated
near Myogwin station on the Henzada-Bassein
railway line. It appears that the deceased U Po Lwin
did not live within the precincts of the mill but occu
pied a house close to it and kept watch over the mill com
pound. But despite the surveillance by the deceased there
were numerous thefts of rice from the mill and this matter
was reported to U Tin Maung (PW 7) the railway station
master. Finally, on the night of the 20th September 1959,
the deceased U Po Lwin was found lying dead in the mill
compound with multiple stab wounds and one Maung
Thaung (PW I) who claims to have been an eye-witness
to the mur~r has come forward to relate what he actually
saw on the night in question. According to him, he met the
two appellants in the evening of the day of the murder
while cutting grass and the three of them went to the house
of Maung Hla Pe (PW 4) where he and the appellant Maung
Kyin Maung were treated to liquor by the appellant
Tun Kyi. The time was then about 6 p.m. and they parted
company and Maung Thaung (PW I) returned to his house.
An hour or so later he went back to the appellant Maung
Kyin Maung's house at the llatter's request and there met the
appellant Maung Tun Kyi who turned up with a lamp in one
hand and a stick in the other ostensibly for the purpose of,
hunting edible frogs. The witness continues and states that
the appellant Maung Tun Kyi then led them in the direction
of his own house and at that time he (witness) was armed
with a dama while the appellant Maung Kyin Maung carried
a large dagger. Before long they arrived near the house of
the mill owner where the deceased U Po Lwin resided and
the appelJ:ant Maung Tun Kyi hailed out to him under the
pretext of borrowing a flint for his automatic lighter but the
real reason was to verify whether he was present in the
house. On receiving a reply that a spare flint was available
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the appellant Maung Tun Kyi instructed his two compan
ions-so says the witness-to proceed to the mill com
pound, and there lie in wait for the deceased U Po
Lwin whom he would bring along saying that he had
heard the barkings of dogs from that quarter. The
appellant Maung Kyin Maung and he went into the
mill and while the former lay crouched near a pile
of paddy, he hid under a small godown. They did not

. have to wait for any length of time and within a few
minutes the appellant Maung Tun Kyi arrived with the
deceased U Po Lwin who carried a torch. The deceased
and the appellant Maung Tun Kyi then searched the mill
compound by the aid of the electric torch and soon came
across the appellant Maung Kyin Maung hiding near a
pile of paddy. At that instant the appellant Maung Kyin
Maung darted out and attacked the deceased who cried out
for help and the witness fled from the scene. Later that
night he heard of the death of U Po Lwin. The witness has
taken great care to emphasise that 'at no time was he aware
of any plan or plot to attack or murder U Po Lwin and that
neither of the appellants confided in him that they
were bent on doing away with the deceased. In short,
though he accompanied the appellant Maung Kyin Maung
into the mill compound and took up a position under a
granary he did not realise the purpo3e for which the
des:eased U Pp Lwin was being lured to the mill compound
by the appellant Maung Tun Kyi.

Be that as it may, strangely enough not a single witness
has come forward to support Maung Thaung's statement
that the deceased U Po Lwin shouted for help. News of the
murder however reached Maung Kyaw Myint (PvV 6) a
lugyi of the village at about 8 p.m. and he went to the scene
and found U Po Lwin lying dead with numerous wounds.
A post mortem was held later by Dr. Maung Aye (PW 10)
and it was discovered that the deceased h'ad received over
twenty stab wounds on the head, neck, face, hands and
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~9~~ abdomen. In particular there were three large gaping
MAUNGKYlN wounds in the neck each of which were five inches in length
MAUNG AND and bone deep as well as a stab wound penetrating into the

o;:,n abdomen. The doctor has opined that the injuries ~n the
~~D:;';;~~ neck were necessarily fatal and probably resulted in instan
U THAUNG taneous death. Hence, it is extremely doubtful whether

SEIN, J. the deceased did in fact cry out for help after the attack.
A report of the murder was lodged with the police and

both the appellants were arrested and placed in custody.
A few days after the arrest, they both expressed a desire to
confess and were 'accordingly produced before U Tun Shein
(PW 8) the Third Additional Magistrate, Henzada and their
statements recorded as per Exhibit" ~ .. and " ;;0 ". As
pointed out by the learned trial Judge, the statement of the
appellant Maung Tun Kyi 'as per Exhibit" ;;0 .. was not in
fact a confession as he did not incriminate himself in any
way. On the other hand the appellant Maung Kyin
Maung's statement as per Exhibit " ~ .. did amount to a
confession and is a detailed account of the way in which the
murder of the deceased U Po Lwin was planned and execu
ted. It may be noted however that the appellant has
retracted that confession on the ground that it was extorted
from him by means of ill treatment by the police but no
reliable evidence was adduced to prove this allegation.
Both the appellants also set up defences of alibi which were
rejected by the learned trial Judge. The question then arises
whether the two appellants could be convicted of the
murder of U Po Lwin on the evidence of the prosecution
witnesses as outlined above. In the first place, Maung
Thaung (PW I) was on his own showing a guilty
associate in the crime and thus an accomplice. He
tried his utmost to minimise the part played by him
but there can be no doubt that he was privy to the
plot to kill U Po Lwin. If he was not a party to
the plot then indeed there was no reason why he should
haye accompanied the appellant Maung Kyin Maung into
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the mill compound armed with a dama or to hide under the ~9f~
granary. Obviously, he accompanied the appellant Maung !V!AUNGKYIN

Kyin Iylaung to the mill compound with full knowledge of NlAU.;';" .'ND

the plan to attack and murder U Po Lwin. v.

f · f h 11 THE UNIONNext, there is the retracted con eSSIOn 0 t e appe ant OF BURMA.

Maung Kyin Maung, which was apparently a voluntary one, U TH~UNG

and the case for the prosecution hinges on the evidence of SEIN, J.

the accomplice Maung Thaung (PW I) coupled with that
confession.·. The extent to which a confession retracted or
otherwise, may be used as against the maker and a co-
accused has been dealt with by a Bench of this Court in
The Union of Burma v. Ah Hla (alias) Maung Hla and two
others (I). SO far as a co-accused is concerned it was laid
down that a confession by another accused may be taken
into consideration with other evidence as lending assurance
to that evidence but that an accused cannot be convicted
solely on the strength of a confession by a co-accused. In
the present case, as 'against the appellant Maung Tun Kyi
there is the retracted confession of his co-accused viz.. the
appellant Maung Kyin Maung and the evidence of the
accomplice Maung Thaung (PW I). With regard to the
evidence of the accomplice it is a well established rule
of prudence which has become almost a rule of law
that an accused should not be convicted on such testi-
mony unless it has been corroborated in material parti-
culars as ~.gainst the accused concerned. Then again
it is generally accepted that such corroboration should
proceed from an independent source and not from a
" tainted" source. That the evidence of accomplices
and confessions by co-accused are" tainted evidence"
is so well known that there should be no necessity
to cite authorities in support of that view. Hence, the
confession of the co-accused viz. the appellant Maung Kyin
Maung cannot be taken as a corroboration of the evidence

(1) (1958) RL.R (H.C.) 29.
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The case against the appellant Maung Kyin .Maung
however stands on a somewhat different footing. The
ruling in the Union of Burma v. Ah Hla (alias) Maung Hla
and two others (2) explicitly lays down that" though an
uncorroborated retracted confession can sustain a convic
tion, the ordinary rule of prudence is that some kind of
corroboration is necessary unless the circumstances are
exceptional". In other words, appellant may be convicted
on the strength of his own retracted confession provided
there is " some kind of corroboration " of it and the prob
lem is whether the evidence of the accomplice Maung
Thaung (PW I) may be taken as a corroboration. The
ruling in Ali Meah v. The Union of Burma (I) did not deal
specifically with the point whether as against the maker of
the confession the evidence of an approver may be used or
not as a corroboration of that confession. All that it laid
down was that so far as a co-accused was concerned both
the approver's evidence and a confession by another
accused must be regarded as " tainted evidence '. and cannot
be treated as corroborating each other. In addition to Ali
Meah there were two other appellants in that case viz. Aung
Kyi (I) and So Kyi who had retracted their confessions but
as they withdrew their appeals the question whether or nat
the evidence of an approver who is after all an accomplice
may be used to corroborate their confessions was not con
sidered. There is however no rule or law which forbids the
use of the evidence of an accomplice as against an accused
who has retracted his confession, though the weight to be

(I) (1954) B.L.R. (S.C) 65· (2) (1958) B.L.R.(RC) 29.
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attached to such evidence must depend on the circum
stances of each case.. In t)J.e present case, the prosecution
seek to rely on the evidence of an accomplice as corrobora
ting the retracted confession of the appellant Maung Kyin
Maung himself. There being no rule or law which prohibits
the evidence of an accomplice being taken into considera
tion when weighing a confession as against the maker him
self, the evidence of Maung Thaung (PW r) will have to be
considered along with the retracted confession of the appel
lant Maung Kyin Maung. But since Maung Thaung (PW r)
is himself an unreliable person his evidence can hardly be
taken as satisfactory corroboration of the retracted confes
sion. On the whole therefore, as there is no satisfactory
corroboration of the retracted confession, the appellant
Maung Kyin Maung is entitled to an acquittal.

Accordingly, the appeals of Maung Kyin Maung and
Tun Kyi are hereby allowed and the convictions and
sentences passed on them are set aside and they are acquit
ted and released so far as this case is concerned.

U SAN MAUNG, ].-1 agree.

H.C.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.

Before U San J.l1aung and U Thaung SeitZ, JJ.

MAUNG MYA SAW (ApPELLANT)
v.

THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).

Penal Code, s. Ioo-Right of private defence oj body-When it extends to
causinf! death.

\\There the deceased attacked the appellant, a one~legged person, first with a
bamboo and later with a dah and the appellant struck back with the dagger
concealed in his crutch killing the deceased.

Held: That the appellant was entitled to defend himself effectively against
such an attack even to the extent of causing the death of the deceased and was
thus justified under s. 100 of the Penal Code in exercising his right of private
defence.

Ba Gyaw for the appellant.

Ba Gyaw (Government Advocate) for the respondent.

U THAUNG SEIN, J.-The appellant Maung Mya Saw, a'
one-legged individual who usually hobbles about with a
crutch has been convicted by the learned Second Special
Judge, Pak6kku of an offence under section 302 of the Penal
Code and sentenced to death on the following facts. On
the morning of the I9th July I959 a cart driven by the de
ceased Maung Ba Shin arrived at the house of Maung Kyar
Gyi (PW I) in Pak6kku town. After unyoking'the bullocks
and parking the cart, the deceased relaxed on an easy chair
in front of the house while the house owner Maung Kyar
Gyi (PW I) and Maung Po Pe (PW 2) sat on a bench nearby.
Suddenly Maung Kyar Gyi (PW I) saw the appellant Maung
Mya Saw who is his second cousin, enter the compound
hobbling along on his crutch and go up to the deceased

.. Criminal Appeal No. 619 of 1959 from the order of the 2nd Special
Judge, Pakokku. dated the 2nd December 1959, in Criminal Regular Trial
);0. 29 of 1959.
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Maung Ba Shin. The appellant then lun!?ed at the de~ease.d ~fc;

Maung Ba Shin-so says Maung Kyar Gyl (PW I)-WIth hIS -
d Th '1' f MAUNG MYAcrutch and hobbled out of the compoun. e agIlty 0 SAW

the appellant may be gauged from the fact that despite the THE UNIGN

handicap of having to use a crutch, he soon disappeared OF BURMA

from the compound. On seeing the attack by the appellant, U THAUNG

. W fl d . . d d h If SEIN, J.Maung Kyar GYI (P I) e III pamc an returne a an
hour later and found Maung Ba Shih lying unconscious with
a stab wound in the chest. He was then rushed to the
hospital but died on the way and a post-mortem revealed a
deep stab wound in the chest which had penetrated the liver
and was thus necessarily fatal. There was another small
incised wound on the thigh but this was simple in nature.
Dr. U Ngwe Htun (PVV 5) who performed the post-mortem
examination was of the opinion that the stab wound in the
chest probably caused instantaneous death and that in any
case the deceased cO).lld not have walked for a distance of
ten feet or so after the receipt of such an injury.

The other eyewitness to the incident was Maung Po Pe
, (PW 2) but his evidence was not relied upon by the learned

trial Judge on the ground that he experienced great
difficulty in recording his deposition and that the witness
was in the habit of changing his statements at frequent
intervals. The learned trial Judge however overlooked the
instructions in paragraph 651 of the Courts Manual which
enjoins Judges and Magistrates to record remarks and obser
vations regarding the demeanour of a witness immediately
when the deposition is signed and not at a later date. In
other words there is no note either at the end of the deposi
tion or elsewhere as regards the demeanour or behaviour of
the abovementioned witness. An interesting feature of the
evidence of Maung Po Pe (PW 2) as appearing on the trial
record is that it is at variance with that of Maung Kyar Gyi
(PW I) and goes a long way to support the appellant's
defence. From the mere fact that he made some contradic
tory statements, the whole of his evidence cannot be
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brushed aside especially as the exact nature of the contra
dictions was not carefully noted by the learned trial Judge

:l'\!!AUNG MYA d
SAW at the time when the deposition was being recor ed.

THE vUNlON The appellant was arrested on the same day of the inci-
OF BURMA dent and as he expressed a desire to confess, two lugyis one

u THAUNG of whom was U Ba Shin (PW 6) were called in and his
SEIN, J. confession recorded as per Exhibit" ,," in accordance with

the provisions of the Criminal Law (Temporary) Provisions
Act [Act No. 21 of 1958J which was in force at the time.
This Act has been withdrawn however by the President with
effect from 31st December 1959 but the question as to the
effect of that withdrawal on the present appellate pro
ceedings need hardly be considered as the appellant
gave evidence on oath practically repeating his former
statement with the exception of a few details. Obviously
the evidence on oath will have to be considered rather
than the confession when weighing the defence set
up by the appellant. The main defence was that the
appellant struck back in self-defence with his crutch
when he was attacked by the deceased who was
armed with a dah. That there was a concealed dagger
in the crutch was admitted. According to the appellant he
was on a visit to Maung Kyar Gyi's (PW I) house on the
morning in question and was drinking plain tea when the
deceased arrived in a cart and after unyoking the bullocks
sat in an easy chair. He goes on to relate that as a result of
an attack of scabies he was suffering from an' unbearable
itch at the time and in a fit of despair abused and cursed the
ailment. Unfortunately the deceased was under the impres
sion that the abuses were directed at him and therefore
struck the appellant with a small piece of bamboo used as a
goad for driving bullocks. The appellant fled from the
scene while the deceased flung a dah which struck him on
the shoulder. The deceased then chased the appellant and
after picking up the dah attacked him with that weapon.
At that instant-so says the appellant-he swung his crutch
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in self-defence and the deceased pulled one of the handles ~;~
and thus exposed the concealed dagger. The result was MWNG MYA

that the deceased was wounded with that dagger. That the SAW
v.

deceased did chase the appellant with a dah was vouched THE UNION

for by Maung Kyar Gyi (PW I) who saw only one lunge by OF BUlnrA

the appellant. But the evidence of Dr. U Ngwe Htun U THAUNG
SEIN, J.

(PW 5) clearly establishes that there were in fact two stab
wounds, one in the chest and the other on the thigh of the
deceased. Furthermore, the doctor is emphatic that the
injury on the chest was not only necessarily fatal but that
it was of such a nature as to cause instantaneous death and
that the deceased could not have walked a distance of ten
feet or so after receiving that wound. The other injury on
the thigh was a superficial wound I" x Y2" x Y2". Hence,
the injury on the chest could not have been the first
wound inflicted by the appellant on the deceased. In short,
Maung Kyar Gyi (PW I) could not have seen the stab on the
chest as the deceased could not possibly have chased the
appellant for any distance after receiving such an injury.
But there is no reason to doubt his statement that he did
see the deceased run after the appellant with a dah. As
to why the deceased chased the appellant is explained by
Maung Po Pe (PW 2) whose version of the incident almost
tallies with the story of the appellant. He relates that the
appellant arrived at Kyar Gyi's (PW I) house and in the
course of cqnversation complained in abusive terms of the
torture which he was having to endure from an attack of
scabies. The deceased was annoyed with the abuses and
attacked the appellant with a piece of bamboo.
The appellant in turn warded off the blow with
his crutch and the deceased next picked up a dah
and chased him. At that instant, the appellant struck back
with the crutch and the deceased was fatally wounded.
The fact that there were two injuries on the deceased sup-
ports the above version as in all probability the wound on
the thigh was caused while the appellant warded off the

4
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attack with a bamboo and the second injury was inflicted
during the attack with a dah. On the whole, there appears
to be a good deal of substance and truth in the appellant's
story that he stabbed the deceased with a dagger concealed
in his crutch when the latter attacked him with a dah. To
all appearal1.ces, the deceased was a rather sensitive person
and on hearing the abuses by the appellant jumped to the
conclusion that they were aimed at him. It was on this
account, no doubt, that he attacked the appellant first
with a bamboo and later with a dah and needless to say the
appellant was entitled to defend himself effectively against
such an attack. Since the appellant's own life was in
danger at the hands of the deceased who was armed with a
dah, he (appellant) was entitled to strike back with the
weapon in his hands i.e. the crutch loaded with a dagger,
even to the extent of causing the death of the deceased
Maung Ba Shin. The appellant was thus justified under
section 100 of the Penal Code in exercising his right of
private defence and he is clearly entitled to an acquittal.

Accordingly this appeal is allowed and the conviction
and sentence of death passed on the appellant Maung Mya
Saw under section 302 of the Penal Code are hereby set
aside and he is acquitted and released so far as this case is
concerned.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-1 agree.
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CIVIL REFERENCE.

Before U Chan Tun Aung, C.]., U San 2\1aung and U Ea Thoung, JJ.

MOHAMED FAROOQ (a) MAUNG MAUNG AND ONE
(ApPLICANTS)

v.
SAHIB JAN AND ONE (RESPONDENTS). *

Mohamedan gifts in Rangoon-Law applicable-Transfer of Prope..-ty Act,
$. I29--Does not lay down any substantive J.lIJohmnedan law relating to
gifts-Only a rule saving section-Meaning-Cannot be regarded as retaining
any rule of Mohamedan Law independent of s. 13. Burma Laws Act-
Personal Laws enforced by virtue oj-Rule oj inte1pretation-Tncorporation
of Law by implication-Wrong aSSll111ption-Non-survival on repeal
Burma Laws Act, s: 13 (I}-Gifts not provided in-When rule of justice,
equity and good conscience comes into pla1'-EQuity not to override statute
law-Mohamedan Law regarding gift~·-Nut substantivl! laU' oj cou71!ry
Bu.rma Laws Act-S. 13 (2)-Effect of omission.

The law applicable when the validity or otherwise of a gift of immoveable
property between Mohamedans is in issue in a case before Courts at Rangoon
is, the law laid down in s. 123 of the Transfer of Property Act.

S. 129 of the Transfer of Property Act does not lay down any substantive
Mohamedan Law relating to gifts; but it only saves such rule of Mohamedan
Law as had been in force at the time when the Transfer of Property Act came
into force. The relevant provision in s. J29 of the Transfer of Property Act
means that if there are any rules of rVlohamedan Law administered hy the Courts
in Burma as law, such law shan not be affected by anything contained in Chapter
VII of the Transfer of Property Act.

.tWa Asha and Q{fu,'s v. B. K. Haldar, 14 Ran. 439, referred to.

S. 129 of the",Transfer of Property Act is a saving section which saves only
such Mohamedan Law as has been made available by specific statutory
enactments, and it does not purport to endure or sustain by itself any rules of
Mohamedan Law depending upon their own inherent force or by virtue of
their long usage or custom.

U Pyinllya and others v. Maung Law and another, 7 Ran. 677, referred to.

'" Civil Reference No. 12 of 1955. Reference made by the Hon'b:e Chief
Justice U Chan Tun Aung, and the Hon'bleJustice U San Maung under Rule 25
of the Appellate Side Rules and Orders Manual for the decision of a Full Bench
of this Court, referred to in the order of reference, dated the 4th October 1955,
passed in Civil 1st Appeal No. 41 1953 of this Court.

(NoTE".-Due to oversight this judgment was not reported in the appropriate
issue of the Burma Law Reports.-Ed.)

H.C.
1956

Oct. 12.
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If pCI"sonallaws of persons refcrred to in s. 13 of the Bunna Laws Act arc
enforced by the Courts in Burma in matters of inheritance, succession, etc.,
they are enforced noi. by virtue of such personal laws having inherent force of
their own, but as laws directed to be applied by virtue of s. 13 of the Burma
Laws Act.

A.R.L,P. Firm v. U Po Kyaing and anothe:', (1939) R.L.R.3II, referred to.

S. 129 of the Transfer of Property Act, independent of s. 13 of the Burma
Laws Act, cannot be regarded as having retained any rule of Mohamedan Law
relating to gifts occurring in Clause 17 of the Letters Patent.

It is a clear rule of interpretation that nothing i<; to be added to or to be taken
from a statute, unless there are adequate grounds to justify the inference that
the Legil;!ature intended something which it omitted to express. A distinct
and unequivocal expressions are necessary in a statute for the purpose 0f either
adding to or taldng away the jurisdiction of a Superior Court.

Thompso1l Y. Goold, (1910) A.C. 409 at 420, referred to.

The assumption that the provisions of sub-so (2) of s. 13 of the Burm~ Laws
Act have been already incorporated by implication in Clause 17 of the Letters
Patent by the use of the expression" such law shall he the law which would have
been applied by the Chief Court of Lower Burma." is entirely incorrect. There
is no survival of a provision of law incorporated by implication, when a later
specif,c enactment without reference to the earlier enactment in which the
provisior:s of repealed enactment is said to have been incorporated by implica~

tion, is repealed.

Gifts have not been provided in sub-so (1) of 8. !3 of the Burma Laws Act.

The rule of justice, equity and good conscience as contemplated in sub-so (3)
of s. 13 of th.:: Burma Laws Act can come into operation so far as Mohamedan
gifts are concerned (i) anI)' in the absence of Mohamedan Laws directed to be
observed and (ii) only in cases .. not provided for by any other enactment
for the time being in force."

The Mohamedan Law concerning gIfts has nOt been made applicable or has
been directed to apply as part of the substantive law of this country. S. 123
of the Transfer of Property Act is the only law pertainIng to gifts and it cannot
be said that there has been no provision made by any statute law for the time
being in force affecting gifts. No rule of equity can be invoked to override and
abrogate the statute law. .------.. ..._~--

1V1mlng Gyi v. Maung Saling and ot!ltrs, A.I.R. (1937) Ran. 240, overruled.

There is no room for the operation of s. 129 of the Transfe. of Property
Act even if it purports to survh'e the Mohamedan Law concerning gifts by
applying the same as being 111 accordance with ju<;tice, equity atld good con
science, with reference to ~. 1;1 (J) of the Burma Laws Act.

When sub-so (2) of s. 13 of the Burma Lawr Act has been omitted the Court
in Rangoon will no longer deal with civil cases instituted therein according to the
law for the time being administered by the High Court of Judicature at Fort
\Viliiam in Bengal in the exercise of its ordinary original civil jurisdiction.

The deletIon of this sub-section would have the effect of rendering the law
relating to Mohamedan gifts uniform throughout Bunna.
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questions arising in civil cases instituted in the Courts of
Rangoon shall be dealt with and determined according
to the law for the time being administered by the High
Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal in the
exercise of its ordinary original civil jurisdiction."
Having recourse to the aforesaid provision of law, the
learned Judge came to the conclusion that so far as the
High Court of Judicature at Rangoon was concerned, for ~,,';;;::.J.'fi:;
the determination of a gift of immoveable property
between Mohamedans "the law for the time being
administered by the High Court of Judicature at Fort
WHliam in Bengal" should be followed; and in that
regard, a reference was made to section 1 7 of the East
India Company Act, 1780, wherein it was provided that
on matters of contract and dealing between party and
party, shall be determined in the case of a Mohamedan
by the laws and usages of Mohamedans. Thus, by virtue
of sub-section (2) of section 13 of Burma Laws Act.. all
gifts of immoveable property between Mohamedans when
in issue in a Court of Rangoon, j.e., High Court, Original
Side, as long as the requirements of Mohamedan Law,
namely, (1) a declaration of gift by the donor (2) an
acceptance of the gift express or implied by or on behalf
of the donee and (3) delivery of possession of the subject-
matter of the gift are .fulfilled would complete the render-
ing of a gift effective and the registered instrument under
section 12j of the Transfer of Property Act was not
requisite for the validity of such gift. In Ma Asha and
-others v. B. K. Haldar (1), the Bench of the late High Court
of Judicature held that in so far as Courts of Burma other
than the High Court in Rangoon were concerned, a gift
of immoveable property by one Mohamedan to another
must, for its validity be made by a registered instrument
duly attested. The reason for this different law in Courts

{I) LL.R. 14 Ran. p. 439-
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outside Rangoon was the exclusion of Mohamedan gifts
from the group of subjects expressly laid down in sub
section (I) of section l3 of Burma Laws Act and the
operation of the first part of sub-section (3) thereof. How
ever, for our present purpose, we are not at all concerned
with the provision of law in sub-sections (I) and (3) of sec
tion 13 of Burma Laws Act. What we are really concerned
with is the effect of sub-section (2) thereof after its repeal
vis-a-vis the provisions of Clause l7 of the Letters Patent
which constituted the late High Court of Judicature at
Rangoon in the year 1922. Clause l7 of Letters Patent
reads: "And we do further ordain that, with respect
to the law to be applied to each case coming before the
High Court of Judicature at Rangoon in the exercise of
its ordinary original civil jurisdiction, such law shall be the
law which would have been applied by the Chief Court
of Lower Burma to such case if these Letters Patent had
not issued."

For the appellants, it is strenously contended that inas
much as the Chief Court of Lower Burma had followed
the law administered by the High Court of Judicat\rre at
Fort William in Bengal, and as the said High Court at
Bengal administered the principles of Mohamedan Law, in
respect of gifts among Mohamedans, that law should pre
vail in the present case. It is further submitted that
Clause l7 of the Letters Patent, establishing the High Court
of Judicature in Rangoon in 1922 incorporates'the provi
sions of sub-section (2) of section l3 of Burma Laws Act,
and that even if the said provision has been omitted from
the said Act, yet it has not affected in any way the
jurisdiction of the Rangoon High Court in regard to the
law it should administer in cases such as the one now
in question. In other words, what is sought to be con
tended appears to be that Clause l7 of Letters Patent
perpetuates the law, contained in section I3 (2) of the
Burma Laws Act and that by such perpetuation, its repeal,
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specifically saves, so far as Courts in Rangoon are concern- -
d h 'j d d" db h H'hC t fUCHANTUNe ,t e Mo lame an Law a mmlstere y t e Ig our 0 AUNG, C.J.

Judicature at Fort William in Bengal, in exercise of its
ordinary original Civil jurisdiction by having reference to
section 17 of the East India Company Act, 1780, wherein
it was provided that on matters of contract and dealing
between party and party shall be determined in the case
of a Mohamedan by the laws and usages of Mohamedans.
Therefore, the law as it stood then, appeared to be that
for the validity of gifts made between Mohamedans in
cases outside Rangoon Courts' jurisdiction, the provisions
of section 123 of the Transfer of Property Act must be
complied with; whereas those made in Rangoon City,
they need only conform to the requirements of
Mohamedan Law of gifts, namely (I) a declaration of gift
by the donor; (2) an acceptance of the gifc express or
implied, on behalf of the donee; and (3) delivery of the
possession of the subject-matter of the gift to the donee.

Now, by the Repealing and Amending Act, 1945
(Burma Act II of 1945), sub-section (2) of section 13 of
the Burma Laws Act was deleted and it is in the context
of this deletion that the question propounded has to be
considered, in view of the contention by one of the parties
that such deletion does not alter the Mohamedan Law of
gifts made in Rangoon City. It is contended that, inas
much as Clause 17 of the Letters Patent which constituted
the late High Court of Judicature at Rangoon perpetuated
the laws that were previously administered by the Chief
Court of Lower Burma, and that the same having been

(1) LL.R. 14 Ran. P.485.
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continued by the present Rangoon High Court by virtue
of section 30 of the Union Judiciary Act, the Mohamedan
Law of gifts, which the Chief Court of Lower Burma
applied, i.e., the law available at Fort William, Calcutta,
still survives and is thus available to all the Mohamedan
gifts made in Rangoon. In other words, it has been urged
before us that Clause I7 of the Letters Patent perpetuates
the law contained in section I3(2) of the Burma Laws Act,
and that its repeal or deletion by Act No. Il of I945 has
no effect whatsoever as respects the law that had to be
followed by the present High Court by virtue of section
30 of the Union Judiciary Act which provides that the law
to be administered by this present High Court shall be the
same as immediately before the commencement of the
Constitution of Independent Burma.

In the course of very learned argument addressed to
us, Mr. Basu, appearing for the appellants in appeal from
which the present reference has arisen, submits that not
withstanding the decision of the Full Bench in Ma Asha
and others v. B. K. Haldar (I) and also the single Judge
decision in Rahmat Bibi v. Maung Po Sein and others (2),
the law that is applicable to gifts made by a Mohamedan
so far as Rangoon Courts are concerned, is the Mohamedan
Law of gift, by virtue of section I29 of the Transfer of
Property Act. He next contends, as has been set out
above that the deletion of sub-section (2) of section I3. .
of the Burma Laws Act, does not displace the rule of
Mohamedan Law, inasmuch as the same has been already
incorporated in Clause I7 of the Letters Patent which
constituted the late High Court of Judicature at Rangoon.
It is also contended that even if it were accepted that the
rules of Mohamedan Law has been taken away by the
deletion of sub-section (2) of section I3, yet, inasmuch
as sub-section (3) of the said Burma Laws Act allows the
decision of cases not provided for in sub-section (I) or

(r) I.L.R. I4 Ran. p. 439. (2) I.L.R. 1+ Ran. p. 485.
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conscience" which expression, he says, has been inter
preted by Their Lordships of the Privy Council to mean,
rules of English Law, so far as they are applicable to
Indian society and circumstances. [See Waghela Rajsanji
v. Sheik Masludin and others (I).] Therefore, I am of the
view that so far as Burma is concerned, section 129 of
the Transfer of Property Act is a saving section which
saves only such Mohamedan Law as has been made avail
able by specific statutory enactments, and that it does
not purport to endure or sustain by itself any rules of
Mohamedan Law depending upon their own inherent force
or by virtue of their long usage or custom. This is quite
explicit in section 13 of the Burma Laws Act. Since 1898,
our Courts have been competent to apply the personal
laws of Mohamedans, Buddhists, or Hindus in matters of
succe~sion, inheritance, marriage or any religious usage
or institution because of substantive legislative provision
found in the said Act, and not by virtue of any inherent
force of such personal laws. I am fully supported in my
view by the Full Bench decision in U Pyinnya and others
v. Maung Law and another (2) wher~in two questions,
(I) whether rules of Vinaya prescribed for the Buddhist
Monks can be treated as rules of conduct enforceable by
the State, and (2) whether a sale of immoveable property
to a Buddhist Monk was void on the ground that the
monk was wohibited by rules of Vinaya from entering
into such pecuniary transactions fell for determination.
It was held that the rules of conduct prescribed in the
Vinaya are not enforceable by the State, and that the
only rules of Buddhist Law enforceable by the State
according to the provisions of section 13 of the Burma
Laws Act are those relating to succession, inheritance,
marriage, or any religious usage or institution. And again,
in the Full Bench case of A.R.L.P. Firm v. U Po Kyaing
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(I) (ISS7) !.L.R. II Born. 551 at 561. (2) 7 Ran. p. 677-
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and another (I), the law that is made applicable by virtue
of section 13 of the Burma Laws Act, namely, with refer
ence to religious usage or institution fel1 for determina
tion, and it was held that such rule so far as Buddhist
Monks are concerned is to be found in Vinaya and as
such, in the determination of the question as to what
happens to the worldly goods or property of a person
who enters Buddhist Monkhood, the rules of conduct pre
scribed in Vinaya must be fol1owed as juridical laws by
virtue of section 13 of the Burma Laws Act. Therefore,
I have not the slightest doubt that if personal laws of
persons referred to in section 13 of the Burma Laws Act
are enforced by our Courts in matters of inheritance,
succession, etc., they are enforced not by virtue of such
personal laws having inherent force of their own, but
as laws directed to be applied by virtue of section 13 of
the Burma Laws Act. Such being my view, I cannot
assent to the submission that section 129 of the Transfer
of Property Act, independent of section 13 of the Burma
Laws Act, can be regarded as having retained any rule
of Mohamedan La}\' relating to gifts.

As regards the second point urged namely, the effect
of the deletion of section 13 (2) from Burma Laws Act,
I real1y do not see any merits in the submission that the
deletion does not affect the incorporation by implication
already effected in Clause 17 of the Letters Patent. This
argument specious as it was, cannot bear any close
examination. In any event, Clause ,17. of the Letters
Patent does not convey the meaning sought to be con
veyed. Clause 17 of the Letters Patent reads:

" And we do further ordain that, with respect to the law
to be applied to each case coming before the High Court of
Judicature at Rangoon in the exercise of its ordinary original
civil jurisdiction, such law shall be the law which would have

(I) (I93Q) R.L.R. p. 311.
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as law, such law shall not be affected by anything con
tained in Chapter VII of the Transfer of Property Act.
Mya Bu, J. (as he then was) one of the Judges composing
the Full Bench which decided Ma Asha's case was also of
the same view; and I respectfully concur with his follow
ing observations appearing at page 467:-

.. The conclusion that I have come to is that section 129
only saves such rules of Mohamedan Law as are administered
as law by the Courts from being affected by anything enacted
in Chapter VII of the Act, or, in other words, the section
only enacts that if there is any rule of Mohamedan Law
which is administered as law by the Courts it shall not be
affected by anything in Chapter VII. In the Provinces of
India induding Burma in which the rules of Mohamedan
Law have not been made applicable to gifts between Moham
edans as law by legislative enactments, such as the Civil
Courts Act or the Laws Act there is no Mohamedan La\v
which the provisions of Chapter VII of the Transfer of Pro
perty Act affect, although such provisions have been brought
into force."

Dunkley, J., was also of the same view. After quoting
the following observation of Sir Barnes Peacock, c.J., in
Sheik Kudratulla v. Mahini Mohan Shaha (1):-

.. The Mohamedan Law is not the Law of British India. It
is only the law so far as the Laws of India have directed it
to be observed" ;

..
and after referring to the provisions of section 13 of the
Burma Laws Act, 1898 and also by having regard to
Bengal, United Provinces and Assam, Civil Courts Act,
1887, Madras Civil Courts Act, 1873 which were enacted
in almost identical terms with those of section 13 of the
Burma Laws Act, he concluded that in Burma and in the
provinces referred to, the Mohamedan Law of gift is not
the law of the land. If it is applied at all, it is applied
by Judges as being" according to justice, equity and good

L

(I) (I869) 4 Ben. L.R. '34, I09.
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sub-section (2) in accordance with justice, equity and good,
conscience, the rule of Mohamedan Law should be applied

lVas rule of justice, equity and good conscience in matters F

relating to gifts between Mohamedans. Thus, Mr. Basu j
seeks to retain the rule of Mohamedan Law concerning
gifts so far as Rangoon Courts are concerned even after s,
the deletion of sub-section (2) of section I3 of the Burma A

Laws Act, by contending (I) that such gifts are still per- ~,,~

mitted by virtue of section I29 of the Transfer of Property
Act; (2) that the deletion of sub-section (2) from section
I3 of the Burma Laws Act does not take away the power
to apply the Mohamedan Law already conferred upon the
late High Court of Judicature at Rangoon by Clause I7
of the Letters Patent; and (3) that by virtue of sub-section
(3) of section I3 of the Burma Laws Act, the Mohamedan
Law of gift can still be applied being in consonance with
justice, equity and good conscience.

So far as the first contention is concerned, I do not
propose to enter into a lengthy discussion, in view of the
very clear decision on this point by three learned Judges
of the late Hight Court of Judicature at Rangoon in Ma
Asha and others v. B. K. Haldar (I). Suffice it to say that
section I29 of the Transfer of Property Act does not lay
down any substantive Mohamedan Law relating to gifts;
but it only saves such rule of Mohamedan Law as had
been in for~e at the time when the Transfer of Property
Act came into force. The relevant portion of section I29

of the Transfer of Property Act, as amended reads:

"Nothing in this Chapter (Chapter VII of the Transfer of
Property Act) * * * * shall be deemed to effect any
rule of Mohamedan Law."

What that provision really means is that if there are
any rules of Mohamedan Law administered by our Courts

(I) I.L.R. '4 Ran. p. 439·
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or omission, by virtue of Act No. II of I945 has no effect
whatsoever as respects the law that has to be followed by
the High Court. In passing, we may also note that the
provisions of. the Letters Patent, I922 can perhaps, subject
to the provisions of the Constitution, the Union Judiciary
Act, I948 or any other enactment, be said to be the law
in force immediately before the commencement of the
Constitution within the purview of section 30 of the Union
Judiciary Act, which shorn of irrelevant words reads:
" Subject to the provisions of the Constitution and to the
provisions of this Act or any other law for the time
being in force, the jurisdiction of and the law to be
administered in the High Court, etc. . . . . shall be the
same as immediately before the commencement of the
Constitution." It seems therefore, that if Clause I7 of
the Letters Patent, as contended by the appellants' counsel,
has the effect of perpetuating the provision of sub-section
(2) of section I3 of the Burma Laws Act, then the repeal
of the said provision by Act II of I945, would not have
the slightest effect and Clause I7, Letters Patent can be.
invoked or otherwise applied for the determination of the
law relating to gifts between Mohamedans so far as they
are in issue before a Court in Rangoon, such law being
the law in force before the commencement of our new
Constitution.' We are therefore of the view that the'
question what law is applicable to the determination of
the validity or otherwise of gifts of immoveable property
made between Mohamedans when such question is in issue
before the ~-ligh Court at Rangoon is of great importance,
inasmuch as it would affect a large body of persons, who
are now in Rangoon. We therefore deem it to be neces
sary to refer the following question under Rule 25 of
the Appellate Side Rules of Procedure (Civil) of the High
Court Rules and Orders for the determination of a Full
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Bench consisting of at least three Judges, who may here
after be nominated by the Chief Justice of High Court in
that behalf:

"'vVhat is the law applicable when the validity or other
wise of a gift of immoveable property between Mohamedans
is in issue in a case before the Courts at Rangoon? "

P. K. Basu for the applicant.

E Maung for the respOlldent.

Kyaw Thoung (Government Advocate) and C. A. Soorma
amicus curiae. •

U CHAN TUN AUNG, C.J.-The question propounded
for the decision of the Full Bench is :

"What is the law applicable when the validity or other
wise of a gift of immoveable property between Mohamedans
is in issue in a case before the Courts at Rangoon?"

The facts leading to this reference have been fully set
out in my order dated the 4th October, 1955 and I do
not propose to recapitulate them. There are two im
portant decisions of the late High Court of Judicature
which have direct bearing upon the question propounded.
They are the Full Bench decision of Ma Asha and others
v. B. K. Haldar (1) and the single Judge judgment on the
'Original Side in Rahmat Bibi v. Maung Po Sein and others
(2), Ma Asha's case was a decision of a Bench of three
Judges on a reference made to it, and the question referred
to it was, whether notwithstanding the provisions of
:section 129 of the Transfer of Property Act, the provi
sions of section 123 of the Act were applicable to a gift
of immoveable property between Mohamedans in Burma.
The Bench came to the conclusion, that section 129 of
the Transfer of Property Act, is only a saving section;
what it saves is the rule of Mohamedan Law available as

(I) LL.R. 14 Ran. p. +39. (2) I.L.R. 14 Ran. p. 48,.
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The order of Reference to a Full Bench was made by H.C.
1960

U CHAN TUN AUNG, c.J. AND U SAN MAUNG, J.-An

appeal is being preferred before us against the judgment
and decree of the learned Judge of the Original Side in
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respect of a gift of a building and site known as No. 206/ S:~~J:."

210, Mogul Street, Rangoon; and we would observe at -
h h . . f h f h h . UCHANT'uNt e very outset t at III vIew 0 t e act t at t e parnes AUNG, C.I.

to the said gift being Mohamedans, a legal question of
great importance has arisen which merits decision by a
Full Bench. The respondents, who were plaintiffs in the
original suit, claimed that the said building and the site
were theirs, they being the heirs of one Rahmat Bibi
alias Ma Than Tin, a Sunni Muslim, who died intestate
at Rangoon on the 19th January, 1950, possessed of con-
sideraable properties including the suit property. The
appellants, who figured as defendants in the original suit,
and who are in occupation of the suit premises, on the
other hand, asserted that the said premises wherein a
medical hall business was being carried on under the name
and style of Ma Than Tin Medical Hall had been their
property by virtue of a gift. They maintained that
Rahmat Bibi, having no child to look after her in old age
proposed to the first appellant, that if he would marry
Ma Than Yee, the second appellant, who was distant
relative of ~ahmat Bibi, the house and the site in suit
would be gifted to the appellants. The first appellant
accepted the proposal and married the second appellant.
The marriage took place on the 25th February, 1949 and
at that marriage an oral gift of the suit property was made
to the appellants, and that thereafter they had been in
possession thereof. The appellants further asserted that
up to the time of Rahmat Bibi's death they had been all
along living with Rahmat Bibi in the same house. On
these averments, the trial Judge framed five issues for
determination and the only issue, which in our opinion, is
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of vital importance affecting the Mohamedan residents in
Rangoon is the following:

Is the said oral gift invalid and of no effect in law?

The appellants sought to maintain the validity of the
oral gift by virtue of there being a formal declaration of
gift accompanied by delivery of possession thereof. The
respondents, however, challenged the gift on many
grounds; but the most important ground they had taken
up at the trial and with respect to which we feel the
necessity of a reference to a Full Bench for decision is
the effect of the deletion of sub-section (2) of section r3
of the Burma Laws Act, 1898 by Burma Act No. II of
1945·

It is contended on behalf of the respondents that
although an oral gift by Mohamedan parties made in the
City of Rangoon, has been judicially held to be valid in
view of the decision in Rahmat Bibi v. Maung Po Sein and
others (r), yet by the deletion of sub-section (2) from
section 13 of the Burma Laws Act, all gifts of immoveable
properties between Mohamedan parties can only be
effected in accordance with section 123 of the Transfer
of Property Act, and that in the absence of a registered
deed, such a gift is inoperative. It will be observed that
in the said case, the learned Judge was concerned with the
interpretation of section 129 of the Transfer, of Property
Act with respect to gifts of immoveable property made
within the City of Rangoon; and the decision there on was
based upon consideration given to what law was appli
cable to such cases instituted in Rangoon City as envisaged
in sub-section (2) of section 13 of the Burma Laws Act.
Sub-section (2) of section 13 of Burma Laws Act, 1898,
reads: .. Subject to the provisions of sub-section (I) and
of any other enactment for the time being in force, all

(I) I.L.R. Jf R.n. p. f8S.
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been applied by tbe Chief Court of Lower Burma, to such
case if these Letters Patent had not issued."

The use of the expression "such law shall be the law
which would have been applied by the Chief Court of
Lower Burma to such case if these Letters Patent had not
issued" is significant. According to Mr. Basu's interpreta
tion, this expression incorporates a direction that the law
to be administered by the High Court of Judicature at
Rangoon in Civil cases in the original civil jurisdiction
shall be the law that was applied by the Chief Court of
Lower Burma to such cases before the issue of the Letters
·Patent. I am afraid this interpretation is clearly inaccu
rate. In my view, there is a clear distinction between the
expressions "the law which would have been applied by
the Chief Court of Lower Burma," and" the law applied
by the Chief Court of LO'Yer Burma." One would surely
offend the cardinal rules of interpretation to interpret
in the way submitted by the learned Counsel for the
appellants. It is a clear rule of interpretation that nothing
is to be added to or to be taken from a statute, unless
there are adequate grounds to justify the inference thai
the Legislature intended something which it omitted to
express. As put by Lord Mersey in Thompson v. Goold
-(I) " it is a strong thing to read into an Act of. Parliament
words which are not there, and, in the absence of clear
necessity, it js a wrong thing to do." In my view, a
distinct and unequivocal expressions are necessary in a
statute for the purpose of either adding to or taking away
the jurisdiction of a Superior Court.

Mr. Basu further sought to maintain the continuity of
Mohamedan Law relating to gifts so far as Rangoon is
concerned, despite the deletion of sub-section (2) of
section 13 of the Burma Laws Act by invoking section SA
of the General Clauses Act. Here again, his argument is

(I) (1910) A.C. p. 409 at p. 420.
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based upon the assumption that the provisions of sub
section (2) of section 13 of the Burma Laws Act have
been already incorporated by implication in Clause 17
of the Letters Patent by the use of the expression " such
law shall be the law which would have been applied by
the Chief Court of Lower Burma." For the reasons stated
above, I must at once say that his assumption is entirely
incorrect. Unless there are clear and unequivocal expres
sions in the two relevant statutes to the effect suggested
by the learned Counsel, I cannot uphold his contention
of survival of a provision of law incorporated by implica
tion, when a later specific enactment without reference
to the earlier enactment in which the provisions of
repealed enactment is said to have been incorporated
by implication, is repealed.

The third contention is more or less linked up with
the first contention. It is submitted that even if Moham
edan Law as to gifts cannot be applied as such in view
of its being not available as substantive statutory law,
yet having regard to sub-section (3) of section 13 of the
Burma Laws Act, it should be applied as rules of justice,
equity and good conscience, relying upon a decis'1n of
the late High Court of Judicature in Maung Gyi v. Maun[{
Saung and others (I). The judgment was by Leach and
Spargo, JJ., ·and it has not been reported in any authorised
reports. It appears that the learned Judges were fully
aware of the Full Bench decision in Ma AS:1a's case and
notwithstanding that decision, they came to the conclu
sion that sub-section (3) of section 13 of the Burma Laws
Act and section 129 of the Transfer of Property Act left
it open to Courts in Burma to apply the Mohamedan Law
of gifts on grounds of justice, equity and good conscience.
Both the learned Judges were of the view that the inten-'
tion of the Legislature in inserting section 129 of the'!
Transfer of Property Act was to preserve the Mohamedan!

(,) i\.T.R. ('937) Ran. 240.
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Law of gift and that the Legislature could never have
intended section 129 to apply only in cases where Moham
edan Law was made expressly applicable by local statute.
We must at once say, with due respect, that the inter
pretation put by the learned Judges upon sub-section (3)
of section 13, read with section 129 of the Transfer of
Property Act was clearly erroneous. Sub-section (3) of
section 13 of the Burma Laws Act reads:

"13 (3). In case not provided for by sub-section (r),
. . . . . or by any other enactment for the time being in
force, the decision shall be according to justice, equity and
good conscience,"

It is clear that gifts have not been provided in sub-section
(I) of section I3, and unless we have specific statutory
laws directing the Mohamedan Law to apply such as in
other prm inces of India and also in Rangoon before the.
deletion of sub-section (2) of section I3 of the Burma Laws
Act, and in cases not provided by any other enactment
for the time being in force, Mohamedan Law of gifts can
be administered between Mohamedans as rules held by
Judges in accordance with justice, equity and good con
science. In other words, the rule of justice, equity and
good conscience as contemplated in sub-section (3) of
section 13 of the Burma Laws Act can come into opera
tion so far as Mohamedan gifts are concerned (i) only in
the absence of Mohamedan Laws directed to be observed
and (ii) only in cases "not provided for by any other
enactment for the time being in force." Thus, as has been
already observed above, the Mohamedan Law concerning
gift has not been made applicable or has been directed to
apply as part of the substantive law of our land. Section
123 of the Transfer of Property Act is therefore
only the law pertaining to gifts and it cannot
be said that there has been no provision made
by any statute law for the time being in
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force affecting gifts. Hence, no rule of equity can be
invoked to override and abrogate the statute law. Even
assuming that there is Mohamedan Law available as such,
and not by virtue of any statutory enactment, it is very
doubtful whether such law as such should be followed as
justice, equity and good conscience. In that regard, the
observation of Braund, J., in Ma Asha's case, at page 48I,
is quite apposite, and we wish to adopt it as our own, in
pointing out that the learned Judges who decided Maung
Gyi's case were in error when they held that Courts in
Burma could apply the Mohamedan Law on grounds of
justice, equity and good conscience having reference to
sub-section (3") of section I3 of the Burma Laws Act and
section I29 of the Transfer of Property Act. After quot
ing section I3 of the Burma Laws Act in extenso, Braund,
]., observes:

"Gifts are, therefore, excluded from that group of subjects
which are expressly governed by any particular law and
they fall to be determined under sub-section (3) by reference
to . justice, equity and good conscience.' Though, perhaps,
justice, equity, and good conscience may, in a dispute be·
,ween Mohamedans, require that the rules of Mohamedan
Caw be consulted ancr even followed, for myself I see a
great difference between the application of the rules of
Mohamedan Law' as such' and their application as ' justice,
equity and good conscience' ascertained by reference to
them. It is not the rule of Mohamedan Law which i.
applicable to the case; but a principle of justice; equity and
good conscience which mayor may not take for its guHe
some rule of Mohamedan Law."

Therefore, I am of the view that there is no room for the
operation of section I29 of the Transfer of Property Act
even if it purports to survive the Mohamedan Law con·
cerning gifts by applying the same as being in accordance
with justice, equity and good conscience, with reference
to section I3 (3) of the Burma Laws Act.
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Reference has also been made to the decision of the
Privy Council in Ma Mi and another v. Kallander Amma]
(r) in support of the contention that the rule of Moham
edan Law pertaining to gifts has been preserved by section
r 29 of the Transfer of Property Act, and our attention
has been drawn to the foilowing observations of Their
Lordships: -

"The power to extend any part of the Act to Burma did
not authorise the Local Government to extend particular
sections of the Act, so as to give those sections a different
operation from that which they had in the Act itself read as
a whole, and to abrogate in the area to which the extension
applied a rule of Mohamedan Law till then in force there as
to which the Legislature had exnressly provided that it was
to remain unaffected by the Act."

It was contended that Mohamedan Law does aDDlv to
" -cases even if it is not specifically made available by any

enactment. We cannot accept this submission. The Full
Bench in Ma Asha's case has fully considered the ratio
decidendi of the Privy Council Judgment so far as section
129 of the Transfer of Property Act is concerned; and
we respectfully concur with the view of the Full Bench
that the decision of the Privy Council was the authority
only for particular facts available in the said case, inas
much as it appears that Their Lordships of the Privy
Council arid also the parties in the said case assumed
that Mohamedan Law relating to gift was the available
law" till then in force" in Lower Burma prior to r904.
It is quite clear that the true force and effect of section
129 of the Transfer of Property Act, by itself, was not
considered by Their Lordships. That decision therefore
cannot really help us. vVe would therefore answer the
question referred to us as follows:

"The law applicable when the validity or otherwise of a
gift of immoveable property between !',loh.medans is in issue

(I) (1926) I.L.R. 5 Ran. 7·
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in a case before the Courts at Rangoon, is, the law laid
down in section 123 of the Transfer of Property Act."

U SAN MAUNG, J.-Although I am in general agreement
with the conclusion arrived at by the learned Chief Justice
in the judgment just pronounced by him, I would like to
give my own reasons very briefly. The question pro
pounded for the decision of the Full Bench is as
follows:

"Whot is the law applicable when the validit), or other
wise of a gift of immovable propert)' between Mohamedans
is an issue in a case before the C::Jurts at Rangoon?"

The disparity between the position of the Mohamedans
in Rangoon and in the rest of the country has been
brought to light by the decisions in two of the cases
referred in Ma Asha and others v. B. K. Haldar (1) and
Rahmat Bibi v. Maung Po Sein and others (2). In the
former case, it was held that 'in Burma, excepting in cases
coming within the ordinary original jurisdiction of the
High Court, a gift of immoveable properlY by one Moham
edan to another must be made by a registered instrument,
duly attested, because of the provisions of seCtion 123 of·
the Transfer of Property Act. In the latter case, it was
held that when a question of gift of immoveable property
arises in a case before a Court in Rangoon section 13(2)

of, the Burma Laws Act was applicable and that therefore
the case must be dealt with and determined according to
law for the time being administered by the High Court
of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal in the exercise of
its ordinary original civil jurisdiction. That law under
Clause 19 of the Letters Patent of 1865 of the Calcutta
High Court and in virtue of section 17 of the East India
Comp2.ny Act of 1780 is the law and usage of Mohamedans.
~:lnsequently, by virtue of the operation of section 129 of

,!} t+ Ran. 439· (2) 1+ Ran . .f8s:.
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the Transfer of Property Act a gift of immoveable property
between Mohamedans when in issue in a Court of Rangoon
need only fulfil the requirements of Mohamedan Law.

The question which now arises for consideration is
what is the position created by the Repealing and Amend
ing Act of 1945 (Burma Act 1I of 1945) in so far as it
relates to the Burma Laws Act. Section 2 of the aforesaid
Act enacts that the enactments specified in column I of
the First Schedule were amended to the extent and in a
manner specified in column 2. Consequently, in so far
as the Burma Laws Act was concerned, the amendment
·carried out by the First Schedule had the effect of omitting
sub-section (2) of section 13. The sub-section so omitted
reads:

"(2) Subject to the provlSlons of sub·section (r) and of
any other enactment for the time being in force, all questions
arising in civil cases instituted in the Courts of Rangoon
shall be dealt with and determined according to the law for
the time being administered by the High Court of Judicature
at Fort Willian in Bengal in the exercise of its ordinary
original civil jurisdiction."

]'rima facie when this sub-section has been omitted the
Courts in Rangoon will no longer deal with civil cases
instituted therein according to the law for the time being
administered by the High Court of Judicature at Fort Wil
liam in Bengal in the exercise of its ordinary original civil
jurisdiction. Consequently, following the reasoning in
the case of Rahmat Bibi v. Maung Po Sein and others (I)
that the Courts in Rangoon apply the law relating to gifts
because and only because of the provisions of section
13 (2) of the Burma Laws Act its deletion would have
the effect of rendering the law relating to Mohamedan
gifts uniform throughout Burma. However, the learned

(1) 14 Ran. 485_
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counsel Mr. P. K. Basu, appearing for the appellant in the
case now under consideration, contends that because of
the provisions of Article 17 of the Letters Patent, con
stituting the High Court of Judicature at Rangoon, that
Court would still have to administer the Mohamedan Law
relating to gifts even after the deletion of sub-section (2)'

of section 13 of the Burma Laws Act. Consequently,
under section 30 of the Union Judiciary Act this Court
also would have to administer the same law.

1\0\\'. Article 17 of the Letters Patent reads:
" \ \'e do further ordain that with respect to the law ta·

be applied to each case coming before the High Court of
Judicature at Rangoon in the exercise of its ordinary originat
civil jurisdiction, such law shaH be the law which 1V0uld
have been applied by the Chief Court of LOlVer Burma to'
such case if these Letters Patent had not been issued."

Mr. Basu has contended that by this Article all the laws
which have been applied by the Chief Court of Lower
Burma on the date the Letters Patent came into force had
been incorporated in the Letters Patent, constituting the
High Court itself, so that subsequent amendment or repeal
by the Legislature would have no effect unless it is men
tioned that the repeal or amendment was with restrospec
tive effect from the date on which the Letters Patent came
into force. Consequently, the mere omissipn of sub
section (2) of section 13 by the Repealing and Amending
Act of 1945 did not affect the position, namely, that alI
questions arising in civil cases in the Courts of Rangoon
must be dealt with and determined according to the law
for the time being administered by the High Court of
Judicature at Fort vVilIiam in Bengal in the exercise of
its ordinary original civil jurisdiction. In this connection,
section 4 of the Repealing and Amending Act of 1945
was referred to for the purpose of establishing that repeat
by the Act did not affect any principle or rule of law
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derived by the enactment repealed. In this connection
also, it was contended that the omission of sub-section (2)

of section r 3 of the Burma Laws Act, though in the
guise of an amendment, was in fact a repeal.

In order to consider whether Mr. Basu's contentions
are sound, it is necessary to trace the history of the
superior Courts in Lower Burma. The Lower Burma
Courts Act of r889 established among others the Court
of ]uclicial Commissioner, which had the powers of a
High Court in relation to all Civil Courts in Lower Burma
except the Special Court, the Court of the Recorder and
the Court of Small Causes of Rangoon. In so far as the
Court of the Recorder, which was continued by section
37 (r) of the Act, was concerned, an appeal would con
tinue to lie with the High Court as defined in section 3
of the Act, namely, the High Court of judicature at Fon
William in Bengal. •

Section 4 of the Lower Burma Courts Act of r889
relates to the law to be administered by the Courts under
the Act and this section is the same as section r 3 of the
Burma Laws Act of r898 except that sub-section (2) there
of reads:

"Subject to the provisions of sub-section (r) and of any
other enactment for the time being in force, all questions
arising in suits before the Recorder shall be dealt with and
determin~d according to the law for the time being adminis
tered by the High Court in the exercise of its ordinary
original civil jurisdiction."

Then came the Burma Laws Act of r898 with sub
section (2) thereof in the form already mentioned. The
Chief Court of Lower Burma was constituted under the
Lower Burma Courts Act of r900. When that Court was
established there were no provisions in the Act establish
ing it regarding the laws to be administered similar to
section 4 of the Lower Burma Courts Act of r889, the
reason being that the Burma Laws Act, r898, was already
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there. Therefore, when a question arises as to what law
the Chief Court of Lower Burma would have to administer,
we would have to refer to the Burma Laws Act, 1898,
section 7 of which reads:

" 7. Where, in any enactment in hrce on the twenty
fourth day of September, 1886, in any part of Lower Burma
and still in force, there occurs a reference to the 'British
Burma Gazette: or a reference to . the territories administered
by the Chief Commissioner of British Burma (or Burma)'
or to 'British Burma' or 'Burma' (except where the expres
sion . Burma' occurs in section 3 of the Petroleum Act,
1886), such reference shall be construed as referring to the
Burma Gazette or to Lower Burma, as the case may be,"

Section 13 of the Burma Laws Act occurs in the portion
with a caption" General." From this, it is clear that so
far as the Chief Court of Lower Burma was concerned,
the law it was to enforce were the enactments that were
still law on the date of its institution and the enactments
that became law subsequent to its institution. So, if a
question relating to Mohamedan gift arose in a case on
the Original Side of the Chief Court, sub-section (2) of
section 13 of Burma Laws Act would have to be referred
to and the case would have to be dealt with and deter
mined according to the law for the time being adminis
tered by the High Court of judicature at Fort William in
Bengal in the exercise of its ordinary original civil juris
diction.

The Letters Patent, constituting the High Court of
judicature at Rangoon established for those portions of
the Province of Burma then within the limits of the juris
diction of the Chief Court of Lower Burma and of the judi
cial Commissioner of Upper Burma, ordained that with
respect to the law to be applied to each case coming before
the High Court of judicature in the exercise of its ordinary
original civil jurisdiction such law shall be the law which
would have been applied by the Chief Court
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-of Lower Burma to such case if the Letters Patent
had not been issued. Therefore, when a case
Telating to Mohamedan gift came before the High
Court of Judicature at Rangoon in the exercise
of its ordinary original civil jurisdiction the learned Judge
,on the Original Side of the Court would have to imagine
that he was sitting as a Judge of the Chief Court of Lower
Burma, which Court would still be in existence if the
Letters Patent had not been issued. Then he would find
that because of sub-section (2) of section 13 of the Burma
Laws Act, 1898 the Mohamedan Law relating to gifts
would have to be applied. However, owing to omission
of sub-section (2) of section 13 of the Burma Laws Act
by the Repealing and Amending Act of 1945 the Judge on
'the Original Side dealing with a similar case would find
that the Mohamedan Law relating to gifts would not be
applicable and that, therefore, the ordinary statute law
Telating to gifts would have to be looked into for the
'purpose of deciding the case.

Regarding the constructions so put upon the effect
'of Article 17 of the Letters Patent Mr. Basu for the appel
lant contended that if such were the Tesult a link with
'the past would have been broken and therefore the High
'Court of Judicature at Rangoon would no power to issue
prerogative wTits. He based this argument on the assump
tion that only because the Chief Court of Lower Burma
was administering the law for the time being administered
by the High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal
in the exercise of its ordinary original civil jurisdiction,
that the High Court of Judicature at Rangoon was able to
-exercise such prerogative writs. The fallacy of this argu
ment is apparent and is due to the confusion of thought
regardhg the power of the Court and the law to be
administered by it. If, as Mr. Basu has contended, the
power to issue prerogative writ was due to the provisions
'Of sub-section (2) of section 13 of the Burma Laws Act,
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not only the High Court of Judicature at Rangoon but
all the Courts of Original Civil Jurisdiction. including the
Small Cause Court of Rangoon, would have had the power
to issue prerogative writs.

The next question for consideration is, what is ordi
nary statute law relating to Mohamedan gifts in Burma.
including Rangoon? The answer is to be found in the
case of Ma Asha and others v. B. K. Haldar (r) wherein
the three learned Judges, composing the Full Bench, had
given very cogent reasons for coming to the conclusion
that the provisions of section r23 of the Transfer of
Property Act were applicable. In my opinion, I cannot
us('fully add anything to the very lucid exposition of the
law as given by Dunkley. ]., in the aforesaid case. Suffice
to say that if the Buddhist Law, which is the personal
law of a vast majority of the indigenous people of Burma,
cannot be the law of the land by virtue of its own force.
how can the Mohamedan Law be the law of the land in so
far as the Mohamedan inhabitants are concerned? In:
this connection, I would quote a passage from the judg
ment of Carr. ]., in U Pyinnya v. Maung Law (2) regarding
the effect of section r3 of Burma Laws Act in so far as
the rules of Buddhist Law are concerned. The learned
Judge said:

"My view of the effect of that section is that from the
time of its enactment the rules of Buddhis'i law regard
ing the subjects specified in sub-section (I) were adopted'
by the State as the law which it would entorce as between
Buddhists. but all other rules of Buddhist law were abrogated
and ceased to be law in the proper juridical sense of the
word, because the State, by necessary implication from the
terms of the section, declared that it would not enforce
them."

These observations apply mutatis mutandis to the rules of
Mohamedan Law_
------,---;::-----,---:-:0--,-----:-:-------

(I) 14 Ran. 439. (2) 7 Ran. 677 at 683.
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Mohamedan gifts uniform throughout Burma; and it is
<competent for the Legislature to make such a deletion
or an amendment. The contention of the learned Counsel-
for the appellants that Clause 17 of the Letters Patent,
which constituted the late High Court of Judicature at
Rangoon, perpetuates the law contained in sub-section (z)
of section 13 of the Burma Laws Act and that its repeal
or deletion by the Burma Act II of 1945 has no effect
whatsoever, cannot be accepted as it will not be consistent
with the intention of the Legislature in its deletion of
sub-section (2) of section 13 of the Burma Laws Act.
With regard to the submission made by the learned
Counsel for the appellants that section 129 of the Transfer
of Property Act independent of section 13 of the Burma
Laws Act can be regarded as having retained any rule of
Mohamedan Law relating to gifts, and also with regard to
the submission that by virtue of sub-section (3) of section
13 of the Bvrma Laws Act the Mohamedan Law of gift
can still be applied being in consonance with justice,
equity and good conscience, I respectfully hold the same
view as my Lord the Chief Justice.
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CRIMINAL REVISION.

Be]oJ'e U Ba NY1l11t, J.

TAW EUE TAlK (ApPLICANT)
v.

THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).

Criminal Procedure Code, s. 344-Stav of criminal proceedillgs.-Inlzerw1
jurisdiction of trial 111agistrate-" Reasonable cause "-Possibility of
conflicting decisions-plot relevant matter-Policy of crimi1lallmL'-fVlzcn
criminal proceedings should be stayed.

The tlial I\'lagistrate has inherent jurisdiction to stay crll11inal proceedings
before him btlt these discretionary powers are to be exerci3cd sparin.?~y and only
if there is sufficient and reasonable Crtl:.SE'. The expression" reasonable cause ,
will depend upon the circumstances of each case.

Where the ci.... il suit is not between :he same parties and the subject matters
are not the same the finding in the civil suit will not finally dispose of the criminal
case. The fact that there is a possibility of conflicting decisions is not quite a
relevant factor to be taken into consideration in deciding whether the criminal
proceedings should be stayed.

The policy of cnminallaw is to bring an accused to justice as speedily as
possible so that if found guilty he may be punished and if innocent he may be
let off as early as possible.

lVI. S. S/zer{ff and another v. State of Nladras and o!/zen, A.I.R. (1954)
(S.C.) 397; Chikkanarasaiah and ot1zeY~ \-. Venhatappa, A.I.R. (1957) l\tlysore
70, referred to.

Stay of criminal proceedings should b~ allowed only no special and
justi6able grounds.

No one for the applicant.

Tun Nyo (Government Advocate) and S. A.oA. Pillay for
the respondent.

U BA NYUNT, J.-In Criminal Regular Trial No. rIG of
1957 the applicant, Taw Eue Taik, and one Junior were
prosecuted under section 408 of the Penal Code on a direct
complaint filed by one U Yin Sein of Rangoon.

.. Criminal Revision No. 17sB of 1959. Review of the order of the 4th
Additional Ivlagistrate, Rangoon, dated the 29th Aprit 1957, in Criminal
Regular Trial No. rr6 of 1957.
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The facts of the case as alleged by the complainant are
as follows:

On 30th January 1950 the complainant purchased
from the Irrawaddy Flotilla Co. Ltd. for K 3,60,000 their
property consisting of Flotilla together with all engines,
machineries, tackles, equipments, all goods, chattles, mer
chandise or effects which formed part of the crafts and
vessels now in Burma whether sunk or afloat and irres
pective of their condition and location. The complainant
has paid the full price to the Company.

The 1st accused (now the applicant) who was then com
plainant's working partner in the New City Provisions
Stores requested that his name may be put in the sale deed
executed by the Company and he promised to contribute
the sum of K 90,000 within a short time and become one
fourth owner of the property bought by the complainant
from the Company.

Believing the applicant, the complainant allowed his
name to be included in the said sale deed although the com
plainant himself paid the full consideration. The com
plainant then formed a firm under the name and style of
" Irrawaddy Salvage Company" with the applicant Taw'
Bne Taik as a working partner. The 2nd accused was
employed in the" Irrawaddy Salvage Company" by the
applicant on behalf of the firm to carry out salvage work.

Then the applicant salvaged the steamship known as
" HACO ".in the year 1954. In October 1954 the com
plainant caused public notices to be published in the New
Times and other local newspapers to the effect that he (the
complainant) is the sole owner of the crafts and vessels
bought by him from the Irrawaddy Flotilla Company Ltd.
as he had solely paid the purchase price and that Taw Eue
Taik, the applicant, had no right or interest in the said
crafts and vessels.

The applicant thereafter had the said \'essel " HACO"
brought down to Rangoon in 1955 and sold the same to Ko
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Aye l\1aung and others in or about September 1956 without
the knowledge and consent of the complainant. The appli
cant had defaced the name" HACO " and had named the
vessel as " GARMANI " before the said sale.

vVhen a bailable warrant of arrest was ordered to be
issued against him the applicant surrendered himself and on
19th March 1957 he filed an application for stay of proceed
ings pending final decision in Civil Regular Suit No. 71 of
1955 of this High Court. The application was objected to
by the complainant and it was rejected on 29th April 1957.

On IIth May 1957 the applicant filed an application
for revision of the aforesaid order of the trial Magistrate.
But the matter was disposed of only on 9th June 1959. In
disposing of the said application the learned Sessions Judge
submitted the proceedings to this Court with the recom,
mendation that the or.<ler of the trial Magistrate be set aside
and that the proceedings be stayed pending the decision of
the High Court in its Civil Regular Suit No. 71 of 1955.

The learned Government Advocate supported the
.;lecommendation of the learned Sessions Judge while the
~1;Farned Advocate for the complainant argued against the
;;said recommendation. In doing so, the learned Advocate
-has relied on the case of M. O. Mohamed Yasin v.
V. N. Abdul Rahman (I) where it was held that:

"The High COUrt has power not only under s. 439 of the
Criminal Procedure Code but also under s. 56 r-A thereof to
interfere with an order of a subordinate Court ref~sing to stay
criminal proceedings under s.344 of the Criminal Procedure
Code.

That no hard and fast rule can be laid down as to whether
and when a criminal proceeding should be kept pending the
decision of a civil suit. Courts of law which exist to do
justice between the parties have to consider in the light of
the circumstances of each particular case whether justice and
exnediency demand that the criminal proceedings should be
stayed pending the trial of the Civil Suit."

UBA
NYUNT,J.
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'In this connection I would simply say that I agree with
the principles of raw enunciated in the case of M. S. Sheriff
and another v. State ·of Nfadras and others (I) where it was
held that, '.

"As between the civil and the criminal proceedings the
criminal matters should be given precedence. No hard and
fast rule can be laid down but the possibility of conflicting
decisions in the civil and criminal Courts is not a relevant
consideration. The law envisages such an eventuality when it
expressly refrains from making the decision of one Court
binding on the other or even relevant, except f9f certain
limited purposes, such as sentence or damages. The
mily relevant consideration is the likelihood of embarrass
ment. Another factor which weighs with the Court is that a
civil suit often drags on for years and it is undesirable that a
criminal prosecution should wait till everybody concerned has
forgotten all about the crime. The public interests demand
that criminal justice should be swift and sure that the guilty
should be punished while the events are still fresh in the public
mind and that the innocent should be absolved as early as is
consistent with a fair and impartial trial.

Another reason is that it is undesirable to let things slide till
memories have grown too dim to trust. This, however, is not
a hard and fast rule. Special considerations obtaining in any
particular case might make some other course more expedient
and just. For example, the civil case or the other criminal
proceeding may be so near its end as to make it inexpedient
to stay it in order to give precedence to prosecution ordered
usder s. 476.

Held that the simultaneous prosecution of the present crimi
nal proceedisgs and the civil suits will embarass the accused
and tliat the civil suits should be stayed till the criminal pro
ceedings have finished ...

The policy of criminal law is to bring an accused to
justice as speedily as possible so that if found guilty he may
be punished, and if innocent he may be let off as early as
possible. See the case of Chikkanarasaiah and others v.

(r) A.I.R.(I9S') (S.C.) p. 397.
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Venkatappa (r). Stay of criminal proceedings should be
allowed only on special and justifiable grounds.

It is open to a party to make a request for the stay of the
criminal case pending disposal of the civil suit between the
same parties on the same subject matter and the trial
Magistrate h'as inherent jurisdiction to stay proceedings
before him but these discretionary powers are to be exer
cised sparingly and only if there is sufficient and reasonable
cause. The terms " reasonable cause" will depend upon
the circumstances of each case.

In the case under consideration the civil suit is not
between the same parties and the subject matter is not
exactly the same. The finding in the civil suit will not
finally dispose of the criminal case. That being the view I
take in this case, it is not expedient to stay the criminal
proceedings. That there would be a possibility of con
flicting decisions is not quite a relevant factor to be taken
into consideration in deciding whether the proceedings in
the criminal case can be stayed. For the reasons given
above I cannot accept the recommendation of the learned
Sessions Judge to set aside the order of the trial Magistrate.
In the result, the trial Magistrate will proceed with the case
according to law.

(I) A.T.R. (1957) Mysorc p. ,D.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U San Maung. J.-

U SINT (ApPELLANT)
v.

DAW HPAN MAY AND ONE (RESPONDENTS).*

Execution of decree-Land on 1/Jhich building not covered by deccree stands-Killd
ofpossession that can be given-Order for demolition of building cannot be
madt>-Specific Relief Act, s. 55-Suit for mandatory injullctionfor demoli
tion oj such building under-jl1aintainab/P.

In c'.:ecuting the de-cree in an administration suit for partition and posses~ion

of theIr share of land, on which stood appellant's building not covered by the
decree, the respondents could get only symbolical and not actual posseSSIon of
the land covered by the said building and the executing Court could not
order demolition of that portion of building standing on the respondents' land.

Bir BihramKishore J.l!Janihya Baha v. Raj Kumar Pal and another, A.I.R.
(1934-) Cal. 751, referred to.

As the respondents were not in a position to ask for a mandatory injunction
in the former suit, their subsequent suit under s. 55 of the Specific Relief Act
for a mandatory injunction directing the appellant to dismantle and remove his
building from their portion of the land is maintainable and not barred under
s. 4i of the Civil Procedure Code.

Han KrislmaJoshi v. Shanlwr Vithal, 19 Born. 420; Lakshmi Narain
Banerjee v. Tara Prosanna Banerjee, 31 Cal. 944; VislmuJagmmath Joshi v.
Vasudco Raghunath Oka, 43 Born. 164; Abdul Hossain v. Ram Charan Law,
38 Cal. 687. referred to.

Ba On for the appellant.

Sein Hoke for the respondents.

U SAN MAUNG, ].-In Civil Regular Suit No. 29 of 1955
of the Township Court of Henzada Daw Hpan May and Daw
Ohn May who are the respondents in the present appeal,
sued the present appellant U Sint for the administration of
the estate of their parents U Po Htin and Daw Yin and for
partition of a piece of garden land known as Holding NO.3 I

of 1954-55 in Block No. 24 of Ledi Ashe Yat, Henzada
Town, measuring ·345 of an acre. Their case was that the

Feb. 25
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land in suit originally belonged to U Po Htin and Daw Yin
and that when their parents died they and the appellant and
their brother and sister U Po Thu Daw and Daw Pyaw
May were heirs to the estate of U Po Htin ·and Daw Yin.
U Po Thu Daw and Daw Pyaw May having already received
their respective shares of inheritance, the suit land which
was the sole remnant of the estate, should be partitioned
between them and the present appellant.

The present appellant U Sint by his written statement
denied that the suit land was liable to be partitioned
between him and the respondents. His case was that the
respondents had been paid a sum of K 130 in satisfaction of
their shares and that he had thenceforth been in adverse
possession of the suit land so that the respondents' claim, if
any, had been barred by limitation. The trial Court, how
ever, found that the suit land was liable to be partitioned
between the respondents and the appellant in the ratio of
two-thirds and one-third. He accordingly gave a prelimi
nary decree for administration of the estate of the deceased
U Po Htin and Daw Yin and for partition of the suit land.
The appellant appealed to the District Court of Henzada.
The learned District Judge by his order in Civil Appeal
No. 23 of 1955 dismissed his appeal after having concurred
with the trial Court in the finding that the suit land was
liable to be partitioned between U Sint. Daw Hpan May and
Daw Ohn May. After the preliminary decree was passed
in the case, the present appellant U Sint tried to invoke the
provisions of section 4 of the Partition Act saying that since
he had already built a two-storeyed house on the suit land,
the respondents Daw Hpan May and Daw Ohn May should
only be paid compensation. His application was, how
ever, objected to by the respondents and in the final decree
for administration, the learned trial Judge ordered that the
present appellant must deliver possession to the respon
dents of their share in the suit land as demarcated by the
Commissioner appointed for the purpose on the 4th June
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1956. The present appellant did not appeal against the
final decree. However, when the respondents tried to
execute their decree in Civil Execution Case No. 68 of 1956
by asking for delivery of possession of their share of the
land after dismantling and removing that part of the appel
lant's house which stood on their portion of land, the pre
sent appellant objected to the issue of a delivery order
directing the demolition and removal of a portion of his
house. This objection was upheld by the learned Township
Judge who passed an order that the delivery order issued in
respect of the two-thirds share of the land belonging to the
respondents should be without any direction for demolition
of the present appellant's house. In passing this order the
learned trial Judge relied upon the decision of a Bench of
the Calcutta High Court in Bir Bikram Kishore Manikya
Baha v. Raj Kumar Pal and another (I) where the learned
Judges observed that where there are some buildings which
are not covered by the decree for possession, which was
sought to be executed, the possession which the Court will
give should not direct any demolition of the building and
that therefore the possession delivered cannot be actual or
khas possession. Accordingly, symbolic possession could
only be given to the respondents in respect of the portion of
their land which was covered by the appellant's buildings.

The respondents then filed a suit which is the subject
matter of the present appeal. It is Civil Regular Suit NO.5
of 1957 wherein they alleged that on a part of the two
third portion of the land in the former suit, which had
been allotted to them in pursuance of the decree, there
were situated a portion of the appellant U Sint's house
and three other buildings, viz., a weaving loom, a plat
form for storing paddy and a latrine, as shown in the
map. They accordingly asked for a mandatory injunction
directing the appellant to dismantle and remove his
buildings from their portion of the land. The appellant's

(I) A.I.R. (19,4) Cal. 751.
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defence to that suit was that the respondents
should have asked in the former suit for a man
datory Injunction directing him to remove his
buildings from the suit land so that their present suit was
barred by law and that in any case no suit for a mandatory
injunction was maintainable against him. These defences
were, however, not accepted by the learned trial Judge who,
holding that the appellant was under an obligation to re
move the buildings belonging to him, gave a decree for
mandatory injunction as prayed for by the respondents.
The appellant's appeal to the District Court of Henzada
being unsuccessful, the present appeal under section roo of
the Civil Procedure Code was the result.

It is contended on behalf of the appellant that the provi
sions of section 2 of the Partition Act should have been
applied in the suit now under appeal. For this contention
the decision in the case of Mahabir Rai and others v.
Mahadeo and others (I) was relied upon by the learned
Advocate. There it was pointed out that the principle
underlying section 2 of the Partition Act is that a parti
tion should not be made if by partition the intrinsic value of
the property sought to be partitioned would be destroyed
and that where in a partition suit all the parties made a
request for the sale of the house, the Court was bound to
follow the procedure enjoined by section 3 of the Act.

However, in my opinion, this contention should have
been urged not in the suit under appeal but in the former
suit for administration and partition filed by the respon
dents against the appellant. As the final decree had been
passed in that suit and a partition of the suit land had
already been effected therein, the appellant can no longer
be heard to say, that the provisions of the Partition Act
should be applied.

The question now for consideration is whether the'
plaintiff-respondents in the suit now under appeal could

«) A.l.R. (1927) All. 686.'~
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have obtained an order for the demolition of the buildings
'in execution of their decree in their former suit. If so, the
present suit will be barred by section 47 of the Civil Proce
·dure Code.

However, in my opinion, the decision in the case of
Bir Bikram Kishore Manikya Baha v. Raj Kumar Pal and
another (I) relied upon by the learned Township Judge in
-Civil Execution Case No. 29 of 1955 is complete authority
for the proposition that the Court could not have ordered
-demolition of the buildings and that the delivery of posses
,ion in respect of the portion of the land belonging to the
respondents Daw Hpan May and Daw Ohn May covered by
the buildings erected by the present appellant could not
have been actual or khas possession.

Furthermore, the plaintiff-respondents could not in the
former suit be in a position to ask for a mandatory injunc
tion removing these buildings because they were not in a
position to know how the partition of the land in suit would
have been effected and whether it would involve the
·demolition of part of the building erected by the appellant.
Therefore, the present suit could not have been barred by
law, as contended by the appellant.

The only question which remains to be considered is
whether a suit under section 55 of the Specific Relief Act
for a mandatory injunction is maintainable in law. In
Hari Krishna Joshi v. Shankar VithaI (2) where the plaintiff's
'suit for an injunction restraining the defendant from allow
ing the branches of a tree belonging to him to overhang the
plaintiff's land and for an order directing the defendant to
cut off such branches, it was held that the plaintiff was
entitled to cut away the branches which overhung his land.

This case was relied upon by a Bench of the Calcutta
High Court in Lakshmi Narain Banerjee v.Tara Presanna
Banerjee (3) where it was held that as every owner of land is

(I) A.I.R (1934) Cal. 75I. (2) 19 Born. 420.

(3) 3' Cal. 944·
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under an obligation not to allow the branches of his tree to
grow so as to overhang or the roots of his tree to extend so
as to penetrate his neighbour's land to the detriment of the
latter, it is open to the Court to grant a mandatory injunc
tion under section 55 of the Specific Relief Act, in case of
breach of such an obligation.

Both the above cases were cited with approval by a
Bench of the Bombay High Court in Vishnu Jagann,ath Joshi
v. Vasudeo Raghunath Oka (r) and the observation of Shah,
J., therein is apposite. The learned Judge said, "The
plaintiff has the right to cut off the overhanging portions of
the tree, and, in my opinion, he has the right also to main
tain an action to enforce that right. "

In Abdul Hoosain v. Ram Charon Law (2) where a wall
was constructed by tl,1.e defendant on the land covering the
plaintiff's footings, and a..fter its completion, a suit was
brought by the plaintiff for trespass, it was held that the
proper remedy was by way of mandatory injunction order
ing the demolition of the defendant's wall.

Applying the principles enunciated above to the case
now under consideration, it is clear that the plaintiffs have
a right to maintain an action for mandatory injunction
directing the defendant for removing the building or part of
the building standing on their land.

In the result, the appeal fails and is dismisse(i with costs.
Advocate fees five gold mohurs.

(r) 43 Born. 16+.
'--'---'

(2) 33 Col. 637.
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APPELLATE CIVIY•.

Before U Satt 11'1aung, J.

V. GOVINDAN (ApPELLANT)

v.
TOWN COMMITTEE OF KAMAYUT (RESPONDENT).

Civil Procedure Code, O. 17, R. 3-Rcfusal to gmnt adjoumment and disposal of
suit 011 evidence on rpcord under-When Justified-Party not offering to give
evidence-Not incuml'ent on Court to invite him to give evidence.

vVhere after several adjournmentg granted at the request of the parties and
their pleaders the Court finally refused to grant any futher adjournment and
proceeded to dispose of the suit on the evidence on record, the plaintiff not
offering to give evidence when the adjournment was refused.

Held: That the trial Judg::: had rightly dealt with the suit under 0rder
XVII,Rule 3 of the Civil Procedure Code and that it was not incumbent on
the trial Judge to have invited tht~ plaintiff to step into the \\ itness-boc: fa!' the
purpose of giving evidence.

]aganathan for the appellant.

No one for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-This appeal must be dismissed as in
my opinion the learned Judge of the trial Court has rightly
dealt with the suit under appeal under Order XVII, Rule 3
of the Civil Procedure Code. The diary of the case record
shows that the plaintiff-appellant has been given great lati
tude by the learned trial Judge. Two of his witnesses were
examined prior to 11th July 1958. On that date the
plaintiff's Pleader and the defendant's Pleader were present
in Court but an adjournment was given till the 15th August
1958 on the ground that the plaintiff was unwell. On the
15th August 1958 the plaintiff appeared and asked for an
adjournment on the ground that his Pleader was unwell and
the case was adjourned till the 26th September 1958. On
that date the plaintiff's Pleader and the defendant's Pleader
were present and an adjournment was given till the 24th

* Civil 2nd Appeal No. 70 of 1959 against the decree of the District
Court, Insein, dated the 17th June 1959. in Ch-il Appeal 1'\0. 10 of 1951).

H.C.
1960

Jen. 2&.
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MITTEE OF
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MAUNG, J.

October 1958 on the ground that the plaintiff was unwell.
On that date the plaintiff and the defendant's Pleader were
present but an adjournment was given on the ground that
the plaintiff's Pleader was unwell. On the 21st November
1958 a further adjournment was given till the 26th Decem
ber 1958 on the ground that the plaintiff's Pleader was un
well. On that date, a further adjournment was given on
the ground that the plaintiff and his witnesses were unwell.
On the 30th January 1959 the plaintiff and his Pleader were
present and the defendant's Pleader was present and an
adjournment was given on the ground that
the plaintiff's witnesses were unwell. On the 3rd March
1959 the plaintiff and the defendant's Pleader were present
and the plaintiff asked for an adjournment on the ground
that his Pleader was away in Rangoon. The learned Judge,
however, refused to give any further adjournment and
disposed of the suit on the evidence on record.

It was contended by Mr. Jaganathan for the appellant
that on the authority of Ram Awatar and another v.
Hulrajee (I) it was incumbent upon the learned trial Judge
to have examined the plaintiff who was present in Court,
before deciding the suit on the evidence on record. How
ever, the case cited is no authority for this proposition. If
the plaintiff had offered to give evidence but the trial Judge
refused to record his evidence on the date fixed, the matter
would have been different. As it is, the plaintiff merely
asked for an adjournment on the ground that his Pleader
was absent and did not offer to give any evidence in the
event of an adjournment being refused.

It was not incumbent upon the learned trial Judge to
have invited the plaintiff to step into the witness-box for
this purposes.

For these reasons, the appeal is dismissed with no order
as to costs.

(1) A.LR. (I93S) Ran. 123.
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(1) 1 Ran. p. 211.
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"The fact that a seditious article was merely • copied' by
the accused from another newspaper in regard to the appear·
ance in which nO prosecution foUowed and that the accused

(1) Cr. L. J. Vol. 32, p. 161.
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thought that the article was not seditious and did not 'in
,tend' t<j.publish anything seditious is no defence to a charge
under s. 124-A Penal Code, but may be taken into considera
tion in determining the question of sentence."
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CIVIL REVISION.

Before U San Maun/!.:/.

97

TOE-WAL AHMED (alias) SALIN AND ONE (ApPLICANTS)
v.

MAUNG TIN (RESPONDENT).*

Court Fees Act, Sclz. n, Art 17, Ct. 6-Court Fees in suit for ejectment of a
lice1lSee governed by.

A suit by the owner of a house to eject his licensee is governed as regards
Court Fees by.Article 17, Clause vi of Schedule II of the Court Fees Act.

P. J. Narayan v. Ma Dow and one, U.B.R. Civil, Vol. II (1902-03), p. I
(Court Fee), followed.

/l.lohamed Ebrahim Sahib Khaleeb v. Blzymealz A. Ismailji, L.B.R. Vol. I.
(1900-02), p. 303, explained.

Po Shin for the applicants.. .

Ba Thawt for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, ].-In Civil Regular Suit No. I3 of I957,
of the Township Court of Taikkyi, the plaintiff Maung Tin
who is the respondent in the present application for revi
sion sued the defendant-applicants Toe-wal Ahmed and
Kali Muthu for their ejectment from one of the six
rooms in the tenement building at Prome Road, Taikkyi.
His case was that he was the tenant of this room having
rented the same from B. P. Kadir, the ovvner of the house
for a rental of K I5 per mensem, that in the year I955 he
had allowed the defendant Toe-wa! Ahmed to occupy the
same as he took pity upon this defendant whose shop had
been demolished, and that the defendant Toe-wal Ahmed
had, without his consent, let a portion of his room to the
defendant Kali Muthu.

The defence of Toe-wal Ahmed and Kali Muthu was
Toe-wal Ahmed was a sub-tenant of the plaintiff and

.. Civil Revision No. 57 of 1958 against the decree of the Additional District
e, Insein. in Civil Appeal NO.9 of 1958, dated the 4th October 1958.

7

H.C.
1960

Mar. 4.
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AHMED
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SALIN AND
ONE
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MAUNG
TIN.

U SAN
MAUNG, J.

not merely in permissive occupation of the room in suit.
They also contend that the suit was not rllaintainable in
law as it was not in conformity with the provisions of the
Urban Rent Control Act.

On the pleadings one of the main issues for determina
tion in the case was whether or not Toe-wal Ahmed was
a tenant or a mere licensee of the plaintiff Maung Tin.
Holding that he was a mere licensee, the learned trial
Judge decreed the plaintiff's suit with costs.

". On appeal by the defendants to the Additional District
Court of Insein, the defendants contended inter alia that
the learned Judge of the trial Court was wrong in coming
to the conclusion that the defendant Toe-wal Ahmed was
a mere licensee of the plaintiff, that the learned trial Judge
had failed to consider whether the payment of the Court
Fees stamp on the Plaint, was correct as the plaint was,.
insufficiently stamped and that the learned trial Judge had
failed to consider whether or not there was mis-joinder
of causes of action.

The learned Additional District Judge, however, after
coming to the conclusion that the learned trial Judge's
decision regarding the status of the defendant Toe-wal
Ahmed was correct, dismissed the appeal. He did not
consider the grounds of appeal relating to insufficiency of
stamp on the plaint, and mis-joinder of causes of action.

In this application for revision by the defendants Toe
wal Ahmed and Kali Muthu, the learned Advocate for the
applicants no longer contends that there had been mis
joinder of causes of action. In point of fact, if Toe-wal
Ahmed was a licensee of the plaintiff, both he and Kali
Muthu his tenant were liable to be ejected by the plaintiff
in the same suit, Kali Muthu being a proper, though not
a necessary, party to the suit.

The only point urged in favour of the applicants is
that the plaint should have been rejected by the learned;;
trial Judge as improperly stamped.
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Now, the plaint bears a Court Fee stamp of K 27 as
the suit was valued at K 180 for the purpose of both
jurisdiction and Court Fee as provided for in clause (xi) of
section 7 of the Court Fees Act, the relevant portion of
which enacts that in a suit between a landlord and tenant
for the recovery of immoveable property from a tenant the
amount of fee payable under the Court Fees Act should
be according to the amount of the rent of the property
payable for the year next before the date of presentation
of the plaint. It is contended by the learned Advocate
that as the suit was for the recovery of the property from
the alleged licensee, ad valorem Court Fees on the value
of the premises in suit should have been paid and that
this should be the value for the purpose of jurisdiction as
well.

Now, although it is settled law that in a suit by a
landlord for the recovery of immoveable property from a
tenant, the Court Fee payable should' be computed as
shown in clause (xi) of section 7, there has in the past
been a sharp difference of opinion on this point.

In Ram Raj Tewari v. Girnandan Bhagat and others
(I), a Bench of the Allahabad High Court held that " a
suit to eject a tenant at fixed rates is a suit for the posses
sion of land within the meaning of paragraph 5, s. 7 of
the Court-fees Act, 1870, and the valuation of such suit
for the purposes of Court-fees and of jurisdiction is the
value of the subject matter of the suit, that is to say of
the tenant-right, not of the land itself nor of merely one
year's rent." This decision was confirmed by another
bench of the Allahabad High Court in Radha Prasad Singh
v. Pathan Ojah and another (2).

A full Bench of the Chief Court of Lower Burma,
however, in dissenting from the decision in Ram Raj
Tewari v. Girnandan Bhagat and others (I), therein held

(1) I.L.R. (1893), All. Vol. xv, p. 63 (2) I.L.R. (1893), All. Vol. xv, p. 363.
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that a plaint in which the remedy asked for is the eject
ment of a tenant from premises for non-payment of rent.
or for the breach of any covenant contained in the lease.
or for holding over after his tenancy has expired is not
properly stamped with a Court-fee of Rs. IO under Article
17. clause 6, of Schedule I I of the Court Fees Act. It
was further held that the suit being one for possession of
immoveable property. the plaint should be stamped
according to the value of the subject matter and that
such value is to be ascertained by reference to sub-clause
(e) of clause V of section 7. Under this sub-clause (e) are
items (vi) to (xi). [See Mohamed Ebrahim Sahib Khateeb
v. Bhymeah A. Ismailji (I).]

The Full Bench case of the Chief Court of Lower Burma
was considered by the Judicial Commissioner. Upper
Burma in 1'. ]. Narayan v. Ma Daw and one (2). and the
learned Judicial Commissioner agreeing with the views
of the Allahabad High Court in Ram Raj Tewar! v.
Girnandan Bhagat and others (3) and Radha Prasad Singh
v. 1'athan Gjoh and another (4) held that a suit by a land
lord to eject a tenant from his house is governed as regards
Court Fees by Article 17, Clause VI of Schedule II of the
Court Fees Act.

The point of difference between the Upper Burma
view and the Lower Burma view was, whereas in Upper
Burma it was held that in such a suit the subject matter
was not the house but the right of the landlord to eject
his tec.ant from the house, in Lower Burma it was held
that the subject matter was the house in respect of which
the landlord desired to obtain possession from his tenant.

The Lower Burma view is now prevalent in so far
as a suit by a landlord for the ejectment of his tenant is

(,) L.B.R. Vol. I ('900-0.), p. 303. (:) I L.R.(,893) All. VoI.XV, p. 63.
(.) U.B.R. CivH, Vol.H, ('902-03) p. , (Coc" Fee). (4) LL.R.(,893) All.

Vol. XV, P·363.
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concerned. Such suits are governed by clause (xi) of
section 7 of the Court Fees Act.

However, as regards a suit by the owner of a house
to eject his licensee following the line of reasoning of
Adamson, J.e. in P. J. Narayan v. Ma Daw and one (I),
I consider that the subject matter of the suit, being the
right to eject the licensee, it is not possible to estimate
its money value and that therefore such a suit is governed
as regards Court Fees by Article 17, Clause VI of Schedule
II of the Court Fees Ad.

In coming to this decision I am not unmindful of the
case of Basiram Christian v. Ganesh Chandra Das Gupta
(2). In that suit the plaintiff sued for a declaration of
his title and possession of the land and for removing the
defendant who was a licensee, and for a permanent injunc
tion on the defendant restraining him from coming upon
the land after removing him from it. The plaintiff valued
his suit at Rs. lOO for ejectment and injunction and paid
Court Fees ad valorem on that valuation while the defen
dant objected that the suit should be valued at Rs. 2,200

which was the value of the land. It was held by a single
Judge of the Calcutta High Court that the valuation made
in the plaint was sufficient and that he need not interfere
with the case in revision.

Whatever may be the view of the Calcutta High Court,
the opinion expressed by me above seems to be more
cogent.

As the plaintiff-respondent Maung Tin had paid a Court
Fee of K 27 which is more than the amount prescribed in
Clause VI of Article 17 of Schedule II of the Court Fees
Act, the Court Fee on the plaint is more than sufficient.

The application for revision is, therefore, dismissed.

(I) U.B.R. Civil, Vo!. II (19°2-03), p. I. (Court Fee).
(2) C.W.N. Vol. XXIV~ (I919w20), p. 167.
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April 19.

APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U San Maung, J.

DAW THAI (ApPELLANT)
v.

DAW KHIN MAY (RESPONDENT).-

Decree for ejectment-Rescission of-On payment ofarrears of rent-No provision
for-In U,'ban Rent Control Act after expiry of Act-Ultknown to Civil
Procedure Code.

No decree for ejectment can be rescinded in a manner laid down in $. 14 (I)
of the Urban Rent Control Act of 1948 after the Act has expired and the rescis
sion of a decree for ejectment on payment by the tenant to the landlord of
the arrears of rent, etc., is a thing unknown to the Civil Procedure Code.

Bla Sein for the appellant.

Man San Blaing for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Civil Regular Suit No. 29 of 1956
of the Township Court of Bogale the plaintiff Daw Khin
May who is the respondent in the present appeal obtained
a decree for the ejectment of the defendant appellant Daw
Thai and her husband U pyon Cho from a house in 3rd
Street, Bogale, the suit being one under section II (I) (a)
of the Urban Rent Control Act. Subsequently on the 1st
of November 1957 the Township Judge passed an order
in Civil Execution Case No. 22 of 1957 staying the execu
tion of the ejectment decree on their paying the arrears
of rent in full and on their paying the monthly rent due;
on the 10th of each month beginning with the 10th oUi
November 1947. Although that part of the order direct-)]
ing the due payment of future rent as a condition prece'j~
dent to the continued stay o~ execution was invalid i~i~

law, the defendant-appellant dId not make any attempt 19!'"1

• Civil 2nd Appeal No. 74 of '958.from 'he decree of 'he Disrrict CO"!""I
Pyapon. dated the 10th July 1958, in Clvd Appeal No. I of 1958. ..,L
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set it aside by preferring an appeal against the same.
Subsequently on the IIth of December 1957 when the
execution cas~ was called, the Pleader for the decree-holder
Daw Khin May made a verbal application for the issue of
a delivery order on the ground that the judgment-debtor
had failed to pay the monthly rent for the month of
December 1957 on the date fixed, and consequently had
broken the condition prescribed in the said order dated
the 1st of November 1957. On that day the Pleader for
the judgment-debtors, who was present, stated that he had
no objection to the issue of a delivery order. Therefore
the Township Judge ordered the issue of a delivery order
returnable on the 17th of December 1957.

When the case was called on the 17th of December
1957 the Pleader for the judgment-debtors withdrew from
the case on the ground that one of the judgment-debtors
U Pyon Cho had died. One U Aye Maung as agent of
Daw Thai filed an application for the cancellation of the
delivery order, which by that time had been duly executed.
It was contended that the rent due for the month of
December 1957 had been duly paid to U Khin Maung,
Pleader for the decree-holder. This contention was, how

. ever, rejected by the learned Township Judge.
The judgment-debtor Daw Thai appealed to the District

Court of Pyapon. There it was contended on her behalf
that the trial Court was wrong in not having made any
enquiry into the truth or otherwise of the statement that
U Khin Maung had accepted the rent for December 1957
on behalf of the decree-holder. The learned District Judge,
however, rejected this contention on the ground that even
if U Khin Maung had accepted the rent on behalf of his
clients the payment not having certified and recorded as
required by Order XXI, Rule 2 of the Civil Procedure Code
it could not be recognized by the executing Court.

The judgment-debtor Daw Thai has now appealed to
this Court. It is contended that the payment alleged to

H.C.
~9.~o
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U SAN
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have been made to U Khin Maung being in compliance
with the terms imposed upon the judgment-debtor under
section 14 (1) of the Urban Rent Control Act; Order XXI,
Rule 2 of the Civil Procedure Code did not apply and that
the Court could make an enquiry into the matter although
the payment had not been certified and recorded in a
manner prescribed by Order XXI, Rule 2 of the Civil
Procedure Code. In my opinion, there is ample force in
this contention.

However, the Urban Rent Control Act, 1948, having
expired on the 8th of October 1959 by efflux of time it is
a matter now for consideration whether a decree for eject
ment in a s.uit under section II (1) (a) of the Urban Rent
Control Act can be rescinded after the expiry of the
aforesaid act. As held by a Bench of this Court in U 0 hn
Maung v. Daw Kyi Kyi (I) on the expiry of the Urban
Rent Control Act of 1948 the parties to a civil suit are
relegated to the position they held under the general" law
except in respect of those matters specially provided for
in the Act itself. It has not been specially provided for
in Urban Rent Control Act of 1948 that decree for eject
ment can be rescinded notwithstanding the expiry of the
Act upon the judgment-debtor complying with the con
ditions laid down by the Court under section 14 (I) of
the Act. Accordingly, and in view of the fact that
rescission of a decree for ejectment on payment by the
tenant to the landlord of the arrears of rent, etc., is a thing
unknown to the Civil Procedure Code, I am of the opinion
that no decree for ejectment can be rescinded in a manner
laid down in section 14 (1) of the Urban Rent Control
Act after that Act has expired.

For this reason the appeal -fails and is dismissed with
no order as to cost.

(1) 1060 B.,L.R. p. II2 (H.C.).
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U Po On, J

DAW MYINT MYINT (ApPELLANT)

Y.

P. R. VELLASWAMY (RESPONDENT).'

lOS:
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March 30 ..

~. i! Procedure Code, O. 9. R. 9-Application to set aside order diunissitlg
Ii application to restore suit-Limitaticn Au, Art. 163_

. An applia:tion to st:t 2side an order of dismissal for default of an application
~restorc suit to file is one under Rule 9. Order 9 of the Code of Civil Procedure
fi~d is governed by Article 163 of the Limitation Act.

~/ S. A. IVlenon v. Revd. Father J. F, LaJon. 3 Ran. 534. followed.

~ Eipi71 Behar; Shalla v. Abdul Barik, I.L.R. 44 Cal. 950, referred to.
n
I;;ung Min (2) for the appellant.
"!,
~. K. N. Aiyar for the respondent.
~'! U Po ON, J.-0n the 21st August 1957 the appellant
put in an application to the 3rd Judge of the Rangoon City
Civil Court for restoration of her suit dismissed for default,
9f her appearance on the 24th July 1957.
I On the 28th January 1958 her application was again·
!lismissed for default of her appearance. So, on the 28th
Pebruary 1958 she put in an application for setting aside'
be order dismissing her application and for restoration of
her suit to file.

The trial Court rejected this second application holding'
that it was barred by time and that there was no sufficient
,2use for non-appearance of appellant on the day the'
iDDlication was dismissed.
v'
; So, this appeal.
, ---:-:-:-------------
i . Civil Misc. Appeal_No. I -of 1959 against the order of the 3rd Judge,.
City Civil Court, Rangoon. dated the 1Ith November 1958, in CiviJ Regularfit No. 1620 of 1952.

,
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It is argued by the learned Counsel for the appellant
that the second application should be entertained under

"DAW MYINT ~

MYlNT section 151 of the Civil Procedure Code and that as the
P .vR. period of limitation is three years as prescribed in Article

V".lASWAMY, 181 of the Limitation Act, the application was within
if.) Po ON, J. time. In support of his contention he cited the case of

Sarat Chandra Bose v. Bisweswar Mitra (I).
The respondent, on the other hand, relied on the case

of Bipin Behari Shaha v. Abdul Barik (2) wherein it was
held that the application lay under Order IX, Rule 9 of
the Code of Civil Procedure and that the period of limita
tion is thirty days.

Both the authorities are not destitute of support from
the dec,isions of other Indian High Courts.

However, I need not go into all these authorities. as
there is a Burma ruling directly on the point. It was held
in S. A. Meno~ v. Revd. Father ]. F. Lafon (3) that an
application under Order IX, Rule 9 lies to set aside an
'order of dismissal for default of an application to re-open
a suit. I respectfully agree with this view; otherwise
the Courts will have great difficulty in devising a suitable
remedy and section 151 of the Code of Civil Procedure
which provides an emergency power ought not to Ix
necessary to resort to in a class of cases which are o!
'everyday occurrence as these are.

As the appellant's second application has to be treate<
.as the one under Order IX, Rule 9 of the Code of Chi
Procedure, the period of limitation prescribed in Artic!<
163 of the Limitation Act is thirty days only.

So, the appellant's application is barred by time; am
,consequently, this appeal is dismissed with costs. Advo
,cate's fee three gold mohurs.

(x) Vol. LlV, c.1. 405. (.) Vol. XLIV. Cal. 950.
(3) 3 Ran. 53+
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CRIMINAL REVISION.

Before U Po On, J.

U SHWE PAING (ApPLICANT)

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).

Penal Code, s. 2II-Institution of criminal prouedings-CaflJing-Crimlnal
Procedure Code, s. 476-To be Tead with s. 195-Procedure to befollOfJ)ed
Mandatory provisions-Failure to Gbserve-Effect oj.

\Vhere in consequence of the applicant's report to the police certain persons
were prosecuted, the applicant had caused criminal proceedings to be instituted
within the meaning of s. 2It. Penal Code.

And where in the course of the hearing of the case before the Special Judge.
the applicant denied the correctness of his report to the police, the offence
alleged to have been committed b)' the applicant as a result of such denial
was committed in or in relation to the proceedings in the Court of the SpeCial
Judge and the Special Judge must therefore follow the procedure pr:escribed
in s. 476, Cirminal Procedure Code by forwarding his complaint in writing to
a Magistrate of the first class having jurisdiction and not to the Police Station.
Furthermore, s. 195 of the Criminal Procedure Code which has to be read
with S.476, prohibits a Court from taking cognizance of the offence punishable
under s. 21 I, Penal Code unless and until a complaint in writing has been
made by a particular person in authority and as the Special Judge did not comply
with the mandatory provisions of s. 476, Criminal Procedure Code, the Head
quarters M&gistrate before whom the police sent up the case against the applicant
had no jurisdiction to tak~ cognizance of the offence against the applicant.

N. R. Majumdar for the applicant.

Ba Thin (Government Advocate) for the respondent.

U Po ON, J.-U Shwe Paing has made this revision
application to quash the charge framed against him in
Criminal Regular Trial No. 302 of 1959 of the Court of
Headquarters Magistrate, Toungoo.

On the 24th day of 1959 U Shwe Paing made a report at
the Oktwin Police Station that Ko 00 Pe, Kyaw Gyi, Aung

": Criminal ~evi15ion No. 354 (B) of 1959. Review of the orqer of the
Headquarters Magistrate, Toungoo, dated the 19th November 1959, in Criminal
Regular Trial No. 302 of 1959· "

H.C.
'960

AprU29.
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Sein. Pe Khin, Kyi Htu, Shan Gyi, Kyi Nah and six unknown
insurgents surrounded Maung Htu and 1\0 Paw Gyi and
that Ko 00 Pe and two unknown insurgents cut Maung
Htu and Ko Paw Gyi with dahs. In the Court of Special
judge, Toungoo, U Shwe Paing denied that his report at the
Police Station in respect of Kyaw Gyi, Aung Sein, Shan Gyi
and Kyi Nah was correct. Thereupon the Special judge,
Toungoo, sent a report to the Oktwin Police Station to take
an action against U Shwe Paing.

Accordingly, the Oktwin Police sent up U Shwe Paing
to stand his trial under section I 82/2 II, Penal Code.

The Headquarters Magistrate, Toungoo framed a charge
under section 2II (2) Penal Code, against U Shwe Paing
at the end of the inquiry.

Section 2 I I of the Penal Code refers to three matters:
(I) falsely charging a person, (2) instituting criminal pro
ceedings against that person, (3) causing to be instituted
criminal proceedings against that person. As the Oktwin
Police had sent up the case for trial on U Shwe Paing's
report U Shwe Paing had caused criminal proceedings to be
instituted within the meaning of section 2 II, Penal Code.
Moreover, the offence alleged to have been committed by
U Shwe Paing was committed in or in relation to the pro
ceedings in the Court of Special judge. In the cir
cumstances the Special Judge must follow the procedure
prescribed in section 476, Criminal Procedure Code, in
making the complaint. In other words, he must forward
his complaint in writing to a Magistrate of the first class
having jurisdiction and not to the Police Station. Further
more, section I95 of the Criminal Procedure Code which
has to be read with section 476, prohibits a Court from
taking cognizance of certain offences described therein
unless and until a complaint in writing has been made by a
particular person and authority. Section 2II, Penal Code,
is one of those sections mentioned in section I95, Criminal
Procedure Code.
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As the Special Judge did not comply with the manda
tory provisions ,of section 476, Criminal Procedure Code,
the Headquarters Magistrate, Toungoo, could not also take
cognizance of the offence alleged to have been committed
by U Shwe Paing.

I, ther(Jfore, direct that the proceedings in Criminal
Regular Trial No. 302 oh959 of the Court of Headquarters
Magistrate, Toungoo, be quashed.

The Magistrate, I may add, should see whether he is
competent to try the case, as the allegation against U Shwe
Paing was that he caused the criminal proceedings to be
instituted against his opponents for an offence punishable
with death or transportation for life. (Chapter XI,
Schedule II, Criminal Procedure Code.)

H.C.
1960
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Ap,"il 8.

CRIMINAL REVISION

Before U Po On,J.

MAUNG KAUK AND THREE OTHERS (ApPLICANTS),
v.

THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).'

Criminal Procedure Code, s. 528 (2)-Transfer of case-Notice. to be given
to the opposite party.

Although s. 528 (2) of the Criminal Procedure Code does not provide for
the giving of a notice to the opposite party, still on general principles and in
the interest of justice notice should be given to the party affected, so as to.

give him an opportunity of showing cause against an order of transfer.

Kamatchi Ammal and others v. Emperor, A.I.R. (1929) Mad. SII ; Teacott£tt~
Shekdar v. Ameer Majee, Hafiz Paiker and others, LL.R. 8, Cal. 393. referred to~,':
See also ]VIa fblit v. lVIatlllg Pe To, (1904---06), I V.B.R.erl. Pro. IS-(Ed.);)'
Cal. 393. .

Ba Kyaw for the applicants.

Ba Thin for the respondent.

U Po ON, J.-As the District Magistrate, Rangoon"
transferred the Criminal Regular Trial No. 2612 of 1958'
from the Court of 8th Additional Magistrate to that*ofii
2nd Additional Magistrate, Rangoon, on U Yat Hla's appli-<
cation without giving any notice to the applicants),!
(accused) to show cause against the transfer, the preseneii
revision application is made by the accused to set aside',;
the said order of District Magistrate.,

Although section 528 (2) of the Criminal Procedure!51
Code does not provide for the giving of a notice to the,!l
opposite party, still on general principles notice should be'il
given to the party affected, so as to give him an opportuq!j
nity of showing cause against an order of transfer. (S~!
A.I.R. 1929 Mad. 5Ir, Vol. VIII, Calcutta 393.) Alt'

",lJ

'" Criminal Revision No. 326 (B) of1959'X~~
Review of ~he o.rd~r of t?C District Magistrate, Rangoon, dated the S~.';'.::."

October 1959. In Cnmmall\11sc. No. 315 of1959.,/:;
!L
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st the interest of justice demands that a notice should
given to the .opposite party before any order for such

transfer is made.
\, therefore, set aside the order of District Magistrate,

. ngoon, transferring the Criminal Regular Trial
. 26r2 of 1958 from the Court of 8th Additional

!agistrate to 2nd Additional Magistrate.
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March 15_

APPELLATE CIVil..

Before U San Maung and U Thaung Sein, JJ.

U OHN MAUNG (ApPELLANT)

v.
DAW KYI KYI (RESPONDENT).'

Urhan Rent ContTfJl Act. s. I I (J) (aJ-Ar...ears (If rent-/lssigmnenl of-.''''lot
arrears of rent laujully due for the purpose oj-Notice demd~Jdin:; suth
arrears of r!!11t-Invalid-fn suit for eje£tment under-points te. ftr(lve
Pr~:n'isio1/.S (,mt3inpd ill--Procedural and retrospective-Effect of t?l.pi'y of.

'Vhere the owners ot a house sold the house to the respondent wi~,h assign
ment of the arr~ars of rent for three years dlle and payable to them by the
appeiJant, who ......as their tenant and the respondent sued the appt.llant for
ejectment of the appellant from the ~a:d house under s. II (I) (a) of the Urban
Rent Control Act for non-payment of the arre~.rs of rent due by the appelhmt
to the rrevious owners and assigned to th~ respondent.

HLld: That the assignment of the threl> years' rent due by the tlppc1lant
to the previolls ()\vnerS of the h~u$e to the respondent merel}' gave
the respondent the right to sue the appeilant for tl...<.> amount due <,md that thf

Msig~cnt~not~veilicr~pond~ilieri~t~t~t~am~ntdueh~

the appellant to the preVl'JU$ owners as arrears of rent lawfully d:...te for thf'
purpose of filing a suit undet s. II (I) (a) of the U,ban Rent Contr'1l Act.

Sheogobind Singh v. Gouri Pra~ad, 4 PaL 43 ; K,S./LK. Raman Chettiarv.
]v[mmg Afazmg, (I9l6), R. L.R. 190 ; P'longo'Vanam Pillai \'. SIJ~Jramatlya p~,r{ai

<11Id another, A.I.R, (1951) Mad. 601, referred to.
FIeld further: That the notice sent by the re!:ipomt~nt to the app!:llant

demanding such arrears of rent wns inyalid in law.
In an ejectment :"uit under s. II (I) (a) of th~ Urban R€'nt Control Act

the- plaintiff has to prow', firstly, th:J.t the tenancy has heen determined accordinr
to bw under the Trnnsfcr of Property Act and, secondly, that the f('r.t lawfull~

duC" has not been paid inspite of the sendin~ of the- requisite notice.

The provl,lCm; cOfitained in clause (a) of $. 11(1) of the Urban Ren~ Control
Act are m~rely procl'dural.

Tai Chuan f§ Co. v. C/zrm Selig Cheong, (19+9) I3.L.R. (S.C.)
86 ; Kishol':Jdas P. ivlmlgllldas Y. AhllU'd Sulemal1.49Bom.567;R.K.lvlody
& Co. •;. jVlohamedblzai Ahdool Hoo.~eill &' Co., 49 Born. 72+ ;The S'Joral~e

Bara Ba~ailr Co., Ltd. y. Hoosein Ha11/ad::mee & Co., 5 Ran. 139; Hwe
Ngw'! Chew (a) U Kylt v. The Offieid Receiver, High Co.,rt, (1939) B.L.R.
(H.C.) 12 ; U Yar Hoke v.lvIa HtU;d)' Khin and the Assistant Omt"oller of
RenH, Rangoon, (1960) E.L.R. (S.C.) (Jan. issue), referred to.

"' Special Civil Appeal No. 19 of 19.58, ag:tinst the decree of the Appellate
Side of this Court in Civil 1st Appeal No. 56 of 1954, dated the 15th August

!957·
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Changes in the law of procedure are retr0spective in character.
Kbtg v. Th<1rpt: and threz olh.. ,s, (I947) R.L.R. 279 at 287. referred ~o.

Although the b;r impo'>cd by s. II (I) (a) of the Urhan Rent Control
Act, was present at the time of the trial of the suit and at the time the ~preal

arising out of the suit was decided. it ceases to be present at the time the present
appeal is heard duC" to th(' expiry of the Urban Rent Control Act and the bar
imposed by s. !I (1) (0:) of the Urban R-=ot Control Act no longer applies to
a suit for ej.::ctment by the respondent agninst the appellant with the result
that the respondent is entitlo:;:d to eject the appellant on the determinz.tion of
he tenancy accordinl? to law.

G. N.~anerji for the appellant.
;~:

Bo Than (I) for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Civil Regular Suit No. 290 of
1953 of the City Civil Court, Rangoon, the plaintiff Daw
Kyi Kyi who is the respondent in the present appeal.
sued the defendant-appellant U Ohn Maung for his eject
ment from a house known as No. II3, Widermere Road,
Rangoon; the suit being one under section II (I) (0) of
the Urban Rent Control Act for non-payment of arrears
of rent lawfully due by the defendant-appellant. The
plaintiff's case was that she had purchased the house in
<j).l~stion from its previous owners under a registered deed
d'~l'sale, dated the 12th November 1952, that on the same
date the previous owners had assigned to her all their
rights to claim from U Ohn Maung three years' rent due
to them, and that by a notice. dated the 13th November
1952, she had informed U Ohn Maung about the sale of
the house and the assignment of arrears of rent to her
by the previous owners of the house. and calling upon
him to pay up these arrears. This notice was refused
by the defendant-appellant so that she had to send him
another notice. dated the 31st December 1952, again call
ing upon him to,pay up the arrears of rent. Because of
the failure on the part of U Ohn Maung to comply with
the demand contained in the notice, she was compelled
to file the present suit against him. U Ohn Maung's de
fence was that he was in possession of the suit house in
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his own right, having been in adverse possession of it
for more than r 2 years. He also contended that the
notice sent to him by the plaintiff-respondent was not
legal.

On the pleadings the learned 4th Judge of the City
Civil Court framed two issues: (r) Whether the defen
dant was the tenant of the plaintiff? (2) If so, whether
the notice was valid? Both these issues were answered
by the learned trial Judge in favour of the plaintiff
respondent and her suit was decreed with costs. The
defendant appealed to this Court and the learned single
Judge on the Appellate Side (U Aung Khine, J.) confirmed
the finding of the trial Judge that the defendant was a
tenant of the plaintiff. Regarding the second issue, the
learned single Judge on the Appellate Side rejected the
contention made on behalf of U Ohn Maung that the
assignment of three years' rent to Daw Kyi Kyi by the
previous owners of the house, merely gave her an action·
able claim and that the amount due by U Ohn Maung
to the previous owners of the house could not be treated
as rent lawfully due for the purpose of a suit under
section r r (r) (a) of the Urban Rent Control Act. He
accordingly dismissed the defendant's appeal with costs.

In the present appeal under section 20 of the Union
Judiciary Act by the defendant U Ohn Maung, it is again
contended that the three years' rent due by U Ohn Maung
to the previous owners of the house, could not be treated
by Daw Kyi Kyi as rent lawfully due to her by U Ohn
Maung for the purpose of filing a suit under section
II (r) (a) of the Urban Rent Control Act, notwithstanding
the fact that these arrears of rent had been assigned to
her. In our opinion, this contention must be allowed to
prevail.

In Sheogobind Singh v. Gouri Prasad (r) a Bench of
the Patna High Court held that where a purchaser of a

(I) 4 Pat. 43·
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propriety interest in land, acquires at the same time and
under the same instrument a right to recover the rent
in arrear at the time of the purchase, the right to recovery
of such rent is an actionable claim within the meaning
of sections 3 and 136 of the Transfer of Property Act,
1882.

In K. S. A. K. Raman Chettiar v. iV[aung Maung (1)
Mosely, ].. pointed out that it was only in the case of
future rents and profits of land that the assignment must
be by '~egistered deed, and that such is not the case of
an assignment of arrears of rent or rents that have
accrued, which is merely an assignment of an actionable
claim. Among the cases referred to with approval by the
learned Judge was the case of Sheogobind Singh v. Gouri
Prasad (2) cited above.

In Poongavanam Pillai v. Subramanya Pillai and
another (3) Panchapakesa Ayyar, ].. held that rents and
profits accruing due before the transfer are not legal inci
dents of the property transferred, and that such arrears
of rent are a debt or actionable claim and if they are to
be transferred, must be assigned separately.

Therefore, the assignment of the three years' rent due
by U Ohn Maung to the previous owners of the suit house
to Daw Kyi Kyi merely gave her a right to sue U Ohn
Maung for the amount due. It did not give her the right
to treat the amount due by U Ohn Maung as arrears of
rent lawfully due for the purpose of filing a suit under
section II (r) (a) of the Urban Rent Control Act. Conse
quently, the notice sent by Daw Kyi to U Ohn Maung
demanding such arrears of rent was invalid in law.

This, however, does not conclude the matter. The
order of the learned single Judge of this Court appealed
against was passed on the 15th August 1957. Since then
the Urban Rent Control Act has expired on the 8th

(I) (1946) R.L.R. '90. (2) 4 Pat. 43.
(3) A.I.R.(195,) "'lod. 601.
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October 1959 by efflux of time. This is a fact of which
this Court is bound to take judicial notice', Therefore, it
is the question now for consideration whether the decree
for ejectment appealed against can now be set aside.

The notice, dated the 31st December 1952, sent by
U Ba Than, Advocate for Daw Kyi Kyi, to the defendant
appellant U Ohn Maung was a composite one, as it also
contained an intimation that the tenancy subsisting
between him and Daw Kyi Kyi would be determined by
the 31st day of January 1953, Accordingly, the tenancy
came to an end before the suit under appeal was filed
on the 28th February 1953. Now, section II (I) (a) of
the Urban Rent Control Act in so far as is relevant for
the purpose in hand reads: "Notwithstanding anything
contained in the Transfer of Property Act or the Contract
Act or the Rangoon City Civi.I Court Act, no order or
decree for the recovery of possession of any premises to
which this Act applies or for the ejectment of a tenant
therefrom shall be made or given unless any rent lawfully
due from the tenant has not been paid to the landlord
or deposited with the Controller after a written demand
for payment of such rent has been sent to the tenant by
registered post and has not been complied with for three
weeks from the date of such demand." -

Therefore, when the Urban Rent Control Act is in
force, the plaintiff who desires to eject his tenant on a
ground mentioned in section II (r) (a) of the Urban Rent
Control Act has to prove, firstly, that the tenancy has
been determined according to law under the Transfer of
Property Act and, secondly, that the rent lawfully due
has not been paid in spite of the sending of the requisite
notice.

In the case now under consideration, although the
notice sent is invalid in so far as the requirements of
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section 11 (r) (a) of the Urban Rent Control Act are con
cerned, it is a valid notice under section I06 of the Trans
fer of Property Act. Therefore, if the bar imposed by
section II (r) (a) of the Urban Rent Control
Act is not there, the decree for ejectment passed
against the defendant-appellant U Ohn Maung
in the suit under appeal is a perfectly
good one. No doubt, such a bar was present at the time
of the trial of the suit and at the time the appeal of
U Ohn Maung was decided by the learned single judge
of this Court on the 15th August 1957. It is not there
at the present moment. The question which now requires
consid~ration is, what is the effect of the expiry of the
Urban Rent Control Act, r948, during the pendency of
the present appeal under section 20 of the Union judiciary
Act?

Now, it is a well-known principle of law that the
changes in the law of procedure are retrospective in
character. This was the decision of a Full Bench of the
late High Court of judicature in King v. Thorpe and three
others (1). In this connection, the observation of U Ba
U, ]., in the above case is apposite. The learned judge
said;

.. The first part of the reference comes within the four
corners of the observations made by Lord Blackburl\ in the
case of James Gardner v. Edward A. Lucas and others (2).
The observations are in the following terms:

'Alterations in the form of procedure are always retro
spective, unless there is some good reason or other why
they should not be. Then, again, I think that where
alterations are made in matters of evidence, certainly
upon the reason of the thing, and I think upon the
authorities also, those are retrospective, whether CIVil

or criminal.'

What these observations mean in relation to the first part
of the reference under consideration is in my opinion this.

(I) (1947) R.L.R. 279 nt 287. (2~ (1877-8) Vol. 3, 3 A.C. 532 at 603.
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If a statement was admissible in evidence according to the
Law of Evidence, as it stood. at the time it was made and
was accordingly admitted in evidence but if a change took
place in the Law of Evidence just before the conclusion of
the trial and under the new law the aforesaid statement he
came inadmissihle. the trial Court must exclude it from can·
sideration when writing its judgment.

The second part of the reference is also. in my opttllon,
covered by what Lord Wright said in In re A Debtor (x)
where the learned Master of the Rolls said:

'Thus while an Appellate Court is able. and bound. to
give effect to new remedies which have been introduced
by enactments passed after the order appealed from was
made by the Court of First Instance. yet with regard to
suhstantive rights it is well established that the Appellate
Court must give effect to the Same law as that whicb
was in force at the date of the earlier proceeding:

If an Appellate Court is able, and bound. to give effect
to new remedies introduced by an Act passed after the
passing of the order appealed from. there is, in my opinion,
no reason why an Appellate Court should not also give effect
to the changes in the law of procedure introduced after the
passing of the order appealed from.

The same view was held by Farran, c.J.. and Fulton, J.,
in the case of Gangaram v. Punamchan Nathuram (2)."

This leaves the question, are the provisions contained in
clause (a) of section I I (I) of the Urban Rent Control Act
merely procedural or are they substantive in nature? In
our opinion, they are merely procedural, in that they
enact that so long as the tenant is not in arrears of rent
or pays up the arrears of rent within the time prescribed.
no decree for ejectment may be passed against him.

We are reinforced in the view which we take in this
matter by the observations of the Supreme Court in rai
Chuan & Co. v. Chan Seng Cheong (3). There. it was held
that the provisions of section II (I) (f) of the Urban Rent

(I) (JQ36) I Ch. 23i 3t 243. (2) 21 Bom. 82.3.
(3) ('949) B.L.n. 86 (S.C.).
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Control Act were retrospective in character as they
related to the question of procedure. By parity of reason
ing the provisi'ons of section 11 (1) (a) of the Urban Rent
Control Act are merely procedural.

Our decision finds further support in the decisions in
the following cases. ln Kisharedas P. Mangaldas v.
Ahmed Suleman (1) where a monthly tenant of premises,
to which the Bombay Rent (War Restrictions) Act applied,
was given notice to quit but he remained in possession
under the protection of .the Act, and shortly thereafter
the Act ceased to be in operation so far as the premises
in question were concerned. it was held by Shah J. that
the landlord could sue forthwith to recover possession
without giving any fresh notice to quit. The learned Judge
observed:

"I da not See any reason why on principle the landlord
should be required to give a fresh notice to terminate a
tenancy which in fact does not exist. So far as the con
tractual tenancy between him and his tenant is concerned
it has been duly terminated and there is nothing in the
provisions of the Rent Act to justify the contention that it
cannot be terminated during the continuance of the Act.
The mere fact that the tenant is entitled to retain possession
while the Act remains in force is not sufficient in my opinion
to create any such relationship of landlord and tenant between
the parties as would require a fresh notice to terminate it.
In fact it is a statutory right the limits of which are to be
found in the terms of the statute; and the moment the statute
ceases to extend that protection to him, he ceases to have
the protection as against the landlord which the statute gave
him up to a certain period."

ln R. K. Mady & Ca. v. Mahomedbhai Abdaol Haasein
& Ca. (2) the plaintiffs filed a suit to recover passession
of certain business premises from their tenants, the de·
fendants, alleging that the premises were required reason
ably and bona fide for their own use and occupation. In
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(1) 49 Born. 567.
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accordance with a consent decree subsequently passed
therein the defendants vacated the premises. The plain
tiffs, however, did not occupy the premises themselves but
in fact re-let them at a higher rent. The defendants
thereupon took out a notice of motion under section lOA
of the Bombay Rent (War Restrictions) Act, r9r8. for
an order restoring them the possession and directing the
plaintiffs to pay compensation. In the meantime, this
Act ceased to be in operation in respect of business pre
mises. It was held by a Bench of the Bombay High
Court, upholding the judgment of a single Judge of that
Court, that the defendants were not entitled to the relief
claimed, the Act being a temporary Act, and the proceed
ings having ipso facto determined on the expiration of the
Act.

Both these cases were cited with approval by Chari,
J., in The Sooratee Bara Bazaar Co., Ltd. v. Hoosain
Hamadanee & Co. (r) where the learned Judge observed
with reference to the Rangoon Rent Act (Burma Act IX of
r925) which was a temporary Act:

"It seems to me therefore that on an application of the
principles relating to the effect of the expiry of a temporary
Act I am bound to hold that as soon as the Act expired the
parties are relegated to the position they held under the
general law except in respect of those matters -specially pro
vided for in the Act itself."

The case of Sooratee Bara Bazaar Co., Ltd. v. Hoosain
Hamadanee & Co. (r) was referred to with approval by
a Bench of this Court in Hwe Ngwe Chew (a) U Kyu v.
The Official Receiver, High Court (2) where the following
observation was made:

"In the case now under consideration, the President had,
by a notification in the exercise of the powers conferred
upon him by sub-section (r) of section 5 of the Urban Rent

(I) 5 Ran. 139-
(2) Civil First Appeal No. 34 of 1957 (H.C.)= 1959 D.L.R. 12.
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Control Act, directed that all rice mills and their appurten.
ances should be exempt from the operation of the Act. There·
fore, in so fay as the rice mills and their appurtenances are
concerned, it is as if the Urban Rent Control Act had expired
on the 27th December 1950 by the efflux of time. Accord·
ingly in so far as the agreement (Exhibit A) is concerned,
the parties to the suit now under appeal were relegated to
the position they held under the general law."

The case of Saaratee Bara Bazaar Co., Ltd. v. Hoosain
Hamadanee & CO. (I) was also relied upon by the
Supreme Court in the case of U Yar Hoke v. Ma Htway
Khin and the Assistant Controller of Rents, Rangoon (2)
for the decision that the Rent Controller became functus
officio on the 8th September 1959 when the Urban Rent
Control Act, 1948, expired by efflux of time.

As the Urban Rent Control Act, 1948, has now expired
the defendant-appellant U Ohn Maung and the plaintiff·
respondent Daw Kyi Kyi are relegated to the position they
held under the general law except in respect of those
matters specially provided for in the Act itself; as for
instance, those provided for in the proviso to sub·section
(3) of section 1. The present appeal being the continua·
tion of the original suit, the position is that the bar im
posed by section II (r) (a) of the Urban Rent Control Act
no longer applies to a suit for ejectment by Daw Kyi Kyi
against U Ohn Maung. Accordingly, Daw Kyi Kyi is
entitled to eject U Ohn Maung on the determination of
the tenancy according to law.

In the result, the appeal fails and is dismissed.
Regarding costs, as Daw Kyi Kyi succeeds on a point not
envisaged at the time the present appeal was filed, we
consider that each party should bear its own costs of this:
appeal.

(1) 5 Ran. 139.
(:::.) Civil Misc. Application No. I IS of 1959 (S.C.) = 11)60 B.L.R. (January)~
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Bejar" U San l1tlaung and U Thaung Sein, JJ.

H.C. U OHN SHVlfE (alias) MAUNG SAN (ApPELLANT)
1960

March 3.
v.

DAW MYA YEE (RESPONDENT).*

Civil Procedure Code, O. J::l, R. 5 (a)_H PropPrty " in-Includes deb~,.

The expression" property" occurnng- in clause (a) of Rule 5 of Order
XXXVIII of the Civil Procedure Code means any kind of property which i
liable to attachment 2.nd sale in e~ecut on of a decree under s. 60 of the Civil
Procedure Code and debts are among the properties mentioned in that
section.

B. K. Sen for the appellant.

Hla Thein for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Civil Regular Suit No. 96 of 1958
of the Original Side of this Court the plaintiff Daw Mya
Yee, who is the respondent in the present appeal, sued the
defendant-appellant U Ohn Shwe (a) Maung San for the reo
covery of K 32,500. Her case as disclosed in her plaint
is t\1.at she had been advancing sums of money to the defen
dant for the purpose of enabling him to carryon his work
as contractor to the Burma Army Engineering Corps, that
after a settlement of accounts between her and the defen
·dant she had agreed to accept a sum of K 32,500 in full
·satisfaction of her claims and that the defendant gave her
two cheques for the sums of K 16,000 and K 16,500. Both
of them signed an agreement dated 28th May 1958 stating
that her claims against him for the sums of money

.advanced had been satisfied by payments received in
cheques., However, when the cheques were presented for

* Civil Misc. Appeal No. 19 of 1959 against the ordt:!' of the Original Side
<,ftbis Court in Civil Regular Suit No. 96 of 19SB, dated the 9th February 1959
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payment they were dishonoured by the bank. The defen
dant when aske~ to pay her the sums of money represented
by these cheques, he refused to do so and hence it was
necessary for her to file the present suit against him.

The defendant by his written statement has contended
inter alia that the suit, as framed, was not maintainable in
law because of the failure to give a notice as required by
the Negotiable Instruments Act and that the suit was bad
for misjoinder of causes of action.

The plaintiff-respondent applied for attachment before
judgment of a sum of K 41,600 due to be paid to the
defendant-appellant by the 4th Burma Army Engineering
Corps, for work done. She alleged that the defendant was
evading arrest because of a report made against him for
giving cheques which were subsequently dishonoured, that
he possessed no immoveable property of any value and
that unless the debt due to him was attached there was no
means of recovering any money from him even if a decree
is passed in the suit filed by her. The learned Judge on
the Original Side accordingly passed an order dated the 9th
February 1959 for the attachment of the sum of K 41,600
due to be paid to the defendant by the 4th Burma Army
Engineering Corps. In doing so, the learned Judge pur
ported to act under the provisions of Order XXXVIII, Rules
5 and 7 of the Civil Procedure Code, read with Order XXI,
Rule 46. The defendant being dissatisfied with this order,
has now preferred the present appeal.

The first point for consideration is whether a debt is a
species of " property" as mentioned in clause (a) of Rule 5
of Order XXXVIII of the Civil Procedure Code. In our
opinion, the expression "property" occurring therein
means any kind of property which is liable to attachment
and sale in execution of a decree under section 60 of the
Civil Procedure Code; and debts are among the properties
mentioned in that section.
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SH.WE subject to her proving the allegations made in the plaint.
MA~~:tN This is one of the criteria laid down in Seth Chand Mull
DAwviv!YA Dudha v. Pusushothamadas (1) cited by the learned Advo

YEE. cate for the appellant. In our opinion, if the averments
U SAN made by the plaintiff in her plaint are true she would be

MAUNG; J. entitled to a decree for the recovery of K 32,500. There
fore, her cause of action is prima facie an unimpeachable
one. Lastly, the facts that the defendant was capable of
giving the plaintiff cheques which were found to be dis
honoured and that he possessed no immoveable property
of any value show that the learned Judge of the Original
Side was quite justified in acting as he did. In the result,
the appeal fails and is dismissed with costs; Advocate's
fees two gold mohurs.

(I) A.I.R. 26 Mod 58.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.

Before U San Maung and U Thaung Sein, J:J.

MAUNG TIN SHWE AND ONE (ApPELLANTS)
v.

THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).'

Evidence Act, s. 24-" Person £n .4uthori(v "-Broad m!'aning to begiuen to
Test--StoLen p.roperty-Recent pouession-Highest prtJsll1llption which
might bl! drau'n.

A too restrictive a meaning- should not be placed on the words" person
in authority" occurring in $. 24 of the Evidence Act. A broad meaning should
be g.iven to the term and the test would seem to be whether the person or
individual concerned had any concern or interest in the matler under inqui:y
and whether he h3d authority to interfere and if so he would certainly come
within the defimtion of .. a person in authority ".

From the mere fat..'t that the appeilant Ah Tu was found in possession of
a rifle stolen from the victim in the course of robbery with murder shortly
after the dctim's death it does not nece'3sarily follOW that the appellant was the
one who murden.:d the deceased and the highest presumption which might
be d,awn against the appellant was his presence at the scen~ of robbery of that
riflt".

J.V1aung Shwe v. The Union of Burma, (1952) B.L.R. (H.C.) 350, approved.
Sanwat Khan v. Stat~ of Rajasthan, (1956) A.I.R. (S.C.) 54. followed.

Maung Gyi for the appellants.
Ba Pe (Government Advocate) for the respondent.

U THAUNG SEIN, ].-In the evening of the 14th April
1958 one Man Bahadur a Gurkha motor driver of the 19th
Battalion of the Burma Army stationed at Nyaunglebin
in the Pegu District disappeared along with a rifle and
several rounds of ammunition and his Commanding
Officer accordingly assumed that he had gone underground
and joined the rebels. But on the 28th May 1958 i.e.
about six weeks after the disappearance news was received
from another Gurkha durwan that Man Bahadur had in
fact been lured away by three Burmans who not only

'" Criminal Appeal No. 18 of 1960 from the Court of the Special Judge
(Additional Sessions Judge), Pegu, dated the 21th December 1959. in Criminal
Regular Trial No. 17 of 1958.
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robbed him of the rifle and ammunition but also mur
dered him and threw the corpse into an .old and unused
well. A search was conducted at the place indicated and
the remains of Man Bahadur's corpse was discovered at
the bottom of an old well in a deserted mango grove
outside Yebyugan village. The appellants Maung Tin
Shwe and Ah Tu are said to have been two of the three
lusoes who jointly robbed and killed the deceased Man
Bahadur and they have thus been convicted by the learned
Second Special Judge, Pegu of offences under section
396A of the Penal Code and sentenced to Death. These
convictions are based mainly on the retracted confessions
of the appellants and the fact that the rifle which was
in the possession of the deceased Man Bahadur at the
time of his disappearance was later traced in the posses
sion of a villager who deposed to having bought the same
from the appellant Ah Tu.

It appears that as a result of information received
from a Gurkha durwan the appellant Ah Tu who was
employed as a peon in the office of the Town Council.
Nyaunglebill was arrested by some army personnel under
the directions of Captain Mya Maung (PW I) on the 29th
May 1958. This appellant was then interrogated and in
consequence of the disclosure made by him the other
appellant Tin Shwe and one U San Nyun who featured
as a co-accused in the trial Court were also rounded up
by the Army unit and detained in the barracks for a night
and handed over to the police on the following day. As
both the appellants Ah Tu and Tin Shwe expressed a
desire to confess they were produced before U Thaung
Nyun (DW 12) the Subdivisional Magistrate and their
statements duly recorded as per Exhibits "e: .. and
.. oJ" But at the trial both these confessions were
retracted on the ground that it had been extorted from
them by means of iIItreatment. In the case of the appel
lant Tin Shwe, it is clear both from the confessional
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record Exhibit" OJ " and the evidence of U Thaung Nyun
(D\V 12) that he was found with injuries at the time the
confession was recorded and he reported that he had
been assaulted by army personnel while in their custody.
The learned trial Judge has held that though there was
proof of illtreatment, the confession of the appellant Tin
Shwe was nevertheless admissible in evidence as Army
personnel did not come within the definition of the term
" person in authority" in section 24 of the Evidence Act.
That section lays down that "a confession made by an
accused person is irrelevant in a criminal proceeding, if
the making of the confession appears to the Court to
have been caused by any inducement, threat or promise
having reference to the charge against the accused person,
proceeding from a person in authority". There is how- .
ever no definition or illustration of the expression" person
in authority" in the above section. A glance at any
annotated edition of the Evidence Act under section 24
will reveal however that there are numerous authorities
in support of the view that " a too restrictive a meaning
should not be placed on these words." ln other
words, a broad meaning should be given to the term
and the test would seem to be whether the person
or individual concerned had any concern or interest
in the matter under inquiry and whether he had
authority to interfere and if so he woula certainly
come within the definition of "a person in autho
rity." Applying this test to the present case, the
Army authorities were most interested in the case and
held a thorough investigation into the matter and detained
the suspects for a night before handing them over to the
police. Under the circumstances, they must be held to
be " person in authority" and hence the confession which
was obviously extorted from the appellant Tin Shwe will
have to be excluded from all consideration vide section
24 of the Evidence Act.
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The case of the appellant Ah Tu however stands on a
some what different footing from that of Tin Shwe in
that no injuries were detected on him nor did he complain!
to the Subdivisional Magistrate, Nyaunglebin of any ill
treatment either by Army personnel or the police. It
was only during the trial that he came forward wit]![ the
allegation that as in the case of the appellant Tin Shwe,
he had also been subjected to illtreatment. He then set
out to describe the illtreatment as kicks with boots, blows
with a belt, dragged with a rope round the neck and being
dangled head downwards from a rafter. In this connec
tion the follmving observations in The Kina v. Hla Mauna
(I) should be borne in mind:

"Under section 24 confession would not be relevant if
the making of confession appears to the Court to have been
caused by inducement, threat, etc. The phrase •appears to
the court,' shows that something less than positive proof
in the nature of a weB-grounded conjecture or probability
though not a mere possibility, that the confession is not
voluntary, is sufficient."

The appellant Ah Tu has not been able to lead direct
evidence of any illtreatment and since no injuries were
detected on him it is obvious that he could not have been
subjected to the tortures mentioned by him. But this
does not mean that he was not illtreated in fact and it is
quite possible that the kind of threats and illtreatment
meted out to him may have been different to the ones
experienced by the appellant Tin Shwe. That the
appellant Tin Shwe was assaulted is borne out by the
injuries detected on him and those who were responsible
for such assaults were clearly capable of assaulting the
appellant Ah Tu as well. Besides, if the appellant Ah Tu
confessed to Captain Mya Maung (PW I) voluntarily and
immediately after his arrival at the Army barracks it is
somewhat strange that instead of handing him over to

(I) (1916) R.L.R. 102.
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,
Iythe police station which was neatby, he was detained by
'the Army authorities till the evening of the next day.
fTaking the above facts .into consideration ther,e apJlears
y,to be a good deal of subst,mce .in the .appellant Ah Tu's
.allegation that he was threatened and assaulted ;md thus
coer~ed into making the confession, though of course the
thre~s and assaults were probably of a different nature
to the one described by the appellant who was apparently
prone to exaggeration. That being so, the confession by
the appellant Ah Tu is also inildmissible in evidence and
must be left out of consideration.

Apart from these confessions the only other ;piece of
incriminating evidence against the ,apPellant Ah Tu Wi\S

the fact that i1e had sold a rifle to U Tun Hlaing (PW 9)
a member of the Village Defence Force of Thakutkon
village some days after the disappearance of the deceased
Man Bahadur. U Tun Hlaing (PW 9) has deposed that he
bought the rifle from the appellant Ah Tu for a sum of
K 315 and handed it over to U Tun Ba (PW 8) the Chair
man of the Village Defence Forces of Pyuntasa for use in
the defence of the area against lusoes. The rifle in ques
tion has been traced and identified as the one issued to the
deceased Man Bahadur while on duty. From the mere
fact that the lost rifle was traced to the appellant Ah Tu
it does not necessarily follow that he was the one who
murdered the deceased and as explained in the ruling of
Maung Shwe v. The Union of Burma (I) the highest pre
sumption which might be drawn against the appellant
was his presence at the scene of the robbery of that rifle.
So also the Supreme Court of India has this to say regard
ing the presumption to be drawn from possession of pro
perty belonging to a deceased person in Sanwat Khan v.
State of Rajasthan (2).

"No hard and fast rule can be laid down as to what
inference should be drawn from a certain circumStance.

.H.C.
1960

MAUNG'TIN
SHWEAND

ONE
O•

THE UNION
OF BURMA.

U THAUNG
SE~N, "J.

(I) (195') B.L.R. (KC.) 350.

9
(.) (1956) A.I.R. (S,C.).S4.
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Where, however, the only evidence against an a;cu4

person is the recovery of stolen property and although t.':';:'.~.I'
circumstances may indicate that the theft and the murc~

must have been committed at the same time~ it is not sa(~~

to draw the inference that the person in possessIon of ~,
stolen property was the murderer. Suspicion cannot t:i'~l

the place of proof:'!,:;!

YiXJ
The fact remains however that the appellant Ah Tu w'~~i

in possession of Man Bahadur's rifle shortly after tb~~

latter's death and that he sold it to a Village Defendll~

Force for K 315. It is clear from the evidence of Bo Tiii,l
Nyun (PW 13) that the weapon in question was alIi;
American Rifle No. 79 L 2318 belonging to the Burm.ii,1
Army and hence government property. Illicit sale of::
Government arms and ammunition is an offence punish';:
able with either Death, or Transportation for Life or with.':
imprisonment which may extend to ten years unde~i
section 2 (l) (b) of the Arms (Emergency Punishment".

[
c c( ;rr,;<- co C)( G",(Temporary) Act 1949 CDCDfCD SdG9:GO lj"s"'''9cli (J)~())>

Sd6eoGs] and the appellant Ah Tu ought to have been!
convicted under that section. There being no other.
evidence to connect him with the murder or robbery of':
the decesed Man Bahadur he cannot possibly be convicted<:
of an offence IInder section 396A of the Penal Code;:
Accordingly the conviction of the appellant Ah Tu wilf'j
be altered to one under section 2 (l) (b) of the Arms:,

(Emergency Punishment) (Temporary) Act, 1949. With:
regard to the sentence, illicit traffic in government arms'
and ammunition must be suppressed with deterrent::
punishment and hence the sentence of Death meted our'
to this appellant will be altered to one of ten yearstll
rigorous imprisonment.;

In the case of the appellant Tin Shwe, since there is::l
no evidence. against him other than his own confessiOlll
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which is inadmissible in evidence. there is no other H.C.
1960

alternative but to direct. his acquittal. Accordingly, the
MAUNG TIN

conviction and sentence passed on the appellant Tin Shwe SHWE AND

are hereby set aside and he is acquitted and released so O::,E
far as tills case is concerned. THE U"ION

OF B1.'RMA.

UTHACNG
SEU.... J.
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Clv·IL ,REF.ERENCE.

Before U San Maung and U Thaurlg Sein, J:J.

IN THE MATTER OF U N)lI 'NYI. 'REGISTRAR OF CO
OPERATIVE SOCIETIES. BURMA,'

Advocates' Admission RuleJ, 19:4. Rille 4-The fact of still being iro Government
servic,-NC' bar to application/or admission as Advocate under-Doef not
ner;oti.."e dl'claration of in(tTJticm to fJ,allJ(~.

The wet that an appliCant" for admis.o:ion as an Advocate of the High Court
is still in Go\"emmenl service, is no bar-:.o hiS application for such admis!'ion
and this faC't h:ls never heen held to have negatived h:!'i; declaration that he
intended to practise in the High Court or in the Courts subordinate theretC',
if admitted as an Advocate.

T. K. Boon for the applicant.

E Maung for the Bar Council.

Bo Thin as Amicus Curiae.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-On the I4th of July I958. U Nyi
Nyi who at the time of submission of his application, was
in Government service as Registrar of Co-operative Socie
ties, Burma, made an application under rule 4 of the
Advocates' Admission Rules, I954, for admission as an
Advocate of the High Court. He was a Bachelor of Laws
of the Rangoon University and was admitted and
enrolled as a Higher Grade Pleader in October
I936. After his enrolment he practised as Higher
Grade Pleader up to June I938 when he joined
the Senior Branch of the Burma Judicial Service on the
8th of June I938. Thereafter, he served as an Assistant
Judge and Additional Magistrate and was for sometime a
Special Judge. In March I95I, his services were transfer
red to the Ministry of National Planning where he served
as a Deputy Registrar of Co-operative Societies till Ism

• Civil Reference NO·5 of 1959 from a lecision ofthe Bar Council.
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March 1952, when he was promoted to the post of
Registrar. Under 2nd clause to Rule 1 (b) (1) of the Advo
cates' Admission Rules, 1954, a Bachelor of Laws of the
Rangoon University, must produce proof that he has held
judicial office for at least three years after his admission
as a Higher Grade Pleader in order that his services in the
judicial office may count as equivalent to one year's
practice as a Higher Grade Pleader. However, as U Nyi
Nyi has been holding judicial offices for over 12 years and
as he had also passed the Intermediate Examination of the
Rangoon University with Burmese as a Second Language,
he was in all respects qualified to be admitted as an Ad
vocate. However, when the matter went before the Bar
Council, U Nyi Nyi was asked to state whether he had
resigned or was resigning from his office as Registrar, Co-
operative Societies. To this, U Nyi Nyi replied that he
had already sought for and obtained permission from the
Government to retire from the service of Government on
a proportionate pension after 20 years' service, and that
he intended to avail himself of this permission. The Bar
Council was, however, dissatisfied with this explanation
and by its reply to the letter from the Registrar, High
Court, asking whether there was any objection to U Nyi
Nyi being admitted as an Advocate of the High Court,
said that U Nyi Nyi should only be admitted after he had
retired from the service of the Government. When U Nyi
Nyi was informed about the decision of the Bar Council
he asked that the matter may be placed before a Bench
of this,Court as there had been instances where Govern
ment servants had been admitted as Advocates while they
were still in service.

When the matter was placed before us, we heard
U E Maung for the Bar Council. The learned Advocate
contends on behalf of the Bar Council, that under Rule 4
of the Advocates' Admission Rules, 1954, one of the parti
culars which an applicant for admission as an Advocate
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should state in his application is that, it is his intention
to practise in the Supreme Court, High Court and the
Courts subordinate thereto. In the application now under
consideration, although U Nyi Nyi did state that it was
his intention, if admitted, to practise in the aforesaid
Courts, such could not have been his present intention as
he was still in Government service. Therefore, his appli
cation is, in this respect, incomplete and he cannot,
accordingly, be admitted as an Advocate of the High
Court. The learned Government Advocate appearing as
amicus curiae supports the contention of U E Maung.

However, it has been the long established practice of
the High Court and its predecessor-the High Court of
Judicature at Rangoon-to admit as Advocates, persons
who are qualified for admission even while they are
serving under the Government. In Rule 3 of the Advo
cates' Admission Rules, 1930, it is mentioned that one of
the particulars which an applicant for admission as an
Advocate of the High Court should state was that it was
his intention, if admitted, to practise in the High Court
or in the Courts subardinate thereto. Therefore, it can
not be said that in this regard the present rules are in any
way different from the rules of 1930. It is to our own
knowledge that under those rules two of the present
Judges of the Supreme Court were admitted as Advocates
while they were still serving in the Burma Judicial Service.

Among the files now extant, are those relating to the
admission of U Ba Thaung as Advocate of the High Court
while he was still serving as Legal Draftsman in the office
of the Attorney-General, U Hla Nyun of the Burma Judi
cial Service while still serving as Secretary of the Inland
Waterways Transport Board, and U Tin Maung of the
Burma Judicial Service while still serving as Registrar,
High Court.

Therefore the matter is, in our opinion, not res integra.
By a consensus of opinion of the Judges of the High Court,
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the fact that an applicant for admission as Advocate of
the High CourLis still in Government service, is no bar
to his application for such admission. This fact has
never been held to have negatived his declaration that he
intended to practise in the High Court or in the Courts
subordinate thereto, if admitted as an Advocate.

For these reasons we would overrule the objection of
the Bar Council and direct that the applicant U Nyi Nyi
be admitted as an Advocate of this Court. .
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL,

Before U San MQlmg and U Thm,ng Bern. :J.J.

H.C.
1960

April 6.

KO SOE MAUNG (alias) KO CHIT}
KAUNG (alias) KO AUNG TUN

THE UNION OF BURMA
(ApPELLANT)

v.

THE UNION OF BURMA }
KO SOE MAUNG (alias) KO CHIT (RESPONDENT):

KAUNG (alias) KO AUNG TUN

Penal Code, s. 121-Joining insurrection Q,!ainst Governmenl.

Where the appellant holding the rank of a Colonel in the revolutionary
army performed the functions of a Director of Propaganda and Information by

,.,feeding the revolutionary forces with such propaganda os was necessary to
boost their morale in the fight against the forces of the Union Government,
although he had no combat duties to perform.

Held: That he has joined the insurrection against the Government of the
Union of Burma and is therefore guilty of the offence of High Treason as
defined in s. 121 of the Penal Code punishable under s. 122 (I) of the Code.

Aung Hla and others v. Killg-Emperol', 9 Ran. 4°4; Ba lllIaullg v. The
U1lion of Burma, (1950) B.L.R. (H.C.) 131, followed.

R v. Gordon, (1781) 21 State Trials 486 at 6.44-645. referred to.

Maung Gyi for the appeIIant.

Ba Pe for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Criminal Regu)ar Trial No. I of
1958 of the District Magistrate, Rangoon, acting as a
Special Judge, the appellant Soe Maung (a) Chit Kaung
(a) Aung Tun has been convicted of the offence punishable
under section 122 (I) of the Penal Code, as inserted by
the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 1950, for committing
the offence of High Treason and has been sentenced to
death.

.. Criminal Appeal No. 637 .
C' . I R f N of 1959 from the order of the SpeCIal JudgerJmlnU e erence o. 112

(District Magistrate), Rangoon, dated the 14th December 1959, in Criminal
Regular Trial No. I of 1958.
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The facts of the case which have been fully set out
in the judgme~t of the learned Special Judge are briefly
these. On the 9th March 1957 at about 9.30 a.m. the ~~';'~E
house of U Maung Ko, Member of Parliament for (aUa,)

Ko CHIT
Myingyan North, at No. II5, 94th Street, Rangoon, was KAUNQ

(alias)
raided by U Tin Maung, Sub-Inspector of Police, Mingala Ko AUNQ

Taungnyunt Police Station, and a posse of police officers T T~
HE NION

upon information being received to the effect that the OF BURMA

appellant Chit Kaung was there in hiding. On a search THE UNION'

being made in that house, the appellant was found hiding O~:~'::'~A

in a lavatory. He was then arrested under the provisions MAUNG

of section 5 of the Public Order Preservation Act and ~~I~:l'T
was later sent up for trial for the offence of High fa):f
Treason. Ko AUNG

TUN.
The appellant was a member of the Communist Party·

U SAN
of Burma. When the Communists went underground MAUNG,}.

during the year 1949 the appellant was one of those who
did likewise. Thereafter, the appellant became one of the
members of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party which was in highest command, being only next
in importance to the Politburo. This fact appears in the
evidence of U Kyin Thein (a) Maung Mya Kyin (PW 9),
W{lO was at one time a typist in the office of the State
Agricqlture lylarketing Board. This person was one of
those who took part in the General Strike of the minis-
terial servants of the Government during the year 1949.
vVhen the strike proved a failure U Kyin Thein was one
of those who elected to go underground. He was one of
those deputed by the underground elements of the strikers
to the Headquarters of the Communist Command, then
situated at Pyinmana, for the purpose of studying Com-
munist revolutionary methods. There he met the mem-
bers of the Politburo who were Thakin Than Tun, Thakin
Ba Thein Tin, Thakin Tin Tun, Thakin Zin, Thakin Pu,
Thakin Than Myaing and others. In the Central Com-
mittee of which Thakin Than Tun was also the Chairman,
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the appellant Chit Kaung was a member along with Boh
Zeya, Boh Thein, Boh Soe Maung and others. The func
tion of the Central Committee was to carry out the
mandate of the Politburo. This included both political
and military. matters. In the year I950 the appellant
Chit Kaung became the Political Chief of the Democratic
Alliance which was composed of the mutineers from the
Burma Army and the armed forces of the Communist
Party. He was given the rank of a Colonel and his duties
were those of a Director of Propaganda and Information.
In this capacity he had to feed the forces, consisting of
Communist army and the mutineers from the Burma
Army, with revolutionary propaganda so as to keep them
in a fine mettle for waging war against the AFPFL domi
nated Government. At that time U Kyin Thein was
acting as a Superintendent in the office of the Communist
Party and although he had no direct relationship with the
appellant Chit Kaung, he knew what duties the appellant
was supposed to perform in his capacity as the Political
Chief in the Central War Office of the revolutionary
forces.

Maung Tin Maung (PW 8) knew the appellant Chit
Kaung since the year I949. At that time Maung Tin
Maung was a Superintendent in the office of the Commu
nist Party at its Headquarters at Pyinmana. He knew
that the appellant became a member of the War Council
along with Boh Zeya, Boh Ye Tnt, Boh Yan Aung and
others. The appellant's rank was that of a Colonel Jnd
at that time witness himself was Secretary of the Demo
cratic Front composed of Pyithu Yebaws, mutineers from
the Burma Army, and members of the Communist Party.
His own rank was that of a Warrant Officer. It was one
of the duties of the Democratic Front to ensure
security of the territories under its control, and for
purpose the armed forces had to repel the attacks of
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H.C.
1960government forces attempting to recapture these terri

tories. The Commander of these defence forces was
Ko SO&

Colonel Tin Yu and this officer had to obey the instruc- MAUNG

tions of the Central War Council of which the appe]]ant K;;:lt:llT
Chit Kaung was a member. Vvitness had first-hand ~;1Y'::)

knowledge of this fact because he was one of those who Ko AUNG

. d' d h TUNlOok part m the lscussion of the Comman ers of t e THB UNION

Units composing the forces under the control of Colonel 0. Bo~A

Tin Yu. THE UNION
OF BURMA

The evidence of the above two witnesses establishes Ko SOE

the fact that the Central Committee or the War Council ~Pi~;;G

of which the appe]]ant Chit Kaung was a member with Ko CHIT
KAUNG

the rank of a Colonel, was in fu11 control of the revolu- (ali.,)
. f I h hI' I d . d 1 Ko AUNGtlonary orces, a t ougr t le speCla uty asslgne to t le TUN.

appe]]ant was that of Director of Propaganda and Infor- U SAN

mation. The evidence of other witnesses cited by the MAUNG, J.

prosecution shows that in his capacity as a member of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party he was at
one time in control of the Communist press.

According to U Ant Kywe (PW 2), who worked as
the Superintendent of the Min Aung Pe Than Press which
published Communist propaganda in the area under the
control of the underground Communist Party, one Boh
Htay was in control of the Communist press. During
the absence of Boh Htay, however, the appe11ant Chit
Kaung had to officiate in his place. The appe]]ant himself
was a member of the Central Committee of the Com
munist Party and a Colonel in the Democratic Front
which was composed of the Communist Party, the White
Yebaws and the mutineers from the Burma Army.
Higher than the appe]]ant in rank in the army were Boh
Sein Tin who held the rank of a Brigadier and Thakin
Than Tun himself whose rank was that of a General.

Maung Hla Pe (PW 4) was another witness who knew
of the appe]]ant's connection with the Communist press.
This witness went underground from Mandalay when
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U Than Maung, Editor of the" Mandalay Thuriya ", who'
was a member of the District Committee, went under
ground. Maung Hla Pe's duty was that of a foreman at
Min Aung Pe Than Press under the control of the revolu
tionary Communist Party. The Editor of the press was
Thakin Than Myaing and in technical charge of the press
was U Ant Kywe (PW 2). This Min Aung Pe Than Press
had to move from place to place in view of the offensive
taken by the government forces against the territories
under the Communist control. \iVhen that press had
shifted to Shapinye Village in Pak6kku District, Thakin
Than Myaing was still in charge, while the appellant
Colonel Chit Kaung was a member of the Editorial Board.,
Among the publications published by Min Aung Pe Than

., Press were Taw-hlan-ye journal and Pyithu A.rnar journal
which were the organs of the revolutionary Communist
Party.

The evidence adduced by the prosecution has estab
lished therefore the fact that the appellant Chit Kaung
was a member of the Central Committee of the Commu
nist Party which was a body only next in rank to the
Politburo-the supreme command of the revolutionary
Communist Party.

The appellant was also a Director of Propaganda and
Information of the Democratic Front composed of the
Communist Army, the Pyithu Yebaws and the mutineers
from the Burma Army. His duties as such, were to take
such measures as were necessary to boost the morale of
the revolutionary forces.

The appellant Chit Kaung in giving evidence on behalf
of his own defence admitted most of the facts appearing
in evidence against him. He said, that the Communist
Party had taken arms against the AFPFL-dominated
Government because democracy in the sense understood. .
by the Communist Party had been denied to the people_
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He also said that it was therefore the duty of the Com
munist Party ·to :take under its control territories which

Ko SOE
were hitherto under the control of the Government and MAuRO

to administer these territories thereby giving the people K~[!!l:JlT
full democracy. If these territories were attacked by the ~~::,)

Government forces, it was the duty of the forces under Ko AUNG

the command of "the Communist Party to repel these THE
T

';N10N

attacks by way of defensive measures. The appellant OF ~~RMA

said that the supreme command of the Communist Party THE :UNION

h P I· b Th d f h OF .BURM.,was teo It uro. . e supreme comman 0 t e revo- Ko SOE

lutionary forces was the Central Committee of the MA([?N)G
a ZQS

People's Democratic Front. In that Central Committee Ko CHIT
'. KAUNG

he was not a member. Under the Central CommIttee was (alia,)

the Central' \Nar Council of which also he was not a K~~,:'~G

member. Under the Central War Council was a Com-.. U&",
mittee composed of heads of departments and he was a MAUNG, J.

member of that Committee, being the head of the political
bureau. His function' was to educate the revolutionary
forces by giving -them insttuctionsas to how to behave
towards prisoners of war who have been captured, etc.
Regarding his rank in the Communist Party, the appellant
admitted that though he was not a member of the Polit-
buro, he was, nonetheless, a member of the Central Com-
mittee of the Communist Party which was only next in
importance to the Politburo.

From the evidence adduced in the case, coupled with
the admissions made by the appellant himself, it is clear
that the appellant was a member of the Central Com
mittee which directed the operation of the revolutionary
forces composed of the armed forces of the Communist
Party, the Pyithu Yebaws and the Army mutineers.
Although the appellant had no combat duties to perform,
his function was that of <I Director of Propaganda and
Information to the-revolutionary forces. In that capacity
he had to ende'avour to· feed the revolutionary forces with
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such
in the fight against the forces of the Union Government.

The question now for consideration 'is what offence,
if any, has the appellant committed? In Aung Hla and'
others v. King-Emperor (I) a Special Bench of the late
High Court of Judicature held that when a multitude
rises and assembles to attain by force and violence any
object of a general public nature, it amounts to levying
war against the State and that it is the purpose and inten-.
tion of the multitude that constitutes the offence of
waging war and distinguishes it from riot or any other
rising for a private purpose. It was also held that the
law knows no distinction between principal and accessory
and that all who took part in the treasonable act incur'
the same guilt.

In Ba Maung v. The Union of Burma (2) a Bench of
this Court has quoted with approval the following obser
vations of Mansfield, c.J., in R. v. Gordon (3):-

.. The question always is, whether the intent is, by force
and violence, to attain an object of a general and public
nature, by any instruments, or by dint of their numbers.
Whoever incites, advises, encourages or is any way aiding.
to such a multitude so assembled with such intent, though
he does not personally appear among them, or with his own
hands commit any violence whatsoever, yet he is equally
a principal with those who act, and guilty of high treason...·

The Bench held that these observations were apposite to
a case under the High Treason Act of 1948, and it may
be observed that section 2 of that Act which defines the
offence of High Treason is, in terms, similar to section
121 of the Penal Code, as inserted by the Criminal Law
(Amendment) Act of 1950. Section 121 of the Penal
Code of India reads:

"Whoever wages war against the Government of India,
or attempts to wage such war, or abets the waging of such

(I) 9 Ran. 404. (2) (1950) B.L.R. (H.C.) 131.
(3) (1781) 21 State Trials. 486 at 644-645_
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war, shall be punishable with death or imprisonment for
life and shall also be liable to fine."

lIlustration (a) to that section is as follows:

" A joins an insurrection against the Government of India.
A has committed the offence defined in this section."

In our opinion, section 121 of the Penal Code, as inserted
by the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 1950, is even
wider in amplitude than section 121 of the Penal Code
of India. Therefore, a person who joins an insurrection
against the Government of the Union of Burma is a
fortiori guilty of the offence punishable under section
122 (I) of the Penal Code for committing the offence of
High Treason as defined in section 121 thereof.

The appellant Chit Kaung has undoubtedly joined the
insurrection against the Government of the Union of
Burma. He is the Director of Propaganda. and Informa
tion in the revolutionary army consisting of the armed
forces of the Communist Party, the Pyithu Yebaws and
the Army mutineers. He held the rank of a Colonel in
that army and although his duties were non-combatant
in nature, his function was to boost the morale of the
revolutionary army so that they might be in fine mettle
for the purpose of fighting against the armed forces of
the Union of Burma. For these reasons, we consider
that the appellant Chit Kaung has been rightly convicted
of the offence punishable under section 122 (I) of the
Penal Code. The only punishment for an offence punish
able under that section being death, we have no option
but to dismiss the appeal.

For these reasons, the sentence of death passed on the
appellant is confirmed and his appeal dismissed.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL•.

Before U ~San Moung, U Tlzaung Sei" attd U Eo Nyunt. JJ.

KALA LAY (alias) TIN NYO { (ApPELLANT)
U THA NO (ApPLICANT)

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).•

Accomplice-Who is-Evidence of-Cannot be tired to corroborate approver's
evidence.

Where the collabor.ation of certain members of the ViHage Defence Force
'Was necessary not only to give moral support to the murderers but also to cover
their line of retreat ::and to render them such help 3.$ might be necessary should
they find themselves in difficulties, such members of the Village Defence

C Force, though they wefe not actually at the scene of murder when the murder
wa9 committed. were nevertheless accomplices.

Anaceessory after the fact is little better tha~ an accomplice.

Whether a person is or is not an accomplice depends upon the facts in each
particular C:lse considered in connection with the nature of the crime.

The Union ofBurma v. G.M. Mehta, (1955) BoL.R. (H.C.) 320; Ramaswami
Goundan v. Emperor, I.L.R. 27 Mad. 27]; Kailash Missir v. EmPeror,
A.l.R. (1931) Pat IDS; Ghudo v. Emperor, A.I.R. (1945) Nag. 143; Narain
Chandra Biswas and others v. Emperor, A.I.R. (1936) Cal. 101 ; Kyaw Hla
Aung and one v. The Union of Burma, (1949) B.L.R. (H.C.) 58z ; Emperor
'V. Kallu, A.I.R. (1937) Oudh 259 at 261 ; Maung Aye Marmg v. The U7lion
oDf Burma, (1956) B.L.R. (H.C.) Z73, referred to.

Regardless of whether or not the accomplices had the opportunity.
of colluding with the approver or with each other or whether the)' were under
open arrest their testimony cannot be used to corroborate the evidence of th e

approver.

Ali Meah v. The Uwion of Burma, (1954) B.L.R. (S.C.) 65, followed.

Kyaw Hia Aung v. The Union of Burma ,(J949) RL.R. (H.C.) 582; R. v.
Basken:ille. (1916) 2 ICD. 658; R. v. NoakeJ. (JS32) 5 C.P. 326; Aung Pe v.
r;:;ng-Emperor, (1937) R.1...R. IIO, referred to.

Maung Aye Maung v. The UniOtt of Burma, (IQS6) B.L.R. (H.C) 273,
referrei to ani explained .

• Criminal Appeals Nos. 113 and 114 f 6 from
. f N 6 0 19 0 the order of theCrimmal Re erenC<' '0. J Re\·ICw of

Special Crime.. Tribunal (I) of Rangoon, dated the 29th January 1960. in
Criminal Re{':ular Trial NO.1 of 1959.
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N~;l)al Kishore Rai and oth!!TS v. Emperf)r, A.L.R. (1943) Pl'lt. 146 ; Aung
Ua and others v. King-Empreor. I.L.R. 9 Ran. 4°4, (Uscussed.

The King v. Nga JY.t:vo, (1938) B..L.R. 190, discussed (Held overruled
ro tanto by Ali Meab:s case).

'han Cheng Po for the appellant.

Maung and T. C. Torrens for the applicant,

1 Kyaw (Government Advovate) for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Criminal Regular Trial No. I of
~59 of the Special Tribunal composed of Justice U Saw Ba
hein, U Aung Gyi and U Po Tha, the appellants Kala Lay
ld U Tha No and one U Tha Nu, who was subsequently
:quited by the Tribunal were sent up for trial under
,ction 302/34 of the Penal Code for committing murder
. furtherance of common intention by causing the death
, a newspaper reporter by the name of Maung San Sha on
,e night of the lIth of December 1954. The facts of the
lse which have been fully set out in the judgment of the
:ibunal are briefly these:

At about 6-30 p.m. on the night of the lIth
ecember 1954, Ko Chit Hlaing (PW I), a newspaper
porter, was on a visit to his friend Maung Kyaw Than
ho was undergoing treatment at the Railway Hospital,
sein. While chatting with Maung Kyaw Than, Ko Chit
laing heard commotion from a direction to the east of the
)spital. He then saw two or three persons running into
e hospital compound shouting out, "Thief! Thief J".
) Chit Hlaing accordingly ran out of the hospital com
mnd and on the road near the gate of that compound, saw
man lying with bleeding wounds. Recognizing the

)unded person to be a newspaper reporter Maung San
a-Ko Chit Hlaing said to him, "San Sha! What has
ppened to you?" To this query, San Sha could give no
ply as he died very soon after Ko Chit Hlaing saw him.
: that time Ko Chit Hlaing noticed a dagger, a towel and
green shirt near San Sha's body. These are Exhibits
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~9~~ Nos. I, 4 and 2. Ko Chit Hlaing then ran to the Insein
- Fire Brigade from where he gave the necessary information

KALA LAY b I . P I' . H h b k(alias) y te ephone to Insem 0 lee StatIon. e t en came ac'
TIN Nyo to the scene of the crime and found that police officers

U THA No were already there.
v.

THE UNlON In the meantime U Kyin Won (PW 26), Sub·Inspector of
OF Btm."A. Police in the Surveillance Department of Insein Police Sta·

M
u

SAN J tion was on surveillance duty in the bazaar area of InseinAUNG, .

town when he received information to the effect that news·
paper reporter Maung San Sha had been stabbed to death.
He, therefore, hurried to the scene of the crime and was
the first police officer to arrive there. He was later joined
by U Khin Tun (PW 25), another Sub·Inspector of Police of
Insein Police Station and U Tun Aung, Subdivisional Police
Officer. While U Khin Tun was making a list of the pro
perties found at the scene of crime, U Kyin Won remarked
to the Subdivisional Police Officer U Tun Aung that the
green shirt was very similar in colour to the shirt usually
worn by Hla Shwe (PW 2) who, later, figured as an approver
in this case. U Kyin Won also knew that Hla Shwe was a
" Dabe " of the appellant U Tha No. Accordingly, he pro
ceeded at about 9 or 10 p.m. that night to U Tha No's house
in search of Hla Shwe whom he suspected of complicity in
San Sha's murder. Hla Shwe was however not found at
U Tha No's house that night. The next morning U Kyin
Won went to the tailoring shop of Maung Hla Tin (PW 16)
to verify whether Hla Shwe had stitched at that
shop a shirt of the same description as that
found at the scene of crime. The clue leading
to Maung Hla Tin's shop was the label-""f'i]~96
stitched on the inside of the shoulder of the
exhibit shirt. It was then found that Maung Hla Shwe did
stitch a green shirt at Maung Hla Tin's shop as may be seen
from the counterfoil at page 95 of the Book of Receipts.
Exhibit "g" which he seized. That night at 9 p.m. U,
Kyin Won again went to U Tha No's house and there
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arrested the approver Maung Hla Shwe whom he made
over to the custody of U Kyaw Sint (PW 27) whose duty it
was to investigate the murder.

When Maung Hla Shwe's body was examined. he was
found to have several bruises which he then said were
received at a fall from a bicycle. He was kept in custody
till the 26th of December 1954 but had to be released owing
to lack of sufficient evidence to connect him with the
murder of the deceased Maung San Sha. The case was
closed as .. undetected" and it remained so for a long time.
However. during April 1957 U Kyaw Yin (PW 28) was
posted as Police Station Officer, Insein. After going
through the police papers and making such inquiries as
were found possible, he arrested the appellant Kala Lay on
the 11th of 'June 1957 at Peinnegon Quarter of Insein town.
Kala Lay. however, had to be released on the 21st of June
1957 as U Kyaw Yin could get no evidence sufficient to'
warrant Kala Lay being sent up for trial. On the 7th of
May 1958. U Yin Maung (PW 29) of the Criminal Investi·
gation Department, took up the investigation of the case.
He caused appellant Kala Lay to be arrested on the 8th of
May 1958. On the 14th of May 1958, accompanied by the
Superintendent of Police U Kyaw. he went to the Rangoon
Central Jail to interview the approver Maung Hla Shwe who
was then in custody in connection with a case of robbery
on a railway train. Maung Hla Shwe told U Yin Maung
that he would make a clean breast regarding San Sha's
murder when he was brought before the Court on the 22nd
of May 1958 in connection with the criminal case pending
against him. Maung Hla Shwe was met again on the 22nd
of May 1958 when he expressed a desire to give a confes·
. . . .." "Slon and his confessIon, ExhIbIt " was recorded by the

then Eastern Subdivisional Magistrate, U Mya Maung. In
that confession, Maung Hla Shwe mentioned that
the murder of the newspaper reporter Maung San
Sha was committed by the appellant Kala Lay

H.C
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~.~ and one Han Tin, with himself actually present
KALALAT at the scene as an abettor, and that the murder was

(alia,) instigated by the appellant U Tha No and the
TIN .Nvo . '.

- acqUltted accused U Tha Nu because the deceased San Sha
U ~A No was on inimical terms with them. He also said, that some

THBBUNION members of the Village Defence Force of Peinnegon of
OF URMA.

which the appellant U Tha No was the leader, were in the
M~u~;::J. conspiracy. Regarding the exhibits left behind at the scene

of crime by the murderers of Maung San Sha, Maung Hla
Shwe said that the green shirt was his, while the dagger and
the towel were those of the appellant Kala Lay.

On the 20th of June 1958, the appellants Kala Lay and
U Tha No and the acquitted accused U Tha Nu were sent
up for trial under section 302/34 of the Penal Code before
the Special Judge, lnsein, with Maung Hla Shwe figuring as

'an approver having been granted a conditional pardon on
the lIth of June 1958 by the District Magistrate, Insein.
On the 23rd of October 1958, the Special Judge discharged
1) Tha Nu and proceeded with the trial of the appellants
Kala Lay and U Tha No. On the 4th of February 1959; the
case before the Special Judge was withdrawn with the per
mission of the Court by U Yin Maung (PW 29), Inspector of
Police, Criminal Investigation Department. The case
before the Special Crimes Tribunal was initiated on the 8th
of July 1959.

. Before the Special Crimes Tribunal, the main witness
for the prosecution was the approver Maung Hla Shwe
(PW 2). Supporting him were his wife Ma Tin Aye (PW 3)
and the members of the Village Defence Force of Peinnegon,
Maung Ohn Maung (PW 4), Maung Kyaw Khin (PW 5) and
Ramayah (PW 6). Maung Than Zaw (PW 7) who did not
admit that he was a member of the Village Defence Force
'of Peinnegon but regarding whom there is cogent evidence
to show that he was a member of that body, also gave
corroborative evidence. Others members of the Village
Defence Force, namely, Maung Sein Han (PW 31), Maung
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Tun Saung (PV'{ 32), Maung Thein Tu (PW 33) and Maung
Ba Kyi (PW 34)-who were cited by the prosecution to
corroborate the story of the approver regarding the com
plicity of the appellants Kala Lay and U Tha No and the

U THA Noacquitted accused U Tha Nu in the murder of Maung San v.

Sha resiled alleging that their statements to the police THE UNION, or BURMA .

speaking of such complicity were the result of tuition , - .
either of Maung Ohn Maung (PW 4) or of the police officers rZ~~~ J.
investigating the case or of the military personnel who took
a'lively interest in this matter. The learned members of
the Tribunal rejecting the contention put forward by the
defence that Maung Ohn Maung, Maung Kyaw Khin,
Ramayah and Maung Than Zaw (PWs 4 to 7) were accom,
plices and that therefore their testimonies could not be used ~

in con:oboration of the evidence of the approver Maung
Hla Shwe (PW 2), convicted the appellants Kala Lay and
U Tha No and, surprisingly enough, acquitted U Tha Nu
who, if the witnesses relied upon by the Tribunal were to'
be believed, was as much in the conspiracy to murder
Maung San Sha as was the appellant U Tha No.

The result was that U Tha No was convicted of the
offence punishable under section 302 (I) (b) of the Penal
Code read with section 109 for the abetment of the preme
ditated murder of Maung San Sha while the appellant Kala
Lay was convicted of the offence punishable under section
302 (I) (b) of the Penal Code read with section 34 for com
mitting the aforesaid murder in furtherance of common
intention. Both the appellants U Tha No and Kala Lay
were sentenced to death and these are the appeals against
their convictions and sentences as mentioned above.

To resume with the events on the night of the murder:
The body of the deceased Maung San Sha was taken to
lnsein Civil Hospital by Maung Ba Win, Police Constable
No. 187 of Insein Police Station at about 7-30 p.m. On a
post-mortem examination being performed the next day by
Dr. U Soe Wah (PW 23), the then Sub-Assistant Surgeon,'
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Insein Civil Hospital, the deceased was f?und to have a
stab-wound Y3" X Y4" penetrating into the chest cavity
on the front of the right side of the chest and one stab
wound Y3" x Y4" penetrating into the abdominal cavity
on the outer side of the right side of the abdomen. The
right lung and the right lobe of the liver were penetrated
and both the injuries were necessarily fatal.

Now, the story as to how the deceased Maung San Sha
met his death is unfolded in the evidence of the approver
Maung Hla Shwe (PW 2) who said he was actually present
at the scene of murder aiding and abetting the appellant
Kala Lay and one Han Tin, the actual perpetrators of the
crime. What Maung Hla. Shwe said is this: About a

.,month or two before this murder took place he was earning
a living selling Kaukswe near Modan Cinema Hall, .Insein.
He had a quarrel with members of the Village Defence
Force of which the appellant U Tha No was the leader.
The matter was reported to U Tha No who came to make
inquiries from him. U Tha No took a fancy on him and
offered to find him a job. He surrendered his interest in
the Kaukswe stall to his partner, a Chinaman by the name
of U Kya War for a consideration of K 500. Thereafter,
he went to live at U Tha No's house. A few days later, U
Tha No sent him with a letter of introduction to U Sat
(DW 2) who was then working at the Paddy Purchasing
Centre at Gyogon. He was accordingly given the job of
the Clerk-in-charge of the weighing machine for which he
was paid four or five kyats per cartload by the persons who
came to sell paddy at that Centre. About three days after
he received this employment U Tha No sent for him. He
therefore went to U Tha No's house and there, met the
appellants Kala Lay and U Tha No, the acquitted accused
U 'rha Nu and three or four members of the Village Defence
Force. They were then discussing about the election
which was aboB.t to take place of the members to the local
self-government bodies. The deceased San Sha then came
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along to the road in front of U Tha No's house and made
derogatory remarks regarding members of the local

• c: ~ OC C' " • "AFPFL saymg: ~{JJ""t'lo;;,mJ" q ",:>:>IUleDl ""2 jiI,\,":J)i: He
and Kala Lay wanted to take retaliatory measures but
they were restrained by the appellant U Tha No saying that
it was unnecessary to harm San Sha then as it would be
possible to get him at any time. About 15 days later. the
election took place at Peinnegon Quarter of Insein. the
<:andidates being U Nyein Maung of the AFPFL and U Tun
Nyunt of the NUF. At that election also, San Sha came
and abu:-ed the members of the AFPFL in general, saying
that they would never win the election. True to his pre
diction U Nyein Maung failed and U Tun Nyunt was
elected.

About 15 days after the election the appellant Kala Lay
came to fetch him to U Tha No's house. There he saw,
besides appellant U Tha No and the acquitted accused U
Tha Nu, a sWmger by the name of Han Tin. They went to
the upper storey of U Tha No's house where U Tha No said
that he had just seen San Sha in the bazaar and that
steps must, therefore, be taken to kill San Sha that, very
day. U Tha No asked them who would take· the responsi
bility of killing San Sha. Thereupon, Kala Lay said, .. I
undertake to do the deed." He also gave a similar as
surance to U Tha No who then said, .. Do not be afraid. I
shall send Han Tin along with both of you." The acquitted
accused U Tha Nu joined in to say that if anything unto
ward happened to them as the result of the murder he
would see to it that they did not get into trouble. U Tha
No then said: .. When you go to do the deed, I shall have

men posted in the vicinity to protect you. "~'~~"'~""Ql
c C' 0 CU

SJQtl,)c~GCJ")mGO)mQIGu:gtD:1
..]I a l I

Thereafter, he. Kala Lay and Han Tin had a drink of
liquor. They then went out of the house in search of San
Sha, Kala Lay being armed with a dagger and a '45 bore
pistol given to him by U Tha No. It was about 4 or 5 p.m.

RC.
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H.f· then and the search made for San Sha in the vicinity of
19 0 the cinema hall near the railway hospital; proved fruitless.

KALA LAY .
(alias) Kala Lay and Han TIll, therefore, returned to U Tha No's

TIN Nyo house while he went back at his house at Pauktaw. Not
U THA No long after his arrival back at his house, Kala Lay again came

v.
TaB UNION to call him to U Tha No's house. There he saw four or five
OF BURMA. members of the Village Defence Force on the ground floor

U SAN of U Tha No's house. He also heard U Tha No and U Tha
~UNGJ J.

Nu talking upstairs. Kala Lay then went up to the upper
storey and later came down with U Tha No and U Tha Nu.
U Tha No then said: .. If you kill San Sha you must see to
it that he is really dead. Otherwise, we shall get into
trouble." The ;\cquitted accused U Tha Nu joined in to
say: .. Kiil him! 1 shall see to it that you do not get into
trouble for this." The appellant U Tha No then got up
and again asked them: "Who, among you, will take the
responsibility?" Thereupon, Kala Lay, himself and Han
Tin got up in turn to say that they would be responsible for
carrying out the murder. U Tha No then said: .. You all
go now. If you get into trouble come to the Library where
we shall be holding a meeting. In the meantime, I shall
post members of the Village Defence Force at the bazaar
for your protection." U Tha No's remarks were made in
the presence of the members of the Village Defence Force
who were there. They were Ohn Maung, Tin Aye and
four or five other persons. It was about 6 or 7 p.m. when
he, Kala Lay and Han Tin left U Tha No's house. Street
lights were already on. The three of them stood near the
Railway Hospital in front of the Cinema Hall. They then
saw San Sha walking from the direction of the bazaar.
When San Sha. arrived at a spot directly in front of them,
Kala Lay stepped forward and after saying: .. Are you San
Sha?" embraced San Sha by his left hand and stabbed San
Sha in the region of the right breast. Han Tin also
and stabbed San Sha from the back. San Sha caught !lUlUi)

of Kala Lay, whereupon the latter shouted out to
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" Hla Shwe! Please come to my help." He, therefore, ran
to San Sha aml released San Sha's hold on Kala Lay's hand.
San Sha then caught hold of him and managed to hold fast
to his shirt. As a number of persons had, by that time,
gathered in the vicinity he had to discard his shirt in an U 'taA No

v.
attempt to free himself. In the meantime Kala Lay held TaE . UNION

the people at bay by threatening to shoot them with his OF BORMA.

pistol. He ran away in the direction of the railway U'SAN
. MAUNG,.1.

hospital while Kala Lay ran in a different direction. He
went through the hospital compound and arrived at U Tha
No's house where he met U Tha No, Kala Lay and Han Tin.
To U Tha No's query Kala Lay replied: "Saya. he is
dead." Kala ~ay also told U Tha No that his dagger and
towel had been left behind at the scene of crime. He
himself told U Tha No that he had to leave his shirt there ';
thereupon, U Tha No told him not to worry as he would
give another shirt in substitution of the one lost. He then
returned home to his house at Pauktaw.

At about 7 or 8 p.m. Kala Lay again came
to his house to call him to U Tha No's house.
There, U Tha No said: "I went to look at San
Sha. He is dead, but some people at the scene
of crime were observing that the shirt left behind
w~s yours. You should therefore go away from Insein for
a few days." He asked U Tha No: "Where shall I keep
my wife?" To this U Tha No replied: "She may stay at
my house." He therefore went back to Pauktaw with
Kala Lay to fetch his wife Ma Tin Aye. Ohn Maung then
brought a jeep in which he took him and Kala Lay with U
Tha No following in another jeep. On arrival at Sooratee
Bara Bazaar In Rangoon. Han Tin and Kala Lay boarded U
Tha No's jeep while he was taken by Ohn Maung to a house
in Pazundaung. About an hour later, U Tha No and Kala
Lay came to that house to take his measurements for the
purpose of making him a shirt. U Tha No also gave him a
sum of K IOO before going away, leaving him and Kala Lay
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at the Pazundaung house. U Tha No again returned at
about 3 or 4 a.m., bringing a shirt of the satne design and
colour as the one which he had lost. He then noticed that
there was no such label as that on the lost shirt, the label

• C' C'C'

bemg" ""r'i2r.9c .. brand.
The next day, at about 2 p.m. he and Kala Lay arrived

at U Tha No's house. About an hour later, police officers
came to make a search for him and Kala Lay. He and Kala
Lay therefore hid inside a small room in U Tha No's house.
U Tha No told the police officers that although they used to
live at his house they were not there at the moment. To U
Tha No's query, the police officers said that. they were
wanted for the murder of San Sha. U Tha No then gave an
qnderstanding to the police officers to produce them if the
officers would return to his house about 5 p.m. After the
police officers had left, U Tha No asked them whether they
would abscond or th,ey would submit to arrest. While
Kala Laysaid that.he would abscond, he himself told U Tha
No that it was no use absconding. U Tha No then pre
mised to give each of them a car, a house and K 5,000 in
cash. To his query when this promise would be redeemed,
U Tha No said that the things promised to him would be
given after he had been released from police custody. U
Tha No also undertook to give a document embodying his
promise. He then told U Tha No that if U Tha No failed
to redeem his promise he would make a clean breast of
the matter to the police. Thereupon, U Tha No signed
a document containing undertakings to the effect that
he would be given a house, a car and K 5,000 in cash
failing which could state that the murder of San Sha was
committed at the instigation of U Tha No. He asked
whether U Tha Nu should also sign the document where
upon 1) Tha No said it would be sufficient if he, U Tha
No alone, affixed his signature thereon, as U Tha Nu was
not there at the moment. The document, after execu
tion, was handed over to him and he in turn handed it
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over to his wife Ma Tin Aye. A short while later, police
officers arrived 'and took him under arrest,

About three days later, U Tha No came to see him at
"the police station and assured him that he would be
released after 15 days. His wife Ma Tin Aye also came U THA No

v.
to see him and told him that U Tha No had forcibly taken THE UNION

away the document from her. Accordingly, when U Tha OF BURMA.

No again came to see him, he (Hla Shwe) taxed U Tha No U SAN
MAUNG, J.

about the matter and U Tha No replied that it was only
"because his wife had to be kept in another house that
he took the document away from her lest it might fall
'into other hands thus bringing them all into trouble.
True to U Tha No's words, he was released from police
custody IS days after his arrest. He returned to U Tha
No's house where he found his wife, Ma Tin Aye. About
three days later, he and his wife Ma Tin Aye went and
resided in a house rented for him by U Tha No at Pein-
negon. From there he resumed his work as a Weighing

'Clerk at the Paddy Purchasing Centre at Gyogon. About
a month later, U Tha No told him that it would be unwise
for him to remain any longer in the locality. He there-
fore asked U Tha No to give him some money whereupon,
U Tha No said that he had no money to give him for the
present and that if, in spite of his (U Tha No's) request,
he continued to remain in the locality his life would be
:in danger. In consequence he had a heated discussion
with U Tha No and left U Tha No's house in anger. A
short while later, his wife Ma Tin Aye came to call him
"to U Tha No's house where U Tha No gave him K 200 as
"travelling expenses. He therefore left for Mezali Nyaung-
zauk viUage leaving his wife Ma Tin Aye at U Tha No's
house. As no one came to give him any money, he came
back to Kamayut about six or seven months later. There,
'he was met by some of U Tha No's Dabes in the
Village Defence Force who tried to shoot him having
.disobeyed U Tha No. He, however, managed to effect his
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escape. He was joined by his wife Ma Tin Aye about
IO days later and he remained at Kamayut working as an
Inspector in the employ of the Insein Bus Union. About
I S days later, he was arrested in connection with a murder
which took place at Zaygon. While under arrest U Tha
No came to see him and told him that if he would promise
not to give him (U Tha No) any trouble he would be
released in I S days; otherwise, he should be prepared to
spend his life in jail. He promised to be faithful to U
Tha No and he was released from custody after IS days as
promised by U Tha No. About 9 months later, he was
again arrested. at Kamayut in connection with a case of
robbery. While in custody in the Rangoon Central Jail,
'Inspectors of the Criminal Investigation Department came
to arrest him in connection with the murder of Maung
San Sha. He then gave the confession, Exhibit" Q ".

At the time the approver gave his evidence before the
Special Crimes Tribunal, he had already been convicted
for the offence of robbery and for an offence under the
Arms Act for which he was respectively sentenced to
three years' and two years' rigorous imprisonment.

The main person to corroborate the approver Maung
Hla Shwe was Maung Ohn Maung (PW 4) who was a
deputy of the appellant U Tha No in the leadership of the
Peinnegon Village Defence Force. Therefore, it is
necessary that Maung Ohn Maung's evidence should be
narrated in extenso.

[Their Lordships proceeded to reproduce the evidence
of prosecution witnesses Maung Ohn Maung, Ramayah,
Kyaw Khin, Than Zaw, Sein Han, Tun Saung and Ba Kyi.]

As already observed above, the other members of the
Village Defence Force who were to have corroborated the
approver Maung Hla Shwe and one of the main prosecution
wi.tnesses, Maung Olm Maung (PvVs 2 and 4) resiled from
theirs statements made to the police. They were Sein Han
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(PW 3I), Tun Saung (PW 32), Thein Tu (PW 33) and Ba
Kyi (PW 34),

The questicn now for consideration is whether those
witnesses for the prosecution who corroborated the
approver Hla Shwe, namely, Maung Ohn Maung (PW 4), U -r;,~A No

Maung Kyaw Khin (PW 5), Ramayah (PW 6) and Than Zaw THE UNION

(PW 7) were accomplices of the approver Maung Hla Shwe OF BURM'.

as contended by the defence both before the Tribunal and M;:":~J.
in this Court. The term " accomplice " is not defined in
the Eyjd.elJc.e Act ~~d-it is now settled Jaw that the question
whether a person is or is not an accomplice depends upon
the facts in each particular case considered in connection I

with the nature of the crime. In The Union of Burma v.
G. M. Mehta (I), a single Judge of this Court (U San
Maung, J.) held, following the dictum in Ramswami.
Goundan v. Emperor (2) and in Kailash Missir v.·
Emperor (3), that the term" accomplice" signifies a guilty
associate in crhne or a person who can be jointly indicted
Wlillthe·accused in the case. To the same effect is the
&;asiori'C;I<i·Bench of the Nagpur High Court in Ghudo
Y. Emperor (4) which followed the same case, namely,
Ramswami Goundan's case (2) of the Madras High Court.
In Narain Chandra Biswas and others v. Emperor (5), a
Bench of the Calcutta High Court has this to say regarding
PlCr§<Jns who may be classed as accessories before the fact.
The learned Judges observed:

" The next class of evidence in the case comes from a large
number of witnesses who have been mentioned in the jUdg
ment of the Magistrate as accomplices or persons in the posi
tion of accomplices. At the outset jt may be stated that for
establishing a charge of conspiracy of the nature we are
concerned with in the case before. us, evidence has to be
taken into consideration of persons who may have knowledge
of secret organizations, but who have not taken pan in the

(I) (1955) B.L.R. 320. (3) A.I.R. (193 I) Pat. p. 105·
(2) LL.R 27 Mad. 271. (4) A.I.R. (1945) N.g. 143.

(5) A.LR. ('936) Cal. 101.
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perpetration of a crime, persons to whom no overt acts, so far
as the main charge was concerned, could be attributed. As
it has been said, it would not be right to regard a person who
happens to be cognisant of a crime, ll!&r who has made no
attempt to prevent it, or who did nOt diSclose its commission
as accomplice, and to apply to his case the same rule as
applies and to evidence of accomplices."

U SAN
MAUNG, J.

However, a Bench of this Court went so far as to say in
Kyaw Hla Aung and one v. The Union of Burma (r) that in
certain circumstances an accessory after the fact may be
no better than an accomplice. In that case, witnesses for
the prosecution who accompanied the murderer to the side
of the creek some distance from the village and went across
the creek to the side further away with the murdered
persons and who did not run away at' the time of the
murder but actually helped to dispose of the dead body,
were held to be persons in this category. In so doing the
learned Judges relied upon the observations in th« case of
Emperor v. Kallu (2), where it was laid down that the
evidence of an accessory after the event suffers more or less
from the same taint as the evidence given by an accom
plice. Kyaw Hla Aung's case was cited with approval by
another Bench of this court in Maunu Aye Maunu v. The
Union of Burma (3), where emphasis was again laid upon
the proposition that the question whether a witness is or
is not an accomplice is a question of fact in each case.

In the case now under consideration, even applying the .
strict test as laid down in the case of The Union of Burma
v. G. M. Mehta (4), Maung Ohn Maung, Maung Kyaw i

Khin, Ramayah and Than Zaw (PWs 4 to 7) are, in our;:
opinion, accomplices of the approver Maung Hla Shwe.'

In coming to this conclusion let us begin with the state-~

ment made by the approver Maung Hla Shwe in his confesj~

sion. Maung Hla Shwe said that when the appellan~f

(I) (I;49) B.L.R. p. 582. (3) (I956) B.L.R. p. 273- ca
(2) A.I.R. (I937) Oudb 259 at p. 26I. (4) (I955) B.L.R. 320.
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U Tha No told him that he, Kala Lay and Han Tin were to
be responsible for murdering the deceased Maung San Sha.

KALA LAY
he mentionec. "that the murder was to be committed in (_Zial)

f TIN Nvocollaboration with the members of the Village De ence
Force. This statement was reiterated by Maung Hla Shwe U T':.~ No

when he was examined by the Tribunal at page 78 of the TaB UMlON

proceedings. Earlier, at page 37, Maung Hla Shwe said OF ~MA.

that on the day of the murder, U Tha No told him, Kala Lay ;L,';:!J.
and Han Tin that as soon as they had proceeded to the scene
of murder, he would have men posted in the vicinity to
offer them protection. It is therefore clear from Maung
Hla Shwe's evidence that U Tha No had assured him and his
associates Kala Lay and Han Tin that the murder of Maung
San Sha was to be committed in collaboration with the
members of the Village Defence Force, who would be in the
vicinity of the scene of murder in order to give them neces-
sary protection.

Turning to the evidence of Maung Ohn Maung (PW 'I.),
the main witness for the prosecution, who was to corrobo
rate the approver Maung Hla Shwe, it is apparent that the
members of the Village Defence Force were taken into U
Tha No's confidence in regard to the murder of Maung San
Sha with a view to enlist not only their moral support but
also their physical presence in the vicinity of the scene of
murder for the purpose of successful carrying out of the
scheme for the murder of the reporter Maung San Sha.
Maung Ohn Maung said (at page IOr of the proceedings)
that U Tha No told Maung Hla Shwe, Maung Kala and Han
Tin in the presence of the members of the Village Defence
Force including himself that he would make the necessary
arrangements for the murder of Maung San Sha. He, how
ever, exhorted them to see to it that Maung San Sha was
really dead and not merely left wounded. Then, turning
to the kin-men under the leardership of Maung Ba Kyi,
namely, Maung Thein Tu, Maung Tun Saung, Ramayah and
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.
Hla Aung, U Tha No said that they were to station them
selves at Min Sein's Tea Shop at the corner of Insein Road

KALA LAY
(alia,) and Hlaing River Road. Turning to Maung Ohn Maung

TIN Nyo and Maung Ohn, U Tha No said that they were to wait in
U Tm No front of Modan Cinema Hall to look on while the murderv.
THB UNION was being committed and to report back to him. Turning

OP BURMA. to Kyaw Khin and Maung Than Zaw, U Tha No said that
U SAN they were to wait at the Library in order to protect Maung
MAUNG~J.

Ohn Maung and Maung Ohn. For this purpose, Maung
Kyaw Khin and Than Zaw were given a rifle. Maung Ohn
Maung also mentioned that the duty assigned to the kin
men was to give protection.

Therefore, it is obvious that the kin-men were to give
protection, if necessary, to the murderers of Maung San
Sha, that Maung Ohn Maung and Maung Ohn were to be in
the vicinity of the scene of crime to see whether the murder
of Maung San Sha was successfully carried out. Although
Maung Ohn Maung did not specifically say so, it is apparent
that their duty was to render such help as might be neces
sary to the murderers of Maung San Sha, otherwise there
was no necessity in pos!i.ng Maung Kyaw Khin and Maung
Than Zaw to give protection to Maung Ohn Maung and
Maung Ohn, should these persons also fJ!c}d themselves in
difficulties.

The members of the Tribunal thought that Maung Ohn
Maung and other members of the Village Defence Force
were not accomplices in the murder of Maung San Sha by
Kala Lay, Han Tin and Hla Shwe because they. were not
actually at the scene of murder when the murder of Maung
San Sha took place. However, the Tribunal seems to have
overlooked the fact that collaboration of all the members
of the Village Defence Force was necessary not only to give
moral support to the murderers but also to cover their line
of retreat and to render them such help as might be neces
sary should they find themselves in diffculties. The
members of the Village Defence Force were therefore no
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ess accomplices in the murder than were members of a
i:1coifgang who Y,l'ere merely posted in the vicinity of the
lou'se to be dacoited or at the entrance ,of the village,
lccomplices of those dacoits who actually attacked the
Lous'e and robbed the inmates. U THA l'-.~o

.' v.
Regarding Than Zaw (PW 7) who tried to pretend that THE UNION

. h ' b I h d th 0F BnRMA,e was not In t e conspIracy ut mere y over ear e _"
onversation between U Tha No and the members of the M U SAJN

AUNG. •

Tillage Defence Force on a chance visit to U Tha No's
.ouse, it is clear from the evidence of Maung Ohn Maung
PW 4) and Ramayah (PW 6) that he was equally an accom
,lice with the other members of the Village Defence Force
rho were assembled at the house of U Tha No on the day
.f the murder, when they were assigned their various
uties.

Now, in view of the fact that the prosecution has main
V relied upon the evidence of Maung Ohn Maung (PW 4),
Ifaung Kyaw Khin (PW 5), Ramayah (PW 6) and Maung
'han Zaw (PW 7) as corroborative of the evidence of the
pprover Maung Hla Shwe, it is necessary to consider
vhether the testimony of accomplices can be made use
,f for the purpose of corroborating that of an approver.
rior to the case of Aung Hla and others v. Emperor (I), a
lrge majority of High Courts in India held, following the
ecisions in R. v. Baskerville (2) and R. v. Noakes (3). that
lthough an accused person can legally be convicted upon
he uncorroborated evidence of an approver such evidence
'eing tainted is prima-facie unworthy of credit,.unless it is
:orroborated in some material particular tending to show
hat the accused committed the offence with which he is
:harged and that as such corroboration must be from an
ndeDendent and reliable source, the evidence of one. .
,ccomplice is not available as corroboration of another. In
tung Hla and others v. [(ing- Emperor (r supra), however.
"

(,) I.L.R. 9. Ran. 404· (2) ('9,6) 2 KoB. 658.
(3) (r832 ) 5 C.P. 326.

II
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a Special Bench of the late High Court of Judicature at
Rangoon held, inter alia, ·that the evidenc.e of an approver
may be corroborated by the evidence of another approver
or by the confession of if" person who is being tried 'jpint
Iy with the accused for the same offence. This decision,
therefore, ran counter to the general trend. of the decisions
on this point made by the High Courts in India. Subse
quently, although a few of the High Courts in India, as for
instance, the Calcutta High Court in The Emperor v. Nirmal
]irban Chose (I), followed the decision in Aung Hla's case
regarding corroboration of the evidence of an approver by
that of an accomplice, the majority of the High Courts in
India looked askance at that decision. A few years later.
a Bench of the Rangoon High Court in the case of Aung Pe
v. King-Emperor (2) was openly critical of the dictum in
Aung Hla's case. This Bench held that the law as to an
accomplice's testimony was the same in British India as in
England and that in view of the decisions in R. v. Basker
ville (3) and R. v. Noakes (4) the evidence of one approver
is not corroborated by the evidence of another approver
coming as it did from a tainted source. The observation
to the contrary in Aung Hla's case was not followed.
being treated as mere obiter dictum.

Aung Pe's case (2 supra) was in turn strongly criti-. .
cized by Beguley, J.• in The King v. Nga Myo (5) wherein
the learned Judge referred to a Full Bench the following
questions of law:-

(I) Whether in dealing with a question which has
to be decided under section 133 and section
114, and the illustration thereunder, of the
Evidence Act, does "corroboration" mean
independent testimony? and

(,) 39. C.W.N. 7<4.
(2) ('937) R.L.R. HO.

(5) (193~) R.L.R.

(3) ('9,6) 2 K.B. 658.
(4) (,832) 5 C.P. 326.
lqO.
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(2) Whether in the case of corroborating the
evi.dence of an accomplice, must the corrobo
ration necessarily come from an untainted
source?
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Tll~se questions were answered by a Full Bench of 7 TaB ~NIO"
learned Judges of the late High Court of Judicature at OF BURMA.

!G!igoon in the following manner: - U&N
MAUNO, J.

(a) Provided it has been established by extraneous
evidence or matters appearing on the record
that the accomplices are not acting in collu
sion with one another, the cumulative effect
of the evidence of two or more of them may
be sufficient to remove the prima facie pre
sumption of the individual unworthiness of'
credit of their statements, and. if this be the
case, a conviction may legitimately be re
corded upon their statements along, if the
Court is convinced of their truth.

(b) That evidence from a source which is not prima
facie unworthy of credit may prove a fact
which displaces in a particular case, the pre
sumption that an accomplice is unworthy of
credit.

(c) That corroboration must proceed from a source
extraneous to the person whose testimony it
is sought to corroborate.

Inasmuch as it was still held that the testimony of an
approver may be corroborated by that of an accomplice
in' certain circumstances, the decisions still ran counter
to the general trend of the decisions on this point made
by the High Courts in India. It was apparently for this
reason that after independence a Bench of this High Court
[vii.: U Tun Byu and U Aung Khine, JJ., in Kyaw Hla
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Aung's case (I),] quoted with approval the following
observation from Aung Pe's case:-

. .:~Corroboration means independent testimony. Where it
is required, it is necessary because the evidence sought to be
corroborated is in some way unreliable. When in the case
of an accomplice it is desirable because the accomplice's
evidence comes from a tainted source; the nature of the
corroboration required is not more evidence of a tainted
kind but fresh evidence of an untainted kind."

Thereafter, the Bench after mentioning the case of The
King v. Nga Myo (2) went on to quote with approval the
case of Nawal Kishore Rai and others v. Emperor (3)
wherein was observed:

"The Judges in England frequently use the words 'con
firmed' or 'confirmation' as interchangeable with 'corro
borated' or 'corroboration: Apart, however, from the
derivation of the word and the manner in which it is or
dinarily used in such cases in the Courts, I find it difficult
to understand how it can properly be said that the evidence
of one accomplice, who is himself unworthy of credit, can
be corroborated or confirmed or strengthened by the evidence
of another accomplice who is equally unworthy of credit.
To say this is to say, or to mme dangerously near to saying
that evidence given on a particular point by two or more
persons is necessarily of greater strength and cogency than
evidence given by one person. . ."

These observations, of course, ran counter to the
decision in Nga Myo's case (2 supra), regarding the cor
roboration of the evidence of an approver by that of an
accomplice in certain circumstances. The matter, how·
ever, has since been set at rest by the Supreme Court in
Ali Meah v. The Union of Burma (4). In that case al
though the actual decision is to the effect that the evidence
of an approver against an accused person could not be

(x) ('949) B.L.R. p. 582.
(,) ('9'S) R.L.R. '90.

(3) A.I.R. (X943) p.,. X46.
(4) (1954) B.L.H. 6; (S.C.).
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corroborated by the confession of the co-accused, the
following pa~sage from the judgment of the Supreme
Court makes it clear that the same rule applies to the
corroboration of the evidence of an approver by that of
an accomplice. The Supreme Court said: u TH~ No.__ . - ~.

"Now, the question, how much reliance can be placed THE UNION

h 'd f I' h b h b' OF BURMA.upon t e eVl ence 0 an accomp Ice, as een t e SU Jeet _
matter of many decisions. The Evidence Act itself provides U SAN

d . h I' . . MAUNG, J.un er sectlOn 133 t at an accomp Ice IS a competent WItness
ahd that a conviction based upon his evidence is 'not
illegal' . But then under section 114 the Court may pre-
sume that an accomplice is unworthy of credit. unless he is
'corroborated in material particulars' [See illustration (B)
to" the section]. In between these proVisions a law of
prudence has come to be accepted as observed by Viscount
Simon in Bhuboni Sahu v. The King (1):

"Reading these two enactments together, the Courts in
India have held that whilst it is not illegal to act on the
uncorroborated evidence of an accomplice it is a rule
of prudence so universally followed as to amount almost
to a rule of law that it is unsafe to act on the evidence
of an accomplice unless it is corroborated in material
respects to implicate the accused; and further that the
evidence of one accomplice cannot be used to corrobo
rate the evidence of another accomplice ! ..

The decision to the contrary in Nga NIyo's case (2) must
be considered as pro tanto overruled by the decision in

Ali Meah's case.
Following Ali Meah's case, it was held by a Bench of

this High Court (U Chan Tun Aung, C.]. and U San Maung,
].) in 1l1aung Aye Maung v. The Union of Burma (3) that
the evidence of two accomplices could not be made use
of for the purpose of corroborating the evidence of the
appTOver. However, the following passage of the judg
ment in Maung Aye Maung's case might give the impres
sion that Nga Myo's case stood intact even after the

(,) 76 LA. 147· (2) ('938) R.L.R. '90.
(3) ('956) B.L.R. 27'.
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decision in Ali Meah's case. What the Bench said was
this:

.. It is also urged upo;n us by the learned Government
Advocate that the evidence of the two witnesses, even if
they could be treated as accomplices, should be relied upon
because they could not be said to have colluded in making
the statements they have done before the Court, so far as
the appellant's complicity was concerned, and he relies upon
the decision in The King v. Nga Myo (1). We are
unable to accept this contention either. There is no evidence
whatsoever on the record to enable the Court to arrive at a
clear finding that there was no opportunity for collusion
between the accomplices before they gave their evidence.
The Investigating Officer was never examined on this point
and in the absence of such evidence we cannot presume that
opportunity for collusion has been totally excluded to
enable us to safely rely upon the testimony of the accom
plices."

It should be pointed out that the Bench was only
dealing with the argument of the learned Government
Advocate on the point, and that it did not purport to lay
down that the decision in Nga Myo's case was left un
touched by the decision in Ali Meah's case.

Now, under section II4 of the Evidence Act, .. the
Court may presume the existence of any fact which it
thinks likely to have happened, regard being had to the
common course of natural events etc." Particularly, it
may. presume that an accomplice is unworthy of credit.
unless he is corroborated in material particulars, except
in considering whether such a presumption should or
should not be drawn, it shall have regard to such facts as
the following:-

.. A crime is committed by several persons. A, B
and C, three of the criminals are captured on the spot and
kept apart from each other. Each gives an account of
the crime implicating D, and the accounts corroborate

(r) (r938) R.L.R. r90.
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each other in such a manner as to render previous concert
highly improbable."

, KALA LA.Y
The differences in the decisions regarding the availabi- (alias)

TIN' Nyolity or otherwise of the testimony of an accomplice to
corroborate the evidence of an approver were. in our U THA Nov.
opinion, due to the different degrees of emphasis placed THB UNION

h . h 1" h f eli OF BURMA.upon t e maXIm t at an accomp Ice IS unwort y 0 cre t _
unless he is corroborated in material particulars and the 'j'IU SAN

JH AUNO, •

exception to that maxim as illustrated above. According
to the latest trend of decisions as exemplified in Ali Meah's
case. very little or no emphasis need be laid on the excep
tion to the above maxim. So far as the Union of Burma
is concerned the decision in Ali M eah's case is the law.
_····jI;i:hese circumstances. it is unnecessary to consider

whether or not Maung Ohn Maung. Maung Kyaw Khin,
Ramayah and Than Zaw (PWs 4 to 7) did or did have the
opportunity of colluding with the approver or with each
other or whether they were virtually under open arrest
as stated by Maung Sein Han (PW 31), Maung Tun Saung
(PW 32). Maung Thein Tu (PW 33) and Maung Ba Kyi
(PW 34) who resiled from the statements made by them
to the police.

The evidence of Maung Ohn Maung. Maung Kyaw
Khin. Ramayah and Maung Than Zaw (PWs 4 to 7) not
being available for the purpose of corroborating that of
the approver Maung Hla Shwe, it is necessary to consider
whether in this case. there is evidence from an indepen
dent and reliable source tending to show that the appel
lant Kala Lay took part in the murder of Maung San Sha
and. that the appellant U Tha No was in the conspiracy
for the murder of that reporter. That the approver
Maung Hla Shwe himself was one of the murderers is not
open to any doubt. The shirt which was left behind by him
at the scene of crime was identified by his wife. Ma Tin
Aye (PW 3) as his. It was also identified by the tailor.
Maung Hla Tin (PW 16) as the shirt which he had stitched
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for Maung Hla Shwe; that a shirt of that description was
ordered to be stitched at Maung Hla Tin's shop is also
apparent from the counter-foil of the 'book of receipts,

exhibit .. S" at page 795 thereof. Although there are
some discrepancies, as for instance, the finding of two
stab-wounds in front of Maung San Sha's body when the
approver Maung Hla Shwe said that Kala Lay gave only
one blow with his dagger and the absence of any stab
wound on the back of the body when the approver Maung
Hla Shwe said that Han Tin stabbed Maung San Sha from
the back, the story told by Maung Hla Shwe relating to
the actual murder of Maung San Sha, more or less, tallied
with the actual occurrence. Furthermore, Maung Hla
Shwe's story that when he ran away from the scene of
crime, he was minus a shirt is corroborated by the evidence
of Jaffer (PW 8) who, at the time of the occurrence, was
sticking posters in front of Modan's Cinema.

Regarding the appellant Kala Lay, except for the
testimony of the approver Maung Hla Shwe and his accom
plices there is no evidence whatsoever either to the effect
that Kala Lay was in the conspiracy for the murder of
Maung San Sha or that he was actually the person who
being present at the scene of murder, inflicted the stab
wounds found on Maung San Sha's body. The appellant
Kala Lay, therefore, must be acquitted of the offence
under section 302 (I) (b) read with section 34 of the Penal
Code with which he has been convicted.

Regarding the appellant V Tha No, there is undoub
tedly' 'independent testimony to show that the approver
Maung Hla Shwe was his" Dabe .. and that he (V Tha No)
had reasons to be on inimical terms with Maung San Sha.
These facts are, however, by themselves insufficient to
show that the murder must have been at his instigation
and that of no other person. For instance, other elders
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of the AFPFL would have been on inimical terms with
MaUrig San ,Sha for the same reasons. The approver

KALA LAYMating Hla Shwe, on his own initiative, could have (ali",)

d h II b . TIN Nyomurdered the decease Maung San 5 a in co a oratlon
with some of the members of the Village Defence Force. U THA No

V.

''Regarding the revolver with which one of the alleged THE UNION

d TIL 'd b d h' f OF BVRMAmur erers ka a ay, was sal to e arme at t e tIme 0 _.

the murder, besides the testimony of the approver and M~N~~'\

his accomplices. there is no testimony to show that it
belonged to the appella.nt U Tha No. Therefore, the fact
that U Tha No did, at that time, possess a revolver of the
description given by the approver Maung HIa Shwe is not
any corroboration of his testimony that U Tha No was in
the conspiracy.

The only piece of evidence which, if believed, would
connect U Tha No with the murder in such a way as to
be sufficient corroboration of the testimony of the appro
ver Maung Hla Shwe is that given by Maung Hla Shwe's
wife, Ma Tin Aye (PW 3). According to this witness. on
the night after the murder U Tha No asked Maung Hla
Shwe whether he would abscond or whether he would
submit to arrest. Maung Hla Shwe said that he would
not abscond but would submit to arrest. He also said
that unless U Tha No were to execute a document that
he would implement the promise of a car, a house and
K 5,000 in cash, he would divulge everything including
the part taken by U Tha No. Thereupon, U Tha No
executed a document to that effect and this document was
kept in her custody.

Now, Ma Tin Aye was not only a wife of the approver
Maung Hla Shwe and therefore naturally anxious to help
her husband in gaining a pardon. she is also an accessory
after the fact and. therefore, little better than an accom
plice. Her testimony must be severely tested before it
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can be acted upon. Her story that U Tha No executed
a document of that description is not only vr.ry improbable
but is belied by subsequent events. According to Maung
Hla Shwe himself, Ma Tin Aye reported to him that the
document was forcibly taken away from her by U Tha No
while Maung Hla Shwe was in custody and that when U
Tha No came to see him subsequently, he had asked U
Tha No the reason for this behaviour. U Tha No was
then supposed to have said that he kept the document
temporarily in his' custody as Ma Tin Aye had to be sent
away to another house, and it would be dangerous if it
were to fall into other people's hands. Ma Tin Aye was
non-committal on this point. According to her she did
,not remember whether the document was taken away
from her by U Tha No while Maung Hla Shwe was in
custody or after he had been released. Be that as it may,
if U Tha No had taken away the document forcibly from
Ma Tin Aye never to return it even after Maung Hla
Shwe's release, there seems no reason why Maung Hla
Shwe should not have made a clean breast of the affair
to the police after learning about U Tha No's perfidy.
That this was not done makes it most improbable, the
story of the execution of such a document as stated by
Maung Hla Shwe, and supported by his wife Ma Tin Aye.
That being the case, we are not satisfied that Ma Tin Aye's
testimony should be considered as sufficiently independent
and reliable for the purpose of corroborating the evidence
of the approver Maung Hla Shwe in so far as it implicates
the appellant U Tha No.

To sum up, although in our opinion there may be
grave suspicion in so far as the appellant U Tha No is
concerned, the evidence on record is insufficient to war
rant his conviction under section 302 (r) (b) read with
section r09 of the Penal Code for the abetment of the
murder of Maung San Sha.
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In the result, the appeals succeed. The convIctIOns
of the appellant Kala Lay under section 302 (I) (b) read

KALA LAY
with section 34 of the Penal Code and the appellant U (alia')

Tha No under section 302 (I) (b) read with section I09 TIN Nyo

for the murder of Maung San Sha and the sentences of U TH: No

death thereunder must be set aside and the appellant5 THE UNION

acquitted and released so far as this' case is concerned. OP BURMA.

U SAN
MAUNG, J.
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CIVIL REFERENCE..

Before U Chan Tun Aung. C.y., U San Maung and U Ba !'..rj'unt, JJ.

FINANCIAL COMMISSIONER (COMMERCE), BURMA
(ApPUCANT)

v.
GRAHAMS TRADING Co. (BURMA) LTD. (RESPONDENT).-

Stamp Ac!, Art. 4<> (b), Selt. I-S. 2. (17)-" HYf>tilhecatiQn "-lV1ortgage of
moveable u;jthout possession-Stamp dllty-Il1oveable property--Paw1l
or pledge '1f-Hypothecation or mortgage of-Distinction betu·ern.

'Vhere by means f)f a document, described by the parties thereto
as " Instmment of hypct~,~,','~,:t!ion", the party describt'd in the document as.
f< mortga!;or .. agreed tOLitX0fhis stock-in-trade in hi.. shop and in two separate
godowm ns 'iecurity fc;~b'aymentof debt due to company. which was the other
party. with right to the company to seize, trke posse!)sion of and sen the said
property in default of payment of debt or any part thereof or in the perfonnam:e
of the terms of the contract.

Held: That the document is, to all intents and purposes, a deed of hypothe
catirm of moveable property under which possession of property was agreed
to be given under certain circumstances, and is a mortrage of moveable
property without possession so; contemplated in Article 40 (b) of Schedule 1
read with s. 2 (17) of the Stamp Act.

Held al~o: That althourh the document obvif)usly comes within the pu;vicw
of a mortgage as prescribed in Article 40 of the Stamp Act, and not a pledge
wit..'>m Article 6 (2) of the Act and being unattested, no stamp duty is payable
on such n deed, as duty chargeable under the Sta-np Act has been remitted
by the President, 11ide Government of Bunna in the Department of Lflnds
and Revenup (Income~Taxand Stamps Branch) Notification No 3. dated the
19th February '94° under the b(>ading .. Othe; Documents".

There is a clear distinction, so far as moveable property is concerned.
between a pawn or pledge, and hypothecation or a mortgage.

A pawn or pledJi;e of moveable property is a bailment of moveable property
hy way of security. Possession is ~iven and the transaction involves a trunsfer
of spcci':ll property in the subject of the security. In other words, in a pawn
or pledge, the general property in the thing pledged remcins with the
pledgor, while speciai property in the goods passes to the pledgee who is H,

possession cf the property which he il! entitled to detain to secure repaymen -.

In the mortgaee of moveable property there can be a mortg.age even '\vithou:
delivery of po'>session of thl?' property WhICh is the subje~t of security.

• Civil Reference No. 22 of 1957. Reference mad~ by the Financid
Commissioner, Burma, umIer s. 57 of the Bunna Stamp Act.
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Hypothecation is another form of mortgage of moveahie property where
possession is not given to the creditor as security.

In the pawn or pledge posFession of the pledged articles is given to the
piedgee.

Than Aung fOT the applicant.

P. N. Ghosh for the respondent.

U CHAN TUN AUNG, C.J.-This is a reference by the
Financial Commissioner under section 57 of the Burma
Stamp Act for our determination, whether the document
described as "Instrument of Hypothecation ", (marked
as Ex. A in the Revenue Proceedings No. Nil of Rangoon
Collector's Office, Stamp Department) made on the 15th
:lay of January 1954, between Ismail Mohamed Lasania
:m the one part, and Grahams Trading Co. (Burma) Ltd.
:m the other part, is an agreement relating to pawn or
pledge within the purview of Article 6.(2), or a mortgage
deed within the purview of Article 40 (b) of Schedule I of
the Stamp Act.

The letter of reference to us being in Burmese language
and the Stamp Act as it now stands being in English, we
find ourselves somewhat in difficulty in trying to follow
the reasonings advanced by the learned Financial Com
missioner therein. However, we find no better alterna
tive than setting out its main theme and purpose in the
very words conveyed to us, as he~eunder:

c c .. ct:' ("0 C' 0<:
m" """()) ""0)"""'" =mooc,"c G())"C\JGO)JmCOQ<:1l ;)Q"lr. "·A 61 lJ l J.. O'.l Tll 1.:..)7 ~

c'co e'., C' C'~ ~c
r[l! G3;3')mD:fa:>')(D 7. 9m~~~ul Q):I~C G:::D?tJG:»,) OOGt.:::(JC:8J9?

(' C' ., C' 0 C' B < • ., 13<
"'J',"C Gm"())tJm"I())"''''()) G<D"()),, 'OOICI mlJ)":D"'''''.' m C,UJo U lJ l J~ JJ 1l1llJ

r;;:< < < ( • )"' <tl"0""JltJ:D~1 Agreement relatmg to pawn or pledge l)(",/tJ
< 0 < ( ) "'Ie.. '1('" C"

G:D"0""JltJl "Q"U/O) Mortgage Deed GtJlctG:D"mGtJlc0""Jlo
he C' 0 or.: c C' c ., C' Co., C'
tl0:D~"1 "'FtlO)"J()) "J'jO) GO:G19f G"\J?J9tJ"or::o~ II

The document in question which has been described
py the parties as " Instrument of hypothecation" purports
>.'
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to "hypothecate" by "mortgagor" Ismail Mohamed
Lasania i~ favour of Grahams Trading COmpany (Burma)
Limited, his stock-in-trade for due payment to Grahams
Trading Company certain sums due from time to time
by the said Lasania up to a limit of K 5,00;000.

From the Financial Commissioner's letter, it appears
that there has been some confusion of thoughts not only
by the Collector of Rangoon before whom the proceedings
were initiated, but also by the Financial Commissioner
himself in trying to distinguish between what constitutes
a pawn or pledge, and a mortgage of moveable property.
The Grahams Trading Company has rightly drawn the
attention of the Revenue authorities to the existence of
similar documents in the banking circle, whereby the
bank over-drafts are secured by hypothecation of stock
in--trade belonging to hypothecator (mortgagor). Copies
of such documents are to be found annexed to their,
letter dated 7th October 1957 as Annexures (OJ) (,,) (0)

and (ro). We have examined those instruments used by
different banks and also the document now in question
before us, and except for some minor details, the main
substance of those documents is the same. We also
notice that in the last paragraph of the Financial Com
missioner's letter the following passage occurs:-

o • C' r::: c c c ~ C'~ 0 C '1 C'
t'l"'Jlo mGttl'? ::DW'JGm'J"c,~,OJ G::D'JijC\i::D~(P GOICG::D'J
c 0 C .. 0" c c c§e 0

o<[m,,,u'J'OJ GCQ)Q)G"U'::DOJ::D m')(1);;O CDOJGCOOJ Go,mo c, ""oc. l C. l II.. -L l T T :iL

r,:;:: e e '0 ( ) r,;coe r,;e
G::D,)Gt=l,)c.G01!')mro,):::DO?~ pawn or pledge gljq)~C::Dt1~1

( . ) (C) c c oc \ 0 C ;roc oc C C' ~Article \:>.§l.C B:::Dm;;oc::J)O::)ulI)::D:idU,)~8'JGU UCOOCQCs.c rom g
J .. l L oe.:. L L lJ. J •

o • e 0 \ "r,;e ( . ) ( ) e e oe951 QQ)'):~S01 <]GOgco')ml::Dr:J~ Ar!~le 90 is CD') ::Dm~c
c c 0 ~ C' C r,~c '1 c

::D~O( ":("X)~lD'P '1lG~ 'Jcwc tlQ)O 1::D~ II

From the foregoing facts and from a careful examina
tion of the terms of the document in question, and also
by a comparison with documents of similar tenor which
are being used in the banking circle under the description
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of .. letters of hypothecation", (see annexures above
referred to), 'l"e have not the slightest doubt that the
transactions referred to come within the meaning of
mortgage as defined in section 2 (17) of the Stamp Act
which reads: .. Mortgage deed" includes every instrument
whereby, for the purpose of securing money advanced.
or to be advanced, by way of loan, or any existing or
future debt, or the performance of an engagement, one
person transfer, or creates to, or in favour of, another, a
right over or in respect of specified property".

It is quite patent from the reading of the deed itself.
that Ismail Mohamed Lasania, on the date of the execution
of the deed, being indebted to Grahams Trading Company
(Burma) Limited, agreed to offer as security for payment
of the said monies, the stock-in-trade, including furniturQ
fittings and all other effects belonging to him, which were
in the shop premises known as No. 60 in 26th Street,
Rangoon, and also in two separate godowns known as
No. 17 in 28th Street and No. 126 in 31st Street, Rangoon.
The security was to cover indebtedness up to the limit of
kyats five lakhs. The Grahams Trading Company was
also given the right, on Ismail Mohamed Lasania's failure
to make payment on demand, the monies intended to be
secured under the said deed, or any part thereof, to seize
and take possession of the aforesaid property without
any notice to Ismail Mohamed Lasania, and then sell such
property by public auction or private contract at such
time or times and in such manner and subject to such
conditions as the Grahams Company may, in its discretion,
thinks fit. Thus, the document is undoubtedly a docu
ment whereby for the purpose of securing monies ad
vanced or to be advanced to Ismail Mohamed Lasania, a
right of sale of the stock-in-trade belonging to Lasania,
not only in his shop but also in the two godowns inclu
sive of furniture and sundry good is created in favour of
the Company in case of default of payment on the part

H.C.
1960

FINANCIAL
COMMISM
SIQ:-;ER

(COMMERCE)._
BURMA

V.
GRAHAMS

TRADING Co.
(BURMA)

LTD.

UCHANTuN;
AUNG. C.].
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specified properties, and as such they are capable of being
FINANCVI.L
COMMIS- made subject matter of a hypothecation or mortgage in

{CO~~!~~'i:'CE). favour of Grahams Trading Company.
BURMA We may here observe that there is a clear distinction.

v.
. GRAHAMS so far as moveable property is concerned, between a pawn
TRADING Co. d .

(BURMA) or pledge, an hypothecatiOn or a mortgage. A pawn or
LTD. pledge of moveable property is a bailment of moveable

v CHAl'1 TUN property by way of security. Possession is given and the
AUNG, C.J.

transaction involves a transfer of special property in the
subject of the security. In other words, in a pawn or
pledge, the general property in the thing pledged remains
with the pledgor, while special property in the goods
passes to the pledgee who is in possession of the property
which he is entitled to detain to secure repayment.
Whereas, in the mortgage of moveable property there
can be a mortgage even without the delivery of possession
of the property which is the subject of security. Hypo
thecation is after all another form of mortgage of move
able property where possession is not given to the creditor
as security. Whereas, in the pawn or pledge possession
of the pledged articles is given to the pledgee. Therefore,
from the main terms of the document which we have
set out above it is clear to us that the document now in
question is not a document of pledge or pawn within the
purview of Article 6 (2) of Schedule I of the Stamp Act,
but it is a mortgage of moveable property without posses
sion as is contemplated in Article 40 (b) of Schedule I
read with section 2 (I7) of the Stamp Act. It is, to all
intents and purposes a deed o~ hypothecation of moveable
property, namely, the stock-in-trade and some other
effects belonging to Ismail Mohamed Lasania in favour
of Grahams Trading Company under which possession of
such property was agreed to be given under certain
circumstances. The question then is what is the proper
stamp duty payable on such a deed?
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However, we i1resomewhet surprisep. that the Fi!liln- ~;2,'
dal Commissioner in his letter _to us has not map.e any

FINANCIAL
reference to paragraph 45 qf tbe StilmP Manual to!:)e COMMIS-

found at page 'I76 of the M.anual. If the learned Finan- (C~::=CE),
~ial Commissioner has been minrlful qf those provisions Bu:,MA

it would have been dear to him that the document now ~~~.
in question is one for which -the duty chargNble imder (BUEMA)

the Stamp Act has been remitted by the President. In -L",,'
-paragraph 45, under the heading" Other Doc~ments" ~A~:::J:r
the exemption reads, .. unattested instrument evidencing -
an agreement relating to the hypothecation of moveable

-property where such hypothecation has been made by
way of security for the repayment _of money advanced
or to be advanced by way of loan or of an existing or
future debt has been remitted". Such being the,position,
the document now in question, though it obviously cQmes
within the purview of a mortgage as prescribed in Article
40 (b), and not a pledge within Article 6 (2), inasmuch,
as no possession of the property sought to be secured has
been created, and also in view of the precise term of
remission made by the Government, we must answer that
it is a deed of hypothecation without delivery of posses-
sion of the property sought to be secured and being one
admittedly unattested, is covered by remission made by
the Government of Burma in the Department of Lands
and Revenue (Income-Tax and Stamps Branch) Notifica-
tion NO.3, dated the I9th February I940 under the head-
ing " Other Documents" vide paragraph 45 of the Stamp
Manual at page I76,

In passing, we may also observe that the present Arti
cle 6 of the Stamp Act is the result of an amendment
made in I904. The original Article before the amend
ment read " Instrument evidencing an agreement to secure
the repayment of a loan made upon the deposit of title
deeds or other valuable security or upon the hypothecation
of moveable property". Much doubt was felt as to the

12
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meaning of .. hypothecation of moveable property .. ' and
by an Indian Act No. 15 of 1904 the words .. pawn or
pledge" for .. hypothecation" were suQstituted. Thus,
all agreemep.ts whereby moveable property was appro
priated by way of security for a debt including hypothe
cation became chargeable as mortgage within the purview
of Article 40 (b), Schedule I of the Stamp Act. This
created hardship in respect of a mortgage of moveable

U CHAN'I'uN property without possession, inasmuch as the mortgagor
AUNG,C.J.

in possession of the goods can defeat the mortgage or
hypothecation by selling the goods in his possession to
bona fide purchasers without notice. Hence, in order
to prevent such confusion remission was notified in India,
and soon after the separation of Burma from India, the
notification of remission also continued in this country

" with the result that in case of hypothecation of moveable
property without delivery of possession, though they
come within the purview of mortgage as described in
Article 40 (b). yet they are not chargeable to duty. if they
are unattested documents.

For the reasons set out above. we must answer the
question referred to us by the Financial Commissioner in
the sense indicated above.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

BeJor!. U Chan Tun Aung, C.:!. and U San Maung,y.

MUSA KAKA (ApPLICANT)

v.

HAJEE ABDUL SWAMAb (RESPONDENT).'

Union judiciary .1a, s. s-Leat't' fO appeal-When l!Tan!ed-Decree oj alji! monee
-Desl,ile 'Variation ill decree of IO;lJ~T Court made by HiCh COIlTI.

Where the decree tInn judgment of the High Court was one of affirmance of
the trial Court's judgmc'lt and deere-e. then leave to appeal to the Supreme
Court can be gr:mted l.nder S. 5 of the Union Judiciary Act only when sub.
stantiD} question of law is involved. .. \

Where d:c decr.~e and judgment of the Hi~h Court wo,; one of variance of
the trial Court's judgment and decree, the applicant i~ entitled to leave under
s. 5 (b) of the Union Judiciary Act.

Whel'c the variation in the decree of thp. Lower Court i.. made by the High
Court, not as a result of adjudic:ltion, but as a result of voluntary relinqui..h~
ment by the respondent.

Held: That the decree of the High Court is, to all intents and purposes.
a decree of affirmance and that unles, it is ..hown that a substantial question of
law is involved, a certificate to appeal to the Suprf>me Court cannot be granted.

Annapurnabai mId another v. Rllpran, 51 I.A. 319 ; Mahant Brahma Nand
v. Shrt"e Sanatall Dharam Sablta, A.LR. (1944) Lah. 329 ; Prandhan Das v.
Pantayet 8aheb Promode Chandra Deb and others, A.I.R. (1946) Pat. 19 ; 1\100/
Chand and Mhrrs v. 8mt. Brijmani De'f)" and (;tllt~rs, A.LR. (1955) All. 680 ;
Uma Churn Spit and another v. KOllai LaI ."lett and others, A.LR. (1921)
Cal. 8r ; Karll1lalaya VcllangupalJi Pandian (a) Karumalaya Pandian v.
Rev. Fathe,. Pignot, A.LR. (1943) Mad. 67, referred to.

Chittam SuMa Rao v. Vela Jl10llkanlli Chelamayyn, (1953) I.L.R. Mad. I.

distingusihed.

Myint Soe for the applicant.

Aung Min (I) for the respondent.

U CHAN TuN AUNG. C.J.-This is an application for
certificate under section 5 of the Union Judiciary Act to
enable the applicant to appeal to the Supreme Court; and

,. Civil Misc. App.lication No. I of 1957· Application under s. 5 of the
Union Ju..jiciary Act for leave to appe:l.l !.o thf" Supreme Court agamst the
judgment and decree of the Hi~h Coun in Civil 1St Appeal No. 10 of 1953
dated the 18th December 1936.
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the question involved is whether in the circumstancesH.C.
1960 and on the facts available, the judgment and decree of

MUSA KAKA the High Court passe'd iii appeal, vide Civil First Appeal
HA)!"'A-DUL No. 10 of 1953 is one affirming those of the Court

SWAMAD. • I . I h D" C f"-'- immediately be ow, name y. t e Istnct ourt 0
UCHA>lTON _
A/iNol 'C.]. Mandalay. The factual background of the case IS as

follows:-
In Civil Regular Regular Sl)it No. 13 of 1951 of the

District Court of 'Mandalay, the respondent Hajee Abdul
Swamad, the sole proprietor of Abdul Swamad and Sons;
No. 83, Merchant Street, Mandalay sued the petitioner
Musa Kaka, a tea-shop keeper for a decree for ejectment
from the premises which was in occupation as a tenant
by the petitioner and for recovery of arrears of rent,
-damages for use and occupation and further damages for
use and occupation from the date of the suit till the final
eviction of the petitioner from the suit premises. On the
29th November 1952, the District Judge, Mandalay passed
a decree against the petitioner, ejecting him (the peti
tioner) from the suit premises and also ordered payment
of (I) K 2,036 as arrears of rent; (2) K 5.440 as damages
for use and occupation, and (3) subject to payment of
necessary court-fees, further damages for use and occupa
tion at the rate of K 340 per mensem from the date of
the suit until final eviction of the petitioner. On appeal
by the petitioner to the High Court in Civil First Appeal
No. IO of 1953. the High Court affirmed the judgment
and decree of the District Court (I) for ejectment; (2)
for payment of K 2,036 as arrears of rent and (3) for
payment of K 5.440 as damages for use and occupation
with costs at usual interest thereon till realization; but
judgment and decree, directing payment of further
damages at the rate of K 340 peer mensem for use and
occupation. which may be described as general damages,
was set aside. Here, we may observe' that this setting
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llside or in other words, variation in the decree and judg
ment of the tower Court's order was made by the High

Mus!>. KAKA.Court not as a result of adjudication by the High Court, v.

but as a result of voluntary relinquishment by the res- HY~~~L
pondent, inasmuch as the learned Counsel, Dr. Ba Han, -
appearing for the respondent conceded that the trial Court ~~~JJ:'
was incompetent to pass a decree in the said sum as and
by way of further damages accruing after the filing of
the suit. We quote, hereunder, the observations of the
learned Judges (U Aung Tha Gyaw and U Aung Khine,
n.) who heard the appeal:

"In the appeals before us it has been rightly conceded
on the respoudent's behalf that the trial Court was incom
petent to pass the decrees for future damages accruing
subsequent to the filing of the present suits and that it is
clearly necessary that the judgments and decrees of the trial
Court must be modified by a refusal of this further relief
claimed for the plaintiff-respondent in his two suits."

The question now before us, as stated above, is
whether the judgment and decree of the High Court was
one of affirmance or of variance of the trial Court's judg,
ment and decree. If the former, then leave to appeal to
the Supreme Court can be granted only when substimtial
question of law is involved. If latter, the applicant wi,ll
be entitled to the leave under section 5 (b) of the Union
Judiciary Act, inasmuch as the subject-matter of the dis
pute in the Court of first instance, i.e., in Mandalay Court,
and still in dispute on appeal was and is not less than
K 10,000. This fact is made plain from the valuation
of K 27,876 fixed by the appellant himself when he pre
ferred the appeal before the High Court.

Much learned arguments have been advanced, by refer
ring to various decisions of different High Courts in India
as to what constitutes variance and what affirmation of the
judgment and decree of the trial Court by the Appellate
Court for purposes of appeal to the higher Court (i.e.)
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H.C. either to the Privy Councilor to the Supr!Cme Court of
'960 India basing upon the construction of either section lIO

MUSA KAKA of the Civil Procedure Code or section r33 of the Con
HAJ~ABDUL stitution of India the provisions of which are quite similar

SWAMAD. to those of section 5 of the Union judiciary Act. But
~~~J.r we fear that the decisions in those cases are based upon

factual matters obtaining in each case, and they are good
authorities for what they have decided. However, it
appears to us that the controversy in some of the Courts
in India as to what constit..ttes affirmation and what
constitutes variation of the judgment and decree of the
original Court stemmed from varying interpretation of
the basic decision made by their Lordships of the Privy
Council in Annapurnabai and another v. Ruprao (r). In
that case the plaintiff claiming to be the adopted son of
one Patel sued for recovery of half of the property left
by Patel against the rival claimants as well as the widow
of the deceased. Both the defendants denied the plain
tiff's claim: and the widow in addition claimed mainten
ance at the rate of Rs. 3,000 per annum. The first Court
decided in favour of the plaintiff in respect of adoption,
and at the same time allowed the widow Rs. 800 per
annum as maintenance. The defendants appealed to the
higher Court (Court of the judicial Commissioner) with
th.e result that the maintenance payable to the widow
was increased from Rs. 800 to Rs. r,200 per annum. But
in other respects, the decree of the Court of Appeal was
affirmed. The defendants sought for leave to appeal to
the Privy Council,. but was disallowed on the ground
that the decree of the first Court having been affirmed
by the judicial Commissioner, there was no substantial
question of law arising in the case. The petitioner then
moved their Lordships of the Privy Council for special
leave to appeal. The other side did not appear and their

(I) 51 LA., P.319.
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Lordships and Lord Dunedin of the Privy Council deliver- ~9f;

ing the jUdgme~t, made a brief order as follows: - MUSA KAKA

.. In the opinion of their Lordships the contention of the HAJEBv"'BOUL

petitioners' counsel as to the effect of s. lIO of the Code SWAMAD.

of Civil Procedure is correct, and the petitioners had a right U CHAN TuN
of appeal. They should have special leave to appeal, but AUNG, C.].
it should be limited to the question as to the maintenance
allowance."

However, it appears the aforesaid observations of their
Lordships of the Privy Council h'lve led different Courts
in India to interpret differently. Some Courts held that
their Lordships by confining the appeal to the question of
maintenance refused to grant leave to appeal in respect
of the question of adoption, which had been affirmed by'
the Judicial Commissioner; while others maintained that
their Lordships had confined the appeal to the question
of maintenance only. The consequent conflicting situa
tion arising from, what may be described as, varying inter
pretations made of the order of their Lordships of the
Privy Council, was quite carefully considered and dis
cussed in the Full Bench Case of Lahore High Court,
namely, Mahant Brahma Nand v. Shree Sanatan Dharam
Sabha (I), and Din Mohammad, J., rendering the leading
judgment made an exhaustive review of the various deci
sions, expressing the conflicting views on this question,
and the learned Judge, with due respect, seemed almost
frustrated, in an attempt to evolve a definite principle
basing on those decisions, for he observed:

.. The question as to what their Lordships of the Privy
Council really intended to lay down in 51 Indian Appeals,
3'9 (Annapurhabai and another v. Ruprao), is not easy to
answer. It is possible that Sir George Lowndes, who
appeared for the applicants before their Lordships of the
Privy Council dropped his appeal relating to the affirmed

(,) A,I.R. ('944) Lah. p. 329.
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portion of the decree realising the untenability of his posi
tion and thus secured a judgment in his favour by pressing
only that part of his appeal which could have been properly
disputed there • • • •
• • • • On the other
hand, it may as well be that their Lordships granted the
special leave to appeal in that case simply because they
were satisfied that any interference with the decree of the
court below on the part of the High Court would amount
to such variation as would entitle the party aggrieved by
the affirmed portion of the jUdgment to prefer an appeal
to His Majesty in Council without showing any question
of law at all."

Be that as it may, the present application before us is
clearly distinguishable on facts, from all the cases where..
it was held that there had been variation and that as
such, the applicant entitling to leave under the relevant
provisions of law quite similar to those in section 5 (b)
of the Union Judiciary Act.

Reliance was made by the petitioner's counsel on
Chittam Subba Rao v. Vela Mankanni Chelamayya (I)
and it was contended that the setting aside by the High
Court the respondent's claim for further damages which
was granted by the trial Court, should be treated as a
variation of the judgment and decree of the original
Court. In looking through the facts of the case and the
principles enunciated therein, we find that the facts are
entirely different from those of the present case, although
much helpful light is shed on the question of interpreta
tion of section !IO of the Code of Civil Procedure and
Article 133 of the Constitution of India. What that deci
sion lays down is this. An applicant is entitled as of
right to leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of India,
if the decree of the Court of first instance is modified
substantially by the decree of the High Court, where
the matter in respect of which it has been modified

(I) (1953) I.L.R. Mad. p. I.
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is a matter in, dispute before the Supreme Court, irre- ~6~'
spective of the fact whether the modification is in favour MUSA KA""

of the applicant or not. But, if the modification is in HAJE:ABDUI..

respect of the matter not comprised in a subject-matter SWAMW.

still in dispute on appeal to the Supreme Court, the appli- U CHAN TuN
• • . .. AUNG, C.].

cant is not entitleCl to leave as of nght. Thus, thIs deCI-
sion does not really help the petitioner; and in fact, the
facts and circumstances available are clearly distinguish-
able from those in the present case. As has been observed
above, it was the respondent's voluntary relinquishment,
the variation or modification of the decree of the trial
Court had been effected in the High Court. The applicant
has, as is clearly discernable from the grounds of appeal
seeking for further appeal to the Supreme Court, not at
all made a grievance of the modification or variation; and
the modification being in respect of the matter not com-
prised in the subject-matter still in disputes, we fear that
on this very authority the applicant is not entitled as of
right to the leave under section 5 (b) of this Union
Judiciary Act.

There are however, some relevant authorities not
cited before us which we consider to be quite helpful for
the proper decision of the present application. Mahant
Brahma Nand v. Shree Sanatan Dharam Sabha (I) is much
to the point, the factual matters therein being quite
similar to those in the present application. We do not
propose to set out the facts in extenso; suffice it to say
that as a result of the abandonment by the respondent in
a suit brought by the plaintiff under section 92 of the
Civil Procdure Code, the decree of the lower Court was
varied by the High Court ta the extent of abandonment,
whereas substantially, the plaintiff's suit for removal of

(I) A.I.R. (1944) I.ah. p. 329.
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the defendant from the trusteeship of the l?roperty descri
bed in the plaint and appointing new trustees for manage
ment was affirmed. The question that fell for determina
tion was whether the decree of the High Court was one
of affirmation or variation of the trial Court. It was
held that, inasmuch as the respondent had, of their own
accord withdrawn their relief in respect of the accounts,
the variation that followed in the decree of the High
Court was, not as a result of adjudication by the High
Court, but of the parties' own action. The decree of the
High Court was therefore, to all intents and purposes the
decree of affirmance within the meaning of section II 0 of
the Civil Procedure Code which is in identical terms to

"those of section 5 of the Union Judiciary Act.
Prandhan Das v. Pantayet Saheb Promode Chandra

Deb and others (I} is another helpful authority. It was
held therein that where a decree of the High Court is
one of affirmation, except as regards a variation made in
the lower Court's decree with the consent of persons
trying to appeal to the Privy Council, the person trying
to appeal to the Privy Council must show that some sub
stantial question of law was involved. However, Din
Mohammad, J.'s following observations in the Full Bench
Case of Mahant Brahma Nand v. Shree Sanatan Dharam
Sabha (2) may usefully be quoted in support of our
conclusion:

"Here, as already explained, the respondents had of their
own accord withdrawn their relief in respect of accounts
and consequently any variation that followed in the decree
of this Court was not the result of an adjudication by
this Court but of the parties' own action. It was as if that
part of the case had been entirely removed from the adju
dication of this Court and consequently it ceased to have
any concern with it whatever. The applicant urges that
what is to be looked at is only the final result and not the
means by which it has been achieved. I however do not

(r\ A.I.R. (r946) Pat. p. r9. (2) A.I.R. (r944) Lah. p. 329.
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agree. So far, as this Court had occasion to deal with the
matter in controversy before it, the decree of the Court
below had been affirmed and any variation that was intro- MUSA KAKA

duced in it was merely because the parties had themselves HAJE:.iuJDuL
so willed. The decree of this Court was therefore to all SWAMAD.

intents and purposes a decree of affirmance within the mean- U CHAN TuN
ing of s. IIO, Civil P.C...n AUNG, c.J.

We are in full accord with the reasonings advanced
by the learned Judge in arriving at the conclusion as to
when and in what circumstances should we treat the
judgment and decree of the Court of appeal as one of
affirmation when and in what as variation of those of
original Court.

Again, Agarwala and Mulla J1., considering the
similar issue with reference to an appeal to the Supreme
Court, as provided in Article 133 of the Indian Constitu
tion, in Mool Chand and others v. Smt. Brijmani Devi
1nd others (I) held that in order to constitute variance
within the meaning of relevant section for purposes of
leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of India, the vari
ance of the decree must be one where variation is the
substantive relief in respect of the whole part of the
party's claim. Uma Churn Sett and another v. Kanai
Lal Sett and others (2) is yet another apposite case and
we are also in entire agreement with the reasonings and
the conclusions as to what constitutes affirmation of the
original Court's decree. In that case, there had been
variation in the decree of the lower Court with the con
sent of persons seeking to appeal to the Privy Council.
It was held that the decree of the High Court was one
of affirmance of that of the trial Court, inasmuch as
variation made of the lower Court's decree was with
the consent of the person trying to appeal, and that unless
substantial question of law was involved, he had no right
of appeal. In other words, where the decree of the High

(1) A.I.R. (19$5) AlI. 680. (2) A.I.R. (1921) Cal. 81.
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Court is one of affirmation, except as regards variation,
made in the lower Court's decree with the consent of

MUSA KAKA
v. person seeking to appeal, then unless a substantial ques-

BArBE-ABDUL· fl" I d hSWAMAD. non 0 aw IS mvo ve , suc person cannot be granted
U CHAN TuN leave to appeal. See also Karunalaya ValanBupalli Pandian

AUNG. C.J. (a) Karumalaya Pandian v. Rev. Father Pignot (I). Having
regard to these decisions, we are of the view that in the
application before us. inasmuch as the variation in the
decree of the lower Court is made by the High Court,
not as a result of adjudication. but as a result of volun
tary relinquishment by the respondent. we must hold
that the decree of the High Court is. to all intents and
purposes. a decree of affirmance. Therefore, unless it is
shown by the petitioner that substantial question of law
is involved for issue of a certificate to appeal to the
Supreme Court. we are not in a position to grant him the
same. In that regard, the applicant's counsel submitted
that he solely relied upon the provisions of Urban Rent
Control Act in challenging the correctness of decisions of
both the original Court and of the High Court. But it has
already been held in U Ohn Maung v. Daw Kyi Kyi (2),
that Urban Rent Control Act, 1948 having expired.
the parties cannot agitate the correctness or otherwise
of the decision based upon an expired Act; and that
they are relegated to the other existing laws for the time
being in force. The applicant's counsel very properly
concedes that he accepts that view of law as correct. and
that he cannot raise any question of law basing upon the
Urban Rent Control Act.

In the result. we are not disposed to grant the certifi
cate applied for and this application is dismissed with
costs; Advocate's fee three gold mohurs.

(1) A.I.R. (1943) Mao. p. 67.
(2) Special Civil Appeal No. 19 of 1958 of the High Court, Rangoon~
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H.C.
'1960 APPELLATE 'CRIMINAL.

Be/ore U San Maung, J.

HUSSAIN BUX KHAN (APPLICANT)
v.

THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).'

Cr£millal Procedure Code, ss. 496, 497-Bail-Grant oj-Principle.

The principle to be deduced from 55. 496 and 497 of the Criminal Procedure
Code is that the grant of bail is the rule and refusal is an exception and as an
accused person is presumed under the law to be innocent until his guilt is
proved, he should be released on bail during the pendency of the case against
him unless he is likely to influence or intimidate the witnesses for the prosecu..
tion or is likely to abscond if bail is granted to him.

Emperor v. H. L. Hutchinson, 1931 A. 1. R. All. 356, referred t(l,~ "

Nyunt Maung for the applicant.

Tin Maung (Government Advocate) for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, ].-This is an application by Hussain
Bux Khan, the first accused in Criminal Regular Trial No.
II of 1960 of the Court of the 2nd Special Judge (SlAB
BSlA), Rangoon, under the provisions of section 498 of
the Criminal Procedure Code for the grant of bail during
the pendency of the trial against him. It would appear
thati the applicant Hussain Bux Khan was accused of
having instigated the 2nd accused Alexander to execute
a sale deed of a piece of land originally owned by one 1.
Xavier (now deceased) by falsely representing that he was
the son and heir of 1. Xavier. Thereafter, armed with
that document of sale the applicant Hussain Bux Khan
had sold the same piece of land to one, U Ba Sein. for
a sum of K 2,500. Accordingly the prosecution alleged
that Hussain Bux Khan had committed not only an offence

* Criminal !vlisc. Application No. 10 of 1960. Review of the order of the
2nd Special Judge (SIAB-BSIA) of Rangoon, dated the 4th April 1960, in
Criminal Regular Trial No. I I of I96c.
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1960punishable under section 420 of the Penal Code for cheat

ing U Ba Sein but also an offence punishable under section
• HUSSAIN

467 read with section 109 of the Penal Code for having Bux KHAN

instigated Alexander to execute a forged document of THE vUNlON

title. OF BURMA.

When the application for bail was made to the learned U SAN
!VlAUNGJ J.

2nd Special Judge, it was refused mainly on the ground
that an offence under section 467 of the Penal Code was
punishable with transportation for life.

I have myself perused the police papers and it would
appear that what the prosecution would seek to prove
is that the land in question belonged to 1. Xavier and that

.;qp his death it devolved upon his only daughter in whose
name it was continued to be assessed until the year 1957.
The prosecution would also seek to prove that Alexander,
is not a son of I. Xavier as he had represented himself
to be, and that Alexander by falsely representing himself
as Xavier's son and heir had firstly caused the land to be
mutated to his name in the Revenue Registers and subse
quently, executed a sale deed in favour of Hussain Bux
Khan. Regarding the applicant Hussain Bux Khan, the
prosecution would seek to prove that the actions of
Alexander were under his instigation and that the ,false
document was executed in his favour to enable him. to
sell the lanq to whoever wishes to purchase the..;sal1le
from him.

The case against the applicant Hussain Bux Khan,
however, appears to rest mainly upon the testimony of
his accomplices and the question therefore is how far
their testimony will be corroborated by evidence from
independent sources. Moreover, even assuming that the
document in question was executed at the instigation of
the applicant, the case against him would fall under
section 468 of the Penal Code read with section 109, and
an offence under this section is punishable with imprison
ment for seven years only.

13
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Now, as observed by a Bench of the Allahabad High
Court in Emperor v. H. L. Hutchinson (r), the principle
to be deduced from sections 496 and 497 lJf the Criminal
Procedure Code is that grant of bail is the rule and refusal
is an exception and as an accused person is presumed
under the law to be innocent until his guilt is proved, he
should be released on bail during the pendency of the
case against him unless he is likely to influence or intimi
date the witnesses for the prosecution or is likely to
abscond if bail is granted to him. It has not been alleged
that the applicant is likely to abscond and it has also not
been shown to the satisfaction of this Court that he is
likely to tamper with the witnesses for the prosecution.

The applicant, therefore. is directed to be enlarged
on bail if he can furnish security to the extent of K 5,000

• with two sureties in the like amount.
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CRIMINAL REVISION.

Before U Po On,J.

KASSIM ALI (ApPLICANT)
v.

THE UNION OF BURMA (ASHOP ALI) (RESPONDENT).'

Penal Code, s. 497-Adultery-lngredient of offence of-Marriage-Stn"ct
proof necessary-No presumption of valid marriage to be drawn from long
coverture.

Where in a prosecution by the respondent, a I\1uslim, for the offence of
adultery alleged to have been committed by the applicant with his wife, daughter
of Burmese Buddhist parents, with whom the respondent claims to have
lived as husband and \vife for I4 years, there is no evidence that the wife is a
Muslim.

Held: That when marriage is an ingredient of an offence, as in adultery,
the fact of the marriage must be strictly proved in a regular way and that ir.
the absence of any evidence that the woman ,vas a Muslim, no presumption
that a valid marriage existed between them can be drawn from the fact of
their long coverture as man and wife.

Nyunt Maung for the applicant.

Than Tin for the respondent.

U Po ON, J.-This application in revISIon is made by
Kassim Ali to quash the charge under section 497, Penal
Code, framed against him by the 3rd Additional Magistrate,
Rangoon, on the complaint of Ashop Ali.

It musf be borne in mind that when marriage is an
ingredient of an offence, as in adultery, the fact of the
marriage must be strictly proved in the regular way.

Now, Ashop Ali «PW r) is a Pakistani Muslim but Ma
Than Yi is a daughter of Burmese-Buddhist parents. It
is obvious that a legal marriage cannot be contracted
between them unless Ma Than Yi professed Mohamedan
ism and the marriage ceremony was performed according

"" Criminal Revision No. 7IB of 1960. Application to quash the charge
under s. 497, Penal Code, framed by the 3rd Additional IVlagistrate, Rangoon
in Criminal Regular Trial No. 1787 of 1959, on the lIth February 1960.

H.C.
1960

June 9-
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to the Mohamedan rites. There is no evidence that Ma
Than Yi embraced the Mohamedan faith before she married

KASS~M ALI Ashop Ali. It is true that Uru Meah (PW 4) and Musa Ali
'To~ B~:~~N (PW 5) say that Ashop Ali was formally married to Ma
(ASHOP ALI) Than Yi by a Moulvi according to Mohamedan rites.
u P;;QN, J. Ashop Ali (PW r) himself did not say when Ma 111an Yi

embraced Mohamedan faith and that their marriage cere
mony was performed by a Moulvi. The record is further
clear that both Uru Meah (PW 4) and Musa Ali (PW 5)
are unworthy of credit, as they did not know the Moulvi
who performed the marriage ceremony, though they
could remember the exact year in which Ashop married
Ma Than Yi. In any event, the bare statement of these
two witnesses is not sufficient to hold that a valid marriage
existed between Ashop Ali and Ma Than Yi.
. However, there is one more point for consideration.
It may be true that Ashop Ali and Ma Than Yi have been
living as husband and wife for the last r4 years or so.
But a presumption that a valid marriage existed between
them cannot be drawn, as there is no evidence that Ma
Than Yi is a Muslim.

In the circumstances, the charge under section 497,
Penal Code, cannot stand and consequently, I quash the
proceedings against Kassim Ali in Criminal Regular Trial
No. 1787 of 1959 of the 3rd Additional Magistrate,
Rangoon.
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APPELLATE CIVIL

Before U Chan Tun Aung, C.J. and U San l\fallng, J.

MARTIN TRADING Co. (ApPELLANTS)

v.

U YIN KYI & Co. "(RESPONDENTS).'

Contract Act, $. z30-Liability of agent of principal resident abroad. Relief
on ground not disclosed in plaillt-Grant oj-Wrong.

The appellants acting as brokers indented for 3 tons of dried prunes from
a merchant in Cyprus for the respondents and under the contract entered
into between the appellants and the respondents the former were not to be
held responsible for any claims in respect of goods that have become unsaleable
or partly unsaleable as the result of deterioration, rough handling or in any
other respect, and the contract was to be treated as completed and all obligation::l
fully discharged by the appellants when the goods had been indented. 'Vhen
the goods arrived the respondents found them to be dried plums instead of
prunes.

In the suit brought by the respondents against the appellants for recovery
of K 11,758'85 as damages for breach of contract the trial Court came to the
conclusion that the despatch of dried plums instead of dried prunes was due
to mistake; and holding the appellants personally liable under the contract.
by having regard to ss. 230 and 233 of the Contract Act awarded the respondents
K 2,000 as compensation by way of restitution on the basis of s. 65 of the Contract
Act.

Held: That s. 230 of the Contract Act provides that only when there is
no term excluding the pcrnonal liability of the agent for that of his principal
abroad, can the agent be made personally answerable for any tenns unde.
the contract and be bound by them and that the terms of the suit contract
excluded appellants' liability.

Held also: That as the suit was one for damogcs for brC3.ch of contract
and not for restitution and or for compensation on ground of voidness of
contract as em'isaged in s. 65 of the Contract Act, the award of compensation
by way of .estitution on the basis of s. 65 of the Contract Act, i.e., for payment
of compensation on the ground of voidness of agreement between the parties
was wrong; because, where a plaintiff has asked for a particular kind of relief
on specified grounds, he cannot be given relief sougbt for on a different ground
which is not at all disdo:ied in his plaint, without amendment of the plaint.

RatatllalHiralal v. C. R. Gupta, A.I.R. (1951) Nag. 431 ; 11ldu Bala Debya
v. 1.l1onimala Devi and others, A.I.R. (1955) Patna. 505; Chatterput Singh v.
lVIaharaj Balzadur, 32 Cal. 198; A.R.P.R.Il1. J1eyappa Chettyar v.

• Civil 1st Appeal No. 101 of 1936 against the decree in Civil Regular Suit
No. 52 of 1952 of this Court (Original Side), dated the 15th November 1956.

H.C.
1960

June :zoo
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L. V. Venkalachellam Clzettyar, A.I.R. (1935) Ran. 34; HiJjee Deraj (5 Co. v.
J.l1aullg Nytm Shein, I.L.R. 2 Ran. 414. referred to.

A.S.P.S.K.R. Karuppml Cheltyar and one v. A. Chohlwlillgam Cheltyar,
B.L.R. ('949) (S.C.) 46, followed.

Saw Taik Leong for the appellants.

None for the respondents.

U CHAN TUN AUNG, C.] .-This appeal is from the judg
ment and decree of the Original Side of this Court, passed
against the appellants for payment of a sum of K 2,000
with proportionate costs thereon. The respondents U Yin
Kyi & Company are not represented before us and the
appeal was heard ex-parte. The respondents filed a suit
f'or recovery of K rr,758.85 against the present appellants
Messrs. Martin Trading Company, and Messrs. Spyros
Anastasiou, Nos. 12/14, Victoria Street, Limassol,
Cyprus, as damages for breach of contract in respect of
the supply of 3 tons of dried prunes bought from Spyros
Anastasiou of Cyprus through the agency of the appel
lants. Their case was that on the 16th November, 1951,
they placed an order with the said Spyros Anastasiou of
Cyprus for the supply of 3 tons of dry prunes at £175 per
ton on terms and conditions as laid down in Indent form
Exhibit (I) furnished by the appellants. We may here
note that the Indent under which the respondents agreed
to buy the prunes through the appellants formed the very
basis of the contract between the present parties, and
condition 2 thereof reads: -" It is distinctly understood
that Martin Trading Co., being the Brokers and not the
Manufacturers and/or shippers are not in any way them
selves responsible for claims in respect of goods that
become unsaleable or partly unsaleable as the result of
deterioration, rough handling or in any other respect.
The contract is completed and all obligation fully dis
charged by ]V!artin Trading Co., when the goods have been
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indented." On the basis of this indent, the appellants
made arrangements for the supply of prunes indented for,
and ultimately 240 cases arrived by S.S. " Salween". On
taking delivery of them the respondents found that the
'contents were dried plums instead of prunes. The res
pondents then SQught to make the appellants liable for
the mistake, alJd served them with notice demanding for
the return of the money paid by them. The appellants
denied their liability and stated that the respondents'
indent for dried prunes was forwarded to Spyros Anasta
siou of Cyprus, their principal, and they did not under
stand how the latter, instead of sending prunes, had sent
plums. In particular, the appellants denied their liability
under the contract by invoking condition No. 2 of the'
indent form which formed the basis of the contract
between them and the respondents. At the trial, the
claim as against Spyros Anastasiou was withdrawn and
the suit proceeded as against the appellant-company only.
The appellants further contended that they were merely
acting as commission agents of the respondents and Wl're
not liable to be sued for damages. They denied negligence
or fraud on their part in bringing about the transaction
in suit. The suit went on trial on three issues, namely:

(I) What were the terms and conditions of the
contract between the parties ?

(2) Is the 1st defendant a party to the contract and
if so, liable thereon ?

(3) What damages or other relief, if any, are the
plaintiffs entitled to ?

The learned trial Judge found, so far as the I st issue
was concerned, that the parties were not in dispute as
regards the terms and conditions of the contract and that
if the dried plums instead of dried prunes were sent from
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Cyprus, it was mistake occasioned owing to the misread
ing of the cal:>legrams and letters that passed between the
appellants and Spyros Anastasiou of Cyprus, when the
appellants received the respondents' enquiry for dried
prunes, they addressed a letter to the Spyros Company
stating what the respondents' requirement was, and in
reply thereto, the supplier wrote back vide (Exhibit E,
dated the 5th November, 1951). as follows:

" Re Dried Prunes: In Cyprus we have only limited quanti

ties of dried plums and at the moment we hold 3 tons,

@ £ 150 per ton CfFC, packed in 12l1, kilo wooden boxes
nett."

On this reply which speaks about the availability of dried
'plums, the appellants and also the respondents, probably
through mistake taking it as offer of dried prunes an
indent was accordingly placed. Notwithstanding the
appellants' denial of liability in view of condition two
set out in the indent form, the trial Judge found that the
appellant-company were personally liable under the
contract by having regard to sections 230 and 233 of the
Contract Act. Section 230 reads:

"In the absenct of any contract to that effect, an agent
cannot personally enforce contracts entered into by him on
behalf of his principal, nor is he personally bound by them.

Such a contract shall be presumed to exist in the following
cases:

(r) where the contract is made by an agent for the sale or
purchase of goods for a merchant resident abroad:

(2) where the agent does not disclose the name of his
principal;

(3) where the principal, though disclosed, cannot be sued."

Section 233 further provides that in cases where the agent
is personally liable, a person dealing with him may hold
either him or his principal or both of them liable. As
regards condition (2) of the indent form the learned trial
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Judge held that the appellants were not exempted from
liability which ,. they sought to avoid as "the condition
contained no clear undertaking to that effect." Hence,
his finding that the appellant-company were liable
personally for the loss alleged to have been sustained by
the respondents. In assessing the loss sustained by the
respondents the learned trial Judge arrived at a round sum
of K 2,000 taking into consideration (r) the overprice
paid by the respondents; (ii) the 5 per cent com
mission received by the appellants on the landed
cost of the plums the cost being fixed as prunes
and not plums ; and (iii) the price fetched by the respon
dents in the sale of plums. The learned trial Judge also
found that the appellants had benefited to the extent of
roughly £ror 5 shillings in the transaction.

Now, in appeal before us, the learned counsel for the
appellants has challenged the correctness of the learned
trial Judge's judgment mainly on two grounds, which in
our opinion are most cogent. It is urged that the appel
lants were not liable to be sued as they have expressly
excluded their liability by condition 2 on the reverse
of the indent form, which forms the basis of the contract
between them and the respondents. Next, it is contended
that the trial Judge was wrong in holding that the contract
was void on grounds of mistake, and in resorting to
restitution provided in section 65 of the Contract Act, in
asmuch as the respondents' suit was not at all on that
basis; nor was it ever set out in their plaint, much less
going to trial on an issue framed in that regard. Regard
ing the first contention, we are convinced from the plain
reading of condition 2, the terms of which we have
already set out above, that it undoubtedly excludes appel
lants' liability. Even if section 233 of the Contract Act
imposes personal liability upon the appellants, yet section
230 excludes them, in the absence of any contract to that
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effect. In other words, this section provides that only
when there is no term excluding the pers0nal liability of
the agent for that of his principal abroad, can the agent be
made personally answerable for any terms under the con
tract and be bound by them. There is, in the instant
case, condition 2 which clearly sets out that in their
dealing with the respondents, the appellants are merely
brokers and not manufacturers or shippers and as such,
they are not in any way responsible for claims in respect
of the goods that become unsaleable or partly unsaleable
as a result of deterioration or rough handling or in any
other respect. It further stipulates that the contract is
to be treated as completed and all obligations fully dis
charged by the appellants "when the goods have been

"indented ". This clause, to our mind, completely answers
the respondents' claim as against the appellants. Even if
appellants are the agents for their foreign principal,
namely, Spyros Anastasiou of Cyprus, yet they cannot in
any way be held responsible for any mistake which might
have occurred in the transaction in question on the part
of their principal, or shippers or even on their part. The
respondents were fully aware of these conditions when
they made the indent, and it must be held that they are
bound by them.

Coming to the second ground urged, we quite agree
that as a rule, relief not founded on the pleadings should
not be granted. [See Ratanlal Hiralal v. C. R. Gupta (r),
Indu Eala Debya v. Monimala Devi and others (2).] The
learned trial Judge, with due respect, was wrong in award
ing in his judgment compensation by way of restitution
on the basis of section 65 of the Contract Act, i.e., for
payment of compensation on the ground of voidness of
agreement between the parties. \iVith due respect, it is
abundantly clear from the plaint filed by the respondents

(I) .-\.I.R. (1951) Nag. p. 431. (2) A.I.R. (1955) Pat., p. 505·
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tat their case was one for damages for breach of contract
ld not for restitution and/or for compensation on
'ounds of voidness of contract as envisaged in section 65
[ the Contract Act. In annexure (A) to their plaint, they
.ate how they arrive at the figure of K II,75S and odd
vas as damages they sustain owing to breach of contract.

is also plain that the relief they sought for in their
rit was never for refund or repayment of the money
rey had wrongly paid under mistake, much less a suit
mnding in damages for fraud or negligence on the part
, the appellants. As was observed by Dunkley, j., after
~ferring to the case of Chatterput Singh v. Maharaj Baha
~r (r), in A.R.P.R.M. Meyappa Chettyar v. L. V. Venka/a
'lellam Chettyar (2), "it is wrong for a judge in passing
decree which was entirely different to the prayer in

le plaint and which could be made only in a suit pro
erIy constituted for that purpose." There is thus great
eal of force in the contention raised by the learned
:ounsel for the appellants and in our view, the learned
:ial judge was not justified in entering a decree for pay
rent of K 2,000 as aforesaid in favour of the respondents.
1 Hirjee Deraj & Co. v. Maung Nyun Shein (3), it was
.eld by Lentaigne and Carr, 11., that where the suit was
ramed for enforcement of the contract and for damages
Jr breach, a decree for repayment of the money paid
ould not be passed, unless the plaint was amended. The
espondents (plaintiffs) were obviously seeking for
amages as against the appellants (defendants) on the
asis of breach of contract, and not for restitution and or
ompensation on a void contract under section 65 of the
:ontract Act, and the appellants (defendants) resisted the
espondents' claim py invoking condition 2 of the indent.
Ve are of the view that failing amendment of the plaint

(x) 32, Cal. p. x98. (2) A.I.R. (X935) Ran. p. 34 at 35.

(3) I.L.R. ('924) 2 Ran., p. 4'4.
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on the part of the plaintiffs, it will not be justified for the
Court to make out a case quite different from the one set
out by the plaintiffs in their pleadings. [See AS.PSK.R.
Karuppan Chettyar and one v. A. Chokkalingam Chettyar
(I).] In other words, where the plaintiff asks for a particu
lar kind of relief on specified grounds. he cannot be given
the relief sought for on a different ground which is not
at all disclosed in his plaint. Such being our view, we
feel that the trial Court is not justified in entering a
judgment and decree in favour of the respondents. We
must allow this appeal, and the judgment and decree of
the trial Court are hereby set aside with costs (on uncon
tested scale).

U SAN MAUNG, J.-I agree.

(I) B.L.R. (1949) (S.C.) p. 46.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.

Before U San Maung and U Aung Khine, JJ.
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MAUNG NGWE THA
THE UNION OF BURMA

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA
MAUNG NGWE THA

} (ApPELLANT)

} (RESPONDENT).'

H,C.
1960

May 6.

Penal Code, s. 30z-Benefit oj doubt regarding intention-When given.

Where appellant Maung Ng'ovc Tha was convicted for the offence of
.urder for causing the death of the deceased who died six months after the
:ceipt of the injury as a result of spinal injury inflicted by the appellant by
.eans of a dah and the medical opinions regarding the nature of the injury
ere divergent.

Held: That the appellant is entitled to the benefit of the doubt that is
, be given as regards the nature of the intention with which he struck the
~ceased and that the intention of the appellant in this case falls short of the
tention to cause an injury which would be sufficient in the ordinary :coursc
f nature to cause death.

'un Lwin (3) for the appellant.

'angooly (Government Advocate) for the respondent.

U AUNG KHINE, J.-This is an appeal by Maung Ngwe
ha who was sentenced to death under section 302 of the
enal Code for causing the death of the deceased Maung
Ihn Maung and also sentenced to suffer four years'
igorous imprisonment under section 326 of the Penal
:ode for causing grievous hurt to U San Dun in Criminal
.egular Trial No.1 of 1959 in the Court of the 3rd Special
ldge, Magwe.

Briefly stated, the facts of the case are as follows:
he appellant Maung Ngwe Tha at the time of the

",Criminal Appeal No. 198 of 1960
C ' , 1R f N f 6 from the order of the 3rd SpecialJudgerlmma e erence 0.290 19 0 '

[agwe, dated the 12th IVlarch 1960, in Criminal Regular Trial NO.1 of 1959.
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H·f occurrence of this case was a police constable in Lethmat-
19~ kone Police Station, Yenangyaung. His wife is Ma Than,

NGr:U"~HA the daughter of U San Dun and the sis'lOr of the deceased
Maung Ohn Maung. On the day of occurrence 2sth Sep·
tember 1958, Maung Ngwe Tha was on duty at the police
station. At about 8-30 p.m. his wife Ma Than brought
to him his dinner in a tiffin-carrier. After dinner, Ma Than

MAUNG was told by the appellant to bring some hot water. M,
NCWE THA

Than went to the house of U San Dun to get the same.
U AUNG
KHINE, J. Apparently Ma Than was taking quite a bit of time tc

send the hot water to the appellant. The appellant there·
fore called out from the police station to his wife saying
that he would soon be going on duty and that she should
send the hot water immediately to him. Ma Than sent
her nephew Maung Ni with the hot water to the
appellant. The appellant was apparently put out as M,
Than herself did not bring the hot water to him. From
the police station the appellant shouted out to his wife say·
ing she was a useless woman. From her father's hOUSE
which is close by Ma Than retorted saying that she die
not wish to have the appellant as her husband any more
This was followed by an exchange of abuses in whict
the deceased Ohn Maung took part.

The appellant Ngwe Tha apparently in· anger camE
out from the police station and went to the house oj
U San Dun. There he met the deceased Ohn Maung anc
there is positive evidence to show that he struck Ohr
Maung with a dah. Ohn Maung received an injury on thE
spine and he fell down to the ground. This was seen b}
Maung Ni who raised an alarm calling out that the appel
lant had struck Ohn Maung with a dah. Hearing this
U San Dun, father of Ohn Maung, came out of the hous,
and shortly afterwards the appellant caught hold of hi
left hand and struck U San Dun with his dah five times ir
all. U San Dun fell down and the appellant went away
He was seen shortly afterwards outside the police station b)
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:he Police Station Officer U Kyee who had received infor- ~;;f,;
nation that he had inflicted serious injuries on the MAUNG

ieceased Ohn Maung and U San Dun with a dah. NGWE THA.

The aooellant himself did not deny causing the injury THE UNION
.L. .L. OF BURi\IA

In the deceased Ohn Maung, but stated that he went to v.

2all his wife from the house of his father-in-law U San T~:B;;;:~:~N:

Dun. When he reached outside the house of U San Dun, M
AUNG

he found the deceased Ohn Maung and his wife Ma Than NGWE THA

"ach trying to get hold of a bamboo stick. Eventually, U AUNG

the deceased managed to get hold of the stick and with KHINE, J.
the same he was struck twice on his head. He fell down
and picked up something from the ground and with the
same he made a backward stroke. Ohn Maung shouted
out to his father and U San Dun came out holding the
exhibit dah and struck him twice, once on the left cheek
under the eye and another on the left wrist. He managed
to wrest the dah from the hands of U San Dun and with
the same he ran towards the police station. He cannot
assign any reason as to how U San Dun received his
injuries.

The lower Court accepted the evidence of Maung Ni
and other evidence which lend support to the prosecution
case that the appellant alone was responsible for the
injuries received .by the deceased Maung Ohn Maung and
his father U San Dun.

In this appeal, realising the strong evidence that has
been tendered against the appellant, the learned Advocate
appearing for him conceded that the death of Maung Ohn
Maung was caused by the injury inflicted by his client,
but the conviction entered against him under section 302
of the Penal Code was wrong and that the appellant should
have been convicted only under section 304 of the Penal
Code. The learned Advocate for the appellant also con
cedes that the conviction of his client under section 326
for causing the injuries on U San Dun was correct. It
was submitted that Dr. Mya Thoung who actually attended
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on the deceased said that the injury received by the deceas
ed was neither necessarily fatal nor sufficient to cause death
and that he even ventured to say that the'injury by itself
was not likely to cause death. The medical evidence
shows that the deceased Ohn Maung received an incised
penetrating wound measuring I" X 14" in the direction
of downward forward and medially on the back of left
side of the chest 5" lateral to the 6th thoracic spine.
penetrating the spinal column, causing paralysis of lower
limbs and retention of urine and motion. It is clear that
the spinal cord was injured with the result that normal
urination and bowel movement were stopped and to in
duce urination a catheter had to be used. The frequent
use of catheter in turn brought about cystitis. The de
ceased was admitted to the hospital on 25th September
1958. Twenty days later he was discharged as relieved.
He was re-admitted into the hospital for the same injury
on 17th December 1958. He was removed from the
hospital on 6th April 1959 and he died on 12th April 1959,
that is a little over six months after the receipt of the
injury. When he was removed from the hospital on
6th April 1959, his injury was still not yet cured. Probably
his relatives realised that his case was hopeless and his
death was imminent and therefore had him removed from
the hospital. Dr. Mya Thoung consulted his Civil Surgeon
and after discussion, they came to the conclusion that the
patient had died of intercurrent infection which was
aggravated by the injury. Dr. Mya Thoung had earlier
stated that at the time of the first discharge from the
hospital, there was already present in the patient's system
intercurrent infection such as cystitis. Dr. Sarkar who
was the Civil Surgeon was also examined as a witness and
he stated that the injury received by the deceased was
fatal in the ordinary course of nature. Probably. he meant
that the injury was sufficient in the ordinary course of
nature to cause death. This can be inferred from his
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further opinion given that even if the best of treatment
was available the patient's life could be only prolonged
f b f TI . I' d' MAUNGor anum er 0 years. lere certam y IS a lvergence NGWE TIlA

of opinion regarding the nature of the injury received. THE UNION

Dr. Mya Thoung was of the opinion that the injury OF B~",1A

was only a grievous one and not even an injury which is THE UNION
• OF BUfu'\1:A

lIkely to cause death, whereas Dr. Sarkar was of the _
opinion that the death in this case ensued from the injury NG~;Ur:;:HA.
received and that injury was a fatal injury.

U AUNG
Bearing in mind that the deceased died only after a KHlNE, J.

lapse of over six months after the receipt of the injury
and also the fact that there has been divergent opinion
regarding the nature of the injury received, we are of the
opinion that the appellant is entitled to the benefit of the '"
doubt that is to be given in this case as regards the nature
of the intention with which he struck the deceased. We
therefore hold that the intention of the appellant in this
case falls short of the intention to cause an injury which
would be sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to
cause death. There is no doubt that bodily injury was
intended and the intention in the light of what has been
considered cannot be attributed to an intention more than
likely to cause the death of the deceased.

For the reasons stated above, the appeal against the
appellant Ngwe Tha's conviction under section 326 of the
Penal Code and the sentence of four years' rigorous impri
sonment is dismissed. The appellant's conviction under
section 302 of the Penal Code and the sentence of death
are set aside and in lieu thereof we would enter the con
viction under section 304 Part 1 of the Penal Code and
direct that he do suffer transpor.tation for life. The
sentences are to run concurrently.

U SAN MAUNG, ].-1 agree.

14
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CiVIL REVISiON.

Before U Mya Thein, y.

MESSRS. LIKHMlCHAND HlRALAL (ApPLICANT)

v.
MESSRS. LIKHMlCHAND SRlNlVAS (RESPONDENT). * .

Registration Act, s. 49-Proviso-U7Iregistered document-Admissibility af
Collateral transaction-When claim is not based on.

Where in a suit for the recover}' of money, the claim is based not only on
the fact of partition but also on the terms of partition, the claim Cannot be
said to be based on a collateral transaction as to render the deed of partition,
which is not registered, admissible in evidence under the proviso to s. 49 of the
Registration Act.

Ayitham China Suryarao v. Maddala Suryachandra Rao, A.I.R. (1937)
, Mad. 638 ; 1\1t. Besar Kunr and another ,:. Ramhit Singh and others, A.I.R.

(1941) Pat. 167; Kamm Chand v. Uma Datt-Hans Raj and others, A.I.R
(1932) Lah. 554; Sukhlal and others v. Bisesar, A.I.R. (1929) Nag. lIS;
K. Panshapagesa Ayyar and a710ther v. K. Kalyanasundaram Ayyar and others,
ALR. (1957) Mad. 473, referred to.

G. N. Banerji for the applicant.

]. R. Chowdhury for the respondent.

U MYA THEIN, J.-This revision application is against
the order dated 17th February 1959 refusing to admit a
document Exhibit " A " produced by the plaintiff in Civil
Regular Suit No. 469 of 1957 of the 2nd Judge, Rangoon
City Civil Court.. In the original Court, the learned
Advocate for the defendant-respondents objected to the
admission of the document on the ground that it is a
deed of partition that requires registration under section
17 (b) of the· Registration Act. The case for the
plaintiff-applicants is that the business known as
Messrs. Likhmichand Srinivas was a joint Hindu family
business; it was carried on by Babu Srinivas Dhanuka and
Babu Hiralal Dhanuka and their respective children; that

. Civil Revision No. 24 of 1959 against the order of the 2nd Judge, City
Civil Court, Rangoon, in Civil Regular Suit No. 469 of 1957.
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Messrs. Likhm\chand Srinivas entered into a partnership
with the firm of Messrs. Sooniram Rameshwar on I Ith
August I947 in respect of the petrol pump business called
"Ganesh Petrol Pump" at No. 648, Merchant Street,
Rangoon; that Messrs. Sooniram Rameshwar had 9/I6th
share while Messrs. Likhmichand Srinivas had 7/I6th share
respectively; that it was to be run in rotation by the two
firms for two years at a time; that on the I Ith November
I947, separation was effected between the children of
Babu Srinivas Dhanuka and Babu Hiralal Dhanuka; that
their shares in the "Ganesh Petrol Pump" business was
also divided half by half; that each branch of the family
was to manage it for one year each sharing profits half by
half; that for the year between Ist May I953 and 30th"
April I954 the defendant-respondents were in charge of the
" Ganesh Petrol Pump" ; that a sum of K 2,867.64 was
due to the applicants as their share of the profits and they
now, therefore, claim that amount and interest due there
on amounting to K 5I6'I8 from the defendants who deny
their claim.

The learned Advocate for the plaintiff-applicants sub
mitted that the document Exhibit" A " is merely a memo
randum or list of properties and needs no registration. He
referred me to the case of Kshetra Mohan Pal Choudhury
v. Tufani Talukdar and others (I) where it has been held
that,

.. A mere partition list containing a list of properties is a
memorandum and does not require registration. Whether
such document is or is not a deed of partition must be
decided on perusal of document itself".

Now if we refer to the document Exhibit" A .. itself,
the language used therein will not support the contention
of the learned Advocate for the applicant that the docu
ment is merely a list or memorandum of properties. The

(1) A.LR. (1933) Cal. p. 474·
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opening words of the document read" Likb.michand Srini
vas and Likhmichand Harilal of their own accord, free
will and consent have agreed to the writing hereunder."
The above words show that the two branches of the joint
family have agreed of their own free will and mutual
consent to abide by the terms of the document.

In paragraph 3 of the Exhibit document, it is stated
" the firm (i.e., the ,family firm) had been run in the under
mentioned five names by Hiralal Dhanuka and Sirinivas
Dhanuka and his abovementioned capable son up to this
day, i.e., IIth November 1947 A.D., when they have
ceased working together and began working separately,
each on his own ".

In paragraphs 10 and II, the words used are "they
are now separated." In most of the paragraphs of the
document, it is stipulated that both moveable and immove
able properties were divided half by half.

It seems unrealistic to describe such a document to be
merely a list or memorandum of properties or even as
an agreement to separate at a future date as contended
by the learned Advocate for the applicant. The learned
Judge of the City Civil Court relying on the cases of
Ayitham China Suryarao v. Maddala Suryachandra Rao
(2) and Mt. Besar Kuar and another v. Ramhit Singh and
others (3) came to the conclusion that the document in
question is a completed deed of partition which requires
registration under section 17 (r) (b) of the Registration Act
and refused to admit the same in evidence. I agree with
the learned Judge on this point.

The learned Advocate for the applicant relied also on
the case of Narmadabai Tulsiram Shet Agarwale and others
v. Rupsing Bhila _and another (4) where it is held that,

"A partition deed, although inadmissible for want of
registration to prove the terms of partition, is yet admissible

(2) A.I.R. ('937) Mad. p. 638. (3) A.l.R. ('94') Pat. p. ,67.
(4) A.I.R. ('938) Born. p. 69.
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,to prove the fact of partition in the strict legal sense of
the term ".

In the pres~nt case it is not only on the fact of parti
tion but also on the terms of the partition that the appli
cants' claim is based.

In Karam Chand v. Uma Datt-Hans Raj and others (5)
it has been held that,

"If an instrument embodies an entire and indivisible con
traq relating to immoveable and moveable properties and it
cannot be looked at qua the moveable for want of registration,
the whole must be excluded but where it contains two or more
distinct and separable contracts one dealing with immove
abIes and the other with moveables, there is no bar to the
Court admitting it in evidence for the purpose of settling
the rights of the parties qua the moveables".

To my mind there are no separate contracts in the ..
present matter. There may be separate items but not
separate contracts.

It has now been urged before me by the learned Advo
.cate for the applicant that the learned Judge of the City
Civil Court should consider the provisions of not only
section 17 (r) (b) and section 49 of the Registration Act
but that he should have considered further .the provisions
of proviso to section 49 of the Registration Act. It is true
that the learned Judge of the City Civil Court did not
consider the effect of Proviso to section 49 but it must be
remembered that the pOint was never raised before him.
Be that as it may, the point will be considered now.
Proviso to section 49 provides "that an unregistered
document affecting immoveable property may be received
as evidence of a contract in a suit for specific performance
under Chapter II of the Specific Relief Act, or as evidence
of part performance of a contract for the purposes of
section 53A of the Transfer of Property Act. or as evidence

(5) A.I.R. (1932) Lah. P 554.
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of any collateral transaction not required to be effected by
registered instrument."

The learned Advocate for the applicant contends that
the plaintiff-applicants' suit is for a sum of money and the
claim is based on a collateral transaction and not on the
terms of the partition itself. He referred me to the case
of K. Panshapagesa Ayyar and another v. Kalyanasundaram
Ayyar and others (6) where it is held that.

" A compulsorily registrable but an unregistered document
is admissible in evidence for a collateral purpose. that is to
say. for any purpose other than that of creating. declaring.
assigning. limiting or extinguishing a right to immoveable pro
perty. The expression •collateral purpose' is no doubt a
very vague one and the Court must decide in each case whe
ther the purpose for which it is sought to use the unregistered
document is really a collateral one or is to establish directly
title to the immoveable property sought to be conveyed by the
document. But by the simple device of calling it a .. collateral
purpose' a party cannot use the unregistered document in
any legal proceedings to bring about indirectly the effect
which it would have had if registered."

The question to be considered now is whether the
applicants' claim is based on a collateral transaction or
not. The claim. to my mind. is based not on a collateral
transaction but is based on the terms of the partition itself
as mentioned in paragraph 10 of the document.

The learned Advocate for the defendant-respondents
relies on the case of Sukhlal and others v. Bisesar (7) where
an unregistered mortgage deed was held not to be admissi
ble to prove what the consideration was.

In Ayithan China Suryarao v. Maddala Suryachandra
Rao (2) it has been held that" the unregistered partition
lists not being registered. though required to be registered
under the Registration Act. could not be admissible in
evidence by virtue of section 49 of the Act. The plaintiff

(6) A.I.R. (1957) Mad. p. 473. (7) A.I.R. (1929) Nag. p. lIS.
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therefore was debarred from adducing in evidence the
partition lists to prove the necessity for the execution of
the pro-note i,n suit." In that case a minor defendant
with his mother as guardian, and his two uncles, one of
whom was later cited as a witness for the plaintiff, effected
.a partition of their immoveable property in October 1930.

As one of the terms of· that partition, and in order to
equalize the shares of the three members of the family,
it was arranged that the future witness should payoff all
the debts and that the other two should execute promis
sory notes in his favour for Rs. 1,500 and Rs. 700 respec
tively. Accordingly the minor defendant's mother
executed the suit promissory note in favour of one of the
uncles, who became a witness in the suit, for Rs. 700 on
the same day. This promissory note was transferred by
the would-be witness to the plaintiff who sued the minor,
·defendant upon it. It seems that the partition deed was
not registered. It was held in that case that though the
claim was only a sum of money due on a promissory note,
yet it is part of an agreement which effects immoveable
property and that agreement must be regarded as "an

'indivisible whole to effect a fair distribution of the assets"
and the plaintiff in that suit was not permitted to tender
the unregistered document in evidence. This case seems
to be similar to the present matter for in both cases the
'plaintiffs were claiming only sums of money. In the cir
cumstances obtaining in the present matter, I am of opinion
that the deed of partition Exhibit" A " must be read as a
whole and that applicants' claim is based not only on
the fact of partition but is based on some actual terms of
the partition, and is consequently not based on a collateral
ttransaction.

The application fails and is dismissed with costs.
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Before U Shu l1iaUllg, J.

PONNAMMAL (ApPLICANT}

v.

DAW HLA MIN (RESPONDENT).*

Limitation Act, s. 14-TVhen cannot be invoked.

Mter the suit for ejectment by the respondent was decreed against her,
the applicant sought unsuccesfully to have the judgment reviewed on ground
of fraud. Against the order dismissing the application for revie\\' the applicant
applied for revision but without success. More than three years after the
application for review was filed the applicant filed a suit to set aside the decree
for ejectment on ground of fraud and the suit \vas dismissed as being time
barred.

It is contended in this appJicantion for revision th!lt under s. 14 of
.the Limitation Act the time spent in prosecuting the review and revision
applications should be allowed to be deducted in computing the period of
limitation for filing the suit.

Held: That the original suit for ejectment having been disposed of on
merits and that as the applicant lacked bOlla fide in pursuing her remedy by
means of the other applications she cannot invoke the provisions of s. 14 of
the Limitation Act.

S.R.M.M.A. Firm v. Mating Po Saullg alld others, 7 Ran. 466, followed.

Abbas Ali Khan v. Yusaf Ali Khan, A.I.R. (1927) Lah. 186 ; Koppolu
Venkataswami v. Uttarkar Sara Bai and others, A.I.R. Vol. 30 (1943) lVlad.
633, referred to.

Jaganathan for the applicant.

M. Ahmed for the respondent.

U SHU MAUNG, j .-The present application is one filed
in revision against the order of the learned Fourth judge
of the City Civil Court, Rangoon, in Civil Regular Suit
No. 1723 of 1956 in which the learned judge dismissed
the suit on the ground that the suit was time-barred.

* Civil Revision No. 49 of 1958 against the decree of the 4th Jl1dge~

City Civil Court, Rangoon, dated the 8th .October 1958, in Civil Regulc:'

No. 1723 of 1956.
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The facts relating to the present application are as
follows:

In Civil R;egular Suit No. 1466 of 1952 of the City
Civil Court, Rangoon, the respondent obtained an eject
ment decree against the present applicant. Subsequent
to that decree, the applicant filed a review application
before that Court to set aside the decree on the ground
that it was obtained by fraud. The review application
was dismissed and the applicant filed a revision in the
High Court against that order and that the revision
application was also dismissed. On 21st December 1956
the present suit No. 1723 of 1956 was filed and the learned
Judge of the trial Court held that the suit was barred
under Article 95 of the First Schedule of the Limitation
Act and dismissed the suit.

The main contention of the applicant was that the
suit should be within time as the time spent in filing
the review application and the Civil Revision application
in the High Court should have been deducted under
section 14 of the Limitation Act. The review application
,vas filed on 5th September 1953 and it therefore follows
that the suit to set aside the original decree on the ground
of fraud should have been filed within three years from
that date. The suit was filed on 21st December 1956;
on the face of it, it was clearly barred by limitation unless
the applicant's contention that the period spent for the
review and revision should be allowed to be deducted.
The learned Advocate for the applicant has invited my
attention to the case of Koppolu Venkataswami v. Uttarkar
Sara Rai and others (I) where it was held that in a suit
filed under Order 2I, Rule 63 of the Civil Procedure Code,
the party was entitled to deduct the period spent in prose
cuting an application under revision and that period could

(1) A.I.R. Vol. 30 (1943), Mad. p. 633.
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be deducted for the purpose of saving limitation whe~ the
subsequent suit was filed.

However, in the case of S.R.M.M.A .. Firm v. Maung
Po Saung and others (2), a contrary view was taken by
the Bench of our former High Court. Incidentally, it
may be mentioned th<jt this decision was referred to by
the Madras High Court and was dissented to by the
learned Judge, who decided that case. As there is diver
gent opinion between the two Courts, it is incumbent
upon me to follow the view expressed by our former
High Court in preference to the view, taken by the Madras
High Court.

Under Article 95 of the First Schedule of the Limita
tion Act, there is a clear provision of law that when a
party chose to set aside a decree on the ground that it
was obtained by fraud, the suit should be filed within
three years from the date of the fraud being known to
the plaintiff. That being so, it is quite clear that the
provision of law open to the applicant was to file a suit
within the period allowed by law and not to pursue other
remedies, where,as in the present case, the applicant
instead of filing the suit chose to file a review and when
she was unsuccessful she filed an application for revision
against that order and by the time the revision application
was dismissed, the requisite three years had already
elapsed and under these circumstances, it is difficult to
say that the applicant was bona fide pursuing her remedy
in the other applications instead of filing a suit as she
ought to have done. Furthermore, there is another aspect
of this case whether the applicant should be allowed to
invoke the provisions of section 14 of the Limitation Act.
In the case of Abbas Ali Khan v. Yusaf Ali Khan (3) it was
held,

(2) 7 Ran., p. 466.
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"The benefit of section 14, Limitation Act, cannot be
invoked by a plaintiff for showing that a present suit by
him which is otherwise time-barred is within time, if his
former civik proceeding founded upon the same cause of
action as a suit, falls through not from any defect of juris
diction in the Court wherein it is prosecuted, but on the
merits" .

In the present case. it is quite clear that the original suit
Civil Regular No. 1466 of 1952 was disposed of on the
merits and not from any defect of jurisdiction and other

.acts of like nature.
Therefore, considering that aspect of the case also it

.appears to be that the present applicant cannot invoke
the provisions of section 14 of the Limitation Act to save
'herself from the period of limitation to run against her.
In view of these circumstances I am of the opinion that
chis application in revision fails and must be dismissed'
with costs.
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CIVIL REVISION.
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jWle 28.

THE UNION OF BURMA (ApPLICANT)

v.
U SEIN HLAING (RESPONDENT).'

Special
,

Judges (SlAB ($ BSTA)-Trial of offences-Jurisdiction oJ
Sanction-Rule of-Jurisdiction conferred by.

Although offences under- s. 4 (2) of the Suppression of Corrupti.on Act,
1948 had been deleted from Schedule I annexed to SlAB and aSI Act, I9Sg
Special Judges appointed under s. 2 t of the Act are by virtue of the provisions

of sub-so 3 (CD) competent to try a11 offences which can be tried by a Sessions

Judge. Offences punishable under s. 4 (2) of the Suppression of Corruption
Act, 1948 being punishable with imprisonment for a period of 7 years they
are triable by a Court of Sessions, vide Schedule II of the Criminal Procedure
Code. Therefore, they are triable by Special Judges appointed under s. 21 (I)
of the SlAB and BSI Act.

The rule of sanction only requires that the sanctioning authority should'
remove the brake placed on the normal Course of the law after the consideration
of all relevant facts and it docs not expect the sanctioning authority to detennine
with certainty as to which label will appropriately cover the offence committed
by the offender. Therefore when a sanction is given, it confers jurisdiction
on a competent Court to try the offender for an offence meaning thereby
the alleged illegal act or omission as defined in s. 4 (I) (0) of the Criminar
Procedure Code and not merely try him under that particular label which is
given to it by the sanctioning lluthorit),. Consequentiy, a valid sanction is
necessary only for taking cognizance of a case and once a proper cognizance
is taken, the Court can exercise and should exercise all the rights given to
it under the Criminal Procedure Code. Hence. it is the dut)' of the Court
to try the offender under that section which in its opinion most appropriately
covers illegal act or omission of the offender. :Jacobs v. U"ion of India,
A.I.R. (1958) All. 481, referred to.

,,yhere the facts remain the same the COUlt can proceed with the altered
and added charge on the basis of the sanction already obtained and that the
real tcst is whether the new or altered charge is based on the snme facts which
have been considered by the sanctioning authority or whether some new
facts have come to light in evidence which requires its consideration.

J.14ajoT J. Phillips v. The State, A.I.R. (1957) Cal. 25. referred to.

"' Criminal Revision No. 18 (B) of 1960. Review of the order of the 1St
Special Judge (SlAB & aSIA) of Rangoon, dated the 28th December 1959. in
Criminal Regular Trial No. 230 of 1950.

Tin Maung for the applicant.

Kyaw Myint for the respondent.
--:::c----,------,-.,-----,-----..,...,--
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U SAN MAUNG, J.-ln Criminal Regular Trial No. 230
of 1959 of the First Special Judge, (SlAB and BSIA),
Rangoon, the respondent U Sein Hlaing who was Director
General of the Union of Burma Purchase Board, Rangoon,
was prosecuted for alleged offences under section 409
of the Penal Code and under section 6 (r) of the Public
Property Protection Act, 1947. It was alleged -In the
Charge Sheet against U Sein Hlaing that during the period
9th April 1957 till the 28th March 1959 U Sein Hlaing
in his capacity as Director-General of the Union Purchase
Board misappropriated properties belonging to the Board
to the value of K 3,928'56 pyas and that for the purpose
of criminal prosecution against him the charge would be
split up into two, viz., misappropriation of properties to .
the value of K 1,395'76 for the period of 12 months
beginning from the 9th April 1957, and properties to the
value of K 2,532.80 for the period of 12 months beginning
from the 2nd June 1958.

The facts which have been established by the evidence
adduced for the prosecution and which have not been
denied by the respondent U Sein Hlaing are briefly these:

The Union Purchase Board existed for the purpose
of making purchases of stores for the departments of the
Government of the Union of Burma. This facility was
later extended to the Boards and Corporations established
by the Government. In the latter part of the year 1955,
the Board began to sell stores which were surplus to
Government's requirements to private individuals. In so
far as the members of the general public were concerned,
the rule relating to pre-payments for goods purchased
was strictly enforced. However, a practice grew up
whereby the employees of the Board were allowed to
purchase goods on credit to be paid for when they were
able to do so. The prevalence of this practice is disclosed
not only in the oral evidence of the witnesses for the
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prosecution but in the two departmental orders dated the
24th March 1958 (Exhibit F-I) and the "Ist April 1958
(Exhibit F) exhibited in the case. In the first order which
is over the signature of U Ba Hla Aung, the Director
(Stores) of the Union Purchase Board, it was stated that
the employees of the Board were in the habit of removing
goods required by them from the Union Purchase Board
as loans, and that there had been much delay in effecting
the completion of necessary documents relating to their
purchases. They were therefore enjoined not to remove
goods belonging to the Union Purchase Board unless
urgently required by them and also to make early pay
ments for the goods already removed by them. The
second order which is over the signature of the respondent
U Sein Hlaing himself superseded the first one issued by
U Ba Hla Aung. By this second order U Sein Hlaing
strictly prohibited the employees of the Union Purchase
Board from removing goods belonging to the Board without
first paying for them. He also directed that those persons
who had already removed goods which they desired to
purchase on credit, to complete the necessary documents
relating to their purchases within 7 days of the date of
his order.

However, in spite of this order U Sein Hlaing himself
took several items of goods belonging to the Union
Purchase Board on credit. On the 7th September 1958
he took a bathtub complete with plug, chain and two taps_
These were issued in the name of brother-in law U Pe
Thin and they were not paid for till the 7th May 1959.
On the 8th November 1958 he took a water pump which
was only paid for on the 7th May 1959. On the 20th
November 1958 he took several items of goods such as
valves, tubes, sockets, etc., and only paid for them on the

7th May 1959·
\"'hen these goods were removed they were noted by

the officials of the Stores Department in what were known
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as Loan Registers (Exhibits A and B) which were main
tained more 01' less on an unofficial basis, as, strictly
speaking there could have been no such thing as loan of -r;,~E B~:;~N

properties belonging to the Union of Burma Purchase 1.1 SV.
ErN

Board. HLAING.

The applicant U Sein Hlaing while admitting that he U SAN

did issue the order (Exhibit F) with a view to stamp out MAUNG, J.

the practice of employees of the Union of Burma Purchase
Board purchasing goods on credit, said that he had sub
sequently relaxed the injunction contained in that order
by issuing a subsequent order. This subsequent order is
not however on the record of the proceedings against him.
U Sein Hlaing also pleaded that he had kept some money
with the Chief Accounts Officer to pay for whatever stores
which he had taken from the Purchase Board, and that he
was all along under the impression that the prices of the
stores drawn by him had been paid for by the Chief
Accounts Officer. The Chief Accounts Officer U Pan
(PW 3) who figured as a witness for the prosecution
admitted in cross-examination that U Sein Hlaing had
given him about K 3,000 or K 4,000, privately by way of
deposit, for the purpose of paying for whatever stores that
might have been drawn by him, and that he had not paid
for the stores drawn by U Sein Hlaing as he was unaware
of them.

The learned Special Judge on a review of the evidence
adduced by the prosecution came to the conclusion that
U Sein Hlaing had always meant to pay for the goods
taken out by him on credit, and that the only circumstance
appearing in evidence against him was that the necessary
payment was made only after a considerable lapse of time.
Accordingly, there was no such dishonest intention on the
part of U Sein Hlaing as to make him punishable for offence
under section 409 of the Penal Code or under section 6 (I)
of the Public Property Protection Act. Sitting as a Court
of Revision, I am not prepared to disagree with the learned
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H.~. Special judge on this point, especially when one of the
~ witnesses for the prosecution viz., U Pan (PW 3) admitted

THE UNION •••
OF BURMA that U Sein Hlamg had gIven 111m about K 3,000 or K 4,000

U ~~'N with instruction to pay for whatever goods which he
HLAING. might have taken from the Union Purchase Board.

U SAN However, the learned Special judge after coming to
MWNG, J. the conclusion that in view of the existence of the order

(Exhibit F) issued by himself, U Sein Hlaing had probably
committed an offence punishable under section 4 (2) read
with section 4 (r) (d) of the Suppression of Corruption
Act in the light of Explanation I to section 4 (r) (d) of the
Act. He nevertheless discharged the respondent because
he considered that the Court of the Special judge, (SlAB &
BSIA), which had been constituted under section 21 (r)
of the SlAB & BSI Act was no longer competent to take
cognizance of an offence under section 4 (2) of the Sup
pression of Corruption Act, inasmuch as an offence under
that section had been excluded from Schedule I of the
SlAB & BSI Act, by Notification No. 65, dated the 18th
july 1957 issued by the President of the Union of Burma
by virtue of the powers invested in him under section 24
of the aforesaid Act. The present application for revision
by the Government of the Union of Burma is mainly on
the ground that the learned Special judge was in error in
the view which he took of his lack of jurisdiction to take
cognizance of an offence punishable under section 4 (2)
of the Suppression of Corruption Act.

Now, Special judges who have been appointed by the
President under section 21 (r) of the SlAB & BSI Act, 1951
(Act No. 50 of 1951) can try (i) offences specified in
Schedule I of the Act and (ii) offences punishable under
the SlAB & BSI Act. Among the offences enumerated in
Schedule I are offences punishable under section 4 (2) of
the Suppression of Corruption Act, 1948.

Subsequently, by the SlAB & BSI (Amendment) Act of
1953 (Act No. 58 of 1953) sub-section 3 (m) was inserted
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in section 21 whereby all Special judges appointed by the H·
6
C.
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President of the Union of Burma under section 21 (r) were -u

• THE NION

empowered to try all offences triable by a Sessions judge. OF BURMA
v.

Therefore, although offences under section 4 (2) of the U BEIN
. . h b dl d HCAING.SuppressIOn of Corruptlon Act, 1948 ad een e ete

U SAN
from Schedule I annexed to the SlAB & BSI Act, 1958, M JAUNG, •

Special judges appointed under section 2 I (r) of the Act
are by virtue of the provisions of sub-section 3 (m) com
petent to try all offences which can be tried by a Sessions
judge. Offences punishable under section 4 (2) of the
Suppression of Corruption Act, 1948 being punishable
with imprisonment for a period of 7 years they are triable
by a Court of Sessions vide Schedule II of the Criminal
Procedure Code. Therefore, they are triable by Special"
judges appointed under section 21 (r) of the SlAB & BSI
Act.

In this connection I must mention that I was at first
led b I ., , P: CO" 'puzz Y t 1e expresslon-OJm~c0J9::::lfteJ:crD Sd'XlJ')')rr.;: ::q:~roJm

C" \ r,:c C' 0 C' C' C' r::: r,:c 0 (' C g cOe" C

m2ro2UG8QJ?:OO9 t:l0)8rn9.mOJc.;::O~8dtj?:tj0~blJ?:rrtroe:: OJI!:GQO:09ctC9~2II

occurring in sub-section 3 (m ) of section 2 I as inserted by
Act No. 58 of 1953. Upon mature consideration, I am
of the opinion that what the legislature meant to say was
that Special judges appointed under section 2r (r) of the
SlAB & BSI Act shall have the power to try all offences
which are cognizable by a judge of the Court of Session
and not that such Special judges should try these offences
as if they are Courts of Session, that is to say, upon cases
being committed to them by a committal Magistrate.

For these reasons, I consider that the learned Special
judge was wrong in having discharged the respondent
U Sein Hlaing after having come to the conclusion that the
facts and circumstances obtaining in the case might consti
tute an offence punishable under section 4 (2) read with sec
tion 4 (r) (d) of the Suppression of Corruption Act, Bis

1 5
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~~,f; order directing the discharge of the respondent U Sein

T
-u Hlaing must accordingly be set aside.
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Before leaving the case however, -] must advert to the
question of sanction for the prosecution of the respondent
U Sein Hlaing, in view of the provisions of section 6 of the
Suppression of Corruption Act, 1948. The sanction which
was accorded by the President for the prosecution of the
respondent under section 409 of the Penal Code and under
section 6 (I) of the Public Property Protection Act, 1947
was probably redundant in view of the decision of a Full
Bench of the late High Court of Judicature in
King-Emperor v. Maung Bo Maung (I) and in
Dr. Hori Ram Singh v. Emperor (2) which was.
referred to with approval by the PriVY Council
in H. H. B. Gill and another v. The King (3).
However, as pointed out by Mulla, J. in Jacobs v. Union
of India (4) the rule of sanction only requires that' the
sanctioning authority should remove the brake placed on
the normal course of law after the consideration of all
the relevant facts and it does not expect the sanctioning
authority to determine with certainty as to which label
will appropriately cover the offence committed by an
offender. Therefore when a sanction is given, it confers
jurisdiction on a competent' Court to try the offender for
an offence meaning thereby the alleged illegal act or
omission as defined in section 4 (I) (0) of the Criminal
Procedure Code and not merely to try him under that
particular label which is given to it by the sanctioning
authority. Consequently, a valid sanction is necessary
only for taking cognizance of a case and once a proper
cognizance is taken, the Court can exercise and should
exercise all the rights given to it under the Criminal Pro
cedure Code. Hence, it is the duty of the Court to try the

(I) 13 Ran. 540.
(2) A.I.R. (1939) Federal Court 43.

(3) A.I.R. (1948) P.C. 128.
(4) A.I.R. (1958) All. 481.
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offender under that section which in its opInIOn most Hf
appropriately covers the illegal act or omission of the '9 0

. THE UNION
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Regarding the discretion given to the Court under the u S~IN

provisions of section 230, Criminal Procedure Code, it was HLAUW.

pointed out by Mulla, j., that where the facts remain the U SAN
IVIAUNG, J.

same the Court can proceed with the altered and added
charge on the ba§is of the sanction already obtained and
that the real test is whether the new or altered charge is
based on the same facts which have been considered by
the sanctioning authority or whether some new facts have
come to light in evidence which requires its consideration.
[See also lVlajor J. Phillips v. The State (5).]

In view of the above observations, it is incumbent upon
the Court to allow the prosecution to prove that the fact~.

now disclosed by the evidence on record are the same
as the facts which the sanctioning authority had con
sidered before giving the sanction as evidenced by Exhibit
G. If the facts remain the same the sanction already
given would be a valid one under section 6 of the Suppres
sion of Corruption Act, 1948.

For these reasons, I would set aside the order of the
learned Special judge dated the 8th December 1959 dis
charging the respondent U Sein Hlaing and direct a further
inquiry into the case against him by the learned Special
judge in the light of the remarks made above.

(5) A.LR. ('957) Cal. 25·
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Jl,Iay 26.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.

Before U Po Oil, y.

THE UNION OF BURMA (ApPELLANT)
v.

GANESH NARAYAN (RESPONDENT).'

Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, s. 9 (2)-" Take" in-Imports knowledge.

Vlhere the respondent who was about to enplane for Japan was found
carrying in his suit case closed envelopes containing some articles of jewellery
worth more than K 5,000 entrusted to him for conveyance to
Japan by a Jap~mese friend of his, the respondent not knowing what these
envelopes contained.

Held: That the word" take" in s. 9 (2) of the Foreign Exchange Regu
lation Act clearly imports knO',\'ledge or in other words there must be evidence
that the accused had knowledge of what he was attempting to take out of
,Burma and that in the absence of any evidence that the respondent knew
that the closed envelopes given to him by the Japanese contained the said
articles of jewellery the: respondent could not be convicted under s. 9 (2) read
with s. 24A of the' Foreign Exchange Regulation Act.

Tin Maung (Government Advocate) for the appellant.

Kyaw Myint for the respondent.

U Po ON, J.-This is an appeal made by the Govern
ment against the order of the 2nd Additional Magistrate
{S.P.), Insein, directing the acquittal of the accused, Ganesh
Narayan.

On the night of 5th February I956 Ganesh Narayan
arrived at the Mingaladon Airport to travel to Japan by
the Pan-American Airways plane. As usual, at about
9-35 p.m. his baggage was searched by U Sein Mya Maung
(PW I), Mr. C. I. B. Mealin (PW 2) and U Tha Lin (PW 3),
officers of the Customs Department. In his suit case some
dosed envelopes were found. On examination three star
rubies, a gold ring set with synthetic stones and four
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sheets of papers with writings in Japanese were found H·
6
C.

19 0

in a closed envelope. As the accused Ganesh Narayan -
• THE UNION

was not able to produce any permit or authority to take OF BURMA
v.

the said rubies and ring with him out of the Union of GANOSH
NARAYAN

Burma, the officers of the Customs Department seized the -
. I U Po ON, J.artlc es.
The accused explained to the Customs officers that

the articles were not his own but were the properties of
a Japanese National who had given them in an envelope
fo be taken and delivered to his family at Osaka. In the
meantime the said Japanese National arrived at the Air
port probably to see the accused off and the accused at
once pointed out that Japanese National to the Customs
officers. The Japanese National by the name of Sakiy?
admitted the truth of accused's statement. At the same
time he asked the Customs officers to give back the articles
to him. The Customs officers did not, however, detain
either the accused or the Japanese National and the
accused proceeded on his journey by plane. The Japanese
National, on the other hand, could not be found in Burma
when criminal proceedings were taken against him and
the accused about eight months later.

I need not go into the evidence of U Sein Mya Maung
(PW r), Mr. Mealin (PW 2) and U Tha Lin (PW 3) about the
finding of the exhibit rubies and ring in the accused's suit
case, as the accused did not deny about it.

U Thein Aung (PW 4), the Superintendent of the
Foreign Exchange Department says that no gold or
jewellery above the value of K 250 can be taken out of
Burma without any permit from the Controller of
Exchange. But the rubies and the ring were worth more
than K 5,000.

There is also abundant reason to believe that the
rubies and the ring were not the accused's but Sakiya's.
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H·6C. Section 9 (2) of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act
'9 0

T
-u contemplates that:

HE NION

OF BURMA "No person shall, except with the general or special per-
v.

GANESH mission of the Controller or the written permission of a
NARAYAN person authorized in this behalf by the Co~t1'oller, take or

U Po ON, J. send out of British Burma any gold, jewellery or precious
stones, or Burma currency notes, Bank notes or coin or
foreign exchange other than foreign exchange obtained from
an authorized dealer".

230

The word" take" in the section clearly imports knowl
edge. In other words there must be evidence that the
accused had the knowledge of what he was attempting
to take out of Burma. U Ba Thoung, J., had the same view
in respect of the present matter in his Criminal Revision

'No. 56 (B) of I958 wherein he stated as:
" If the accused chooses to act willingly and takes out any

of those articles, whether those articles were given to him
by a third person to be taken away or whether they were
his own, with the knowledge that he was taking them and
wi.thout the special or general permit of the Controller, then
the offence would come within the purview of section
9 (2) of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act".

This had led me to consider whether the accused had
any knowledge of the contents of the closed envelope
which was given him by Sakiya. The accused on oath
says that before his departure from his house to the Air
port, his durwan G. P. Tewari (DW 2) told him that he
(Tewari) had received some envelopes from a
Japanese National and that he had kept them in
the suit case to be carried away by the accused.
This story is corroborated by G. P. Tewari
(DW 2). As soon as the accused informed the Customs
officers that the articles were Sakiya's, S. Heno (OW 3)
who was present at the Airport at once asked Sakiya
whether the envelope was his. Sakiya replied that he
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had handed over the envelope at the accused's residence
without informing the accused about its contents. The

• • THE UNION
prosecutIOn dId not make any attempt to challenge the OF BURMA

veracity of Heno's statement. The accused further GA';;ESH

explained that he did not take the trouble of examining NARAYAN

each and every envelope to be carried to Japan as he was U Po ON, J
under the impression that the envelopes would contain
simply letters and fexile samples as carried by him on
his previous trips to Japan. This also rings true, as the
accused is a business man, having been to foreign countries
several times and as there was " no attempted deliberate
contrivance to conceal the packet in question."

1, therefore, hold that the accused cannot be convicted
under section 9 (2) read with section 24A of the Foreign
Exchange Regulation Act, as he had no knowledge that
the closed envelope given to him by Sakiya to be taken
to Japan contained any precious stones and gold ring.

The result is that this appeal stands dismissed.
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:flute 23.

CIVIL REVISION.

Before U Chan Tun Aung, C.].

U KYAW NYUNT (ApPLICANT)

v.
DAW CHIT AND ONE (RESPONDENTS).*

Transfer oj Property Act, s. 54, Registration Act, S.49-Ullregisle1'ed sale
deed of immor:eabfe property valued at Ie 7s-lnadmissible in evidence.

Under s. 5+ of the Transfer of Property Act read with s. 49 of
the Registration Act an unregistered sale deed of tangible immoveable property
of a value of less than K lOa is not admissible in evidence to support a claim
of legal title to such property.

Than Maung for the applicant.

Ba So and Aung Min (I) for the respondents.

U CHAN TUN AUNG, c.J.-There is no merit in this
revision and it must be dismissed.

The applicant U Kyaw Nyunt claiming to be the legal
owner of a piece of land, namely, Lot No. 214 in Survey
Block 4C (90), Tamwe Circle, with a building thereon
under a purchase deed from one previous owner Daw
Aye Cho, sought to evict the respondents from the said
land and the' premises in the Rangoon City Civil Court.
The respondents resisted the applicant's suit asserting,
inter alia, that the applicant was not the legal owner of
the suit land and premises, and that the document (Exhibit
"m") which purported to convey the same by way of
sale in favour of the applicant was not a genuine docu
ment; nor was it admissible in evidence. The trial pro
ceeded on issues raised by the parties, the most important
of which was whether the applicant (the plaintiff) was
the owner of the suit land on the basis of the purchase

. Civil Revision No. I of 1959 against the decree of the 4th Judge, City
Ch-il Court, Rangoon, in Civil Regular Suit No. 573 of 1955.
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deed, namely. Exhibit" m" produced by him. However,
I regret to note that this issue which is so vital to the
proper decision 'of the suit, hinged as it is. on the question
whether the document in question is admissible in evi
dence or not, was not so seriously taken into consideration.
as it ought to have been done by the trial Judge. It
appears that the learned trial Judge was more concerned
with the question whether the document, (Exhibit" m "),
was a gem.]ine document or not, by having regard to
the prevailing market price of such landed property as
had been sought to be conveyed at or about the relevant
time. He concluded that the prevailing price of such
landed property at the relevant time was not K 75 as
set out in the document (Exhibit" m "), but was more
than that sum, and he fixed the value at about K 200

or K 300. After so fixing, he held that the parties to the
said transaction having suppressed the real value of the
suit landed property with a view to evading the necessity
of registration, the document, (Exhibit .. m "), was not
a genuine document. He also found, as of fact, that there
was no delivery of possession of the suit land in favour
of the applicant so as to confer upon him the possessory

. title thereto, even if the sale deed (Exhibit" m "), were in
operative for want of registration. Hence, the applicant's:
suit was dismissed.

Now, in the revision before me, when I pointed out
to the learned Advocate for the applicant that the appli
cant's claim basing, as it obviously does, upon an un
registered sale deed which is clearly inadmissible in
evidence, in view of section 54 of the Transfer of Property
Act read with section 49 of the Registration Act, the
learned trial Judge was entirely wrong in admitting the
same in evidence, despite objections by the respondents,
and rendering a judgment thereon, relying on some of the
terms contained in the said document, the learned
Advocate very properly conceded that it was so_

Re.
1960

U KYAW
NYUNT

V.
DAWCHIT
AND ONE.

UCHAN
TUN

ACNG, C.J.
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I myself could not conceive how he could possibly offer an
answer to the contrary, the law in that respect being so
plain. Section 54 of the Transfer of Property Act
specifically enacts that in case of sale of tangible immove
able property of a value less than K roo, such sale can be
made either by a registered instrument, or by delivery of
property. In the present case the document in question
under the terms of which the applicant claims legal title
as purchaser of the suit property, shows that the value
of the property has been fixed at K 75, and I fail to see
how the learned trial Judge can admit this document in
evidence as a basis of proof of the applicant's claim, in
view of section 54 of the Transfer of Property Act read
with section 49 of the Registration Act. TIle applicant's
claim was not based upon his having had an effective
delivery of the property in question, but entirely based
upon the sale deed; and unless it has been registered how
can it be admitted in evidence in support of his claim 1

Therefore, the question as to whether that document is a
genuine one or not by looking into its terms does not at
all arise for consideration, when the very document
itself is inadmissible in evidence. If this document on
which the applicant bases his claim is ercluded, there is no
case for the applicant to go to trial as against the respon
dents inasmuch as his claim, as could plainly be seen from
his plaint, was not on the basis of his having had an effec
ive delivery of the property under a document not admis
sible in evidence. In other words, as can be plainly seen
from the plaint filed by him, the applicant's case is based

" ~~

upon title stemming from the document (Exhibit (L

an unregistered sale deed from the previous owner Daw
Aye Cho.

In the result, therefore, this revision application fails
and is dismissed with costs.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL

Before U Chan Tun All11g. C.y.

U SEIN (ApPELLANT)

v.

THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).-

Penal Code, s. 4Is-Cheatillg-Ingredients necessary to constitute.

For an act or omission to come within the purview of the offence of cheating
in s. 415 of the Penal Code, there must be deception which must precede
<loci induce a certain person or certain class of persons, not necessarily definite.
the delivery or retention of property.

Kyaw Myint for the appellant.

Min Han for the respondent.

U CHAN TUN AUNG, C.J.-This appeal must be allowed
and the conviction and sentence set aside.

The appellant U Sein, said to be the proprietor of Sein
Toe Stationery House in 32nd Street, Rangoon was prose
cuted along with one Abdul Rashid Khan at the instance
of Pabedan Police for the offence of attempted cheating
punishable under section 420, read with section 51 I of
the Penal Code. Abdul Rashid Khan is a book-binder,
living at No. 120, 32nd Street and the allegation by the
police is that when they raided the book-binder's
premises on the 3rd September, 1959, at about IO a.m.,
they found, among others, the exhibit bound-books, five
in number. The books are mostly account-books of
foolscap size, some of which are known as ledgers with
alphabetical indexes, and the others are ordinary account
books with debit and credit sections. On the outside
covers of these books, labels are affixed. On the right hand'

* Criminal Appeal No. 128 of 1960 from the order of the District Magistrate,
Rangoon, dated the 16th December 1959, in Criminal Regular Trial No. 14
of 1959.

H.C.
1960

June 9.
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H.C top corner of these labels certain numbers are printed.
1960

U S
The name of the makers of the books, Sein Toe Stationery

EIN '

T
vu' House is also printed on the lower part of the labels. Five

HE l'\ION ..

OF BURMA. of these books were seized and exhibited before the Court;
UCHAN (Exhibit I) is affixed with a label which bears No. 160;

TUNc1.
UNG

, (Exhibit 2), bears No. 200; (Exhibit 3), bears No. 300;

Exhibit 4, bears No. 400 -and (Exhibit 5), bears No. 500. The
prosecution case is that these numbers denote the numbers
of sheets containing in each book and that the books seized
from the appellant or appellant's book-binder do not con
tain the number of sheets as represented by the figures
on each label. It is further alleged that the books so
seized being already bound up and being in the custody of
the book-binder ready for sale to the public an attempted
cheating within the mischief of section 420, read with
section 51 I of the Penal Code has been committed. Hence
the prosecution before the District Magistrate. The appel
lant himself has explained by sworn statement at the
trial that the numbers on the labels affixed on the outside
covers do represent the numbers of sheets inside the
Exhibit books; and he testifies how the sheets are to be
counted. According to his way of counting, it is found
the Exhibit books do contain the number of sheets as
represented by the figure or figures affixed on the label of
each of them. I have verified that fact by examining all
the Exhibit books, and I find the appellant's assertion
correct; but in that connection the learned trial Magistrate
on page five of his judgment observed as follows:-
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With due respect, I fail to comprehend what the trial
Magistrate really means when he says that the counting
of the sheets in the way stated by the appellant was not
the usual way, and as such was not justified. As far as I can
see there is nothing in evidence to show what the usual
way of counting the sheets containing in such books is.
It appears that the trial Magistrate has rejected the appel
lant's testimony and accepted the only testimony of a
Police officer. I need hardly reiterate the fundamental
principle that the initial burden of proving in a criminal
·case, everything essential to the establishment of the
charge against the accused, rests on the prosecution, and
this onus never shifts; and, in my view, it would be
highly improper to convict an accused person, not because
'the prosecution has established the case beyond doubt,
but simply because the assertion of the accused
In defence appears to the Court to be unreason
.able or has not been established. Now, in the
present case, the appellant has, by giving sworn
testimony before the trial Court, shows that the
figures on the labels appearing on each book do tally
with the number of sheets in the books, if they are
counted in the way he has counted. As I have already
,observed above, this assertion of the appellant was
absolutely correct; and therefore, the question arises
whether the prosecution case has been established against
;the appellant. There is no evidence on record to show
that the appellant's assertion is false or unjustified. The
learned trial Magistrate whose observation 1 have already
set out above merely says that it was not the usual way
'of counting the sheets of the books. 'What is the uS\lal
way? Where is the evidence showing what the usual

H.C
1960

U SEIN
'V.

THE UNION
OF BURMA.

UCHANTt:N
AUNG, C.).
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way of counting is? Are we left to conjecture what the
usual way is? Or are we to adjudge it on the basis of
reasonableness or unreasonableness of ac'cused's explana
tion in that regard? The evidence necessary for criminal
prosecution and proof thereof must be on judicial basis
and not on premises and conjectures not supported by
evidence. The prosecution in this case has miserably
failed in establishing its case against the appellant.

As regards the alleged offence, I am afraid, even if the
facts alleged by the prosecution are true, I fail to see how
the offence of cheating, or attempted cheating has been
made out. The definition of cheating in section 415 of
the Penal Code clearly envisages certain person to be
deceived which need not be definite, and to whom there
should be a false representation or a deception practised..
In other words, an act or omission to come ,vithin the
purview of the offence of cheating in section 415 of the
Penal Code, there must be deception which must precede
and induce a certain person or certain class of persons,.
not necessarily definite, the delivery or retention of pro
perty. But here, in the instant case, the books were
seized from the book-binder, who was an employee of
the appellant; and I fail to see how, as I have stated above,
even if the facts alleged by the prosecution are true,.
cheating within the mischief of section 415 can be said
to have been committed, much less attempted cheating
within the purview of section 5II, inasmuch as no decep
tion has been practised upon any person or group of
persons with a view that such person or group of persons
shall deliver in consequence of such deception practised
certain property or retain certain property, etc. as
envisaged in section 415. The above observations may
seem to be elementary, but sometimes we do really lose
sight of elementary principle. I have been told that there
are a number of cases basing upon the same facts as those
in the present case still pending in some of the Courts
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below, and with a view to their guidance, I am reiterating
the plain provis,ions of law as are to be found in the
relevant penal provisions.

The learned Government Advocate who appears on
behalf of the respondent when asked whether the convic
tion of the appellant on the facts and circumstances
obtaining in the case can at all be justified, very properly
conceded that the conviction and sentence of the appellant
was not sustainable. He also has to admit that there was
no cheating within the purview of section 415 much less
an attempt to cheat as envisaged in section 51 I. As re
gards prosecution case he says there is no proof whatso
ever that the method of counting as adopted by the prose
cution was the usual method, and that the way adopted
by the appellant was wrong or unjustified.

Such being my view of the case, this appeal must be
allowed, and the conviction and sentence imposed upon
the appellant must be set aside. The fine of K 500 if paid,
must be refunded to the appellant.

H.C.
1960

U SEIN
V.

THE UNION~

OF B(JRMA~

UCHAN TUN
AUNG, C.].
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H.C.
1960

Aug. 30.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before U Po On, y.

A. H. ESSATAR MOHAMED (ApPELLANT)
v.

THE mUON OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).'

Temporary Act-Cessation oj-During trial-Conviction under.
Conviction for an offence punishable under a temporary Act 'which has

ceased to exist during the pendencY,,-of the trial is bad in law.

Bansgopal v. Empero1', A.I.R. (1933) All. 669 ; Kay v. Goodwin, 6 Bing.
5761 referred to.

Aung Min (2) for the appellant.

Tun Nyo (Government Advocate) for the respondent.

U Po ON, J.-The accused is convicted under section
8 (r) of the Essential Supplies and Services Act and sentenced

• to "four months· rigorous imprisonment by the 15th Addi
tional Magistrate for selling cotton printed shirting at
K 1.51 per yard instead of selling it at K 1.49 per yard, in
contravention of the Price Control Order vide Notification
NO·4, dated the 13th January 1959.

The accused did not deny that he sold the cotton printed
shirting at K 1.5 I pyas per yard. But the main point he
raised in this appeal is that the conviction is invalid and
unsustainable in view of the fact that the Price Control
Order was a temporary one and that it was lifted while the
case against him was pending before the trial Court.

The Essential Supplies and Services Act under which
the accused was given the conviction is a temporary Act,
as it is clear from section I itself which is in the following
terms:

"This Act shall come into force on the first day of August,
"947, and shall remain in force until the PresIdent of the
Union, by notification, directs that it shall cease to be in
force."

* Criminal Appeal No. 297 of 1960 from the order. of the 15th Additional
l\I2gistrate. Rangoon, dated the loth May 1960, in Criminal Summary Trial
No. 1316 of 1959·
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So, the Price Control Order which was made under the
said Essential Supplies and Services Act must also be taken
as a temporary .one. In any event, it was clearly a
temporary one, as it was lifted while the case against the
lccused was pending before the trial Court.

In Bansgopal v. Emperor (I) it was held as:
H As a general rule, unless there is some special provISIOn

to the contrary, after a temporary Act has expired no prOo
ceedings can be taken upon it and it ceases to have any further
effect. An offence therefore committed against a temporary
Act must be prosecuted and punished before the Act expires,
and as.soon as the Act expires any proceedings which are
being taken against a person will ipso facto tenminate."

.'\'

The la'\V on the point is further shortly and sufficiently
:tated byifindal C.}. in Kay v. Goodwin (2) as:

" I take the effect of repealing a statute to be to obliterate
as coIjJpletely from the records of the Parliament as if it had
never been passed; and it must be considered as a law that
never..~xisted except for the purpoSe of those actions which
were;~'commenced, prosecuted, and concluded whilst it was
an e3dsting law."

Now, there is no provision in the relevant Control Order
hat notwithstanding the expiry of the Control Order any
'roceeding pending in respect of any offence under the said
lrder may be continued and the accused punished.

In the circumstances the conviction of the accused can
ot be sustained.

L therefore, set aside the conviction and sentence im
osed on the accused by the .trial Court and acquit him so
lr as this case is concerned.

Bail bond is also cancelled.

B.C.
1960

A.H.
ESSATAR

IVIoHAMED
v.

THE UNION
OF BUlU'dA.

U Po ON, J.

(I) A.I.R. (1933) All. 669. (2) 6 Bing. 576.
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H.C.
1960

Aug. 9.

APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U San"Maung,Y.

AYANULLA (a) HANULLA (ApPELLANT)
v.

U PAR SEIN AND TWO OTHERS (RESPONDENTS).'

Civil Procedure Code, O. 7. R. I I-Rejection of plaint for want of notice under
s. 80 of the Code-When proper as against defendants not requiring such
notice.

The app::1b:1t sued the three respondents for possession of the suit pre
mises and for a declaration that the order of the 3rd respondent, Controller
of Rents permitting the 1St respondent to let the suit premise~, to the 2nd
respondent was void. The plaint was rejected under Order VI(L Rule r I of
the Civil Procedure Code on the ground that no notice as rCQuireq,;tmder s. 80
of the Civil Procedure Code having been served on the 3rd resp'ondent, the
Controller of Rents and that without first czncelling the order of the '31"d respon
dent, the Controller of Rents permitting the 1st respondent to let the suit
premises to the 2nd respondent the suit as ngainst the 1st and 2nd respondents
could not be proceeded with. It was contended on behalf of the plsintiff
that although the suit against the Controller of Rents might not be mrti11tainable
in law the suit should be proceeded against the remaining defendants after
striking out the Controller of Rents from the array of defendants;'

Held: Tint us the appellant-plaintiff has asked fOJ:" a declurton that
the order of the Controller of Rents was void us a condition pre-:eJent to the
ejectment of the 2nd defendant-respondent from the suit prc:11ises the 3rd
respondent Cont..-oller ofRents was a necessary party and he could not therefore
be sti'Uck out from the suit and tbat as the suit as framed could not be proceeded
a~ain<;t the oth-::.r two defendants after striking Oett th.: 3rd d~f~ndant, the
Controller of Rents, it was rightly rejected in limine for \vant of notice under
s. 80 of the Civil Procedure Code.

Boyini Kallga1l1la v. Pedini Ramlingam Subudhi, A.I.R. (1948) Pat. II7 ;
Bhagchand Dagadusa v. Secretary of State, A.I.R. (1927) P.C. 176 ; Venkata
Rangiah Appa Rao Bahadul' and anothel' v. Secretary of State and others, A.I.R
(t931) Mad. 175; U Ratana v. The J.11unicipal Corporation of Rangoon and
Dr. Than Aung, C.I.A. No. 4+ of 1956 of High Court, Rangoon; The Secretary
of State for India in Council v. Rajlucl?i Debi, LL.R. 25 Cal. 239 ; Baldeo
Prasad aud others v. SUldli Singh and others, A.I.R. (1938) Pat. 127; NOOI'
Mohammad v. Abdul Fateh and others, A.I.R. (1941) Pat. 461, referred to.

R. Basu for the appellant.

Aung Min (1) for the respondent No.!.

* Civil 1St Appeal NO.7 of 1959 against the decree of the 4th Judge, City
Civil Court) Rangoon, in Civil Regular Suit No. 387 of 1957.
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Hla Thin (Government Advocate) for the respondent NO.3.

No appearance,by or on behalf of respondent No.2.

U SAN MAUNG. J.-In Civil Regular Suit No. 387 of 1957
of the City Civil Court of Rangoon, the plaintiff Ayanulla
(a) Hanulla, who is the appellant in the present appeal, sued
the defendant-respondents: (I) U Par Sein, (2) V Hain
and, (3) the Controller of Rents, Rangoon, for possession
of the premises in suit which were rooms Nos. I and 2 of
No. 175, Stockade Road, Rangoon, and for a declaration
that the; order of the Controller of Rents permitting V Par
Sein to.let these premises to U Hain was void. The plain
tiff's case was that he was the tenant in respect of the pre
mises in suit of the 1St defendant-respondent V Par Sein
at a monthly rental of K 22.50 pyas for each room, that on
or about the roth of January 1955, U Par Sein had forcibly
taken ,possession of these rooms by locking them up and
that~hce then he (the plaintiff) had been out of possession
()f th~ rooms, that the 1st defendant-respondent U Par Sein
had made an application to the Controller of Rents under
section I6A of the Vrban Rent Control Act for permission
to let these rooms to the 2nd defendant-respondent, V Hain,
on a misrepresentation of fact that these rooms were va
cant, that on the 20th of June 1955, the Controller of Rents
had given the necessary permission in his proceedings No.
IE/74 of 1955 and that the plaintiff's application to the
Controller to review his order was still pending at the date
of the present suit, The plaintiff averred that since he had
been wrongfully dispossessed of the premises in suit by
the 1st defendant-respondent V Par Sein, he was entitled
to recover possession of these rooms from the 2nd defen
dant-respondent V Hain and that since the order of the Rent
Controller permitting the 1st defendant- respondent U Par
Sein to let the premises in suit to the 2nd defendant-respon
dent U Hain had been obtained on a misrepresentation of

'7

H.C.
1960

AYANULLA
(alias)

HANULLA
v.

lJ PAR SEIN
AND TWO
OTHERS.
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fact, he was entitled to obtain a declaration that the order
of the Rent Controller giving the necessary permission was
void.

The 1st defendant-respondent by his written statement
denied that the plaintiff was still the tenant of the premises
in suit. On the other hand, he contended that the 2nd
defendant-respondent U Haim came into possession as a
legal tenant and that therefore the plaintiff was not entitled
to the decree for possession. The 2nd defendant-respon
dent by his written statement denied that he was a neces
sary party to the suit. He also contended that he was
legally in possession of the premises in suit as the same had
been allotted to him by the Controller of Rents, Rangoon,
under the provisions of section I6A (3) of the Urban Rent
Control Act. The 3rd defendant-respondent the Controller

. of Rents, contended, inter alia, that the order permitting
the 1st defendant-respondent to let the premises in suit to
the 2nd defendant-respondent was legal and proper.

On the pleadings, a preliminary issue regarding the
maintainability of the suit was framed and in the course
of the argument it was pointed out that as the suit against
the Controller of Rents was not maintainable for want of
the statutory notice under section 80 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, the whole plaint should be rejected as provided
for in Order VII, Rule II of the Civil Procedure Code. On
behalf of the plaintiff-appellant, it was urged that although
the suit as against the 3rd defendant-respondent, the Con
troller of Rents, might not be maintainable in law, it should
be proceeded against the remaining defendant-respondent>
after strjk.ing out the Controller of Rents from the array
of defendants. This contention was, however, rejected by
the learned 4th ]udge of the City Civil Court who, after
citing many authorities in support of the course which he
was adopting, pointed out that as the suit against the 1st
and 2nd defendant-respondents could not be proceeded
with, without first cancelling the order of the Controller of
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Rents permitting U Par Sein to let the premises in suit to
U Hain, the whole plaint should be rejected under Order
VII, Rule r r of the Civil Procedure Code.

The present is the appeal against such rejection of the
plaint, whi.ch is a decree as defined in section 2 (2) of the
Civil Procedure Code.

Now, regarding the question whether in a suit against
a public officer and a private individual where no notice
is served on the public officer the plaint is to be rejected in
toto or whether the suit could be carried on with the name
of the public officer struck off there are differences of
opinion. In Venkata Rangiah Appa Rao Bahadur and
anotbel" v. Secretary of State and others (r), it was held,
following the decision of the Privy Council in Bhagchand
Dagadusa v. Secretary of State (2), that non-compliance of
the provisions of section 80 of the Civil Procedure Code as'
against one of the defendants in suit \vould involve dismis
sal of the suit as against all the defendants in the case. In
th<; Secretary of State fOl" India in Council v. Rajlucki Debi
(3) which was in connection with a suit instituted by the
plaintiff against the Secretary of State for India and another,
who was the purchaser under a certificate of sale, following
a decree under which certain property was put up for sale
and sold to meet the claim of the Government in respect
of certain monies due from the plaintiff, it was held that as
the suit as against the Secretary of State must be dismissed
for want of a notice under section 424 of the Civil Proce
dure Code of r882 (corresponding to section 80 of the

\ 'present Code), the suit against the other defendant should
also be dismissed. In Baldeo Pramd and others v. Sukhi
Singh and others (4), it was held by Rowland]. that section
80 of the Civil Procedure Code applies to all suits in which
the Secretary of State is a defendant and that where the
plaint in such a suit does not contain a statement that

AYA.'l'ULLA
(alias)

HANULLA
v.

U PAR 8EIN
A.l'.lD TWO

OTHERS.

U SAN
MAUNG, J.

(1) A.I.R. (1931) Mad. '75·
(2) A.I.R. (1927) P.C. 176.

(3) I.L.R. 25 Cal. 239.
(4) A.I.R. (1938) Pal. 127.
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notice required by that section has been issued to the
Secretary of State, the plaint is defective and is therefore
liable to be rejected as a whole under Orde!' 7, Rule I I of
the Civil Procedure Code. In coming to this decision the
learned Judge purported to follow, among others, the
Privy Council decision of Bhagchand Dagadusa v. the
Secretary of State (I). In a subsequent case, namely, NODI'

Mohammad v. Abdul Fateh and others (2), the learned Judge
again reiterated his view that the bar of section 80 Civil
Procedure Code applies to the suit as a whole and not mere
ly to the claim against the defendant public servants, and
the suit in contravention of the provisions of this section
is unsustainable in limine.

The contrary view is, however, to be found in the judg
.ment of another learned Judge of the Patna High Court,
namely, Meredith J. in Boyini Kanganna v. Pedini Ramlin
gam Subudhi (3). There the learned Judge after referring
to the case law on the subject gave the following interpreta
tion of the views of the Privy Council in Bhagchand Daga
dusa v. The Secretary of State (I). He observed:

"In the Privy Council case it was merely laid down that
the provisions of section 80 must be strictly observed, and
that the Bombay view to the contrary was wrong. As I
read the judgment, their Lordships were careful to leave the
particular question, which we are now considering, open.
According to the statement of fact the suit was against the
Secretary of State, the Collector and the District Magistrate,
all public officers. But, however that may be, as appears from
the second last paragraph of the judgment, an attempt was
made to ,distinguish between the effect of section 80 in the
case of the Secretary of State and in the case of the Collector,
and to argue that even if it defeated the action as against the
former it would fail to protect the latter. Their Lordships
rejected this contention but on the ground that the suit had
been throughout a joint proceeding for the purpose of getting

(1) A.I.R. (r9'7) P.C. 176. (.) A.I.R. ('94') Pat. 46L
(3) A.I.R. (1948) Pat. 117.
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a joint declaration that the Government Notification in ques
tion was bad as the foundation of everything subsequently
done~ and~ ih the circumstances without the presence of the AYANULLl\.

Secretary of State before the Court, the notification could not H<:!.~;~A
be assailed, and, if it stood as valid the Collector's action v.

Id b f II . . d 'Th h . d h U PAR SEINcou not e success u y lrnpugne. us, t ey reJeete t e AND TWO
contention on the express ground that the Secretary of State OTHERS.

was a necessary party to the action to make it maintainable, U SAN
and no other ground was mentioned. Moreover, in the next MAUNG, J.
paragraph their Lordships said, •Whatever may be the case
between other parties. as against the respondents, they (the
plaintiffs) must fail.' .,

With great respect, I am of the opinion that the view taken
by Meredith J., is correct exposition of the law as laid down
by the Privy Council and to be preferred to that of Rowland
J. in the two cases referred to above.

As pointed out by Meredith J., the true test in cases of
this kind is whether the suit would be maintainable as
against the private individual without impleading the
official who requires a notice under section 80 of the Civil
Procedure Code. In such a case, there is no reason why
the official should not be struck out and the suit allowed
to proceed against the private individual in whose case no
notice under section 80 is at all necessary.

The learned 4th Judge of the Rangoon City Civil Court
has placed great reliance upon the judgment of U Ba
Thaung J. in U Ratana v. The Municipal Corporation of
Rangoon and Dr. Than Aung (I). However, it must be
pointed out that in that suit it was alleged by U Ratana that
the action of the Buildings Engineer of the Municipal Cor
poration of Rangoon in sending him a notice to demolish
his house on the ground that it was an unauthorized
structure, was at the instigation of and in collusion with
the co-defendant Dr. Than Aung. In these circumstances,
it was held by U Ba Thaung J. that as the suit against the
Municipal Corporation of Rangoon must be dismissed for

(I) Civil First Appeal No. 44 of 1956 of High Court.
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RC.
1960 want of a notice under section 204 of the City of Rangoon

Municipal Act, the suit as against the other '"'e.fendant could
AYANULLA U,

(alia,) not also succeed. This view is more in keeping with that
HANULLA

v. expressed by Meredith J. in Boyini Kanganna v. Pedini
U PAR 8EIN .

AND TWO Ramlmgam Subudhi (I).
OTHERS. • • •

Applymg the law as laId down by Meredith J. m the
U SAN

M U J case cited above to the case now under consideration, it isA NG, .

clear that the plaintiff had, apparently, under a misappre
hension of the true legal position made the case agii5)lst
the Controller of Rents inseparable from that against the
other defendants in the case. He stated in paragraph 12
of his plaint as follows:

"The 2nd <!efendant has been made a party as he is in pos
session of the said rooms, and the 3rd defendant has been
made a party as it was by his order that the 2nd defendant
entered into possession. The said order was illegal as ..~t was
obtained by fraud by suppressing the fact that the pfaintiff
has been the tenant at the time of applying for letting the
aforesaid." jJ

For this reason, the plaintiff has asked for a declaration
that order of the Controller of Rent was void as a condition
precedent to the ejectment of the' 2nd defendant-respondent
U Hain from the suit premises and for recovery of these
premises.

From the language of sub-section (3) of section r6A of
the Urban Rent Control Act, it would seem that what the
Controller of Rents had given the 1st defendant-respondent
U Par Sein was merely a permission to let the premises in
suit to the 2nd defendant-respondent U Hain, and not a
direction compelling U Par Sein to take in U Hain as his
tenant and that therefore, it would be unnecessary to have
the permit declared void.

(x) A.I.R. (X9.8) Pat. II7.
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However that may be, in the suit as framed by the plain
tiff-appellant, the Controller of Rent is a necessary party
and therefore his plaint has been rightly rejected in limine
for want of due notice under section 80 of the Civil Pro
cedure Code.

In the result, the appeal fails and is dismissed with
costs. Advocate's fees: 3 (Three) Gold Mohurs.

H.C.
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H.C.
1960

July 4·

APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U San Maung, J.

DAW OHN SEIN (ApPELLANT)

v.
DAW HNIN Zl (a) HAFIZ BEE BEE (RESPONDENT).'

Limitation Act. s. s-Extellsion of time undcJ'-Gross and culpable negligence
or misconduct 011 the part of la'wyer-No ground for Remedy of litigant.

Gross and culpable negligence or misconduct on the part of the appellant's
lawyer is no reason'for granting extension of time under s. 5 of the Limitation
Act.

Obiter-\Vhere the litigant has suffered either through misconduct fa
through gross and culpable negligence on the part ofhis lawyer he must suffer,
his only remedy being against his legill adviser.

Surcndra jl10han Rai Chowdhury v. Mahendra Natll Banerjee and others,
A.I.R. (1932) Cal. 589 ; HigMan v. Trelzerne, (1878) 48 L.J. Ex. 167 ; R.M.AL
Firm v. Ko Shan and another, (1939) R.L.R. 639 ; Gopal Patwa and another v.
Diganbar Singh, A.LR. (1927) Pat. 232, referred to.

Tin HIa for the appellant.

D. N. Dutt for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Civil Regular Suit No. 1734 of
1956 of the City Civil Court of Rangoon Daw Hnin Zi,
who is the respondent in the present appeal, sued the de
fendant-appellant Daw Ohn Sein for her ejectment from a
room on the ground floor of House No. 372/374, Shwebon
tha Street, Rangoon.

Daw Hnin Zi's case was that the defendant-appellant
was her tenant on a monthly rent of K 80 and that the
defendant, in spite.of the fact that one of the conditions
of tenancy was that she should not assign or sublet the
premises in suit without first obtaining her consent in writ
ing, applied to the Controller of Rents, Rangoon, to allow

* Civil 1St Appeal No. 72 of 1959 against the decree of the City Ci\'il Cc<:rt1

dated the 7th September 1959, in Civil Regular Suit No. 1734 of 1956.
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her to sublet the premises to Messrs. Burma Pharmacy of
No. 372/374, Shwebontha Street, Rangoon. She also con
tended that, as'she was old and infirm and was not in a
position to climb the stairs leading to her residence on the
third floor of the same building, she required the room on
the ground floor for the purpose of her own residence.

The defendant-appellant by her written statement
denied that there was any such agreement regarding the
obtaining of prior consent in writing before subletting the
premises in suit as alleged by the plaintiff. She also said
that the plaintiff did not really require the premises for her
own residence and that the suit for ejectment was actuated
by the plaintiff's desire to eject her for failure to pay the
salami demanded of her.

On the pleadings the learned trial Judge framed several
issues, namely, " (I) that relating to the alleged breach of
the conditions of tenancy and (2) that relating to the bona
fide requirement of the premises in suit for the purpose of
the plaintiff's residence".

On these issues, he came to the conclusion that at the
very most what the defendant was guilty of doing was to
make an attempt to sublet the premises in question without
first obtaining the permission of the plaintiff. Regarding
the question relating to bona fide requirement of the pre
mises by the plaintiff for her own residence, the learned
trial Judge relied on the evidence of Dr. Kyaw Yin (PW I)
and U Sein Aung (PW 2) and came to the conclusion that
the plaintiff was suffering from enlargement of liver, chro
ni.c appendictia and weak heart and that therefore the best
place for her residence was the room on the ground floor.
Although it did not appear from the judgment whether any
defence witness was examined, the learned Advocate for the
defendant-appellant did contend that on the evidence on
record the plaintiff had been ill since about 1945 and that
it was unreasonable for her to ask for a room on the ground
floor which was usually reserved for the purpose of doing

H.C.
I960

DAW OHN
SEIN

V.
DAW HNIN

ZI (alias)
H.-\FIZ BEE
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U SAJ.'l
I\L...uNG. J.
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business, instead of a room on the first floor which would
suit her equally well.

<

The judgment appealed against was passed in favour
of the plaintiff-respondent on the 7th September 1959.
The present appeal was filed by the defendant-appellant on
the 13th November 1959, 37 days beyond the period of
limitation allowed by law. Accordingly, the defendant
appellant has filed with her memorandum of appeal an
application for the extension of time under section 5 of
the Limitation Act. In the affidavit accompanying this
application the defendant-appellant states that after the suit
under appeal, which was filed in the year 1956, had been
pending for over two years she asked her own lawyer
Mr. Burjorjee to approach the plaintiff with a view to com
promise the suit. Later, Mr. Burjorjee told her that the
plaintiff was willing to compromise the suit on payment
of the expenses already incurred by her which amounted
to K 500. Accordingly, she sent K 500 to Mr. Burjorjee
through her next door neighbour, Mr. Desai. In the month
of March 1959 on meeting Mr. Burjorjee she asked him
whether the suit had been compromised. On Mr. Burjor
jee replying in the affirmative, she asked him whether she
could proceed to Meiktila to keep Sabbath. He assured her
that she could do so. She left Rangoon on the 8th April
1959 and returned on the 24th July 1959· About the 15th
October 1959 she received a notice from the City Civil
Court, Rangoon and on making enquiri.es relating thereto
was astonished to find that it was in execution of the decree
in the suit which she thought had been compromised. She,
therefore, went to her lawyer Mr. Burjorjee to see how
this could have happened and Mr. Burjorjee told her that
he would enquire. Later, she was informed by Mr. Burjor
jee that an execution case was pending against her and that
2nd November 1959 had been fixed for filing written ob
jection against the application for the execution of the
decree. On further enquiry she found out that the case
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against her proceeded after the date on which it was sup
posed to have bt:'en compromised and that her own lawyer
had informed the Court, that he did not wish to cite any
witnesses on behalf of the defence. She therefore made
arrangements to file the present appeal.

The defendant-appellant Daw Ohn Sein's sister, Daw
Thin Ohn, in a supporting affidavit said that Daw Ohn Sein
left Rangoon on 8th April 1959 for Meiktila and returned
only on the 24th July 1959 and that before she left, her
sister told her that the case against her had been compro
mised. Mr. Desai in his affidavit stated that he used te
accompany Daw Ohn Sein whenever she visited her lawyer
for the purpose of acting as her interpreter and that durin~

one of her visits Daw Ohn Sein told her lawyer that as tht
case had been dragging on for quite a long time she wishec
to have it settled. On a subsequent visit Daw Ohn Sein'~

lawyer told her that the plaintiff had agreed to have tht
case settled on payment of K 500 as costs. Accordingly,
Daw Ohn Sein sent a sum of K 500 through him to her law·
yer. She therefore left Rangoon for Meiktila during tht
month of April and returned during the month of July

1959·
The plaintiff-respondent Daw Hnin Zi in a countel

affidavit denied that she ever agreed to have the suit com
promised for a sum of K 500. She also said that the defen·
dant-appellant's story was on the face of it incredible, a~

if she had agreed to compromise the suit as alleged by her
the defendant-appellant could easily have verified this fac!
from her as she lived on the third floor of the same build
ding. Moreover, even if the defendant-appellant did no!
want to go to her, she could have sent Mr. Desai for tht
purpose of making the necessary verification. She alse
said that although the defendant's lawyer did not cite any
defence witnesses, he fully argued the case on behalf of hi~

client.
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It is clear from the above that what the defendant
appellant has alleged is that owing to gr9ss and culpable
negligence, if not dishonesty, on the part of her own law
yer Mr·, Burjorjee, she was led to believe that the suit
against her had been compromised and that therefore an
extension of time under section 5 of the Limitation Act
should be given to her for the purpose of enabling her to
file the present appeal against the judgment and decree in
Civil Regular Suit No. I734 of I956. The defendant-ap
pellant could not allege, leave alone prove, the fact that
there was any collusion between her lawyer and the plain
tiff-respondent. In these circumstances, it is a matter for
consideration whether any extension of time under section
5 of the Limitation Act can be granted to her.

In Surendra Mohan Rai Choudhury v. Mahendra Nath
Banerjee and others (I) where one of the questions for con
sideration was whether delay due to a mistake or an
erroneous advice of a lawyer can be sufficient ground for
an extension of time under section 5 of the Limitation Act,
a Bench of the Calcutta High Court which reviewed most
of the leading cases on the subject quoted with approval
the following observation of Brett, M.R., in Highton v.
Treherne (2) :

"In cases where a suitor has suffered fro:n negligence or
gross want of legal skill of his legal adviser he has his remedy
against that legal adviser and meantime the suitor must suffer.
But where there has been a bona fide mistake, not through
misconduct or through negligence nor through want of reason~

able skill, but such as a skilled person might make, I very
much dislike the idea that the rights of the client should be
thereby forfeited. It seems to be obvious that the Court has
jurisdiction to enlarge the time under some circumstances.
Therefore why not on the present occasion? It has been
said that when the time for appealing is past, the person who
would be respondent has a vested right to retain his judgment.
But obviously it is not an absolute right, and! am perfectly

(1) A.I.R. (1932) Cal. p. 589. (2) (1878) 48 L.J. Ex. p. 167.
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confident that the practice of all Courts has been to treat
it as not an absolute right, though the Courts are chary of
enlarging the Jime when the time allowed by the rule has run
out."

A few years later, a single Judge of the late High Court
of Judicature in the case of R.M.AL. Firm v. Ko Shan and
another (I) following the decision in Surendra jVIoh,an Rai
Choudhury v. Mahendra Nath Banerjee and others (2) again
quoted with approval the above dictum of Brett, M.R., in
Highton v. Treherne (3). It is clear from the above that
where the litigant has suffered either through misconduct
or through gross and culpable negligence on the part of his
lawyer he must suffer, his only remedy being against his
legal adviser.

In Gopal Patwa.and another v. Diganbar Singh (4) it was
observed that negligence of the agent is negligence of the
principal and that there is no distinction between the two.
On the same prineiple, when a litigant has been let down by
his own lawyer, he must suffer the consequences.

For these reasons I consider that even assuming for the
sake of argument that the defendant-appellant's lawyer,
Mr. Burjorjee, had been guilty of gross and culpable negli
gence or had otherwise misconducted himself, this is no
reason for granting the application of the defendant-appel
lant for the extension of time under section 5 of the Limita
tion Act. The appeal is therefore dismissed as having been
filed beyond the time allowed by law.

(I) (1939) R.L.R. p. 639. (3) (1878) 48 L,J. Ex. p. 167·
(2) A.I.R. (1932) Cal. p. 589. (4) A.I.R. (1927) Pat. p. 232.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U Chan Tun Aung, C.]. and U San lV1aung,Y.

DHUN]EE SHAM]EE & CO. (ApPELLANTS)

v.
THE STATE AGRICULTURAL MARKETING BOARD AND

ANOTHER (RESPONDENTS).*

Commercial contracts not illegal or opposed to public policy by being made in place!
where criminal activities exist-Analogy of alien occupation not applicable
to occupation by insurgents-Colltract Act, s. 237-Estoppel by subsequent
conduct-Agel!t'5 mttlwrity-Prewmption as to-Allegation oj fraud aud
collusioll-TVhen cannot be comidered-Confrcct Act, s. 238-Fraud by
ageni-Wlzen third party not affected-Liability of master or pril1cipal
jor acts of servant or agent.

On the 1St and 13th l'vlarch 1')49 the a?p~lIants entered into contracts
with the 1St respondent, the State Agriculturall'vlarketing Board for the supply
of 550 tons of rice a;1d rice products" ex-hopper" to the Boa!'d's agent, the
znd respondent at Prome. By 22nd March 1949 when the Board ordered
the stoppage of further performanc'O! of the Carl-tracts all 550 tons of rice con
sisting of 26,000 bags of rice had becn milled 3!:d delivered to the 2nd re
spondent. Of these, some S, 435 bags ','.'ere hurrieC:ly desp?tched to Rangoon
owing to the insurrection in Prome and the remaining 17,565 bags of rice
which were stored in the ruill godown of the appellants were looted by the
insurgents when Prome town was completely occupied by the insurgents on
the 25th March 1949. Payment for certain quantities of rice milled and
delivered under the contracts having been received, the appellants sued the
respondent for the recovery of the balance K 55,37I.I0. The c!aim 'was
resisted by the Board, one of whose grounds was that the town of Prome in
which the Board's agent operated for and on its behalf, at the relevant time,
being infested with insurgents andior otherwise in occupation of the insurgents
the aforesaid contracts were illegal, without the scope of the agent's authority
and that they were not binding on the Board.

Held: That simply because there were some criminal activiti·:s in certain
parts of Burma, all commerci?.l contracts entered into in that part should not
be deemed to be illegal or opposed to public policy and that the analogy of
alien occupation of a country rendering contracts entered into between subjects
of that country and/or with the enemy subjects which would directly or
indirectly help enemy's sinews of \\'ar is not at all apposite.

Held also: That the expression" public policy" does not admit of any
precise definition and is not easily explained, and that as the multi"colourcd
insurgents who infested Prome at the relevant time were never at any time

* Civil 1st Appeal No. 85 of 1955 against the decree of this Court (Original
Side), dated the 4th October 1955, in Civil Regular Suit No. 25 of 1955.
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'Considered as alien enemy or belligerents at war with the Union of Burma
but that they were ordinary criminals who had contravened the Penal Law
of the land. voidness of contracts entered into by one subject of a country
with an enemy subjt.'Ct at war on grounds of being opposed to public policy
has no application whatsoever to the suit contracts.

By the Board's subsequent conduct in accepting milling returns and delivery
reports in respect of the COrrtract rice despatched to it by its agents at Prome,
it was held that under s. 237 of the Contract Act the Board was estopped from
denying its liabiiity or obligation incurred by its duly appoi ...ted agentS Lven
if the latter had acted beyond their authority.

He!dfurthe1': That it is settled law that if a person (principal) authorises
another to act as his agent for certain purposes it must be presumed that the
apparent authority the agent exercises is t~~e real authority.

,Vhere no particulars as required under Order VI, Rule 4 of the Civil
Procedure Code have been furni:;hed, the alhgation of fraud and collusion
should not be considered; aad even if fl'aad had been eommi,ted by the a;;:ent
while acting within apparent scope of hi:; authority, under s. 238 of the Contiaet
Act, the effect of fraud does 110t affect a third party at all, the general princi~le
being that the nla:.ter or pi·incipal (Respondent superior) is ansv',"erable for
every such Wl"Ong of the servant or agent com111i~tcd or done in the course of
the service for the master's benefit, though nO e~;:press command or privity
of the master is proved.

Laught:!r v. Poinler, (1826) 5 ll. and C. 547 at 554., referred to.

Kyaw Myint for the appellants.

Tun Sein for the 1st respondent.

C. A. Soorma and Myint Soe for the 2nd respondent.
U CHAN TUN AUNG, C.J.-The present appeal arises out

of many a suit filed by rice millers against the State Agri
cultural Marketing Board (hereinafter described as the
Board), and its agent, for recovery of various sums of
money, being the sale price of rice and rice products milled
and delivered to the Board through its agent in certain
specified zones before the introduction of, what is known
as, direct purchase system. Some of those suits were tried
before the Special Civil Court constituted under a special
enactment, namely, Special Civi.l Courts Act, 1951 (Act
No. 73 of 1951) ; but in respect of the suit out of which the
present appeal has arisen, the plaintiffs have chosen the
Original Side of this Court as the forum for adjudication of
their claim. They sought to recover from the Board and
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from the Board's duly appointed agent, Maurtk Thein
Brothers (the 2nd respondents), a sum of K 55,37r.IO as
being the balance price payable to them for certain quanti
ty of rice and rice products duly milled and delivered" ex
hopper" to the Board's agent, the 2nd respondents. In
their plaint the plaintiffs stated that they entered into three
contracts with the Board's agent for milling and sale of rice
to the Board at their mill at Prome for which they were to
be paid at Rangoon by pay orders issued by the Board's
agent at Prome.

The contracts were (a) No. 01 for supply of 150 tons
of Sugandi SMS rice, (b) contract No. 02 dated 1st March
1949 for supply of 300 tons of the same variety and (c) con
tract No. 03 dated the 13th March 1949 for supply of IOO
tons of the same variety. In performance of the said con
tracts, the plaintiffs asserted, they had fully delivered the
contract rice to the Board and/or its agent at Prome. They
maintained that full payment had been recei.ved towards
contract No. or. In respect of contract No. 02, they said
they received full payment for first roo tons delivered, and
K 2,000 out of K 24,634.2 for the second IOO tons delivered
leaving a balance of K 4,63+2 payable to them. As re
gards contract No. 03, they averred that no payment at all
had been made by the Board, and they claimed, after giving
due credit to the payment received, a total sum of
K 55,37I.ro from the Board and j,ts agent. It appears that
the Board's agent, the 2nd respondents issued pay orders
to their Rangoon Office and payments as aforesaid have
been duly made to the plaintiffs, leaving the balance sum as
indicated above.

This claim was resisted by the Board and its main asser
tion' inter alia, was that the town of Prome in which the
Board's agent operated for and on its behalf, at the relevant
time, being infested with insurgents and/or otherwise in
occupation of the insurgents the aforesaid contracts were
illegal, without the scope of the agent's authority and that
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they'wert; not binding on the Board. The Board's agent,
2nd respondents, however, filed a separate written state
ment and virtual!y conceded all the plai.ntiffs' claim. They
supported the plaintiffs' assertion that Prome was occupied
by insurgents not on the date when the suit contracts were
entered into, but only on the 26th March I949, i.e., after
full and complete delivery of the contract rice to them.
They also conceded that the stock of rice so delivered were
stored in the mill godown of the plaintiff's company, and
were eventually looted or otherwise disposed of by the in
surgents while Prome was under insurgents' occupation, i.e.,
from 26th March I949 till some time in May I950 when
the Government forces drove the insurgents away.

The suit then went to trial before the late U Thein
Moung, J. on the following issues:

1. Did plaintiffs mill and deliver 300 and roo tons
of rice against Contracts 02 and 03 referred
to in the plaint to 2nd defendants?

2. Was the said rice looted by insurgents as alleged
in paragraph 9 of the plaint ?

3. Are the defendants or either of them liable for
the claim of plaintiffs ?

4. Are the plaintiffs registered under the Partnership
Act?

5. To what relief are the plaintiffs entitled?

There was no serious dispute about the plaintiffs' right
,f suit as a registered partnership finn. The contest was
nainly on the question of the state of affairs in Prome Town
nd legality or otherwise of the contracts entered into by
he Board's agent whi.le Prome was infested with insurgents.
t is common ground, however, that Prome became infested
vith multi-coloured insurgents, the mutineers of the ISt
,urif (Ist Burma Rifles) and some PVOs when suit contracts
lere made by the Board's agent, whose representative was
ne Mr. Morgan stationed at Prome. The then learned
Jdge of the Original Side (U Thein Moung J.) was of the
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view that Prome Town being infested with insurgents with
effect from 6th February 1949, the suit contracts No. 02
and 03 made on the 1st March and 13th March 1949 re
spectively were frustrated and that as such there was no
obligation on either si.de to perform them, the foundation
for performance of the contracts being destroyed. On
that basis he dismissed the plaintiffs' suit in toto.

On appeal to us by the plaintiffs, we remanded the case
back to the Original Side for the determination of the
following two additional issues:

1. Whether the 1st Defendant Board is bound by the
acts of the 2nd Defendant in respect of suit
transactions with the plaintiffs while Prome
was under insurgents' occupation ?

2. (a) Between what dates was Prome under insur
gents' occupation? and

(b) \\That was the manner of occupation by the
insurgents ?

Evidence relevant to those issues was led before the
learned Judge (U Ba Nyunt, J.) of the Original Side, and the
learned Judge, by his order dated the 23rd December 1948
i~~wered the first issue in the negative. He held that the
'~ard was not bound by the acts of its agent in respect of
the suit contracts, inasmuch as, the allegations of the
Board that the transactions covered by the said contracts
" were collusive in nature in that they were designed to
defraud" the Board, were not without substance. His
main reason, for arriving at this conclusion was that
Mr. Morgan, the local representative of the Board's agent
at Prome " placed in similar circumstances would not have
acted in the way he did if all the Board's business were hi~

own business concern." As regards the second issue the
learned trial Judge found that Prome was under insurgents
occupation from 5th February 1949 to 19th April 1950 ane
that the manner of occupation was that Civil Administra
tion of Prome was through the Deputy Commissioner ul
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to 25th March 1949, and therafter through the Peace
Administration Committee.

Now, regarding the question of frustration of the suit
contracts accepted by the first trial Judge (U Thein Moung
J.), we do not propose to discuss about that question at
length, because it was obviously based upon a misconcep
tion of the true application of accepted doctrine, and we
have no hesitation in holding that the learned Judge was
quite in error. This Bench composing then of U San
Maung and U Saw Ba Thein, JJ. has already expressed its
view in Civil First Appeal No. 46 of 1955 * arising out of
Civil Regular Suit No. 27 of 1952 where an identical issue
has arisen, the parties then being the State Agricultural
Marketing Board v. (I) Messl1s. Daruwall,a & Co. and (2)
Maung Thein Brothers Limited as respondents. The Bencl:
held on the authority of the Supreme Court of India In
Satyabrata Ghosh v. Mugneeram Bangur & Co. and another
(I) and also gave a definite finding of facts that effective
occupation of Prome by the insurgents having taken place
after the relevant contracts had been entered and complete
ly performed the question of frustration of the contracts
did not at all arise; because the doctrine of frustration
which discharges the parties from further performance of
the contracts is based upon supervening impossibility or
illegality after the making of the contracts and before they
can be performed partially or wholly. Besides, it is an
undisputed fact that the suit contracts were entered into
on the dates specified therein, and in performance thereof
the parties did fulfill their obligations up to a certain point
of time, namely the 22nd March 1949 when the Board
ordered the stoppage of further performance of the con
tracts.

(,) A.I.R. ('954) S.C. 44.
*' NOTE.-Appcal from the decision in this case is pending before the

Supreme Court in Civil Appeal NO.4 of I96o-Ed. B.L.n:.
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As regards the pr~cise date of insurgents' occupation of
Prome, in the events that had taken place, and from the
evidence appearing in the trial proceedings, we must differ
from the finding of the trial judge (U Ba Nyunt J.) We
fear that the learned trial judge has not given due weight
to the official statement issued by the Government of the
Union of Burma, Ministry of Home Affairs, vide Memoran
dum No. 29 HD 50, dated the 2nd August 1950 which has
been filed in the proceedings as Exhibit" 0 ". This official

statement is, in our view, issued by the Government after
a very careful enquiry; and relevant dates given therein
have been recognised and followed for all governmental
purposes. According to that statement, Prome fell into
effective insurgents' occupation for the second time from
25th March 1949 to 19th May 1950. Furthermore, the
same point was raised and considered in one of the previous
cases. There, it was found as of fact that 25th March
1949 was the date on which Prome came under the effective
control of the insurgents. (See Civil Appeal No. 49 of
1955.) Thus, in our view it would be idle for us to re-con
sider this aspect of the case in the context of either factual
or legal background.

Now, the plaintiff-appellants have urged in appeal be
fore us that the finding of U Ba Nyunt, j. that the appellants
and the representative of the Board's agent Mr. Morgan
acted in collusion in order to defraud the Board by enter
ing into the suit contracts was entirely unjustified, in that
there being no specific issue framed in that regard, and a
proper determination given thereon without furnishing the
necessary particulars about fraud and collusion. Our
attention was invited to Order VI, Rule 4 of the Civil Proce
dure Code, and it is urged that inasmuch as no particulars as
required thereunder having been furnished, the allegation of
fraud and collusion should not have been considered at all
by the learned judge. There is considerable merit in
this suhuission and we have no hesitation in accepting it.
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The learned Counsel appearing for the Board could not
seriously couater this submission, and he readily conceded
that there were no particulars furnished concerning fraud
and collusion; but he argues that the finding of the learned
trial Judge was, in effect, not a finding that fraud and collu
sion between the plaintiffs and the Board's local agent had
been proved, but a finding that the Board's local agent had
acted, in the special circumstances obtaining in the case
especially when civil administration of Prome had during
the relevant period been in an abnormal state-beyond the
agent's scope of authority, and that the Board was not
bound by agent's acts. Coupled with this contention, the
Board's Counsel further urged that the suit contracts ex
ecuted by the Board's agent were not only beyond the scope
of the Board's agent's authority, but also void being oppos
ed to public policy. As against this contention both the
plaintiff-appellants and the 2nd respondents joined hands
in asserting that the suit contracts made were within the
scope of agent's authority and that they were not opposed
to public policy. In support of their assertion they relied
upon the finding of this Bench in a previ.ous suit in which
the same issue had arisen, especially the finding in Daru
walla's case (Civil Appeal No. 46 of 1955) and also upon
precise terms of Agency Agreement (Ex. 12) as modified
from time to time by directives issued by the Board, namely
Ex. 5, dated 8th August 1948, Ex. 6, dated 30th October
1948 and Ex. 7, dated 3rd January 1949. Further reliance
was placed upon the Board's subsequent conduct in taking
deli.very of 8,4-35 rice bags which were despatched to
Rangoon by trucks and the price for which were paid by
the agent's Head Office at Rangoon. They maintained that
the Board's subsequent conduct in that respect was fully
borne out by the Board's Deputy Executi\'e Officer's (Intelli
gence) report Ex." u" and also by the fmding of U Ba Maw,
Executive Officer (Enquiries), dated the 20th July 1951
annexed to Ex. " u".
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On the question whether the Board's agent at Prome
acted within or without his scope of authority great stress
was laid by the Board's Counsel on the then conditions
prevailing in Prome, which to the knowledge of Mr. Morgan
and also of civil officers there were quite abnormal, and he
argued that Mr. Morgan ought not to have entered into the
suit contracts, namely, Contract No. 02, dated the 1st March
1949 and Contract No. 03, dated the 13th March 1949.
Reference was also made to Agency Agreement Ex. 12 and
it was urged that in the light of the directives that were
issued to all the procurement agents, namely, Directive
Ex. 5, dated 8th October 1948, Directive Ex. 6, dated 30th
October 1948 and lastly Directive Ex. 7, dated the 3rd
.January 1949, Mr. Morgan's hurried making of the suit
contracts was not only highly improper, but without the
scope of his authority. We have carefully gone through
the terms of Agency Agreement Ex. 12 as well as those in
subsequent directives issued by the Board and for reasons
given hereunder we are unable to accept the arguments
advanced on behalf of the Board.

Exhibit 5 directive, which was issued in 1948, does not
at all prohibit the purchase of rice and rice products by the
agent at district headquarters and selected centres, but
allows purchases whenever it is considered to be reason
ably safe in consultation and with the approval of the local
administrative authorities and the Board's Executive
Officer concerned. Our attention was invited to the ex
pression "with the approval of the local administrative
authorities and the Board's Executive Officers concerned."
However, in the subsequent Boards directive (Ex. 6), dated
30th October 1948, stress is laid on non-recognition of any
deliveries made against outstanding contracts in areas
which were rendered inaccessible to the ports or where the
Board's operation had to be suspended because of insurgent
activity. Here, we may note that what this directive con
templates is that only where the Board's operation had
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been suspended would deliveries against outstanding con
tracts not be retognised. By necessary implication, there
fore, where there was no suspension of operation the
deliveries against outstanding contracts would continue.
In the present case it is significant that the Board ordered
the suspension of operation in the relevant area only on the
22nd March 19<19 by issue of a letter Ex. " ~ " which was
admittedly received by the Executive Officer at Prome only
on the 26th March 1949. The letter is signed by U Kyin
Sein, Deputy Chief Executive Officer of the Board and as its
precise wordings are so important we reproduce it here
under:

"It is reported that the situation in Prome is critical, the
town having fallen into the hands of White PVOs in conjunc
tion with the 1st Battalion insurgents.

In view of the unsettled situation. buying and milling of
rice and paddy may be suspended until further instructions.
Milling of outstanding contracts should also be suspended.
You will, after consultation with the Executive Officer and
the District Administrative authorities, arrange to move the
stocks from the danger zone to a safer area as quick!y as pos
sible; as soon as railway line is reopened, you will take steps
to despatch entire stocks to Rangoon."

Obviously, it was pursuant to the instructions containing
in the latter part of the above letter' some 8,435 bags of
contract rice duly delivered by the plaintiff to the Board's
agent were hurriedly despatched to Rangoon in motor
trucks leaving behind at Prome some 17,565 bags which
were eventually taken over by the insugents when Prome
came under their effective control on 26th :vrarch 1949.
This fact has been found to be established. not only by re
levant documentary evidence, but also by a specific finding,
after due enquiry, given by Executive Officer (Enquiry)
U Ba Maw, (vide Ex. " 0 ").
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Directive Ex. 7 issued on the 3rd January 1949 is of
greater significance. The last; sentence 'in paragraph 2

reads;
". . . . Purchases should be made only at district

headquarters and other selected centres which are considered
to be reasonably safe, after consultation with the Executive
Officer and the local administrative officers."

When the tenor of this directive is compared with that of
the first Ex. 5, it will be seen that the significant words
" with the approval of" have been omitted. The direc
tive merely says that the purchases can be made at selected
centres or district headquarters when the agent considers
to be reasonably safe after consultation with the Executive
Officer and the local administrative officers.

There is evidence on record, especially in the evidence
given by Mr. Morgan and U Khin, the then Deputy Com
missioner of Prome, that there were instances in which
U Khin had given written consent for the purchase of rice
and rice products. In the case of purchases by the Burmese
Agencies at the relevant time such consents were given.
But, in connection with the suit contracts U Khin said that
he did not actually remember whether he had given verbal
consent to Morgan or not. According to Mr. Morgan-vide
page II5 (reverse) of his evidence, he took verbal
orders from U Khin and he thought it was quite
sufficient; and he had also given the reason why
he thought the written consent was not necessary,
because directive Ex. 7 merely says that the agent
should consult with the local administrative
authorities, i.e., the Deputy Commissioner, and it does not
specifically enjoin that the agent should get the Deputy
Commissioner's permission to purchase in writing. In
our view, this is perfectly right, because directive Ex. 7
does not specifically enjoin that a written permission should
be obtained from the Executive Officer and the Deputy
Commissioner. Stress was also laid by the Board's Counsel
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that the Executive Officer had not been consulted by
Mr. Morgan with regard to the suit contracts. The answer
given by Mr. Morgan was that the Executive Officer being
not in Prome. but at Minhla and that as he had received
previous instructions that in case of doubt, he could con
sult the local authority of that area, namely, the Deputy
'Commissioner, he had consulted the latter in accordance
with instructions given by the Executive Officer. We are
therefore of the view that the contracts entered into by the
Board's agent at Prome cannot in any way be said to be
outside the scope of his authority. He had received the

. verbal sanction of the Deputy Commissioner U Khin and in
so acting he had not contravened the directives issued by
the Board. The same issue was raised in the Daruwalla's
case and the Bench which heard the appeal (Civil Appeal
No. 46 of 1955) has elaborately gone into this aspect of the
case both in the light of the directives and the Agency
Agreement referred to above and it arrived at the same con
clusion as we have now arrived, i.e., i.n the circumstances
obtaining in the case the contracts entered by Mr. Morgan
were bona fide and they were well within the agent's scope
of authority. Much capital has been made by the Board's
Counsel about what has been described as abnormal con
ditions of Prome at the relevant time. Here again, though
we may concede that conditions in Prome might have been
abnormal yet, in our appraisal of factual matters affecting
the validity or otherwise of the suit contracts, we are to be
guided by such higher considerations as the Board's main
objective of allowing agriculturists to sell their produce
and keep the trade in that field alive so as to alleviate the
distress that might occasion by spasmodic upsurge of un
ruly elements in certain parts of Burm~. \Ve are not pre
pared to subscribe to the view that simply because there
were some criminal activities in certain parts of Burma, all
commercial contracts entered into in that part should be
deemed to be illegal or opposed to public policy. The
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analogy of alien enemy occupation of a country rendering
contracts entered into between subjects of' that country
and/or with the enemy subjects which would directly or
indirectly help the enemy's sinews of war, to our mind, is
not at all apposite. Much learned argument was advanced
by the Board's Counsel in that regard, citing some English
authorities where trading with the e.nel1fy during a state
of war was held to be opposed to public policy. But, when
we pointed out to the learned Counsel that the expression
public policy, as has been said by an eminent Judge, " is a
very unruly horse," and when once you get astride it, you
never know where it will carry you; that the term in fact
does not admit of any precise definition and is not easily
explained, and that those multi-coloured insurgents who
'infested Prome at the relevant time were never at any time
considered as alien enemy or belligerents at war with the
Union of Burma, but that they were ordinary criminals who
had contravened the Penal Law of the land, the learned
Counsel was not quite sanguine to press his point. In our
view, voidness of contracts entered into by one subject of
a country with an enemy subject at war on grounds of be
ing opposed to public policy has no appli,cation whatsoever
to the suit contracts by any stretch of imagination.

The appellants' Counsel on the other hand, strenuously
maintains that the suit contracts were valid and in support
thereof the learned Counsel referred us to the Board's sub
sequent conduct in accepting the milling returns and deli
very reports, as borne out by documents Exs. 17 and 18.
despatched to them by their agent at Prome. It was urged
that by such conduct the Board should be estopped from
denying its liability or obligation incurred by its duly
appointed agent even if the latter acted beyond their
authority. Reliance was made on section 237 of the Con
tract Act which reads:

"Section 237.-When an agent has, without authority, done
acts or incurred obligations to third persons on behalf of his
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principal, the principal is bound by such acts or obligations
if he has by his words or conduct induced such third persons
to believe that such acts and obligations were within the scope
of the agent's authority."

We are disposed to accept this contention in view of over
whelming materials on record both documentary and oral
which indicate clearly that the Board was not unaware of
what was taking place in Prome when the relevant con
tracts were entered by their agent's representative Mr. Mor
gan. The Board's Rangoon Office was in full communica
tion with the Executive Officer at Prome at the relevant
time. As we have indicated 'above, even if the stoppage
of further purchase was ordered, delivery of rice already
bought under the aforesaid contracts was in progress; and
in fact, some 80435 bags were despatched to Rangoon and
actually received by the Board. Furthermore, Exhibits 17
and IS relating to reports and deliveries made under con
tracts which were sent by Tviaung Thein Brothers at
Rangoon made the Board fully aware of the exact position
of the transactions in suit. The Board never raised any
objection to these transactions until the 22nd March 1949
when it despatched the letter Ex." ,," signed by Deputy

Chief Executive Officer U Kyin Sein, the same being receiv
ed by Executive Officer, Prome, only on the 26th March
1949 ; but by that time Prome was under complete control
of the insurgents as is borne out by the official statement
issued by the Government of the Union of BUflna Ministry
of Home Affairs' Memorandum earlier referred to by us.
In our view, it is settled law that if a person (principal)
authorises another to act as his agent for certain purposes,
it must be presumed that the apparent authority the agent
exercises is the real authority, and if the principal by his
conduct created an impression upon a third party such as
in the present case by acceptance of the returns and reports
filed by the agent and by acceptance of 80435 bags of rice
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despatched to the Board at the relevant time, surely it can
not be heard to say afterwards that such 'acts of the agent
are not within the" authority" or within his scope of his
employment. Section 237 of the Contract Act will operate
as an estoppel against the principal, the Board.

Furthermore, even if fraud as alleged by the Board's
Counsel did take place, there is a complete answer in sec
tion 238 of the Contract Act which lays down that effect
of fraud or misrepresentation by agent while acting within
apparent scope of his authority, does not affect a third
party at all. This is in consonance with the general prin
ciple that the master or principal (Respondent superior) is
answerable for every such wrong of the servant or agent
committed or done in the course of the service for the
master's benefit, though no express command or privity of
the master is proved. See Laughter v. Pointer (r).

There is thus a considerable weight in the argument
advanced by the appellants' Counsel and in the circum
stances obtaining in the case, which in many aspects are
similar to those obtaining in the case of Daruwalla v. The
State Agricultural lvlarketing Board (Civil First Appeal No.
46 of r955) and also to those in Burmese Agencies v. The
State Agricultural Marketing Board (Civil Regular Suit No.
24 of 1952 before the Special Tribunal) we have no hesita
tion in arriving at the conclusion that the suit contracts
were made well within the scope of agent's authority, and
that they cannot be held to be void on grounds of being
opposed to public policy, much less of i.llegality.

On behalf of the agents (Maung Thein Brothers Ltd.)
two points of importance have been urged. Firstly, it is
urged that they cannot be sued on the suit contracts per
sonally, inasmuch as they have ostensibly described them
selves in the suit contracts as agents for the Board. Second
ly, it is urged that the allegation of fraud and collusion with
the plaintiff-appellants was not only without proof; but

fI1 (r826) 5 B & C, p. 547 at 554-
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:here is ample evidence to prove to the contrary in that the
30ard was fully aware of every stage of the fulfil ment of
:he suit contracts coupled wi.th the fact that the Board's
,xecutive Officer was all along present while Prome was
lverrun by the insurgents. There is considerable force in
:he second argument, because there is abundant evidence
hat all employees of the Board were in Prome throughout
:he insurgents' occupation, including the Executive Officer
;vho was stationed at Minhla. This is borne out by the
:vidence of Maung Seint Maung-vide page 163 (reverse)
md also by Ex. 14 letter, dated the 7th March 1949 written
ly U Hla Tun, the Executive Officer, Prome, to the Burmese
\gencies. It is quite clear from Maung Seinr Maung's evi
lence that at the relevant time U Hla Tun was at Minhla
md for the purpose of drawing their salaries throughout
he insurgents' occupation, the employees of the State Agri
:ultural Marketing Board had to go to him at Minhla. If,
lCcordi,ng to Board's contention there was collusion be
:ween Maung Thein Brothers' agent Mr. Morgan, and the
llaintiff-appellanrs Dhunjee Shamjee & Co., the Executive
)fficer would have noted these facts and reported to the
loard's headquarters. But ,nothing was done in that direc
jon; and in fact the Executive Officer was even anxious
hat the supplies and deliveries should carryon as ex
Jeditiously as possible until the Board found it impossible
o do so on or after 23rd/26th March 1949 (vide letter Ex.
, ")" .

Now, regarding the question of 2nd respondents' per
:onal liability on suit contracts it was asserted that when
he suit contracts were signed by them, they clearly set out
:hat they were buyers as agents of the Board and that as
:uch they could not be made personally liable. vVe are
tfraid that this contention is misconceived. From the very

d· fit t E "ro"" , " d" ro J "Nor mg 0 t le con rac s, x. , ro·~ an "
:hough Maung Thein Brothers (2nd respondents) have been
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described as agents of the Board in the body of the con
tracts, yet when they set their signature in the testatum
part of the agreement, Mr. F. Morgan put his signature for
them (Maung Thein Brothers) as buyers, al1d not for and on
behalf of the State Agricultural Marketing Board. The
question whether a person, when he makes a contract
makes it in his capacity as agent to make him personally
liable or not, or only as agent for the principal greatly de
pends upon the evidence gathered from the contract itself,
as has been rightly observed by this Bench in deciding the
case of Daruwalla & Co. From the evidence available in
the present case just as in Daruwalla's case we have not
the slightest doubt that there is also personal liability of
the 2nd ,respondent (Maung Thein Brothers) when they
entered into the suit contracts. Furthermore, Ex. 12
Agency Agreement with the Board leaves no room for doubt
that for acting as Board's agent the 2nd respondents earn
certain commission and they themselves make payments
to the sellers to the extent of 95 per cent. It is only after
the completion of delivery, etc., can they look for reimbur
sement from the Board, adding commission they earn on
the total sum of purchase price they have paid. There is
thus, no merit in the contention that no personal liability
was attached to the agent Maung Thein Brothers when
they entered into the suit contracts. We are of the view
that section 232 of the Contract Act applies to the suit con
tracts and the appellants are at complete liberty to sue
either the agent or the principal (State Agricultural Market
ing Board) or both of them in respect of the suit contracts.

For various reasons stated above, we must hold (I) that
the contracts entered into by the 2nd respondents as agents
of the 1st respondent Board are within their scope and
authority, (2) that these contracts are neither illegal nor
opposed to public policy, (3) that in making these contracts
there was no fraud or collusion between the plaintiffs and
the Board's agents and (4) "that the first respondent Board by
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its conduct subsequent to the making of the suit contracts,
such as, accepting reports and returns concerning them,
and also taking deliveries of some 8,435 bags of rice des
patched from Prome, till finally stopped by its letter, dated
22nd March 1949, held itself bound by the 2nd respondents'
acts.

We therefore allow this appeal. The judgment and
decree of the trial Court are hereby set aside, and there
shall be judgment and decree as against both the respon
dents for payment to the plaintiff-appellants the sum of
K 55,371.10 with costs.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-1 agree.
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Aug. 30.

APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U Chan TUll AU71g, C.Y.} and U SonMQlltlg,y.

"
MARIAM BI BI (ApPELLANT)

V.

MR. BASHA (RESPONDENT).'

Moltamedal1 Law-Custody oj minOI'-111atiers fo}' guidance-So 25I-Marriage
of Mohamedangirl who has attained puberty-TVJum void-Guardic,n ana
Wards Act, s. 25-Par01llOfmt consideration flllder-" Welfare" in-Wishes.
of minor 'who has attained puberty-Due regard to be give1l-J.1Iarriage may
bewel;fare.

Under the Mohamedan Law though the father as the natural guardian is
entitled to the custody of his minor daughter in preference to others, yet the
Court in considering the suitability or otherwise of appointing or declaring
him as a guardian must be guided by what is consistent with the law to which
the minor is subject, and al~o to factors 'which appear to be for the '\vdfare
of the minor. Under the IVIohamedan Law a marriage of a Mohamedan
g'lrl who has attained puberty would be void if it is brought about without
her consent-vide s. 251 of l'vlulla's principles of l\'lohamerlan Law, 14th
Edition.

Under s. 25 of the Guardian and 'Vards Act, the most paramount con
sideration which should be given is, the interest and welfare of the minor.

U iVlaulIg MaulIg v. kla Aye Bu, (1952) B.L.R. 406 ; Tan Szcee Kyu v.
Chan Chain Lyan, (1947) B.L.R. 107; J.11arwg Aung Khin v. 21:!a Saw Hla,
(1958) B.L.R. 311, referred to.

The word" welfare" must be taken in its widest sense, including moral.
mental, religious or even phy~icalwell being that strengthen the ti,s of affection
between the minor and the person concerned.

G. P0ll11iah Asal'i v. Suppiah Asal"i, A.I.R. (1924) Mad. 873 ; Saraswati
Ammalv. Dhollalwti Ammal, 48 Mad. 299 =A.I.R. (1924) Mad. 873, referred to ~

'Vith regard to a minor girl who has attained the age ofpuberty due regard,
must be given to her wishes when directing her custody under ~. 25 of the
Guardian and Virards Act.

Vellkatarama Ayyallga/" v. Thulasi Ammal, A.LR. (1950) Mad. 320,_
discussed.

The weifare criteria as envisaged in s. 25 of the Guardian and ':Vards Act
is pretty wide one, and marriage may,~undercertain circumstances be included
within that criteria.

[(yaw Khill for. the appellant.

TUIl Lwin (r) for the respondent.
* Civil Misc. Appeal No. 15 of 1960 against the decree ofthis Court (Original

Side), dated the 12th January 1960, in Civil Misc. No. 125 of 1960.
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U CHAN TUN AUNG, C.l.-This appeal arises out of a
petition by the father (Mr. Basha) of a minor girl, Ramiza
Bi Bi, aged IS °years, under section 25 of the Guardian and
Wards Act for the recovery of her custody from her mater
nal grandmother, Mariam Bi Bi, the present appellant. The
petitioner-respondent succeeded in the trial Court.

It appears that the respondent, married the appellant'S
daughter, Razia Bi Bi according to Mahomedan rites in the
year 1943 at Thinganyun, and by that marriage, Ramiza
Bi Bi, the minor, was born in 1946. Razia Bi Bi, however,
died in the year 1948 when Ramiza Bi Bi the minor was
only two years old. Since then the minor has been living
with her grandmother, the appellant who has been bringing
her up. In 1957 the respondent contracted a second mar
riage, and his second wife brought with her two children,
of a previous marriage; and now a third child has since
been born in wedlock with the respondent.

Evidence at the trial disclosed that the minor girl used
to visit her father occasionally. The last visit was when
there was a feeding to the guests on the occasion of a house
warming ceremony in the new house which the respondent
had built in I I9th Street, Rangoon. She went there with
her grandmother, the appellant, and at the request of the
respondent she stayed behind with him for some days. But,
as her father abused her frequently she left her father's
home and came back to stay with her grandmother. Now,
the respondent's main purpose in seeking to get the custody
of the minor girl from her grandmother, as far as we can
make out from his petition in the Court below, is for the
purpose of getting her married properly. He fears that
if the minor, who has reached the marriageable age, re
mains in the custody of her grandmother, no good offer
of marriage would be received. In other words, the father
claims that it is to the interest of the minor's welfare that
she should be gi.ven back to his custody for purposes of a
good marriage.

19
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We may here observe that under the Mahomedan Law,
though the respondent is entitled to the custody of the mi
nor daughter in preference to others, he being a natural
guardian, yet the Court in considering the suitability or
otherwise of appointing or declaring him as a guardian must
be guided by what is consistent with the law to which the
minor is subject, and also to factors which appear to be for
the welfare of the minor. Under the Mahomedan Law a
marriage of a Mahomedan girl who has attained puberty
would be void if it is brought about without her consent
vide section 251 of Mulla's principles of Mahomedan Law,
14th Edition.

In the appraisal of the facts and circumstances whether
there would be real welfare of the minor if she were given
!o the custody of the respondent, for purposes of her mar
riage hereafter, it appears to us, that the learned trial Judge
was influenced by two considerations; first, the fact that
the father of the minor is in a fairly affluent circumstance
and, secondly, the learned trial Judge felt that the minor's
refusal to go back to her father was not bona fide, inasmuch
as, he observes in his order, that the minor's sworn state
ments given before him were full of embellishments and
that the girl was under the influence of her grandmother.
It may also be noted that the trial Judge considered that
the grandmother had been looking after the minor quite
well; but he added that that alone was hardly a reason to
deprive the natural guardian of his right of custody of his
own child. Now, with due deference to the learned trial
Judge in the view he has taken of the case as stated above,
and it being a salutary practice in such cases to examine the
minor who is old enough to form an intelligent preference
of choice of his or her home, we summoned the minor girl
ourselves before us, and had her examined on the 23rd
August 1960. After her examination, we have not the
slightest doubt that the girl in expressing her wish as to
with whom she would like to stay, is under nobody's
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influence. She appears to be highly intelligent. She gave
her age as IS years; and to us, she appears to be of that age,

b . M.'\RIAMor a it even older. She was quite pronounced and firm In BI BI

her assertion that she did not like .to stay with her father, M vB'
. R. ASHA.

and she gave various cogent reasons for that. She says that
u CHfu'l

though her father may be in better circumstances, yet her TUN AUNG,

experience with him and his new family when she went c·r·
back for a few days, was most miserable. There is a step
mother, who has two girls by her previous marriage and a
boy begotten by her father. She complained that
she was never allowed to eat together with them
at the meals. She was made to take her meals
in the kitchen. There were frequent quarrels be-
tween herself and her step-mother's children and during
those quarrels she was often told that her father was not
her real father and that she was an illegitimate child. She'
expressed that she would rather die than go back and stay
with her father in these circumstances. When asked
whether her grandmother had pursuaded her to speak in
the way she had spoken, she was quite emphatic in denying
this suggestion and asserted that she had spoken of her own
wiII and that nobody had taught her to say what she had
said before the Court. Indeed, under section 2 S of the
Guardian and Wards Act, the most paramount considera-
tion which should be given is, the interest and the welfare
of the minor-See U Maung Maung v. Ma Aye Bu (1), Tan
Swee Kyu v. Chan Chain Lyan (2) and Maung Aung Khin
v. Ma Saw Hla (3), and that the word" welfare" must be
taken in its widest sense, including moral, mental, religious
or even physical well-being that strengthen the ties of
affection between the minor and the person concerned.
See G. Ponniah Asari v. Suppiah Asari (4) and Saraswati
Ammal v. Dhonakoti Ammal (S); and in our view.it would

(I) B.L.R. (1952) p. 406. (3) B.L.R. (1958) p. 311.
(2) (1947) B.L.R. 107· (4) A.I.R. (1924) M~d. 87J.

(5) 48 Mad. 299~A.I.R.(1924)Mad. 873·
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indeed be highly detrimental to the mental welfare of the
minor girl in question if she were forced to leave her grand
mother with whom she has all along been liVing.

It has been abundantly made clear that though the re
spondent as the father had the good intention of getting
his daughter married hereafter, yet, as already observed
above, the minor's consent must be obtained, inasmuch as
she has now, under the Mahomedan Law, attained puberty.
And, if the minor is firmly determined, as can clearly be
seen from her statement before us, that she would not like
to stay with her father, it would be extremely dangerous
to force her to stay with her father against her will. We
can quite understand in cases of children of tender age who
cannot make an intelligent appraisal of the choice of stay,
the Court will then form its own view of the case and give
a decision having regard to what would be conducive to
the welfare of the minor. The Court has, in such cases,
a wide discretion to exercise. But, with regard to a minor
girl who has attained the age of puberty, we fear that we
must give due regard to her wishes when directing her cus
tody under section 25 of the Guardian and Wards Act.

The learned Counsel for the respondent has referred us
to the decision in Venkatarama Ayyangar v. Thulasi Ammal
(I) and contended by analogy that we should not attach any
weight to the statements given by the minor herself, be
cause her attitude towards her own father was not bona
fide, but was induced by the unwholesome persuasions of
her grandmother. In the case cited the preference express
ed by the minor in protestation against her being handed
over to her mother was found to be not bona fide, because
it was found in evidence that the aunt and uncle against
whom the custody order was being sought by the minor's
mother under section 25 of the Guardian and Wards Act
had warned the minor that her mother had poisoned her
father and killed him and that they also apprehended that

(I) A.I.R. (I950) Mad. 320.
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her mother might do the same thing to her if she went back.
It appears therefore that the minor's preference to stay
with the uncle and aunt could not be the natural desire of
the minor, but born of fear instilled by the uncle and aunt.
In the present case, however, such is not the case. The
minor has clearly expressed before us that there was no
threat, no inducement and no persuasion in her choice of
stay with her grandmother by anybody, and we must there
fore take into due considerati.on all these facts in deciding
this matter. No doubt, as stated above, the welfare
criteria as envisaged in section 25 of the Guardian and
Wards Act is pretty wide one, and marriage may, under
certain circumstances be included within that criteria; yet
'in the peculiar circumstances obtaining in this case and
having due regard to minor's choice of stay with her grand
mother, and also having regard to the Mahomedan Law"
which, for purpose of marriage, requires the consent of the
person concerned, if the person has attained puberty, we
are of the view that the Respondent is not entitled to the
custody of his minor daughter Ramiza Bi Bi.

After careful considerati.on and for the reasons we have
stated above, we must allow this appeal with costs and set
aside the order of the learned trial Judge directing the ap
pellant Mariam Bi Bi to return Ramiza Bi Bi. to the custody

. of the respondent Mr. Basha. Advocate's fees in this Court
is fixed at 3 Gold Mohurs.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-I agree.
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APPELLATE CIVIL

Befort! U Chan Tun Aung, C.J. and U San Mau71g.~J.

HAJEE ABDYL SHAKOOR KHAN (ApPELLANT)
v.

THE OFFICIAL LIQUIDATOR, THE BURMA PUBLISHERS
LTD. (in liquidation) (RESPONDENT).'

Transfer 0/ Property Act, s. II4-Doe$ not apply to monthly tenoncy--Iru
kvtmt when lease determined under s. ] T I (h) read with $. 106, Urban Rent
Control Act, s. 14 (1)-" ArreaTs of rent" in-Means Tent lawfully due
Time-haTTed rent h not Tent lawfully due-To be read with s. I I (I) (3)
Rescission of decre~Opposed on g'round of Jailt~Te of tenant to perform
obligation-Duty oj Court.

S. 114 of the Transfer of Property Act has no application to a tenancy
from month to month so that it is irrelevant in the case of a lease which is
determined under s. II I (It) read with s. 106.

K. G. Pand;t v. Narsittgdas. I.L.R. (1950) Nag. 870, referred to.
When s. x4 (x) of the Urban Rent Control Act speaks of the rescission Of

the decree for ejectment on payment of arrears of rent, it contemplates payment
ofsuch arrears of rent as are lawfully due to be paid by the defendant as s. 14 (x)
must be read in conjunction with the provisions of s. I I (I) (a) of the Urban
Rent Control Act. No rent which has been barred by limitation can be
considered as rent lawfully due.

When in an application for the rescission of a decree for ejectment passed
for non-payment of arrears of rcnt, the landlord says that the decree should
not be rescinded because the tenant had broken and not performed an
obligation of the tenancy, it is incumbent upon the Court to take this matter
into consideration.

Tai Clman &J Co. v. Chan Selig Cheollg, (1949) B.L.R. (S.C.) 86,
Dow Hia May v. U Ko Yilt, (1951) B.L.R. (S.C.) 63, followed.

A1aung Chit Pe v. U Kyaw Sheill alld allother, (1955) B.L.R. (H.C.) 199,
referred to.

·Kyaw Khin for the appellant.

P. N. Ghosh for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Civil Regular Suit No. 76 of 1953
of the Original Side of this Court, the plaintiff Hajee Abdul
Shakoor Khan who is the appellant in the present appeal,
sued the defendants The Burma Publishers Ltd., now in

• Civil Misc. Appeal No. 69 of 1955 against the order of the High Court
(Original Side) in Civil Regular Suit No. 76 of ]953.
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liquidation, and represented for the purpose of this appeal
by the Official Liquidator, for ejectment from the premises
in suit being the two rooms on the ground floor of house H~:~:.;'~,:'L

No. 190/192, Fraser Street, Rangoon. The plaintiff's case
was that the defendants were either his sub-tenants or his
licencees in respect of the premises in suit, that there were
arrears of rents or licence fees, as the case may be, due to
him by the defendants, and that in order to avoid all techni
cal objections which the defendants might raise regarding
their status, he had given them a notice in writing on the
22nd December 1952, for payment of arrears of rent and
for the vacation of the premises in suit by the 31st January
1953, the notices being in the form usually sent for suits
under section II (I) 'a) of the Urban Rent Control Act.
The plaintiff claimed that though he was legally entitled
to a sum' of K 13,155 either as rent or licence fees part af
the claim being barred by limitation, he was only asking for
K 6,675. He claimed mesne profits amounting to K I ,350
for the period from the Ist February 1953, till the 31st
July 1953 and future mesne profits at K 225 per mensem,
till the date of the decree. He also asked for the ejectment
of the defendants.

The defendants The Burma Publishers Ltd., by their
written statement contended inter alia that they were the
sub-tenants of the plaintiff and that the amount of rent due
to be paid by them was not K 13,155 as claimed but only
for the period from the 1st August 1950 minus a sum of
K 3,I20 admittedly received by the plaintiff. The defen
dants denied that they were liable to pay any mesne profits,
as they still remain sub-tenants of the plaintiff.

On the pleading the learned Judge on the Original Side
framed 3 issues namely:

(I) Are the defendants licencees of the plaintiff as
alleged in paragraph 6 of the plaint, or are they
tenants of the plaintiff as alleged by them in
their written statement?

KHAN
v.

THE
OFFICIAL

LIQUIDATOR,
THE BURMA
Pi.TBLISHERS

LTD. (In
liquidation).

US""
MAUNG, J.
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OFFICIAL

LIQUIDATOR,
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PUBLISHERS
LTD. (In

liquidation).

U SAN
MAUNG, J.

(2) If the defendants are tenants of the plaintiff as
alleged by them, is the suit over-valued and is
the claim for mesne profits not maintainable.

(3) What relief. if ,my, are the parties entitled to.. '.

After the examination of the plaintiff and Hubdar Khan
the Managing Director of the Defendant-Company, it
was agreed that by consent there should be a decree for
ejectment and for payment of arrears of rent amounting to
K 8,025 claimed in the suit and for further rent of K 3,375
from the date of the suit till the date of the decree at the
rate of K 225 per mensem. It was also to be declared that
the defendants were the tenants of the plaintiff and that
execution should be stayed for three weeks to enable the
defendants to make an application under section 14 of the
Urban Rent Control Act. The consent decree was accord
ingly passed, and it was obviously a decree as envisaged in
section II (r) (a) of the Urban Rent Control Act.

Subsequently, the defendant made an application under
section 14 (1) of the Urban Rent Control Act for the rescis
sion of the decree, after paying the arrears of rent men
tioned in the decree. The plaintiff then objected to the
rescission of the decree on the ground (1) that as the whole
of the arrears of rent due by the defendants including the
portion which was barred by limitation was not paid by
the defendants, the ejectment decree should not be rescind
ed, (2) that there had been breaches of the conditions of
the agreement of lease, by the removal of the racks and
almirahs fixed to the wall and belonging to the plaintiff by
the defendants and that, therefore. the decree should not
be rescinded, (3) that there had been a breach of the terms
of the agreement by the defendants' failure to carryon the
business of The Burma Publishers Ltd., and by their action
in starting a totally new restaurant business, on the pre
mises in suit.
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The learned Judge on the Original Side, however, res- ~.;~~

cinded the decree for ejectment hording that it was not -
1 HAjEE ABDUL

necessary for t.1e defendants to pay the arrears of rent SHAKCOR

which had been barred by limitat~on for the purpose of K~"N
rescissi?n of the decree and that the other contentions of OF;:;'~AL

the plaIntiff against the rescission of the decree for eject- LIQUIDATOR,
• THE BUR\1A

ment, \vere lrrelevant. PUBLISHERS

In this appeal by the plaintiff-appellant Hajee Abdul liq~T:;tf~~).
Shakoor Khan, it is contended, firstly, that the learned

U SAN
Judge should have imposed as one of the conditions for the MAUNG, J.
rescission of the decree, the payment of the rent which was
barred by limitation as this rent was nevertheless " law-
fully due" by the defendants, secondly that the learned
Judge was wrong in refusing to take into consideration the
allegations relating to the breaches of the terms of tht'
tenancy, by the defendants.

In our opinion, the first of these contentions cannot be
allowed to prevail. No doubt in the case of Vasudeva
Udpa and 2 others v. Krishna Udpa and I8 others (r) cited
by the learned Advocate for the plaintiff-appellant, it was
held that under section r r4 of the Transfer of Property Act,
a tenant can be relieved against forfeiture of lease incurred
by non-payment of rent, only on payment of all arrears of
rent, including such as may be barred by limitation, to
gether with such interest as might be legally due thereon.
However, as pointed out by the learned Judge of the Nag
pur High Court in K. G. Pandit v. Narsingdas (2), section
II4 of the Transfer of Property Act has no application to
a tenancy from month to month so that it is irrelevant in
the case of a lease which is determined under section r r r
(h) of the Act read with section ro6.

Besides, when section r4 (r) of the Urban Rent Control
Act speaks of the rescission of the decree for ejectment on
payment of arrears of rent, it contemplates payment of
mch arrears of rent as are lawfully due to be paid by the

(I) (1921) Mad. 44, P.629. (2) I.L.R. Nag. (1950) p. 870.
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~.z; defendant as section I4 (r) must be read in conjunction with
_9_ the provisions of section II (r) (a) of the Urban Rent Con-

HAJEEABDUL tr I A t N h' h h b b db]" .SHAKOOR 0 c. 0 rent w IC as een arre 0 y ImItatIOn can
K~,; be considered as.rent lawfully due. For these reasons the

A
THE learned Judge on the Original Side was quite correct in hav-
FFICIAL. •

LIQUIDATOR, mg rejected the plai.ntiff-appellant's contention that the
THE BURMA d I'
PUBLISHERS ecree should on y be rescmded on payment also of the

liq~TJ';t~~~). rent which had been barred by limitation.
Regarding the second contention of the learned Advo

USAN
MAUNa, J. cate for the plaintiff-appellant, however, we consider that

it must be allowed to prevail.' Now, clause (a) of section
I I(r) of the Urban Rent Control Act says, that a decree for
ejectment of a tenant can also be passed if any other obliga
tion of the tenancy, besides the obligation to pay rent, had
been broken or not performed by the tenant. Therefore,
when in an application for the rescission of a decree for
ejectment passed for non-payment of arrears of rent, the
landlord says that the decree should not be rescinded be
cause the tenant had broken or not performed an obligation
'of the tenancy, it is incumbent upon the Court to take this
matter into consideration. See the decision in the cases of
rai Chuan & Co. v. Chan Seng Cheong (I), Daw Hla May
v. U Ko Yin (2), and Maung Chit Pe v. U Kyaw Shein and
another (3).

For these reasons we would set aside the order of the
learned Judge on the Original Side, dated the 2nd Septem
ber I955 and direct that the application of the defendant
respondents under section I4 (r) of the Urban Rent Control
Act for the rescission of the ejectment decree, be dealt with
according to law in the light of the remarks made above.
There will be no order as to costs of this appeal.

U CHAN TUN AUNG, C.J.-I agree.

(I) (1949) B.L.R. p. 86 (S.C.). (2) (1951) B.L.R. p.63 (s.C.).
(3) ('955) B.L.R. p. 199 (H.C.).
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U San iVlaung, y.

K. MOHIDEEN (ApPELLANT)
v.

THE STATE PAWNSHOP MANAGEMENT BOARD AND ONE
(RESPONDENTS).*

Specific Relief Act, $, 56-No bar to suit against department of Government
for tortious act.

Where the suit by appellant for a declaration that he 'was in law a tenant
'Of the 1St respondent, the State Pawnshop Board and for a perpetual injunction
restraining the Board from interfering with his right to occupation and enjoy
TIlent of the premises in suit was dismissed, one of the grounds for dismissal
being that the suit against the Board was barred by the provisions of s. 56 of
the Specific Relief Act.

Held.. That it is within the rights of a resident of the Union of Bmma
to file a suit against a department of the Government restraining it from doing
a tortious act against him and that the suit is not barred by s. 56 of the Specific
Relief Act.

The Gaekwar Sarker oj Baroda and another v. Gandhi Kachrabhai Kas~
turchand, T.L.R. 27 Born. 344 (P.C.), followed.

Allcroft v. Lord Bishop of London, (1891) A.C. 666, referred to.
Patel Panachand Girdhar and others v. The Ahmedabad Municipality,

I.L.R. 22 Born. 230, discussed.
Mohamed Ebrahim v. 111unicipal Corporation of Rangoon and two others,

Civil Regular Suits Nos. 74 and 75 of 1952, High Court, Rangoon; Tan
Kong Bu a1zd two others v. Buildings Engineer, Rangoon l11unicipal Corporation
and one, (1958) B.L.R. (H.C.) 20, referred to.

R. jaganathan for the appeHant.

Myint Soe for the Ist respondent.

Khin Maung (I) for the 2nd respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Civil Regular Suit No. 96 of 1957
of the Ci.ty Civil Court of Rangoon, the plaintiff K. Mohi
deen, who is the appellant in the present appeal, sued the
defendant-respondents (I) the State Pawnshop Management

• Civil ISt Appeal No. 16 of 1959 against the decree of the 3rd Judge. City
Civil Court, Rangoon, in Civil Regular Suit No. 96 of 1957.

H.C.
1960

Jl{ly 12.
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1960 Board and (2) War Cheng Pawnshop for a declaration that

the plaintiff was in law a tenant of the 1st defendant-res
K. MOHI-

DEEN pondent, the State Pawnshop Management 'Board and for a
THESTATE perpetual injunction re~tmining the Board from interfering
Ptl::~~~: wi.th his right to occupation and enjoyment of the premises

MENT BOARD in suit.
AND ONE. Th I' 'ff' . b' f h he p aIlltI s case, III ne, was t at e was a tenant

U SAN of the front portion, of the ground floor of No. 248, FraserMAUNG, J.
Street, Rangoon, at a monthly rental of K 60 payable at the
rate of K 2 per day since the year 1950, he having taken
rent of the same from War Futt Pawnshop, the then land
lord of the premises in suit. Since then, he had been carry
ing on hair-dressing business at the suit premises. When
War Futt Pawnshop was taken over by War Cheng Pawn
shop, he became a tenant of War Cheng Pawnshop and as

. such he had been paying rent regularly up tiII the 21st of
August 1956. On the 1st of October 1956, the 1st defen
dant-the State Pawnshop Management Board took over
the pawnshop business from War Cheng Pawnshop. A no
tice dated the lIth September 1956, was issued by the 1st
defendant to him asking him to vacate. He, however,
offered to attorn to the 1st defendant paying the Board the
same rental as he had been paying the 2nd defendant War
,Cheng ,Pawnshop. Nevertheless, the !Ist defendant sent
him another notice dated the 27th of December 1956 ask
ing him to vacate within 7 days from the date of the notice.
About two days before the date of the suit, one of the
officers of the State Pawnshop Management Board came
and warned him that unless he vacate before the end of the
month he would be forcibly ejected. Therefore, he was
compelled to file a suit for declaration that he was in law
a tenant of the 1st defendant and for a perpetual injunction
as mentioned above.

The 1st defendant-respondent-the State Pawnshop
Management Board, by i.ts written statement contended,
inter alia, that the so-called front-portion of the ground
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)or occupied by the plaintiff was, in fact, only a portion
. the verandah measuring about 3' x lO/. The verandah
ads to two doors one of which is being used by the State
lwnshop Management Board as e~tran<:e. The presence
, the plaintiff's hair-dressing saloon on a portion of the
~randah had blocked the remaining door which led to the
her room in possession of the Pawnshop Board which had,
erefore, to be left vacant. Although it was not necessary
Iring the existence of the War Cheng Pawnshop to have
at door opened as the room leading therefrom was used
lly as a place for keeping pledges, the Board was desirous
, using the same room as a sale-room and consequently,
was imperative to have the entrance which was blocked
r the presence of the plaintiff's hair-dressing saloon, clear
'obstruction. Therefore, the State Pawnshop Manage
ent Board was not desirous of accepting the plaintiff as
; s'-!b-tenant. The Board, however, denied that the plain
if hadl'l,been threatened with forcible ejection from the
'emises in suit.

The 2nd defendant-respondent War Cheng Pawnshop
r its written statement, admitted that the plaintiff had
~en a tenant of a portion of the verandah. This defen
tnt, however, contended that as the State Pawnshop
anagement Board had requisitioned from the owner of the
lilding the premises in suit, vide letter No. I267r/12672
l-Pa-5, dated the 29th September 1956 exhibited in the
tse, the suit as against him was not maintainable in law.

On the pleadings, the learned third Judge of the City
Lvii Court who tried the case framed two preliminary
;ues, viz.:

(I) Is the suit maintainable in view of the provisions
of the Urban Rent Control Act and under the
provisions of the Specific Relief Act ?

(2) Has the plaintiff any cause of action against the
defendants?

H.C.
1960

K. MOHI
DEEN

c.
THE STATE
PAWNSHOP

MANAGE-
l\,ENT BOARD

AND ONE.

U SAN
MAUNG, J.
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Regarding Issue No.1, the learned trial Judge came to
the conclusion that the suit premises being in the possession

K. MOHI~
DEEN of the State Pawnshop Management Board, the plaintiff was

THE S;ATE precluded by secti.on 32. of the Urban Rent Control Act
PMAWNSHOP from filing a suit regarding it against the Board. Reb"ard

ANAGE-
MENT BOARD ing Issue No.2, the learned trial Judge held that the suit

AND ONE. as against the 1st defendant Board was barred by the pro
D SANJ visions of section 56 of the Specific Relief Act. Conse-

MAUNG1 •

quently, the plaintiff-appellant's suit was dismissed with
costs.

In this appeal by the plaintiff K. Mohideen, it is con
tended, firstly, that the premises in suit, namely a portion
of the verandah being actually in the possession of the
plaintiff, and not of the 1st defendant the State Pawnshop
Management Board, section 32 of the Urban Rent Control
Act is inapplicable; and secondly, that section 56 of the
Specific Reli.ef Act does not stand in the way of an injunc
tion being granted in the manner asked for by him. lri my
opinion, there is ample force in both these contentions.

Now, section 32 of the Urban Rent Control Act in so
far as relevant for the purpose in hand reads:

" Nothing in this Act shall apply to any premises in respect
of which the Government or a Department of the Goverhment
. . . is the landlord, or to any premises which have or may
come into the possession of the Government or a Department
of the Government . . . as a result of proceedings under the
Land Acquisition Act or the Defence of Burma Act or other
wise: "

It has not been alleged by the 1st defendant-respondent, the
State Pawnshop Management Board, that the whole of the
premises formerly occupied by War Cheng Pawnshop in
cluding the portion of the verandah sublet to the plaintiff
appellaut K. Mohideen had come into the possession of the
State Pawnshop Management Board, as a result of proceed
ings under the Land Acquisi.tion Act or the Defence of
Burma Act or under any other statutory provision of law.
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:::>n the other hand, it is an admitted fact that the premises
in suit, namely, the portion of the verandah, is in the actual
physical possession of the plaintiff-appellant K. Mohideen.
Consequently, it was entirely wrong for ,the learned trial
Judge to have come to a finmng that on the pleadings alone,
section 32 of the Urban Rent Control Act must be held to
be applicable to the case. Besides, what the plaintiff-appel
lant seeks in the suit under appeal is not a relief to which
the provisions of the Urban Rent Control Act are applicable.
Consequently, the reference to section 32 of the Urban
Rent Control Act seems to be entirely irrelevant.

Regarding section 56 of the Specific Relief Act, the
sheet-anchor of the argument of the learned trial Judge
against the maintainability of the present suit is the deci
sion in the case of Tan Kong Bu and two others v. Buildings
Engineer, Rangoon Municipal Corporation and one (r).
There: it was held that statutory functions that are assigned
to and performable by a municipal body such as the Cor
poration of Rangoon, are regarded as the same as public
duties assigned to and performable by any department of
the Government and that therefore section 56 (d) of the
Specific Relief Act operated as a bar to such a suit against
the Corporation of Rangoon. In coming to this decision,
U Chan Tun Aung C.]., relied upon the observations of
U Aung Tha Gyaw ]., in Mohamed Ebrahim v. Municipal
Corporation of Rangoon and two others (2), wherein the
learned ]udge said:

"Moreover, under section 56 of the Specific Relief Act, an
injunction cannot be granted to interfere with the public
duties of a department of Government which, in a sense, the
Municipal Corporation of the City of Rangoon is. It is not
the practice of the Court to interfere with the Corporate
bodies unleSs they are manifestly abusing their power."

(1) (1958) B.L.R. 20.
(2) Civil Regular Suits Nos. 74 & 75 of 1952 of the High Court.

H.C.
1960

K. lMoHI
DEEN

~.

THE STATE:
PAWNSHOP
MANAGE-

MENT BOARD
AND ONE.

U SAN
MAUNG, J.
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As pomted out by the learned Chief Justice in Tan Kona
B'u's case (r), the observations of U Aung Tha Gyaw J.,

~:{~D~HI- stemmed from a decision of the Bombay High Court in Patel
. THE S~ATE Panachand Girdhar anti others v. The Ahmedabad Munid-

PAWNSHOP pality (2). Consequently, it is necessary to refer to the
MANAGE- •

"'ENT BOARD Bombay case to see under what CJ:rcumstances the decision
AND ONE. was given therein. There, the plaintiffs sued the Ahmeda
U SAN bad Municipality for an injunction restraining the muni-

MAUNG, J.
dpality from removing a chara and parabdi alleging that
the chara and parabdi stood on a site belonging to the in
habitants of Hanuman Street in Ahmedabad and that the
municipality had attempted to remove the same without
giving proper notice. The def<;,ndant municipality pleaded,
inter alia, that the site of the chora and parabdi was part of
a public street and as such was vested in the municipality;
that the municipality had authority to remove the struc
tures under section 33 of the Bombay District Municipal
Act (VI of r873) ; and that the suit was bad for want of
notice under section 48 of Bombay Act II of r884. The
Subordinate Judge disallowed these pleas and passed a de
cree granting the injunction sought. On appeal to the
District Court the learned District judge reversed the decree
holding that the suit was bad for want of ~otice under
section 48 of the Bombay Act II of r884, Mfd that the
ground upon which the chora and parabdi stood did not
belong to the plaintiffs but to the municipality. The plain
tiffs then appealed to the High Court. The High Court
then observed that regarding the question whether the site
formed part of a public street, the learned District Judge
had not come to any very clear decision on the point and
that as the site was at the time of the suit covered by a
chora, it was for the municipality, which alleged that it
formed part of the public street to prove facts from which
it could be inferred that the allegation was correct.

(2) LL.R. 22 Bom. 230.
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The High Court also observed that assuming that the
site of the chora formed part of the public street the discre-

>
tion of .taking action or otherwise under the 3rd clause of K. d~~HX-

section 33 was vested in the municip'ality, which alone v.
THE STATE

could determine whether or not the removal of a building PAWNSHOP

erected contrary to the provisions of section 33 was M;;:TANB~~~
or was not a measure likely to promote the public conve- AND ONE.

nience and that if the municipality had adopted the proper U SAN

procedure no Court could review its decision on the ground MAUNG, J.

that in the opinion of the Court the removal of the building
was not likely to promote public convenience. It was
further observed that the legislature having confided to the
municipality, and the municipality alone, the duty of decid-
ing what measures within its legal powers were for the
public convenience. and its discretion was not subject to'
control by the Courts-vide A/lcraft v. Lord Bishop of Lon-
don (I).

It is clear, therefore, from the Bombay decision that if
the site of the chora did not form part of a public street the
municipality would not have the power to order its
removal.

Now, in the annotation to section 56 of the Specific
Relief Act by Iyer and Anand, the learned authors made
these remarks at page 771 of the 4th Edition:

" . . . when a public body exceeds or abuses the powers
conferred by the Legislature, a remedy by way of action or
suit is available to the injured party. A suit for declaration
that the road on which the plaintiff's house stands is his own
land and not municipal property and for the withdrawal of
a Magistrate's order requiring the demolition of the house is
competent ... "

One of the cases relied upon by th~ learned authors for these
observations is The Gaekwar Sarkar of Baroda and another
v. Gandhi Kachrabhai Kastul'chand (2). There the plain
tiff Kasturchand sued the defendants The Gaekwar Sarkar

(x) (,89') A.C. 666. (2) LL.R. 27 Bom. 344 (P.C.).

20
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H.C. of Baroda and ,mother for damages for injury alleged to
1960

have been causec:! to the plaintiff's fields by the negligence
K. MOHI- ,

DEEN of the defendants in the construction and working of the
v. '

THE STATE Viramgam-Mehsana Railway, which was owned by the
PAWNSHOP
MANAGE_Gaekwar of Baroda. It was held by the Privy Council that

M~-;';, ~~~~D the defendants by the negligent construction of a railway
made in the exercise of their powers under the Indian Rail
ways Act (IX of 1890), caused the plaintiff's lands to be
flooded in the rainy season and consequently damaged and
that it being shown that the defendants had exceeded or
abused their statutory powers, the plaintiff had a remedy
by way of suit for damages. Concluding their judgment,
their Lordships of the Privy Council remarked:

"Their Lordships are, therefore, of opinion that the appeal
must pe dismissed, but they think that it will be better that
the injunction should be in general terms, restraining the de
fendants from flooding the lands of the respondent or causing
or permitting them to be flooded by the works of the Mehsana
Viramgam Railway."

It is, therefore, clear that it is within the rights of a re
sident of the Union of Burma to file a suit against a depart
ment of the Government restraining it from doing a tortious
act against him. The plaintiff in the case now under ap
peal was merely seeking to prove that he was in law a
tenant of the defendant-the State Pawnshop Management
Board and that the defendant should therefore be restrain
ed from forcibly ejecting him from the premises in suit. I
see no reason why such a suit should not be maintainable
in law. It may be that when the facts are fully canvassed
a mere declaration on the part of the Court that the plain
tiff is a sub-tenant in respect of the premises in suit will be
quite sufficient to restrain the State Pawnshop Management
Board from taking the law into its own hand. However
that may be, the learned trial Judge was wrong in having
dismissed the plaintiff-appellant's suit on the ground that
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I.e.
960

ection 56 of the Specific Relief Act stands in the way of the
llaintiff from filing such a suit.

In the result the appeal succeeds, the judgment and de- K. Dr:.~HI

:ree of the trial Court are set aside a'nd under the provisions T ·S·
HE TATE

If Order XLI, Rule 23 of the Civil Procedure Code, the suit PAWNSHOP

s remanded to the trial Court to re-admit it under its origi- M~,:'~~~~
lal number in the register of civil suits and proceed to deter- AND ONE.

nine it in accordance with law. The costs of this appeal U SAN

nust abide the final result of the suit on the merits; Advo- MAmw, J.

:ate's fee being assessed at 5 (Five) Gold Mohurs.
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July 26.

APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U San lVIaung, J.

KO KYlN MYAlNG (ApPELLANT)

v.
DAW MAl SHEIN (RESPONDENT).-

Urban Rent Control Act, s. II (1) (f)-Omission to spec:1y nature of bond
Decree not a nullity on that account.

The mere fact that the appellate Court had omitted to specify the nature
of the bond to be executed by the plaintiff while passing a decree for ejectment
after setting aside the judgments and decrees of the lower Courts us required
by clause (f) of s. I I (1) of the Urban Rent Control Act does not make the
decree for ejectment a nullity.

S. A. Nathan v. S. R. Samson, 9 LL.R. Ran. 480 (F.B.), followed.

Hla Sein for the appellant.

D. N. Dutt for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-This is an appeal by Ko Kyin Myainl
the judgment-debtor in Civil Regular Suit No. 41 of 195:
of the Township Court of Bassein West in which a deere,
for his ejectment from the premises in suit was passed iJ
favour of the plaintiff-respondent Daw Mai Shein. Th
circumstances leading to the present appeal are brief!:
these.

On the 22nd January 1951 Daw Mai Shein filed a su
for the ejectment of Ko Kyin Myaing from the two souther
rooms of a house No.6, Commissioner Road, Bassein, c
the ground that he was her tenant and that the premis'
were required by her bona fide for her own residence, tI
suit being one under section II (r) (f) of the Urban Re
Control Act. That suit was dismissed by the trial Judge (
the 8th September 1952 and the appeal to the Additioll
District Court of Bassein by the plaintiff Daw Mai She

.. Civil 2nd Appeal No.2 of 1959 against the decree of the Additio
District Court, Bassein, dated the 20th December 1958, in CivilAp'pealNo.
of 19S8.
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was dismissed on the 18th June 1953 by the learned Addi
tional District Judge in his Civil Appeal NO.9 of 1952. Daw
Mai Shein appealed to this Court and the learned Single
Judge of this Court (U Aung Khi£1, J) ~y his order dated
the 21st June 1956 in Civil Second Appeal No. 75 of 1953
set aside the judgment and decree of the Courts below and
directed that there should be a decree for ejectment in
favour of the plaintiff Daw Mai Shein as aginst the defen
dant Ko Kyin Myaing. The learned Judge, however
omitted to mention in his Judgment the nature of the bond
which should be executed by the plaintiff Daw Mal Shein
for the purpose of the decree for ejectment in her favour
as required by clause (f) of section I I (r) of the Urban
Rent Control Act, which reads:

" II. (I) Notwithstanding anything contained in the Transfer
of Property Act or the Contract Act or the Rangoon City'
Civil Court Act no order or decree for the recovery of posses
sion of any premises to which this Act applies or for the eject
ment of a tenant therefrom shall be made or given unless-

H.C.
1960

Ko KYIN
MYAING

V.
DAW I\1AI

SHEIN.

USAN
l\1AUNG, J.

* * * *

(f) the building or a part thereof to which the Act applies
is reasonably and bono tide required by the owner for occu
pation by himself exclusively for residential purposes and
the owner executed a bond in such amount as the Court
may deem reasonable that the said premises will be occu
pied by himself and that he will give effect to such purpose
within three months from the date of vacation of the pre
mises by the tenant."

Ko Kyin Myaing appealed against the judgment and
decree of the learned Single Judge of this Court to a Bench
of this Court under section 20 of the Union Judiciary Act.
In that appeal he did not, however, take as a ground that
no decree for ejectment in favour of Daw Mai Shein should
be passed until and unless she had executed a bond as re
quired by clause (f) of section I I (r) of the Urban Rent Con
trol Act. His only ground of appeal was that in view of
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H.C.
1960

Ko KYIN
MYAING

V.
DAWMAI

SHffiN.

Uf1AN
MAUNG, J.

the fact that there was a concurrent finding of the two
Courts below that Daw Mai Shein did not require the pre
mises bona fide for her own residence the learned Single
Judge of this Court was wrong in giving her a decree thus
setting aside the concurrent findings of the two lower
Courts. This contention was, however, not accepted by a
Bench of this Court and Ko Kyin Myaing's appeal was dis
missed on the 26th August 1957 in Civil Second Appeal
No. I of 1956. Ko Kyin Myaing then went up to the
Supreme Court for the grant of special leave to appeal but
his application was dismissed by the Supreme Court on the
5th February 1958.

On the 28th February 1958 Daw Mai Shein filed an
application before the Township Court of Bassein West
for the execution of the ejectment decree and her applica·
tion gave rise to civil Execution Case No. 10 of 1958 of that
Court. The judgment-debtor Ko Kyin Myaing then filec
an objection against the application for the execution of thl
decree that the decree which was sought to be executed wa~

not a decree in conformity with the statutory provisions 0:
section I I (2) of the Urban Rent Control Act and that there
fore it was not executable and that even assuming a securi
ty bond could be executed at that stage the amount fixe<
should be not less than K 20,000. The Township Judge
however, directed the decree-holder Daw Mai Shein t.
execute a bond for K 1,000 and this having been done ordel
ed that the execution should proceed.

Ko Kyin Myaing then appealed to the Additional Dil
trict Court of Bassein and the learned Additional Distric
Judge by his order dated the 22nd August 1958 in Civ
Appeal NO.4 of 1958 dismissed the appeal holding that
decree passed by the High Court was not a nullity becam
of the failure to specify the nature of the bond to be exeCl
ted under section I I (r) (f) of the Urban Rent Control A<
and that the amount of K 1,000 fixed as security by t1:
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Additional District Judge was sufficient. The judgment
debtor Ko Kyin Myaing again objected to the execution of
the decree and, his objection was overruled by the Township
Judge by his order dated the 6th October 1958. Ko Kyin
Myaing again appealed to the Additional District Judge,
Bassein and the learned Additional District Judge by his
order dated 20th December 1958 in his Civil Appeal No. 12
of 1958 rejected Ko Kyin Myaing's appeal, pointing out
that the matter had been fully dealt with in his previous
order dated 22nd August 1958 in Civil Appeal NO.4 of
1958.

The present appeal by Ko Kyin Myaing is against the
order of. the District Judge dated 20th December 1958 in
his Ci.vil Appeal No. 12 of 1958.

No doubt, the learned Single Judge of this Court should.
in his order dated the 21st June 1956 in Civil Second Appeal
No. 75 of 1953, have specified the nature of the bond which
should have been executed by Daw Mai Shein for the pur
pose of obtaining a decree for ejectment under section 11
(1) (f) of the Urban Rent Conuol Act. However, the failure
to specify the nature of the bond to be executed by the
plaintiff Daw Mai Shein did not make the decree passed by
the learned Single Judge of this Court a nullity. See S. A.
Nathau v. S. R. Samson (I) where it was held that:

" A subsisting decree passed by a duly constituted Court,
that has not been set aside in proceedings by way of appeal,
revision, review or otherwise by due process of law, is not
to be treated as a mere nullity, but is binding and conclusive
against the parties thereto dUly impleaded in the suit. A
Court to which such a decree has been transferred for execu
tion must take the decree as it stands, and is not entitled to
question the validity of the decree upon the ground that the
decretal Court had no jurisdiction, territorial, personal, or
pecuniary, to pass it."

(1) 9 I.L. R. Rangoon Series.480 (F.B.).
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The proper course which the defendant Ko Kyin Myaing
should have adopted was to have made the failure of the
learned judge to specify the nature of the bOlld to be execu
ted by the plaintiff a ground of appeal in Special a.vil Ap
peal No. I of 1956lo a Bench of this Court. By his failure
to do so, Ko Kyin'Myaing must be deemed to have waived
this objection to the decree passed in favour of the plaintiff
Daw Mai Shein. His subsequent objections to the execu
tion of the decree by Daw Mai Shein were rightly overruled
by the learned Townshi.p judge, Bassein West and by the
learned Additional District judge, Bassein, in appeals against
the orders of the learned Township judge.

The present appeal fails and is dismissed wi.th costs.
Advocate's fees" Gold Mohurs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U Chan Tun Aung, C.J.

MA NG'iV'E KHIN (ApPELLANT)
v.

MA YI SEIN AND ONE (RESPONDENTS).*

Oral partition of famil)1 property-Permissible-T,-ansfer of Propel·ty Act'
s. 54-Sale of immoveable p,operty-Inadmissible sale deed-Possession
can constitute delivery to satisfy pam. (3) of.

Where no writing is expressly required by law, a partition of family propertY
between heirs can be effected orally without writing.

Gyannessa and others v. Mobarakannessa and others, LL.R. (1898) 2S Cal·
210; P.K.A.C.T. Chockalingam Chetty v. Yaung Ni and two ollle'n, (1912)

6 L.B.R. 170 j lWaung Po Kin and two others v. I11mmg Shwe Bya, LL.R. I Ran.
405. referred to.

Nalam Rama)'ya and others v. Nalam Achamma, A.I.R. (1944) Mad. 550,
distinguished.

vVhen the vendees arc already in possession of the suit property. namely,
a piece of land, at the time of the sale, such acts on the part of the vendor
as making certain declaration or e.1tering into certain writing, even if such
writing is inadmissible in evidence, yet they can constitute delivery of the
property to satisfy s. 54. para. (3) of the Transfer of Property Act.

lv.[alll1g Mya Nlallng v . .Ma Khine and others. (1937) 166 I.C. 267 ; Daya
Ram v. Sita Ram and others, A.I.R. (r925) All. 206 ; Killachandra Ghosh v.
Jogendrachandra Ghosh, (1933) LL.R. 60 Cal. 384. referred to.

s. 54 of the Transfer of Property Act clearly recognises sale of tangible
immoveable property less than the value of one hundred kyats by effective
delivery ofpossession ; and even if there is an unregistered deed of sale, such
sale would not be rendered nugatory for want of proof thereof, where title
thereto has been made effective by delivery of possession to the buyer.

Khin Maung (I) for the appellant.

Ong Shein Woon for the respondent.

U CHAN TUN AUNG, C.J.-The plaintiff-appellant, claim
ing to be the owner of a plot of land in Bilin Town, being
Holding No. 84-B, measuring about '335 of an acre in the
occupation of defendant-respondents who had constructed

• Civil 2nd Appeal No. I7 of 1959 against the decree of the District Court,.
Thaton, dated the 16th March 1959. in Civil Appeal No. I of 1959.

H.C.
1960

July 14~
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"~9f~ some buildings thereon sought to evict them in the Town-
M. NGWE ship Court of Kyaikto. The defendant-respondents resist-

KHIN ed the plaintiff-appellant's suit asserting that they had been
v.

MA y, SEIN in continuous occupation of the same for more. than r8
AND ONE. years with the permis~ion of Maung Chi.t Sein (deceased)
UCHAN

TUN AUNG, a cousin of the first defendant-respondent Ma Yi Sein, and
C.J. that while in actual occupation thereof, their ti.tle thereto

was perfected by an oral transfer by way of sale in their
favour by Ma Phwa Tin some 8 years prior to the filing of
the suit, Ma Phwa Tin being no other than the wife of
Maung Chit Sein (deceased). The plaintiff-appellant is the
step-mother of Maung Chit Sein (deceased), being the wife
of U Ba Tin, who pre-deceased her. The land in question
admittedly forms part of one U Chone's estate, and on thE
death of U Chane, it devolved on his son U Ba Tin, and
then on latter's death on Maung Chit S~in, the grand-soI
of U Chane. At the trial before the Township Judge
Kyaikto, though Ma Phwa Tin was not a party to the sui.t
a lot of unnecessary issues were raised, among which wer,
the followings:

(r) Whether Maung Chit Sein inherited the sui
property or not ?

(2) Whether Ma Phwa Tin is the legal wife of Maun,
Chit Sein?

The trial Judge at first decided in plaintiff-appellant'
favour, holding inter alia that the suit land forming as :
was a part of U Chone's estate, and Maung Chit Sein bein
the grand-son of U Chone it had devolved upon hil
through his father U Ba Tin, deceased; but that there beir
no family partition of U Chane's estate, Maung Chit Sein
wife Ma Phwa Tin could not validly effect its sale in favOl
of the defendant-respondent. The trial Judge also fin<
that the plaintiff-appellant, as wife of U Ba Tin has a leg
title to the suit land. Hence, a decree for ejectment w;
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1960given in her favour. On appeal by the defendant-respon

dents to the District Court of Thaton, the case was remand
MA NGWE

ed to the Township Court for the determination of the KHIN

following issues: MA .J'; £EIN -

(1) Whether there was a p'artition of property left AND ONE.

behind by U Ba Tin between Maung Chit Sein .T~C;~G,
and the step-mother Ma Ngwe Khin (the plain- C.J.
tiff-appellant) ?

(2) If there was a partition, when was the partition
effected-the year and the month?

(3) What were the properties obtained by each of
them?

Full opportunity was given by the Township Court to the
parties to produce further evidence, and after appraisal of
the evidence so given, the trial Court made the following
findings on the said issues: .

(1) There had been a partition of U Ba Tin's pro
perty;

(2) The partition took place 16 years ago;
(3) The plaintiff-appellant \IJ Ngv:e Khin obtained

a sugar plantation and kaing plantation and
Maung Chit Sein obtained the house-site pro
perty (in suit).

On the basis of above findings, the first appellate Court re
versed the trial Court's judgment and decree and dismissed
the plaintiff-appellant's suit.. 1 may here observe that the
lower appellate Court's finding with regard to the defen
dant-respondents' actual possession of the suit land for 12

years after the partition of U Ba Tin's estate between the
plaintiff-appellant, and Maung Chit Sein (deceased) the
husband of Ma Phwa Tin is quite correct; and there is am
ple evidence to support that finding of fact, especially on
the basis of testimony given by U Chit Maung (DW 6).
The trial Court has also held that the partition took place
some 16 years ago and this concurrent finding of fact by
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two lower Courts on evidence duly recorded cannot in my
view be challenged here. However, it has been argued

MA NGWE
KHlN before me, that the so-called partition of UoBa Tin's estate

MA Y; SEIN being an oral partiti.on,was invalid in law, and secondly,
AND ONE. it is urged that, even if an oral partition of family property
U CHAN can be effected yet, the sale effected by Maung Chit Sein's

TUN AUNG,
C.}. wife Ma Phwa Tin i.n favour of the present defendant-res-

pondents was ineffective, being not in compliance with
section 54 of the Transfer of Property Act, i.e., for want of
registration of sale-deed. I am afraid, both these conten
tions must fail. There is ample authority to the effect that,
as envisaged in section 9 of the Transfer of Property Act,
where no writing is expressly required by law, a partition
of family property between heirs can be effected orally
without writing. [See Gyannessa and others v. Mobara-

. kannessa and others (1) ; P. K. A. C. T. ChockaJingam Chet
ty v. Yaung Ni and two others (2); Maung Po Kin and two
others v. Maung Shwe Bya (3)]. However, in support ot
his argument that no oral partition of the family property
can be made, the learned Counsel for the plaintiff-appel
lant cited the Full Bench decision of NaJam Ramayya and
others v. NaJam Achamma (4). Clearly, this decision is of
no help to his case. In that decision, a co-sharer who
happened to be in sole enjoyment of a particular
property sought to eject another co-sharer who
had disturbed his possession, relying upon an un
registered partition-deed thereof. It was held that
the Court can regard the property as still be
longing to the joint family, inasmuch as partition of the
family property could not be proved for want of registra.
tion of the said partition-deed. Thus, this decision has ne
relevancy whatsoever to the facts and circumstances ob
taining in the present case. What has been sought te
prove in the case under appeal is the factum of oral parti

(,) LL.R. (,898) 2S Cal. p. 210.
(.) ('91') 6 L.B.R. p. 170.

(3) , Ran. LL.R. p. 405.
(4) A.LR. ('944) Mad. p. 550.
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UCHAN
TUN AUNG,

C.}.

tion having taken place some years back after the death of B.C.
1960

U Ba Tin and then the family arrangement thereunder, by
which the plaintiff-appellant and her step-son Maung Chit M'k:~I~''E
Sein (deceased) took over their respecti:ve shares as inheri- v.

MA YI SEIN
tance. AND ONE.

The second ground urged has also no substance. The
evidence of Ma Phwa Tin is quite specific that when she
sold the suit land to the defendant-respondents on the death
of her husband she sold it for K 50 only. She also stated
that the defendant-respondents were already in actual pos-
session of the suit land for several years prior to her .§.ale
for K 50. However, an admission by her that she was
again given, out of sympathy for her, a sum of K 50 a few
months later by the defendant-respondents, and that the
sale transaction was then completed by a written deed, was,
mad~ much capital of by the appellant's Counsel, contend-
ing that the written document being unregistered, contrary
to section 54 of the Transfer of Property Act, the defen
dant-respondents obtained no legal title to the said proper-
ty. Be that as it- may, the sale of tangible immoveable
property accordi.ng to section 54 of a value of less than
Rs. IOO can be made effective in two ways, viz :-(r) by re-
gistered instrument or (2) by delivery of property. There-
fore, even if a written document had been made when Ma
Phwa Tin received as gift an additional K 50 from the defen
dant-respondents yet, in my opini.on, in view of both the
lower Court's finding to the effect that the defendant-re-
spondents were already in continuous possession of the
suit property for more than r2 years, and in view of an
already completed sale when she received K 50 from the
defendant-respondents it must be held that that continued
possession was converted into delivery of possession in
their favour at the time of the sale transaction. In other
words, when the vendees are already in possession of the
suit property at the time of the sale, such acts on the part
of the vendor as making certain declaration or entering into
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certain writing, even if such writing is inadmissible in
evidence, yet they can cqnstitute delivery of the property.
to satisfy section 54, paragraph (3) of the Transfer"of Pro-
perty Act. [See Maung Mya Maung v. Ma Khine and others
(1) ; Daya Ram v. Sita Ram and others (2) ; Kulachandra
Ghosh v. ]ogendrachandra Ghosh (3)]. Thus. I am unable
to subscribe to the view put forth by the learned Counsel
for the appellant that the defendant-respondents have no
legal title to the property in suit. Section 54 of the Trans
fer of Property Act clearly recognises sale of tangible im
moveable property less than the value of one hundred kyats
by effective delivery of possession; and even if there is an
unregistered deed of sale, such sale would not be rendered
nugatory for want of proof thereof, where title thereto has
·1:>een made effective by delivery of possession to the buyer.
Such being my view of this.appeal, it is therefore dismissed
with costs.

(1) (1937) Indian Case" Vol. 166 p. 167. (2) A.I.R. (1925) All. p. 206.
(3) (1933) I.L.R. Vol. 60, Cal. p. 384.
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APPELLATE CIV.IL.

Bejol'e U AUllg Klzine and U Ba Thoung, JJ,

MA TIN AND ON];: (ApPELLANTS)

V.

P. P. ANANTHANARAYANA AlYAR (RESPONDENT).'

LiabiUties (TVar-time Adiustment) Act, s. 3-Leave undc)'-Sepamte application
for-Not necessary. $. s-Holding of inquiry before forming opinion-Not
imperative.

The Liabilities (War-time Adjustment) Act nowhere says that a separate
application must be filed in the execution proceedings for leave of the Court
under s. 3 of the said Act to execute any decree or order. It would suffice if
an application for leave is made in COUrt orally if not by a written application.

When an application for lease to execute the decree is made, it is not im_
perative that the Court should hold an inquiry as to \vhether the judgment_
debtor would or would not be able to satisfy the decree immediately, because
s. 5 of the Act does not require that such an inq\liry should be held before
leave is granted or refused by the Court.

Myint Soe for the appellants.

Than Aung for the respondent.

U BA THOUNG, J.-This is an appeal against the order
of the District Judge, Bassein, granting leave to the respon
dent decree-holder under section 3 of the Liabilities (War
time Adjustment) Act, in Civil Execution Case No. I of
1949 which arose out of Civil Regular Suit NO.7 of 1940
of the District Court of Bassein. That suit was compro
mised and a compromise decree was passed on 18th Jan
uary 1946 whereby it was agreed that for a sum of K 11,000
of whi.ch K 3,000. was to be paid,by December 1945 and

* Civil J\tlisc. Appeal No. 85 of 1955 against the order of the District Court
of Bassein, dated the 5th October 1955 in Civil R"tccution No. I of 1949.

NOTE.-Through inadvertence this judgment was not reported in the appro
priate issue of the Burma Law Reports-Ed.

319
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the balance by August 1946, the suit properties were to be
returned to the appellants judgment-debtors, and that in
default, the amount left unpaid plus a penalty of K 1,000
was to be recovered by sale of the suit properties. The
appellants judgment-debtors failed to pay the second
amount of K 8,000 by its due date 22nd August 1946 where
upon the respondent decree-holder sought to execute the
said compromise decree. The appellants judgment-debton
opposed the application on the ground that it was time bar·
red and that the decretal amount K 8,000 had been paid
It was found that the application was not time barred, anc
on an enquiry being made in Civil Miscellaneous Case No. S
of 1949 as to the satisfaction or non-satisfaction of th.
decretal amount of K 8,000, the District judge came to ,
finding that the payment of the decretal amount of K 8,00'
was not proved.

On appeal to the High Court against that order, th
High Court in its Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 65 of 195
upheld the finding of the District judge and dismissed th
appeal. Subsequent to that, the appellants judgmen
debtors again opposed the application for execution on t[

ground that the application was not maintainable as it h2
not complied with the provisions of section 3 of the Liabi:
ties (War-time Adjustment) Act, 1945. The learned Di
trict judge held that the respondent-plaintiff's applicatic
for execution was in compliance with section 3 of the Li
bilities(War-time Adjustment) Act; that the appellar
judgment-debtors were not unable to satisfy the deer
immediately, and accordingly leave was granted to the Y<

pondent-plaintiff to execute the decree.
The learned Counsel, for the appellants judgment-d,

tors, contends Firstly that no separate application had be
filed in the execution proceedings to obtain leave of t

Court under section 3 of the Liabilities (War-time Adju
ment) Act and that such an application was necessary a
hence the Court should not have granted leave un'
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sectIon 3 of the"Vsaid Act. Secondly that the learned Dis
trict Judge had granted leave without holding an inquiry as
to the ability or otherwise on the part of the appellants
judgment-debtors to satisfy the decree.

Reg;rding the contention that' a se)Jarate applicati.on
was necessary to obtain leave of the Court under section
3 of the Liabilities (War-time Adjustment) Act and that
there was no such application filed in the execution pro
ceedings, we do not think that there is any force in that
contention; for nowhere in the Liabilities (War-time Ad
justment) Act, has it said that a separate application must
be filed in the execution proceedings for leave of the Court
under section 3 of the said Act to execute any decree or
order. Therefore it appears that it would suffice if an ap
plication for leave is made in Court orally if not by a writ
ten application. In this case it is apparent from paragraph
6 of the written objection. filed bv the respondent decree-, '.
holder that the required leave of the Court was asked for
by him in his written objection, and it is also apparent
from the order of the learned District Judge that he had
.acted on it and had treated it as an application for leave.

Regarding the second contention that the learned Dis
trict Judge should have held an inquiry as to whether the
appellants judgment-debtors would or would not be able
to satisfy the decree immediately, we are also of the opinion
that it is not imperative that the Court should hold an in
quiry on such matter; for the procedure, as laid down
under section 5 of the Act on an application for leave to
execute the decree, does not say that such an inquiry should
be held before leave is granted or refused by the Court.
Section 5 of the Act reads:

"If, on an application for such leave as is required under
section 3 or section 4 for the exercise of any of the rights and
remedies mentioned in those sections, the Court is of opinion
that the person liable to satisfy the decree or order is unable
immediately to do so by reason of war circumstances, the

21
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TROUNG, },
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Court may refuse leave for the exercise of that right or remedy
or give leave therefor subject to such terms, restrictions and
conditions as the Court thinks fit."

It therefore appears that the Court may refuse leave or
grant leave if in it's opi~ion the person liable to satisfy the
decree or order is unable or is able to satisfy the decree im
mediately. Nowhere in that section has it said that an in
quiry must be held by the Court to form it's opinion before
refusing or granting leave under section 5. Of course the
Court could not act arbitrarily in forming i.t's opinion; but
so long as there are reasons to believe that the person liabl,
to satisfy the decree would be able or would not be able
to satisfy the decree on account of war circumstances, tht
Court could accordingly form an opinion wi.thout holdinl
an inquiry. In the present case the learned District Judg{
opined that the appellants judgment-debtors would be abl.
to satisfy the decree because in one of their objections t{
the respondent decree-holder's application for execution
they had even alleged that they had paid the decreta
amount of K 8,000. Thus, it cannot be said that th
learned District Judge was wrong in forming the opinio
that the appellants judgment-debtors would be able t
satisfy the decree, and in granting leave accordingly und,
section 3 of the Liabilities (War-time Adjustment) Ac
The appeal therefore fails and it is dismissed with cost
Advocate's fees K 51.

U AUNG KHINE, J.-l agree.
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MESSRS. LAKHANY BROTHERS (ApPLICANTS)
• v.
SIN TEIK AND ANOTHER (RESPONDENTS).*

Urban RelIt Control Act, s. II (I) (d)-I< Vacatioll"-l11eaning oj.

'''here it is contended that as the respondents failed to vacate the premises
in suit but had to be forcibly ejected therefrom the applicants are not bound by
the tenns of the bond executed by them under s. II (1) Cd) of the Urban
Rent Control Act on the ground that the word "vacation" used in clause Cd) of
~. I I (I) of the Act means voluntary going away from the premises and not
, vacation" by forcible eject.ment.

Hdd: That the va::ation of a premises can either be voluntary going
away from there by the tenant or by ejectment.

Ba Maw and Zali Maw for the applicants.

Tin Mating for the respondents.

U AUNG KHINE, J.-This is an application for review of
the judgment and decree passed on the 27th August 1958
in Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. I8 of 1956 of this Court.

It is contended that the order in the above appeal was
passed under a misapprehension of the true state and cir
cumstances of this case and thus has led to the failure of
the Court to consider a vital point involved in the case.
The point. referred to revolves around the bond executed
by the applicants under section 1I (1) (d) of the Urban
Rent Control Act.

In Civil First Appeal No. 19 of 1951 of this Court
against the judgment and decree passed by the Rangoon
City Ci.vil Court in Civil Regular No. 977 of 1950 out of
which this matter arose, except for a slight modification
the appeal was dismissed and the following observations
were made:

"We ought to add that the conditions of a bond to be ex
ecuted under clause (d) of section 11 (I) of the Urban Rent

.. Civil Misc. Applicatian Ko. 52 of I958. Application for review under
Order +7, Civil Proc~dtir.; Code.

•

H.C.
1960

July 30.
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Control Act should follow strictly the direction given in .:hat
clause. It should have been that the plaintiffs are directed
to enter into a bond for a sum of Rs. IO,OOO that they will erect
a building on the site in question within one year from the
date of the vacation of the premises by the defendants and.,
that they will, if So d"3ired by the defendants, reinstate them
on the premises in question on completion of the erection of
the building in case it is erected for the purpose of letting."

In Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. IS of 1956, one of
the grounds raised was in the following terms:

" For that the learned trial Judge failed in not taking into
consideration the obstructive attitude of the respondents since
the date of the execution of the bond thus preventing the apM
pe112nt from getting vacant possession of the suit premises up
to the 6th December '954 after a period of two years and 7
months."

As stated in the judgment passed in that appeal although
. several points were raised in the Memorandum of Appeal,

the learned Advocate for the appellant stressed his argu
ment on three points only and this ground of appeal above
quoted was not advanced at the time of argument.

It is quite clear on record that although the applicants
executed the bond as directed in Civil First Appeal No. 19
of 1951 on 26th April 1952, the respondents did not vacate
the premises till they were forcibly ejected after a lapse of
over two years. It is submitted that the word" vacation"
used in clause (d) of section II (I) of the Urban Rent Con
trol Act means voluntary going away from there and de
finitely not "vacation" by forcible ejectment and there
fore it is further submitted that as the direction given by
the Court has not been adhered to by the tenants the spirit
of the law has been contravened, and therefore, the terms
of the bond are no longer binding on the applicants. In
support of this contention, the learned Advocate for the
applicants cited the case of Hajee Mohamed Akbar v. U Mya
(I). That was a case in which one of the terms in the bond

(I) (1950) B.L.R. 257.
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executed was that the building should be completely re
erected within a specific time after the ejectment of the
tenant:' This term was clearly beyond the scope of section
11 (r) (d) of the Urban Rent Control Act and therefore the
bond was held to be invalid as being ulrra vires. The learn
ed Advocate for the applicants also cited f'le cases of Nazir
Ahmed v. King-Emperor (r), Pal Singh Santa Singh v. The
State (2) and Caw Tun Shwe v. Ma Kyin Aye (3) to show
that wherever a power is given by law to do a certain thing
in a certain way, the thing must be done in that way or not
at all and that other matters of performance are necessarily
forbidden. We have no dispute with the above principle
enunciated in these rulings and it is our purpose here to see
whether the drawing up of the bond in this case has been.
done in accordance with the direction given by the Court.

It requires close examination to see as to whether the
words used in the bond under consideration are beyond the
scope of section 11 (r) (d) of the Urban Rent Control Act.
The submission made by the learned Advocate is no doubt
a plausible one but we doubt whether the word " vacate"
used in section 1 1 of the Urban Rent Control Act has only
this restricted meaning given to it by the learned Advocate
for the applicants. The vacation of a premises can either
be by voluntary going away from there by the tenant or by
ejectment.

Furthermore, it must not be forgotten that the tenant
is never a party in the execution of such bonds so that the
terms therein can bind him.

The learned Advocate for the respondents, on the other
hand, asserted that there is no provision in the Urban Rent
Control Act that in an ejectment suit where a bond has to
be taken, a tenant should be refused re-instatement if he
does not give up peaceful possession and he has to be ejected
from the premises. This assertion is correct and probably

(,) ('936) (P.C.) p. 253. (2) A.I.R. (1955) Punj. 18.
(3) (1952) B.L.R. 254·
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a situation like this was not foreseen by the framers of the
Act. Be that as it may, when the bond itseif which is writ
ten in Burmese is referred to, we find the use of the follow-
. "0 0 c Cf-~ c c " •mg words- m-0,""J':"CI:! ,:,c'''I::0tJ''')2;1G,pm In the
operative clause. n1e meaning is clear, i.e., "after the
ejectment of the defendants" and clearly not after peaceful
vacation.

This rather placed the applicants in a predicament after
the submission made by their learned Advocate. Nothing
daunted, the learned Advocate for the applicants now con
tended that as the terms of the bond are not in accord with
the direction given by the Court the bond must be held
void. We find it hard to appreciate this view expressed
because the bond was executed by the applicants who had
legal assistance throughout. They cannot be allowed to go
back upon what they have promised in clear and precise
terms merely because they now allege that they had entered
these terms in the bond under a misapprehension of the
direction given by the Court; it was their business to know
with or without legal advice as to What concerned them
most in the matter. The law is clear on the point. (See
sections 2 I and 22 of the Contract Act).

Referring back to the interpretation of the word" vaca
tion " we would reiterate that the meaning given to it by
the learned Advocate for the applicants is too restricted and
the word" vacation" by common usage is applied also to
vacation of premises by ejectment. We cannot therefore
uphold the contention that the terms of the bond in ques
tion are beyond the scope of clause (d) of section II (I) of
the Urban Rent Control Act.

For these reasons, the application fails and accordingly
it is dismissed with costs.

U BA THOUNG, ].-1 agree.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

wefore U Chan Tun Aung, C.J. and U Saw Bo Thein, J.,

MARIAM BI (a) RAMZAN BI (ApPELLA?'T)

v.
MOHAMED ALl (RESPONDENT).'

Molwmedall Law, s. 352-CllSlody of male infant child under and above 7 years
oj age-When lvIohamedan mother loses right to custody of minor .

•
Although under s. 352 of Mulla's IVlohamedan Law, the mother is entitled

to the custody of an infant child who is a male child until he has completed
the age of 7 years, yet the moment such a child exceeds the age of seven, the
father automatically has the right to the custody of such a child.

Undcr the Mohamedan Law a lVlohamedan woman found to be much
married and leading an immoral life loses her righ~ of the custody of her mill0r
son.

Kyaw Khin for the appellant.

S. A. A. Pillay for the respondent.

U CHAN Tu?' Au?'c. C.J.-This appeal arises out of an
application by the appellant's previous husband. Mohamed
Ali (the respondent) to gain the custody of a minor son.
M. Mohamed. The appellant and the respondent were
married in 1950 and by that marriage a son (M. Mohamed)
was begotten. But, they were divorced in the year 1953.
and since then they havc been li.ving separately, the minor
boy living with the appellant. the mother.

Before the trial Court, the respondent sought, under
section 25 of the Guardians and Wards Act, to gain custody
of the minor boy from the hands of the mother (the appel
lant). The grounds he put forth in support of his applica
tion were, inter alia, (i) "it is not in the interest of the
minor and his moral upbringing that he should continue
to remain with his mother" who, the respondent alleged,
was leading an immoral life. and (ii) that the mother had

.. Civil Misc. Appeal No. 52 of 1959 against the order of the High Court
(Original Side), Rangoon" in Civil1Vlisc. Case No. 23 of 1959-

RC.
1<]60

Aug. 22.
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no sufficient means to provide the young boy with a reason
able standard of education. This was oppDsed to by the
appellant who denied all the assertions made by the respon
dent. She maintained that she was capable of and in a
position to give her minor son the necessary education, etc.

The parties being Mohamedans, the relevant Mohame
dan Law was referred to and the learned trial Judge held,
inter alia, relying upon section 357 of Mulla's " Mohame
dan Law", (Fourteenth Edition) at page 299, that the res
pondent who is the natural father of the minor is the guar
dian of the minor, and that in the absence of any other
good reasons to the contrary, he is entitled to the custody
of the minor. Consideration was also given by the trial
Judge to the evidence adduced by the parties; and regard
·being had to what would be conducive to the future wel
fare of the minor and also to a number of relevant factors,
such as, the moral character of the appellant and her finan
cial position, the trial Judge came to the conclusion that
the appellant being a much married girl of 22 years of age,
a fact borne out by her own testimony, that is, after her
divorce from the respondent, she had lived and cohabited
with a Telegu Hindu named Yellaya with whom she had a
son; and that two years thereafter she left Yellaya for one
Noor Islam (a Muslim) with whom she is now living, was
not a fit and proper person in whose custody the minor
should be entrusted, and allowed the custody order in
favour of the respondent.

Two points have been urged in the appeal before us.
Firstly: it is urged that the application made by the natural
father, the respondent, under section 25 of the Guardians
and Wards Act is misconceived, inasmuch as the minor had
neither left, nor was ever removed from the custody of the
respondent and that therefore, the proceedings in the trial
Court should be held as a nullity. Secondly: it is urged
that as the respondent admitted that he intends to take the
minor to q. boarding school in India for his future education,
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such a removal would not only be detrimental to the wel
fare of the mirlOr, but would also constitute a good ground
for disqualifying the guardian frorp. acting as such, having. .
regard to the provisions of section 39 of the Guardians and
Wards Act.

In our view, both the grounds put forth on behalf of
the appellant are misconceived and cannot be sustained.
As regards the first point; true, there is no actual physical
removal of the minor from the custody of his father, who,
under the Mohamedan Law is his natural guardian, as the
minor had followed his mother when he was only two
years old, and when the divorce took place between the
parents. But, it has been held in Maung Zaw v. Maung RIa
Din (r) by a Bench of the late High Court of Judicature at
Rangoon (Sir Arthur Page C.]. and Sen J.J and ,;'...-hich has ..
been followed in GovindG5Wamy and another v. N. China
Tambi (2), (U Tun By-u. C.]. and U Si Bu, J.) that for the pur
pose of section 25 of the Guardians and Wards Act, a child
must be deemed to have been all the time in the custody
of father, the natural guardian, and that an objection raised
or a refusal made against the father to the handing over of
the child to the father clearly comes wi.thin the meaining
of the term" is removed from the custody of a guardian"
of his person as contemplated in the said section. In other
words, what these two decisions lay down is that although
a minor might not have been in the custody of father-the
natural guardian-who is seeking the minor's custody, yet
from the moment such custody was refused by another in
terested person, notwithstanding the fact that the minor
has all the time been in the custody of the latter, such a re
fusal is deemed to be removal from the custody of the
father (the natural guardian) for purposes of section 25 of
the Guardians and vVards Act. Therefore, the first ground
put forth by the learned Counsel for the appellant cannot
be accepted.
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(1) I.L.R. Ran. Series, Vol 12 (1934) p. 161. (2) ('952) B.L.R. (fl.C.) 8.
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Nor do we find any substance in the second ground put
forward on the appellant's behalf. Section 39 of the
Guardians and W<;lrds Act has no application to the present
case at all. In that section removal of the guardian can
be made by !he Court on the application of any interested
person when the guardian ceases to reside within the local
limits of the jurisdiction of the Court which appoints him
as a guardian under clause (h) of section 39 of the Guardians
and Wards Act. In the instant case, the respondent is the
natural guardian under the Mohamedan Law. He is
neither a guardian appointed by the Court nor by any in
strument whatsoever. Besides, the respondent as a father,
is a person best suited to look after the future education
of the minor and if he contemplates sending his son over

., to India for that purpose, we fail to see why such a depar
ture from Burma to India for further education would not
be conducive to the welfare of the minor himself. The
respondent runs a tailoring shop in 29th Street, Rangoon
and earns quite a moderate income from his business. and
although he has married again, he is, in our opinion, more
suited to provide for the material welfare of the minor
than the appellant who, on her own showing, has married
many a tiJ;ne; albeit she may have entertained some pious
hopes about his welfare.

Moreover, the learned Counsel for the respondent has
invited our attention to that part of Mohamedan Law re
lating to the disqualification of females for custody of
children and it is quite clear therefrom that the appellant
is definitely disqualified from keeping the minor in her cus
tody. Section 354 of Mohamedan Law by D. F. Mulla
(Fourteenth Edition), page 297, reads:

"354. Females when disqualified for custody.

A female, inclvrling the mother, who is otherwise entitled
to the custody of a chim, loses the right of custody-

(I) if she marries a person not relate!! to the child within
the prohibited degrees (55. 260-261), e.g., a stranger,
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but the right revives on the dissolution of the mar
riage by death or divorce, or

,,(2) if she goes and resides, during the subsistence of the
marriage, at a distance~' from ?the fahter's place of
residence; or,

{3) if she is leading an immoral life. as where she is a
prostitute; or

(4) if she neglects to take proper care of the child."

As is evident from the above, the appellant certainly
loses her right of the custody of the minor in view of her
own showing that: (1) she is a much married person and,
(2) she has been found by the trial Court to be leading a.,
somewhat immoral life.

It might be that under the Mohamedan Law, the mother
is entitled to the custody of 3D infant child w

'
,o is a male"

child until he has completed the age of 7 years; vide sec
tion 352 of Mulla's lvlohamedan Law, yet the moment such
a child exceeds the age of seven, the father automatically
has the right to the custody of such a child (Ibid).

Viewi.ng the case Dot only from factual aspects, but
also from that of Mohamedan Law to which the parti.es are
subject, we must hold that the appellant is not a suitable
person to have custody of the minor, and that the finding
of the trial Court allowing the respondent's application is
quite justified. This appeal is therefore dismissed with
costs. Advocate's fee: 3 Gold Mohurs.
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• Beforf U San Nlaung. J.

MAUNG HLA BU (ApPELLANT)

v.
MA MA GYI AND ANOTHER (RESPONDENTS).*

Urban Rent Control Act, s. I4A-Certifir.ate under-Valid for subsequent suit,
s. II (I) (d)-Suit uuder-Restricted to eject1llentfrom land only-Unneces
sary cfJ"diti'Jn in bond entered into in.

\":\There the first suit for ejectment was infructuous for want of a valid notice
to quit a second suit based on the same certificate under s. 14-A 'if the Urban
Rent Control Act could be filed against the same defendant.

A suit for ejectment based on s. I I (1) (d) of the Urban Rent Control Act
can only be filed when the premises leased out to a tenant consists ofland alone.
This clause is irrelevant when the premises let out consists not only of land
but also of the building standing thereon.

In a suit based on s. II (I) Cd) of the Urban Rent Control Act the
condition that in case the building is erected for the purpose of letting the
landlord will reinstate tbe tenant who hat been displaced from the land in the
bond, is not necessary.

U Nyun for the appellant.

R. ]aganathan for the respondents.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-This is an appeal by Maung Hla Bu,
the defendant in Civil Regular Suit No. 724 of 1954 of the
City Civil Court of Rangoon against the judgment and de
cree in that suit for his ejectment from the premises known
as House Site No. 80, Padauktan, Kemmendine, Rangoon
and the temporary hut standing thereon. The facts lead
ing to the institution of the present appeal are briefly these.

On the 2nd of January 1953, Daw Yin obtained a certifi
cate under section 14A of the Urban Rent Control Act,
1948, from the Assistant Controller of Rents, Rangoon, to
enable her to file a suit on the ground specified in Clause
(d) of section II (1) of the Urban Rent Control Act, 1948,

a Ci;:il 1st Appeal No. 19 of 1956 against the decree of the 4th Judge,
City Ci\-il Court, Rangoon, in Civil Regular Suit No. 724 of 1956.
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'or 'the ejectment of her tenant, the defendant-appellant
\1aung Hla Bu. She then filed a suit, being Civil Regular
Suit No. 355 of 1953 of the Rangoon City Civil Court but
the suit was dismissed on the ground that the notice termi
nating tHe tenancy was invalid in 12w. paw Yin then filed
the present suit on the 12th of May 1954 on the same certi
ficate under section 14A of the Urban Rent Control Act.
In this sui.t, she said that she was the landb.dy of the pre
mises known as House Site No. 80, Padauktan, Kemmen
dine, Rangoon and the hut standing thereon, that the defen
dant Maung Hla Bu was her tenant in respect of the house
site and the hut at a monthly rental of K 40 and that the
present suit for ejectment was on the ground specified in
Clause (d) of section II (r) of the Urban Rent Control Act,
1948 vide the certificate granted to her by the Assistant
Controller of Rents, Rangoon.

The defendant Maung Hla Bu by his written statement
denied having received a notice to quit which was alleged
to have been sent to him by registered post and he also con
tended that a new permit by the Rent Controller was
necessary. On the pleadings the learned 4th Judge of the
City Civil Court who tried the suit framed four issues as
follows:

1. Whether the plaintiff required the suit premises
reasonably and bona fide?

2. Whether there was a notice and whether it was
valid?

3. Whether a fresh permit from the Controller was
necessary for filing the suit ?

4- To what relief, if any, was the plaintiff entitled?

On these issues, he came to the conclusion that no fresh
permit was necessary as a permit already granted to Daw
Yin by the Assistant Controller of Rents, Rangoon, on the
2nd of January 1953 was sufficient, the previous suit based
thereon being infructuous for want of due notice to quit.
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On the question whether there was a valid notice to quit
the learned Judge came to the conclusion that the notice
had been duly sent by registered post and there was no
evidence given by Maung Hla Bu himself (hat he did not
receive the same.. On t-he facts he came to the conclusion
that the house site was required by Daw Yin bona fide for
the purpose of erection of a building for her own residence
and that therefore a decree for ejectment under section I I
(r) (d) of the Urban Rent Control Act should be granted.

It may be mentioned in passing that as Daw Yin died
during the pendency of the suit her daughters Ma Ma Gyi
and Ma !VIa Lay and her husband Joseph were added as
legal representatives and the decree passed in the suit was
in their favour. "

Maung Hla Bu appealed on the Ist of March I956.
During the pendency of the appeal Joseph died so that his
daughters Ma Ma Gyi and Ma Ma Lay remained in the case
not only as legal representatives of their mother Daw Yin
but also as legal representatives of their father, Joseph.

In this appeal, it has been urged on behalf of the defen
dant-appellant Maung Hla Bu, firstly, that the suit was not
maintainable in law for want of a fresh certificate from
the Controller under section I4A of the Urban Rent Con
trol Act; secondly, that the notice terminating the tenancy
ha~ not been proved to have been duly served on the defen
dant-appellant Maung Hla Bu and, thirdly, that the evi
dence to the effect that the suit premises were required
bona fide for the erection of a building for the residence
of Daw Yin and/or her legal representatives was insuffi
cient. In my opinion, none of these contentions can be
allowed to prevail. As the first suit for ejectment filed
against Maung Hla Bu was infructuous for want of a valid
notice to quit, a second suit based on the same certificate
under section I4A could be filed against him. Regarding
the notice to quit dated the 7th of September I953, it has
been proved to have been sent by registered post in time for
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his receipt before the 15th of September 1953. Therefore,
there is a presumption under section 27 of the General
Clauses Act which provides that:

"Where any Act authorizes or requires any document to
be served by post . . . the servir,e shall be deemed to be
effected by properly addressing. pre-paying, and posting by
registered post a letter containing the document, and, unless
the contrary is proved, to have been effected at the time at
which the letter would be delivered in the ordinary course of
post."

However, in my opinion, the suit of the plaintiff-respon
dents is bound to fail on a more fundamental ground. On
the plaintiffs' own showing the premises let to the defen
dant Maung Hla Bu consists not only of the house site but
also of the building standing thereon. Therefore, a suit
based on the ground mentioned in secti.on I I (I) (d) of the
Urban Rent Control Act will not lie.

The relevant portion of that section as amended by Act
XUI of 1952 reads:

"Notwithstanding anything contained in the Transfer of
Property Act, etc . . . no decree for the recovery of possession
of any premises to which this Act applies or for the ejectment
of a tenant therefrom shall be made or given unless-

(dJ The premises, in the case of land, are bona fide re
quired by the landlord for erection or re-erection of a build
ing or buildings and the landlord executes a bond in such
amount as the Court may deem reasonable that the premises
will be used for erection or re-erection of a building or
buildings, and that he will give effect to such purpose with
in a period of one year from the date of vacation of the
premises by the tenant."

It is clear therefrom that a suit based on secti.on II (I) (d)
of the Urban Rent Control Act, can only be filed when the
premises leased out to a tenant consists of land alone. This
clause is irrelevant when the premises let out consists not
only of land but also of the building standing thereon.
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No doubt, in the bond actually executed by the plain
tiff-respondents, it is mentioned that in case the building
was erected for the purpose of letting the landlord will
reinstate the tenant who had been displaced"from the land.
Such a condition in the l?ond is not necessary in a suit based
on section II (I) (d) of the Urban Rent Control Act as
amended by Act XLII of 1952. However, this fact does nOt
alter the situation, namely, that the suit filed by the
plaintiff-respondents was one under section II (IUd) of the
Urban Rent Control Act; when a proper suit would have
been one under section I I (I) (~)or II (I) (f) as the case
may be.

In the result the appeal succeeds. The judgment and
decree of the trial Court are set aside and the suit for eject
ment dismissed.

As regards costs, as the defendant-appellant succeeds
on a ground not raised ei.ther in the written statement or
in the memorandum of appeal, I would direct that each
party should bear its own costs throughout.
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APPELLATE CIVIL

Before U Tltmwg Seill, y.

MAUNG THWIN AND ONE (ApPELLANTS)

V.

U TAlK HOCK AND ONE (RESPONDENTS).·
'" ~.

Civil Procedure CQd~. ss. 2: (2) and 47-Decro?e-Traversillg bey;}"d terms 0[
What investigatioll 'UJill IOrttamount to-When order rejectil1g objection i1t
excwtion proceedhlgs not-Qrlesiion relating to execwicl1! appealafJl:!. as.

In execution of a simple money decree the respondents attached certain
immoveabb properties belongir.g to the nppcll.:mt:;:, who objected to the attach
ment on the ground that the properties wc:-c subject to an equitable mortgag"
in favour of the respondents and that the promissory notc on whi:::h the respon
dents obtained the simple money decree was the onc executed by them 'sheo
the monies were loaned by the respondents and the title deeds of the propertiES
were handed over to them. There W3S nothing either in the plaint or \",ritten
statement to suggest tbat the suit promissory note was part of the transaction
by m~ans of which an equitable mortgage was created over cert'ain pror:e:t:es
owned by the appdlants and the simple money decree was passed as a result
of c:::mf~ssion by the a?p~llants. The objection raised by the a,)pdlat t::> in
the execu.tion proceedings was rejected by the executing Court. In uppcrl it
is cont~nded on behalf of the appcll:l,nts th:!.t the order rejecting the objection
is one" rdating to the execution. disch<J.rgc or satisfaction of the de!.=ree".

field: That the suit being a simple suit on a promissiory note it would
be tantamount to traversing heyond the terms of the decree to investigate in
the execution proceedings whether the promissory note was part of a mortgage
transaction and that the question as to the existence or otherwise of the alleged
mortgage is not a question which can arise between the parties in the presentsuir.

Held further: That the order rejecting the objection of the appellar.ts
cannot come \vithin the definition of" decree" in s, 2 (2) read with s. 47 of
the Civil Procedure Code and is therefore not appealable.

W'here the transaction leading up to the decree is set out in the pleadingr.
the question as to whether or not tbe provisions of Order 34. rule 3 (6) of the
Civil Procedure Code could be invoked will be a "question relating to the
execution" of the decree and thus appealable as a "decree".

Hla Pe for the appellants.

Wan Hock for the respondents.

.. Civil Misc. Appeal No. 36 of I9SQ again.s;t the order of ,the 3rd Judg~p

City Civil Court, Rangoon, in Civil Executi:m Ctlse No. 89 cf 1958.
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U THAUNG SEIN, J.-In Civil Regular Suit No. 1524 of
1956 of the City Civil Court of Rangoon, t1].e respondents
sued for and obtained a decree against the present appel
lants for the payment of a sum of K 2,183.30 alleged to be
due on a pronote. It may be noted that the appellants
confessed judgment in that suit. The decree was then
sought to be executed in Civil Execution Case No. 89 of
1958 and certain immovable properties of the appellants
were attached. The appellants then objected to the at
tachment0'imd sale of the properties on the ground that they
were subject to an equitable mortgage in favour of the
respondents and that the pronote which was the basis of
the claim in the suit under consideration was the one
executed at the time when the monies were loaned by the
respondents and the title deeds of the properties handed
over to them. The learned Third Judge of the City Civil
Court who dealt with the case rejected the contention of
the appellants and decided to proceed with the executi.on
of the decree. The appellants have now come up on appeal
to the High Court against that order and the first question
which arises for decision is whether an appeal lies against
such an order. According to the learned counsel for the
.appellants the order under consideration was one " relat
ing to the execution, discharge or satisfacti.on of th.e

.decree" and hence amounts to a "decree" as defined in
section 2 (2) read with section 47 of the Civil Procedure
Code and thus appealable. If the allegation by the appel
·lants that the suit pronote was executed and the title deeds
of the properties were deposited as security for the loan be
correct then an equitable mortgage was created and the pro
visions of Order 34, rule 3 (6) of the Civil Procedure Code
would come into play and the respondent would not be
entitled to bring the property to sale in the present execu
tion case and if any authority is required in support of this
vi.ew reference may be made to The Administrator-General
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of Burma v. Tewary (1). But there is nothing either in
the plaint or written statement to suggest that the suit pro
nate was part 'bf the transaction by means of which an
equitable mortgage was created over r.:ertain properties
owned by the appellant. In the ruling cited the plaintiff
explicitly mentioned the existence of a mortgage but tried
to circumvent the provisions of Order 34, rule 3 (6) by
stating that he was prepared to surrender his security. It
was held that in execution of the decree thus obtained the
mortgaged property could not be attached and sold. In
that case, the question as to whether or now,the mortgaged
property could be attached and sold was a matter relating
to the execution of the decree which was founded on a
pronate executed in the course of an equitable mortgage.
But where there is no hint or suggestion in the pleadings
or elsewhere that the suit pronate was the outcome of an
equitable mortgage, I fail to see how this question can be
raised at the time of the execution of the decree. If such
objections could be raised in the course of execution pro
ceedings then indeed judament-debtors in pronate suits
whose immoveable properties have been attached are likely
to raise such pleas especially with a view to gain time.
Oddly enough, I have not come across a single case where
such a plea has been raised in simp1e pronate suits and the
learned counsel for the appellant has also been unable to
cite any direct authority on the point. He did however
refer to the case of Umeshwar Prasad Sinha v. Dwarika
Prasad (2) in which a mortgagor executed both a mortgage
deed and a lease deed of the same properties and at about
the same time. Later, the mortgagee sued for and obtain
ed a money decree for the arrears of rent due under the
lease and sought to execute it by attaching the mortgaged
property. The Patna High Court held that since the mort
gage and the lease were part of the same transaction, the
decree could not be executed by attachment and sale of the

(I) J.L.R. '3. Ran. '9'· (.) A.I.R. (1944) Pat. 5·
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mortgaged properties. The exact nature of the pleadings
in that case has not been set out but to all appea~ances the
fact that the mGrtga~ and lease deeds were executed at
about the same time were probably set out either in the
plaint or written statement or in the evidence. As explain
ed earlier, where the transaction leading up to the decree is
set out in the proceedings, the question as to whether or
not the provisions of Order 34, rule 3 (6) of the Civil Pro
cedure Code could be invoked wi.ll be a " question relating
to the execution" of the decree and thus appealable as a
" decree JJ.

In the present case, the suit under consideration is a
pure and simple pronote suit and it would be tantamount
to traversing beyond the terms of the decree to investigate
in the execution proceedings whether the pronote was part
of a mortgage transaction. In other words, the question
as to the existence or otherwise of the alleged mortgage is
not a question which can arise between the parties in the
present suit. Hence, the order of the learned Third Judge,
City Civil Court cannot come within the definition of
" decree" in section 2 (2) read with section 47 of the Civil
Procedure Code. On the whole, no appeal lies against
such an order and this appeal is accordingly dismissed.
There will be no order for costs.
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P. C. RAY AND ONE (Apo,LICAi;ITS)

v. .
"HE UNION OF BURMA (U AUNG SIND (RESPONDENT).'

"orejgn Exchange Regulation Act-Commisn"oll of offence under-Outside
Burma-s. I It)-Yurisdictiou ofBurmese Courts-So 24 (z)-No exception
to Director oj guilty Company resident outside Burma-Wile" not Liable
for offence committed by his Company-Corporeal presence of offender hi
cOllnlTy where offnlc/! commilted-Not necessary- S. 24 (2) to b~e Tead as
supplement to s. I (I)-Abu:onding ~of accused-What fact would not be
suffidtlll to come to a filldillC of-Proof of abscondem:e--COtlditio'l
precedellt-Which Court has to be satisfied or regard.

According to sub-so (1) to S. 1 of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act if a
)reign subject commits outside the Union ofBurma acts which would be an
ffence under the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act.• the Courts in Burma
lQuld have no jurisdiction over him.

il1acLeod v. Attorney-Generaljor NetlJ South Wales, (1891) A.C. 455.
eferred to.

U All crime is local. The jurisdiction over the crime belongs to the
country where the crime is committed, and, except over her own subjects,
Her Majesty and the Imperial Legislature have no power whatsoever,"
Per Lord Halsbury, L.C., in l\1acLcod's case above.

Sub-so (z) of s. 24 of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act makes no
xception in favour of 11 Director of a company who is corporeally outside the
Jnion ofBurrna. He is deemed to be equally gui:ty with his company unless
le can prove that the offence committed byhis company was withouthiskno\V~
edge or that he had exercised all due diligence to prevent its commission.

As the offence committed by the company in contravention of the provi
ions of s. 13 (2) of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act is in Burma, by a
:ga1 fiction every Director. I\1anager and Secretary of that compnny must be
teemed to have committed an offenc~ within Burma although he may be
:orporeally outside this country.

(NoTE.-In Criminal Miscellaneous Application 1'\0. It7 of 1960 arising
Jut of this case the Supreme Court held that the compar.y not having been
nade an accused, the finding of guilt against it was unwarranted and that
vhen the Manager himself had been found not guilty the company which
le manages or its officers could not be deemed to be guilty.-Ed.)

* Criminal Revision No. ISS (B) of 1959. Review of the order of the
,pecial Judge (2) (SlAB and BSIA) of Rangoon, dated the 16th rvlarch 1959
n Criminal Regular Trial No. 45 of 1959.

H.C.
!960
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It is not necessary for a person to be corporeally present within a country
to commit a criminal offence.

" ... the exercise of criminal jurisdiction depends on the locality and
not on the nationality of the alleged offender. " . "

Mobarik Ali Ahmed Y. T~e State oj Bombay, A.I.R. (19571' (S.C.) 857.
referred to. .,

(f '¥he:-c the crime is committed in the territorial juriJ'di::::tion of one
Sate as the direct result of the act of a person at the time corporeally
present in another State, international law by reason of t:1C principle
of constructive presence of the offender at the piaee where his act took
eJfect. does not forbid the prosecution of the efrcode. by the [oroler
State, should he come within its territo.ial jurisdiction." Ratanlal's
Law of Crimes, Nineteenth Edition, page 20.

Sub-so (2) of s. 24 of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act must be read
as a supplement :lnd not in any way opposed to the provisions of sub-so (I) of
S. 1 of the Act in so mr as it CQilCernS a foreign national resident outside Burma
at the time of the commission of the offence by the company of which he is a
Director and for which he is vicariously liable. Therefore. though the appli.
cants P. C. Ray and S. C. Ray might h:we been residing outsi:!e BUlmll at the
time of the commission of the offence by their company, they C3n be deemed
to be equally guilty with the company unless they can prove lack of know
ledge of the offence or due diligence to prevent the commission of the offencf
by the company.

The testimony of a witness upon which the trial Judge came to thf
conclusion that the applicants P. C. Ray and S. C. Ray were absconders, that
the said applicants who were residing outside the Union of Burma, could nOl

be found at the office of the company in 49th street, Rangoon, when h(
tried to find them is a far cry from saying that they were al::sconding frolT
Burma.

It is settled law that in order to give jurisdiction to a Court to examinl
witnesses in the absence of the accused. it must be proved to the satisfactior
of the Court that the accused has absconded and that there is no immediatl
prospect of arresting him. In other words, the proof of abscondence iJ
:1 condition precedent to the right to examine witnesses in the accused';
absence.

.J.l1allbodh v. Emperor, (1944) A.I.R. Nag. 274. referred to.

The Court that has to be satisfied regarding the accused's abscondence i
the Court that proposes to record evidence in the accused's absence.

Dr. Ba Maw, Zali Maw and Ba,Shun for the applicants.

Yan AunS (Attorney,General) for the respondent.

tJ SAN MAUNG. J.-This is an application. by P. C. Ra:
of 20, Aswini Dutta Road, Calcutta and S. C. Ray of 4<0
Pusa Road, New Delhi, to quash the proceedings iJ
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Criminal Miscellaneous Case NO.4 of 1954 of the Special
Judge (2) (SlAB and BSIA), Rangoon, wherein proceedings
were taken against them under section 512 of the Criminal
Proced,ure Code in connection with a case which is the
subject-matter of Criminal Regular Tri~l No. 45 of 1954 of
the same Court. It would appear that the applicants P. C.
Ray and S. C. Ray were found by the learned trial Judge
tel be absconders in connection with the subject-matter
of that trial and on the strength of the evi.dence recorded
in the proceedings, the learned Judge made the following
observation in his judgment in Criminal Regular Trial
No. 45 of '1954:

" As according to this case the absconding accused P. C.
Ray and S. C. Ray are guilty under section 24 (2), Foreign
Exchange Regulation Act, further action will be taken against
them in Criminal Miscellaneous Case No. 4 of '954·" >

H.C.
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In pursuance of these remarks, a proclamati.on under
section 87 of the Criminal Procedure Code and a warrant
of attachment under section 88 thereof were ordered to be
issued in respect of each of the applicants. By this applica
tion, therefore, the applicants P. C. Ray and S. C. Ray have
asked this Court to expunge the above-mentioned remarks
from the judgment in Criminal Regular Trial No. 45 of
! 954 and to quash the proceedings in Criminal Miscel
laneous Case NO.4 of 1954·

The facts giving rise to the present application may be
briefly narrated as follows:

In Criminal Regular Trial No. 45 of 1954 of the 2nd
Special Judge (SlAB and BSIA), Rangoon, R. C. Ray, P. M.
Bose, D. C. Lazarus and the present applicants P. C. Ray
and S. C. Ray were prosecuted for the offence punishable
under section 24 of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act,
1947 read with sections II and 13 thereof for the alleged
contravention of the Foreign Exchange Regulations. The
complainant in the case was U Aung Sint, Officer-in-Charge
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Burma. In the complaint, it was alleged that R. C. Ray
P. c. RAy

AND ON' was General Manager, P. M. Bose. the late General Manager
THE UNION and D. C. Lazarus was the Secretary respectively, of Messrs.
~[U~~~~A P. C. Ray and Co. (Burma) Ltd., situated'at No,. 106,

SINT). 49th Street, Rangoen, aM that the present applicants,
U SAN P. C. Ray and S. C. Ray, who were absent from Burma,

MAUNa, J. were respectively, Managing Director and Director
of this company. It was alleged that in the years
1948 and 1949, Messrs. P. C Ray and Co.
(Burma) Ltd. had exported to India and Belgium
Burmese teak to the value of K 6'52,050 and
£ 2,9II·I4·3d. respectively as per G.R. Forms aetailed in
the complaint, that the company had furnished these forms
to their respective authorized dealers for realisation of
proceeds by the dates mentioned therei.n and that in spite
of repeated reminders and extensions, Messrs. P. C. Ray
& Co. (Burma) Ltd. had. up to the date of the complaint on
the 26th of July 1954. repatriated to Burma the sum of
K 3,72,914.25 only, leaving an outstanding balance of
K 2,79,134-75 in respect of the export of timber to India
and £ 2,9II.14·3d. in respect of the export of timber to
Belgium. Accordingly, all the accused in the case were
Ii.able to be punished in view of the provisions of sub-section
(2) of section 24 of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act,
1947 which runs;

" If the person committing an offence punishable under this
section is a company or other body corporate, every Director,
Manager, Secretary or other officer thereof shall. unless he
proves that the offence was committed without his knowledge
or that he exercised all due diligence to prevent its commis
sion, be deemed to be guilty of such an offence."

At the trial of R. C. Ray, P. M. Bose and D. C. Lazarus
certain facts were disclosed in the case for the prosecution.
They are as follows :-Messrs. P. C. Ray and Co. (Burma)
Ltd. were exporters of timber on a large scale to India and
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Ither. foreign countries. In regard to the timber consigned
o India, Messrs. P. C. Ray and Co. (Burma) Ltd. acted as

d
P. C. RAY

he seIling agents for the State Timber Boar , one of the AND ONE

:onditions of thy agency being that if Messrs. P. C, Ray and THE 'tNlO'

:0. (Bunpa) Ltd. were successful in seIling the timber at a CD ~~';:;~A

)rice higher than that fixed by the tloard: the profit was to SlNT).

'e shared between the Board and the company in the ratio TJ Sm

,f 60 :40. The consignees in India were Messrs. P. C. Ray MAUNG, J.

IUd Co. (India) Ltd. of which also the applicant P. C. Ray
'Vas the Managing Director and the applicant S. C. Ray the
)iJ·ector. Between the years 1947 to 1954, Messrs. P. C.
Zay and Co. (Burma) Ltd. had exported to India timber to
he value of over K 2,54,00,000. Of this huge sum, all
,xcept a sum of K 2,79,I34 in respect of which the com-
)any was prosecuted, had been repatriated to Burma. As
'egards the timber exported to Belgium the whole sum of
(; 2,91 I·I4·3d. remained unrepatriated. The dates pre-
;eribed for the repatriation of money into Burma in
'espect of GR Forms No. 5627, 5637 and 5646 were
iuring May 1949, that in respect of GR Form
\10. 8318 was the 29th of October I949 and
those in respect of GR Forms No. 8342 and
3360 were during November 1949. As regards the timber
oxported to Belgium the date for the repatriation of the
'11oney into Burma was the 26th of February 1949. When
the monies could not be repatriated on the dates mentioned
in the GR Forms, Messrs. P. C. Ray and Co. (Burma) Ltd.
lsked for extensions of time. These were granted till
November 1953 when Messrs. P. C. Ray and Co. (Burma)
Ltd. wrote a letter, Exhibit 3 (ro ) dated the roth November
1953 by which final extension of time was asked for until
the 30th of April 1954. It was mentioned in that letter
that a sum of K 2,00,000 in Indian currency was being
remitted to Burma from Calcutta. To this letter, the
Deputy Controller of Exchange sent a reply dated the 13th
of November 1953 wherein he said that further extension
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of time would be granted till the 1St of March 1954, on
condition that one lakh kyats was to be repatriated during

P~~~ o~~y December- 1953, one lakh kyats during Jar-mary 1954 and
~. "u' the balance-K 1,04.134-75 and £ 2.9II·I4·3G'. during
J..t1E NION

OF BURMA February r954. 'Messrs. P. C. Ray and Co. (Burma) Ltd.
('ioI~~).G were, however, unable to fulfil these conditions. They

said that a sum of K 1,00.000 could not be sent to BurmaU SAN
MAm;c. J. from India during December 1953 and that further exten-

sion of time should be given in respect of this sum. They
again wrote to the Deputy Controller on the 18th January
1954. wherein they said that their principals-Messrs. P. C.
Ray and Co. (India) Ltd. were arranging to remit positively
K 1,00,000 due in December by the 6th of February 1954.
The Deputy Controller replied that unless K 1,00,000 due
in December 1953 was repatriated by the 25th of January
1954- legal action would be taken agai.nst the company
under the provisions of the Foreign Exchange Regulation
Act. The company then wrote to the Deputy Controller
on the 22nd of January 1954 saying that the sum of one
lakh kyats which was scheduled to be remitted during
December 1953. could not be sent from India due to finan
cial stringency there. that P. C. Ray, the Managing Director
of Messrs. P. C. Ray and Co. (India) Ltd. being indisposed,
it was one of the reasons why the remittance could not be
arranged for in time. Extension of time for repatriating
K 1,00,000 was asked for till the 6th of February 1954.
However, this sum was not received and accordingly pro
secution was launched against the three accused in the case
and the applicants P. C. Ray and S. C. Ray in Cri.minal
Regular Trial No. 45 of 1954.

Now. section 13 (2) of the Foreign Exchange Regulation
Act in so far as is relevant to this case reads: " Where
any export of goods has been made to which a notification
under sub-section (I) applies, no " person.entitled to sell or
to procure the sale of the said goods shall, except with the
permission of the Controller, do or refrain from doing any
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act wi.th i.ntent to secure that payment for the goods is
made otherwise than in the prescribed manner . . . or is
delayed to atl extent which is unreasonable having regard
to the'ordinary course of trade.'; .

In order to establish the case against Messrs. P. C. Ray
and Co. (Burma) Ltd., the prosecution relied upon the
following facts:

(I) that although according to the GR Forms men
tioned in the earlier part of this judgment,
money was to be repatriated into Burma during
1949, a sum of K 2,79,134 was outstanding
out of a total of K 6,52,050 and that the whole
sum of £ 209II·14·3d. was outstanding.

(2) that P. C. Ray, the Managing Director of the
Burma company was also the Managing Dire<;;
tor of Messrs. P. C. Ray and Co. (India) Ltd.

(3) that Messrs. P. C. Ray and Co. (India) Ltd. had
instead of remitting the money which was due
to the Burma company tried to set it off with
the money which, they contended, was due to
the India company by the Burma branch vide
Exhibit 41 letter, dated the 27th of June 1953.

Regarding the three accused in the case it was contended
that they were guilty because of sub-section (2) of section
24 of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act as they were
respectively the General Manager, ex-General Manager and
Secretary of the company. Regarding the applicants P. C.
Ray and S. C. Ray, who were treated as absconding accused,
they were guilty because they were respectively the Manag
ing Director and Director of the aforesaid company.

The. learned trial Judge while holding the company
guilty because of intentional omission to have the money
repatriated to Burma within the extended time allowed by
the Deputy Controller, came to the conclusion that in so
far as the General Manager R. C. Ray was concerned, he'
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did his level best to persuade his Managing Director to ser,d
the money from India to Burma. Regarding the ex-Mana
ger Mr. Bose, the learned Judge held that he could not be
held liable as he left the firm as far back as -March r950,
long before the time allowed by the Deputy Con'.roller
had expired. Regarding' Mr. Lazarus the learned ~udge
held that he was not proved to be the Secretary of the com
pany so as to be vicariously liable for the offence committed
by the company.

The reasons given by the learned Judge for considering
Messrs. P. C. Ray and Co. (Burma) Ltd. to be guilty of the
offence under section 13 read with section 24 of the
Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, are summarized in a
passage of his judgment which is reproduced below:

" As mentioned earlier. the remittances were due in 1949.
Then demands were made, explanations were given and the
Controller of Foreign Exchange gave many extensions of time.
Then, as late as in June '953. the India firm made a counter
claim against the Burma firm in its letter (Exhibit 41). This
claim was promptly rejected by the General Manager of the
Burma firm who was by that time the first accused who is
the youngest brother of the two Directors of the India firm.
This claim was soon abandoned. When the General Manager,
the first accused was making frantic efforts to demand the
remittance, the India firm made no real attempts. All these
go to show that Mr. P. C. Ray and S. C. Ray in India refused
to see things from the point of view of the Burma firm which
is owned exclusively by them as well and in which they are
the Managing Director and Director also. As stated earlier,
the two firms are identical. As pointed out by U Hla Maung,
Government Advocate for the prosecution, there was certainly
privity between the two firms. Therefore it must be held
that Messrs. P. C. Ray and Co. (Burma) l.td. had committed
an offence under section 13 read with section 24 of the
Foreign Exchange Regulation Act."

In the present application for revision the learned
Advocate for the applicants contends; firstly, that on the
facts and circumstances appearing in the case Messrs. P. C.
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Ray and Co. (Burma) Ltd. had been diligently t.rying to ob
tain the repatriation of the muney into Burma from India
and Belgium and that the company oannot be held to be
guilty of any wilful omission with the intention of prevent
ing the money being repatriated to Burma within the
prescribed period; secondly, even if Messrs. P. C. Ray and
Co. (Burma) Ltd. is to be deemed guilty of an offence
punishable under section 24 of the Foreign Exchange Regu
lation Act read with section 13 thereof, the applicants
P. C. Ray and S. C. Ray being foreign nationals residing
outside the Union of Burma, the Foreign Exchange Regula
tion Act does not apply to them and, consequently, the
Courts in Burma have no jurisdiction over them; thirdly,
that even if the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act applies
to the applicants and the Courts in Burma have jurisdiction
over them, the proceedings under section 512 of the Crimi
nal Procedure Code could not be taken against them as they
cannot, under any circumstance, be considered as abscond
ing accused within the meaning of that section.

To supplement his argument before the Court, the
learned Advocate for the applicants has filed a lengthy
written argument upon the facts and the law involved in
the case. The arguments on facts may briefly be summa
rized thus: In pursuance of a policy common to multi
lateral and diversified concerns all over the world P. C. Ray
and Co. (Burma) Ltd. and P. C. Ray and Co. (India) Ltd.
were following different policies in regard to the timber
business, i.nasmuch as the Burma concern could not be tied
to the concern in India without disastrous results. For
instance, in selling teak to India P. C. Ray and Co. (Burma)
Ltd. actually fixed a price higher than the minima fixed by
the State Timber Board thus charging P. C. Ray and Co.
(India) Ltd. a sum of K 5,82-4IO more than what they would
have been charged if teak was sold at the price fixed by the
State Timber Board. Then again, when P. C. Ray and.Co.
(India) Ltd. suggested that the sum due by P. C. Ray" and

Re.
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Co. (Burma) Ltd. should be set off against the sum to be re
patriated from India to Burma, the accused R. C. Ray, as
Manager of the Burma Branch, refused to accept the pro-
posal thus proving.. that. the two companies were" at the
relevant time acting as ordinary buyers and sellers, inde
pendently of each other. Regarding the failure of the
Indian firm to repatriate the money to Burma within the
time allowed by the Deputy 'Controller, the evidence on
record would show that P. C. Ray and Co. (India) Ltd. were
facing a very slack and difficult business period in India at
the time when it was forced to increase its capital expendi
ture in order to operate a huge timber lease granted to them
in the North Andaman forest under the first Five-Year Plan
of the Government of India, and the Government of India
,itself who was the chief customer of P. C. Ray and Co.
(India) Ltd., being faced with a financial crisis, delayed set
tlement of the firm's bills for the timber supplied to it in
spite of repeated demands and to make matters worse, the
Managing Director, P. C. Ray, suffered a serious heart
attack which completely incapacitated him and kept him
away from work for a long period.

Sitting as a court of revision, I am not prepared to say
that on the evidence on record the learned Judge of the
trial Court was wrong in the view which he took of the
case, that the failure to send money from India to Burma
in time was to be attributed to the wilful inaction of the
Managing Director P. C. Ray and the Director S. C. Ray
of the Burmese branch, who also happened to be the Manag
i.ng Director and Director of the Indian branch.

The question, therefore, for consideration is whether,
the applicants P. C. Ray and S. C. Ray being foreign nation
als residing outside the Union of Burma, the provisions of
the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act have no application
to them and, if the answer to this question is in the negative
whether, they are absconding accused within the meaning
oLthat term in section 512 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

H.C.
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Now, sub-section (r) to section I of the Foreign Ex
change Regulation Act enacts: -" This Act exte'ilds to the
whole of the Union of Burma and applies also to servants
of the G~vernmentand to all citi.ze~ of the Union wherever
they may be." Therefore, if a foreign subject commits
outside the Union of Burma acts which would be an offence
under the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, the courts in
Burma would have no jurisdiction over him. fhis is in
accordance with the accepted principles of international
law which have been expounded by ,the Privy Council in
MacLeod v. Attorney-General for New South Wales (I).
There Lord Halsbury, L.e., delivering the judgment of the
Privy Council observed: "All crime is local. The juris
diction over the crime belongs to the country where the
crime is committed, and, except over her own subjects,
Her Majesty and the Imperial Legislature have no power
whatever ."

However, sub-section (2) of section 24 of the Foreign
Exchange Regulation Act is categorical in the sense that
"if the person committing an offence punishable under
section 24 is a company, every Director, Manager or

. Secretary, etc. shall, unless he proves that the offence was
committed without his knowledge or that he exercised all
due diligence to prevent its commission, be deemed to be
guilty of such an offence."

This 'sub-section makes no exception in favour of a
Director of a company who is corporeally outside the
Union of Burma. He is deemed to be equally guilty with
his company unless he can prove that the offence commit
ted by his company was without his knowledge or that he
had exercised all due diligence to prevent its commission.

It cannot be denied that the Foreign Exchange Regula
tion Act applies to P. e. Ray and Co. (Burma) Ltd. as it is
a company incorporated in Burma. The offence commit
ted by the company in contravention of the provisions of

(ll (1891) A.C. 455·
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section r'3 (2) of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act is
in Burma. Therefore, by a legal fiction 'every ,Director,
Manager and Secretary of that company must be deemed'
to have committed an offence within Burma although he
may be corporeally outside this country.

That it is not necessary for a person to be corporeally
present within a country to commit a criminal offence
there is well established by authority. In Mobarik Ali
Ahmed v. The State of Bombay (r), a question arose
whether a Pakistani national who during the entire period
of the commission of the offence of cheating which he was
alleged to have committed in India, was at Karachi and
never stepped into India, could commit an offence under
the Penal Code, the learned Judges of the Supreme Court
who answered this question in the affirmative, observed:

., .. It ,makes no difference in principle if the representations
have in some stages been conveyed by telegrams or by letters
to the complainant directly or to some OIle of the appellant's
agents, including Jasawalla in that category. There is also no
question that it is as a result of these representation that the
complainal1t parted with his money to the tune of about sYz
lakhs all three different dates. It has beell found that the re
presentations were .made without being supported by the re
quisite facts alld that this was so to the knowledge of the ap
pellant and that the representations were 50 made with 3n

initial dishonest intention. On these facts it is clear that an
the ingredients necessary for finding the offence of cheating
under section 420 read with section 415 have occurred a1

Bombay. In that sense the entire offence was committed at
Bombay and not merely the consequence, viz. delivery 01
money which was one of the ingredients of the offenc~

Learned Counsel for the appellant has not seriously COllteStL'"
this position. But he urges that even so the appellant \\.:h:
was not corporeally present in India at the relevant time doe
not fall within the purview of the Indian Peml Code. N;;;;w
there can be no doubt tbat prima facie the Indian Penal
is intended to deal with all unlawful acts and omissions dtfl~
to be offences and committed within India and to prmiile.fill

------,------c---,------:---------'-......,.~
(1) A.I.R.(1957) Supreme Court, p. 837-
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the punishment thereof of the person or persons 'found guilty
therefor. this is implicit in the preamble and section 2 of
the "Indian Penal Code. What i'i, the~efore, to be seen is
whether there is any reason to think that a foreigner not cor
poreally present at the time of the commission of the offence
does not fall within the range of persons punishable therefor
under the Code. It appears to us that the answer must be in
the negative unless there is any recognised legal principle 0:1

which such exclusion can be founded or the language of the
Code compels such a construction."

The learned Judges of the Supreme Court then distin
:guished the case of the Privy Council in MacLeod v.
Attorney-General for New South Wales (r), on the ground
that although the accused in the case was corporeally out
side India the crime must be deemed to have been com-'
mitted within India. After referring to several treatises on
International Law they said: "No doubt some of the above
dicta have reference to offences actually committed outside
the State by foreigners and treated as offences committed
within the State by specific legislation. But the principle
emerging therefrom is clear, that once it is treated as com
mitted within the State the fact that he is a foreigner
zorporeal1y present outside at the time of such commission
is no objection to the exercise of municipal jurisdiction
under the municipal law. 'TIlis emphasises the principle
that exercise of criminal jurisdiction depends on the
locality of the offence and not on the nationality of the
alleged offender. . . ."

In this connection the following passage in Ratanlal's
Law of Crimes, Nineteenth Edition, at page 20, under the
caption" Territorial J.urisdiction " is not inapposite:

.. Where the crime is committed in the territorial jurisdic
tion of one State as the direct result of the act of a person
at the time corporeally present in another State, international
law by reason of the principle of constructive presence of the
offender ~t the place where his act took effect, does not forbid

(,) (,89') A.C. 857.
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the procecution of the offender by the former State, should
he come within its territorial jurisdiction. A '~rench ship, the
Lotus, collided, upon th"e high seas, with a Turkish shrp which
sank with loss of' life of eight Turkish subjects. The French
navigating officer being later within Turkish territory, was
arrested and tried for manslaughter by a Turkish Court, con
victed and punished. The majority of the Judges of the Per
manent Coun of International Justice held that the Turkish
jurisdiction could be supported on a territorial basis."

In my opinion, sub-section (2) of section 24 of the
Foreign Exchange Regulation Act must be read as a supple
ment and not in any way opposed to the provisions of sub
section (I) of section 1 of the Act in so far as it concerns a:
foreign national resident outside Burma at the time of the
,commission of the offence by the company of which he is
a Director and for which he is vicariously liable. There
fore, though the applicants P. C. Ray and S. C. Ray might
have been residing outside Burma at the time of the com
mission of the offence by their company, they can be
deemed to be equally guilty with the company unless they
can prove lack of knowledge of the offence or due diligence
to prevent the commission of the offence by the company.

From the evidence of P. M. Bose, one of the accused in
the case, it is clear that the applicant P. C. Ray himself
controlled both the Burmese and Indian firms as Managing
DiJ:ector. Therefore, it will be idle for him to contend
that .he was not responsible for anything done or left un
done by the P. C. Ray and Co. (Burma) Ltd. The same
observation would apply to the applicant S. C. Ray.

Coming next to the contention that the learned 2nd
Special Judge (SlAB and BSIA), Rangoon, had no jurisdic
tion to take action under section 512 of the Criminal Pro
cedure Code against the applicants P. C. Ray and S. C. Ray
as they were not proved to be absconding, I am of the
opinion that this contention must be allowed to prevail.
There is overwhelming evidence on the record 'to show that
P. C. Ray and S. C. Ray were permanently residing in India.
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that P. C. Ray only visited Burma twice for a flOW days on
each occasion; his last visit being in January 1953 and that

. P. C. RAY
S. C. Ray paid a similar visit onl}' oncf'. in 1951. On the AND ONE

other hand, U Aung Sint, upon whose testimony alone, the THE ·UNION

learned Judge came to the conclusion that the applicants
P. C. Ray and S. C. Ray were absconders, merely said that
according to the memorandum and articles of the company
P. C. Ray was Managing Director and S. C. Ray was Direc
tor and that when he tried to find them at the office of the
company at No. ra6, 49th Street, they could not be found
there. This is a far cry from saying that they were
absconding from Burma. In fact, there is no evidence to
show that they resided at any time at No. ra6, 49th Street,
Rangoon, or at any other address in Burma. Accordingly, .
there was no evidence on record on which the learned Judge
could have come to a finding that the applicants were
absconders.

It is settled law that in order to give jurisdiction to a
Court to examine witnesses in the absence of the accused,
it must be proved to the satisfaction of the Court that the
accused has absconded and that there is no immediate pros
pect of arresting him. In other words, the proof of
abscondence is a condition precedent to the right to
examine witnesses in the accused's absence. [(See Manbodh
v. Emperor (I).] Although no doubt the Court that has
to be satisfied regarding the accused's abscondence, is the
Court that proposes to record the evidence of witnesses in
the accused's absence, in the case now under consideration
I am of the opinion that there is no evidence on which the
Court could have come to a finding regarding the appli
cants' abscondence from Burma. For this reason proceed
ings against the applicants P. C. Ray and S. C. Ray in Cri
minal Miscellaneous Case NO.4 of 1954 of the Court of the
Special Judge (2), (SlAB and BSlA), Rangoon, must be
quashed.

(I) A.I.R. (1944) Nag. p. 274·

OF BURMA
(U AUNG
S~NT).

DS-\N
l\I!AUNG, J.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.

Be)"ore U ~'Chan TIm Aw/g, C.J.

PHYU THEE AUNt, (ApPELLANT)
v.

THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).'

Penal Code, s. 302 (2)-~lIllrdt!r-AbselZceof medical evidcnce-ConclmionfoT
11Illrder1!otjustifiable from injury on leg-Ss. 299, 30o-Intclltiol1JOT purpose
of-Determination of-Legal evidence-Trant of-Unsafe com./icticn.

The appellant was convicted of m\lrder, punishable under s. 302 (2),
Pen3} Code, for causing the death of the deceased by shooting him with a
rifle in the middle side of the right leg. The deceased died about 10 days
after :!dmission into the hospital; but no post mortem examination \-Vas held
'\vith the result that no medical evidence as to cause of the death was avai.lable.

Held: That it i.s hardly justifiable in the absence of any such data to
3,:"rive at a cOilclusion, from the mere fact that a gun shot injury was found
On the leg of the deceased, that the appellant had committed the offence of
murder within the purview of s. 300 of the Penal Code.

Held also: That the material question of intention of the offender for
thepmpose of s. 299 or 300 of the Penal Code has to be determined and
weighed very carefully on the basis of legal evidence adduced in that regard
and that ,vben such evidence is unavailable) it will be entirely unsafe to convict
an accused person either for culpable homicide s. 299 or for murder s. 300,

lUerdy becaus:l the deceased met with his death as a result of injury or
injuries caused by the accused person.

No appearance for the appellant.

Tun Nyo (Government Advocate) for the respondent.

U CHAN TUN AUNG, C.J.-For shooting and killing one
Kya Tun Aung some six years ago with a rifle issued to him
as a Special Reserve Police, the appellant has been found
guilty under section 302 (2) of the Penal Code and sentenced
to transportation Jor life' by the First Special Judge, Akyab.
There are a number of eye-witnesses and they clearly testi
fied at the trial that the appellant was the person who fired
the rifle on the da)l in question not only hitting Kya Tun

,. Criminal App~aJ No. 225 of 1960 from the order of the 1St Special Judge,
Akyab, dated the 19th January 1960, in Special Criminal Trial No. 29 of 1959.
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Aung, but also one U Tha Hla, his own father-in-law. The
daughter of the deceased Kya Tun Aung, Ma Hla Phyu

PHYU THEE
(PW I) is very clear and she said that at about 6p.m.. while AVNG

herself, Ma Stin Hla, Ni Ni Shay and her father, the deceas- THE VUNlON

ed were drinking tea, the appellant cal1)e along the road in OF BURMA.'

front of their house, uttering abusive language. The appel- U CHA'"
Tr.JN AUNG,

lant then came back and an altercation took place between C.}.

the appellant and her father over the driving of
a buffalo out of the compound. In the course of
the altercation, the appellant said the deceased
was rather talkative and he should be shot,
as her father was on his way to make a report to the
police-station. In fact, before the deceased was actually
shot, the deceased held on to the appellant just to prevent
him from shooting at him. After shooting, the appellant
ran away. According to the medical evidence, the deceas;
ed was hit in the middle of the right leg, wound of entry
being I" in diameter situated in the middle side of the right
leg. The deceased himself lodged the first information re-
port, wherein he definitely stated that he was shot by the
appellant. The deceased was in hospital for nearly 10

days, but later he succumbed to his injuries. No post
mortem examination of deceased's body was made by the
medical officer concerned. The only medical evidence on
record relates to the nature of the injury received by the
deceased when he was admitted into the hospital.

The fact that the appellant is the person, who fired his
rifle at the deceased is fully established inasmuch as not
only there is the evidence of Ma Hla Phyu (PW I), but there
is also the evidence of Ko Sein Ban (PW 2), Maung Shwe Nu
(PW 4) and Ma Ni Ni Shay (PW 5). Apart from these wit
nesses, there is the evidence of Saw Tun U (PW 7). who
saw the appellant armed with a rifle, going westwards soon
after shooting Kya Tun Aung. Po Mya (PW 8) saw the
struggle between the appellant and the deceased. The only
question for consideration is whether: in the absence of
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medical evidence indicating which was the injury that
caused the death of Kya Tun Aung or to what cause death
of Kya Tlln Aung was attributable, the appellant can be
charged and convicted under section 302 (2') of the Penal

v
Code. It is hardly justifiable in the absence of any such
data to arrive at a conclusion, from the mere fact that a
gun-shot injury was found on the leg of the deceased, that
appellant had committed the offence of murder within the
purview of section 300 of the Penal Code. Material
question of intention of the offender for purpose of section
299 or 300 of the Penal Code has to be determined and
'weighed very carefully on the basis of legal evidence
adduced in that regard; and when such evidence is unavail
able, it will be entirely unsafe to convict an accused person
either for culpable homicide not amounting to murder
,~section 299), or for murder (section 300). merely because
the deceased met with his death as a result of the injury or
injuries caused by the accused person.

In these circumstances, the conviction of the appellant
under section 302 (2) of the Penal Code shall be set aside
and in lieu thereof, I find him guilty under section 326 of
the Penal Code and sentence him to undergo 10 years'
rigorous imprisonment.
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SHANTILAL SURAJMAL MEHTA (APPELLANT)
v.

MARIAM BIBI AND SIX OTHERS (RESPONDENTS).'

Civil Procedure Code, s. 19-5uit f01' 11Jl'Ollff!1l1 conversion-Choice Qf !m"um
Jurisdiction not altered by defendant's ,repudiation of liability-Letters
Patent, Clause Io-Jun'sdiction-Inhe"enl 'want of-Not proceduml irre
gularity-Not curable by waiver-Leave-Condition precedent to institurion
of suit-Nullity of trial-" Calise of action"-lV1eaning of-What must
be look!!d to for ascertaining.

Under s. 19 of the Civil Procedure Code, the application of \vhich being
not excluded impliedly or expressly to the High Court as contemplated in
'S. 120 of the Civil Procedure Code the plaintiff has full option of instituting
'3. suit for wrongful conversion, i.e., injury or wrong done to his moveable
properties at Rangoon where the loss or destruction was said to have taken
place by negligence on the part of the defendant either in Rangoon or at th~
place where the defendant resides. 'Vhere in a suit for damages for breach
of contract the making of which \vas complete in Rangoon where the pledge
took place and where the redemption must by necessary implication also take
place, the mere repudiation of the plai"tiff's claim by the defendant-appellant
from Bombay does not alter the question of jurisdiction of the plaintiff'ssuit.

Rata1l Lalji Chand v. Dali Chand and others,A.I.R. (1954) Hydrabad 39 ;
Dadahhai Dajibhai v. Diogo Saldall1za, I.L.R. IS Born. 43 ; Teckchand v.
1\IIahadeo. (1922) A.I.R. Nag. i2i. referred to.

Inherent wa,t of jurisdiction under clause 10 of the Letters Parent (which
corresponds to s. 15 of the Union Judiciary Act) cannot, by waiver, confer
jurisdiction and such an irregularity cannot be an irregularity '\vhich merely
.affects the procedure. Leave necessary under the relevant clause of the Letters
Patent constituting the High Court for the institution of the suit is a condirion
precedent to the institution of a suit on the Original Side of the High Court
in cases where the cause ofaction has partly arisen within rhe local limits of
the ordinary original civil jurisdiction of the High Court, and failure to obtain
:such leave before the suit is instituted does not confer jurisdiction to the
High Court. The trial is a nullity from the inception.

Devidatt Ranmiranjandas v. Shriram Narayandas and others, (1932)
I.L.R. 56 Born. 324; J.l1anindar Chandra Nandy v. LallY/ohan Ray, (1929)
I.L.R. 56 Cal. 940, referred to.

Ballk of Clzettillad v. S.P.K.V.R. Firm and another, A.I.R. (1935) Ran. 517,
:approved.

* Civil IS·t Appeal No. 148 of 1953 againstjthe decree of the High Court
Original Side), Rangoon, in Civil Regular Suit No.2 of 1953.

B.C.
1960

July 25.
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H.C. Mohamed Siddiq v. lHolzamed Ahmed and another, LL.R. 6 Rafl. 68,,..
1960 overruled. "

SHANTlLAL A.J. King v. Secretary of State for India, (1908) 35 Cal. 394; MO~"e v.
SURAJMAL ' Gamgee, (1890) 25 Q.B.D. 244, dissented from.

MEHTA In ascertaining the meaning of the expression "cause of action" regard
v. must be had to the substance rather than the form of the 'daim made out in

MAmDAM:B~DI the plaint, although it has been compendiously defined to mean every fact
AN SIX f· iff f" .OTHERS. which would be necessaJiY or ft\e plamt to prove i traversed lD order to"

support his right to the judgment of the Court.
Cpoke v. Gill, (1873) 8 C.P. 107 ; Read v. BrozlJll, (1889) 22 Q.B.D. 128 ;.,

Ma PWQ Shin v. U Po Sin and another, (1937) I.e. 94.6 ; Chand Kour and·
anothu v. Partab Singh, (1889) LL.R. 16 Cal. 98 ; Duncan B1·others v. Jeetmul[
Greedharer: Lall, (1892) I.L.R. 19 Cal. 372, referred to.

Ba Han for the appellant.

K. R. Venkatram for the respondents.

U CHAN TUN AUNG, C.l.-The defendant-appellant who
is alleged to be one of the partners of Messrs. Surajmal
}"allubhai & Co. of Bombay was sued by Ahmed"
Ebrahim Malim (deceased), husband of Mariam Bibi for
recovery of a sum of K 1,15,000 being the value of two
diamond necklaces weighing about 200 ratis which were
said to have been deposited with the defendant-appellant
by way of pledge to secure certain loans taken by Ahmed
Ebrahim Malim. Ahmed Ebrahim Malim having died.:
during litigation, the present respondents were brought in
the suit as his legal representatives. The pledge was said
to have taken place in Rangoon where the defendant-
appellant's firm was carrying on business as diamond mer-·
dlants and money-lenders, its place of business then being
No. 13'h Mogul Street.

The plaintiff Ebrahim Malim states that the loan was
taken on a promissory note in or about the month of
September 1940, the amount being K ro,500 bearing
interest at I per cent per mensem, and as security thereof
two pairs of diamond necklaces were' said to have been
deposited with the defendant-appellant. Plaintiff further
asserted that interest was paid on the said loan in the. sum
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ot'i< 280 for the period, 3rd June 1941 to 23rd August
1941" on which latter date, a portion of principal amount
ing to K 5,000 was also paid, leaving a balance of K 5,500.,
Again, on the '23rd October 194r, asserted the plaintiff,
K 500 iVas paid towards the ou\.,tanding principal, and

•
K lIO towards the interest. Thus, according to the plain-
tiff there was a balance of K 5,000 principal payable to the
defendant-appellant's firm. Plaintiff also maintained that
interest towards the balance principal of K 5,000 up to
23rd December 1941 was paid on the r8th December 1941.
As War broke out in the East and owing to chaotic condi
tion in Rangoon due to a number of Japanese air raids the
civic Ii.fe of Rangoon became completely disrupted. The
plaintiff and his family evacuated from Rangoon to certain
parts of Burma, while the defendant-appellant's firm was
said to have evacuated to India about February 1942, taking
with them the pledged articles referred to above. When
normal life was restored in Rangoon about March 1947, the·
plaintiff sent a demand notice [Exhibit (A)] through his
lawyer to the defendant-appellant firm in Bombay for the
return of the diamond necklaces on payment of the' princi
pal sum of K 5,000 plus the interest due thereon. The
defendant-appellant firm denied possession of the alleged
pledged articles and repudiated plaintiff's claim. On be
half of the defendant-appellant firm, one Shantilal
Surajmal Mehta by a written statement sent from Bombay
denies in toto the firm's liability either for return of the
pledged articles or payment of any value thereof. The
plea set up by him shortly, was that the Ran
goon firm and the Bombay firm were quite
distinct; that the Bombay firm was not at all liable for the
transaction which the Rangoon firm had entered during the
year 1940; that Rangoon Firm was dissolved in the year
1943 ; and that the firm in Bombay had nothing to answer
for transactions alleged to have been carried out in Rangoon
by one of its partner Rasiklal Hiralal Mehta. The written

B.C.
1960
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statement further added that if the plaintiff had pler,ged
his jewelleries with Rangoon firm, the same having· been
left behiod during the evacuation of Rangoon they were
either destroyed and/or stolen by reason or circumstances
beyond the control of ~he Rangoon firm, and that as such
the Rangoon firm was not liable for the said jewelleries.

At the trial the following issues were joined by consent:

(I) Did the deceased plaintiff pledge with the defen
dant-firm at Rangoon the diamond jewelleries.
weighing 200 ratis, for a loan of .K 10,500
taken on a promissory note executed on 3rd
September, 1940 ?

(2) Did the plaintiff repay .K 5,500 with the interest
due on the loan up to 23rd December, 1941 ?

(3) Were the jewelleries in suit left unredeemed
with the defendant-firm in February 1942?
If so, were the jewelleries lost, destroyed or
stolen in Rangoon in circumstances beyond the
defendant's control and is the defendant-firm
absolved from liability therefor?

(4) Is the defendant-firm at Bombay not liable to be
sued on the suit transaction for the reasons set
out in paragraph I of the written-statement?

As the 4th issue was left undetermined by the trial
Court, we had the case remanded to it for its determination
\vhen this matter first came up on appeal before us. By
its order dated the 29th January 1957, the trial Court,
after due inquiry, has answered that issue in the negative.
and this finding. has not been challenged here in the appeal
before us. Dr. Ba Han appearing for the defendant
appellant stated that he would accept that finding in view
of the arbitration award Exhibit H, and that he would not
'traverse this point here in appeal. We fully appreciate
the learned Counsel's attitude; because we are also of the
view that Exhibit H award is explicit that at the relevant
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"ti~ the finn of Surajmal Lallubhai & Co. of
"Bom'Jay which had branches in Bombay, Madras

SHANTIL"L
:and Rangoon had not been shown, by production SURAJMAL

l\1EHTA
of necessary' evidence, to have dissolved in the v.

way the defendant-appellant h,l'; alleged. There can- M~~~MS~;BI""

not be any doubt that at the time when Ebrahim OTHERS.

Malim (deceased) filed his suit there was no dissolution of U CHAN
TUN AUNG~

partnership and that Rasiklal Hiralal Mehta was at the C.J.

"relevant time a partner of the firm of Messrs. Surajmal
Lallubhai & Co. in Rangoon which had its Bombay branch
at the address given in the plaint.

On the three issues raised, the trial Judge found that the
jewelleries remained unredeemed at the time of evacuation
"of Rangoon in or about the year 1941. He also found that
the pledged jewelleries were diamond jewelleries weighing
"about 200 ratis to secure a loan for K IO,500 and that a ,
sum of K 5,500 had been paid towards the principal with
interest. The defendant-appellant's disclaimer of liability
in respect of the said jewelleries owing to theft and/or
destruction due to circumstances beyond its control was
not accepted. Hence, the decree in favour of the plaintiff
for a sum of K 50,000 representing the value of the jewel
lery, on the basis of fixing the pre-war market price of
diamond at about K 250 per rati.

It appears that the defendant-appellant firm, at rather
a late stage of the trial questioned the jurisdiction of thl"
trial Court relying upon section IS of the Union Judiciary
Act. It was contended that the cause of action in plain
tiff's suit having partially arisen within the local limits of
the ordinary original civil jurisdiction of the High Court,
and partly outside, and inasmuch as no leave required under
section IS of the Union Judiciary Act having been obtained
before the institution of the suit the trial in the Court below
was a nullity: This objection was overruled by the trial
Judge, firstly, on the ground that the plaintiff's suit was,
in his view, essentially a suit for breach of contract and
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that the cause of action therefor entirely arose in RanF,Jon
where the contract was made or where the contract.'was
to be performed; and secondly, even accepting that part,
of cause of action in the suit had arisen outside the jurisdic-
tion of this Court, the lr.arned Judge held the view' that the',.
plaintiff's failure to obtain the necessary leave before the'
institution of the suit was a mere matter of procedure,
failure to observe which could not result in the dismissal"
of the suit. Placing reliance, inter alia, upon a single'
Judge's (Doyle, J.) decision of the late High Court of Judica
ture at Rangoon in Mohamed Siddiq v. Mohamed Ahmed
and another (I), which again placed reliance upon a single'
Judge's decision of the Calcutta High Coilrt in A. J. King v.
Secretary of State for India (2), the learned trial Judge held'
that the defendant-appellant's submission to the jurisdic
tion of the Court at the beginning, and then joining issues

• with the plaintiff thereafter, constituted waiver of want of
leave, and such waiver cured the defect occasioned by the'
plaintiff's failure to apply for the necessary leave.

Now, the same objection has been canvassed before us'
in appeal, and we shall dispose of this objection before we
consider the merits of this appeal on other grounds.
Dr. Ba Han for the appellant made, so to say, a three,·
pronged attack on the question of want of jurisdiction.
Firstly, he draws our attention to the plaint filed by the'
plaintiff and he contends that the plaintiff's suit is clearly,
<rs its title indicates, a suit for damages founded upon con,·
tract for injury done to or for wrongful conversion of his
property, namely, the two diamond necklaces which were'
said to have been lost or looted while they were in the'
custody of the defendant-appellant. Particularly, our at..
tention was drawn to paragraph IO of his plaint in which·
the plaintiff specifically asserted that he was not seeking
for the return of the pledged jewelleries, but was claiming
for their value which he fixed at K I,I5,ooo, and it was

(I) LL.R Ran. Vol. VI, p. 680. (.) (1908) 35 Cal. 394.
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'contended that since the defendant-appellant firm had dis
·claimed liabilitY from Bombay, the cause of action in the
suit arose in Bombay, thus ousting' the partial jursidiction
of this Court.

Placing reliance upon a catena of decisions, mostly
Bench decisions of Indian High Courts, which, with due
respect we find to be quite sound and cogent, Dr. Ba Han
'takes up as his second ground, conditional upon
our acceptance of his contention that a part of
cause of action of the plaintiff's suit arose in
Bombay from where the defendant-appellant's firm
denied its liability, that the defendant-appellant's
failure to raise the question of want of leave at an
'earlier stage of the case does not at all constitute
waiver of that question. He contends that there can be
no question of waiver of want of leave to confer jurisdic
tion to the High Court for purposes of section r5 of the
Union Judiciary Act (which corresponds to Letters Patent,
clause IO of the late High Court of Judicature at Rangoon,
'and clause I2 of Letters Patent of Calcutta, Bombay and
Madras). In support of this submission he cited the follow
ing authorities:

Ledgard and another v. Bull (r), Meenakshi Naidoo
v. Subramaniya Sastri (2), Manindra Chandra Nandy v. Lal
Mohan Ray (3), Devidatt Ramniranjandas v. Shriram
Narayandas and others (4), Moti/al Tribhoyandas Choksey
v. Shankarlal Chhaganlal (5) and Sewdayal Ramjeedas v.
Dfficial Trustee of Bengal (6). We shall discuss the weight
of these authorities hereafter.

The third point raised by Dr. Ba Han relates to the
meaning of " cause of action" in a suit for redemption.
He contends that since the defendant-appellant has refused
redemption from Bombay, the cause of action in the suit
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(1) 13 LA. '34·
(2) I4 LA. 160.
(3) (1929) LL.R. 56 Cal. 940.

(4) (1932) LL.R. 56 Born. 324.
(5) A.LR. (1939) Born. 345·
(6) A.I.R. (1931) Cal. 651.
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has partly arisen there and the plaintiff's failure to obtain·
the leave from the very inception confers nO' jurisdiction to-
the trial Court wl:.ether.there was waiver or no waiver of
want of necessary leave.

We shall now deal with the first point raised by'
Dr. Ba Han having reference to the plaint in suit, It is
perfectly true from the very title of the plaint as described'
by the plaintiff, and especially from his averments in
paragraph IO that the suit is one for compensation founded
upon contract for wrong done to his moveable properties,.
or in other words, for wrongful conversion of his proper
ties. Therefore, such being the nature of the plaintiff's.
suit, our answer to this point is, what is expressly laid

··down in section 19 of the Civil Procedure Code, the
application of which being not excluded impliedly or
expressly to the High Court as contemplated in section I20,

of the Civil Procedure Code. Section 19 of the Civil
Procedure Code reads:

.. Where a suit is for compensation for wrong done to the
person or to moveable property, if the wrong was done within
the local limits of the jurisdiction of one Court, and the defen
dant resides, or carries on business, or personally works for
gain within the local limits of the jurisdiction of another
Court, the suit may be instituted at the option of the plaintiff:
in either of the said Courts,"

It seems therefore quite clear on the submission of the
defendant-appellant's Counsel himself that the plaintiff's:
suit being essentially a suit for wrongful conversion, i ,e"
injury or wrong done to moveable properties belonging to
him at Rangoon where the loss or destruction was said
to have taken place by negligence on the part of the'
defendant-appellant, the plaintiff has full option of institut
ing the suit either in Rangoon or at the place where the
defendant-appellant resides. Therefore, the first point
raised by the defendant-appellant's Counsel is not tenable,
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the complete answer to it being what is expressly laid down
in section r9 ot the Civil Procedure Code.

As r~gards the second point, we find that the weight
of judicial authorities is in favour of the view that where
cause of action has partly arisen outside the original
jurisdiction of High Court, leave necessary under the
relevant clause of the Letters Patent constituting the High
Court for the institution of the suit is not a formal matter
of procedure, but is the foundation for the exercise of juris
diction by tlie High Court and that it must be obtained
before the Court becomes empowered to receive, try, or
determine the suit. No doubt there has been divergent
views as to whether there can be waiver of objection to
want of leave by a party to suit having not raised the
question at the earlier stage of the case. In fact, the trial
judge, as we have stated above, overruled the defendant
appellant's objection to jurisdiction, because, in his view,.
the defendant-appellant's submission to the jurisdiction
without any objection at an earlier stage amounted to
waiver; and he placed reliance upon the authority of the
single judge (Doyle, j.) of the High Court of judicature at
Rangoon in Mohamed Siddiq v. Mohamed Ahmed and
another (r). We find, however, that the decision of Doyle,
j. is again based upon a single judge's decision of the
Calcutta High Court in A. J. King v. Secretary
of State for India (2). Similarly, divergent views
expressed by other High Courts are mostly single
judge's decisions. But, the decisions expressing the
contrary view that want of leave cannot be
waived, that such leave is a condition precedent and that
the condition is not one which can be ignored or waived
by the parties, are mostly Bench decisions. ln Dev1'datt
Ramniranjandas y. Shriram Narayandas and others (3).
Sir john Beaumont, c.]. and Rangnekar, ]., exhaustively"

(I) LL.R. Ran. Vol. VI, p. 680. (2) (1908) 35 Cal. 394.
(3) (193') LL.R. 56 Born. 324'
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went into. this question of the correctness of some of the
Indian decisions which accepted the view of 'waiver of want
of leave by not r~ising.the objection at the earlier stage,
and their Lordships noted that' this view stemmed from the
decision of Fletcher, ]. in A. ]. King v. Secretary of State
for India (r) and that the same being based upon an
English authority of Moore v. Gamgee (2) was inaccurate,
because English authorities had no bearing on the construc
tion of clause r 2 of the Letters Patent. Their Lordships
also observed at page 333 that the same case was follovved
by the Rangoon High Court in Mohamed Siddiq v.
"l,lohamed Ahmed (3). It appears to their Lordships that
these decisions, expressin~ the contrary vievi are l1iostly

, single Judge's decisiolls, because the question then had not
come up in appeal before an Appellate Bench.

Rankin, c.]. and Buckland, r in Manindra Chandra
Nandy v. La! Mohan Ray (4), are equally emphatic in their
pronouncement that objection as to jurisdiction with re
ference to clause r2 of the Letters Patent can be taken'at
any time and that section 2 r of the Civil Procedure Code
has no application to such a case on the Original Side of the
High Court, or in other words, there can be no question
·of waiver of want of leave by delay in raising the objection
at the earlier stage or at any stage. However, we have
l:ieen able to lay our hands on a more recent single Judge's
(Braund, J.) decision of the High Court of Judicature at
Rangoon in Bank of Chettinad v. S.P.K.V.R. Firm and
another (5) and this decision appears to be more emphatic

·on the question of waiver of jurisdiction. It appears that
Braund, J. has after very carefully weighing the authorities
expressing the contrary view finally concurred with the
Bench decision of Rankin, c.J. and Buckland, J. in Manindra

'Chandra Nandy v. La! Mohan Ray (4). In the case before

(I) (1908) 35 Cal. 394. (3) I.L.R. Ran. Vol. VI. p. 6Ro.
(2) (1890) 25 Q.B.D. 244. (4) ('929) I.L.R. 56 C,l. 940.

(5) A.I.R. (1935) Ran. 5'7.
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:Bl',aund J. it appears that after passing of a preliminary and
final decree in a mortgage suit on the Origin'll Side of the
High Court"in respect of landed property outside its terri
toriat jurisdiction, a Full Bench of the High Court holds
that the Original Side has no jurisdiction to entertain such a
mortgage suit. After the Full Bench decision the decree
holder sought in the High Court a personal decree against
:the defendant in respect of certain balance recoverable
irom the defendant (judgment-debtor). This application
was objected to by the defendant on the ground
"that the High Court had no more jurisdiction to
make any order, relying upon the Full Bench
·decision and clause IO of the Letters Patent. It
was also contended that section 2 I • of the Civil
Procedure Code was by implication not excluded from its
-application to the High Court. In other words, the objec
tion amounts to this that the High Court having assumed
to act before the decision of the Full Bench as to the
question of jurisdiction to entertain such suit, and by the
defendant's submission to the jurisdiction until the decision
.<Jf the Full Bench, the High Court has jurisdiction despite
the Full Bench decision and is competent to continue hear
ing of the application sought to be made by the plaintiff.
.Braund, J., however, holds that if a Court assumes to act
where it has no jurisdiction, its proceedings are utterly void
.and has no effect either by way of estoppel or otherwise;
its judgment is not merely voidable, but void; its proceed
mgs are in fact a mere nullity. He further added that
where no jurisdiction exists, no action or inaction upon
the part of the parties can invest the Court with any autho
rity so as to convert the proceeding before it into a proper
judicial process. The Judges who decided the Bench case
in Devidatt Ramniranjandas v. Shriram Narayandas and
others (I) were made aware of the single Judge's (Doyle, J.)
decision in Mohamed Siddiq v. Mohamed Ahmed (2) and

(1) (1932) I.L.R. 56 Born. 324 (2) I.L.R. R.n. Vol. VI, p. 680.
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they were clearly not in favour of accepting the view cX~

pressed by t:le Rangoon High Court. With due respect,
Doyle ]'s. jUdgment appears to us to be quite casu'!L be
cause the question arJse dtlring the progress of a trial and
the cases cited were not carefully weighed against those ex
pressing the contrary view. Therefore, in view of pre
ference given by Braund, J., to the Bench case of Calcutta
and also having regard to other authorities cited by Dr. Ba
Han we hold that Doyle, ]'s. judgment does not lay down
good law. '-lYe prefer to hold the view that inherent want
of jurisdiction under clause TO of the Letters Patent (which
corresponds to section 15 of the Union Judiciary Act) can
not, by wai.ver, confer jurisdiction and that such an irregu
larity cannot be an irregularity which merely affects the
pncedure. In our view such leave is a condition precedent
to the institution of a suit on the Original Side of the High
Court in cases where the cause of action has partly arisen
within the local limits of the ordinary original civil jurisdic
tion of the High Court, and, that failure to obtain such
leave before the suit is instituted does not confer jurisdic
tion to the High Court. The trial is a nullity from the
very inception. The decision of the single Judge (Doyle,
J.) in Mohamed Siddiq v. Mohamed Ahmed and others (r)
can no longer be accepted as good law. It may be noted
hert<, that this finding by us on the question of waiver or
non-wai.ver of jurisdiction is, as stated above, on the
assumption that we accept Dr. Ba Han's submission of part
of cause of action in the suit in question having arisen out
side Rangoon. But, that we are not accepting his conten
tion put forward in that respect will be apparent in our
answer hereunder to the third point raised by him.

Regarding the third point raised having reference to the
expression" cause of action" in a suit founded on contract,
we shall have to; first of all, clear what the expression

(1 I.L.R. Ran. Vol. VI, p. 680.
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.. cause of action " in a suit really means and in so aster
taining its meaning we must have reference to the sub
stance rather dian the form of claim made out in the plaint,
although: it has been compendiously defined to mean every
fact which would be necessary for the plaintiff to prove
if traversed in order to support his right to the judgment
of the Court ", as per Bragg, J. in Cooke v. Gill (r) and by
Esher in Read v. Brown (2). [See also Ma Pwa Shin v.
U Po Sin and another (3).] But, we should also note that,
in ascertaining what the real cause of action in a suit is,
we are not to be influenced by what the defendant may
set up in his defence; it should be determined only with
reference to main substance rather than the form of action,
or in other words, the media upon which the plaintiff asks
the Court to arrive at the conclusion in his favour. In the
enunciation of this principle the following observation of
Lord Watson in delivering the judgment of their Lordships
of the Privy Council in Chand Kour and another v. Partab
Singh (4) is most illuminating:

" Now the cause of action has no relation whatever to the
defence which may be set up by the defendant, nor does it
depend upon the character of the relief prayed for by the
plaintiff. It refers entirely to the grounds set forth in the
plaint as the cause of action, or, in other words, to the media
upon which the plaintiff'asks the Court to arrive at a conclu
sion in his favour."

Prinsep. J., in the Full Bench case of Duncan Brothers
& Co. v. ]eetmull Greedharee Lall (5) also expressed the
view that the term " cause of action " is to be construed
with reference to substance rather than to the form of
action. In Ma Pwa Shin's case (3) the late High Court of
Judicature at Rangoon also accepts the view that the cause
of action in a suit consists of facts upon which the plaintiff

(,) (,873) 8 C.P. '07· (3)~('937) I.C. 946.
(z) (,889) 22. Q.B.D. ,,8. (4) (,889) I.L.R. ,6 Cal. 98 at 'oz.

(s) (,892) I.L.R.!'9:Cal. 37z at 379·
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is,,"n):itkd to bas," a.claim in a suit with refer"nce tr)the
subject-matter of the suit; that the claim the plaintiff makes
is, not material ;, and thatthe deciding factor' in determining
the cause of action is tl;>e claim which the plaintifi is enti
tled to make. Now. with the guidance we have in the light
of the definition of " cause of action" as enunciated in
those decisions, when we examine the plaintiff's suit in the
form it has been framed, we have not the slightest doubt
that the real substance of his claim is damages for breach
of contract, inasmuch as the defendant-appellant has, in
reply to Exhibit" A " demand notice sent by the plaintiff,
refused the redemption of the pledged articles. If the
plaintiff's suit is in substance a suit based upon breach of
contract, then the cause of action in such a suit, as pointed
out by the learned trial Judge, arises in any of the follow
ing places:

(I) The place where the contract was made.
(2) The place where the contract was to be per

formed.
(3) The place where in performance of the contract

any money to which the suit relates was ex
pressly or, impliedly payable.

In the present case, taking into consideration the provisions
of section 4 of the Contract Act, it is clear that the contract
q~ pledge was entered into and completed by the parties
in Rangoon. It was in Rangoon the entire contract took
place and it was also in Rangoon the breach must be deemed
to have taken place for it was by necessary implication the
redemption was to be in Rangoon. (Cf. Ratan Lalji Chand
v. Dali Chand and others (r) ; and see Dadabhai DajibhQj
v. Diogo Saldanha (2) and Teckchand v. Mahadeo (3)
Therefore, in the light of these authorities we do not con
sider that the defendant-appellant's refusal from Bomba)
alters the question of jurisdiction of plaintiff's suit whid

(!) A.I.R. ('954) Hydrabad 39. (2) I.L.R. ,S Born. 43.
(3) ('922) A.I.R. Nag. p. '2'.
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is eS~entially a suit for damages for breach of contract the
making of which being complete in Rangoon ffi'here the
pledge took pl"ce and where the redemption must by neces
sary imr>lication also take place. ,such being our view, we
hold that the third point raised by the defendant-appellant's
Counsel is clearly untenable.

Having thus disposed of the question of jurisdiction, the
next question for consideration is whether the trial Judge's
finding on other issues. namely, whether there is still a sub
sisting pledge of the two diamond necklaces, whether they
remained unredeemed from the defendant-appellant, and
whether any payment has been made towards the loan
taken, are fully justified and supported by satisfactory
evidence adduced by both the parties at the trial. We
have carefully gone through the entire evidence,
in the trial proceedings, and we are of the view
that the evidence in that regard is not only meagre, but
also most unsatisfactory; and we feel that there has been
a lot of suppression of the real facts of the case by both
the parties. Mariam Bibi, widow of Ebrahim Malim who
gave evidence on commission is not too enlightening as to
the specification of the jewelleries that were pledged with
the defendant-appellant firm. She could only say that she
was asked by her husband to give him two sets of necklaces
for the purpose of pledging them to secure a loan of
K IO,500, and she gave some rough idea of their weight and
the number of diamonds in each necklace. Two casual
witnesses were said to be present at the defendant-appel
lant's business premises when the plaintiff pledged the two
necklaces. It seems that these two witnesses were con
cerned more with their own business than with that of the
plaintiff. and the evidence they gave was what they gather
ed by side glances they had while attending to their own
business. Their evidence, to our mind, does not advance
the plaintiff's case very far. On the other hand, the defen
dant-appellant firm has conceded that there was a pledge
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H.C. of certain jewelleries with them by the plaintiff, but ii:
1960 disclaimed liability in toto by relying upon the death of

SHANTILAL Hiralal Mehta, a partner in charge of Rangoon business and
SURAJMAL

MEHTA also upon the total loss .pr destruction of all the pFoperties
MARl':;;' BlBl of the firm, including the articles which the firm had taken

AND SIX as pledges when Rangoon was overrun by the Japanese
OTHERS.

forces. But, from the documents that have been produced
UCHA..."'l

TON AUNG, before the trial Court, namely, the receipts produced
C.]. by the plaintiff showing payment of interest (vide Exhibits

], and K and Exhibit I, press-copy book tendered by the
defendant-appellant) we have not the slightest doubt that
as between the parties, there was a loan transaction on the
security of certain jewelleries, and that up to the roth of
December 1941, jewelleries of the plaintiff remained un
redeemed. In fact, the demand notice for redemption

"given by the defendant-firm [vide Exhibit I (A)J was actual
ly received by the plaintiff, and this fact is clearly borne
out by the acknowledgment receipt, Exhibit G. However,
with regard to the remaining question what the pledged
articles consisted of, how much has been paid towards the
loan, and how much has been redeemed, since there is
meagre evidence on either side, a situation occasioned
either deliberately or by design for reasons best known to
the parties themselves, we find that the trial Court was left
to decide this question on pure conjecture. The learned
]v.dge arrived at the conclusion that the pledge being proved
and there being a failure on the part of the defendant
appellant firm to produce books of accounts relating to its
business in Rangoon; the jewelleries which the plaintiff
claimed to have pledged with the firm totally remained
unredeemed. As we have stated above, there has been a
lot of suppression of the true facts of the case on either
side. For ;instance, receipt Exhibit K, which is said to
relate to the payment of K roo as interest by the plaintiff
towards the then principal sum of K 5,000 covering up to
23rd December 1941, al).d which speaks very much in
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:l.wour of the plaintiff the existence of the pledge of certain
property up to that date, i.e., 18th December 1941, was,
surprisingly, enough, never referred to in fne plaintiff'"s
·demzmd notice, Exhibit (A) sent to the defendant-firm on
17th March 1947. Thus, we h;ve soine doubt about what
this Exhibit K receipt relates to. If it relates to the original
loan taken by the plaintiff on the promissory-note No. 4754,
as mentioned in Exhibit J, and also in Exhibit I (A), press
'Copy book surely, some reference would appear on Exhibit
K; but it was not so and this, to us, is most puzzling. We
are also very doubtful about all the jewelleries being left
unredeemed at the relevant time. With due respect, we
must differ from the finding of the trial Court on that
-question. To a businessman like Mr. Malim (the plaintiff)
and having regard to the ordinary course of human con-
.duct in relation to the factual situation obtaining in t;1is
<:ase at the relevant time, we are of the view that it is
highly inconceivable that after having paid, on Mr. Malim's
'Own showing, a sum of K 5,500 towards the principal i.e.,
X 5,000 on 23rd August 1941 and K· 500 on
23rd October 1941, he would still unredeem all the
pledged articles, namely, two diamond necklaces, one.
weighing, according to his wife Mariam Bibi. (PW I)
IrO ratis and the other weighing 90 ratis, totalling 200
ntis with the defendant-appellant firm. At least on his
-own admission, when he paid K 500 on 23rd October
1941, war clouds were hanging over Burma and
·certainly, he would not have allowed the defen
-dant-appellant to hold on with the two sets of
necklaces when he had already paid more than
half of the principal sum taken. With due respect
to the trial Judge, if we have to conjecture
because of meagre evidence, we would rather con
jecture on a basis which would be more in
consonance with the ordinary human reaction
under the given circumstances than hazaring
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into a somewhat uncommon situation. The fact that tl1e
defendant-appellant firm has not produced relevant books
of accounts in support of its version of the case, in our
view, should not at all w<:jgh against our conclusiofl set
out above, especially~when the plaintiff is equally in the
same circumstance. Therefore, it is highly probable that
when the last notice Exhibit I (A) for redemption of the
pledged articles was received on the I Ith December 1941
(vide Exhibit G), plaintiff would have surely redeemed a
portion of the jewellery, one of the two necklaces from
the defendant-appellant. It must be either the one neck
lace weighing I IO ratis or one weighing 90 ratis. We are
of the view that the necklaces with more diamond ratis·
must have been redeemed by the plaintiff.

In the result therefore, this appeal partially succeeds_
The trial Court's judgment and decree will be varied to the
extent that there shall be a judgment and decree in favour
of the plaintiff-respondent for the sum of K 22,500 for the
value of one necklace with 90 ratis, the price of diamond
being fixed at K 250 per rati, i.e., the price prevailing at the
time of the pledge. There will be no order as to the costs;
of this appeal. Each party shall bear its own costs.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-I agree.
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CIVIL REVISION.

Before U Ba NYU71f, J.

U BA SINT (ApPL!CANT)
v.

U BA THA (RESPONDENT).'

Cri,!zinal Procedure Code, s. 476-B-Kind of order 1I0t to be passed under.

'\There in an appeal under s. 476-B of the Criminal Procedure Code from
he order of the Subdivisional Judge refusing to lay a complaint of an offence
)unishable under s. 195 of the Penal Code, the District Court remanded
he case to the trial Court with a direction to file a complaint.

Held that: The order of the District Court is wrong.

Sharada Bai and another v. K. Lahshminarayalla Rao, A.I.R. (1955) MY£Ore
i9, referred to.

;. L. Verma for the applicant.
fhan Sein for the respondent.

U BA NyuNT, J.-In Civil Regular Suit No. 55 of 1958
)f the Court of the Subdivisional Court, Mandalay, the
'espondent and two others sued the applicant and his wife
'or recovery of K I, I 99.82 for price of garlic sold and de
livered to them at their request. The applicant filed a
mitten statement denying the purchase of garlic from the
:espondent or the liability to pay anything under the suit.
ie, however, declined to go into the witness box or adduced
':'

my evidence in support of his defence. The suit was
lltimately decreed in favour of the respondent who moved.
:he trial Judge to lay a complaint against the applicant for
siving false evidence. The learned Subdivisional Judge
:efused to make a complaint on the ground that the appli
:ant could not i)e said to have given false evidence in-as
nuch as he had not gone into the witness box in support
)f his defence and on the ground that the suit against him
was heard ex-parte. On appeal to the District Court of
Vlandalay, the learned D.istrict Judge set aside the order of

* Civil Revision No. 23 of 1959 (Mandalay) against the order of the
)istrict Court, Mandalay, dated the 26th October 1959 in Civil Appeal
~o. 38 of 1959.
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the learned Subdivisional Judge refusing to make,!; com
plaint and directed that a complaint be laid before the
District Magistrate, Mandalay, against the.applicant under
section 193 of the Pen,al Code for having comrrPitted per
jury by filing a written statement which he knew to be
false. It is against this order of the learned District Judge
that the applicant has come to this Court on revision.

The learned Advocate for the applicant has cited the
case of U Po Thein v. Buta Khan (I) where it was held that,

" To enable a Court to direct a prosecution of a person under
s. 476, it is necessary that the desirability of prosecuting the
offender should be present in the mind of the Court during
the proceeding in course of which the offence was committed
or brought to its notice. It is not intended that when the pro
ceedings have terminated the attention of the Court should
be drawn some private person to the fact that in these pro
ceedings there had been committed some offence in contempt
of the Court's authority or against public justice which deserv
ed punishment. So also no prosecution ought to be directed
unless there is a reasonable probability of conviction."

The next authority relied on by the learned Advocate
for the applicant is the case of Shiah Singh v. Buga Singh
(2) where it was held that,

" If the Court decides of its own mo:ion to act under s. 476
of the Code of Criminal Procedure. that action should be taken
immediately after the judgment was passed in the proceedings;
nor should a Court entertain an application for aCtion \',,-hen
made after an inordinate delay."

The third case cited by the learned Advocate for the
applicant is that of Mohamed Kaka and others v. The Dis
trict Judge of Bassein (3), where it was held that,

H In case of offences against public justice before exercising
its discretion to lay a complaint the Court should find thot (I)

it is in the interest of public justice that a complaint should
be made, and (2) there is a reawnable probability of a con
viction resulting from the complaint. If action is to be taken

(I) A.I.R. (1936) Ran. 473· (2) (1954) D.L.R. 325.
(3) (1937) D.L.R. 276.
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by the Court under s. 476 of the Criminal Procedure Code,
it should be taken immediately after the judgment, for the
desirability of prosecution must be present in the mind of the
Judge when pronouncing judgment. A party may move the
Court to lay a complaint by bringing to.the notice of the Court
matters on the record but which had escaped attention of the
-Court, or by adducing evidence justifying a prosecution.
Unexplained delay in moving the Coun raises the presumption
that the party was moving not in 'the interest of justice, but
to justify private grudge."

On the other hand, the learned Advocate for the respon
<dent supports the order of the learned District Judge direct
jng the trial Court to lay a complaint against the applicant.

It is therefore clear from the authorities cited above
1:hat in cases of offence against public justice before
exercising its discretion to lay a complaint the Court should
lind that (I) it is in the interest of public interest that a
'Complaint should be made and (2) there is a reasonable pro
bability of a conviction resulting from the complaint. It
js also clear that if action is to be taken by the Court under
'section 476 of the Criminal Procedure Code it should be
1:aken immediately after the judgment, for the desirability
Df prosecution must be present in the mind of the Judge
when pronouncing the judgment.

In the case of Kough Whee Leek and one v. Ko Eu Taik
and one (2) it was held that-

"It is invariably in the discretion of the Court to make a
complaint undet s. 476 and High Court, except in extraordi
nary cases, are loath to interfere with the exercise of such
discretion."

In the case under revision the trial Court has refused
1:0 make a complaint under section 476 of the Code of Cri
minal Procedure and such being the case except in extra
<Jrdinary cases the District Court should not have interfered
with the exercise of discretion by the trial Court.

------
(x) (1955) B.L.R. 80.
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In the case of B. M. Seyed Mohamed v. M. E. Ariff and
one (I) our Supreme Court has laid emphasis on the point
that a matter for consideration in proceedings -under section
476 of the Criminal Proce,dure Code is whether it wtJuld be'
expedient in the interest of justice to make an enquiry and
thereafter lay a complaint for offence under section 19')
of the Penal Code.

III the case of Sharada Bai and another v. K. Lakshmina
rayana Rao (:2), it was held that-

"In an appeal under s. 476-B the Appellate Court acts:
illegally if it remands the case directing the Court of first
instance to file a complaint; it must do so itself."

. The appeal before the District Court was one under section.
476-B of the Code of Criminal Procedure.

In view of the principles of law enunciated in the
authorities cited above I am of opinion that in the circum
stances obtaining in the case under revision it would not
be expedient in the interest of justice to lay a complaint
for offence under section 195 of the Penal Code. Under
any circumstances, the order of the learned District Judge:
remanding the case to the trial Court with the direction to
file a complaint is plainly wrong.

Under these circumstances, I set aside the order of the
learned District Judge directing the trial Court to lay a
complaint under section 195 of the Penal Code.

(,) ('957) B.L_R. 76 (S.c.). (2) A_LR. ('955) Mysore 59.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

BeIJre U San lVIallng, y .
•

U PE MAUNG AND ONE (ApPLICANTS)

v.
MAUNG WIN MAUNG AND THREE OTHERS

(RESPONDENTS). *

Yew Urban Rent Control Act-Effect of-On cases decided before enactment.

The subsequent enactment of the new Urban Rent Control Act could
have no effect on cases which have been already decided before that Act
-came into force, as the provisions of the new Urban Rent Control Act only
.applyto pending suits and appeals.

Ba Shun for the applicants.

~o one for the respondents.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-This is an application by U Pe Maung
;and Daw Thein, the appellants in Civil Second Appeal
No. 91 of 1952 for leave to appeal to a Bench of this Court
.against the judgment and decree, dated the 19th April 1960,
<dismissing their appeal against the judgment and decree of
,the District Court of Mandalay in Civil Appeal No. 22 of
1951 of that Court.

The facts giving rise to the appeal to this Court h~ve

been fully set out in my judgment, dated the 3rd March
T956, whereby 1 remanded to the SuMivisional
'Court under Order XLI, Rule 25 of the Civil
Procedure Code for the trial of two issues stated
therein and in my final judgment, dated the
19th April 1960, after the findings of the Subdivisional
Court have been submitted to this Court with the opinions
of the learned District Judge thereon, It is therefore

* C.ivil Misc.' Application Ko. 22 of 1960 under s. 20 of the Union
Judiciary Act against the decree of this Court (Appellate Side), dated the
19th April 1960 in Civil 2nd Appea! No. 91 of 1952.

H.C.
1960

Aug. z.
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unnecessary to recapitulate these facts, except to say that
the suit of the plaintiff U Hamed, who died during the
pendency of the appeal to the High Court, as against the
defendant-applicants U Pe Maung and Daw Thein was for
possession of a piece of land in suit together with what was
left of the building standing thereon on the ground that the
defendants were mere trespassers thereon, and that the
defence of the defendants was that they were in possession
of the suit land and the building as tenants of LaIa, its
previous owner, and that therefore they were not
liable to be evicted except in a suit as framed
under one or other provisions of section II (I)
of the Urban Rent Control Act. The finding
which was ultimately arrived at by this Court
was that the defendants U Pe Maung and Daw Thein were
mere trespassers and that they should therefore be ejected
from the suit premises. After coming to this finding. I;.,
however, went on to observe as follows:

"In any event, even if the defendants U Pe Maung
Daw Thein are tenants as defind in Urban Rent Control Act,
1948, being persons remaining in possession of the premises
let out to them after the termination of tenancy, this fact
will not be of any avail to them as the Urban Rent Contro~

Act, 1948, has since expired by efflux of time."

One of the points sought to be agitated by the defen
dant-applicants is that in view of the new Urban Rent
Control Act which was enacted by the parliament subse
quent to the date of my judgment in Civil Second Appeal
No. 91 of 1952, the case needs further consideration by
an Appellate Bench of this Court.

As to this matter, I had occasion to observe in an earlier
application of a similar nature, that is to say, one for leave
to appeal under section 20 of the Union Judiciary Act,
that the subsequent enactment of the new Urban Rent
Control Act could have no effect on cases which have been
already decided before that Act came into force, as the
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provlsions of the new Urban Rent Control Act only apply H-f-
to pending suits and appeals. I must again observe that ~
'f h . d . 'd d h h A '1 6 h U P.MAUNG·I t e JU gment, ate t e 19t prJ 19 0, now soug t to AND ONE

be appeared against. was correct at the rime it was pro- MAU:~ WIN.

nounced, nothing that was subsequently enacted in the MAUNe:
AND THREE

l1ew Urban Rent Control Act could make it erroneous. OTHERS.

Besides, the reference contained in my judgment, d'!ted U SAN

the 19th April 1960, to the fact of the Urban Rent Control MAC'NG, J.
Act of 1948 havlng expired by efflux of time, was merely
Jbiter as on the facts found the defendants were to be
,jected as trespassers.

. One of the points sought to be raised by the defendant
igglicants is that the decree passed in favour of either
~'iMamed or his \vlfe Daw Kha is a nullity, as U Hamed
fi~~ on or about the 13th November 1954 and that Daw Kha
it?Cl on the 4th October 1957. I do not understand what
:I~~k~pplicants mean by these assertions. A reference to
~~c~~se diary of Civil Second Appeal No. 91 of 1952 shows
1ia;~Mr. Venkatram for the ;defendant-appellants U Pe
~'
;1';tung and Daw Thein had on the 7th January 1955 made
!~ application for an order to bring on the records as legal
'epresentatives of the deceased U Hamed, his wife Daw Kha
.nd his children by Daw Kha on the ground that U Hamed
tied on the 13th November 1954, and that on the 23rd
'ebruary 1955 U Hla Gyaw asked for time to file a written
.bjection, if any. On '! subsequent date, namely, 28th
larch 1955 U Hla Gyaw said that he had no objection
gainst the application of the defendant-appellants, dated
he 7th January 1955, to bring on the records the wife and
he children of U Hamed as his legal representatives.
•cco1dingly, Daw Kha, Maung Win Manug, Ma Mya Than
nd Maung Aung Khin were brought on the records as the
,gal representatives of U Hamed, with Daw Kha acting
, guardian-ad-litem of the then minor Maung Aung Khin.
: would appear from the statement contained in the
resent application for leave under section 20 of the Union
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Judiciary Act that Daw Kha herself died on the 4t
October 1957, that is to say, before the date of the judgmel
on the '19th April 1960. In the mean~ime, the min<
Maung Aung Khin h'1.s become a major. Therdore, th

t 4

original plaintiff U Hamed has been properly represented i
the appeal first by his wife and his children and then by h
children alone. Therefore, the decree pass*d in favour (
the*legal representatives of U Hamed cannot be a nulIit]
On the death of Daw Kha, also, she is represented by he
children who were already on the record.

As regards the contention that the Courts below as we
as this Court on appeal should have come to the finding the
the defendants U Pe Maung and Daw Thein were tenan~
Ram Dularai (alias) Lala, I have no comments to mJl
The judgments speak for themselves and I do not trill
that this point should be agitated "in further appeal t1;!

w
Bffi~. A

For ~hese reason's," the application fails and is dis~I'.'
summarIly. .,

G.U.B.C.P.O-No. 26, H.C.R., I-IO-62-I,50c-lvIono+IX.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U Tha:wg Sein. J.

GAW*KYIN LYAN AND ONE (ApPELLANTS)
v . ..

GWA...l"l PAIK (RESPONDENT). *

Limitatioll.j1.ct, s. 5-" Su fjiciellt cause' '-Lapses of memory, l'.:hetlz~;·.
orr

~

\Vhere delay in filing the appeal was attributed to lapses of memory on the
;part of the Advocate as a result of injury received by him about a year previously
and to other mental worries of the said Advocate.

Held: That these facts do not constitute sufficient cause as to warrant
<e:mdonation of the delay under s. 5 of the Limitation Act and that illness is not
.always a sufficient ground for the extension of the limitation petied.

jJlJa Hmwe Yai and another v. Daw TVill Tha. A.I.R. (1941) Ran. 194;
Thein Khin v. J."VIa U Byu, LL.R. 6 Ran. 57! ; Kayambu Pillaiand another

Court of Wards by Collector, Trichinopoly Distn·ct and others, A.I.R. (1942)
170; S.M. Ally v. 2Vlmmg San Nyein, LL.R. 14 Ran. ISS, referred to.

Shib Dayal and another v. Jagamzath Prasad, I.L.R. 46 All. 636. di. ting-;

Maung for the appellants.

Myint for the respondent.

U THAUNG SEIN, J.-The present appeal was admittedly
<'j:Iiled in the High Court ten days after the prescribed period
.of limitation had expired and hence unless an extension
()f time is allowed under section 5 of the Limitation Act,
it will have to be dismissed as time barred. No doubt in

. the diary order of the proceedings dated the 5th FebruarY .
1959, an extension of time had been allowed and the
appeal admitted but since that order was passed ex-parte
it was still open to the respondent to raise the plea of
limitation when the case came up on hearing. The res
pondent has now contended that the appellants failed to
establish any " sufficient cause" for the extension of time
and that the appeal should therefore be dismissed.

"' Civil 1st Appeal No. 1 of 1959 against the decree of the 2ad Judge, City
Civil Court, Rangoon, dated the 28th October 1958. in Civil Regular Suit
:635 of 1954·

25

H.C.
1960

Sept. 13~
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The main ground put forward by the appellants iTt
support of their application for extension of time is "to
be found in the affidavit of their learned Advocate U Ba
Maung whv unfortunately has since died. In that affida
vit U Ba Maung related that sometimes in October 1957'

o
he was knocked down on Merchant Street by a Jeep and
in consequence received several injuries as well as a.shock
to his nervous system. This was followed by an attack
of partial paralysis of his wife and the death of his brother
U Maung Maung, I.C.S. (retired) and the illness of a sister.
The cumulative effect of these shocks coupled with finan
cial worries were said to have brought about loss of
memory on the part of U Ba Maung and he cited several
instances of such loss of memory in his affidavit. He
went on to add that he was engaged by the present appel
lants to file the present appeal but unfortunately owing;
to lapse of memory he lodged it a few days late in the
High Court. There is a supporting affidavit by Dr. D. R.
Lewis, an ex-Professor of Anatomy in the Rangoon Univer
sity but all that he could state was that he learnt from
U Ba Maung of the Jeep accident and other family trou
bles and " told him that loss of memory could be due to
shock following the accident".

It may be noted that the respondent has not filed any
counter-affidavit and hence the statements by U Ba Maung:
will have to be accepted as correct. The question then
arises whether the reasons advanced by U Ba Maung:
would amount to " sufficient cause" within the meaning
of that term in section 5 of the Limitation Act.

Before proceeding further, 1 would point out that
whereas the shock received by U Ba' Maung as a result of
the Jeep accident occurred in October 1957, the present
appeal was filed in the High Court on the 2nd January
1959, i.e., about fourteen months later. It is not the'
appellants' case that U Ba Maung was ill or otherwise
physically incapacitated at me time when the appeal
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shoukl have been filed in the High Court. On his own
showing, U Ba Maung was fully alive to the fact that he
was liable to suffer from lapses of memory but as far as
I can see the only precaution which he took ,to prevent
his clients from being jeopardised owing to this defect
was tokeep a " Pending File" 0:1' all pending cases. The
present appeal was said to have been overlooked by him
and was not placed in that file. According to the learned
Counsel for the appellants, the above grounds are sufficient
to condone the delay under section 5 of the Limitation
Act. In support of this contention my attention has
been drawn to the ruling in S. M. Ally v. Maung San Nyein
(r) where it has been laid down as follows:

"Under section 5 of the Limitation Act the Court may in
its discretion admit an appeal presen:ted after time if there
is sufficient cause for not presenting the appeal "~thin the
prescribed period. In exercising its discretion the Court must
consider whether the appellant has acted Mth reasonable'
diligence in prosecuting the appeal. This is the general rule,
and the circumstances of each case must be examined to see
whether they fall within or Mthou't the terms of the general
rule

A plea of illness is not sufficient unless the effect of the
illness was such that in the circumstances it would afford a
reasonable exCUse for the delay in presenting the appeal."

It is noteworthy that even illness is not always a sufficient
ground for the extension of the limitation period. A
similar view was also expressed in Ma Thein Khin v. M,!
U Byu (2).

The next case brought to my notice was a Full Bench
decision of the Allahabad High Court in Shib Dayal and
another v. jagannath Prasad (3) where it was held-

"That an honest mistake on the part of a litigant caused
by erroneous advice given to him by his vakil in the district,
by reason of which an appeal was not filed until the period

(r) LL.R. 14 Ran. 155. (2) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 571.
(3) l.L.R. 46 All. 636.
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•
of limitation therefor had expired, is a good ground for the
application in favour of the would-be appellant of the pro
visions of section 5 of the Indian Limitation Act, '908."

I fail to see how this ruling could be of any- assistance to
the appellants as th,e delay in the present case was !lot the
result of erroneous advice on the part of their AdvOcate.

As pointed out in Ma Hmwe Yai and another v. Dow
Win Tho (r) in order to succeed with an application under
section 5 of the Limitation Act "all that the appellants
have to do is to satisfy the Court that they had sufficient
cause for not preferring the appeal within the period of
limitation allowed". As to the meaning of the words
"sufficient cause" there is the following illuminating
passage in Kayam bu Pillai and another v. Court of vVards
by Collector, Trichinopoly District and others (2)-,

c. • "The words 'sufficient cause' in section 5 must be
liberally construed so as to advance substantial justice parti
cularly when 'no negligence, nor inaction nor want of bona
fides is imputable to the applicant."

To sum up, it is not every kind of delay which can be
condoned under section 5 of the Limitation Act and the
circumstances of each case will have to be carefully
examined to see whether the applicant is able to bring
his case within the ambit of that section. In the present
case, no doubt, U Ba Maung deserves a good deal of sym
p?othy for his mental condition but at the same time it
should be remembered that the Jeep accident which was the
main cause of the shock occurred more than a year before
the appeal was filed. Besides, since he was liable to lapses
,of memory he should have taken effective steps to guard
against undesirable consquences which might ensue from
those lapses. For instance, his clerk or some other similar
individual should have been warned to see that cases are
presented to the Courts on due dates. If an Advocate

(1) (1941) A.I.R (Ran.) 194. (2) (1942) A.I.R. (Ma;.) 170.
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may be excu~ed for the delay in filing an appeal beyond
the liJ11,itation period, then the same considerations should
apply.to the litigants themselves. But I have not been
able to trace any case in which a litigant has ever sought
for an extension of the limitation period under section 5 of
the Limitation Act on the ground that he was suffering
from loss of memory at the time when the case was ripe
for presentation to the Court concerned. On the whole,
I regret I am unable to accept the grounds put forward by
the appellants in the present case as " sufficient cause"
under section 5 of the Limitation Act and there is no alter
native but to dismiss the appeal as time barred. Accord
ingly, this appeal shall stand dismissed. There will be no

order for costs.
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CIVIL REVISION.

Before U Po On, J.

MARIAM BI BI (ApPLICANT)

v.

AHLA BAQSH (RESPONDENT).*

Civil Procedure Code, O. 9. r. I3-Setting aside ex-parte decree-Court to be
satisfiedfor llon-appearallce-Discretion to be exercisedjudicially-Rangooll
City Civil COllrt Act, s. Z5-Discretio1t of High .COW"! in revision-Purpose
of·

\Vhere the Fourth Judge of the City Civil Court, Rangoon, allowed the
application of the respondent for setting aside the ex-parte decree passed
against him, which did not set out sufficient caUSe showing why there had
1Jeen no appearance by or on his behalf in the suit for ejectment by the
applicant against him.

Held: That under Order 9. Rule 13 of the Civil Procedure Code the
respondent must satisfy the Court that he was prevented by sufficient cause
from appearing when the suit was called on for hearing and that although it
is within the discretion of the Court to allow the application, the Court did
not exercise its jurisdiction judicially, as it failed to follow the law laid down
by a Full Bench of the High Court in U Au1tg Gyi v. The Government of
Burma, (1940 R.L.R. 512).

vVhere it is contended that the High Court should not interfere in revision,
.as the applicant suffered no irreparable injury.

Held: That the High Court has a discretion under s. 25 of the Rangoon
City Civil Court Act to act, if the case is one in which it should act, it ought
'to act, that is, it should always exercise its discretion for the purpose of
doing material justice.

N. C. Sen for the applicant.

P. N. Ghosh for the respondent.

U Po ON, J.-In Civil Regular No. 497 of 1959 of the
Rangoon City Civil Court, the applicant-plaintiff sued the
respondent-defendant for his ejectment from the premises
known as Room NO.2 of house No. II, Mohamed Patel
Street, Myenigone, Rangoon.

.. Civil Revision No. 76 of 1959 against the order of the 4th Judge, City
Civil Court, Rangoon, dated the 1St December 1959, in Civil Regular Suit
No. 497 of 1959·
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The suityras fixed for appearance of the ,-espondent
·.defenc.ant before the Registrar on the 17th July 1959. As
J"le did not put in his appearance~ though duly served with
the summons,the suit was adjourned to 20th July 1959
for the applicant (plaintiff) to file an affidavit of service
'Of summons on the respondent. On the 20th July 1959
the Registrar fixed the suit for ex-parte hearing before the
4th Judge, Rangoon, on'the 27th July 1959. In the mean
time the 4th Judge had got transferred and the case was
iixed by the 3rd Judge for ex-parte hearing before the new
4th Judge on the 26th August 1959. The respondent did
'not appear in any of these dates.

On the 26th August 1959 when the case was called
,on before the new 4th Judge, the respondent appeared
.and filed power of attorney of his pleader Mr. N. C. Ghosh.
At the same time he asked for time to file an application
for setting aside the ex-parte order. As the applicant's
'lawyer objected, the respondent went away with the per
mission of the Court to call his lawyer. However, as
neither the respondent nor his lawyer turned up, though
·the Court waited for them for a "considerable time",
'the suit was heard and decreed ex-parte.

Probably, a short while later the respondent and his
'pleader turned up and applied to the Court for settIng
:aside the ex-parte decree already passed. They were,
:however, directed by the Court to put in a formal written
:application.

On the 1st September 1959 the respondent filed an
.:application supported by his affidvait for setting aside the
..decree and for hearing the suit on its merits.

As his application was allowed by the 4th Judge, the
:applicant has now come up to this Court in revision.

It is clear from Order IX, Rule 13 of the Civil Proce
,uure Code that the respondent must satisfy the court that
11e was preven!ed by.sufficient cause from appearing when
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the suit was called on hearing. No doubt when the suit
was first called on for hearing, the respondem was present
in Court. But he ",'ent away, of course with the permis
sion of the Court, to call his pleader who was said to be
engaged in the Court of the Chief Judge. There is no,
affidavit of any person supporting the respondent that at
that time the respondent's lawyer was engaged in the
Court of the Chief Judge. Be that as it may, the 4th
Judge had to hear the suit and decree ex-parte as the'
respondent and his lawyer failed to appear again, though'
the Judge waited for them for a " considerable time".

In U Aung Gyi v. The Government of Burma (r), the
plaintiff's Advocate had a Civil case fixed for hearing as
,'Veil as a Sessions case on one and the same day. He hoped
to finish the Sessions case before the Civil case was called
and made no arrangements whatever for his representation'
in the Civil Court in the event of the case being called'
earlier. The Civil case was, as a matter of fact, called'
and dismissed for default of appearance. The Advocate
appeared in Court a few minutes later. It was held that
there was no sufficient cause for reopening the case. So,
I must hold that the respondent could not also show'
sufficient cause why he and his lawyer failed to appear
when the suit was called on for hearing.

. It is true that the present matter lies within the discre
tion of the trial Court. But the Court did not exercise
its discretion judicially, as it failed to follow the law laid
down by a Bench of High Court.

The learned Counsel for the respondent further argued
that the High Court should not interfere in revision, as·
the applicant suffered no irreparable injury. But the
High Court has a discretion under section 25 of the
Rangoon City Civil Court Act to act, if the case is one in
which it should act, it ought to act, i.e., it should always
exercise its discretion for the purpose of doing material

(I) (I9fO) R.L.R. p. 512 (F.B'.).
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justice. Obviously, the respondent put in his ~ppearance

only at the tail end of the suit not with genuine intention
to figM for his cause but to prolr.mg it .•

I, therefore, set aside with costs the order of the trial
Court in setting aside the ex-parte decree passed against
~he respondent. Advocate's fee K 34.

Re.
1960

l\1ARfAM ~

BI BI
V. •

AHLA BAQSK_

U Po ON, J.
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Before 'lJ Ea Thoung and U Po On, JJ.

MESSRS. DAWSONS BANK LTD. (ApPELLANT)
v.fJ

KO SIN SEIN AND NINE OTHERS (RESPONDENTS).'

,.occupant govermne1lt-Power to appoint officers-Acceptance of pa:J1I1ent of
mortgage debt in Japanese eurrency-Valt'dity-Japanese Curretlcy (E'(;alua~

lion) Act, 1947,.s· 4.

\Vhere during the Japanese occupation of Burma, the Japanese Civil
Administrator (Army) appointed a person named U Khin Maung Hla as
Custodian of Enemy Property in charge of enemy properties, in the Bassein
District, including the estate belonging to the appellant, which was declared
tio be enemy property, and the said U Khin lVlaung HIa, in his capr:city as
the Custodian, had On behalf of the appellant accepted payment in Japanese
currency in discharge of a mortgage executed in favour of the appellant
before the 'war and had executed a deed of release.

Held: That U Khin Maung Hla?s appointment as the Custodizn of
-Enemy Property was valid in law and that although payment in Japanese
currency was not payment in lawful currency, such payment having been
accepted for the mortgage would, by reason of s. 63 of the Contract Act,
as also by reason of s. 4 of the Japanese Currency (Evaluation) Act. 1947 have
the effect of releasing the defendant-respondents mortgagors from their

·liability. The deed of release was therefore a valid discharge of the mortgage
debt due to the appellant.

TheKingv.1Haung Hmin and three others, (1946) R.L.R. I ; Ko1v1aung Tin
v. U Gon Man. (1947) R.L.R. 149, referred to.

Ariff lY.loosajee Dooply and one v. Dr. T. Chan Taik, (1950) B.L.R. (S.C.)
227. followed.

C. C. Khoo for the appellant.

No one for the respondents.

U BA THOUNG, J.-In Civil Regular Suit NO.4 of 1953
of the District Court of Myaungmya, the plaintiff-appel
lant sued the defendant-respondents for recovery of
K 27,921 ·87 being balance of principal and interest due
on a registered mortgage deed dated 14th January 1928

"Civil 1St Appeal No. 90 of 1954 against the decree of the District Court
of lVIyliUngmya, dated the 6th September 1954. in Civil Regular Suit NO.4
of 1953.
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:and on subsequent on-demand pronote dated 14th Decem
',ber 1934 in accordance with tJ1e terms of the original
mortgage deed which provided for credit up to a total

,of K 35,000. The original mortgage deed was lost during
the Japanese occupation of Burma and a true copy of the
:said deed was filed as Exhibit A in the case. The first
'defendant-respondent was sued in his capacity as one of
the mortgagors, while the second to eighth defendant-re
:spondents were sued as legal representatives of the other
mortgagor, while the ninth and tenth defendant-respon

',dents were joined as defendants as they were purchasers
·of some of the mortgaged properties.

The plaintiff-appellant claimed exemption from limita
'tion on the ground that 1-400 baskets of paddy and K 175
had been paid towards the loan in 1936 and as the defen
,'dant-respondents had also paid a total amount of K 550
towards interests by money orders in 1941 and 1942 and
.also in view of acknowledgement of debt in writing, dated
27th March 1943. The plaintiff-appellant alleged that the
-original mortgage deed, pay-in-slips and money order
:acknowledgements along with other documents were lost
-during the Japanese occupation of Burma in 1942-1945.
It was also alleged that during that period, no lawful agent
<or representative of the plaintiff-appellant Bank was left
in Burma; and that on their return to Burma in February.

::r946, it was discovered that the mortgagors had sold
:170'56 acres of the mortgaged lands to the 9th defendant
responaent. That when the mortgaged mill had been
burnt down during the Karen insurrection, the 1st defen
.dant-respondent had sold the boiler and the engine of the
'.said mill to the lOth defendant-respondent. It was con
tended by the plaintiff-appellant that they came to know
,that in 1944, the mortgagors had redeemed the mortgage
for over Rs. 40,000 from the then Burmese Government
under the Japanese, in Japanese currency, and that the
1l:ransaction was not valid and binding on them as the
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transaction.was not made by them or their agents and as;
the loan was repayable in British currency. . <

The 1st defendant-respondent did not deny th,e suit
mortgage but he did not admit that the plaintiff-appel
lant's version about the loss of the mortgage bond as weIr
as the other documents during the war was correct. He
admitted the payment made in 1936 but denied the pay
ments totalling Rs. 550 by money orders in 1941-42. He
contended that the sale of part of the mortgaged lands and
the boiler and engine of the mill in order to redeem the
whole mortgage for Rs. 40,718/10 cents and the execution
of the deed of release (Exhibit 6) by the Custodian of
Enemy Property of the then Burmese Government under
~he occupant Japanese were all valid and binding. It was
also contended that the suit was time-barred. The second
to eighth defendant-respondents made a joint written
statement saying that they had no personal knowledge
and that the suit was time-barred.

The 9th defendant-respondent contended that he pur
chased the lands from the 1st defendant-respondent for
sufficient consideration and that no mortgage decree
should be pa!,sed affecting the lands purchased by him.
The loth defendant-respondent did not put in any ap
pearance and the case against him was proceeded ex-parte.

<
The District Court framed the following issues:

(I) Is it a fact that the suit mortgage bond, pay-in
slips and money order acknowledgements
were lost during the Japanese occupation
1942 to I945-as alleged in paragraph 4 of
the plaint?

(2) Is it a fact that Rs. 550 was remitted by money
order towards interest as alleged in para
graphs 7 and 8 of the plaint?

(3) Will the deed of release, dated 18th November
1944, executed by the Divisional Officer,
Enemy Property (Dawsons Bank Estate).
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Western Division, Bassein, amount to valid
discharge of the mortgage debt ?

(4) Are the sales made by U Sin Sein and Ma Htwe
Nyunt in favour of loth and IIth'defendants
•

, still affected by the suit mortgage?
'/"5) Is the suit barred by limitation as aileged in para

graph 13 of the 1st defendant's written
stateinen t ?

(6) To what relief. if any, is the plaintiff entitled?

The District Court decided the first and the second issue
:in favour of the plaintiff-appellant.

On the third issue, the District Court has held that the
<deed of release (Exhibit 6) dated 18th November 1944
and executed by U Khin Maung Hla, the Custodian of
Enemy Property (Dawsons Bank Estate) Western Division,
Eassein, who "vas appointed by the Burmese Government
under Japanese occupation, must be regarded as a valid
,discharge of the suit mortgage debt; and accordingly,
dismissed the plaintiff-appellant's suit without going to the
remaining issues. Hence this appeal.

No appearance was made on behalf of the defendant
.respondents in this appeal.

_ It is not <lisputed that the mortgage properties were
·taken over by the Custodian of Enemy Properties (Daw
:sons Bank Estate), Bassein, and that the deed of release
(Exhibit 6) discharging the mortgage debt was execut~d

by that officer U Khin Maung Hla.
The learned Counsel for the plaintiff-appellant con

-rends: (i) that, as the loan was made in British currency,
it was to be repaid in British currency; and that the
Japanese currency notes with which the mortgage debt
was repaid in 1944 were not lawful currency in Burma
.and therefore, there was no discharge of the mortgage
·debt; (ii) that the then Burmese Government under the
Japanese regime had no authority to take over or interfere
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with the property of private individuals; and U Khirr '
Maung Hla who was appointed by the then Burmese'
Government as Divisional Officer, Enemy Property (Daw
sons Bank, Estate). Western Division, Bassein, was not
legally competent to demand or to receive payment of
the mortgage debt. and 'to execute the deed of 'release
(Exhibit 6); and therefore, the said repayment by
the mortgagors to U Khin Maung Hla did not
constitute a discharge of the mortgage debt. In
support of his first contention, the learned CounseL
for the appellant has cited the Full Bench case
of Ko Maung Tin v. U Gon [,fan (I) of the late High Court
of Judicature at Rangoon where Goodman Roberts, c.J.,.
Wright, J., Blagden, J. and E Maung, J. held: .. That
Japanese so-called currency was never lawful currency in
Burma, and a loan of Japanese notes was not loan of
woney. A promissory note executed in consideration of
such notes promising to pay what parties mistakenly re
garded as money was invalid."

The above Full Bench decision was referred to and
applied in the case of Ariff Moosajee Dooply and one v.
Dr. T. Chan Taik (2) where in satisfaction of a mortgage
by deposit of title deeds, created before the war, the
mortgagee deposited on the 8th March 1945, Rs. 35,250
(in Japanese currency) into Court and a final decree for
redemption was passed by the City Civil Court on 23rd
April 1948, and the decree was set aside on appeal, after
reoccupation by the High Court. It was held:

"That if procedure fixed by the Code of Civil Procedure
had been strictly followed a preliminary decree under Order
34, Rule 4 ,(3) should have been passed and it could be only
in terms of the lawful currency of the land. The only
question then would be whether such a decree could have
been discharged by payment into Court of Japanese Military
Notes. The trial Judge did not examine this question.

(I) (1947) R.L.R. p. '49. (2) (1950 B.L.R. (s.C.) 227.
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japanese Military Notes were not lawful money and were no
better than tokens with an exchange value.

Such deposit cannot discharge the decree under Order 21,

Rule I, Code of Civil Procdure."
,

It "l\[as held also: ,
~ That if the deposit had been accepted by the defendant,

both under section 63 Contract Act and section 4 of the
japanese Currency (E"aluation) Act. such acceptance might,
release the mortgagees. The rule, however, cannot ordinarily
be extended to cover a deposit into Court. Payment into
Court under Order 21, Rule I (I) (a), Code of Civil Procedure'
can only be by payment into Court of money payable under
the decree."

In the present case under consideration, we agree that the'
payment of the mortgage debt in Japanese currency
amounting to Rs. 40,7r8/ro cents was not a payment in'
lawful money, as Japanese currency was never lawfuL
currency in Burma as held in the case of Ko Maung Tin
v. U Gon Man (r) quoted earlier. But, if that payment'
was accepted for the mortgagee, such acceptance would,
by reason 9f section 63 of the Contract Act, as also by
reason of section 4 of the Japanese Currency (Evaluation)
Act, r947 have the effect of releasing the defendant'
respondents mortgagors from their liability. In the course'
of the judgment by U E Maung, J. in Ariff Moosajee Doop
ly. v. Dr. T. Chan Taik (r), the learned Judge remarked as'
follows: ,

"A creditor can discharge his debtor if he so chooses by
accepting payment of a sum much smaller than that owing
to him or for any other consideration, or even without con
sideration."

Therefore, it is a matter for consideration whether the
payment in Japanese currency was accepted, for the mort
gagee in the manner contemplated in section 4 of the
Japanese Currency (Evaluation) Act, r947, as payment of

(I) (1950) B.L.R. (S.C.) 22i.
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•
the mortgage debt due to the plaintiff-appellant Dawsons
Bank; and if it was accepted in such manner as contem
plated in section 4 of that Act, such payment must be
deemed to' be payment in legal currency notes of the same
face value as if the jap,anese currency notes wet e legal
currency notes at' the time the payment was made as
provided in section 4 of the Act. So far as is relevant
to this case, section 4 of that Act provides that notwith
standing anything contained in any other law for the time
being in force, where any debt contracted before the
japanese occupation of Burma had been paid wholly or
partially in Japanese currency notes during the japanese
occupation of the area where the payment was made,
and the payment had been accepted, such payment shall
be deemed to be payment in legal currency notes of the
same face value as if the Japanese currency notes were,.

Jegal currency notes at the time the payment was made.
In the present case under consideration, it appears

that the payment in Japanese currency of the mortgage
.debt was accepted in the manner as contemplated in
section 4 of the Act. The only question that remains
now is whether U Khin Maung Hla had any right to accept,
on behalf of the plaintiff-appellant Dawsons Bank, pay
ment of the mortgage debt and to execute the deed of
release Exhibit 6. It was contended by the learned Coun
sel for the plaintiff-appellant that the then Burmese
Government sponsored by the occupant Japanese had no

·right to take over or interfere with the property of a
private individual, as it would infringe Article 46 of the

· Hague Regulations which is in the following terms:

"Family honour and rights, individual life and private pro
perty, as well as religious conviction and worship, must be
respected. Private property may not be confiscated."

· We are however of the view that the then Burmese
. Government under the occupant Japanese power, in taking
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'Dver the assets of the plaintiff-appellant Dawsons Bank.
'had not infringed in any way Article 46 of. the Hague
Regulq,tion. 'The properties were mortgaged to Dawsons
"Bank" and so the mortgage debts due to the said Bank
''became its properties. It has been held in the case of
Dawsons Bank Ltd. v. C. Ein Shaung and three others (r),
that the term" Property" in section 23 (4) of the Con
'stitution is not confined only to corporeal or tangible pro
perty but also includes incorporeal or intangible property
5uch as debts and other choses in action. That being so,
the suit mortgage debt must be regarded as " property "
'belonging to the plaintiff-appellant Bank, which became
an enemy firm when it evacuated to an enemy territory
on the occupation of Burma by the Japanese; and there
fore the property belonging to that Bank cannot be re~

garded as private property belonging to a private individual
or a citizen of the territory occupied by the Japanese
during the war. We are, also, of the view that the act
of the then Burmese Government sponsored by the
Japanese occupant power in appointing U Khin Maung
Hia as Divisional Officer, Enemy Property (Dawsons Bank
Estate), 'vVestern Division, Bassein, to take over and
manage the property and assets of Dawsons Bank, is con
sistent with Article 43 of the Hague Regulations, which
reads:

""The authority of the power of the State having passed
de facto into the hands of the occupant, the latter shall do
all in his power to restore, and ensure, as far as possible,
public order and safety, respecting at the same time, unless
absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the country."

In the case of The King v. lVIaung Hmin and three (2), it
bas been held:

" International Law has no validity in British Courts, except
in so far as its principles are accepted and adopted by the
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Municipal Law. Hague regulations will be treated as in
corporated into the Municipal Law of Burma in so far as
they arc not inconsistent with the ordinary law of the
country. ...

Occupant governmentji haveC the duty of restorihg and
maintaining public order and safety by means of the orJinary
law of the occupied country."

The appointment of U Khin Maung Hla as Divisional
Officer of Enemy Property, for the control of enemy firms
in Western Division, Bassein, was made by the occupant
power in Burma under the existing laws of the country,
as Rule II4 of the Defence of Burma Act, 1940, which
was the existent law and continued to remain in force in
the Custodian of Enemy Property Act (Act 11 of 1947),
provides for appointment of Custodians of Enemy Pro
perties; and as such, his acts will have to be recognized
as valid by the legitimate government on regaining posses
sion of its territory.

In the case of The King v. Maung Hmin and three (I),
it was made clear by Ba U, J. in the course of his judg
ment:

"Now, an occupying Power, while the occupation lasts,
is for all practical purposes a de facto government and its
acts, legislative, executive or judicial, consistent with the
terms of Article 43 of the Hague Regulations, will be recog
nized as valid by the legitimate government on regaining
possession of its territory."

U Khin Maung Hla, on being called by this Court gave
evidence, that towards the end of the year 1942, he was
appointed Cutodian of Enemy Properties, Western Divi
sion, and that he was in charge of the Dawsons Bank
Estate in Bassein and Myaungmya districts, and also in
charge of other enemy properties in the Bassein District.
He produced his appointment order (it was admitted by

(I) (1946) R.L.R. I.
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us as Exhibit A-lin this appeal proceedings) which on
being translated reads:

"TEMPORARY WRIT OF APPOINTMENT
?

U KHIN MAUNG HLA,,
BASSEIN

The above person is hereby appointed temporarily as
Executive Officer in connection with management of enemy
property of the Dawsons Bank in Myaungmya, Bassein.

Dated the 1St January, '943.

(Seal) KAORU MIYAZAKI,

Civil Administrator (Army).

(Seal) KIYOSHI AKASAKA,

Civil Administrator (Army)."

,
U Khin Maung Hla, in his evidence given before us,

had stated that he took possession of the properties be
longing to the Dawsons Bank and that he had to take
instructions from the Bureau of Control of Enemy Pro
perties, Rangoon, under the Burmese Government, in
respect of the properties which he had taken possession.
His instructions were that redemptions of mortgages must
be allowed, and under those circumstances, he allowed
redemptions of the suit properties in this case. It is there
fore clear that U Khin Maung Hla's appointment as Custo
dian of Enemy Property in charge of Dawsons Bank Esta1:e
as well as other enemy properties in the Bassein District
being valid in law, and as he was authorised by the Bureau
of Control of Enemy Properties, Rangoon to manage the
enemy property of the Dawsons Bank Estate in Bassein
and Myaungmya, and as he was duly authorised to allow
the redemptions of mortgages, he had the right to allow
redemptions of the suit properties in this case and to
accept the monies paid on redemption of these properties.
He had accordingly accepted, on behalf of the plaintiff
Bank as custodian of its properties, the moneys paid by
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the mortgagors; and had accordingly executed the deed
of release (Exhibit 6) for consideration. That deed of
release must therefore be regarded as a valid disrharge, .

of the suit mortgage debt. For the reasons state", we
uphold the judgment and decree of the District Court in
dismissing the plaintiff-appellant's suit with costs. The
appeal is accordingly dismissed, but there will be no order
as to costs in this appeal as the respondents had made no
appearance in this Court.

U Po ON, J.-I agree.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

B2fore U Chan Tun Allng, C.:;. and U San lklaun!1. J.

THE STAtE AGRICULTURAL MARKETING BOARD
" (ApPELLANT)

v.
U BA CHEIN (RESPONDENT). *

Writteu contract-Rule of C01lSlructio1Z of-Intention of parties-What amounts
to acceptallce by artificial body corporate-Sale of Goods Act, s. 42-When
acceptance becomes complete for purpose of liability.

Where the written contract for milling and supply of rice entered into
between th~ appellant The State Agricultural Marketing Board and the
respondent contains the following amongst other terms :-

H.C.
1960

Sept. 12.

• • •
«7. D;::livery to be tabn by Buyers e::-:-hopper at. mill at .

station.

8. Paym:;nt will be mad~ as soon as possible after cornpletion Qf
milling of evcry tons provided has been accepted by Btlye~&
and is stor~d in the Seller's god01vn under conditions affording reasor,able
protection against weather, leakage from roofs and damp floo:-s."

Th~ plain meaning that is obtained f~om a combined construction of the
words used in these two paragraphs is that after ex-hopper delivery liability
for payment arises only when the rice has been accepted by the buyer and
stored in the seller's godo\vn. Liability for payment does not arise merely
by delivery ex-hopper by the seller to the buyer at his mill, but arises onlY,ln
view of the added term in the second paragraph above, after the rice .S:9

delivered is accepted by the buyer and stored in the seller's godown. This
is the real intention of the pa~ties and every ,vord used in the agreement
must, in th-.:: circumstances obtaining in the case, be interpreted according
to its natural and ordinary m::>aning. It would be entirely wrong in implying
something which ·would amollnt to adding new terms and conditions to the,
agreement.

"Tn:: rule of comtruction applicable in general to all written contract
is, that they are to be construed according to the real intention of the
parties, to be collected from the language they have used; that effect
is to b~ given, if possible, to every ,vord used, and that every word is to be
interpreted according to its natural and ordinary meaning, unless such
construction would be contrary to the manifest intention of the parties"
0 .. would necessarily lead to some contradiction or abslird-ity."

Pet Kelly, C.B. in Coddington v. Paleologo, L.R. (1867) 2 Ex. Ca. 193
at 200.

SleelBrothtlrs &1 Co., Ltd. v. Tok!!l"see J.VIooliej. I.L.R. 10 Ran. 372, referred
to.

* Civil 1st Appeal No. 52 of 1955 against the decree of the High Coutt

(Original Sid~), Rangoon, in Civil Regular Suit No. I of 1955.
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Keshaylal Brothers & Co. v. The State Agricultural Marheting Board,
(1956), B.L.R.(H.C.) 473. distinguished and explained.

Th:l Board being an artificial body corporate the accep"ance need not be
physical acceptance by the Board itself, which is impossible, but ur:.ceptance
by its servants in the coUrfte of theIr duties would constitute acceptance within
the meaning of the temlS of the said agreement. S. 42 of the Sale 01' Goods
Act clearly lays down that when the goods have been delivered to the buyer.
if there is co actual intimation of acceptance by the buyer to the seller, and
the buyer n do ~s any act in rzlation to the goods so supplied) which is incon
sistent with the ownership of the seller" then, acceptance of such goods become
complete acceptance for the purpose ofliability.

Tun Sein for the appellant.

C. A. Soorma and Myint Soe for the respondent.

U CHAN TUN AUNG, C.J.-This appeal by the State
Agricultural Marketing Board (hereinafter referred to as
"':he Board) arises out of a suit filed on the Original Side
of this Court by the respondent-plaintiff U Ba Chein, a
partner of Thye Aun Company, Rice Millers of Kywe
bwe, Toungoo District, against the Board for recovery of
certain sums of money, being the price of rice duly milled
and delivered to the Board's Executive Officer at Toungoo,
under three contracts. The total sum claimed was
K 1,18,878'43 pyas. The Board admitted the plaintiff
respondent's claim to the extent of K 4°,563.63 pyas.
The trial Judge, however, passed a decree in favour of
thee plaintiff-respondent in the sum of K 1,00,170 with
costs and also ordered to pay interest on the admitted
amount of K 40,563'43 pyas from the date of suit till the
date of payment.

[Their Lordships then described the Contracts involved
in the case, and the facts relevant to them, and proceeded
as follows: J.

Here, we may note that it is common ground that
Kywebwe town, where the plaintiff-respondent's rice mill
situates, came under insurgent occupatiol1 on the 2nd of
February 1949, while Toungoo, at which the Board's
Executive Officer is stationed for the particular zone, came
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under insurgent (KNDO) occupation on the 27th of
January 1949.

Ar the trial, the main issues raised were whether the
propp,rty in the suit rice had passed tD the buyer (i.e., the
.appellant Board) inasmuch as the contract of sale was on
... ex-hopper" basis; and whether the Board was liable to
pay for the price of rice delivered thereunder despite its
10ss, destruction or damage owing to circumstances arising
•out of insurgent occupation. The trial judge (the late
U Thein Moung, J.) found that deliveries of rice on ex
hopper basis having been effected before the insurgent
.occupation of the mill area: i.e., before the 2nd February
1949, the Board was liable to pay for the rice and rice

"products in question. It appears that in arriving at the
.said finding the learned judge took into consideraticn
.documentary evidence such as: (a) delivery orders, cover
ing letters by the miller annexing his bills; (b) the entries
jn Bill Register and Stock Register made by the SAMB
Executive Officer's office, Toungoo (vide Exhibit I to 35) ;
.and, (c) the First Information Report, Exhibit (~) made
by the then ED. U Ba Maung (since deceased) to the
District Superintendent of Police, Toungoo, regarding the
10ss of 285 tons of rice, i.e., 85 tons covered by Contract
No. 02 and 200 tons covered by Contract No. 03.

Thus, the learned trial judge not only held that, by
.ex-hopper delivery the property in rice had passed to the
'Board but also in view of what were recorded in the
.aforesaid documents which indicated that .. actual posses
:sion .. of contract-rice had been with the Board, the Board
was held liable to pay for the price. Disallowing the
plaintiff's claim on indirect charges, viz., Rs. 1,003-2-0 and
:also interest of 6 per cent per annum on the balance price
<of rice supplied from 1st February 1949 up to 31st
December 1951, except the interest payable on the
:admitted amount of Rs. 40,563-7 as., the trial judge
<decreed a total sum of Rs. 1,00,170. It appears that
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interest shall cease to accrue on the admitted sum of
Rs. 40,563-7 as. on the date the said amount is deposited
in Court by the Board. We understand that, this amount
has already been deposited in Court. ,.

In this appeal,'~ the main ground taken up br the
learned Advocate appearing for the appellant Board
impinges upon the true construction of the agreement of
sale in Exhibit (0) It is urged that though paragraph
7 of the agreement stipulates that delivery is to be taken
by the buyer (the Board) ex-hopper at the plaintiff's rice
mill yet, the liability for payment does not arise even
after the buyer has taken delivery of the rice as aforesaid.
He contends that paragraph 8 of the agreement stipulates
the condition that li~bility for payment arises only after
the rice has been accepted by the buyer and stored in the
seller's godown, and, that the trial Judge was wrong in
holding that the SAMB was liable to pay as soon as ex
hopper delivery was completed. We may note here that
the suit agreement is a 'direct purchase' agreement,'
between the rice miller (seller) and the Board (buyer).
there being no agent of the buyer in dealing with the
seller. In fact, it is common ground that such direct
purchase agreements are not entered into by the Board
itself, but by the Executive Officer of the Zone concerned'
who signed the agreement for the Board. This, in the
cir,:;umstances, is as it should be, because the Board is
an artificial body corporate. In amplification of his main
argument the Board's learned Counsel further contends
that having regard to the requirements, such as, the buyer
having had to issue a delivery order which is to be
accepted by the Board (here in this case either the Sircar
or the Milling Clerk, representative of the Executive
Officer) and having had to prepare bills to which must be
annexed delivery orders, and until and unless such docu
mentary transactions and their relative accounts are passed'
by the Executive Officer at his office, no liability for
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payment arises on the transactions concerned. He
therefore, urged that by mere ex-hopper delivery,
and thereafter, by mere presentation of' bills by
the n,iller together with the delivery orders on
which the Milling Clerk has endorsed the receipt
of every 50 tons of rice milled in the words " delivered"
there was no " acceptance of the rice for payment" with
in the terms of the aforesaid agreement. We fear that
the learned Counsel's contention, though attractive, is not
acceptable to us, as it will clearly be contrary to the very
terms of the sale agreement in suit, Exhibit ( 0 ) and also
to the very documentary evidence produced by the Board.

We shall, .however, refer to those documents hereafter
and give our reasons why. we cannot accept the view put
forth by the learned Counsel for the Board.

We shall deal first with the relevant terms of theO

ragreement of sale in Exhibit ( 0 ), and they read as
follows:

" It is hereby agreed between of .
hereinafter referred to as SELLERS and the STATE AGRICUL
TURAL MARKETING BOARD, Union of Burma, hereinafter
referred to as BUYERS as follows:
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* * * *
7. D'elivery to be taken by Buyers ex-hopper at .

.. .mill at station.
8. Payment will be made as soon as possible after comple-

tion of milling of every tons provided .
has been accepted by Buyers and is stored in the·
Seller's godown under conditions affording reasonable
protection against weather, leakage from roofs and.
damp floors.

9. All risks of fire, damage by rats or .other vermin and
loss in weight and deterioration in quality arising
from natural causes will be borne by Buyers from
the time .is accepted by them."

It will, thus, be seen that though delivery is ex-hopper,
that is to say, the buyer takes delivery of the milled rice'
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as it shoots out from the chute of the seller's mill, yet
payment, 'according to paragraph 8, is to b~ made by the
buyer after completion of milling of every 50 tons, (which

"we understand toO be the agreed quantity in thiG suit),
provided, the rice so delivered had been accepted by the
buyer and stored in the seller's godown. In other words,
the plain meaning we get from a combined construction
of the words used in the aforesaid two paragraphs of
Exhibit ( e) agreement is that after ex-hopper delivery
liability for payment arises only when the rice has beer
accepted by the buyer and stored in the seller's godown
Liability for payment does not arise merely by deliver:
ex-hopper by the seller to the buyer at his mill, but arise
only, in view of the added tei'm in paragraph 8 quote

'..above, after the rice so delivered is accepted by the bUYf
.and stored in the seller's godown. In the constructic
we put to the relevant terms of the suit contract, Exhit
( G ), we find that the facts and circumstances disclos
in the case which are not much in dispute, go to suppc
the plaintiff-respondent's case rather than the appeIl2
Board's. If we are to accept the contention put forth
the learned Counsel for the Board, it would be tantam01
·to adding a new term to the sale agreement in the SI

According to the learned Advocate's interpretation of
·t~rm in paragraph 8 of Exhibit ( e ), the expresz
'acceptance of rice' implies three incidents: (i) pl
of acceptance, (ii) the person who shall accept, and
how the acceptance is to be made. He argued that s
the plaintiff-respondent has not proved how accept:
had been made by the SAMB in the context of those t
possible incidents, it must be held that there wa~

acceptance and that the appellant Board could not be
liable for the price of the rice in question.

In our opinion, this submission by the learned Co
for the appellant Board is of no substance, and cann
.allowed to prevail. " The rule of construction app!'
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in general to all written contracts is, that they are to be
·construed according to the real intention of the parties,
to be :ollected from the langua_ge they have used; that
'effect is to be given, if possible, to every word used, and
·that every word is to be interpreted according to its
natural and ordinary meaning, unless such construction
would be contrary to the manifest intention of the parties,
-or would necessarily lead to some contradiction or absur
dity." [Per Kelly, C. B. in Coddington v. Paleologo (I)J.
The above dictum was quoted with approval by Page.
CJ., in a Bench decision with Mya Bu, J. in the case of
Steel Brothers & Co., Ltd. v. Tokersee Moolief (2). If we
.are to put a construction on the suit agreement of sale
in the way the learneCl Counsel wanted us to put it will
-directly contravene the rule of construction applicable iIi'
;general to all written contracts. The meaning of the
·delivery and payment clauses contained in suit agreement
is that the buyer shall pay to the seller the price of the
rice delivered ex-hopper after it "has been accepted by
the Buyers and is stored in the seller's godown." This is
·the real intention of the parties and every word used in
this agreement must, in the circumstances obtaining in
·the case, be interpreted according to its natural and ordi
nary meaning. We would be entirely wrong in implying
'something which would amount to adding new terms a:ld
-conditions to the agreement. This being the plain mean
Ing of the terms in question, we see no good reason for
giving further speculation about their meaning in the con
·text of (i) place of acceptance, (ii) by whom acceptance is
made and, (iii) how the acceptance has been made. It
will, indeed, be an idle speculation, because the agreement
in suit is, what is called a 'direct purchase agreement'
.and, as we have observed above, the Board being an
artificial body corporate, on whose behalf the Executive
,Officer of the Zone concerned acts and through him the
(x) L.R.{I867) 2 Ex. Ca. 193 at 200. (2) I.L.R. Ran. Ser. 1037:3 at 384.
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Milling Clerk, Sircars and several other subordinates
working under him in the manifold activities of his office.
In respect' of the three contracts the acceptance need not
be physical acceptance., by the Board itself, which i~

impossible, but acceptance by its servants in theOcouys(
of their duties would in our view, constitute acceptano
within the meaning of terms of the suit agreement
There is a good deal of evidence available from variou
Statements and Returns furnished by U Ba Maunl
Executive Officer (Rice), Toungoo; and from the event
that followed after delivery orders were issued an
accepted by the Milling Clerk or Sircar concerned at t]
mill, and also from the eno'ies made in Bill Registers ar
Stock Registers maintained in the Executive Officer's offi
at Toungoo, followed by the presentation of bills for pa
ment that the Board had, after due acceptance, tak
actual possession of the rice in suit. From the cumu
tive effect of the aforesaid evidence there can be no qu
tion of either non-delivery or non-acceptance of the s
rice by the Board.

Next, the learned Counsel for the Board advanced .
argument that in so far as Contract No. or for the sup
of 200 tons of rice is concerned, there is no dispute ab
acceptance and the Board's liability to pay for the p
of the said rice delivered as there is a complete set
d,=livery OTders: (viz., Exhibits 2, 5, 7 and 1;0) with pre
endorsements "delivered" noted on each of them,
also proper presentation of bills for payment vide, Exh
3, 8 and r r countersigned by U Ba Maung, the 1

Executive Officer (Rice), Toungoo; whereas, in the
of the disputed quantity of rice covered by Contract
02 and the whole quantity of rice covered by Can
No. 03, they are not supported by delivery orders
that in those circumstances, it cannot be held that·
was acceptance of rice for payment by the Board 'IV

the meaning of Clause 8 of the sale agreement.
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It is an admitted fact that some of these delivery
<orders which were prepared in duplicate, one r-=tained by
the seller and the other retained by the Board, were lost
in the .Executive Officer's office at Toungoo during insur

.gents' occupation; but, in view of the facts and circum·
,'stances which we observe from a careful scrutiny of the
methods of demand and payment consequential upon
·.effective delivery of the rice in suit, we find that we are
unable to accept this contention. No doubt, under Can·
'tract No. 01, there exists a complete set of delivery orders
,on which, as we have observed above, the Clerk or Sircar
in the mill noted that the specified quantity of rice has
been " delivered" ; and on the strength of these delivery

·.orders duly endorsed by the Board's Sircar or Milling
Clerk, the seller prepares the bill for every 50 tons of rice,
'milled and delivered. The Executive Officer's office then,
·,either on a single bill or after collection of two or more
bills, prepares the statement for payment of the amounts
.involved which is done on a form: "Bill for purchases of
rice and rice products" (vide Exhibit Nos. 3, 8, II, 18,
'etc.) and then works out the sum payable to the seller
adding, if necessary, any indirect charges such as bagging,
weighing, transporting, etc., the final payment being made
'by cheque. These bills and statements are filed in the
'Executive Officer's office. In this connection we may
observe that there are two seal marks on these forms, and

cthat they are of great significance in ascertaining whether
the rice covered by the contracts entered into has been

,accepted or not for purposes of payment. It will be seen
l1:hat the seal on top bears the following entry:
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The meaning of the words contained in these two'
seals is quite obvious. The words in the top seal clearly
indicate that the amount claimed by the seller as set out
in his bill and supported by the relevant delivery order
having been found correct, it has been entered in the
Board's Bill RegIster for payment or partial payment.
With reference to the words appearing in the bOttom seat
it is also clear that the rice for which the price has been
claimed, having become the buyer's property, is duly
-entered in the Board's Register. Both these seals are
initialled by the SAMB officials concerned and. on the
strength of these entries coupled with the connected
delivery orders on which the Milling Clerk or Sircar had
endorsed "delivered" the Executive Officer concerned
paid out either wholly or in part, according to the
availability of cash in hand, for the rice accepted and
taken possession of by the appellant Board.

This mode of acceptance has been conceded to by the
Board in regard to the whole quantity of rice covered by
Contract No. or ; but, it has been urged that since in the
G;'se of Contract No. 02 no delivery order could be shown
relating to 50 tons of rice, and in the case of Contract
No. 03, no delivery orders for the entire 200 tons being
unavailable, and applying the test applicable to Contract
No. or, the Board is under no liability to pay for the price
of rice in dispute.

The acceptance of this contention would, in our view,
amount to the rejection of the significant entries borne out
by the two seals referred to above, because even if the
relevant delivery orders are missing, when a reference is
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made to the entries in the form "Bill for purchases of
rice and rice products", apart from the covering letters
of the seller presenting his bills filled with ,the usual
details, we find that there has been not only acceptance
of the bills for payment, but aiso taking possession of
rice so supplied by putting them into the Board's stock.
Such acts in our view clearly amount to " acceptance for
payment" within the terms of the suit COiltract. The
above conclusion is not based on the seal endorsements
appearing on one bill only, but on all relevant bills in
respect of which liability has been repudiated: See
Exhibit Nos. 24, 27, 34 and 37. Furthermore, even
accepting the contention put forth by the Board's Counsel
in respect of 200 tons of rice covered by Contract No. OI,
and 50 tons covered by Contract No. 02, supported as
they are by delivery orders with due endorsement r

" delivered" made by the Milling Clerk 01' Sircar con
cerned, we are, however, of the view that the absence of
delivery orders for 50 tons of No. 02 contr-act and the
whole 200 tons of rice of Contract No. 03 is of little
moment, as will be seen from the facts and circumstances
shown hereafter. On the Board's own showing, and this
is made plain by the testimony of U Ba Maw, Executive
Officer (Enquiries) that SO far as Contract No. 02 was
concerned +000 bags had been milled and delivered and,
out of this 706 bags were despatched to Rangoon by
train; 2,300 were loaded on railway wagons, while about
I,200 bags were stacked up in the mill godown. Now, if
we are to check these up with the delivery orders prepared
for every 50 tons of rice, vide Exhibit Nos. 13 (Delivery
Order NO.5), Exhibit No. 15 (Delivery Order No.6),
Exhibit No. 17 (Delivery Order NO.7), Exhibit No. 20
(Delivery Order No.8) and Exhibit No. 23 (Delivery
Order NO.9), we find that I,200 bags which were already
stacked up in the mill, i.e., about 85 tons of rice are
partially covered by Exhibit No. 23 (Delivery Order NO.9) ..
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Therefore, the claim by the plaintiff-respondent on the
Delivery 0rder No. IO in respect of 50 tons of rice
covered by Contract No. 02 referred to in his forwarding
letter Exhibit No. 25, and the relevant bill (ExhIbit 26)
though unsupported by Delivery Order No. IO, cannot at
all be a bogus claim. Added to this the fact that there
were the seal endorsements certifying entries into the Bill
and Stock Registers maintained by the Board. The only
conclusion we can draw from such a course of conduct,
having regard to what has been deposed to by U Ba Maw,
Executive Officer (Enquiries), is that complete acceptance
for payment had been made by the Board in respect of
this 85 tons-rice covered partly by Delivery Order NO.9
and partly by the missing Delivery Order No. IO. Our

-appraisal relative to the whole quantity of rice covered
by Contract No. 03 being also in the same context of
facts and circumstances, the conclusion that there has
been acceptance for payment by the Board is irresistible.
It will be i<jJe for us to go beyond what has been specifi
~ally agreed upon by the parties and speculate on whether
the words" acceptance for payment" appearing in clause
:8 of the agreement, Exhibit ( 0) should be construed after
ascertaining the extraneous matters such as: (i) place of
acceptance, (ii) the person who accepts, and (iii) mode of
acceptance.

A further contention has been put forth by the Board's
Counsel, relying on the case of Messrs. Keshaylal Brothers
& Co. v. The State Agricultural Marketing Board (I) that
the Board is not liable for payment there being no accept
ance of the rice delivered. This case bears no analogy
whatsoever to the present case. The terms of the contract
which the Board entered into in the case cited 'are entirely
different from those incorporated in the suit contract now
under appeal. There, the liability for payment arises only

..after acceptance .of delivery order for which a specific
(I) (1956) B.L.R. 473 (H.C.).
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stipulation is made in clause (6) which reads: " Delivery
to be taken by Buyers at K. Bros. & Co. Rice Mill No. 33,
mill pr its godown at Minhla station on completion of
millivg of every lOa tons and on presentation of Delivery
Order for the same by Sellers." It will thus be seen that
delivery under the aforesaid contract was not an ex
hopper delivery, just as it is in the case under appeal.
The liability for payment there arose after the Delivery
Order had been accepted by the buyer on its presentation
by the Seller on completion of milling of every lOa tons
rice.

As pointed out earlier, in the case under appeal the
liability for payment arises after the acceptance of rice,
and there is no question of acceptance of Delivery Order.
Such a stipulation is not incorporated in the suit contra"t
at all. Thus, the case cited is of no help to the appellant
Board in the present appeal.

Beside the entries clearly indicative of acceptance of
rice duly delivered by the plaintiff-miller appearing on the
bills prepared by the Board's employees, the cumulative
effect of following official acts fully borne out by docu
ments, leaves no room for doubt that the Board has,
through U Ba Maung, the Executive Officer, accepted the
disputed rice in question. We shall now refer to the
following documents from which we draw our conclusion, ,

in the above sense:-
Exhibit ( ~ ) is a report dated 151:h of March 1949,

by the late U Ba Maung, Executive Officer, to the Zonal
Control Officer at Rangoon and this report made a
reference to settlement of bills for supply of rice by millers
in Zone No. 27 (Toungoo) during the period of insurgent
occupation. Along with the report, U Ba Maung annexed,
inter alia, a detailed statement of bills presented prior to
and after insurgent occupation as follows:

"Though all the bills presented prior to and after the
invasion presented to this office were in order and that all

27
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of these have been checked and found correct, it is to be
feared that the documents contained in each and every bill
would be lost on the way in the hands of mes,engers if they
were sent to the Head Cffice so as to enable you to 'satisfy
with the correctness of all the bills presented to this office,
prior to, and after the invasion. It is therefore advisable
that all these documents should he sent up to you just now
by messengers. I therefore satisfy that J have all the docu
ments with me. They are in order, their claims are correct
and that they Qre signed by responsible claimants."

Again, in Exhibit ( ~ ), the First Information Report
made by U Ba Maung on the 21St of April I950 and which
has been referred to by us earlier, he reported the loss of
85 tons of rice under Contract No. 02 and of 200 tons
covered by Contract No. 03 as being the stock of rice
which was in actual possession of the SAMB. He
reiterated this fact in his sworn statement before the
Additional Magistrate, Oktwin, vide .,Exhibit (s ). Fur
thermore. in Exhibit 40, the First 'interim Report about
the looting of the Board's stock from the plaintiff-respon
dent's rice mill at Kywebwe, U Ba Maw, Executive Officer
(Enquiries), found as of fact that Kywebwe automatically
fell under insurgent occupation (KNDOs) when they
occupied Toungoo on 27th January I949. With regard
to the suit contracts he found that milling of the rice
was completed on the night of 26th January I949, and
he reported about the then state of affairs as follows:

"The Board's Sircar and Inspector have produced milling
log books to certify the completion of the same. There is
no reason to suspect the deliveries as shown below:

Daft of
completion.

CINo, 05101 535 bags SMS (:uo lb.) 2-1-49
" or 2,100

" "
(,60 " ) 12~I-49

u 02 4,zoo
" " ( " " ) 22-r-49

» °3 .. 2,800 ( " " ) 26-1-49

The delivery of the first contract had completely been
shipped by train on or before I9th January 1949 ane
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according ro the Inspector, the couriers came back with
acknowledgments. It can safely be presumed ~at the con
siijl'mem reached Rangoon safely. Regarding deliveries of
4,200 bags against C/No. 0510:, 706 _bags were despatched
in 3 wagons on 19th January 1949 and this also reached
Rangoon safely as stated by the Inspector. Out of this
contract, 2,302 bags were loaded in 10 wagons on 25th
January 1949 and 26th January 1949. Both the miller and
the check staff deposed to seeing them stranded at Kywebwe
Railway station yard, and they were later looted. The
miller even obtained 18 insurgent receipts for 1,281 bags
from the Communist leaders out of 2,302 bags loaded into IO

wagons. Only 1,192 bags remained in the mill and they
were also found looted on reoccupation."

U Ba Maw's report was despatched to the Chairman
of the State Agricultural Marketing Board on the II til
September 1950 and the relevant bills waited for payment
ever since. Had there been a conspiracy to defraud the
Board, as has been hinted by the learned Counsel for the
Board, it would have been quite easy for the miller to
support his claim with a complete set of delivery orders,
but such was not clearly the case; and this strongly indi
cates that the claim made by the plaintiff-respondent was
a genuine one and that there had been complete accept
ance of the rice covered by the three contracts in suit.

AgaIn, in the annexure to Exhibit 49-A (= Exhibit eo.l
U Ba Maung, Executive Officer (Rice), Toungoo, has
attached a statement showing the total liability of the
Board in 'respect of the rice in suit with the dates on
delivery orders noted against each item, the amount
already paid, and the balance payable. The claim now
made by the plaintiff-respondent completely fits in with
the statement furnished by U Ba Maung. From this state
ment it is abundantly clear to us that the relevant delivery
orders, viz:

Delivery Order No. ro, dated 23rd January 1949
Delivery Order No. 12, dated 25th January 1949
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Delivery Order No. 13, dated 26th January 1949
Delivery Order No. 14, dated 27th January 1949
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MARKETING under insurgents' occupation (i.e.) the 3rd February- 1949.
BOARD • fv. The rice in questIOn, in the state 0 circumstances obtain-

v B:?ImIN. ing, must be held to have been accepted for payment and
U CHAN that the insurgent occupation of Toungoo on the 27th

T"'h3UNG
, of January 1949, can in no wise alter the Board's liability

for payment after it has accepted the rice for paymen
in the manner we have indicated above.

Section 42 of the Sale of Goods Act may be referre'
to in determination of the term "acceptance of good
sold." This section clearly lays down that when tb
goods have been delivered to the buyer, if there is r
actual intimation of acceptance by the buyer to the selle
and the buyer " does any act in relation to the goods
supplied, which is inconsistent with the ownership of t
seller" then, acceptance of such goods becomes compll
acceptance for the purpose of liability. Here, in 1

present case even if we disregard the legal sequence of '
hopper delivery, yet from the acts and conduct on
part of the Board's officials in relation to the rice delive
by the plaintiff-respondent and which, to our mind, v,
completely "inconsistent with the ownership of
seller ", the only reasonable conclusion we can dra\
the Board has accepted the rice delivered within
meaning of section 42 of the Sale of Goods Act.

Such being our view of the case, we do not see
substance in this appeal and it is, therefore, dism
with costs on the disputed amount. The judgment
decree of the trial Court will stand; but we make
note of the fact that the appellant Board has depo
during the pendency of this case, a sum of K 40,5
pyas, in partial admission of the plaintiff's claim.

U SAN MAUNG, }.-I agree.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U Chan Tun Aung, C.J. and U San MaunlJ,; J.

U THAN NYUNT AND T.wO (ApPELLANTS)

v.
ZEYA INDUSTRIAL COMPANY AND TWO

(RESPONDENTS).•

Partnership Act-A firm has no separate entity-L£abiUt£es of partners to third
p7.rty-S. +3-Dissolution of firm-So 32-Retirement ofpartner-Liability
of retiring partner-Discharge oj-So 32 (3)-Liability of partner and
retiring partner-Successor firm-Right of suit 011 contract made in favour
of predeqessor firm.

Under. the Partnership Act, a finn whether constituted orally or under
a written deed::does not have a separate entity. The liabilities of the partners
to a third party remained throughout the partnership until the partnersjlip
affairs arc wound up/either by an order of the Court, or voluntarily, and after
dissolving all the liabilities of the partnership. Even if it is a partnership
at will, s. 43 is quite explicit that the firm can only be dissolved by a partner
aft~r giving notice in writing to the other partners of his intention to dissolve
the film, Even if a partner desires to retire, s. 32 of the Partnership Act
lays down that he can do so (a) with the consent of all other partners; (b) in
accordance with the express agreement by the partners, or (c), where the
partnership is at will, by giving notice in writing to all the other partners of
his intention to retire. As regard.s the retiring partnerrliability tp a third
party for the acts of the firm done before his retirement,can be discharged by
an agreement made by him with such third party and the partners of the
reco!1stituted firm. I But such an agreement can also be implied by a course of
d~aling between the third and the reconstituted firm after the third party
has k.'1owledge of the retirement of one of the partners. Under sub-so (3)
of S. 32, notwithstanding the retirement of a partner from a firm, the retiring
partner and the partners who continue to be in the partnership are liable to
a third party for any act done by any of them which would have been an act of
the firm, if done before the retirement up to the time when the retiring partner
gives notice of retirement.

An. oral partnership called Zeya IVlotor \Vorks was formed with five partners
and the 2nd respondent entered into an agreement \\'ith the said firm for the
sale to it of a piece of land. About a year lacer one of the partners withdrew
from the partnership and th'l firm was reconstituted after taking in another
person in place of the partner who had withdrawn from the partnership and it
started to function after due registration, under a totally different name,
" .Zeya Industrial Company". The piece of land COntracted to be sold to Zeya

• Civil 1st Appeal No. 63 of 1959 against the decree of the High Court
(Original Side), dated the 14th August 1959, in Civil Regular Suit No. 127 of

'957·
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Motor \Vorks was sold by the 2nd respondent and his wife, the 3rd respondent
to the appellants. The 1St respondent obtained a decree for specific perforrnM

ance of the contract for the sale of the land entered into between the 2nd
respondent ane, Zeya Motor Works, the trial Court holding that because the
rights and liabilities of Zeya Motor Works continued to vest ~vith the Zeya
Industrial Company, the right to sue on the agreement ofsale made in Pavour of
Zeya Motor \Vorks was enforceable by Zeya Industrial Com!Jan)' and .':hat the
firm of Zeya Motor \Vorks was not dissolved at any time, and that withdra\val
of one partner out of five partners did not have the effect of dissolving the
whole partnership, and that the identity of the firm was not destroyed by the
mere fact that one of the partners was replaced.

Held: That in law Zeya NIotor "Vorks still exists.in so far as the enforce
ment of the suit contract is concerned, and that the present ne'\vly constituted
firm with n~w partners, i.e. Zeya Industrial Company has no locus standi to
institute the suit for specific performance as against the 2nd and 3rd respon
dents.

Held also: That the agreement to sell made in favour of the living partners
of Zeya !'vlotor \Vorks being obviously a promis~'made to two or more living
persons jointly and there being no contrary intention appearing from the
contract, the right to enforce specific performance of the suit contract which
accrued to such partners jointly rests on them, and that they themselves,
(r anyone representing them, have or has the right to file the suit.

Karilpalli Ramayya v. Sajja Subbayya, (1912) M.W.N. 415 - 13 I.C. 315;
Dular Chand v. Balaram Das, (1877) (I) All. 453; Vyankatesh Oil Mill v.
Velmahomed. A.I.R. (1928) Born. 191, referred to.

Myint Tin for the appellant.

Ba Than (I) for respondent No.I.

Ex-parte against respondents Nos. 2 and 3.

U CHAN TUN AUNG, C.J.-This appeal arises out of a
suit instituted by the 1st respondent, (Zeya Industrial
Company, which is in fact a partnership concern) for
specific performance of an agreement to sell a certain
plot of land situated in the City of Rangoon as against
U Tun Sein and his wife Daw Sein Khin, the 2nd and 3rd
respondents. The present appellants, namely, U Thah
Nyunt, U Thin Sein and U Htay were impleaded as defen
dants, because they had purchased the said land from
U Tun Sein and_his wife Daw Sein Khin with full know
ledge of the agreement to sell the said land in favour of
the 1st respondent Zeya Industrial Company. It was not
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in dispute that U Tun Sein executed an agreement as per ~~

Exhibit (m) on the roth July I956 for the sale of the U T
c C' HAN

said land to. a partnership firm known as (G" U:>J ' G ~ , G em NYONT AND
" TWO

"'''lc31;'f ) for a sum' of K 55,000, and received an v.•
~ . ZEYA INDus-

adva~lce of K ro,ooo. But, the appellants U Than Nyunt, TRIA<.

U Th' S' - U H h d d . l' COMPANYIn em and tay, owever. conten e mter a 10 AND TWO.

that the Zeya Industrial Company which by its representa- U CHAN

tive U Saing sought to file the suit against them, constitu- TUN AU"G.C.].
ted, as it did. by a different set of partners from that of the
previous firm, namely, Zeya Motor Works with whom
U Tun Sein and Daw Sein Khin had entered into a con-
tract to sell, had no locus standi in law to file the present
suit. In other words. the appellants contended that
besides being bona fide purchasers of the suit land for
consideration, there was no subsisting agreement of sale
between U Tun Sein on one hand, and the ISt respondent
Zeya Industrial Company (partnership) on the other, and
that, in law, they were fully entitled to purchase the suit
land from U Tun Sein and Daw Sein Khin, 2nd and 3rd
respondents. Another contention put forward by the
3rd respondent Daw Sein Khin was that she being not a
second signatory to Exhibit ( m ) she was not bound by its
terms and that the ISt respondent had no right to seek
any relief against her. However. this is a secondary
point, and the suit went to trial on the following issues:

I. Are the plaintiffs entitled to sue the five defen
dants under the suit contract executed by the
ISt defendant U Tun Sein in favour of Zeya
Motor Works?

2. Is the 2nd defendant Daw Sein Khin bound by
the terms of the contract executed by her
husband the ISt defendant U Tun Sein ?

3. Can the plaintiffs ask for specific performance of
the contract against all the defendants?

4. To what relief, if any. are the plaintiffs entitled?
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Issue No. I being the most important issue, the trial
Judge held on the evidence adduced that the unregistered
partnership' firm under the name and style of "Zeya
Motor Works" started to function in 1956' with ,U Po
Saing and four othtlr partners. It was an oral partner
ship, and on the 10th July 1956 Exhibit ( m ) agreement
to sell the suit land was enfered between the 2nd respon
dent U Tun Sein, and U Po Saing (a) U Saing acting on
behalf of Zeya Motor Works. A year after the formation
of this oral partnership, one partner, U Sein Maung, with
drew from partnership, and his place was filled by one
U Aung Shwe. The firm then continued to function on
the 6th July 1957 under a formal partnership deed Exhibit
(0J ) after due registration on the 23rd September, as per
Exhibit ( e:). Thus, it is clear that the oral partnership
'irhich started its business in 1956 with five partners, under
the name of "Zeya Motor Works" was re-constituted by
introducing a new partner U Aung Shwe in place of old
partner U Sein Maung who withdrew, and that thereafter,
it started to function after due registration, under a totally
different name, "Zeya Industrial Company." In spite 'of
all these changes, not only in the members of the partner
ship, but also in the firm's name, the learned trial Judge
held that, because the books of the Zeya Motor Works
were continued to be used by Zeya Industrial Company,
and because the rights and liabilities of the Zeya Motor
Works continued to vest with the Zeya Industrial Com
pany, the right to sue on the agreement Exhibit ( m ) made
in favour of "Zeya Motor Works" was enforceable by
"Zeya Industrial Company," represented by U Po Saing.
Observing, "it cannot be asserted that the firm of ' Zeya
Motor Works' was not identical with' Zeya Industrial
Company'," the learned Judge concludes that the firm
of Zeya Motor Works was not dissolved at any time, and
the withdrawal of one partner out of five partners did not
have the effect of dissolving the whole partnership, and
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that the identity of the firm was not destroyed by the
mere fact that one of the partners was replaced.

U TH....N
The decision on the other issues is not of moment in NYUNT AND·

TWO
this appeal, because it has been argued before us that the v..

.. . ZEYA INDus-
findint, of the tnal Judge on Issue No. I' was wrong III law. TRIAL"

N ' . f f I 'd . . h h COMPANYow, tne questIOn or our care u consl eratlOn IS w et er, AND TWO.

on the facts as disclosed in the pleadings, about which U CHAN

there is not much dispute, we can, in law, hold that an TuN AUNG,.C.}.
agreement to sell the plot of land in question made in
favour of an oral partnership under the name of " Zeya
Motor Works ", consisting, according to the own admis-
sion made by U Po Saing in the particulars furnished by
him before the trial Court, dated 25th March I958, the
following partners (I) U Saing, (2) Daw Tin Aye, (3)
U Sein Maung, (4) U Sit Ni, and (5) U Chit Tee, can be
enforced by a subsequently constituted partnership under
the name of "Zeya Industrial Company" consisting of
the following partners: (I) U Saing, (2) Daw Tin Aye, (3)
U Aung Shwe, (4) U Sit Ni, and (5) U Chit Tee, U Aung
Shwe being a new partner altogether. In fact, in the
particulars referred to above, in paragraph 3, U Po Saing
very specifically stated as follows:

Before us, two grounds have been strenuously urged by
the appellants' Counsel in that connection: first, under
section 45 of the Contract Act, the promise to sell the
suit land made by U Tun Sein, the 2nd respondent, was
with one set of partners (Zeya Motor Works); whereas
the suit now filed by U Po Saing in his representative
capacity is not for and on behalf of the former promisees,
i.e., Zeya Motor Works partnership but for the benefit of
the new set of partnership composing of new partners,
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namely, Zeya Industrial Company, and that as such the
right to claim performance by the latter new partnership

U THAN I' d I' dl" d'YUNT AND on t le SUbt contract oes not Ie; secon .. y, It IS urge
TWO that on the 1St respondent's own admission the agr~ement. v.

IEYA INDUS- to sell having been"made in favour of Zeya Motor Works,
f>TRIAL

COMPANY and not the present respondent company, as it was then
AND TWO. not in existence. the right to claim performance on the
T~NC:U~, suit contract remained vested with the old. partnership

CJ. which has neither been dissolved, nor legally re-constituted
owing to the retirement of one of its partners, U Sein
Maung, as contemplated in the Partnership Act, There is
considerable merit in these submissions. With due
respect to the trial Judge, we may observe that he was in
error when he held that, since the books of accounts and
the rights and liabilities of the Zeya Motor Works conti
;;Jued to Vest with the new firm, namely, Zeya Industrial
Company, the Zeya Industrial Company is entitled to sue
on the strength of the agreement Exhibit ( co ) made in
favour of the old firm, Zeya Motor Works. This is clearly
untenable in law. Under the Partnership Act. a firm
whether constituted orally or under a written deed does
not have a separate entity. The liabilities of the partners
to a third party remained throughout the partnership until
the partnership affairs are wound up either by an order of
the Court, or voluntarily, and after discharging all the
liabilities of the partnership. Even if it is a partnership
at'will, section 43 is quite explicit that the firm can only
be dissolved by a partner after giving notice in writing to
the other partners of his intention to dissolve the firm.
Even if a partner desires to retire, section 32 of the part
nership Act lays down that he can do so (a) \vith the
consent of all other partners; (b) in accordance with an
express agreement by the partners, or (c) where the part
nership is at will, by giving notice in writing to all the
other partners of his jntention to retire. As regards the
retiring partner, liability to a third party for the acts of the
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firm done before his retirement can be discharged by an
agreement made by him with such third party and the

U THAN
partners of the reconstituted firm. But such ar. agreement NYUNT AND

can also be implied by a course of dealing between the '":'0
third party and the reconstituted firm :J.fter the third party ZEYA INDUS-

TRIA4
has knowledge of the retirement of one of the partners. COMP,\NY

Under sub-section (3) of section 32. notwithstanding the AND TWO.

retirement of a partner from a firm. the retiring partner TU CaA.,"
UN AUNG,

and the partners who continue to be in the partnership C,J.

are still liable to a third party for any act done by any
of them which would have been an act of the firm, if done
before the retirement up to the time when the retiring
partner gives notice of retirement. Such being the legal
position we, with due deference, are unable to agree with
the conclusions arrived at by the learned trial Judge. As
we have indicated above, the Partnership Act prescribes
modes of dissolution of an oral partnership or partnership
at will and also the mode for retirement of a partner from
the partnership. It is clear that none of the modes pre-
scribed by law has been followed in the alleged dissolu-
tion and reconstitution of the old firm Zeya Motor Works
into a new firm. i.e .. Zeya Industrial Company. U Sein
Maung. the retiring partner. never gave any notice of his
retirement, nor the dissolution of Zeya Motor Works took
place in any of the modes as contemplated in Chapter VI
of the Partnership Act. Therefore. in law it must be held
that Zeya Motor Works. the old partnership still exists
in so far as the enforcement of the suit contract is con-
cerned, and that the present newly constituted firm with
new partners, i.e., Zeya Industrial Company has no locus
standi to institute the suit for specific performance as
against the 2nd and 3rd respondents.

Moreover, we are of the view that the 1st respondent's
suit in the form it has been filed is also quite contrary to
what is contemplated in section 45 of the Contract Act.
The agreement to sell made in favour of the living partners
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H-f of Zeya Motor Works being obviously a promise made to
'9 0 two or more persons jointly and there being no contrary

U THAN.. • f h h . h f
NYUNT AND mtention a~pearmg rom t e contract, t e ng t to en orce

TWO specific performance of the suit contract which accrued
. V. D

ZEYA INDUS- to such partners jointly rests on them, and that they,them-
:U'RIAL .'

COMPANY selves, or anyone representmg them, have or has the
AND TWO. right to file the suit. Thus, in KarilpalIi Ramayya v.
T~Nc;('::G. Sajja Subbayya (I) it was held that in a suit for specific

C.}. performance of a promise in favour of more than one
person, all promisees must be joined in the suit. See also
Dular Chand v. Balram Das (2) and Vyankatesh Oil Mill
v. Velmahomed (3). Such being our view, we must .hold
that the 1 st respondent's suit for the enforcement of the
suit contract is entirely misconceived. Accordingly, we set
aside the judgment and decree of the Original Court. The
Tst respondent's suit for specific performance as against
the 2nd and 3rd respondents and as against the present
appellants shall stand dismissed with costs throughout in
appellants' favour.

U SAN MAUNG. J.-I agree.

(I) (1912) M.W.N. p. 415 - 13 I.C. p. 3'5. (2) (1877) (I) All. p. 453.
(3) A.I.R. (1928) Born. p. '9I.
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452 BURMA LAW REPORTS.

H.C.
1960

Dec. 2.0.

APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before U Satl Maullg and U Thaung Seitt, Ji

AISHABHAI HAJI TAHIR MOHAMED (APPELLA.,NT)
v.

MOHAMED YACOOB YUNUS JAMAL (RESPONDENT).*

Arbitrators-Legal misconduct of-TVhen committed.

Where despite the provision in the agreement to submit the dispute to
arbitration, to the effect that the arbitrators were to give reasonable notice
to the parties to attend the meeting of the arbitrators either personally or by
fully instructed representative, and that only in case ,,,here the party failed
to appear after reasonable notice had been given could arbitrators proceed
ex parte as effectually as if the party who had been duly notified were' present,
the arbitrators heard one party and her witnesses wihout giving an opportunity
to the other side of being present at such hearing.
, Held: That the arbitrators had contravened the principles of nt\tural

justice and had committed legal misconduct.
W. Ramsden and Company, Limited v. Jacob!, 1 (1922) K.B. 640 ; Venkata

Subbayaandalwthel'v. Venkatal'amanayya and othen,A.I.R. (1930)Mad. 646 i
Payyamlla Vengam71la v. Payyavllla Kesanna and othe1'S, A.I.R. (1953)
Supreme Court 21 ; Louis Dieyfus (5 Co. v. PllrusottumDaJ NarainDas, LL.R.,
47 Cal. 29 at pp. 36-37; Villayak Vishnu Sahasrabudhe v. B. G. Gadre and
others,A.I.R. (1959) Bam. 39; Kallsk:' Ram v. Harnam Das and others,A.l.R.
(1940) Lah. 73 ; referred to.

G. N. Banerji for the appellant.

Than Aung for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-This is an appeal under section 39
of the Arbitration Act read with section 20 of the Union
Judiciary Act, 1948, against the order of the learned Judge
on the Original Side (U Ba Nyunt, J.) dated the 27th of
November 1959 in Civil Regular Suit No. 31 of 1955
wherein the learned Judge set aside the award of thl
arbitrators appointed by the parties to that suit on tIl(
ground that they had misconducted themselves in thl
proceedings.

S Civil Misc. Appeal No.8 I of 1959 against the order of the High Cour
(Original Side), Rangoon in Civil Regular Suit No. 31 of 1955.
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The facts giving rise to the. present appeal are briefly %fc;
these. In Civil Regular Suit No. 31 of 1955, the plaintiff- -

~ • .. AIBHABHAI
appellant Ai~habhai Haji TahIr Mohamed sued the respon- HAJI TAHIR

.. , d f' f MOHAMEDdetlt1VlOhame Yacoob Yunus. Jamal or possessiOn 0 v.'

immoveable properties and accounts ~s well as for mesne ~~:;:D
profits. Her case was that at all time material to the JYUNUO

AMJab
suit she had been the owner of the property known as

USAN
House No. 49/50 in 39th and 40th Streets, Rangoon, that MAUNC; J.
the defendant had been acting as her agent and managing
the property on her behalf, that by a power of attorney
dated the 13tl1 of March 1947, executed by her at Jamna-
gar, she had appointed the defendant as her agent and
attorney with power to take possession of and manage
her estate in Burma and that the defendant who had taken
possession of the property in suit and a house site in 35th
Street, Rangoon, failed to account for the rents and profits
collected by him and to give her possession of the pro-
perty in spite of the fact that by a notice dated the 16th
of September 1953, she had cancelled the power of
attorney granted by her.

The defendant-respondent Mohamed Yacoob Yunus
Jamal by his written statement contended, 'inter alia, that
the property in suit did not belong solely to Aishabhai
Haji Tahir Mohamed as contended by her but rather to
the estate of her husband Hajee Sulaiman Hajee Abdul
Shakoor Jamal deceased and that when the deceased d'ied
intestate at Calcutta on the 21st of August 1907, there
were surviving the plaintiff (his widow), one son who was
the father of the defendant and two daughters and that
in Civil Miscellaneous Case No. 3 of 19IO of the Chief
Court of Lower Burma, the plaintiff was given letters of
administration to the estate of the deceased as her children
were then all minors, and that notwithstanding that
administration accounts were to be filed within one year
of the grant of the letters of administration, no final
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accounts had yet been filed by the plaintiff. The defen
dant also contended that from the monies belonging to th

H~;:H~:~:R estate of tae deceased the then agents of tue" plaintiff-
MO,:,"BD Jamal Bros. & Co. Ltd.-had, from time to time. a.rorde,
M2HAMED financial assistance to the plaintiff's father Hajee' Tahe
~ACOOB

YUNUS Mohamed bin Hajee Vully Mohamed who thereby becam
JAMAL. indebted to the estate of the deceased but that on the I It

MAD SANJ April 1912, when the plaintiff's father conveyed Hous
UNG, .

No. 44 in 35th Street, Rangoon to the plaintiff in satisfae
tion of the monies owing by him to the estate, the cor
veyance was in favour of the plaintiff and was not e>

pressed to have been made to her in her capacity as th
administratrix of the estate as it should have been done
Similarly, with a godown between 39th and 40th Street:
Rangoon, which was transferred on the 5th April 191
oy the plaintiff's father to the plaintiff in satisfaction (
the monies owing by him to the estate of the deceasee
The defendant further contended that prior to Octobe
1947 when the parties were in India, the defendar
requested the plaintiff to hand over to him jewellerie
belonging to his deceased father who was the only so
of the late Hajee Sulaiman Hajee Abdul Shakoor Jam;
and also to acknowledge that the two pieces of propert
mentioned above belonged to the estate of the decease(
the plaintiff handed over the jewelleries and also execute
an':! attested a declaration that these properties belonge
to the estate of the deceased Hajee Sulaiman Hajee Abdl
Shakoor Jamal and that the surviving heirs of the decease
who were entitled to the properties were the plaintiff, he
son M. Y. S. Jamal and the surviving daughter Amina Bib
For these reasons the defendant contended that the plaiJ
tiff had no right to possession of the properties in su
and for mesne profits as claimed by her.

While the suit was pending the parties thereto agree
to refer the matter to arbitration, the two arbitrato]
appointed being M. l. Keekee Bhai of No. 57, 28th Stree
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Rangoon and Hajee Gulam Mohamed H. Dada of No. 521,
Dalhousie Street, Rangoon. In paragraphs 5 and 6 of the
agreement to submit the dispute to arbitratiDn, it is pro-
vided: "

" ., "(a) The arbitrators or their umpire shali have general
authority to require from the parties hereto such written
statements and explanations. and other information, evidence,
documents and/or materials as they or he may deem expe
dient for determining the matters in difference.

\b) In case either party refuses or fails after reasonable
notice to attend either personally or by fully instructed repre
sentative before the arbitrators or their umpire at any
meeting which they or he may appoint, it shali be lawful for
them or him to proceed ex parte as effectualiy as if such
party were present."

The agreement was dated the 3rd of October 1957 and
the arbitrators gave their award on the 21St of October
1958. The award in so far as is relevant for the purpose
in hand reads:

"We have had supplied to us copies of the pleadings in
the above suit which we have read through very carefully.
We have summoned both the parties and heard such
evidence they chose to produce before us.

After careful consideration of all the matters placed before
us and anxious deliberation, we have come to the unanimous
decision and hereby publish our finding and award as follows,
that both the said properties are the properties of the Plain
tiff and that the Defendant is accountable to the Plaintiff
for all rents and profits collected by him from the said im
moveable properties as Agent of the Plaintiff from March
1947 to July 1954 inclusive and thereafter for mesne profits."

After the award was made the defendant Mohamed
Yacoob Yunus Jamal filed an application under section
30 of the Arbitration Act of 1944 to set aside the award
on various grounds, inter alia. that the arbitrators had
misconducted themselves and/or the proceedings, the chief
grievance being that the arbitrators did not give him an
opportunity of being present at the examination of the
plaintiff and her witnesses and that they did not even

H.C.
I960

AISHABHAI'
HArl TAHIR

MOHAMED
", .

MOHAMED
YAcdbB
YUNUS
JAMA!..

U SAN
IVIAUNG, J.
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H.C. inform him about the proposed examination. By her
• 19

60
written objection to the application the plaintiff contended

H';.iiHAT~~:R that the arbitrators had acted in accordance with law and
MOHAMED in strict compliance of the terms of the reference and-that

v.
M01\L'MED the award had been based on materials placed before tl'iem.

VACOOB b' k bh' I .
VUNUS One of the ar itrators. VIZ .• M. I. Kee ee a1 lavmg
JAMAL. died after the filing of the Award in Court the other

M
u SAN arbitrator Mr. Hajee Gulam Moh.i'med H. Dada was served
AUNG. J. ,

with notice of the application :rtr the setting aside of the
Award. By this written objection Mr. Hajee Gulam
Mohamed H. Dada stated that although it was true that
the examination of one party was made in the absence
of the other. this course had been adopted at the request
of the defendant Mohamed Yacoob Yunus Jamal who
represented to the arbitrators that he was ill and that he
had been medically advised not to move out of his house.
This written objection was. however. not supported by
any affidavit. On the other hand. the defendant by his
affidavit denied that he had ever requested the arbitrators
to examine him in the absence of the opposite party or
vice versa. The defendant's affidavit is supported by that
of his brother Y. Y. Jamal who also said that he had never
given his consent for the ex parte hearing of the case.

In these circumstances the learned Judge on the
Original Side held that the arbitrators had committed
Iega-l misconduct. In so doing the learned Judge relied
upon various authorities which he had referred to in his
order. In the result the Award dated the 2Ist of October
I955 was set aside with no order as to costs.

Now. it is clear from paragraph 6 of the agreement for
submission of the dispute to arbitration. that whenever a
meeting of the arbitrators was to be held "reasonable
notice" must be given to the parties to attend "either
personally or by fully instructed representative ". It is
also clear that only in case where the party fails to appear
after reasonable notice had been given that the arbitra-
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tors could .. proceed ex parte as e.:ffectually as if the party
who had b~,en duly notified was present."

Therefore,"' it can hardly be denied that when the, .
arbitrasors examine either of tire parties to the dispute
with a view to ascertain relevant facts they were holding
a meeting as envisaged in paragraph 6. Therefore. they
cannot proceed with such examination in the absence of
the other party unless that party fails. after reasonable
notice. to attend either personally or by fully instructed
representative.

Now. in W. Ramsden and Company, Limited v. Jacobs
(r) which related to an arbitration between the sellers and
buyers arising out of rejection by the latter of certain
goods which he alleged did not correspond to the contract
description, the arbitrators heard the evidence of each of.
the parties in the absence of the other. no objection
having been made at the time to this procedure. It was
held that the award must be set aside as the arbitrators
had acted improperly in hearing evidence on behalf of
one party in the absence of the other. In Venkata Sl,Ib
bayya and another v. Venkataramanayya and others (4)
it was held that where under the reference the arbitrator
was empowered to dispose of the case either with or
without enquiry. he received evidence given by the plain
tiff in the absence of the defendant, the award was vitiated
owing to the misconduct of the arbitrator. •

To the same effect is the decision of the Supreme Court
in Payyavula Vengnmma v. Payyavula Kesanna and others
(3). In Louis Dreyfus & Co. v. Purusottum Das Narain
Das (4), Rankin, J., observed:

"As I have said rec~ntly, arbitrators when they hegin to
take upon themselves the burden of their duty must remem
ber that it is laid upon them to see-not upon an)"body else,
but upon them as tribunal-that the parties have notice to

H.C.
1960

AISHABHAI
HAll TAHIR

MOHAMED.
V.

MOHAMEJil
YACOOB
YUNUS
JA...\.1Al..

USAN
MAUNG, J.

(.) • ('922) K.B. 640'
(2) A.I.R. ('930) Mad. 646.

(3) A.I.R. ('953) S.C....
(4) I.L.R. 47 Cal. 29 a' pp. 36-37-
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appear before them; if they do not appear before them,
"make sure that they have no sort of excuse for not appe

ing. I very much regret that I have to set asi"" this awa'
but I think the arbitrators of the buyers have so c"pduct
themselves as to infringe this important principle."

One of the latest decisions is Vinayak Vishnu Sahasrat
dhe v. B. G. Gadre and others (r) where it was pointed c
by Mudholkar, J., that one of the principles of natu!
justice is that nothing prejudicial to the party shall
'done behind its back or without notice to that party a
that where the arbitrators accepted the entries of t
account books which were disputed by a party, at
examining the account books behind his back they C(

travened the principles of natural justice and are gui
of legal misconduct. No doubt in Kanshi Ram v. Haw,
'Vas and others (2), it was held by Din Mohammad, J., tl
"as no procedure was laid down for the arbitrator
Schedule II of the Civil Procedure Code and unless it
proved that the arbitrator refused to examine a
evidence tendered by the parties, the mere fact that
did not record any proceedings or did not hold a put
enquiry will not be enough to vitiate the award." He
ever, in the case now under consideration there is a p

vision in the agreement to submit the dispute to arbit
tion that ex parte hearing could only take place if
p1.rty concerned fails to attend aftei" reasonable noti
Therefore, apart from the contravention of the princiI
of natural justice the arbitrators had contravened the f
cedure laid down in the agreement.

For these reasons we consider that the learned Ju,
on the Original Side was right in passing the order n
sought to be appealed against. In the result the apI
fails and is dismissed with costs: Advocate's fee
gold mohurs.

U THOUNG SEIN, J.-I agree.
(1) A.l.R. (1959) Born. 39. (2) A.I.R. (1940) Lah. 73.
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CIVIL REVISION.
"

Before U Aung Khine, J. f

459

HAFI AND FOUR On'IERS {ApPLICANTS)
v,

THE STATE COMMERCIAL BANK AND ANOTHER
(RESPONDENTS).•

Civil Procedure Code, O. 2z-AddltiOll of heirs oj deceased party-Not imperative
-Proceedings not il'regular due to omission to add all heirs.

The provisions in Order 22, Civil Procedure Code do not render it impera
tive for all the heirs of a -deceased party to be added as legal representatives
to enable the suitto proceed. Ifa person had been added as legal representative
and no objection has been taken that person does not represent the estate,
the proceedings of the Court cannot be considered irregular simply on the
ground that all the heirs of the deceased person have not been added.

Malmg Po l\tlyav. ~i\.1a Gymt Bon, + D.n.R. 150, referred to.

R. Chaube for the applicants,

Than Sein for the respondent.

U AUNG KHINE, J,-This is a revision application filed
under section 25 of the Rangoon City Civil Court Act
against the order of the 3rd Judge, Rangoon City Civil
Court, rejecting the application of Maung Sein (a) A, E,
Malam to add the five minor children of the deceased
Kawana Esmail as legal representatives in Civil Regular
Suit No, 520 of 1958, '

From a reading of the records it is clear that when
this application was made a preliminary mortgage decree
for K 1,745'06 had been passed against the defendant Daw
Saw Mya, who was made a defendant in her personal
capacity as well as the legal representative of her deceased
husband Kawana Esmqil. Therefore, this application
made by Maung Sein (a) A. E Malam was a belated one.
This application also savours of collusion inasmuch as the

$' Civil Revision No. 56 of 1959 against the order ofthe "rd Judge, City Civil
Court, Rangoon, dated the 8th September 1959, in Civil Misc. No. 74 of 1959.

NQv. 10.
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HAFI AND
FOUR OTHERS

v.
THE STATB

COMMERCIAL
BANK AND
ANOTHER.

U AUNG
KHlNE, J.

applicant is the brother of defendant Daw Saw Mya. The
minors he wishes to represent are the children of Daw". . ~

Saw Mya. Any objection, if any, should have been raised
by Daw Saw Mya h~rself when the suit was first instituted
against her in her personal capacity and as legal represen
tative of her deceased husband. On this ground only the
application in this Court deserves to be rejected.

However, it would not be out of place to mention that
the provisions in Order 22, c.P.c. do not render it impera
rti've for all the heirs of a deceased party to be added as
legal representatives to enable the suit to proceed. If a
person had been added as legal representative and no
objection has been taken that that person does not repre
sent the estate, the proceedings of the Court cannot be
~onsidered irregular simply on the ground that all the
heirs of the deceased person have not been added. See
Maung Po Mya v. Ma Gyan Bon (1).

For the reasons stated above, I see no reason to inter
fere. The application is dismissed with costs.

(I) 4 U.B.R. IS0.
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APPELLATE. CIVIL.

B~/9rt U Sml Maung and U Thaung Sein, JJ.

LOH YEAN (ApPELLANT)

v.
THE REGISTRAR, BURMA CO-OPERATIVE

BURMA (RESPONDENT).'
SOCIETIES,

H.C.
1960.,

Dec. ao.

Co-0J'4rativ, Socie'tiu I. Act, 68~OrdefS of Regirtl'ar-Sttbj6ct to ,.evisio1l hy
Pr,ddent.

For the purpose. of .s. 68 of the Co-operative Societies Act the Regi8Uat
is an officer subordinate to the President of the Union of Burma and, that,
therefore. the orders of the Reg·istrar are subject to revision by the Prepddent.

Tun Maung for the appellant.

Ba [(yaw (Government Advocate) for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-This is an appeal by Loh Yean of
Messrs. Kyi Win Engineering Co., Rangoon, under section
48 of the Specific Relief Act, read with section 20 of the
Union' Judiciary Act, 1948, against the order of the
learned Judge on the Original Side (U Shu Maung, J.) in
Civil Miscellaneous Case No. 201 of 1957, dismissing his
application under section 45 of the Specific Relief Act for
directing the Registrar, Co-operative Societies, Burma, to
grant him permission under section 57 of the Co-opc:ra
tive Societies Act of 1956, to continue his suit against the
Labour Co-operative Society, Minbu.

The facts which have been fully set out in the oreler
of the learned Judge on the Original Side are briefly as
follows:-

In Civil Regular Suit No. 60 of 1955 of the Original
Side of this Court the appellant Loh Yean sued (I) U
Khant, President. Oil-Field All Employees Association,

*'Civil Misc. Appeal No. 4-6 of 1958 against the order of the High Court
(Original Side), date,1 the 7th November 1958 in Civil Mise: No-. 20I"of 1957.
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H.C.
1960

Minbu and (2) Thakin Tin, President of Oil-Field AI
Employees Association, Magwe, for the recovery c

LOR YEAN <

v. K 69,230.83 alleged to be due on a work <9rder said t
;,;;.~. :::;~ have been obtained ,from ~he National Housing Town 'In

CO-OPBRA Country Development Board by U Khant. These defeJ
TIVE

SOCIETIn'. dants by their written statement denied that the wor
BORMA. order was obtained by U Khant in his capacity as Pres
U SAN dent of the Oil-Field All Employees Association and CO!MAUNO, J.

tended that the said work order was obtained by at'
issued in the name of the Labour Co-operative Socie1
Limited of Minbu, of which society U Khant was also tl
President. Accordingly. by an amended plaint, tl
Labour CO'operative Society, Minbu, was joined as a thi
defendant in the suit.

On the 28th August 1957 the Labour Co-operati'
Society, Minbu, by its Secretary U Kyaw Thoung, fil
an application stating that the Society had gone in
liquidation and that therefore the permission of t
Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Burma, was necessa
under section 57 of the Co-operative Societies Act. 19!
to continue the suit. Accordingly, on the l8th Septeml
1957 Loh Yean applied to the Registrar of Co-operati
Societies, Burma, for necessary permission to continue 1
suit against the third defendant. the Labour Co-operat
Society Limited, Minbu. The Registrar, however. refn:
permission on the ground that, in his opinion, there I
been no dealings whatsoever between Loh Yean and '
Society. Hence, the application under section 45 of
Specific Relief Act.

The Registrar, Co-operative Societies. Burma. file
counter affidavit in answer to the statements containec
the affidavit of Loh Yean, wherein he had set out the f,
enumerated above. His attitude was that the work or
in question was issued in the name of the Labour
operative Society, Minbu, and not in the name of U Kh
and Thakin Tin and that the alleged contract entered i
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H.C.
1960by these persons with Loh Yean was in their capacities

,s Presidents of the Oil-Field All Employees Associations
h f h

. . h.t LOR YEAN
)f Minbu and Magwe. T ere ore. t e permlsslbn soug o.

hY d . f h C . TmREGIS-for by Lo ean un er sectIOn., 57 0 t e o-operatlve TRAR, BURMA

>ocieti6s Act, to continue the suit against the Labour Co- CO-':;~RA'

)perative Society Limited of Minbu, had to be refused by SOCIETIES,
. BURMA.

11m.
The learned Judge on the Original Side in coming to

:he conclusion that the application by the applicant Loh
(ean under section 45 of the Specific Relief Act should
le rejected gave as reasons: firstly, that rightly or
'Vrongly the Registrar had, in the circumstances of the
:ase and in exercise of his discretion come to the conclu
ion that necessary permission under section 57 of the
:o-operative Societies Act should not be given, and
econdly, that in any event the decision of the Registrar
leing subject to revision by the President of the Union
,f Burma, it cannot be said that the appellant Loh Yean
.ad no other specific and adequate legal remedy.

This appeal by Loh Yean the only point contended on
ehalf of the appellant, is that the learned Judge on the
lriginal Side was wrong in coming to the conclusion that
ection 68 of the Co-operative Societies Act empowered
le President of the Union of Burma to revise the ,order
f the Registrar. In our opinion, however, this conten
on cannot be allowed to prevail. From our reading o~

oction 68 aforesaid, it is clear that whereas the Registrar
f Co-operative Societies had the power to revise the
rders of officers subordinate to him, the President of tht
fnion of Burma has the power to revise the order of the
egistrar, who is subordinate to the President.

It is provided for in section 3 (I) of the Co-operative
xieties Act, 1956, that the President has the power to
Dpoint a person as Registrar of Co-operative Societies for
Ie whole or a part of the Union of Burma and section
Z(2) of the Act provides that the Parliament may by an

USAN
MAUNG, J.
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H.C.
1960

enactment provide that certaip appeals shall lie to tl
President of the Union 'of Burma from the orders of tJ

Loa YEAN Registrar,' Co-operative Societies. Although no SUI

.'lim' BRiGlS- enactment has yet been placed on the Stat;'te Book, it
'TRAR . URMA '}

pO:OPERA- dear that for the' purpose of section 68 of the Co-oper
soc~:WIE., rive Societies Act, the Registrar is an officer subordina

BunMA. to the President of the Union of Burma and that, ther
U SAl< fore, the orders of the Registrar are subject to revision 1:

MAUNG, J.
the President.

In the result, this appeal fails and is dismissed wi'
costs. Advocate's fees third gold mohurs.

U THOUNG SElN, ].-1 agree.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL,•

Before U Sail M aung a1!d U Saw Ba Thein, .;y.

•MyA THAUNG (alias) YAN 1<HEE.HTAN (ApPELLANT)

Y.

THE UNIO~ OF BUR~;fA (RESPO!;0E>O;T).·

Criminal Procedure Code, s. 34z-Comissio:l to question acw$cd abcut c.dmissio'l
of crime-Conviction baud on such admis!ian-Accused prejudiced by.

Relying on the admissions alleeed to have been ffi2.de by the appellant ~Oon
after th~ crime to two witnesses for the prosecution, namely, Kupparong Bnd
Poontaza that he had shot his wife the trial Judge carne to the conclusion that
the shooting of his wife by the appellant was delibcf?te. 2.r..d not ~ccidental.

and convicted the appelb!'!.t for the offence of murder puni$hable under s. 30;6
of the Penal Code. In his e~ami~ntion'ir. the crd;r-.zry way as provid(d for
in sub-so 2 ofS. 342 of tile Cc~h cf Cril'r:in:l! Procedure, as 2m~nded, no question
was put to the appellant rc~.!rJ;:",.o;; his :!.:Iegcd admi,.:;icN, to Kuppawng lind
Poontaza and his contr&dictory ~t:=:t~m:::r:tsm:!clc to Ilr.otb:r prosecution witn;ss,
Bo Maung San on <;:he followiq;; d.ly.

Held: That th~ most c;"~ci~l c.~u"5ticn ':n this case oeing ,,,,hethel· the
shooting of the d~:::;:15~d by t:l'~ 'lp;",i:J;'it -.\":'S d::libc:<atc or ac':icer,tal, the
conduct and utterances of th:.: nr-;ci!;c.r,: SQon dtt,r the e"Ent tocl~ place 1ll'e
of extreme importance. IE t:l-.: .•cCi.l.S~U"S ::l.t!l·ntic'-n w:::.s not drawn to these
facts in an examination \1;jJ~!' :-. ~.:..: d ti:e- C:r~mjr.r.i Proccch.:rc Code, and be
was therefore gi;:.:'o no O;l:.."):"t·l:·,:IY of 51)<.:cificc!\y In,,ctir:g t1:nt part of thz
case against :11m, it i·) ;n' : i.,,'i).:i:.:~· th::.: :h.' ,,"cnld ::,>0, 1'e;:li;;~~ ~ne gHlvity
of the utterances n,:ribu,::r.: t..:.. bm. The '11:·pcEcr,t r,,-,llH ~:.\"c been pre~

judiced by the 0 missio:l 0:1 '; ;-.:: pJ:~ 0 (tn::: trial j~dgctoquestion him specifically
about his ailegeci :ldmis~i'):1 t,). KUPP2tOng 3r.d Poontaza :lOci hisai!(;ged contra~

dietary statements to Eo ~1:J.ung San.
Nga Thet U Y. King-Empc;or, (19c3~o4) 2: L.E.R. 115 ; ~Kil1g-EmptTOT V.

KyanBaw.(I903-0f) 2 L.RH.. 239 ; K£l1g-Empe,o,·v. NgaPo Mya and anf/ther,
(I97o-Z0)JU.B.R.l$ ; .Vg;; Hla t' ". Kir.g-Empero',3 Ran.139 ;K{ng Emp£ror
v. Nga P-o Byu and one, .... R.:lI1. 30t ; K. M. Subba'lQ Naidu v. King-En/per",",
7 Ran. 470 ; U Ba Thein cad ,,;u v. King-Emperor. 8 Ran. 372 ; Deb Ram v.

• State,(I95z) Cr. L.]. 230; Jug" \'. Til'! State, A.LR., (1953) R&justhen 117;
Tara Singh V. The State, A.LR. (1951).Supn:.me Court.

Than Aung for the appellant.

Ba Kyine (Government ..l..dvocate) for the respondent.

'0 Criminal Appeal );0. 603 f 6 f h
C · . I R .. ..... ... 0 19 0 rom t e order of the 4th Specialnmlna eVI!lOn ~"o. u9.

t Judge, Pakokku, d3t~d the 3rd November 1960 in Criminal Regular.
Trial No. 1 of 1"960.

30

465

" Dtc. J4.
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H.C.
'960

U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Criminal Regular Trial No. I of
1960 of the 4th Special Judge, Pakokku, the appellant Mya

MY.-'.
THAuNG Thaung (a) Yan Khee Htan, a member of the Union Con

y':i'l2HEE stabulary, was convicted under section 302 of the Pena
HrAN Code for the murder of his vvife Ma Sit Hmi, and"wa'

v.
THE UNION sentenced to death.

OF BGRMA. The facts of the case are briefly as follows. At abou
M;:"~:J. 10 or II a.m. on the 2nd of December r959, while M

Tin Mya (PW 5), wife of Maung Aung Thaung (PW 2)
Non-Commissioned Officer of the Union Constabular
stationed at Thit-hpwe-bin Sakhan in Htilin township, wa
washing her hand in front of her quarters preparatory t
having breakfast with her husband, she heard the decease
Ma Sit Hmi who lived about a bamboo length away fro:
her quarters say: "Ko Mya Thaung ! Please don't do !
Without paying any particular heed to this incident, lv
Tin Mya went to her breakfast table and had just start.
having her meal when she heard a gunshot from the dire
tion of the appellant Mya Thaung's quarters. She, the]
fore, ran, away in fright. In the meantime, Kuppaw
(a) Maung Than (PW 3), another member of the Unil
Constabulary who was on duty about a bamboo leng
away from the appellant's quarters, ran to see what"
happening on hearing the report of a gun. He saw ble
dripping from the floor of the house to the ground belc
He: therefore, went up the house and saw Ma Sit H
lying on the floor between the kitchen and the bed-YO!
of the house. The appellant Mya Thaung was Sl
seated near her feet holding a rifle in his hands while
infant son was also seated near him. He then went
report the matter to Poontaza (PW 4), a Non-Commissi
ed Officer of the Union Constabulary who told him to
back and look carefully to see what had happer
Kupparong accordingly went back and examined Ma
Hmi and found her dead with a gunshot wound on
right side of her face. He then reproached the appel
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Mya Thaung saying: .. Why did you shoot her with a %~
gun? Would it not be sufficient to chastise her with a MYA

stick ?" To this the appellant was alleged' to have THAU"G
(alias)

replied "that he had shot his wif~ because she would not YAN KHElf •

cook" Mm good food. Kupparong accordingly seized the H~~

appellant's rifle and took him in custody to his superior THEBUNION
OF URMA.

officer, Poontaza. Poontaza then questioned Mya Thaung
u SAL~

who again stated that he had shot his wife because she MAUNG, J.

would not cook him good food. Angered by this reply
Poontaza struck Mya Thaung. The matter was reported
at about noon to Bo Ba Kyu (PW I), the officer command-
ing the outpost by Maung Aung Thaung (PW 2), and Bo
Ba Kyu immediately went to the scene of crime and
arrested Maung Mya Thaung. Bo Ba Kyu also directed
the removal of the dead body to Kyin-ye police station.

The next day, Mya Thaung was brought to Bo Maung
San (PW II) and when questioned by Bo Maung San about
the incident, he gave somewhat contradictory statements.
At first he said that the incident occurred during a quarrel
between him and his wife over her cooking. He then
changed his statement and said that he was cleaning his
rifle when it went off accidentally, inflicting an injury
on his wife.

The post-mortem examination of the dead body of
Ma Sit Hmi was performed by U San Myint (PW 12),

Assistant Surgeon of Pakokku Hospital. She was found
to have received a gunshot wound on the right side. of
the face just below the eye and an exit wound at the
back of the head. This injury, according to the doctor,
was sufficient to cause death in the ordinary course of
nature.

The appellant when charged under section 302 of the
Penal Code, did not elect to give evidence on behalf of
his own defence. He was, therefore, examined in the
ordinary way as provided for in sub-section (2) of section
312 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, as amended,
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which provides that "the Court shall when the accused
declines to give evidence on his own behalf, question him
generally' on the case after the witnesses f9.r the prosecu·
tion have been examined and before he is' called or., for hi,
defence, for the p'urpos~ of ~nab1ing him to explv,in' any
circumstances appearing in the evidence against him.'
However, when the appellant was examined in this way
no question was put to him regarding his alleged admis
sions to Kupparong (PW 3), Poontaza (PW 4) and B(
Maung San (PVv r I). The appellant cited two witnesse
who were not of much help to him, as they could onl:
say that he had previously been on good terms \"ith hi
wife. He was then convicted under section 302 of th
Penal Code and sentenced as above.

In coming to the. conclusion that the shooting of hi
.. wife by the appellant Mya Thaung was deliberate, an
not accidental, the learned Special Judge placed gre<
reliance upon the admissions alleged to have been mad
by him to Kupparong and Poontaza (PWs 3 and 4). Then
fore, it is clear that the appellant has been convicte
without having been given an opportunity of explainir
the crucial part of the prosecution case against him.

Now, in Nga Thet U v. King-Emperor (I) a Bench (
the late Chief Court of Lower Burma consisting ,
Sir Herbert Thirkell White, c.J. and Birks, J., held th
where the accused was convicted of murder and sentenc(
to death by the Sessions Court and the record did n
show that he had been examined or called upon to ent
on his defence, the omissions were not cured by secti(
537 of the Criminal Procedure Code. The conviction al
sentence in that case were set aside and a new tri
ordered by the Chief Court. In a subsequent case, vi.
King-Emperor v. Kyan Baw (2), Birks, J., held that t
examination of the accused prescribed by section 342
the Code of Criminal Procedure was imperative in

2l1903-04) L.B.R. lIS. (:2.) 2 L.B .R. 239.

H.C.
1960

U SA>."i
MAUNG, J.

MYA
THAUNG
(alia~)

~ YAN KERE
HTAN

V.

THE UNION
OF BURM.\Y
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H.C.
I960:ases, and that where in a summons case, the Magistrate

lid not exalnine the accused under section 342 I,lOr heard
MYA

lim for his defence under section 244, the trial was 'THAUNG

d· I (alias)nvalid, In Upper Burma, the learned, Ju Ida Commis- YAN KriEE

;ioner held in King-Emperor v. Nga Po i,iya and another H:~ ..
'3) that the omission to examine accused nersons under THE

B
lJNrON

• i OF URl\1A.

:he provisions of sections 3''<2. and 364 of the Code of -
=:riminal Procedure was fatal to the validity of a trial. M~~:'\

In Nga Hla U v. King-Emperor (4) however, Brown, ].,
leld that the failure on the part of the Court to further
oxamine the accused after two of the prosecution
Nitnesses had been recalled for further cross-examination
lfter the charge had been framed, was not an error going
to the root of the trial and was cuntle under section 537
:>f the Criminal Procedure Code. if the accused had not
in any way been p:-ejudiccd by the omission. In King
Emperor v. Nga Po Byu and one (5), a Bench of the late
High Court of Judicature at Rangoon held, following
King-Emperor v. Kyan Baw (2), that the examination of
the accused after the witnesses for the prosecution had
been examined, was an essential to a proper trial and that
a re-trial should be ordered because the Sessions Judge
had totally failed to make such an examination. In
K. M. Subbaya Naidu v. King-Emperor (6) Carr, J.. held that
where the accused was examined after the evidence of a
number of prosecution witnesses was concluded, but not
examined again after two more witnesses were examined
and a number of prosecution witnesses recalled and cross
examined, the omission was curable under section 537 of
the Criminal Procedure Code if no prejudice had been
caused to the accused. To the same effect is the decision
of a Bench consisting of Page c.j., and Doyle, J., in U Ba
Thein and one v. King-Emperor (7). The learned Chief

(3) 3 U.B.R. (I9Ii-ZO) IS. (4) 3 Ran. 139.
lS) 4 Ran. 361. (6) iRan. 470.

(7) 8 Ran. 372.
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H.C.
1960

Justice however, reserved judgment as to what wou
happen if there had been a total failure to examine t]

MY' accused. '
THAUNG

(alia,) Among the latest decisions are those of the AI,~ahab
;tAN KHlm

HTAN High Court, the High Court of Rajasthan and the Suprer
TaB "UNION Court of India. In Deb Ram v. State (8) Agarwala,

OF BURMA. held that under section 342, the accused should be ask
U SAN to explain, if he wishes to do so, salient points appeari

MAUNG, J.
in the evidence against him and that a failure to comI
with the provisions of section 342 does not vitiate 1
trial altogether but is a defect curable under section 5
of the Criminal Procedure Code, if the accused has I

been prejudiced by such omission. In Jago v. The St
(9), Wanchoo, c.J., observed: .

"The last point that has been urged is that the COl
below have relied on an extra-judicial confession suppc
to have heen made hy the applicant before the' Pancha)
and on certain 'bahies' though no question was put to
applicant with respect to these matters and he was not a~

to explain those circumstances appearing against him
should have been done under section 342, Criminal Proce(
Code. Reliance in this connection has been placed on Ai
Kadir v. The State (ro). In that caSe it was held'that 'it
of utmost necessity that any circumstances which, in
opinion of the Court, might go against the accused if
explained, should be clearly placed before the accused ir
examination under section 342, If the attention of
accused is not focussed on such circumstance by wa:
question under section 342, advantage cannot be take
it against the accused in recording his conviction', The
no doubt that the attention of the accused should have
drawn to these circumstances appearing against him an
should have been questioned with respect to them. Bu·
result of failure to do so is that advantage cannot be t
of these circumstances against him. In this case, howev
one leaves the extra-judicial confession and the "bal
out of consideration, there is sufficient evidence in the

(8) ('95') Cr.L.J. '30. (9) A.L.R. ('9.53) Rajasthan Hi
(to) (1951) Rajasthan law weekly 457.
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ments of Purkha and Arjan in particular to prove the case
against the applicant to the hilt. Under these circumstances,
there. is no necessity for a retrial."

Ia ~ara Singh v. The State (Il)'Bose, J., who delivered judg
ment for the Bench of the Supreme Court of India made
the following observation:

H.C.
,960

MYA
THAUNG
(alias)

YAN Ki'!EE
HTAN

g

THE UNION
01" BURMA.

H I cannot stress too strongly the importance or observing
faithfully and fairly the provisions of section 342, Criminal
Procedure Code. It is not a proper compliance to read out
a long string of questions and answers made in the Committal
Court and ask whether the statement is correct. A ques
tion of that kind is misleading. It may mean either that the
questioner wants to know whether the recording is correct,
or whether the answers given are true, or whether there is
some mistake or misunderstanding despite the accurate
recording. In the next place, it is not sufficient complia!;)ce
to string together a long series of facts and ask the accused
what he has to say about them. He must be questioned
separately about each material circumstance which is intend
ed to be used against him. The whole object of the section
is to afford the accused a fair and proper opportunity of
explaining circumstances which appear against him. The
questioning must therefore be fair and must be couched in
a form which an ignorant or illiterate person will be able'
to appreciate and understand. Even when an accused per
son is not illiterate. his mind is apt to be perturbed when
he is facing a charge of murder. He is therefore in no fit •
position to understand the significance of a complex que~tion.

Fairness therefore requires that each material circumstance
should be put simply and separately in a way that an illi
terate mind,. or one \\ hich is perturbed or confused, can readily
appreciate and understand. I do not suggest that every
error or omission in this behalf would necessarily vitiate a
trial because I am of opinion that errors of this type fall
within the category of curable irregularities. Therefore, the
question in each case depends upon the degree of the error
and upon whether prejudice has been occasioned or is likely
to ha"e been occasioned. In my opinion, the disregard of

( II) (I~5I) A.LR. (S.C.).

U SAN
MAUNG, J.
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1960 the provisions of section 342, Criminal Procedure Code is so

gross in this case that I 'feel there is grave likeJiho~d of
prejudice."

I: ou~ op~nion, tr.e omIssion in the case now uI!Per
conslderatlOn IS curable under section 537 of the Criminal
Procedure Code, if we can come to the conclusion that
the appellant has not been prejudiced thereby. However,
the most crucial question in this case being whether the
shooting of the deceased Ma Sit Hrni by the appellant was
deliberate or accidental, the conduct and utterances of the
appellant soon after the evellX took place-are of extreme
importance. If the accused's attention was not dravm to
these facts in an examination under section 342 of the
Criminal Procedure Code, and he was therefore given no
op;JOrtunity of specifically meeting that part of the case
against him, it is most probable that he would not realize
the gravity of the utterances attributed to him. There
fore, the appellant must have been prejudiced by the
omission on the part of the learned Special Judge to ques·
tion him specifically about his alleged admission to Kuppa
rong and Poontaza (PWs 3 and 4)· Similarly, as regard:
the contradictory statements alleged to have been mad,
by him to Bo Maung San (PW II).

For these reasons we would set aside the convictio'
and sentence of the appellant Mya Thaung (a) Yan Khe
Htan and direct that he be retried by the Sessions Judg'
Myingyan, of the offence punishable under section 302 (
the Penal Code or by some other Special Judge within tl
Myingyan-Pakokku Sessions division as may be selected I
the Sessions Judge of Myingyan.

U SAW BA THEIN, J.-I agree.
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"APPELLATE CRIMlL."'lAL.

Belove U San 1'.'1aung and U Saw Ba Thein,JY·.
MAUNG HMAT GYI (ApPELLANT)

v.

THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).'

joi,!der of acc1lsed-Accused putting blame on each other-When lawful.

Accomplice.

Where in appeal arising out of the tria! for the offence of murder it is
conteI}ded that the trial was bad for misjoinder of accused perSOns as the
appellant Hmat Gyi and hi5 co-accused Tin l'vbung, who was acquitted, were
throwing the blame on each other.

Held: Thatthe prosecution case agaip.st the appellant and his co-accused
Tin Maung being that they had acted in concert 3:l,d cQllusion it is not mutually
exclusive and the joinder in the same trial of the appellant Hmat Gyi and the :>

acquitted Tin Maung. was justified in law.

Po Lan v. The King, (194-7) R.L.R. 379. discussed.
Azim-uJ...din v. Ki",g-Emperor, 7 L.B.R. 6S ; Kyaw Dwe and one v. Ki,lg

Emperor. 1 B.L.J. 69 ; Emperor v. Datto Hanmant Shahapurkar, I.L.R. 30

Born. 49 ; Babulal Chauhhani v. Killg-Emperor, A.I.R. (1938) P.C. Journal;
Baliram Tikaram Marathe and others Y. Emperor, A.I.R. ( 1945 ) Nag. I,

-referred to.
A perSOn who helped the murderer to dispose of the dead body of the

:murdered person was a little better than an accomplice of the murderer.
Kyoto HIa Aung and one Y. The Union oj Burma, (1949) B.L.R. 583 ;

.Maung Aye Maung v. The Union of Burma. (1956) B.L.R. 273. referred to.

Tun Lwin for the appellant.

Ba Kyine (Government Advocate) for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Criminal Regular Trial No. 35 of
I959 of the Sessions Judge, Pegu, sitting as a Special Judge,
the appellant Maung Hmat Gyi was sent up for trial for
"the offence punishable under section 396A of the Penal
Code as inserted by Criminal Law (femporary Provisions)

• Criminal Appeal ~o. 535 of 11)60 from the order of the 1 Special.
CrimiiJal Reference No. 82

(Sessions) Judge of Pegu. dat~d the loth S~ptember 1960, in Crimina.l
Regular Trial No. 35 of 1959·

H.C.
1960
-~

Nov. IS.
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~~ A~t,. 1957, for being a person jointly concerned in c(
MAUNG mlttmg r?bbery ~th murder his co-accused being: .

H"AT GYI Maung, S~n Nyem, Aung Shein and Ohn· Maung. i
THD ·UNWN learne.d tnal Judge"after hearing the evidence for t~e.F

QFBURUA. h "
secunon c arged the appellant Hmat Gyi under ~ect

M
u

SAN 302. of the Penal Code, Tin Maung under the first partAUNG, J.
sectIOn 201 of the Penal Code, Aung Shein and C
Maung under section 414 of the Penal Code, while the
accused San Nyein was discharged. At the conclusion
the trial all the accused who had been charged in the C

were acquitted except the appellant Hmat Gyi who v
convicted of the offence punishable under section 302
the Penal Code and was. sentenced to death.

The facts of the case are briefly th~se. On the 21
., of August 1959 when this case occurred, the decea
Maung Tin Ngwe who was a soldier of the 1st Shan Ri
with headquarters at Shwegyin came from Penweg
where he was posted for duty; along with his compan
Maung Tha Hla (PW 14) to Shwegyin via Nyaunglel
After arrival at Shwegyin, they went to the headquar
of the 1st Shan Rifles and there met Maung Tin Ma
(PW 16). TheIeafter, he went away vvith Tha
(PW 14) with a view to return to his detachment at
nwegon. At that time he had with him Rifle No.
386862 and ammunition, and he was also in full unife
On arrival at Madauk Railway Station. Maung Tha
went into the village with a view to have some tea, .
ing Maung Tin Ngwe at the railway station. HOWl
when Tha Hla returned to catch the evening train ~

Madauk to Nyaunglebin. he did not find Maung Tin l'
there. He, therefore, returned by himself from Ma
to Nyaunglebin, breaking journey at Pazunmy
station en route.

Two days later, viz., on the 30th of August
while U Kyar Tun (PW 4) a villager of lnwaing vi
was on his way in a dugout to his paddy field tog
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with another villager U Chan' Tha, they saw by the side
of the sl;ream underneath Railway Bridge No.• 14, the dead
body of a soldier in uniform. Accordingly, they reported
thenmatter to headman U Aung SeiH (PW I) of Kwindala
village who in turn reported the matter at Nyaunglebin
police station at 10-35 a.m. Meanwhile, Bo Than Nyunt
(PW 17) an officer of the 1st Shan Rifles was on a journey
from Nyaunglebin to Madauk by train, when on arrival
at Railway Bridge No. 14 he saw the dead body of a per
son by the side of the stream. Accordingly, he went to
inspect that dead body together with Sergeant Tun Tin,
a member of the Union Constabulary. He found that the
dead person was in full uniform of a soldier of the 1st
Shan Rifles, and that he bore a Movement Order, Exhibit
" 8 .. showing that he was Maung Tin Ngwe, a soldier
of the 1st Shan Rifles. Accordingly, Bo Than Nyunt left
instructions with Sergeant Tun Tin to take the dead body
to the police station. Sergeant Maung Tun Tin took the
dead body to Nyaunglebin police station whence in the
company of Police Constable Maung Ohn Hlaing (PW 12).
he took it to the civil hospital. There it was examined
by Dr. Kyaw Sein (PW IS) who found a gunshot entrance
wound Yz" in diameter on the lower part of the right
side of the back with an exit wound 2" x I" by abdominal.
cavity deep, on the middle of t~le epigastric region with
the transverse colon protruding from the wound. M~dical
evidence shows that the deceased had been fired at with
a gun, from his rear.

Police investigation was undertaken by U Tin Aung
(PW 21) Police Station Officer, Nyaunglebin. Simulta
neously with this investigation, the military authorities
also began to make their own enquiries into the matter.
Bo Than Nyunt (PW 17) being suspicious of Hmat Gyi
directed Bo Maung Tin of the 1st Union Constabulary
with headquarters at Madauk. to arrest the appellant.
Accordingly on the 2nd of September 1959, Bo Maung Tin

H.C
1960

MAUNG
HMATGYI

v.•
THE UNION

Olf B"IWA.

·us."
MAUNO, J.
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~~a" accompanied by 10 of his men went to the military out-
MAUNG post at Inwe,ing railway statlon of which the cppellant

HMAT GYI Hmat Gyi was the Non-Commissioned Officer in com
TH; UNION mand. On arrival as the 'outpost Bo Maung Tin 'va's
. OF B'JRMA. informed that Hmat Gyi, on seeing their arrival had run

U SAN away from the railway station. A search was made for
~AUNG, J.

him and he was found at a spot about 40 yards away.
Hmat Gyi said that he was fishing at that spot. When
asked about a rifle belonging to Tin Maung which Hmat
Gyi was said to have taken a'iFay \'1.'ith him, Hmat Gyi
said that he had thrown it away in the paddy fields.
Hmat Gyi was taken under arrest and from the spot
pointed out by him, a fully-loaded rifle with five bullets
in the magazine and one in the breech was found a few
in<;hes underneath the water. The acquitted accused Tin
Maung whose rifle it was, was also arrested.

Soon after the arrest of Hmat Gyi and Tin Maung
Bo Than Nyunt (PWIy) arrived at lnwaing railway
station. On receiving information that the appellant
Hmat Gyi and the acquitted accused Tin Maung were
responsible for the death of deceased Tin Ngwe, Bo Than
Nyunt interrogated Hmat Gyi and Hmat Gyi was alleged
to have admitted to Bo Than Nyunt that he and Tin
Maung took Tin Ngwe to Railway Bridge No. 14 where

. he shot the deceased with the rifle belonging to Tin Maung.
The acquitted accused Tin Maung also told the same story
as Hmat Gyi's. Regarding the shoes, hat, haversack and
belt belonging to the deceased Tin Ngwe, they were found
at a spot about two bamboo-lengths away from the
military outpost, as pointed out by the acquitted accused
Aung Shein. As the acquitted accused Tin Maung under
took to produce the rifle belonging to the deceased Tin
Ngwe, he was taken to Popaukketardo village by Be
Sein Pe (PW 18) and an escort of I I soldiers. On arriva
at that village, Tin Maung produced the rifle, No. PI
386962, Exhibit 12, from underneath a heap of straw neal
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his house. This rifle was identified to be that issuea to
the deceased Tin Ngwe.

The' ap,pellant Hmat Gyi and his CO'<9.ccused Tin
Mal~.ng, San Nyein and Aung Shein were in military

•dlseody till the 5th of September 1'959 when they were
made over to the Police Station Officer, U Tin Aung
(PW 21), On the same day, the appellant Hmat Gyi and
the acquitted accused Tin Maung were taken before the
1st Additional Magistrate, Shwegyin. U Hla Maung
(PW ra) to have their confessions recorded. Hmat Gyi
when questioned by the Magistrate said that he had
injuries on his body, but that they were not caused in an
attempt to extort the confession from him. The Magis·
trate said that he examined the body of the appellant and
found no marks of injury and thinking Hmat Gyi's con·
fession to be voluntary. he recorded the same vide EXtli·
bit"0". In that confession, Hmat Gyi mentioned that he
was drinking liquor in the barrack near the railway gate
at Inwaing railway station with headman U Aung Sein
(PW r) of Kwindala village and that he went with Tin
I\1aung to examin~ a suspkious loo~-.:ing person \vho pro
ceeded in a \vesterly directio!1 a fe\y hundred :;/ards a\vay
from the military outpost. Although that person was in
uniform. he \vas unable to giYe a satisfactory account of
his movements. That person was therefore brought
under arrest to the military outpost and his rifle se\f:ed.
After being kept at the military outpost till the train
from Madauk had arrived and departed from Inwaing
railway station, he and Tin Maung escorted the captive
towards Pazunmyaung village, the captive's hands being
tied with a rope behind his back, On arrival near
Railway Bridge No. 14. he took Maung Tin Maung's rifle
saying that he wished to shoot paddy birds. On hearing
him say this, the captive who was preceding them, looked
back and instead of proceeding towards Pazunmyaung.
retraced his steps in their direction. The captive would

RC.
i[960

M ..\UNG
HMATGy[

v,
THE UNIO!

OF BURMA.
-'

U SAN
MAUNG, J.
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not listen to his order to proceed ahead, and therefore he
shot the captive with the ~ifle which he had taken from
Tin Maung.. He then made Tin Maung untie tite ropes
which bound the hands of the captive who was alr~ady

dead and to push the dead body into the chaung nearbJ.
The confession of Tin Maung, Exhibit " '" " was more
or less on the same lines as that of the appellant Hmat
Gyi.

At the conclusion of the case for the prosecution, the
learned trial Judge had before him not only the confessions
of the appellant Hmat Gyi and his co-accused Tin Maung,
but also the evidence of three witnesses which tended to
show that after the d~ceased Tin Ngwe was taken in
captivity towards Pazunmyaung by Hmat Gyi and Tin
Maung, he was murdered by the appellant Hmat Gyi.

.' [Their Lordships proceeded to reproduce evidence.]
In view of the defence evidence the learned trial Judge

ruled out the confession of Hmat Gyi, Exhibit " ~ " as
inadmissible under section 24 of the Evidence Act. He,
however, held that the prosecution evidence on record
and the evidence of the co-accused Tin Maung on behalf
of his own defence, were sufficient to warrant the com'ie
tion of the appellant under section 302 of the Penal Code.
Regarding the use made of the evidence of Tin Maung.
the learned Judge relied upon the dietum of a special
Bench of this Court in U Saw and nine others v. The
Union of Burma (I), where it was held that" the evidence
given on oath by an accused person under section 342 (r)
of the Criminal Procedure Code as amended, may be used
against the co-accused although the weight to be given to
such evidence will depend on the circumstances of the
case."

The learned Judge has, however, not referred to the
decision in the case of Ba Fe and one v. The Union of
Burma (2) where it was held that it is ,a fundamental prin-

(I) (1948) B.L.R. p. 217 (H.c.). (2) (1950) B.L.R. 178.
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ciple that in a criminal trial the burden of proof lies on
the prosecution to establish the charge against the accused
beyond reasonable doubt, and that where an accused per
son.should have been dischargeo. for want of prima facie
evidence against him, the Court slfould not use the
evidence of a co-accused given under section 342 (I) of
the Code of Criminal Procedure, to fill up the gaps in the
prosecution case.

The question, therefore, for consideration is the con
fession, Exhibit " ~ " given by the appellant Hmat Gyi
having been ruled out as inadmissible whether the pro
secution in the case now under consideration has succeed
ed in establishing a prima facie case under section 302 of
the Penal Code as against the appellant Hmat Gyi. If so,
the evidence of his co-accused under section 342 (I) of
the Criminal Procedure Code can be taken i,1to considera-"
tion against him. If not, such evidence must be entirely
left out of consideration.

In our opinion, there is in this case sufficient evidence
adduced by the prosecution to show prima facie that it
was the appellant Hmat Gyi who had fired the fatal shot.

[Their Lordships proceeded to discuss facts.]
The learned Advocate appearing for the appellant

Hmat Gyi said that the trial was bad for misjoinder of
accused persons as the appellant Hmat Gyi and his co
accused Tin Maung were throwing the blame on each
other. For this contention, the learned Advocate relied
upon the dictum of a single Judge of the late High Court
of Judicature at Rangoon (Gledhill, J.) in Po Lan v. The
King (3). There the learned Judge after citing with
approval the decisions in the cases of Azim-ud-din v. King
Emperor (4) and Kyaw Dwe v. King-Emperor (5) said that
(a) when the prosecution case against two persons is
mutually exclusive or (b) when the two accused throw the

B.C.
1960

MhUNG
HMAT Gn

v.
THE UNION

oFBURM.4".-,
USAN

MAUNG, J.

(3) '947 R.L.R. 379.
(4) 7 L.B.R. 68.

(5) ,B.L.]. 69.
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UBAN
MAUNG, I.

blame upon each other the proceedings are bad for m!
joinder. However, a rHerence to the two cases reli'
upon by Gledhill, J., shows that they are llurhorities f
proposition (a) alone. In Azim-ud-din v. [(ing-R'1lper
(4) it was held by'Twomey J. that where the prosccuti,
case against two accused persons is mutually exclusive t
two persons cannot be tried together. It would appe
.that in that case, the prosecution itself had cited two S'

of witnesses giving two entirely conflicting versions as
how grievous hurt was committed on one Fulzanbi.
[(yaw Dwe and one v. King-Emperor (5), the appeilar
and one Po Yun were tried jointly for being in possessi
of a counterfeit currency note. The accused threw t
blame on each other and produced their witnesses. 1
Police treated these defence witnesses as prosecut!

"witnesses and the Magistrate believing the witnesses
favour of Po Yun's story acquitted him but convicted
appellants. It was held by Macgregor, J., following
dictum in Azim-ud-din v. King-Emperor (4) that where
allegations against the two accused are mutually exclus
they cannot be tried together and that the trial was
for misjoinder.

In the case now under consideration, however,
prosecution case against the appellant Hmat Gyi and
co-accused Tin Maung was that they had acted in can
and in collusion. Therefore, the prosecution case ag;
them is not mutually exclusive.

In this connection, the following observation ,
Bench of the Bombay High Court in Emperor v. r
Hanmant Shahapurkar (6) is apposite. Their Lord
said:

H,C.
1960

MAUNG
HMAT GYI

;, 'D.
THE UNION

OF BURMA.

"Section 239 admits of the joint trial when more pI
than one are accused of different offences committed j

(-<) 7 L.B.R. 68.
C:;) I B.L.!. 69.

(6) I.L.R. 30 Born.. 49 .'p, 54.
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same transaction. It suffices for 'the purpose of justifying a
joint tti",1 t\1at the accusation alleges the offences"committed
by ,~ach accused to have been committed in the same transac
tioP" within the meaning of section 239':'

This dictum of the Bombay High Court was approved
by the Privy Council in Babulal Chaukhani v, King
Emperor (7), where their Lordships of the Privy Council
also made the following observation regarding the scope
of section 239, Clause (d) of the Criminal Procedure Code:

"To put it more exactly, is it enough if the conspiracy is
to be found in the accusation or must it be found in the
eventual result of the trial? Is the relevant point of time
that of the accusation, or that of the eventual result? For
the former view there is an unbroken series of authorities in
the Indian Courts, but the matter has not until nmv come .
before the Judicial Committee and must now be decided by
them. It is a question of principle, or, perhaps more
correctly, construction. Their Lordships are of opinion that
the view adopted in India is correct, as the High Court have
held in the present case. The clause deals with three

.matters, accusation, charge, trial. It says nothing about
verdict. The condition is expressed in the words 'persons
accused of different offences etc.' It does not say 'rightly
accused' or "accused and convicted'. It is on the basis of
what appears on the face of the accusation that the Court
may proceed to charge and try."

See also Baliram Tikaram Marathe and others v. Emperor
(8) where it was held that the validity of joinder of
charges must be judged on the basis of what appears on
the facts of the accusation and is not to be made depen
dent on the eventual result of the trial.

Besides, with due respect to the views of the learned
trial Judge who had accepted the defence of Maung Tin
Maung that he had acted under duress, in helping the
appellant Hmat Gyi to dispose of the dead body of the

(7) A.I.R. (1938) p.e. Journal.

31
(8) A.I.R. (1945) Nag. 1.
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• U SAN
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~6~' deceased by throVl'ing it fato the channg, Tin Maung wa:
in fact little better than an accomplice of Mmat Gyi

MAUNG ~
BMAT GYI [See Kyaw Hla Anng. and .one v. The Union of Burn;w (9)

T.r, UNION where it was held that though a person according .to 'hi
OF BURMA. own evidence can.not be strictly called a guilty associatE

his conduct immediately preceding a murder and aftel
wards can show him to be an accessory after the fact an,
that the statements that the witnesses accomnanied th,
appellant Kyaw Hla Aung to the side of the creek 0

some distance from the village, that they went across th
creek to the side further away with the murdered persow
and that they did not run away at the time of the murde
or after the murder, but helped to dispose of the dea
body make the whnesses as accessories after the fact.
"[his ruling was followed by another Bench of this Cou:
in Manng Aye Manng v. The Union of Burma (ra).

For these reasons we consider that the joinder in tt
same trial of the appellant Hmat Gyi and the acquittE
accused Tin Maung, was justified in law.

For the reasons given above, we consider that apa
from the evidence of Tin Maung under section 342 (r)
the Crinrinal Procedure Code, there is a prima facie ca
against the appellant Hmat Gyi for the offence of murc
of the deceased Maung Tin Ngwe. The evidence of 'J
M:mng implicating Hmat Gyi may, therefore, be tak
into consideration to strengthen the case against Hn

Gyi.
There is very little explanation as to why the murt

should have taken place and t.he only reason that can
given is that Hmat Gyi was under the influence of liq
at that time and that he was in some way annoyed at
behaviour of the deceased Maung Tin Ngwe. These f
may, perhaps, be taken into consideration if and w
Hmat Gyi applies for clemency. However the law S1

at the time when this murder was committed, Hmat
(9) ('9·~9) B.L.R. 582. (,0) (1956) B.L.R. Pal. 273·
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must be convicted of the offence punishable under section
302 of th:; ~enal Code and the sentence of death imposed

MAUNGupon,him by the trial Judge must be confirmed. His con- HMAT GYI

viction and the sentence are therefore confirmed and the THE "irNl~N
appeal is dismissed. OF BURi1<A.

U SAW BA THEIN, 1.-1 agree.
USAN

MAUNG, J.
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CRIMINAL REVISION.

Before U flung Khine. J.

U PU AND ONE (ApPLICANTS)

v v.
THE UNION OF BURMA (U SAN MAUNG)

(RESPONDENT).*

[15

Leave a.'d HQUd~ys Act, s. z.-" E,'7/.p!oyel' "-President aI:d Managing·
President of Co-operative Society-Liability to prosewtion-S. 15 (1

A Co-operative Society, by reason of its registration, becomes a
corporate under s. 3 I of the Co-operative Societies Act and its Presiden
Managing Vice-President would therefore come within the definitic
" employer» in $. 2 of the Leave and Holidays Act, 195 I.

\Vhere the Co-operative Society is an association of individuals an
n company a prosecution would lie against its President and IvIanaging
President under $. IS (1) of the Leave and Holidays Act.

Cheng Po for Nyi Nyi for the applicants.

Tin Ohn (Government Advocate) for the respondent.

U AUNG KHINE, J.-U San Maung, Inspector of Lal
Laws, filed a complaint in Criminal Regular Trial No
of 1960 of the 3rd Additional Magistrate, Bassein, ago
(I) U Pu and (2) U Hamed, the President and Mana
Vice-President respectively of the Central Co-open
Society of Bassein under section 14 (1) of the Leave
Holidays Act, 1951 read with section 4 (5) of the said
or in the alternative with section 4 (1) (a) and 4 (3) OJ

ground that the above-said co-operative society fail,
settle within two days after discharge, the earned
salary of five employees discharged by them, or alt
tively that the said society had failed to fix the tin
which earned leave of the said employees may be 1
by these discharged employees within three months

QI Criminal Revision No. 161 (B) of 1960.

Application under s. 439 of the Criminal Procedure Code to qUi
PrOceediOglil.
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the last date of the period of twelve months in respect of
which the earned leave is to b.; granted.

U Pll and U Hamed appeared before the. trial Magis
trate and when the particulars of the offence were stated
to' t~em they denied that the <:mploys:es named in the com
plai~t were discharged by the society or that they (the
applicants) were the employers of the said employees.

After this the applicants filed an application in Crimi
nal Revision No. 92 of 1960 of the Court of Session.
Bassein, for quashing the proceedings against them on the
ground that they were only two out of nine members of
the Executive Committee of the above-named co-operative
society. and that the two of them alone were nct compe
tent under the bye-laws of the Society to transact its
affairs, and that in the circumstances the prosecution of
the two of them alone was bad in law. The !earn.~d

Sessions Judge summarily dismissed their application on
the ground that the prosecution was competent under
section 15 (2) of the Leave and Holidays Act, 1951.

The applicants have now come before this Court on
further revision stating that they are not "employers"
within the meaning of Lea"e and Holidays Act, 1951 and
therefore they are not liable to be prosecuted and
punished under the said Act. They further contended
that the learned Sessions Judge erred in holding that the
said prosecution was competent under the provisions of
section 15 (2) of the Leave and Holidays Act, 1951. •

The Leave and Holidays Act, 1951 is a piece of social
legislation designed to safeguard the interests. in matters
of leave and holidays, of persons employed permanently
or temporarily in trade or industry or establishment
specified in its Schedule. In section 2, the definition of
.. employer" is given and it reads as follows:

.. , employer' includes any body of persons whether in·
corporated or not and any managing agent of an employer
and the legal representative of a deceased employer."

H.C.
1960

U Pu AN'D
ON•

••
THE UNION

OF BURMA
tV SAN

MAU.•C).
- J

UAUNG
KHlNS, J.
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The Central Co-operative Society of which the appli
cants are the President ar.d Managing Vice-President is a
registered snciety and by its registration, under E~ction 3 I

of the Co-operative Societies Act, this society had be.come
a body corporate ane. accordingly they would come :'Vith
in the defi!1.ition of "employer" under the Leave and
Holidays Act, 1951.

Although the prosecution of the applicants may not
have been competent under the provisions of section 15 (2)
of the Leave and Holidays Act, by reason of the fact that
the Central Co-operative Society, Bassein, is not a Com
pany, I am of the opinion that the prosecution against
them would certainly lie under section 15 (I) of the said
Act. Section 15 (I) reads:

"Where the employer is a firm or other association of
individuals, anyone of the individual partners or members
thereof may be prosecuted and punished under this Act for
any offence for which the employer is punishable."

The Central Co-operative Society is an association of
individuals and therefore the applicants are liable to be
prosecuted.

For these reasons, the application fails and it is accord
ingly dismissed.
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APPELLATE 'CIVIL.

Before U San J.Waung atld U Th!JU1lg Sei-::, JJ.
•

IN THE MATTER OF A PL"EADER.*

Proj<JHiGna! .;UiU"01Jduct.

Wh~re the alleg.-:tion against the pleader appearing for the complainant
that in consideration of the offer of a b.ib~ of K 200 by the accused, he had
deliberately absented himself from the Court thereby procuring the discharrre
of the accused has not been proved and the pleader has tried to explain why
he Was not in Court when the case was called rcsultmg in the discharge of)he
accused.

Held: That although the failure of the pleader to appear may be due to
mere thoughtlessness in not having: someone to represent him at the Court
during his absence, it was not due to gross negligence on his part as to warrant
t:ili:ing nction against him under s. 13, clause (b) of the Legal Pr2ctitioners'
Act.

Muuireddiv. K. VmkataR;ro, 17 I.C. 5+4 ;E;;:peror v. RanJani KafltaBo!,:J
and oihcrs, 49 Cal. 732; In the matter of a pleader, (19'::-}) I.L.R. 3. Ran. :205'

Ba Kyaw (Government Advocate), Amicus Curiae.

P. N. Ghosh for the respondent.

U SA" Ivl U"G J-Tl11·::::' ic:, ,..,,~-. .,." ll~ no 1.... ~ tl 1-0::. Tn r'~'1 A l' ,. _ -"~ ..... ~·_l--'O.LL ,.!a~.>.,.. uy .1e _·~a_! eu

Chief Judge of the City Ciyil Court, Rangoon, after an
enquiry into the conduct of Mr. 1'1. C. Ghosh, a pleader
of Rangoon. On the 1st of April, 1957, one Mirjan
Pathan, a licensed stamp'vendor of No. 561, Merchant
Street, Rangoon, filed a complaint before the Registrar 'bf
this Court, charging Mr. N. C. Ghosh of professional mis
conduct. His case was that he had engaged Mr. Ghosh
as his pleader in respect of two criminal cases before the
Court of the Honorary Magistrates, namely, Criminal
Summary Trial No. 1369 of 1951 and Criminal Summary
Trial No..860 of 1951, and that during the pendency of

,. Civil Misc. Application No. 38 of P959.

Complaint against Mr. N. C. Ghosh, Pleader under s. i3 of the Legal
Practitioners' Act.

H.C.
1960-Dec. 20.~
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these cases, he had asked Mr. Ghosh whether he "v6uld
have encugh time to proceed to his homeland in East
Pakistan on urgent busilless and on Mr. Ghosh's assuring
him that ·~he hearing date would be about 3. months after
the date of his conversation with him, he left for East

" .
Pakistan, trusting'Mr. Ghosh to watch over his cases
during his absence. On his return to Rangoon he asked
Mr. Ghosh about the result of these cases, and he was
informed that the accused therein, namely Syed Ahmed
had been discharged by the Magistrate on the ground that
the cases were very weak and that Mr. Ghosh was also
of the same opinion as the Magistrate. Mr. Ghosh also
advised him not to waste any time and money by prefer
ring appeals against the orders of discharge in the two
aforesaid cases. Later, he was informed by the accused
Syed Ahmed himself that Mr. Ghosh had deliberately
abstained from appearing in the two cases in order tc
ensure automatic discharge of the accused and that fOI
this, Syed Ahmed had to pay a bribe of K 200 to Mr
Ghosh.

When directed to do so by the' High Court, Mirjar
Pathan filed an affidavit sworn by Syed Ahmed in suppor
of his complaint against Mr. N. C. Ghosh. Accordingly
the High Court after framing two charges agains
Mr. N. C. Ghosh directed the learned Chief Judge of thl
City Civil Court to make an enquiry into the charge
upder section 13 of the Legal Practitioners' Act agains
Mr. Ghosh. These charges related, firstly to the deliberat
non-appearance of Mr. Ghosh on 5th of March, 1953 OJ

which date Criminal Trial Nos. 860 of 1951 and 1369 a
1951 were fixed for the hearing of the case against Sye
Ahmed; secondly, to the alleged demand for an accep'
ance of a bribe of K 200 from Syed Ahmed with a viel
to absent himself on the date fixed for the heating of th
above-mentioned cases, and thus ensuring the discharge (
Syed Ahmed.
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At the hearing. Mirjan Pathan and Syed Ahmed gave
evidence against Mr. Ghosh while Mr. Ghosh himself gave
evidence on behalf of his own Clefence. The learned Chief
Judge of 'ihe City Civil Court after a re'view of the
eyiCiience recorded in the cas,i':, came to a finding against

" 'h h Ii h ." d "N CMr.' Ghos _ on tl e ~_rst c arge In these \vor s: ..
Ghosh definitely asked ror 5th of IvIarch 1953 as being
the last adjournnlent and it \vas at his reque:;t for that
particular date that the Court had in fact. granted him
that day. In spite of this. however, Mr. N. C. Ghosh
admittedly failed to put in appearance on 5th March 1953
when the cases were called on that day. True. the
accused was discharged on that day under section 259 of
the Criminal Procedure Code. because of the absence of
the complainant (Mirjan Pathan), but nonetheless. when
the Court had specifically granted him time till 5th March
1953, at his own asking, it was his duty. as the lavvyer
engaged by the complainant to appear and conduct his
cases to be present on that day when the cases were
called, irrespective of whether the complainant was pre
sent or not; and 'when he had. thus. defaulted to put in
appearance on that day. he was. in my opinion. guilty of
grossly improper conduct."

Regarding the second charge however, the learned
Chief Judge of the City Civil Court disbelieved the testi
mony of Syed Ahmed that a bribe of K 200 had been paid
to Mr. Ghosh in order to ensure his discharge. He, how
ever, concluded his finding with these words: " There
is, thus, no proof of bribe giving, but there can be suspi
cion that Mr. N. C. Ghosh had absented himself in Court
on the day in question because of an offer of a bribe. I
hold. therefore, that he is not guilty of this charge."

In the result, the learned Chief Judge of the City Civil
Court recommended that Mr. N. C. Ghosh be suspended
from practice for four months in view of his finding on
the first charge. It is however, obvious to us that the

489'
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punishment recommended against Mr. N. C. Ghosh was
influenced by the suspici'iln that Mr. N. C. Ghosh had
acted as he, did because of the offer of a bribe., by Syed
Ahmed. -

.'Now, a referenc~ to tne diary entries in CriIt:lil1al
Summary Trial No. 1369 of 1951 and Criminal Summary
Trial No. 860 of 1951 shows that on the 29th January,
1953, Mr. Ghosh appeared for the complainant and asked
for adjournment on the ground that the complainant
Mirjan Pathan had to proceed to India on urgent business
and adjournment \vas ac·:ordinbly given. for the appear
ance of the complainant on the 26th February, '953. On
the latter date, Mr. Ghosh pleaded for another adjourn
ment on the ground that the complainant who was due
to arrive on the 5th February was being held up in Chit
t?gong so that the last adjournment till 5th March, 1953
was given for the appearance of the complainant. On
the sth March, 1953, both the complainant and his Coun
sel Mr. N. C. Ghosh being absent, the accused was dis
charged under section 259 of the Criminal Procedure Code
as that date was the last adjournment for the appearance
of the complainant.

It is further noticed that although Criminal Summary
Trial No. 860 of 1951 was instituted on the 3rd May,
1951 and Criminal Summary Trial No. 1369 of 1951 was
instituted on the 5th of July 1951, Mirjan Pathan was
not yet examined as a witness in the case, although he
had been examined as early as loth May, 1951 and 5th
July, 1951 on oaLl} prior to the issue of summonses for
the appearance of the accused. Therefore, when Mirjan
Pathan stated in the course of this enquiry proceeding that
on his return from Pakistan on 21st March, 1953, he wen1
to see Mr. Ghosh about his case, and was told that the
Magistrates had discharged the accused on the ground thal
the cases against the accused were very weak, it is ,
matter for consideration whether Mirjan Pathan was s(
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,
the opportunity was very fitting and quite
I took oppOi'lunity and paid Mr. N. C. Ghosh

gullible as to accept Mr. Ghosh's explanation. ,As a man
of ordinary prudence, he should have verified whether
the discharge of the accused was on the ground stated by.,
Mr. G,hosh. "This has not been done.

'Tbe complaint against Mr: Ghosh was filed on 1st
April, 1957 morc than 4 years after Mirjan Pathan return
ed from Pakistan. His explanation was that in 1956, he
was informed by Mr. Ghosh's clerk Gani that the discharge
of Syed Ahmed was due to the failure of Mr. Ghosh to
appear in Court and four or five months later, Syed
Ahmed himself informed him that for a consideration of
K 200 Mr. Ghosh had deliberately refrained from appear
ing in Court in order to ensure the discharge of Syed
Ahmed from the cases. This explanation will have some
substance if the story of the offer to and the taking of
bribe by Mr. Ghosh is reliable. Howeyer, Syed Ahmed,
who is the sole witness for this alleged incident 112S made
contradictory statements in his affidavit and in his
evidence before the learned Chief Judze of the City Civil
Court. What he said in hi, affid~vjt was thus:

"I say that during the pende:1Cy of both the aforesaid
cases Mr. N. C. Ghosh plcJder for I\<firjan Pattan had approa
ched me saying th3t 11;5 client l\.Erjan Pattan is away in
East Pakistan, and if I gave him K 200 he would Flot appear
in both the aforesaid cases on the dates fixed by the Han'ble
Magistrate, and the Court will ultimately discharge me in
both cases.

I say that
reasonable, so
the K 200.

I say that the date I paid Mr. N. C. Ghosh the said K 200

Mr. N. C. Ghosh did not appear in Court in both Cases and
neither was his client Mirjan Pattan in Rangbon at the time.

I say that the learned Magistrate finding that both the
pleader Ivlr. N. C. Ghosh and the complainant Mr. Mirjan
Pattan absent in Court, the learned Magistrate discharged me
under section 259 of Criminal Procedure Code on 5th March.
1953."
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The story told by Syed Ahmed in his evidence is contai'ned
in the following paragnph:-

"One day, about 6 years ago, when CR. T.. 860/5' and
CR. T.' No. 1369/51 were pending in the COMt of Honorary
Magistrate, 1st Bench, Rangoon, Abdul Gani, clerk" to" Mr.
Ghosh, approached me at about 3 p.m. at a tea shop "in Barr
Street. He told me that if I paid something to Mr. N. C.
Ghosh, he would abstain from appearing in the 2 criminal
cases mentioned above. Abdul Gani came and told me about
this, because Abdul Gani was a close friend of mine. As
I did not believe Abdul Gani I told him that I would pay
Mr. N. C. Ghosh only upon those two cases being thrown
out and I have been discharged. On the next adjournment
subsequent to this, when the cases were called in the Court
of the Honorary Magistrates, Rangoon, Mr. Ghosh was absent
and I was discharged. That day when I waS discharged, the
complainant Patan was also absent. About a week after I
had been discharged, on a certain day at about 8 p.m., I
went alone to Mr. N. C. Ghosh's house at No. 22 or 23, 52nd
Street, Rangoon. taking with me one 100 rupee note and
10 ten rupee notes, I met N. C. Ghosh at his house and I
handed over to him the ndtes. True, I gave the money to
him as gratification for the criminal cases ending in my dis~

charge because of the absence of Mr. N. C. Ghosh."

When a witness on whose sole testimony the story of the
alleged offer and acceptance of bribe rests, has made such
a contradictory statement as shown abo;e, we have no
option but to reject the same. It would not be proper
or: our part to say as the learned Chief Judge of the City
Civil Court has done that although there is no proof of
bribe taking, there may be suspicion that My. N. C. Ghosh
had absented himself in Court on the day in question
because of an offer of a bribe.

Mr. N. C. Ghosh's explanation for his absence in Court
on the 5th March, 1953 was that he went at 11-45 a.m.
to find that the Honorary Magistrates were not yet sitting.
and that when he went again about half an hour later, he
learnt that the accused had been discharged. At this
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distance of time it is not possibfe for Mr. Ghosh to sub
stantiate hIs 8tory by corroborative evidence, and it is not
possibil: Ior us to say whether his story was or was not
tru~. "No doubt, it was the duty of Mr. Ghosh to be
present in Court at the time when the case was called.
However, we are not prepared to say that his failure to
appear was due to gross negligence on his part.

Mr. Ghosh has alleged that the present complaint
against him was actuated by malice because of bad feeling
between him and Mirjan Pathan. In cross-examination,
Mirjan Pathan admitted that a decree for K 3,500 had
been passed in favour of Mr. Ghosh against him and two
others in Civil Regular Suit No. 1243 of 1955 prior to the
date on which he filed the complaint against Mr. Ghosh."
He also admitted that he had made a complaint to the
Foreign Exchange Controller that Mr. Ghosh used to
remit bank drafts to India when his family was really
living in Rangoon and that on one occasion, he took the
side of Daw Tin Mya and assaulted lvlr. Ghosh with an
empty soda-bottle, in a quarrel between Daw Tin Mya and
Mr. Ghosh. However, since we have already held that
the second charge against Mr. Ghosh has not been proven,
it is not necessary to consider this aspect of the matter.

Regarding the legal aspect of the omission of Mr.
Ghosh to appear in Court on the 5th of March, 19~3

when the cases were called, we have the following cases
in mind:-

In Munireddi v. K. Venkata Rao (I), a Full Bench
of the Madras High Court held that mere negligence as
the omission by a pleader to do his duty may not amount
to misconduct, but that where the negligence is gross or
where the pleader falsely repudiates an agreement that he
had entered into with his client, he is amenable to the
disciplinary jurisdiction of the High Court.

(I) Indian Cases) Vol. 17, p. 544.
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In Emperor v. Ranjan! Kanta Bose and others (I),
Woodraffe. ]. observed that even if a pleader i9' under an
obligation to attend Court on behalf of his client, h.~ can
successfully plead ~s a lawful excuse that he wOls 'by
circumstances not under hi;; control prevented from doing
so and that it would not also be possible to charge the
legal practitioner with grossly improper conduct, what
ever his liability to his client might be, if he omitted to
carry out his duty to his client by reason of his genuine
fear of any real and substantial injury, physical or other
wise to himself or his family. That was a case where a
pleader did not appear before the Court because of a
resolution to boycott the Courts.

In the matter of a pleader (2), a Bench of the late
High Court of Judicature held that where in pursuance of
a resolution of the Local Bar to boycott a Magistrate's
Court, a pleader threw up his brief without first obtaining
his client's consent and left his client undefended, he was
guilty of unprofessional conduct.

In the case now under consideration, we are unable
fa come to the conclusion that the failure of Mr. N. C.
Ghosh to 'appear before the Court on 5th March, I953
amounted to gross negligence on his part. It might have
been due to mere thoughtlessness in not having someone
to represem: him at the Court of the Honorary Magistrates
wfiile he was away elsewhere. For this reason, we do
not consider that any action should be taken against him
under section I3, clause (b) of the Legal Practitioners'
Act for grossly improper conduct in the discharge of hi;
professional duties. We therefore, direct that the rule b(
discharged.

U THAUNG SEIN, J.-I agree.

(I) 49 Cel., p. 732. (2) (1924) I.L.R. 2 Ran, 265.
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(RESPONDENT).

APPELLATE" CIVIL.

Before U San Maung,:Jo

U SEIN MAUNG AND ONE (ApPELLA:'ITS)

v.
MA HIN HMINE }

KO SEIN BA

Urban Rent Control Act. s. 11 (r) (d)-Reinstatement-Rig!Jt a]tenaPlt evicted
under.

Where the respondents who were tenants of a two-storeyed building belong
ing to the appellants occupying both the ground floor and upper floor. were
ejected from the premises under 5. II (1) (d) of the Urban Rent Control Act and
applied for r~instatementonboth the ground floor and upper floor of the new
two-storeyed building built by the appellants, who offered to accommodate
the respondents on the upper floor of the new building. ')

Held: That the order of the Township Judge directing th3t the respouw

dents be accommodated both on the upper floor and ground floor of the new
building was correct.

N. C. Sen for the appellants.

Kyaw Myint for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-These are appeals under section
lOO (I) (a) of the Civil Procedure Code against the judg
ments of the District Court of Myaungmya in Civil Appeal
NO·4 of 1959 and Civil Appeal NO.3 of 1959 respectively.
As the appellants in the two appeals are the same while
the respondent Ma Hin Hmine in Civil Second Appeal
No. 22 of 1960 and the respondent Ko Sein Ba in Civil
Second Appeal No. 23 of 1960, were tenants of the same
tenement house belonging to the appellants. Questions
both of fact and law arising in both the appeals being the
same, by consent of the Advocates appearing for the
parties involved one judgment only will be passed in
respect of both these appeals.

'" Civil :md Appeals Nos. zz and 23 of 1960 against the decree of the
District Court of Mycungmya in Civil Appc2.1 NO.4 of 1959.

RC.
Ig6ci'

Dec.2~
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The facts giving rise to' the present appeals are briefly
these. In Civil Regular Suit NO.4 of 1951 of tile Town
ship Court of Myaungmya" the appellants U Sein Ma'"ling
and Daw Sein Nu obtained a decree against Ma Hin Hlttiri'e
for her ejectment from a portion of the premises known
as No. 20 in 7th Street, Myaungmya, while in Civil Regu
lar Suit NO.3 of 1951 of the same Court the same appel
lants obtained a decree for the ejectment of Ko Sein Ba
from the other portion of the same premises, the decrees
being under section I I (r) (d) of the Urban Rent Control
Act. The appellants had to execute in each case a bond
as envisaged in section I I (r)c(dj of the Act for the rein
statement of their tenants o~' completion of the building
to be erected in place of the one from which Ma Hin
ffmine and Ko Sein Ba were to be ejected. The decrees
were passed on the 13th of February 1952 after the Mini
stry of Finance and Revenue Notification No. 35. dated
the 16th February 1951 had been published, exempting
newly constructed buildings and substantially reconstruct'
ed buildings from the provisions of the Urban Rent Con
trol Act, 1948. After the building was completed Ma Hin
Hmine and Ko Sein Ba made applications before the Town
ship Court, Myaungmya, for their reinstatement in the
new building and their applications were dealt with in
Civil Miscellaneous Cases No. 2 of 1957 -and No. I of
1957 respectively. The appellants opposed the applica
tions on the ground that the tenants could not be rein
stated in the new building as the provisions of the Mini
stry of Finance and Revenue Notification No. 35 aforesaid
were applicable to the building which they had construct
ed. This contention was rejected by the Township Judge.
The appellants appealed to the District Court,
Myaungmya, and the learned District Judge by his judg
ments in Civil Appeals Nos. I and 2 of 1958, accepted
the contention of the appellants and dismissed the appli
cations of their tenants Ma Hin Hmine and Ko Sein Ba
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for their reinstatement in the new building" Ma Hin
Hmine and Ko Sein Ba then appealed to this Court and
U Ba Nynn\, J. by his judgments in Civil Mi.scellaneous
App(;~I$ Nos. 18 and 17 of I~58 of the High Court set
aside' the judgments of the District CX>urt of Myaungmya
and restored those of the Township Judge, Myaungmya,
for the reinstatement of the tenants Ma Hin Hmine and
Ko Sein Ba. Thereafter. in Civil Miscellaneous Cases Nos.
2 and I of 1959 of the Township Court of Myaungmya,
Ma Hin Hmine and Ko Sein Ba respectively made appli
cations for their reinstatement in the newly erected
building. The appellants thereupon offered to accommo
date them on the upper floor only, but this offer was
rejected by Ma Hin Hmine and Ko Sein Ba on the ground
that they had formerly been in occupation of both the
ground-floor and upper floor of the old building frm,l
which they had to vacate by virtue of the decrees under
section I I (r) (d) of the Urban Rent Comrol Act. The
learned Township Judge thereupon accepted the conten
tions of the tenants and passed orders to the effect that
they be reinstated on both the ground-floor and the upper
floor of the new building. The appellants then appealed
to the District Court of Myaungmya, but the learned
District Judge by his order in Civil Appeals Nos. 4 and 3
of 1959 concurred with the view of the Township. Judge
and dismissed the appeals of U Sein Maung' and Daw Stin
Nu. Hence, the present appeals under section 100 (r) (a)
of the Civil Procedure Code.

In this appeal, it is contended, firstly, that the Town
ship Judge was wrong in having passed his orders for the
reinstatement of the respondents Ma Hin Hmine and Ko
Sein Ba in the building belonging to the appellants U Sein
Maung and Daw Sein Nu, in view of the fact that the
building had been exempted from the provisions of the
Urban Rent Control Act of r948 by the Ministry of
Finance and Revenue Notification No. 35, dated the 16th

32
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of February 1951. However, this contention had been,
fully dealt with by U Ba Nyunt, ]. in his judgment in
Civil Misdmaneous Appeals Nos. 17 and ri;l of 1958 of
this Court. In coming t<;, the conclusion which I'te did
the learned Judge 'relied upon two Bench decisions' of
this Court, viz., U Ba Sein v. Moosaji Ali Bhai Patail and
one (r) and Messrs. Lakhany Brothers v. Sin Teik and one
(2). In the first case it was laid down that in a decree
under section II (I) (d) of the Urban Rent Control Act
the bond had to be executed by the landlord only as an
additional safe-guard to the tenant as from the very nature
of the decree, the tenant was entitled to reinstatement on
completion of the building from which he had been
ejected. In the second case it was laid down that except
in the case where the Court passing the decree lacks in
herent jurisdiction. " a Court to which such a decree has
been transferred for execution must take the decree as it
stands and is not entitled to question its vJ,lidity upon the
ground that the decretal Court had no jurisdiction, terri
torial, personal, or pecuniary, to pass it."

In my opinion, apart from the fact that the judgments
of the two Benches of the High Court are binding upon
me as a Judge sitting singly, they are, in fact, well sup
ported by authority. I would not, therefore, burden this
judgment by dilating on them.

• Besides, the question whether or ,not the Township
Judge of Myaungmya could order the reinstatements of
the tenants Ma Hin Hmine and Ko Sein Ba on the building
belongin)!'; to the appellants U Sein Maung and Daw Sein
Nu is, so far as the present parties are concerned, well
settled by the judgment of this Court in Civil'Miscel
laneous Appeals Nos. 17 and 18 of 1958. Had the appel
lants been so minded they could have moved the learned
Judge to grant them permission to file an appeal under

(I) (I953) B.L.R. I44 (H.C.).
v. Misc. Appeal No. 18 of 1956 of High Court.
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H.C.
1960section 20 of the Union Judiciary Act, failing which they

could have applied to the Supreme Court for special leave
U SerN

to appeal" uilder section 6 of the Union Judkiary Act. MAUNG

Thjs ~ourse had not been adoRted by them. It is settled AN~.ONE

law mat the principles of res judicata as laid down in ~~l~;

section I I of the Civil Procedure Code together with the Ko ~EIN'BA.

explanations thereto also apply to execution proceedings; U SAN

[See Daw Ohn Bwin v. U Ba and one (I)]. which was cited MAUNG, J.

with approval by this Court in Ali Hoosein v. W. Cooper
and one (2) and by the Supreme Court in Ma Hla Yi v.
Ma Than Sein and two (3).

The only question which remains to be considered is
whether the learned Township judge's orders in Civil
Miscellaneous Cases Nos. 2 and 1 of 1959 of the Town
ship Court of Myaungmya, to the effect that the respon
dent Ma Hin Hmine and Ko Sein Ba be accommodated or!
both the groundfloor and upper floor of the new building,
are correct. The building from which these persons had
been ejected was a two-storeyed building situated near the
bazaar which was the best business quarter in Myaung
mya. They were accommodated on both the ground-floor
and the upper floor. It, therefore, stands to reason that
when a new two-storeyed building has been erected in
place of the old one they should be accommodated on
both the ground-floor and the upper floor; otherwise, they
would be deprived of the advantage of occupying t~e

ground-floor of a building in the best business quarter of
the town. It has been argued that the appellants in con
structing the new building had erected the stair-case in
such a way that it would be inconvenient for both the
tenants to use it in proceeding to the upper floor from
the ground-floor. This is, however, no sufficient reason
for refusing to reinstate them on bOth the ground-floor and
the upper floor. It should be possible for the two tenants

(1) I.L.R. 8 Ran.. p. 302. (2) (1949) B.L.R. 543 (H.C.).
(3) (1953) B.L.R. 55 (S.C.).
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to come to some mutually satisfactory arrangement to
•

make use of the stair-case. It is not for the aP.eellants to
say that since it would cause a certain amount of incon-

• •
venience to the tenants they should only be accommodat-

• •ed on the upper floor and not on the ground-floor.
For these reasons the appeals fail and must be dis

missed with costs, Advocate's fees in this Court being
assessed at 3 (Three) Gold Mohurs.
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APPELLATE -CIVIL.

Before U San MaulIg, J.

v.

KO MAUNG SEIN AND ANOTHER (RESPONDENTS)

•.
P. "1. K. KASI CHETTYAR (a) U I~ASI

(ApPELLANTS)
AND ANOTHER RC.

1960•

D;c. IO~.

.,

Receivefo-Object andpurpore of aPPointment of-Possessi01~of-Suitfor ejectme1lt
by a party from house in pouession of Receiver-Not maintainable.

As a matter of general principle the object and purpose of the appointment
of a Receiver is to ensure the preserv3.tion of the subject-matter of the litigation
pending a judicial determination of the rights of the parties to the suit. The
Receiver is an officer or representative of the Court and subject to its orders
and his possession is the possession ofallth~partiestothe proceedings according
to their titles.

Administrator-General of Bengal vO: A'J:111 Lal Mullick and others, 22 I.A~
203 ; Orr v. l'vIuthia Chetti. I.L.R. 17 Mad. 50i ; N. Namberumal Chetty v.
P. Rama.yya Naidll. A.LR. (19+2) Mad. 60::l ; Gopaldas·KJi;ttry v. Phulchand
pllJ'sottamdas, SO C.\¥.N. 229 ; N£lka/ltha Namyan S£ngh v. l'\1I.S. Zoha, Official
Receive" af the Calcutta High Court. I.L.R., 22 Pat. 256. referred to.

The suit by the appellants for ejectment of the first respondent
Ko IVlaung Sein from a room in the house of which the second respondent,
the Bailiff of th~ District Court of Bassein has been appointed Receiver is
clearly riot maintainable in 1m.....

Sm. Annapurna Dasi wla Up:mdra Nath Basu and others v. Sarat Chandra
Bhattacharjee GIld others, A.I.R. (1942) Cal. 394. distinguished.

N. C. Sen for the appellants.

D. N. Dutt for the respondents .

U SAN MAUNG. J.-This is an appeal by P. L. K. Kasi
Chettyar (a) U Kasi and his wife. Daw Tint. against the
judgment and decree of the District Court of Bassein in
Civil Appeal NO.7 of I958. confirming those of the Sub
divisional Court of Bassein in Civil Regular Suit No. 1 of
1958 where the learned Subdivisional Judge dismissed the
suit of the appellants who were the plaintiffs in that case

.. Civil 2nd A?peal No. 27 of 1959 against the decree of the District
Court of Bassein in Civil Appeal NO.7 of 1958.
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as against the defendant-respondents Ko Maung Sein and
the Bailiff of the District tourt of Bassein in his capacity
as a Recei~er. The facts leading to the prl;'seilt appeal
are briefly as follows: - .', "

In Civil Regular Suit NO.3 of 1951 of the Di~triCt
Court of Bassein one Shashamal (a) Shayush Amma who
described herself as the daughter of the late A. N. Govin
dan Maistry, sued the present appellants P. 1. K. Kasi
Chettyar and his wife Daw Tint for a declaration that she
was the owner of a two-storeyed pucca building known
as No. 24, Merchant Street, Bassein, with its site being
Holding No. 12 of 1927-28, measuring '042 of an acre in
Tayoksu Akwet 82 (b) Bassein 'West and for possession of
the same. Her case was that prior to the year 1928. she
had been wrongfully dispossessed of this property by her
brother G. Subramoniam '''':1<) was an insolvent. There
fore, in Civil Regular Suit No. 25 of 1928 of the District
Court of Bassein, she sued Subramoniam for a declaration
of her ownership of the property and for possession there
of and a decree was accordingly passed in her favour on
the loth of June 1929. After obtaining this decree this
property was managed on her behalf by V. M. R. P. Chet
tyar Firm of Bassein until the month of July 1947.
During that month however, the tenants residing in the
building were coerced into paying rents to and in the
narne of one Dr. Ba Choe who was a close friend of P. 1. K.
Chettyar and his wife Daw Tint. On the loth of July
1947, a sale deed purporting to transfer the building in
suit to Dr. Ba Choe for a consideration of Rs. 4,000 was
executed by G.· Subramoniam against whom Shashamal
had obtained the decree on the roth of June 1929.
G. Subramoniam, although an insolvent, purported to
execute the deed for himself as well as for his four
minor sons who were born only after Shashamal had filed
the Civil Regular Suit No. 25 of 1928 in the District Court
of Bassein. In these circumstances, Dr. Ba Choe in
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whose favour the building in question was "transferred, H.C.

obtained no right and title wh;tsoever in that property. 19
60

Again,.o;;' tke IIth of August 1948, Dr. Ba Ch~e executed Pt~~~~1
a .do~ument purporting to sell. the property for a sum of lJ K(alias).

o • ASI AND
Rs. 4,000 to P. 1. K. Kasi Chetty-ar and his 'wife Daw Tint . ANOTI6ER

and after this sale, they continued to collect the rents ~O.~iAUNG
from the property. Therefore, Shashamal had to file the ~~~~

suit for a declaration that she was the owner of the pro-
D SAN

perty and for possession thereof together with mesne pro- MAUNG, J.
fits up. to the date of the suit.

P. 1. K. Kasi Chettyar and Daw Tint filed a written
statement whereby they denied the title of Shashamal or
her alleged relationship to G. Subramoniam. Their
defence was that the building in suit was a co'parcenary
property of G. Subramoniam and his sons after the death
of A. N. Govindan Maistr~ J:hat, therefore.. Dr. B;
Choe, their predecessor-in-title and t~:l'o. were the legal

. .....
owners of the property.

While the above suit was pending, Shashamal filed an
application for the appointment of a Receiver of the pro
perty in suit and the learned District Judge, Bassein, by
his order dated the 22nd of July 1952 in Civil Miscel
laneous Case No. 15 of 1951 (arising out of Civil Regular
Suit NO.3 of 1951) directed that a Receiver be appointed
with full powers under Order 40, Rule I of the Civil Pro-

•cedure Code. Kasi Chettyar and his wife Daw nnt
appealed against the order of the District Judge appoint
ing a Receiver over the building but their appeal was sum
marily dismissed by the High Court. Thereafter, after
some delay over the choice of a Receiver, the Bailiff of
the District Court, Bassein, was appointed to act as one.
The Bailiff is still in charge of the building known as No.
24, Merchant Street, Bassein, as a Receiver thereof.

In Civil Regular Suit No. 15 of 1953 of the Subdivi
sional Court of Bassein, the present appellants U Kasi and
Daw Tint sued the 1st respondent Ko Maung Sein for his
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ejectment from one of the rooms in House No. 24, Mer
chant Street, Bassein, on ·the ground that he was a tres
passer in rt$pect of that room. They also ask~d {or mesne
profits. Their case was tllat one, Ko Saung Shwin. was
their tenant in resp~ct of Room No. 3 of House N'!>. °24
and that on the 5th of September 1950, Ko Maung Sein
who was a tenant of Room NO.4, offered to pay rent to
them for Room NO.3 also for the month of August 1950
saying that Ko Saung Shwin left the premises leaving him
in occupation. On inspection of the building they found
that Ko Maung Sein had broken down the partitions
between Rooms Nos. 3and 4 and was in unlawful occupa
tion of Room No. 3 from which they tried in vain to
make him vacate. They, therefore, had to file the suit
for the ejectment of Ko Maung Sein from this room and

""'tor mesne profits till the~ of the suit.
Ko Maung Sei..-'s"defence was that he was in lawful

occupation on'1re room as the previous tenant Ko Saung
Shwin had left it to be occupied by him. He also con
tended that as he has been for a long time in occupation
of this room with the permission of the Receiver appoint
·ed by the District Court of Bassein in Civil Miscellaneous
Case No. 15 of 1951 (arising out of Civil Regular Suit No.
3 of 1951) the suit was not maintainable in law for non
joinder of the Receiver as a party-defendant. The learned
S\ll:ldivisional Judge of Bassein, accepting the contention
that the Bailiff of the District Court as Receiver in Civil
Miscellaneous Case No. 15 of 1951 was a necessary party
to the suit, dismissed the same and the appeal by P. L. K.
Kasi Chettyar and Daw Tint to the District Court of
Bassein was dismissed by the then learned District Judge
(U Ohn Khin) in his Civil -Appeal No. I of 1954.

In Civil Regular Suit No. I of 1958, out of which the
present appeal has arisen, the plaintiff-appellants P. L. K.
Kasi Chettyar and Daw Tint sued the defendant-respon
dent Ko Maung Sein and the Bailiff of the District Court
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of Bassein: i~ his capacity as a Receiver.. Thei~ case was
in .alJ" other respects substanti611y the same as in Civil
Regul!lr Suit No. 15 of 1953. This ·time, however, the
defendant Ko Maung Sein contended inter alia, that the
suit for his ejectment from Room No. 3 in House No. 24,
Merchant Street, Bassein, was not maintainable in law as
the Court had no jurisdiction to pass a decree for eject
ment or possession of a room situated in a building in the
possession of a Receiver as the Receiver is the only person
who can file such a suit. This contention was accepted
by the learned Subdivisional Judge, Bassein, who dismissed
the suit and the appeal by the plaintiffs P. 1. K. Kasi
Chettyar and Daw Tint to the District Court of Bassein
was dismissed by the learne . t udge (U Aung Myo)
in his Civil Appeal No. 7 of 1958. so doing, the
learned District Judge held that as the Recei r appointed
by the District Court was still in charge of the building,
a decree for the ejectment of Ko Maung Sein from Room
No. 3 and for possession thereof passed in favour of
P. 1. K. Kasi Chettyar and his wife Daw Tint would con
flict with the order of the Court appointing the Receiver.

In the present appeal by the plaintiff-appellants P. 1. K.
Kasi Chettyar and Daw Tint, it is contended on their be
half that even if the suit was not maintainable in its pre
sent form, ir was within the power of the trial Court to
transpose the name of the Receiver from the array of
defendants to that of the plaintiffs and that the learned
Judge of the Subdivisional Court was entirely wrong in
disinissing the plaintiffs' suit as not maintainable in law.
It is, therefore, a matter for consideration whether this
contention can be allowed to prevail.

As a matter of general principle the object and purpose
of the appointment of a Receiver is to ensure the preser
vation of the subject-matter of the litigation pending a
judicial determination of the rights of the parties to the
suit. The Receiver is an officer or representative of the

33--A
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Court an'il subject tD its orders and his pos~e~ion is the
possession of all' the part~s to the proceedings atoor~~ng

to their titles. Fol"example, it was observed by the Pnvy
Council in Administrator-General of Bengal v. Prem Lal
Mullick and others (r) that once a Receiver is appointed,
he being an officer of the Court the property must, for
all legal purposes, be regarded as being in manibus curiae.
So also in Orr v. Muthia Chetti (2). it was observed as
follows:

"The appointment is the act o.f the Court and once made
in the interests of justice or ex debito justitiae. He is an
officer or representative of the Court, and subject to its
orders. His possession is the possession of the Court by its
receiver, and the tenants in ossession, when he is appointed
to receive rents a of immovable property, become
virtually tena ,; pro hac vice of the Court, their landlord.
His pass >lOn is the possession of all the parties to the
proceeding according to their titles. The moneys in his
hands are in custodia legis for the person who can make a
title to them."

Similarly, in N. Namberumal Chetty v. P. Ramayya Naidu
(3) it was held that, "a receiver appointed under Order
40, Rule r in a mortgage suit represents whoever may be
found ultimately entitled to the property as the result of
t~e suit." In Gopaldas Khettry v. Phulchand Pursottam
das (4), it was pointed out by Khundkar, 1- that "the
possession of a receiver is the possession of the Court and
that it does not hold the property on behalf of the party
at whose instance he is appointed. In Nilkantha Narayan
Singh v. M. S. Zoha, Official Receiver orthe Calcutta High
Court (5), it was held that' when a receiver is appoint
ed the actual appointment operates as an injunction
restraining the parties to the suit from interfering with
the property but it does not affect outsiders."

(I) 22 LA. 203· 6) A.LR. (I90j.2) Mad. 602.
(2) LL.R. 17 Mad. S0I. at 503. (4) S0 Cal. weekly Notes 229.

(5) LL.R. 22 Pat. 256.
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Frolfl the above authorities it < is clear that once the
< ,

Bailiflio of the District Court was appointed receiver in
Civtl Regular Suit NO.3 of 1951 of the District Court of
Bassein in which the title to the house known as No. 24.
Merchant Street, Bassein, was in dispute between the pre
sent appellants U Kasi and Daw Tint on the one hand and
Shashamal on the other, the Bailiff in his capacity as
receiver entirely ousts P. L. K. Kasi Chettyar and Daw Tint
from the possession of the building. whether actual or
juridical. He is the only person who can sue Ko Maung
Sein for the latter's ejection from Room No. 3 of the
building. He has not only not elected to file such a suit
but has admittedly collec.ted rents in respect thereof from
Ko Maung Sein with eff~rom the date on which l:~

has taken charge of the buiTClml;. Therefore, that part
of the suit of the plaintiff-appellants f01 :!ectment of Ko
Maung Sein is clearly not maintainable in law.

The next question is whether the plaintiff-appellants'
suit as against Ko Maung Sein for mesne profits for the
period-September 1950 to March 1951-is maintainable
especially when the plaintiffs have joined the receiver as
a party-defendant. Such a suit will involve a declaration
in favour of the plaintiffs that they were owners of the
suit house the title of which is itself in dispute in Civil
Regular Suit NO.3 of 19S1 in connection with which the
Bailiff has been appointed a receiver. Such a suit cannot,
in my opinion, be maintainable.

The learned Advocate for the plaintiff-appellants has
relied upon the,case of Sm. Annapurna Dasi wlo Upendra
Nath Basu and others v. Sarat Chandra Bhattacharjee and

. others (r}. There the receiver in a partition suit raises
loan with the court's permission on a mortgage of the
lJerties in respect of which he has been appointed a
·'ver. After the mortgagee obtained a decree against

~r on his mortgage the parties to the partition
(I) A.I.R. (1942) Cal. 394.
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H.C. suit brought a suit agaoinst the receiver and the Il'iortgagee
960 -~ for a declaration that the mortgage and the mOYtlgage

p.i.K. KASI decree were' not bill\ling 0";; them or the estate as' tfie
CliJ'~TTYAR d' II' .hI'(alia, receiver had acte m co USlOn Wlt t le mortgagee m

F~KA', ND .' d . b . I d I I
ANOTHER agreemg to compoun mterest emg c large on t le oan.

Ko MAUNG In these circumstan.ces, it was held by a Bench of the
8m: AND Calcutta High Court that such a suit against the receiver
ANOTHER. was maintainable with the permission of the Court
U SAN

MAUNG, J. appointing the receiver. In my opinion, the circum-
stances in the case above-cited are entirely distinguishable
from those in the present.

For these reasons, I hold that both the learned Judge
of the Subdivisional Court. Bassein, in his Civil Regular

~it No. I of 1958 and th ned Judge of the District'
Court in his Civil • peal NO.7 of 1958, were right in
the conclusio rived at by them that the suit as framed
is not maintainable in law as the receiver himself has not
asked the permission of the Court to transpose his name
to the array of plaintiffs for the obvious reason that he
has already started collecting rents from the defendant Ko
Maung Sein from the date he took charge of the building
and the question of transposition does not arise. For
these reasons this appeal fails and is dismissed with costs,
Ad,&ocate's fee being assessed at 5 (Five) Gold Mohurs.

. "
G.U.B.C.P.O-No. 38, H.C.R., 3-I2-6"'.-I;SOo-Mono+IX..


